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PREFACE

The purpose of the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS) is to
consider the environmental impacts of proposed policy amendments to the Countywide
Planning Policies (CPPs).

The FSEIS consists of two documents. The first document is the Draft Supplemental
EIS (DSEIS) which was issued January 12, 1994. It analyzes the environmental
unpacts of five alternatives and several policy variations to the CPPs (pursuant to WAC
197-11 -405 and WAC 197-11-11 -620). It compares significant impacts, mitigation
measures and unavoidable adverse impacts of the alternatives and policy variations.

This document is the second document of the FSEIS. It analyzes proposed policy
amendments the Growth Management Planning Council (GMPC) will recommend to
the Metropolitan King County Council. The GMPC recommendations fall within the
scope of the alternatives and impacts analyzed in the DSEIS.

The main part of the FSEIS presents comments and responses to comments received on
the DSEIS. 132 letters and GMPC testimonies were received from state and local
agencies and from individuals. Responses are provided for issue areas (specific
questions) compiled from all comments. In general, responses were prepared for
substantive comments to errors, omissions or possible deficiencies in the DSEIS. In
some cases, additional analysis was conducted to clarify impacts m the DSEIS.
Statements of concurrence with DSEIS assessment, assertions or personal positions on
an issue, and value judgments have been acknowledged and incorporated in the FSEIS
without further substantive response.

The adoption of the amendments to the CPP's is a non-project action. For non-project
actions, lead agencies have greater flexibility inproducmg an EIS because less specific
details are known about the proposal and any implementmg measures as well as
potential significant impacts on the environment (WAC 197-11-442). Because the BIS
is program-oriented rather than project-specific, much of the impact analysis indicates a
general direction of change in the environment resulting from the proposed action
rather than placing exact values on the extent of the impacts. The general direction of
impacts and mitigation that was discussed in the DSEIS did not change as a result of
the GMPC recommendations.

The FSEIS is intended to be used by King County and other jurisdictions completing
their Comprehensive Plans. Specific projects which have been determined to have a
significant adverse impact on the environment will be required to prepare a project EIS



(WAC 197-11-360). However, parts of this FSEIS may be used to revise and/or
reduce the scope of the BIS by reference to relevant information for each element of the
environment (WAC 197-11-443).
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GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLANNING COUNCIL
Proposed Amendments to the 1992 Countywide Planning Policies

As of May 14,1994

CHAPTER NAME
Framework

Critical Areas

Rural Areas

Land Use

POLICY
Preamble

FW-1

FW-1 5c
FW-4
Tw-r

CA-5

CA-6

FW-RU a, b

R/V-RUa
R/V-RU-b

RU-1

WJ-2
RU-3

RU-4

RU-5

^RU-6
~R\J-T

RU-8

RU-9

RO-10
RU-T1
RU-13
RU-14
RU-15
RU-16
RU-17
RU-19

LU-11 .

LU-13
LU-14
LU-15
LU-17
LU-26
LU-28
LU-29

Preamble
RA/-12
R/V-12
LU-39

DESCRIPTION
Provides definitions for Shall, Should and May

Revise CPP adoption process; review land capacity in 1995; establish monitoring program;

review UGA In 10 years

Sriteria for amendment of UGA during 10-year review

^ew Policy to monitor targets annually and make amendments every 6 years

Delete "local" from benefits provided by rural cities

'reparation of aquifer maps using common criteha

^Jew Policy requires land use decisions to take into account aquifer locations and impacts

Jurisdictions are to maintain the basic elements of Rural Character

Defines Rural Character

Outlays the methods to use to maintain Rural Character

detain fanning and forestry where appropriate in rural areas

Mlows K-12 schools in rural areas; limits uses to low-density residential

JmHs Infrastructure improvements in rural areas

-imits impacts of urban land use on rural areas

3utllnes housing densities in rural areas

outlines conditions for clustering housing in rural areas

outlines conditions for transferring density from rural area properties

<ural area ecosystems are to guide location and intensity of land uses

outlines development standards in rural areas

outlines groundwater recharge and storage standards in rural areas

Jse on mineral, oil, and gas deposits is to maintain environmental quality

outlines street standards In rural areas

outlines water system standards and management in rural areas

outlines water system standards In rural areas

discourages locating regional public facilities in rural areas

Encourages farming and forestry in rural areas through incentives

;alls for additional products in the future to help protect rural areas

/lakes optional the designation of "new" rural areas; recognizes legally created lots

Deleted)

JGA to accommodate 20-year growth with phased urban governmental services

;ounty review of modifications to designated urban separators

Sails for consistency of capital facilities plans and 6-year pop/emp targets

New criteria)

adopts nominated centers

Ensure adequate drinking water supply for urban centers

^dd advanced technology to man/ind centers

\dd advanced tech. to man/lnd centers, discourage large office/retail

(equires fast-track pemiitting in man/lnd centers

)esignates man/ind centers

Page 1



GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLANNING COUNCIL
Proposed Amendments to the 1992 Countywide Planning Policies

As of May 14,1994

CHAPTER NAME
Land Use

Affordable
Housing

Contiguous and
Orderly Devmt.

Economic
Development

^OLiCVr
TO-3T
LU-40
LU-40
LU-41
LU-43
LU-45
LU-46
LU-47

Preamble
LU-51

LU-52 (appx)
LU-52

LU-53 (appx)
Text

FW-14
LU-55
LU.56
LU-57
UJ-58-

UJ-59-

LU-61
LU.62

FW-24
AH-1

^AH-2

^AH-3
-AH-4-

-AH-5-

AH-6

CO-15^

CO-16

Preamble
~ED-T

ED-2
~ED-3

ED-3a

ED.4

^D-5
ED-6

ED-7
ED-8

DESCRIPTION
Language to clarify action already taken

Add advanced tech. to man/ind centers, limit size of office and retail uses

Promotes aggregation of land within man/ind centers

Change regional citing policy to promote all industrial activity

Identify feeder systems and other transit options In man/ind centers with HOT

Delete restrictions on SOV in man/ind centers; calls for mass transit service

Adds utilities to list of strategies in man/ind centers

Changes discussion of HCT in man/ind centers

Describes targets

Process for adopting targets for minimum net new households by jurisdiction

adopts household targets by jurisdiction

Criteria for household targets include provision of capital facilities and utilities

adopts employment targets by jurisdiction

Describes function and designation of Activity Areas

New Framework Policy establishing Activity Areas, local designation

Recognizes mix of uses in Activity Areas, adds housing and open space

Links household and employment densities In Activity Areas to transit

Change "shall" to "should" for parking requirements In Activity Areas

Md business/office parks to Activity Area where transit support exists

Delete prescriptive language; provide incentives for mixed use in business/office parks

Business/Office Parks are encouraged where they can be served by transit

Provide for residential and neighborhood uses in business/office parks

Plan for all economic segments of the community

Estimate housing availability for four Income ranges

New housing programs and funding; local planning targets for low and moderate Income

housing

Preservation of low-cost housing

Technical assistance and educational efforts

Monitoring development trends and low/moderate income housing development

Evaluation of countywide and local housing performance

Conditions urban water system expansion Into rural areas

Outlines water system standards and management in rural areas

Defines economic development

Local plans shall support the region's economic base

Jurisdictions shall cooperatively Identity development and diversification goals

Plans shall attract, retain firms in Industrial areas

Recognizes the economic Importance of major facilities, institutions and companies such as

the University of Washington

Calls for balance of economic growth and the environment

Encourages water and power conservation

Jurisdictions shall identify and help meet the needs of economically dlsadvantaged citizens

and areas

Jurisdictions shall cooperate to meet training and education needs

Jurisdictions shall plan for and monitor land supply

Page 2



GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLANNING COUNCIL
Proposed Amendments to the 1992 Countywide Planning Policies

As of May 14,1994

CHAPTER NAME
Economic
Development
and Finance

Other

POLICY
-ED-9-

ED-1CT
ED-lf
ED-12
ED-12a
^D-13~

ED-14
ED-16
ED-17
ED-18
ED-19
RFS-5
RFS-6
LU-35
LU-48
FW-34

Snoqualmie
UGA Map

Target Chart

Introduced
Amendments

DESCRIPTiOIST
Plans shall foster a climate supportive of industry and high-wage Jobs

Encouraged to site resource and agriculture industries close to resource, even In rural areas

Infrastructure providers shall consider economic development goals when making decisions

Develop infrastructure funding strategies which consider regional costs and benefits

Seek state legislative and local funding to clean up contaminated industrial sites

Identify areas which can be used for Industry and consider incentives

Jurisdictions shall develop permit processes with time periods for approval

Jurisdictions may prepare non-project Environmental Impact Statements

Jurisdictions encouraged to establish master utility permits

;oster the use of publlc/private partnerships for economic development

Establish monitoring, evaluation and benchmarks to measure achievement of goals

affordable housing in Urban Centers, inflll and redevelopment areas

:inancing plan for annexation areas

3elete date

Delete date

regional Governance Plan to be prepared

Delete Joint Planning Area from Snoqualmie UGA

'roposed growth targets for households and employment

\mendments introduced to the GMPC, not yet voted upon

Page 3



1 || King County 2012

2 ||

3 || A. The Problem

4 || King County has long been known for unsurpassed natural beauty and a dynamic

5 || human environment. It has thriving cities and suburbs and healthy rural communities. The

6 county's attractive lifestyle and economy continue to draw people into our region.

7 || But unmanaged growth and development endanger some of those very qualities. An

8 11 additional 325,000 people will live here by the year 2010 (State of Washington Office of

9 || Financial Management), bringing the total population to 1.8 million. While growth fuels the

10 || area's strong economy, the absence of effective management of that growth threatens the

11 || features that are essential to a rich quality of life.

12 || The effects of uncoordinated and unplanned growth are obvious. King County has the

13 || fifth worst traffic mess in the nation, declining air and water quality, flooding aggravated by

14 || development, and escalating housing costs. Many of the schools are over-crowded and local

15 || governments are struggling to pay for increased demands for services to control crime and to

16 || provide critical human resources.

17 || The need facing the County and State is to provide the incentives necessary to promote

18 || a vigorous, sound, and diversified economy, while reducing, controlling and managing the

19 || potential adverse effects ofuncoordinated and unplanned growth.

20 || The Washington State Legislature passed the Growth Management Act (GMA) in

21 || 1990 and strengthened it in 1991 to address these problems.

22 || B. The Process

23 || Growth management involves planning for economic and population growth,

24 || determining where new jobs and housing should go and then locating and phasing population

25 || growth in accordance with the ability to provide infrastructure and services. This should

26 || include economic development, a workable transportation system, quality drinking water,

27 || affordable housing, good schools, open space and parks and, at the same time, protection of

28 || our natural environment.

29 || King County and the 31 cities within it are addressing growth management problems

30 || together and in their local jurisdictions. Planning at both levels is called for by the Growth

31 || Management Act.

32 || All jurisdictions are working together to develop a vision for the future. This vision is

33 || embodied in this series of policies called Countywide Planning Policies. Realization of this

34 || vision involves trade-offs and difFicult choices about the appropriate level of growth, its

35 [I location, the type of growth to be encouraged, public spending, governance decisions,

36 || environmental protection, and the quality of life in King County.



1 || A formal body, the Growth Management Planning Council, with elected officials from

2 || Seattle, the suburban cities, and King County, has considered these draft policies, and based on

3 || public input, will make a recommendation to the King County Council for adoption. Adoption

4 || must take place by July 1, 1992. King County will then submit the adopted policies to the

5 || cities for ratification.

6 || The Countywide Planning Policies will serve as the framework for each jurisdiction's

7 || own comprehensive plan, which must be in place by July 1, 1993. These individual

8 || comprehensive plans throughout the county, then, will be consistent with the overall vision for

9 || the future of King County.

10 || C. The Growth Management Act

11 || The GMA fundamentally changes the way that comprehensive planning is to be done

12 || and land use decisions are to be made in Washington State. The challenge of GMA is to

13 || establish a countywide vision and devise a strategy to achieve it. This includes balancing

14 || growth, economics, land use, infrastructure, and finance. If resources are inadequate to realize

15 || the vision, then the strategies and land use must be revised. The GMA requires Countywide

16 [| Planning Policies be adopted by July 1, 1992. At a minimum, the policies must address:

17 || a. Implementation ofRCW36.70A.110 (Urban Growth Areas);

18 || b. Promotion of contiguous and orderly development and provision of urban

19 || services;

20 || c. Siting of public capital facilities;

21 || d. Transportation facilities and strategies;

22 || e. Affordable housmg;

23 || f. Joint county and city planning within Urban Growth Areas;

24 || g. Countywide economic development and employment; and

25 || h. Analysis of fiscal impact.

26 || Special emphasis is placed on transportation. Future development activity will be

27 || constrained by a jurisdiction's ability to provide and finance transportation improvements or

28 || strategies. This fact has implications for all jurisdictions who can no longer finance and build

29 || the facilities necessary to retain current service levels.

30 || D. Vision for King County 2012

31 || Our county has significantly changed in the 20 years that have elapsed from 1992 to

32 || today. The paramount cause for this change has been the successful public/private pannership

33 || which has: supported a diversified, sound regional economy; managed and accommodated

34 || growth; and maintained the county's quality of life.



1 || An effective stewardship of the environment has preserved and protected the critical

2 || areas in the county. This stewardship has extended to the conservation of our land, air, water

3 || and energy resources for future generations.

4 || The rural areas first formally identified in 1985 and expanded in 1992 remain

5 || permanently preserved with a clear boundary between rural and urban areas.

6 Development has emphasized the use and reuse of the existing urbanized areas. Much

1 || of the new growth after 1992 first occurred in the areas where there was existing capacity.

8 || Growth then occurred where existing infrastructure could be easily extended or enhanced.

9 || Lastly, areas which required significant new investment in infrastructure accommodated

10 || growth. Today, there still is ample room for new development within the urban area.

11 || Much of the growth in employment, and a significant share of new housing, has

12 || occurred in Urban Centers. These Centers now provide a mixture of employment, residential,

13 || commercial, cultural and recreational opponunities. The centers are linked by the high-

14 || capacity transit system, and transit stations within the centers are located within walking

15 || distance to all pans of the center. Each center has its own unique character, and they are all

16 || noted for their livability, pedestrian orientation and superior design.

17 || Smaller concentrations of businesses are distributed throughout the urban area, and

18 || focus on providing goods and services to surrounding residential areas. They are linked to

19 || Urban Centers by an effective local transit system.

20 1) Manufacturing/industrial areas continue to thrive and be key components in the urban

21 || area. They are served by a transponation system which emphasizes the movement of people

22 || and goods to and within these areas.

23 || Rural cities provide unique environments within the rural area and provide commercial

24 || and employment opportunities for their residents. This includes retail, educational and social

25 || services for city residents and surrounding rural areas. Businesses in rural cities provide

26 || employment opportunities for local residents.

27 || The entire urban area is increasingly characterized by superior urban design and an

28 || open space network which defines and separates, yet links the various urban areas and

29 || jurisdictions. Countywide and regional facilities have been located where needed, sited

30 || unobtrusively and with appropriate incentives and proper impact mitigation.

31 || Attractive and workable alternatives.to the single-occupant vehicle have been built and

32 || strategies adopted which assure the mobility of people, goods and information throughout the

33 || county and beyond.

34 || Regional funds have been used to further the regional land use plan and fund needed

35 || . regional facilities. Local resources have been focused on local facilities. The sharing of



1 || resources to accomplish common goals is done so that the regional plan can succeed and so

2 || that all can benefit.

3 The economy is vibrant and sustainable, and emphasizes diversity in the range of goods

4 || produced and services provided. Businesses continue to locate in our county because of the

5 |[ high quality of life, the emphasis on providing a superior education, and the predictability

6 || brought about by the management of growth and the effectiveness of the public/private

1 partnership in these areas as well as the mutually beneficial partnership in economic

8 || development.

9 || Housing opportunities for all incomes and lifestyles exist throughout the county, and

10 || with the balanced transportation system, access to employment is assured.

11 || The needs of residents are attended to by a social service system that emphasizes

12 || prevention, but which stands ready to respond to direct needs as well.

13 || The urban area is located within the incorporated cities, which are the primary urban

14 || service providers. Where appropriate, sub-regional consortiums have been created for certain

15 || services, and the county government is recognized as a regional service provider.

16 || Through a clear understanding of growth management, residents and businesses have

n || recognized that all problems will not be cured quickly, but clear and reasonable timelines and

18 || financing commitments demonstrate to them that problems will be solved. Residents and

19 || businesses trust in their local governments because the plans and promises made to manage

20 || growth in 1992 have been followed. Change is accepted and proceeds in an orderly fashion

21 || based on the growth management plan.

22 || When a countvwide policy states that a jurisdiction "shall" or "will" do somethine. such

23 || a policy requires the jurisdiction's comprehensive plan to contain a policy that is written to

24 || accomplish the purpose of the countvwide policy. When a countvwide policv states that a

25 || jurisdiction "should" do somethine. such a policy requires the jurisdiction's comprehensive

26 || plan to contain a policy that is written to accomplish the purpose of the countvwide policy

27 || unless the jurisdiction identifies reasons why it has not done so. When a countvwide policy

28 || states that a jurisdiction "may" do somethine. such a policy suecests the jurisdiction's

29 || comprehensive plan to contain a policy written to accomplish the purpose of the countvwide

30 || policy if it is in their interest.

31 || E. The Framework Policies

32 || The GMA gives local officials new tools for planning and, for the first time, mandates

33 || that the county and cities work together to establish an overall vision. Through a collaborative

34 || process, the local jurisdictions of King County have prepared the following draft countywide

35 || planning policies. This process relies on local choice to determine the density/intensity and
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character of each area. All jurisdictions must recognize that the smart, long term choices for

the region will require compromises in local self-determination.

These policies represent a cohesive set and are not individual, stand-alone concepts.

The ideas represented here balance each other to establish a vision for the county which builds

on existing land use patterns. The policies are organized by topicsjn separate chapters. At the

beginning of each chapter is a framework policy which establishes the overall direction for the

following policies. The Countywide Planning Policies can .only be realized through local plans

and regulations. A decision made locally must become a commitment that the region can rely

upon. The following framework policies outline the countywide planning process.

FW-1. Countywide growth management is a multi ((6ve))-step process:

STEP 1: The Countywide Planning Policies became ((ahnll become)) effective Octobe

] 992. upon adoption by the King County Council and ratification by at least thirty percent of

the city and county governments representing seventy percent of the population in King

County. (((September 1992 target date)))

STEP 2: The Growth Manaeement Planninc Council fGMPC) reconvened to conduct

environmental and fiscal analysis of the Countvwide Plannine Policies and to consider policy

amendments developed throueh implementation of tasks specified in the Countvwide Plannine

Polices. These actions are considered the Phase 2 oolicv amendments and include:

a. Desienation of Urban Centers accordine to the procedures and criteria

established in policies LU-28 and LU-29:

b. Desienation ofManufacturinE/Industrial Centers based on the procedures and

criteria established policies in LU-39 and LU-40i

c. Adoption of 20 year targets of projected household and employment erowth

countvwide and for each jurisdiction accordinc to the procedures and criteria in policy LU-52;

d. Confirmation of the Urban Growth Area based on criteria established in policy

LU-14: and

e. Adoption of additional policy amendments based on the recommendations of

the Rural Character Task Force. the Affordable Housing Task Force. the Fiscal and Economic

Development Task Force, and public comments on the Countvwide Plannina Policies.

((a. The Growth Management Planning Council (GMPC) shall rocoivo by October

and confirm by December 1092 nominations from cities for Urban CcnterB and

Manufacturing/Induotrial Centers no ostablishcd in the Count)wido Planning Polioios.

(Ootober-Deoomber 1002 target dates)

b. The GMPC shall adopt 20 year target numbers for projected population growth

and capacity based on Urban Centers decisions, the criteria established in policies LU 51 and
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LU 52, and population ranges recommended by an interjurisdictional staff committeo.

(December 1992 target date)

o. The GMPC shull adopt 20 year target numbers for projeotod employment

growth and capacity based on Urban Centers decisions, tho criteria established in policy LU

53, and omploymcnt ranges recommended by an intorjurisdiotional staff committee.

(Dcoomber 1992 target date)))

f.((d-)) Housing and jobs to accommodate King County's ((projected population))

erowth targets shall be planned in the context of carrying capacity of the land. Housing

density and affordability shall be considered co-equal objectives.

((e. The GMPC shall confirm the Urban Growth Aroas based on CcntorB

designations and subarca population and employment targets, insuring suffioiont capacity

within the Urban Growth Area to meet projcotod growth. (Doccmber 1993 targot date).))

STEP 3: The Countvwide Plannine Policies shall be implemented as follows:

a. All jurisdictions shall make the decisions required to implement the

I Count^wide Planning Policies into their respective comprehensive plans. (July ((+993-)) 1994

target date)

b. All jurisdictions shall make the decisions required to implement the

Countvwide Plannine Policies and their respective comprehensive plans throueh development

. regulations. CDecember 1994 target date)

((STEP A: a. The GMPC shall reconvene in July 1993 or sooner as needed to review

issues raised through looal plan implementation efforts, and to consider new or revised policies

developed through implementation of the GMPC tasks specified in the Countywidc Planning

Policies. The GMPC shall recommend revisions us needed to resolve idontifiod conflicts

between policies and address implementation issucB. (July 199'1 target date)))

£.((b-)) The GMPC shall establish a process for resolving conflicts between local

plans and the Countywide Planning Policies, ((as-faised by local jurisdictions, and may

id amendments to either the Countywidc Planning Policies or local plans. (July 199/1

target date)))

d_((e-)) Phase 2 Amendments to the Countywide Planning Policies shall be

subject to ratification by at least thirty percent of the city and county governments representing

seventy of the population in King County. All jurisdiction shall amend comprehensive plan as

needed by July 1995 to be consistent with adopted and ratified Phase 2 amendments. (((July

199'1 target date)))



1 || ((STEPS: All jurisdictions shall make the decisions required to implement the

2 || Countywide Plann':ag Polioles and their respective compFehensive plnns through rcgulQtions.

3 || (July 199/1 target date)))

4 II STEP 4: Followine adoption of comprehensive plans, the GMPC or its successor shall

5 II revjewAdoBted targets and estimated capacity for each jurisdiction to ensure sufficient capacity

6 || within the Urban Growth Area.

1 II a. Each jurisdiction shall report to the GMPC or its successor the household and

8 || employment targets adopted in its comprehensive plan, and the estimated capacity for

9 || household and employment growth for the next 20 years. Jurisdictions containinB Urban or

10 t| Manufacturine/Industrial Centers shall report household and employment tareets both for

11 II Centers and areas outside Centers. Each jurisdiction shall also evaluate the availability of

12 || infrastructure, as anticipated in local capital improvement plans. to ensure that capacity is

13 || available to accommodate a six-vear estimate of household and employment erowth.

14 || b. The GMPC or its successor shall review growth targets and capacity for each

15 || jurisdiction to assure that local tarcets are within the adopted ranees and countvwide capacity

16 || is sufficient to meet 20 year growth tareets. If a discrepancy exists between growth targets

17 || and capacity, the GMPC or its successor shall recommend amendments to Countvwide Policies

18 || or local plans to ensure that growth targets can be achieved by planned zonine and

19 || infrastructure capacity.

20 || STEPS. The GMPC or its successor shall establish a monitorine and benchmarks

21 || proeram to assess proeress in meetine Countvwide PlanninK Policies.

22 || a. The GMPC or its successor shall establish a erowth manacement monitorine

23 || advisory committee which shall recommend information to be reported annually to serve as

24 || indicators and benchmarks for crowth manaaement policies. The annual reponine shall

25 || incorporate the economic development policy indicators developed bv the Fiscal and Economic

26 || Development Task Force and other indicators as adopted by the GMPC. and shall consider

27 || housine indicators specified in policy AH-5. The GMPC or its successor shall adopt a

28 || monitorine oroeram and report the adopted erowth manaeement benchmarks annually.

2 9 || b. The GMPC or its successor should conduct a comprehensive evaluation to

30 II assess oroeress on countvwide oolicies. The evaluation should be initiated as indicated_by

31 || results of the monitorine oroaram. but no earlier than five years after adoption of the Phase 2

32 || Amendments to the Countvwide Plannine Policies. The evaluation shall include opportunities

33 II for Dublic involvement.

34 || c. The citizens and jurisdictions of Kinc County are committed to maintaininc a

35 I] permanent rural area. The GMPC orits successor shall review all Urban Growth Areas 10



1 || years after the adoption and ratification of Phase 2 Amendments to the Countvwide Planning

2 II Policies. As a result of this review the GMPC or its successor may amend the Urban Growth

3 II Areas based on an evaluation of. but not limited to. the followinu factors:

4 II — the criteria in policies LU-14 and LU-15

5 II the sufficiency of vacant, developable land and redevelopable land to meet

6 II oroiect needs;

1 II — the actual and projected rate of development and land consumption by

8 || cateeorvoflanduse;

9 || — the capacity of appropriate jurisdictions to provide infrastructure and

10 || service to the Urban Growth Areas;

11 II —the actual and projected oroeress of jurisdictions in meeting their adopted

12 || 20-vear eoals and tareets of number of households and employees per acre:

13 || — the actual and projected rate of population and employment growth

14 II comoared to adooted 20-vear eoals and tareets. and comDared to revised proiections from the

15 || office of financial manaeement:

16 || — the actual and projected trend of economic development and affordable

17 || housine indicators, as monitored and evaluated bv the GMPC or its successor.

18 || — indicators of environmental conditions, such as air quality, water quality.

19 || wildlife habitat, and others.

20|| d. Amendments to the Countvwide Planning Policies shall be subject to

21 || ratification bv at least thirty percent of the city and county eovernments representins seventy

22 || percent of the population in Kine County.

23 || FW-2. Countywide Planning Policies are effective after King County adoption and city

24 || ratification for the purposes of updating comprehensive plans, and providing a policy

25 || framework for other governmental actions of all jurisdictions. Significant planning options will

26 11 be precluded if interim actions are not taken to assure capacity and direct growth in the Urban

27 || area, and to protect the Rural area from the impacts of growth. The following interim actions

28 || will be taken by all jurisdictions no later than one month after ratification.

2 9 || a. King County shall adopt interim rural zoning consistent with the designation of

30 || rural for the "new" Rural area adopted through the Countywide Planning Policies to ensure

31 || rural character is not threatened by additional subdivision activity.

32 || b. All jurisdictions in the Urban area will adopt interim minimum density

33 || ordinances and review and, where appropriate, remove regulatory barriers to accessory

34 || dwelling units and manufactured homes on individual lots, to ensure that urban land is used

35 || efficiently.
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c. Jurisdictions shall not expand the existing land area zoned for business/office

parks.

NEW FW-4 The final adopted taruets shall be monitored by Metropolitan Kinu

County annually with adjustments made by the GMPC or its successor oruanization even/ six

years utilizinc the process established by FW-3.

I. CRITICAL AREAS

Most Jurisdictions in King County' have sensitive areas ordinances in place or under

development. These regulations are tailored to the specific needs of each jurisdiction and are

not likely to be modified based on another jurisdiction's regulations. It is important to

promote regional policies thai do not erode existing regulations while providing guidance for

achieving consistency and compatibility among them.

A. Overall Environmental Protection

FW-3. All jurisdictions shall protect and enhance the natural ecosystems through com-

prehensive plans and policies, and develop regulations that reflect natural constraints and

protect sensitive features. Land use and development shall be regulated in a manner which

respects fish and wildlife habitat in conjunction with natural features and functions, including

air and water quality. Natural resources and the built environment shall be managed to protect,

improve and sustain environmental quality while minimizing public and private costs.

FW-4. Puget Sound, floodplains, rivers, streams and other water resources shall be

managed for multiple beneficial uses including flood and erosion hazard reduction, fish and

wildlife habitat, agriculture, open space, water supply, and hydropower. Use of water

resources for one puqrose shall, to the fullest extent possible, preserve and promote

opportunities for other uses.

B. Wetlands Protection

CA-1. All jurisdictions shall use as minimum standards, the 1989 Federal Manual for

Identifying and Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands and reference the 1989 manual in their

wetlands protection ordinances.

CA-2. In the long term, all jurisdictions shall work to establish a single countywide

classification system for wetlands.

CA-3. Within each basin, jurisdictions shall formulate their regulations and other

non-regulatory methods to accomplish the following: protection of wetlands; assure

no-net-loss of wetland functions; and an increase of the quantity and quality of the wetlands.

The top class wetlands shall be untouched.

CA-4. Implementation of wetland mitigation should be flexible enough to allow for

protection of systems or corridors of connected wetlands. A tradeoff of small, isolated



1 || wetlands in exchange for a larger connected wetland system can achieve greater resource

2 || protection and reduce isolation and fragmentation of wetland habitat.

3 || C. Aquifers

4 || . Currently, there are five Ground Walcr Managemcnl Plans ((undc'nvay)) heifw

5 || prepared in King Count}-': Redmond, Issaqiiah, Eas< King County, Sonlh King Cowity, and

6 II Vashon. Most. hnl nol all. inworlanl amiifers are contained within these areas. The stale

7 11 Department of Ecology has designated Seaffle-King County Department of Public Health as

8 11 the lead agency. Each plan is prepared in conjunction with an advisory committee with rep-

9 || resenlatives from suburban cities, water nli/ities, bnsmesses. privafe well owners.

10 || environmental groups, and state agencies. The plans will identify aqnifer recharge areas and

11 || propose strategies for protection ofaqwfers ((groimd^mlor)} through preservation and

12 protection of groimd\valer ((aqHifcrs)). Local eovernmems are required lo adopl or amend

13 II reevlations. ordinances, and/or Droerams in order lo implemenl the plans followins

14 || cerlificatiQnbvEcQ!os\'in accordance with WAC 173-100-120.

15 || CA-5. All jurisdictions shall adopt policies ffresiulations)) to protect the quality and

16 || quantity of groundwater where appropriate:

17 || a. Jurisdictions that are included in Ground Water Management Plans shall

18 || support the development, adoption, and implementation of the Plans; and

19 || b. The Seattle-King County Depanment of Public Health and affected

20 || jurisdictions shall develop countywide policies outlining best management practices within

21 || aquifer recharge areas to protect public health: and

22 || c. Kine County and eroundwater purvevors includine cities, special Duroose

23 || districts, and others should jointly:

2 4 || 1. Prepare eroundwater recharge area maps usine common criteria and

25 || incorporatine information Generated bv Ground Water Manaeement Plans and purveyor

26 || studies:

27 || 2. Develop a process by which land use jurisdictions will review, concur

28 || with. and implement. as apDroDriate. ourvevor Wellhead Protection Proerams required by the

29 || Federal Safe Drinkin s. Water Act;

30 || 3. Determine which portions of mapped recharee areas and Wellhead

31 || Protection Areas should be desienated as critical: and

32 II 4. Update critical areas maps as new information about recharee areas and

33 || Wellhead Protection Areas becomes available.

34 || NEW CA-6 Land use actions should take into account the potential impacts on

35 || aauifers determined to serve as water supplies. The depletion and deeradation of aauifers

10



1 || needed forpotable water supplies should be avoided or mitigated: otherwise a proven, feasible

2 II replacement source of water supply should be planned and developed to compensate for

3 II potential lost supplies.

4 11 D. Fish and Wildlife Habitat

5 || CA-6. Adjacent jurisdictions shall identify and protect habitat networks that are

6 || aligned at jurisdictional boundaries. Networks shall link large protected or significant blocks

7 || of habitat within and between jurisdictions to achieve a continuous countywide network.

8 || These networks shall be mapped and displayed in comprehensive plans.

9 || CA-7. All jurisdictions shall identify critical fish and wildlife habitats and species and

10 || develop regulations that:

11 || a. Promote their protection and proper management; and

12 || b. Integrate native plant communities and wildlife with other land uses where

13 || possible.

14 || CA-8. Natural drainage systems including associated riparian and shoreline habitat

15 || shall be maintained and enhanced to protect water quality, reduce public costs, protect fish and

16 || wildlife habitat, and prevent environmental degradation. Jurisdictions within shared basins

17 || shall coordinate regulations to manage basins and natural drainage systems which include .

18 || provisions to:

19 || a. Protect the natural hydraulic and ecological functions of drainage systems,

20 t| maintain and enhance fish and wildlife habitat, and restore and maintain those natural functions;

21 || b. Control peak runoffrate and quantity of discharges from new development to

22 || approximate pre-development rates; and

2 3 || c. Preserve and protect resources and beneficial functions and values through

24 || maintenance of stable channels, adequate low flows, and reduction of future storm flows,

25 || erosion, and sedimentation.

26 || CA-9. Jurisdictionsshallmaintainorenhancewaterquality through control of runofF

27 || and best management practices to maintain natural aquatic communities and beneficial uses.

28 || CA-10. The Washington State Depanments of Fisheries and Wildlife and the Indian

29 || Tribes both manage fish and wildlife resources. However, local governments have authority

30 || for land use regulation. Jurisdictions shall coordinate land use planning and management of

31 || fish and wildlife resources with affected state agencies and the federally recognized Tribes.

32 || E. Frequently Flooded Areas

33 || The State adopted comprehensive flood legislation in 1991 (Senate Bill 5411) that

34 || makes the GMA requirement for coordination and consistency on flood hazard regulations

35 || much more explicit. According to the new legislation, couniies are to develop flood hazard

11
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control managemenl plans with Ihv full parlicipution ofjiirisdiclions wilhin the'planning

areas. Once adopted by the connly, cilies within flood hazard planning areas nwxt comply

with the management plan. The draft County\vide Flood Hazard Reduction Plan is currently

being reviewed by affected jnrisdicli<ms before Iransmillal to /he King County Council for

consideration and adoption.

CA-11. All jurisdictions shall adopt and implement the relevant general and land use

policies of the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan and develop appropriate regulations for imple-

mentation and enforcement of the Plan. Regulations shall:

a. Reduce flood impacts on existing development by reducing risk and regulating

new development;

b. Reduce long term public and private costs;

c. Protect natural flood storage and conveyance functions; and

d. Develop an enforcement program.

F. Geologic Hazard Areas

CA-12. All jurisdictions shall regulate development on certain lands to protect public

health, property, important ecological and hydrogeologic functions, and environmental quality,

and to reduce public costs. The natural features of these lands include:

a. Slopes with a grade greater than 40%;

b. Severe landslide hazard areas;

c. Erosion hazard areas;

d. Mine hazard areas; and

e. Seismic hazards.

Regulations shall include, at a minimum, provisions for vegetation retention, seasonal

clearing and grading limits, setbacks, and drainage and erosion controls.

G. Air and Water Quality

CA-13. All jurisdictions, in coordination with the Puget Sound. Air Pollution Control

Agency and the Puget Sound Regional Council, shall develop policies, methodologies and

standards that promote regional air quality, consistent with the Countywide Policy Plan.

CA-14. All jurisdictions shall implement the Puget Sound Water Quality Management

Plan to restore and protect the biological health and diversity of the Puget Sound Basin.

H. Implementation

CA-15. King County shall establish a technical committee to facilitate environmental

protection which is to include representatives of the county, the cities, the federally recognized

Tribes, business community, environmental community, public utilities, special districts, and

12



1 || interested citizens. The committee will serve as a depository of regulations and policies

2 || adopted by jurisdictions in King County.

3 || Based on information provided by all jurisdictions, the committee shall prepare a report

4 || by December 1993 which addresses consistency and compatibility of regulations and

5 || designations, cumulative impacts, and education programs. The report should be designed to

6 || assist jurisdictions in developing permanent regulations with optimal consistency among the

7 || jurisdictions.

8 || n. LAND USE PATTERN

9 || A. Resource Lands: Agricultural, Forestry, and Mineral

10 The protection and mmwgemenl of resource lands in King County is a regional

11 concern and a major objective of the conn fy\vide planning policies. The vast majority of

12 || resource lands are located in unincorporated King County. These areas were identified and

13 || protected under the 1985 King County Comprehensive Plan and siibsequenl comnwmty plans

14 || and regulations.

15 || FW-5. The land use pattern for the County shall protect the natural environment by

16 || reducing the consumption of land and concentrating development. Urban Growth Areas, Rural

17 || Areas, and Resource Lands shall be designated and the necessary implementing regulations

18 || adopted. This includes Countywide establishment of a boundary for the Urban Growth Area.

19 || Local jurisdictions shall establish these land use designations, based on the Countywide

20 || Planning Policies.

21 || LU-1. Agricultural and forest lands are protected primarily for their long-term

22 || productive resource value. However, these lands also provide secondary benefits such as open

23 || space, scenic views and wildlife habitat. All jurisdictions should encourage utilization of

24 || natural resources through methods that minimize the impacts on these secondary benefits.

25 || Resource lands also contain an abundance of critical areas that shall be protected in accordance

26 || with adopted State and local regulations.

27 || LU-2. All jurisdictions shall protect existing resource lands within their boundaries

28 || that have long-term commercial significance for resource production. Any designated

29 || agricultural and forestry lands shall not be considered for urban development. Jurisdictions are

30 || required to enact a program authorizing the transfer or purchase of development rights for

31 || designated forest or agricultural areas within Urban Growth Areas. At the request of any city,

32 || King County will work to reinstate the King County Purchase of Development Rights Program

33 || and/or establish an interjurisdictional transfer of development rights program to protect these

34 || resource lands in accordance with the GMA.

13



1 || LU-3. Existing mineral extractive and processing operations or designated sites may

2 II be annexed or incorporated to a city only if there are policies and regulations in place to

3 || protect the long term viability for continued operation and ensure adequate reclamation and

4 |t enhancement of the site once operation ceases.

5 || LU-4. All jurisdictions shall encourage compatible land uses adjacent to natural

6 || resource areas which support utilization of the resource and minimize conflicts among uses.

7 || Each jurisdiction is responsible for implementing the plat and permit notification requirements

8 || for properties within 300 feet of the resource land, as specified in RCW 36.70A as amended.

9 || Jurisdictions will consider an increased distance for notification and notification to titles to

10 || property within or adjacent to the resource lands.

11 || LU-5. All jurisdictions shall require mineral extraction and processing operations and

12 || agricultural practices to implement best management practices to reduce environmental

13 [| impacts and mitigate any unavoidable impacts.

14 || B. Rural Areas

15 || Tlw vast majority of rural areas are located in mmicorporaled King County. Tliese

16 || areas were identified and regulated through the 1985 King County Comprehensive Plan and

17 subsequent community plans mid regulations. While counties are the Jurisdictions specified

18 \\ by the GMA as responsible for designating and regulating rural areas through their

19 || comprehensive plans, Ihe protection of King County's rural area is a regional issue and a

20 || fundamental objective of the coimty\vide plmming policies.

21 || FW-6. Urban Growth Areas, Rural Areas, and Resource Lands shall be designated

22 || and the necessary implementing regulations adopted. This includes Countywide establishment

23 || of an Urban Growth Area. Local jurisdictions shall establish these land use designations, based

24 11 on the Countywide Planning Policies.

25 || FW-7. All jurisdictions acknowledge that rural areas provide an overall benefit for all

26 || residents of King County. Strategies to fund infrastructure and services in rural areas may be

27 || needed to suppon a defined rural level of service. Towns and cities in the rural areas play an

28 || important role as ((teeal)) trade and community centers.

29 || FW-RUa A fundamental component of the countvwide olannine strateev is the

30 || maintenance of the traditional character of the Rural Area with its mix of forests, farms, hiah-

31 || quality natural environment. rural cities, unincorporated rural centers. and variety oflow-den-

32 || sitv residential uses. The basic elements of this rural character are:

33|| a. NATURAL FEATURES.... such as water bodies and significant wetlands.

34 II scenic resources and habitat areas should be afforded lone-term protection, minimizine lona-

14



1 || term environmental deuradation. and enhancine environmental oualitv where previous deura-

2 II dation has occurred.

3 II b) RESOURCE-BASED INDUSTRIES.... Commercial and non-commercial

4 || farmine, forestry. Drimarv forest products manufacturinu. mining and fisheries activities shall

5 || be encouraged to continue and to expand as possible;

6 II c. RURAL TOWNS .... Valued attributes of small towns such as: public safety;

"7 || historical continuity: small. independent business; and local availability ofeoodsand services

8 || shall be encouraeed to continue,

9 || d) RURAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES .... Rural residents outside

10 || cities should anticipate lower levels of public services and infrastmcture than those available in

11 || urban areas, maximizine self-sufficiency and independence.

12 || e^_OPEN SPACE SYSTEM .... Sienificant components ofKine County's Open

13 || Space System are found in Rural Areas. Trail corridors, habitat networks, recreational areas

14 || and scenic resources should be linked wherever possible to complete the system. Active rec-

15 || reational facilities shall be rural in character. Where a traditional landscape of fields cleared for

16 || aericultural purposes exists. new development should be clustered at the edees of fields to

1"7 || minimize the consumption ofaericultural land and possible conflicts with current or future

18 || farmine activity.

19 11 f) RURAL HOUSING .... The Rural Areas shall offer important alternative and

20 || qualitative housine choices but shall not be considered a auantitativelv sienificant pan of the

21 || county's residential growth capacity:

22|| el RURAL ECONOMY.... The Rural Areas make a unique contribution to Kine

23 || County's economy. In addition to farmine. fisheries and forestry, cottaee industries shall be

24 || recoenized as making a sienificant economic contribution in Rural Areas, and should be

25 || encourased.

26 || ht CITIES....Rural cities shall encouraee. where aDDropriate. business ODportu-

27 || nities which support the full range of rural activities occurrine in their adjacent Rural Areas.

28 || includine suppon services for aericulture and forestry. Cities should also provide a place for

29 || shoppine. education, social services and other community functions at a scale consistent with

30 || the maintenance of rural character as well as the cities' tareet population and employment

32 II FW-RUb To achieve and maintain rural character Kine County, and the cities as

33 || appropriate, shall use a ranee of tools includine. at a minimum: land use designations. devel-

34 || opment reeulations. level ofsen/ice standards (panicularlv for infrastructurel. and incentives.

15



1 || LU-6. Through the Countywide Planning Policy process. King County, with

2 || the cooperation of the cities, shall be responsible for designating mral areas consistent with

3 || GMA. In designating long term rural areas, King County shall foster better use of limited pub-

4 II lie funds by allowing service providers to establish distinctly rural facility and service standards.

5 || LU-7. Designated rural areas are considered to be permanent and shall not be

6 || redesignated to an Urban Growth Area. Future growth should be accommodated by efficient

7 || use of existing urban land within the Urban Growth Area. Annexation of rural areas to cities

8 || shall be prohibited. When annexation of rural areas is necessary to link two urban areas, that

9 || intervening rural area shall be designated as permanent urban separator at low rural densities.

10 || RU-1 Retention of resource-based uses and conservation of natural resource

11 || lands are important to maintainine the traditional character. environmental functions and values

12 || of the Rural Area. Kins County shall identift'appropriate districts within the Rural Area where

13 || farmine and forestry are to be encouraeed and expanded. These districts shall be desienated bv

14 || December 31. 1995. Areas to be considered should include:

15 || a) Large blocks of land. either identified by King County or Droposed by

16 || the property owners, with resource land characteristics or agriculture or forestry production

17 || potential;

18 It b) Land enrolled in the current use assessment proeram as farm and aeri-

19 || cultural land or timber land under RCW 84.34 or enrolled for tax purposes as timber land

20 || under RCW 84.33:

21 || c) Land in proximity to desienated Aericulture and Forest Production Dis-

22 || tricts. offering mutual bufferine benefits and low potential for conflicts with adjacent uses: and

23 || dt Land with valuable environmental features such as wildlife habitat.

24 || ground water recharge. salmonid streams, or hiah-value wetlands.

25 || RU-2 Permitted land uses within desienated Rural Area farmine and forestry

26 || districts should be limited to residences at very low densities and farmine or forestrv-related

27 || uses. Institutional uses or public facilities should not be permitted except for the sitinc of util-

28 || itv lines where no feasible alternative exists and the sitine of K-12 public schools and K-12

29 || public school facilities in conjunction with K-12 Public Schools. Development of adjacent

30 || lands should be conditioned to minimize land use conflicts and conversion pressures upon these

31 || districts.

32 || RU-3 The Rural Area shall have low densities which can be sustained by minimal

33 || infi-astmcture improvements, such as seotic systems and rural roads. Kine County, cities adia-

34 || cent to Rural Areas, and other aeencies orovidina services to Rural Areas, shall adopt stan-

35 || dards for facilities and services in Rural Areas that protect basic public health and safety, and

16



1 || enhance the environment. but urban facilities and services should not be provided to Rural

2 II Areas.

3 II RU-4 Comprehensive plans coverinu nearby Urban Areas shall consider the

4 II potential impacts of urban development upon the adjacent Rural Area. Development in Urban

5 Areas shall not sicnificantlv increase peak flows or pollution in Rural Area streams. Urban-

6 II Generated traffic should not cause mral roads to bujouraded to urban standards. Where a

7 || rural arterial must be upnraded to accommodate urban-eenerated trafFic. it should include fea-

8 || tures such as screenine and limited access within the Rural Area to lessen the road's impact on

9 || surrounding rural lands, includine pressure to conven them to hieher-intensitv uses. Funding

10 || for such improvements should be primarily the responsibility of the benefiting jurisdiction.

11 || RU-5 Plannine for Rural Areas should comply with the followine density

12 || guidelines:

13 || a} one home per 20 acres to protect forest lands when desienated in accor-

14 || dance with Policy RU-1.

15 || b} one home per 10 acres to protect lands for small-scale farmine when

16 || designated in accordance with Policy RU-1:

17 || d one home per 10 acres is also appropriate if the predominant lot size is

18 || 10 acres or lareer and the lands within one-auarter of a mile of a desicnated Forest Production

19 || District or lower-densitv Aericultural Production District with livestock-based aericulture or a

20 |t leeallv-aDproved lone-term mineral resource extraction site or. the lands contain sienificant

21 || environmentally constrained areas as defined by county ordinance or federal or state law;

22 || d.1 one home per 5 acres where the land is physically suitable and can be

23 || supported by rural services, and

24 || el development on existine sub-standard lots in the Rural Area shall be

25 || permitted when applicable development standards, such as Board of Health regulations for

26 t| on-site sewaee disposal. can be met.

27 || RU-6 To maintain mral character, and to minimize the need for additional infrastruc-

28 || ture. verylaree lots (five acres or morel are the preferred residential development pattern. To

29 || fijrther_Lhe_gQals_QfLniral protection, clusterine of devetopment that will sustain rural land uses.

30 |t require only rural levels of service and be desiened. scaled and sited to be consistent with Rural

31 || Area character may be required

32 || a. where it would not result in a greater number of dwellina units than would be

33 || constructed under a conventional lottine pattern unless either:

34 || 1. a substantial dedication of land to King County's Open Space System is

35 || provided and the impacts of the additional dwellinc units are mitieated;

17



1 II 2. permanent protection, substantially ereater than that attainable throueh

2 II exjstine reculations. is secured for a siunificant natural resource, or

3 II 3. substantial farmine or forestr/ lands would be permanently protected

4 II from conversion to non-resource based_uses,

5 || b. wliere clustering of development would:

6 || 1. provide Greater protection for natural resources or environmentally sensi-

7 || tive features:

2. reduce the consumption ofauricultural or forestry lands for residential

9 || purposes: or

10 || 3, minimize potential conflicts between residential and resource-based

11 || activities.

12 || RU-7 Kine County may allow transfer of density from Rural Area propenies

13 || to other Rural or Urban Area properties in order to d') secure a substantial dedication ofsie-

14 || nificant land to the King County Open Space System: (2) provide permanent protection which

15 || is greater than that available through existine reeulation to a sisnificant natural resource: or

16
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1 II C3) encourage retention ofresource-based uses in the Rural Area. The county shall

2 II deyekio a mechanism to accomplish these objectives and provide that:

3 II at lands dedicated are first determined to be suitable for inclusion within

4 II the King County Open Space System;

5 II b) the protected natural resource is first determined to be ofsienificance to

6 || Kinu County citizens and the protection afforded is materially superior to that provided by

7 || existine reeulations:

8 || c) the resultine development is located in proximity to the lands to be dedi-

9 || cated to public ownership or where it can otherwise be shown that the residents of this devel-

10 || opment will share in an overridine public benefit to be derived from the preservation of the

11 || dedicated lands or the protection of the natural resource;

12 || d'l the resultinB develoDment within the Rural Area maintains rural charac-

13 || ten and

14 || et there shall be no net increase in density within the Rural Area as a result

15 || of this density transfer.

16 || RU-8 Rural Areas should retain a hieh Droportion of undisturbed soils to maintain

17 || ground water recharee. high water quality and river and stream base flows essential to naviffa-

18 || tion. recreation and the survival of wildlife and fish. The lone-term inteeritv of Rural Area

19 || ecosystems should be a euidine principle in establishine the location and intensity of land uses

20 |t and public facilities in Rural Areas, the operatine standards for resource-based activities, and

21 || rural facility standards.
II

22 || RU-9 Rural development standards should be designed to protect the natural envi-

23 || ronment. The tools to achieve this include: seasonal and maximum clearing limits: imoervious

24 || surface limits; surface water manaeement standards that emphasize preservation of natural

25 || drainaee systems and water quality, eround water recharee and best management practices for

26 || resource-based activities.

27 || RU-10 Rural Areas shall be recoenized as significant for the recharae and storase of

28 || eroundwater and as areas necessar/ for the maintenance of base flows in rivers and natural

29 || levels of lakes and wetlands. Measures to protect these areas shall include:

30 || a} A rural section within the Kine County Surface Water Desien Manual

31 || reauirine runoffbe infiltrated except where potential eroundwater contamination cannot be

32 ||. prevented by pollution source controls and stormwater pretreatment. and

33 || b} infittration as the preferred method of volume control, with other meth-

34 || cds allowable only after infiltration has been ruled out for technical reasons.
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RU-11 King County's Comprehensive Plan shall include, p^ljcjes to preserve oBfiortynir

ties for mininu and to assure extractive industries maintain environmental quality and minimize

impacts to adjacent land uses. The eoal shall be to facilitate the efficient utilization of valuable

mineral, oil and eas deposits when consistent with maintainine environmental quality and

minimizme impacts.

RU-13 Rural level standards for streets should be refined to minimize clearine

and eradine. and avoid conflicts with the natural landscape. Pavement width should be no

wider than needed to meet safety considerations and accommodate designated bicv-

cle/pedestrian routes,

RU-15 Standards for rural water service, to be developed through the mral

design manual, should assure adequate quality and quantity for domestic supply consistent with

low rural residential densities and existina infrastructure commitments.

RD-16 Reeional public facilities which directly serve the public shall be

discouraeed from locatine in rural areas.

RU-17 Kine County should evaluate additional ways that small-scale farmina

and forestry, and land and watershed stewardship can be encouraeed throueh landowner

incentive proerams and communitv-based education. This should include:

a} creatine opoortunities and incentives for voluntary cooperative man-

aeement ofwoodlots and open space that is currently in separate ownerships;

b} providini; technical assistance and infonnation to landowner crouos and

community associations seekina to implement stewardship, habitat restoration and

manaeement plans:

cl providine outreach and assistance to small landowners wishina to par-

ticipate in open space tax incentive proerams;

d} oneoine evaluation of existine tax incentive oroerams. includine the

County's Public Benefit Ratine System and the timber and aaricultural current use assessment

oroerams. to ensure they meet the needs of rural character preservation:

el implementation ofriBht to farm" and "rieht to forestry" ordinances:

fl development of expedited permit review processes and/or permit

exemptions for activities complvine with cooperativelv developed stewardship, habitat restora-

tion and resource manaaement plans that include "best management practices".

g} cooperation with State and Tribal Aeencies in expeditine reaulatorv

review and technical assistance to cooperatine landowners.
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1 || ((LU 8. —Designated rural urens shall have low densities which can be sustained

2 || by minimal infrastructure improvements, such as scptic systems and rural roads, without

3 degrading the environment or creating the neocsoity for urban level ofsorvioes.))

4 || ((fcy-9^—The GMPC shall establish a suboommittoo to develop an outcomes

5 based policy rcoommcndation on the definition of rural charootor and incentives for protection

6 || of rural areas. The suboommittee shall have proponional rcprcsontation from King County,

7 || Seattle and suburban cities and shall make its report to the GMPC by October 1, 1092. The

8 definition shall consider rural densities, clustering and other tools to protect rural character.

9 || Incentives to be considered include:))

10 || a:—Assess land in rural areas on its current use;

11 || h-. — Fnoilitato small land ownere qualifying land for special categories cuch as for

12 || est, wetlands, riparian zones;

13 || e-. — Develop programs for direct marketing of produce in urban areas;

14 || 4-. — Roinforoo right to farm and forest practices in rural areas; and/or

15 || e:—Develop sen'ioes through ousting agencies with rural oxpcrtiBc.

16 || LU-10. Rural areas designated by King County shall remain rural. Additional rural

17 || areas shall be designated by King County through adoption of a land use map authorized by the

18 || Growth Management Planning Council. These additional areas meet at least one of the follow-

19 || ing criteria:

2 0 || a. Opportunities exist for small scale farming and forestry which do not qualify

21 || for resource land designation;

22 || b. The rural designation serves as a buffer for designated resource lands or sen-

23 || sitive areas;

24 || c. Significant environmental constraints make the area generally unsuitable for

25 || intensive urban development;

2 6 || d. Major physical barriers exist to providing urban services at reasonable cost;

27 || e. The area is contiguous to other designated rural areas, resource areas or sen-

28 || sitive areas;

29 || f. The area has outstanding scenic, historic, and/or aesthetic value that can best

30 || be protected by rural land uses and densities; and

31 || g. The area has limited public services, extension of fall services is not planned,

32 || and infill at higher densities is not feasible or necessary to meet regional goals.

33 || Criteria specified in LU-lO(g) permits the redesigiialion ofvrbmi lands m King

34 County to rural. These area.'; have not received a full range of services, such as sewers, and

35 are developed at densities which are loo low lo support cost-effective provision of all urban
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1 11 services. The inclusion of these new rural areas will carry out regional policies hyfociming

2 11 new development to urban areas thai are plcimwd to have full urban services.

3 || LU-11. Low-density urban areas meeting the criteria of LU-10(g) ((st»U)) maybe

4 || redesignated rural and zoned for rural residential densities. Legally created existing lots within

5 II the rural area are legal building sites as authorized in the King County Code.

6 |[ ((LU 12. To maintain rural oharuotor, and to minimizo the need for additional

7 || infi-astruoture, while maximizing undeveloped land available for traditional rural uses,

8 clustering of new development shall be required on all existing parcels of contiguous

9 || ownership often or more acres, provided that clustering shall bo designed and scaled to be

10 || consistent with rural area character.))

11 || RU-19 Kins County, in collaboration with affected eovernments. aeencies and citi-

12 || zens shall prepare the followine products:

13 al a manual on mral infrastructure design fincludine an examination of alternative

14 || sewaee treatment technoloeies\ fire/wildfire protection, and service standards;

15 || b} recommended revisions to Kine County's land development reculations to

16 || address issues such as incentives for reconsolidation of nonconformine and unbuildable lots.

17 || application of current reaulations if discretionary extensions of preliminary plat apDrovals are

18 || allowed, and subdivision site desien to minimize conflict with nearby farmine and forestry

19 || activities:

20 || c} a strategy to persuade the banking industry and its reeulators to revise lendine

21 || criteria to remove obstacles to affordable housing on laree lots. and to invest in environmen-

22 || tally sound land manaeement practices: and

23 || d} a strateev to persuade the federal and state eovemments to devise domestic

24 || water quality standards and monitorine requirements that protect the environment and public

25 || health at a reasonable cost so as to avoid financial pressure to convert Rural Areas to hieher

26 || densities.

27 || ((LU 13. King County, cities that arc adjacent to or are surrounded by rural

28 || designated areas, and other agencies that provide sen'iceo to rural areas shall form a tochnical

29 || committoo to prepare a manual on rural infrastructure design, firo/wildfirc protection, and

30 || oen'ioo standards.))

31 || C. Urban Areas

32 | The following policies establish an Urban Growth A rea (VGA) and methods to phase

33 || development within (his area in order to bring certainty lo long-term p/auuing and

34 development within the county. The Urban Growth Area is a permanent designation. Land

35 || outside the Urban Growth Area is designated for permanent rural and resource uses, except
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for the cities in the rural area. Cowilywidis policies on rural and rcsonrw areas are found in

Chapter IIA, Resource Lands, and Chapter I1IB, Rural Areas.

The capacity in the Urban Growth Area for growth, based cm adopted plans and

regulations, exceeds the 20-year minimum reqniremenl oflhe GMA according to ihe current

population forecasts. In the future, all nrhan growth is to he accommodcned wilhin

permanent urban areas hy increasing densilies. Phasing is to occur within Ihe Urban Growth

Area to ensure that sen'ices are provided as growth occurs. All cities are to be wilhin the

Urban Growth Area. Cities in the niral area are lo be VGA islands.

FW-8. The land use pattern for King County shall protect the natural environment by

reducing the consumption of land and concentrating development. An Urban Growth Area,

Rural Areas, and Resource Lands shall be designated and the necessary implementing

regulations adopted. This includes countywide establishment of a boundary for the Urban

Growth Area. Local jurisdictions shall make land use decisions based on the Countywide

Planning Policies.

FW-9. The Urban Growth Area shall provide enough land to accommodate future

urban development. Policies to phase the provision of urban services and to ensure efficient

use of the growth capacity within the Urban Growth Area shall be instituted.

1. Urban Growth Area

The GMA requires King County to designate an Urban Growth Area (UGA) in

consultation with cities. The Counlywide Plaiwmg Policies must establish an Urban Growth

Area that contains enough urban land to accommodate at least 20 years of new population

and employment growth. The GMA states: "based upon the population forecast made for the

county by the Office of Financial Management, the Urban Growth Areas m Ihe county shall

include areas and densities sufficient to permit urban growth that is projected to occur in the

county for the succeeding hventy-year period. Each Urban Growth Area shall permit urban

densities and shall include greenbeli and open space areas." A UGA map is attached.

LU-14. The lands within (((he)) Urban Growth Areas (UGA) shall be characterized by

urban development. The UGA shall accommodate at least the 20-year projection of population

and employment growth with a full range of phased urban governmental services. The

Countywide Planning Policies shall establish the Urban Growth Area based on the following

criteria:

a. Include all lands within existing cities, including cities in the rural area and

their designated expansion areas;

b. The GMPC recognizes that the Bear Creek Master Plan Developments

(MPDs) are subject to an ongoing review process under the adopted Bear Creek Community
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Plan and recognizes these properties as urban under these Countywide Planning Policies. If

the applications necessary to implement the MPDs are denied by King County or not pursued

by the applicant(s), then the property subject to the MPD shall be redesignated rural pursuant

to the Bear Creek Community Plan. Nothing in these Planning Policies shall limit the

continued review and implementation through existing applications, capital improvements

appropriations or other approvals of these two MPDs as new communities under the Growth

Management Act.

c. Not include rural land or unincorporated agricultural, or forestry lands

designated through the Countywide Planning Policies plan process;

d. Include only areas already characterized by urban development which can be

efficiently and cost effectively served by roads, water, sanitary sewer and storm drainage,

schools and other urban eovemmenta! services within the next 20 years;

e. Do not extend beyond natural boundaries, such as watersheds, which impede

provision of urban services;

f. Respect topographical features which form a natural edge such as rivers and

ridge lines; and

g. Include only areas which are sufficiently free of environmental constraints to

be able to support urban growth without major environmental impacts unless such areas are

designated as an urban separator by interlocal agreement between jurisdictions.

LU-15. Urban separators are low density areas or areas of little development ((and

must be)) within the Urban Growth Area. Urban separators shall be defined as permanent low

density lands which protect adjacent resource lands, rural areas, and environmentally sensitive

aruas and create open space corridors within and between urban areas which provide

environmental, visual, recreational and wildlife benefits. ((:Fhese-lafids)) Designated urban

separators shall not be redesienated in the future fin the 20 year plannina cycle') to other urban

uses or higher densities. The maintenance of these urban separators is a reeional as well as a

local concern. Therefore, no modifications should be made to the development reeulations

eovemine these areas without county review and concurrence.

2, Phasing Development within the Urban Growth Area

Development in the urban area will be phased to promote efficienl use of the land,

add certainty to infraslrncliire plaimiug, and to ensure thai urban sen'ices can be provided to

urban development. The mmimnm densities required by LU-51 help ensure the efficient use

of the land. Phasing will further ensure- coordinalion of mfrastrncliire and development.

Urban areas in jurisdictions which do not ha\'e urban sen'ices and are not scheduled to

receive urban services within JO years shall be subject to phasing requiremenls.
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LU-16. Within the Urban Growth Area, growth should be directed as follows: a) first,

to centers and urbanized areas with existing infrastructure capacity; b) second, to areas which

are already urbanized such that infrastructure improvements can be easily extended; and c) last,

to areas requiring major infrastructure improvements.

LU-17. All jurisdictions shall develop growth phasing plans consistent with applicable

capital facilities plans to maintain an urban area served with adequate public facilities and

services to maintain an urban area to meet at least the six year intermediate population and

employment tareets. ((by identiPj'ing areas for growth for the next ton and the next twenty

years where ncccBsary urban oer,'ioos can be provided.)) These growth phasing plans shall be

based on locally adopted definitions, service levels, and financing commitments, consistent with

State GMA requirements. The (((eft-BH4 twenty year growth)) phasing plans for cities shall not

extend beyond their Potential Annexation Areas, Interlocal agreements shall be developed that

specify the applicable minimum zoning, development standards, impact mitigation and future

annexation for the Potential Annexation Areas.

LU-18. Where urban services cannot be provided within the next 10 years,

jurisdictions should develop policies and regulations to:

a. Phase and limit development such that planning, siting, densities and

infrastructure decisions will support future urban development when urban services become

available; and

b. Establish a process for converting land to urban densities and uses once

services are available.

3. Joint Planning and Urban Growth Areas around Cities

I The GMA requires each county to designate Urban Growth Areas, in consultation

•with cities. Within the county\vide Urban Growth Area, each city will identify land needed for

its growth for the next hventy years. Although the GMA does no/ explicitly equate Urban

Growth Areas with municipal annexation areas, the Urban Growth Areas around cities may

be considered potential expansion areas for cities.

FW-10. Cities are the appropriate provider of local urban services to urban areas either

directly or by contract. Counties are the appropriate provider of most countywide services.

Urban services shall not be extended through the use of special purpose districts without the

approval of the city in whose potential annexation area the extension is proposed. Within the

urban area, as time and conditions warrant, cities should assume local urban services provided

by special purpose districts.

LU-19. In collaboration with adjacent counties and cities and King County, and in

I consultation with residential groups in affected areas, each city shall designate a potential
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annexation area. Each potential annexation area shall be specific to each city. Potential

annexation areas shall not overlap. Within the potential annexation area the city shall adopt

criteria for annexation, including conformance with Countywide Planning Policies, and a

schedule for providing urban services and facilities within the potential annexation area. This

process shall ensure that unincorporated urban islands of King County are not created between

cities and strive to eliminate existing islands between cities.

LU-20. A city may annex territory only within its designated potential annexation area.

All cities shall phase annexations to coincide with the ability for the city to coordinate the

provision of a full range of urban services to areas to be annexed.

LU-21. Land within a city's potential annexation area shall be developed according to

that city's and King County's growth phasing plans. Undeveloped lands adjacent to that city

should be annexed at the time development is proposed to receive a full range of urban

services. Subsequent to establishing a potential annexation area, infill lands within the

potential annexation area which are not adjacent or which are not practical to annex shall be

developed pursuant to interlocal agreements between the County and the affected city. The

interlocal agreement shall establish the type of development allowed in the potential annexation

area and standards for that development so that the area is developed in a manner consistent

with its future annexation potential. The interlocal agreement shall specify at a minimum the

applicable zoning, development standards, impact mitigation, and future annexation within the

potential annexation area.

LU-22. Several unincorporated areas are currently considering local governance

options. Unincorporated urban areas that are already urbanized and are within a city's

potential annexation area are encouraged to annex to that city in order to receive urban ser-

vices. Where annexation is inappropriate, incorporation may be considered.

Development wilhin the potential amiexalion area of one jurisdiction may have

impacts on adjacent jurisdictions.

LU-23. A jurisdiction may designate a potential impact area beyond its potential

annexation area in collaboration with adjacent jurisdictions. As part of the designation process

the jurisdiction shall establish criteria for the review of development proposals under

consideration by other jurisdictions in the impact area.

The GMA has a provision granting counties the discretion lo disband the Boundary

Review Boards after comprehensive plans and development regulations are adopted. The

following policy provides direction for considering whether to disband the Boundary Review

Board for King County.
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LU-24. Upon the adoption and ratification of the Countywide Policies, the King

County Council shall convene a meeting with municipal elected officials to determine a process

for disbanding the Washington State Boundary Review Board for King County and

establishing criteria to oversee municipal and special district annexations, mergers, and

incorporations in King County. Until the Washington State Boundary Review Board for King

County is disbanded, it should be governed in its decisions by the interim urban growth area

boundary and the adopted and ratified countywide planning policies. The criteria shall include,

but not be limited to:

a. Conformance with Countywide Planning Policies;

b. The ability of the annexing jurisdiction to demonstrate a capability to provide

urban services at standards equal to or better than the current service providers; and

c. Annexations in a manner which discourages unincorporated islands of

development.

The GMA requires that city and county comprehensive plans be coordinated and

I consistent wHh one another. Consistency is required "where there arc common borders or

related regional issues" (RCW 36. 70A.100). Joint planning is fundamental lo all the

framework policies,

LU-25. All jurisdictions shall cooperate in developing comprehensive plans which are

consistent with those of adjacent jurisdictions and with the countywide planning policies.

4. Cities in the Rural Area

The cities and unmcorporated towns m the rural areas are a significant part of King

County's diversity and heritage. Cities in this category include: Black Diamond, Carnation,

Duvall, Enumcla\v, North Bend, Snoqualmie and Skykomish. They have an important role as

local trade and community centers. These cities and towns arc the appropriate providers of

local rural services for the community. They also contribute to the variety of development

patterns and housing choices within the county. As mwiicipalities, the cities are to provide

urban sen'ices and be located within designated Urban Growth Areas. The urban services,

residential densities and mix of land uses may differ from those of the large, generally

western Urban Growth Area.

LU-26. In recognition that cities in the rural area are generally not contiguous to the

countywide Urban Growth Area, and to protect and enhance the options cities in rural areas

provide, these cities shall be located within an Urban Growth Areas. These Urban Growth

Areas generally will be islands separate from the larger Urban Growth Area located in the

western portion of the county. Each city in the fRural aArea, King County and the GMPC

shall work cooperatively to establish an Urban Growth Area for that city. ((Urban Growth
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1 || Areas must be approved by the GMPC by January 1, 1993.)) The Urban Growth Area for

2 || cities in rural areas shall:

3 || a. Include all lands within existing cities in the rural area;

b. Be sufficiently free of environmental constraints to be able to support mral

5 || city growth without major environmental impacts;

6 || c. Be contiguous to city limits; and

7 || d. Have boundaries based on natural boundaries, such as watersheds, topo-

graphical features, and the edge of areas already characterized by urban development.

9 || e) be maintained in laree lots at densities of one home per five acres or less with

10 || mandatory clustering provisions until such time as the city annexes the area;

11 II f) be implemented throush interlocal aereements amone Kine County. the cities

12 II and soecial oumose districts, as aoDroDriate. to ensure that annexation is phased, nearby open

13 || SBacejs protected and development within the Urban Growth Area is compatible with sur-

14 || roundine Rural and Resource areas, and

15 || e1 not include desianated Forest or Aericultural Production District lands unless

16 || the conservation of those lands and continued resource-based use. or other compatible use. is

17 || assured.

18 || ((LU 27. Cities in the rural areas shall include the following characteristics:

19 || fc—Shopping, employment, and semocs for rQsidcnto, supplies for rosources

20 || industrioG, including commoroial, industrial, and tourism development at a scale that reinforces

21 || the surrounding rural charaotoriotio;

22 || b-. —Residential development, including small lot single family, multifamily, and

23 || mixed use dovelopmonto; and

24 || 6-. — Design standards that work to preson'o the rural, small town character and

25 || promote pedestrian mobility.

26 || D. Urban and Manufacturing/Industrial Centers

27 || Urban Centers are envisioned as areas of concentrated employment and housing, with

28 || direct service by high capacity transit, and a wide range of other land uses such as retail,

29 || recreational, public facilities, parks and open space.

30 || Urban Centers are designed to 1) strengthen existing commimities, 2) promote hous-

31 || ing oppommities close to employment, 3) support development of an extensive transportation

32 || system to reduce dependency on automobiles, 4) consume less land with urban development,

33 || and 5) maximize the benefit of public investment in infrastructure and services. 6) reduce

34 || costs of and lime required for permitting, and 7) evaluate and mitigate environmental

35 || impacts.
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Mmwfacturmg/InUnslrial Employment Centers are key wniponenls of the regional

economy. These areas are characterized hy a significaul amowil of mmuifacluring ((w

«thw)) industrial, or advanced lechnology employment. They differ from other employment

areas, such as Btisiness'Office parks (see FW-13 and LU-58-62), m thai a land base and the

segregation of major noti-mmwfaclnrmg uses are ((ijt-wi)) essential element^ oflhvir

operation.

FW-11. Within the Urban Growth Area, a limited number of Urban Centers which

meet specific criteria established in the Countywide Planning Policies shall be locally desig-

nated. Urban Centers shall be characterized by all of the following:

a. Clearly defined geographic boundaries

b. Intensity/density of land uses sufficient to support effective rapid transit;

c. Pedestrian emphasis within the Center;

d. Emphasis on superior urban design which reflects the local community;

e. Limitations on single occupancy vehicle usage during peak hours or commute

purposes;

f. A broad array of land uses and choices within those uses for employees, resi-

I dents;

g. Sufficient public open spaces and recreational opportunities; and

h. Uses which provide both daytime and nighttime activities in the Center.

I FW-12. Within the Urban Growth Area, the Countywide Planning Policies shall assure

I the creation of a number of locally(( designated)) determined Manufacturing/Industrial Centers

which meet specific criteria ((established in the Countywido Planning Policies will bo locally

designated)). The Manufacturing/Industrial Centers ((wiU)) shall be ((and are)) characterized

by the following:

a. Clearly defined geographic boundaries;

b. Intensity/density of land uses sufficient to support manufacturing^ ((end))

industrial and advanced technolocv uses; ((end))

c. Reasonable access to the regional highway, rail, air and/or waterway system

for the movement of goods;

d. Provisions to discouraae large office and retail development: and

e. Fast-track project oermittine.

FW-13. Urban and Manufacturing/Industrial Centers shall be complemented by the

land use pattern outside the centers but within the urban area. This area shall include: urban

residential neighborhoods, activity areas, business/office parks, and an urban open space
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1 || network. Within these areas, future development shall be limited in scale and intensity to

2 support the countywide land use and regional transportation plan.

3 1. Urban Centers Designation Process

4 || LU-28. The location and number of Urban Centers in King County ((witi-beY) were

5 || determined through the joint local and countywide adoption process, based on the following

6 || steps:

7 || a. The Countywide Planning Policies include specific criteria for Urban Centers;

8 || b. ((By October 1, 1092, local jurisdictions shall dctormino if they will contain an

9 || Urban Ccntor(o).)) Jurisdictions electing to contain an Urban Center provided ((these centers

10 || will provide)) the GMPC with a statement of commitment describing the city's intent and

11 || commitment to meet the Centers' criteria defined in these policies and a timetable for the

12 || required Centers Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement or identification of existing .

13 || environmental documentation to be used; and

14 || c. The GMPC reviewed the Centers nominated C(Bv Docembor 1. 199S-(he

15 || Growth Management Planning Council shall review and confirm the Centero that are elected))

16 11 by local jurisdictions consistent with Policy FW-1, and the followine criteria ((or make

17 || adjustments based on)):

18 || 1) The Center's location in the region and its potential for promoting a

19 || countywide system of Urban Centers;

20|| 2) The total number of centers in the county that can be realized over the

21 || next twenty years, based on twenty years projected growth;

2 2 [ I 3) The type and level of commitments that each jurisdiction has identified for

23 || achieving Center goals; and

2 4 11 4) Review of other jurisdictional plans to ensure that growth focused to

25 || Centers is assured.

26 || d. The GMPC confirmed the followine Urban Centers:

27 || BellevueCBD

28 || Federal Wav CBD

29 |t Kent CBD

30 || Kirkland Totem Lake

31 || RedmondCBD

32 || Redmond Overlake

33 || Renton CBD

34 || Seattle CDD

35 || Seattle Center
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1 || First Hill/Caoital Hill

2 II University District

3 II Northuate

4 || SeaTacCBD

5 It TukwilaCBD

6 || 2. Urban Centers Criteria

7 || LU-29. Each jurisdiction which has designated an Urban Center shall adopt in its

8 || comprehensive plan a definition of the urban center which specifies the exact geographic

9 || boundaries of the center. All centers shall be up to 1-1/2 square miles of land. Each center

10 || shall be zoned to accommodate:

11 || a. A minimum of 15,000 jobs within 1/2 mile of a transit center;

12 || b. At a minimum, an average of 50 employees per gross acre; and

13 || c. At a minimum, an average 15 households per gross acre.

14 || LU-29a In order to be designated as Urban Centers, jurisdictions shall demonstrate

15 || both that an adequate supply ofdrinkine water is available to serve projected erowth within

16 || the Urban Center and that the jurisdiction is capable of concurrent service to new

17 || development.

18 || LU-30. Jurisdictions which contain urban centers, in conjunction with METRO, shall

19 || identify transit station areas and right-of-way in their comprehensive plan. Station areas shall

20 11 be sited so that all portions of the Urban Center are within walking distance (one half mile) of a

21 || station.

22 || LU-31. In order to reserve right-of-way and potential station areas for high-capacity

23 || transit or transit hubs in the Urban Centers, jurisdictions shall:

24 || a. Uponadoptionofspecifichigh-capacitytransitalignmentsby METRO, adopt

25 || policies to avoid development which would restrict establishment of the high-capacity transit

26 || system;

27 || b. Preserve right-of-ways controlled by the jurisdiction which are identified for

28 || potential transit use; and

2 9 || c. Provide METRO an option to acquire property owned by the jurisdiction.

30 || LU-32. To encourage transit use, jurisdictions shall establish mechanisms to charge for

31 || single-occupancy vehicle parking and/or a limit on the number of ofF-street parking spaces for

32 || each Urban Center, and establish minimum and maximum parking requirements that limit the

33 || use of the single-occupant vehicle and develop coordinated plans that incorporate Commuter

34 || Trip Reduction guidelines. All plans for Urban Centers shall encourage bicycle travel and

35 | pedestrian activity.
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1 || LU-33. Jurisdictions' comprehensive plans for Urban Centers shall demonstrate

2 || compliance with the Urban Centers criteria. In order to promote urban growth within centers,

3 || the Urban Center plan shall establish strategies which:

4 || a. Support pedestrian mobility, bicycle use and transit use;

5 || b. Achieve a target housing density and mix of use;

6 c. Provide a wide range of capital improvement projects, such as street

7 improvements, Schools, parks and open space, public art and community facilities;

8 || d. Emphasize superior urban design; . -?

9 || e. Emphasize historic preservation and adaptive reuse of historic places;

10 || f. Include other local characteristics necessary to achieve a vital urban center;

11 || and

12 || g. Include facilities to meet human service needs.

13 || LU-34. The system of urban centers shall form the land use foundation for a regional

14 || high capacity transit system. Urban centers should receive very high priority for the location of

15 || high-capacity transit stations and/or transit centers. (See also LU-47)

16 || 3. Incentives for Urban Centers

17 || In order to help create Urban Centers, incentives to jurisdictions to establish Urban

18 || Centers, and to the dommumty to build in Urban Centers, should be established. The

19 || provision of high-capacity transit (HCT) is one such incentive. Others include funding, and

20 || streamlined permitling.

21 1) LU-35. Countywide financing strategies shall be developed by the GMPC or its

22 || successor. C(W*riy4-+99y)) which:

23 || a. Identify regional funding sources; and

24 || b. Set priorities and allocate funds for urban facilities and services including

25 || social and human services, and subarea planning efForts, in Urban Centers.

26 || LU-36. Each jurisdiction electing to contain an Urban Center under Policy LU-28 shall

27 || prepare a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement (PEIS) for each proposed center.

28 || The PEIS shall be prepared in a comprehensive manner and shall address probable significant

29 |[ adverse environmental impacts from and reasonable alternatives to the proposal. These may

30 || include, but are not necessarily limited to subjects ofarea-wide concern such as cumulative

31 || impacts, housing, schools, public utilities, and transponation. Subsequent project-specific

32 || proposals shall not be required to perform duplicative environmental review of issues which

33 || have been adequately reviewed in the PEIS, but shall provide additional environmental review

34 || of other issues. Thesemay include, but are not necessarily limited to the direct impacts of the

35 || specific proposal, substantial changes in the nature of the proposal or information regarding
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11

1 || impacts which indicate probable significant adverse environmental impacts which were not

2 || adequately analyzed in the PEIS. Examples of project-specific direct impacts include local

3 || traffic impacts, site aesthetics, and other issues not addressed by the PEIS.

4 || LU-37. In support of centers, additional local action should include:

5 || a. Strategies for land assembly within the center, if applicable;

6 || b. Infrastructure and service financing strategies and economic development

7 || strategies for the centers;

8 || c. Establishing expected permit processing flow commitments consistent with the

9 || PEIS;and

10 || d. Establishing a streamlined and simplified administrative appeal process with

11 || fixed and certain timelines.

12 || LU-38. Jurisdictions should consider additional incentives for development within

13 || Urban Centers such as:

14 || a. Setting goals for maximum permit review time and give priority to permits in

15 || Urban Centers;

16 || b. Policies to reduce or eliminate impact fees;

17 || c. Simplifying and streamlining of the administrative appeal processes;

18 || d. Eliminating project-specific requirements for parking and open space by

19 || providing those facilities for the Urban Center as a whole; and

20 || e. Establishing a bonus zoning program for the provision of urban amenities.

21 || 4. Manufacturing/IndustriaI Center Designation Process

22 || LU-39. The location and number of regional Manufacturing/Industrial Centers in King

23 || County ((wiU-be)) were determined through the joint local and countywide adoption process,

24 || based on the following steps:

2 5 || a. Countywide Planning Polices include specific criteria for

26 || Manufacturing/Industrial Centers;

27 || b. ((By October 1, 1902, local jurisdictions shall determine if they will contain a

28 || Manufaoturing/IndustrialCentcr(s).)) Jurisdictions electinc ((that elect)) to contain a

29 || Manufacturing/Industrial Center provided the GMPC with a statement specifvine ((st»U

30 || specify)) how the Center will meet the intent of the Countywide Policies, including plans to

31 || adopt criteria, incentives, and other commitment to implement Manufacturing/Industriat

32 || Centers;

33 || c. ((ByDeccmborl, 1992, the Growth Management Planning Council shall

34 || review and confirm)) The GMPC reviewed the Manufacturing/Industrial Centers ((ttwt-efe))
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1 || elected by local jurisdictions consistent with Policy FW-1, ((ei-make adjustments based on:))

2 || and the followinB criteria:

3 || 1. The Center's location in the region, especially relative to existing and

4 || proposed transportation facilities and its potential for promoting a countywide system of

5 || Manufacturing/Industrial Centers;

6 || 2. The total number of centers in the county that are needed in the county

7 || over the next twenty-years based on twenty years projected need for manufacturing land to

8 || satisfy regional projections of demand for manufacturing land assumine a 10 percent increase

9 in.manufacturine jobs over this period;

10 11 3. The type and level of commitments that each jurisdiction has identified for

11 || achieving Manufacturing/Industrial Center goals;

12 || 4. Review of other jurisdictional plans to ensure that growth focused to

13 || Manufacturing/Industrial Centers is assured; and

14|| 5. The accessibility of the Center to existing or planned transportation

15 || facilities.

16 || d. The GMPC confirmed the followine Manufacturina/Industrial Centers: North

17 || Tukwila. Duwamish and Ballard/Interbav in Seattle, and the Kent Industrial Area,

18 || 5. Manufacturing/Industrial Center Criteria

19 || LU-40. Each jurisdiction which contains a regional Manufacturing/Industrial Center

20 || shall adopt in its comprehensive plan a definition of the Center which specifies the exact

21 || geographic boundaries of the Center. ((Each Center shall be zoned to:)) Jurisdictions with

22 || Manufacturine/Industrial Centers shall have zonine and detailed plans in place to achieve the

23 || followineeoalsbvthevear2010.

24 || a. Preserve and encourage the aeereeation of vacant or non-

25 || manufacturine/industrial land parcels sized for manufacturing/industrial uses;

2 6 || b. Discourage land uses ((ethef-than)) which are not compatible with

27- || manufacturing^ ((end)) industrial and advanced technoloev uses; ((flft4))

28 || c. Accommodate a minimum of 10.000 jobs: and

2 9 || d. Limit the size of offices and retail unless as an accessory use.

30 || LU-41. All jurisdictions support the development of a regional industrial siting policy

31 || ((to link the countywido munufaoturing/induotriat centers into the regional network of)) to

32 || promote industrial activity.

33 || LU-42. Jurisdictions shall design access to the regional Manufacturing/Industrial

34 || Centers to facilitate the mobility of employees by transit, and the mobility of goods by tmck,
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rail or waterway as appropriate. Regional comprehensive plans shall include strategies to

provide capital improvement projects which support access for movement of goods.

LU-43. Jurisdictions which contain regional Manufacturing/Industrial Centers in

conjunction with ((METRO)) transit auencies. shall identify transit station areas and

right-of-way in each jurisdiction's comprehensive plan. ((Tfansrt-feeder systems, bioyclQ routoG

and pedestrian systems shall be established to link the Center to the transit station area(s).))

Where transit stations exist or are planned, jurisdictions in conjunction with transit ayencies

shall identify various options such as feeder systems, bicycle routes and pedestrian systems to

link the Center with its transit stations.

LU-44. In order to reserve right-of-way and potential station areas for high-capacity

transit or transit hubs in the regional Manufacturing/Industrial Centers, jurisdictions shall:

a. Upon adoption of specific high-capacity transit alignments by METRO, adopt

policies to avoid development which would restrict establishment of the high-capacity transit

system;

b. Preserve right-of-ways controlled by the jurisdiction which are identified for

potential transit use; and

c. Provide METRO an option to acquire property owned by the jurisdiction.

LU-45. ((To encourage transit uoo, jurisdictions shall oGtablish mechanisms to charge

for single occupancy vehicle parking or a limit on the number ofparlung Bpaccs for

single oooupanoy vehicles within each regional Manufacturing/Industrial Center. j\l\ piano for

regional Manufacturing/Industrial ContGrs Bhall onooumgo bioyolc travel and pedestrian oir

6t»lftti®&-)) Transit agencies shall strive to provide convenient and economic mass transit

service for the Manufacturine/Industrial Centers that will result in a decrease in sinele-

occupancy non-commercial vehicle trips within the Centers.

LU-46. Jurisdictions' comprehensive plans for regional Manufacturing/Industrial

Centers shall demonstrate compliance with the criteria. In order to promote manufactur-

ing/industrial growth, the Manufacturing/Industrial Center plan for each jurisdiction shall

establish strategies:

a. To provide capital facility improvement projects which support the movement

I of goods and manufacturing/industrial operations;

b. To coordinate olannine with servine utilities to ensure that utility facilities are

available to serve such centers;

((b-))fi. To provide buffers around the Center to reduce conflicts with adjacent

land uses;

((e-))d_ To facilitate land assembly; and
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((A-))£- To attract the type of businesses that will ensure economic growth and

stability.

LU-47. Each Manufacturing Center containing a minimum of 15,000 jobs and having

sufficient employment densities to support HCT should be served by HCT. It is recoenized

that by their nature. Manufacturine/Industrial Centers may not achieve densities necessary to

make HCT service viable. Nevertheless. Manufacturing/Industrial Centers which are located

on the regional high capacity transit alignment and which meet the transit-friendly criteria in

policies LU-((4S))43. through LU-46 above ((shaft)) should receive one or more high capacity

transit stations and/or transit centers.

6. Incentives for Manufacturing/Industrial Centers

LU-48. Countywide financing strategies shall be developed by the GMPC or its

successor ((by-fe)y4-W93-)) which:

a. Identify regional funding sources; and

b. Set priorities and allocate funds for urban facilities and services including

social and human services in regional Manufacturing/Industrial Centers, and subarea planning

efforts in Manufacturing/Industrial Centers.

LU-49. Jurisdictions shall consider conducting detailed SEPA review for the regional

Manufacturing/Industrial Center at the planning stage so that prqject-specific environmental

review is minimized.

LU-50. To reduce or prevent conflicts, jurisdictions shall develop policies to .establish

and support normal manufacturing/industrial practices such as notices on development permits

for properties adjacent to a manufacturing/industrial center.

F.E. ((4r)) Activity Areas

Aotint}- Areas we iocalions that conlain a moderate comontralion ofcommorcwl

/^tll// t.r./.n /»*<// /</.»<*/*d some adjacent higher donsil)' rosidontial areas. Actmty Areas arc

^; ,.<;..„..; ^1.^.1,1^ /..„», ^,^MU,uu,;hl^-_r^;/.;,>,^..ll/,n^ ^^»—/,..»;^;fgMw 'icrcial areas by Ihc^I.-,;.. )„..„„....'a,w sisc and

rfl>/m<AjAu-irfmit /nt* /> c't'/vm'/S/i/mt / ^/i/t/t/

./"""

^ ^ nn/lrtl

as a significmii focal poml for the local conimimii): Activity Areas oonlam a~7

^fl»^»,:^.. ...ill. .,^.,:.J /.

"rn^

.„>.;„ „;-„„ »..J 1^, -id uses.wiod functions, geographic sizes, am

Activity Areas are em'i signed as areas conlamine moderate concenlralionsQf

commercial development and housins that function as a focal mmt grjhe local commwiitv._

Activity Areas conlam a mix of land uses such as relail. recreation areas, nnhlic fgciHlies^

parks and open space. Althouzh smaller m scale than Urban and Maim facnirinp.'7ndnstrial

Centers. Activih' Areas conlain a siifficienl density and mix of uses to provide similar

benefits. Activin- Areas are desiziwd lo J) provide honsiny and enwlovment oDDorlwvlies. 21

provide relail. services and hti'iines.': onporlimities. 3) reduce aulomobile use mid snpnort
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efficient transit service, and 4} con.wnn' le.'i.t land with whan dcvvhwmenl. Encourasins

compact di'velopmenl v'ilhm Activi tv Areas is an iniporlanl part oflhe Coiinlm'idt: PlanninK

Policy vision promolins in fill Ueveloimwnl wit! prevenline .wrmvl.

Activity Areas are designated in local comprehsnfiive plans. The size of the Act ivi tv

Area and the mix and denKitv of land uses are locally delermined to meet conimiinitv foals.

Examples of Activity Areas ((mifht)) include 1he central business dislricls ofKirkland,

Bnrien, and Dos Moines; East Hill in Kent; and a iwmher ofhnsiness dislricls in Seattle, such

as Lake City, Wallingford, and West Seattle Jnnclion.

FW-14 Within the Urban Growth Area, jurisdictions may locally desienate one or

more Activity Areas characterized by the followine:

a. An array of land uses. includine commercial development, housing, public

facilities and public open spaces;

b. Intensitv/densitv of land uses sufficient to encouraee frequent transit:

c. Pedestrian emphasis within the Activity Area;

d. Emohasis on superior urban desien which reflects the local community; and

e. Disincentives for single occupancy vehicle usaee for commute purposes

durine peak hours.

LU-((55-))51. Jurisdictions shall designate the boundaries, ((maximum densities,)) and

uses within all activity areas to provide for local employment, a mix of housing types.

commercial activities,, ((aod)) public facilities and open space.

LU-((56))52. All Activity Areas that achieve sufFicient employment and household

lensities should receive frequent peak hour transit service. Activity Areas may contain a

high-capacity transit station or transit hub if the activity area:

a. Is on an HCT corridor, or can serve as a transit hub;

b. Has pedestrian, bicycle, and transit-supportive site planning, building design

and road design regulations; and

c. Has parking regulations to encourage transit use.

LU-((5?))53.. To encourage transit use, jurisdictions ((shall)) should establish minimum

and maximum parking requirements that reduce dependence on the single-occupant vehicle.

Jurisdictions should establish mechanisms to charge for single-occupancy vehicle parking

and/or a limit on the number of oSF-street parking spaces for each activity center. All plans for

Activity Areas shall encourage bicycle travel and pedestrian activity.

p". ((&)) Urban Growth Outside of Centers

A variety of land uses and concenlralion.t of growth occur within the Urban Growth

Area and outside of the Urban Centers and Mainifacliirmg/Indtislnal Centers. Loca! land
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use plans will be responsible for the designation, character, and nlilizcilion ofnrhwi area.'i

outside of centers. However, Cowily\vicle Po/icies an' presented he low to provide guidance

for these areas to ensure that they support llw Centers growth concept. The.w policies do not

apply to the rural cities whose land use pattern is described hy policies LU 26 and LI] 27.

Households and employment tarcets by jurisdiction are described in this section in

order to establish the ability. countvwide. to accommodate the projected 20 year Dopulation

and employment growth. The countvwide Dopulation erowth has been established by the State

of Washington Office of Financial Manaeement as required by the Growth Management Act.

The countvwide employment erowth has been derived from projections prepared by the Pueet

Sound Regional Council. For purposes of this section, tareets are defined as: The

commitment by each jurisdiction to ensure the ability to accommodate. at a minimum, growth

within the next 20 years in housine (expressed in households') and employment (expressed in

employees'). This commitment implies not only the policy and reeulatorv framework

(comprehensive plan and zoninet. but the commitment for funded infrastructure as well.

1. Urban Residential Areas

Urban residential areas form the bulk of the Urban Growth Area, and are home to a

large portion of the county's population. They will contain a mix of uses and will have

different characteristics m different neighborhoods. Generally, the character, form,

preservation and development of these areas is a local Jiirisdiclional responsibility. However,

the residential areas need to support the Centers concept and provide sufficient opporlumty

for growth within the VGA. A substantial majority ofnev residential vnits will be

constructed within urban residential areas.

LU-51. In order to ensure efficient use of the land within the Urban Growth Area,

provide for housing opportunities, and to support efficient use of infrastructure, each

jurisdiction shall:

a. Establish in its comprehensive plan a target minimum number of net new

((dweitiftg-mits)) households the jurisdiction will accommodate in the next 20 years. ((afid))

Jurisdictions shall adopt regulations to and commit to fund infrastructure sufficient achieve the

target number;

b. Establish a minimum density (not including critical areas) for new construction

in each residential zone; and

c. Establish in the comprehensive plan a target mix of housing types for new

development and adopt regulations to achieve the target mix.

LU-52. The targets and regulations in LU-51 ((shall be)) a£e.based on the following

steps:
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a. ((By October 1, 1992 t))Ihe GMPC ((stwU)) adopted ((a)) the target number

of net new ((dwstiifig-tmrts)) households to be accommodated countvwide over the next 20

years as 195.000;

b, ((By Ootobor 1, 1992 t))The interjurisdictional staff committee ((sbaU-fepert))

iSfiorted^to the GMPC tareets ((feeemtneftded-fafiges)) for net new ((dweUffig-wmts))

hsyseholds.for each ((unincorporated urban and rural community, and each city)) jurisdiction

based on the following criteria:

1. The capacity and condition of existing and forecast ((infraotructure,))

capital facilities and utilities.

2. Proximity to major employment centers,

3. Access to existing and projected regional transit,

4. Capacity of undeveloped land and potential for redevelopment given the

character of existing development,

5. The need for a range ofhousing.types,

6. Each jurisdiction's share of affordable housing as required by Affordable

Housing policies,

7. Consistency with the countywide numbers;

c. The tareets as shown in appendix 2 were recommended by the GMPC.

adopted and ratified pursuant to policy FW-1. Step 4c.

((e-))d- The targets in each jurisdiction's comprehensive plan shall be consistent

with the tareets in Appendix 2 ((jEaU-wtthifl-the4Wtges;)) or shall state the reasons for deviating

from the targets_((faBge));

((^-))£- Through the process established under FW-1 Step 4b, if the jurisdiction's

I comprehensive plan differs from the target, the GMPC may recommend amendments to either

the Countywide Planning Policies or local plans; and

((®-))£. The interjurisdiotional stuff committee shall recommend a proocso to

monitor the implementation of this policy. The proccso should include members of the public.

Monitorine should follow the process described in policy FW-1.

2. Urban Employment Growth

A portion of the urban employment growth will occur in activity areas and

neighborhoods m the urban area. This employment growth will support the Urban Centers,

while balancing local employment opporlmiilies in the urban area.

LU-53. Targets for employment growth outside Urban Centers ((shaU-be)) were

established for cities and for unincorporated urban communities through the joint local and

countywide adoption process based on the following steps:
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1 || a. ((By Dooomber 1992 t))The Growth Management Planning Council ((shaU))

2 || adopted 20 year target numbers for employment growth ((and employment capacity inside

3 || urban oontcrs and outside urban centers)) as 347.400. ((By October 1902 t))The

4 || interjurisdictional stafT committee ((sbatt)) developed preliminary recommendations for targets

5 || ((ranges)) of employment growth and capacity inside and outside urban areas in each ((city, in

6 || uninoorporatod urban communities and in rural areas)) jurisdiction based on the following

^ || criteria:

8 || 1. Consistency with the countywide numbers;

9 || 2. The need to direct growth to urban centers based on consistency with the

10 || multiple centers strategy;

11 || 3. Access to regional rapid transit and existing highway and anerial

12 || capacity;

13 || 4. Availabilities of undeveloped land and potential for redevelopment given

14 11 the character of existing development;

15 11 5. The willingness of local jurisdictions to implement policies which

16 || encourage transit such as S.O.V. parking charges and/or limits, transit, bicycle and pedestrian

11 || supportive design, and the adoption of policies that encourage clustering of commercial and

18 || residential areas;

19 || b. The tareets as shown in Appendix 2 were recommended by the GMPC.

20 || adopted and ratified pursuant to Policy FW-1. Step 4c.

21 || ((fe-))fi- As part of their comprehensive plans, all jurisdictions shall indicate

22 || planned employment capacity and targeted increases in employment for 20 years inside and

23 || outside urban centers and shall show how their plans reflect the criteria in this policy; and

24 || ((®-))d- Through the process established under FW-1 Step 4b, if the jurisdiction's

25 || comprehensive plan differs from the target, the GMPC may recommend amendments to either

26 || the Countywide Planning Policies or local plans.

27 || 3. Infill Development

28 || Urban growth occurs both m "ne\v " neighborhoods and w existing neighborhoods.

29 Existing neighborhoods have a history of development patterns which have created a sense of

30 || identity. A I the same lime a vital neighborhood adapts to change and develops Us own image.

31 || New development m these neighborhoods should build on the existing patterns in a manner

32 which respects and enriches the neighborhood. For example in single family neighborhoods

33 || selective permitting of accessory imils and carriage houses may be more compatible than ne\v

34 || apartment huildings.
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LU-54. All jurisdictions shall develop neighborhood planning and design processes to

encourage infill development and enhance the existing community character and mix of uses.

4i((§r)) Business/Office Parks

Business/Office Parks arc areas where Iwr-density office development is collected at

locations separated from an idcnlified retail commercial core. These parks lend 1o have low

densities and thus lend not to be supportive of transit or pedestrian circulalion. These

employment opportunities generally do not require extensive land for their operations, and

could be accommodated in Urban Centers. Because Ihefnrlher development of these areas

may compete with the employment grmvlh that is planned to support Urban Centers,

significant future employment will not be encouraged m these areas.

LU-58. Office building development is directed primarily to Urban Centers. Office

building development outside Urban Centers includins business/office parks should occur

within activity areas, which can be supported by and promote transit, pedestrian and bicycle

uses.

LU-59. Jurisdictions shall not expand CKisting land area zoned for buGincss/offico

parks. Jurisdictions where consistent with their land use plans should provide incentives for

the development and redevelopment of an adequate supply of land suitable for mixed light

industrial/commercial and high technology.

LU-60. All jurisdictions shall establish mechanisms to encourage transit use. Examples

of potential mechanisms include a charge for S.O.V. parking and/or a limit on the number of

parking spaces for single occupancy vehicles within each existing business/office park. Bicycle

and pedestrian supportive design should be encouraged.

LU-61 ((To implement policy LU 53, all)>Jurisdictions ((shall establish maximum

Floor Area Ratios and/or maximum employment lcvoln for office use in existing buBincso/office

parks. Those maximumo ar intended to channel future employment and office space growth

from buGinoss/offico parks outBJdo of Urban CentorB to Urban ContcrB)) are encourased to site

business/office parks where they can be served by adequate surface transportation and transit.

Where transit is available and can result in decreased demand for parking, hiaher density

development should be considered.

LU-62. All jurisdictions should develop planning mechanisms to assist in the

conversion ofbusiness/office parks to mixed use areas. Jurisdictions should ((encourage))

provide for inclusion of residential and neighborhood commercial land uses and open space

within existing business/office parks.

m. TRANSPORTATION

A. Transportation Overview
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RCW 36.70A.070(6) (Growth Management Act) fundamentally changes the way Ihal

comprehensive plmming will he done within the Stale of Washington. The Act places special

emphasis on transportation making it milmrfn/ to approve development for which the

approving jurisdiction cmmol demonstrate the availability of facilities, strategies and services

which are needed to accommodate the growth in traffic at the adopted level-of-service within

six years. Future development activity will he constrained by a jurisdiction's ability to

finance and provide transportation improvements or strategies. This fad has some very

significant implications for all jurisdictions which are dependent upon the region's

9 || transportation systems because:

10 11 1. Projected traffic growth on thefree\vay and arlerial system within the region

11 || greatly exceeds the foreseeable collective ability fo finance and construe/ the improvements

12 || needed to retain historical level s-of-sen'ice.

13 2. Mainlammg the current level of personal mobility by single occupant

14 || vehicles will be a costly public investment that will negatively impact the regional quality of

15 || life, create severe impacts to sensitive areas, degrade environmental quality', and increase

16 || energy use and the consumption of land.

17|| 3. Development within any one Jurisdiction can be severely impacted by

18 || decisions and actions beyond that jurisdiction's control:

19 • WSDOT may be unable lo program improvements concurrent with a

20 || jurisdiction's approval of a development permit.

21 || • Metro may not be able to respond to transit levels-of-service adopted by

22 || iaea! Jurisdictions.

23 • A Jurisdiction may adopt level-of-service standards for arlerials within Us

24 jurisdiction and decline to accept improvemeirts necessary to mitigate transportation impacts

25 || from a proposed development in wi adjoining jurisdiction.

26 || • Cumulative growth throughout the region will cause traffic growth on the

27 existing nehvork and may thereby exhaust the capacity for local jurisdictions to approve

28 || development.

29 || In light of these financial constraints and potential dangers, it will be necessary to

30 undertake a dramatically different approach for both transportation plamimg and land use

31 || planning, than has been done m the past. This is necessary if the region is to avoid

32 || haphazard denials of development permits follcnving the July 1994 deadline for implementing

33 ordinances. In order to limH sprawl, create the desired urban form, and provide some

34 || measure of predictability for landowners and developers, the region's scarce resources for

35 || transportation capacity improvemenls must be used pnidently to focus on areas where zoning
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1 11 and densities support a mnUi-modal transportation system. System capacity invvstments

2 || should be targeted first to those areas where the exnsling land use and Iransporlation syslem

3 || provides some hope of achieving the desired mulli-modal level-of-service within six years.

4 || B. Transportation Policies

5 || FW-14. The land use pattern shall be supponed by a balanced transponation system

6 || which provides for a variety of mobility options. This system shall be cooperatively planned,

1 || financed, and constructed. Mobility options shall include a High Capacity Transit system

8 || which links the urban centers and is supported by an extensive High Occupancy Vehicle

9 || system, local community transit system for circulation within the centers and to the non-center

10 || urban areas, and non-motorized travel options.

11 || FW-15. All jurisdictions in the county, in cooperation with Metro, the Metropolitan

12 || Planning Organization, and the State, shall develop a balanced transportation system and

13 || coordinated financing strategies and land use plan which implement regional mobility and

14 || reinforce the countywide vision. Vision 2020 Regional Growth Strategies shall be recognized

15 11 as the framework for creating a regional system of Centers linked by High Capacity Transit and

16 || an interconnected system of freeway High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes, and supported by

17 || a transit system.

18 || FW-16. In recognition of the fact that King County is the regional freight distribution

19 || hub and a major international trade gateway, and that freight transportation is one of the state's

20 || most important basic sector economic activities, goods mobility by all modes shall be included

21 I] as a component of comprehensive plans.

22 || T-l. The countywide transportation system shall promote the mobility of people

23 || and goods and shall be a multi-modal system based on regional priorities consistent with

24 || adopted land use plans. The transportation system shall include the following:

2 5 || a. An aggressive transit system, including High Capacity Transit;

26 || b. High Occupancy Vehicle facilities;

27 || c. Freight railroad networks;

28 || d. Marine transportation facilities and navigable waterways;

29 || e. Airpons;

30 || f. Transportation Demand Management actions;

31 || g. Non-motorized facilities; and

32 || h. Freeways, highways, .and arterials.

33 || T-2. ICing County, its cities, adjacent counties, Metro, and the Washington State

34 || Department of Transportation (WSDOT) shall support the continuous, comprehensive and

35 || cooperative transportation planning process conducted by the Puget Sound Regional Council
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(PSRC) pursuant to its Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) designation. The primary

forum for the development of regional transportation systems plans and strategies shall be the

PSRC, as the MPO.

T-3. The annual update and approval of the six-year Transportation Improvement

Program (TIP) by the PSRC should be the primary tool for prioritizing regional transportation

improvements and programming regional transportation revenues.

T-4. The GMPC or its successor shall have the ongoing responsibility for the

following:

a. Developing and maintaining coordinated level-of-service standards and a

concurrency system for countywide transit routes and arterial streets, including state facilities;

b. Developing regionally consistent policies for implementing countywide

Transportation Demand Management actions and the Commute Trip Reduction Act including,

but not limited to, parking policies, with an examination of price as a determinant of demand;

and

c. Developing and recommending transportation financing strategies, including

recommendations for prioritizing capacity improvements eligible to receive federal funds

available to the region under the Inter-modal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA).

1. High Capacity Transit/Regional Transit Project (HCT/RTP)

T-5. Each Urban Center will be providing for a minimum of 15,000 jobs and should

be served by High Capacity Transit (HCT). Each Manufacturing Center containing a minimum

of 15,000 jobs and having sufficient employment densities to support HCT should be served by

HCT. All jurisdictions that would be served by HCT shall plan for needed HCT rights-of-way,

stations and station supportive transportation facilities and land uses in their comprehensive

plans. The land use and transportation elements of comprehensive plans shall incorporate a

component to reflect future improvement needs for High Capacity Transit. Interim regional

transit service should be provided to centers until the center is served by HCT. If voters do

not approve HCT local option taxes, jurisdictions shall address this implication in the reassess-

ment phase.

T-6. WSDOT should assign a high priority to completion of the core HO V lanes in

the central Puget Sound region. King County, its cities, and Metro Council representatives on

the Transportation Policy and Executive Boards of the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC)

shall make completion of this system a high priority in programming the federal funds available

to the region.

2. Non-motorized Transportation
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1 || T-7. The transportation element of Comprehensive Plans shall include pedestrian

2 || and bicycle travel as part of the transportation system and be developed on a coordinated,

3 || regional basis. The bicycle and pedestrian element shall be a part of the funding component of

4 || the capital improvement program.

5 || 3. Freeways/Highways/Arterials

6 T-8. In order to maintain regional mobility, a balanced multi-modal transportation

7 || system shall be planned that includes freeway, highway and arterial improvements by making

8 1) existing roads more eflFicient. These improvements should help alleviate existing traffic

9 || congestion problems, enhance HO V and transit operations, and provide access to new desired

10 || growth areas, as identified in adopted land use plans. General capacity improvements

11 || promoting only Single Occupant Vehicle traffic shall be a lower priority. Transportation plans

12 || should consider the following mobility options/needs:

13 II a. Arterial HO V treatments,

14 || b. Driveway access management for principal arterials within the Urban Growth

15 || Area; and

16 || c. Improvements needed for access to manufacturing and industrial centers,

17 || marine and air terminals.

18 || FW-17. Infrastructure planning and financing shall be coordinated among jurisdictions

19 || to direct and prioritize countywide facility improvements to implement the countywide vision

20 || and land use plans.

21 1) FW-18. Where appropriate. King County and its cities shall adopt a clear definition of

22 || level-of-service and concurrency requirements and establish a consistent process for

23 |[ implementing concurrency, including accountability for impacts for adjacent jurisdictions.

24 || FW-19. Each jurisdiction shall identify the facilities needed to ensure that services are

25 || provided consistent with the community's adopted service levels. Timelines for the

26 || construction of the needed facilities shall be identified.

21 || 4. Transportation Level-of-Service (LOS)

28 || T-9. Level-of-service standards shall be used as a "tool" to evaluate concurrency

29 || for long-range transportation planning, development review and programming oftransporta-

30 |t tion investments.

31 || T-10. Each local jurisdiction shall establish mode-split goals for non-SOV travel to all

32 || significant employment centers to reflect that center's contribution to the solution of the

33 || region's transportation problem. Mode-split goals will vary according to development

34 || densities, access to transit service and other alternative travel modes and levels of congestion.

35 || Comprehensive plans shall demonstrate what transportation system improvements, demand
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1 || management and land use strategies will be implemented to achieve these mode-split goals.

2 || These local goals shall be coordinated to achieve county and regional goals.

3 || T-11. Elements to be considered in the level-of-service standard are mobility options

4 || that encourage the use of transit, other high occupancy vehicles, demand management actions,

5 || access to transit, and non-motorized modes of travel. These standards shall be consistent with

6 || the requirements of the Commute Trip Reduction Act.

7 || T-12. Mode split goals and measures of mobility for transit, ridesharing and

8 || non-motorized travel shall be established by local jurisdictions and METRO.

9 || T-13. Level-of-service standards shall vary by differing levels of development patterns

10 || and growth management objectives. Lower anerial standards, tolerating more congestion,

11 || shall be established for urban centers. Transit LOS standards may focus on higher service

12 || levels in and between centers and decrease as population and employment densities decrease.

13 || T-14. Metro should develop transit level-of-service standards which provide the

14 || county and cities with realistic service expectations to support adopted land uses and desired

15 || growth management objectives. These standards should consider that route spacing and

16 || frequency standards are necessary for differing service conditions including:

17 I) a. Service between designated centers served by High Capacity Transit;

18 || b. Service between designated centers not served by High Capacity Transit; and

19 II c. Service to areas outside centers.

20 || 5. Reassessment

21 || T-15. Local governments shall work together to reassess regional land use and

22 || transportation elements if transportation adequacy and concurrency cannot be met. Should

23 || .funding fall short for transportation improvements or strategies needed to accommodate

24 || growth, the following actions should be considered:

2 5 || a. Adjust land use and level-of-service standards to better achieve mobility and

26 || the regional vision;

27 || b. Make fall use of all feasible local option transportation revenues authorized

28 || but not yet implemented; and

2 9 11 c. Work with WSDOT, Metro, and the private sector to seek additional state

30 || transportation revenues and local options to make system improvements necessary to accom-

31 I) modate projected employment and population growth.

32 || 6. Financing

33 || T-16. Transponation elements of Comprehensive Plans shall reflect the preservation

34 || and maintenance of transportation facilities as a high priority to avoid costly replacements and

35 || to meet public safety objectives in a cost-effective manner.
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T-17. Developer impact fees shall be structured to ensure that new development con-

tributes its fair share of the resources needed to mitigate the impact on the transportation

system. Adjoining jurisdictions shall execute interlocal agreements for impact fees which

recognize that traffic generated in one jurisdiction contributes to the need to make

transportation improvements across jurisdictional boundaries. Impact fees shall not be

assessed to cure that portion of the improvement attributable to correcting existing

deficiencies.

T-18. Existing local option transportation funding shall be applied within King County

as follows:

a. Employee tax base - reserved for city street utility development;

b. Commercial parking tax — defer action, pending development of a regional

TDM strategy;

c. HOV acceleration financing - defer until after High Capacity Transit vote;

and

d. Local option gas tax — consider as potential source to address transportation

"concurrency" needs of county and cities only after vote on High Capacity Transit.

T-19. Regional revenues (such as Inter-modal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act

funds) which provide discretion should be used to address regional mobility projects and

strategies, including such strategies as creating centers or enhancing transit/HOV-SOV mode

split.

7. State Transportation Role

T-20. Consistent with the countywide vision, local governments shall coordinate with

the State on land use and transportation systems and strategies which affect state facilities and

programs.

T-21. State capital improvement decisions and policy actions shall be consistent with

regional and countywide goals and plans. The State shall ensure its transportation capital

improvement decisions and programs support the adopted land use plans and transportation

actions.

T-22. The State and local governments shall use the same capital programming and

budgeting time frame that all local governments and the county use, a minimum of six years,

for making capital decisions and for concurrency management.

8. Siting Regional and Countywide Transportation Facilities

T-23. King County, the cities, the Puget Sound Regional Council, the State, Metro,

and other transportation providers shall identify significant regional and/or countywide land
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IV. COMMUNITY' CHARACTER AND OPEN SPACE

A measure of the success of p/wining for growth is the extent to which we rc.'ilore,

maintain and create good places to live, work Mid play. We must enconragi' growlh which

improves our neighborhoods and landscape.':, and builds a strong sense of place. The

following policies on cultural resources, civic architecture and landmarks, mull i-use

roachvays, mfill development, and inceinives for whan and rural design, aim to promote good

community character.

FW-20. All jurisdictions shall support the county's existing diversity of places to live,

work and recreate and the ethnic diversity of our communities. The countywide development

pattern shall include sufficient supply of quality places for housing, employment, education,

recreation, and open space and the provision of community and social services.

FW-21. Each urban area shall be characterized by superior urban design as locally

defined.

FW-22. Significant historic, archaeological, cultural, architectural and environmental

I features shall be respected and preserved.

A. Historic Resources

Historic resources create a sense of local identity and history, enhance the qualify of

life, support community vitality, and otherwise enrich our lives. Historic resources are

non-renewable: they embody the unique heritage and evolution of particular places.

Thoughtful management of these resources contributes to economic development and

moderates some of the harmful effects of rapid growth. Planning for historic resources

includes protecting archaeological sites and historic buildmgs and landscapes, encouraging

expression of diverse ethnic and folk traditions, and supporlmg activities for children and

youth.

CC-1. All jurisdictions should work individually and cooperatively to identify,

evaluate, and protect historic resources including continued and consistent protection for

historic resources and public an works.

CC-2. All jurisdictions shall encourage land use patterns and implement regulations

that protect and enhance historic resources, and sustain historic community character.

B. Urban Design

Governments should be leaders in providing structures, public spaces, parks and

streets which support the qualify of our region. Civic design should express the region's

values and vision, and should provide landmarks which contribute to our sense of place.

Additionally, individual jurisdictions can nurture their individual character by developing a
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Additionally, individual jnrisdiclions can nurture their individual character hy developing a

clear set of goals and policies which outline the public interest m ihe design of private

development in the urban and rural commwiities.

CC-3. All jurisdictions shall promote a high quality of design and site planning in

publicly-funded construction (such as civic buildings, parks, bridges, transit stops), and in pri-

vale development. •^

C. Human and Community Services

Human and community services are: social and health services; emergency shelters;

meeting places; performing arts and cultural activities; schools; libraries; parks and

recreation; and fire and police protection.

CC-4. Human and community service planning activities shall support Countywide

Planning Policies and the countywide land development pattern.

CC-5. All jurisdictions shall identify essential community and human services and

include them in land use, capital improvement, and transportation plans.

D. Open Space

Open space lands are essential to the commumty character of King County. They

provide visual variety and relief from developed areas, protect environmental quality, and

provide wildlife habitat and foster opportunities for outdoor recreation. Open space

corridors physically and functionally link open space lands.

The challenge for jurisdictions is to establish programs that contribute to the

protection, accessibility and stewardship of open space lands and corridors. The GMA

requires jurisdictions to form linkages bet\veen and within population centers with lands

useful for recreation, trails, wildlife habitat and connection of critical areas. These open

space lands and corridors or greewvays should be selected and preserved to form an

interconnected system regionally and wilhin jurisdictions locally and should be ste\varded to

ensure contimiing environmental and ecological significance. Where appropriate, the

regional system and its local components should provide for multiple benefits and functions,

which will require careful planning and management to ensure compatibility and long-term

viability of the benefits and functions.

Open space lands and corridors have significance at both the local and regional

scale. Identification and protection of local open spaces will be considered within the

comprehensive plans of each Jurisdiction. On an individual basis, Jurisdictions should strive

to identify, establish and protect open space lands of local significance thai also compliment,

adjoin or enhance the regional system. The regional open space system includes open space
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lands and corridors that have importance beyond jnrisdiclional honnclaries and will recpiire

miilli-jwisdiclional coordination to identify, protect and steward.

FW-23. All jurisdictions shall cooperatively identify, establish, protect and steward

urban and rural open space corridors of regional significance.

CC-6. A regional open space system shall be established to include lands which:

a. Provide physical and/or visual buffers such as open spaces which help to

separate incompatible uses, distinguish the urban and rural areas, define urban growth

8 || boundaries, or establish the character of a neighborhood, community, city or region;

9 || b. Provide active and passive outdoor recreational opponunities which are

10 || compatible with the environmental and ecological values of the site; and/or

11 || c. Contain natural areas, habitat lands, natural drainage features, and/or other

12 || environmental, cultural, and scenic resources.

13 || CC-7. All jurisdictions shall work cooperatively to identify and protect open space

14 || corridors of regional significance. This process shall include:

15 || a. Identification of regional open space lands and corridors which form a

16 || functionally and physically connected system with environmental, ecological, recreational and

17 || aesthetic significance and which is readily accessible to our urban populations;

18 || b. Identification of implementation strategies and regulator^'and non-regulatory

19 || techniques to protect the -lands and corridors, including collaboration and coordination with

20 || land trusts and other land preservation organizations; and

21 || c. Development of management plans and strategies to sustain the corridors'

22 || open space benefits and functions of the preserved lands and corridors.

23 || CC-8. Water bodies and rivers of the Puget Sound region form an important element

24 || of the open space system. Jurisdictions shall work to protect visual access to water bodies and

25 || rivers, and provide for physical access where appropriate.

26 || CC-9. Countywide funding shall be available for the acquisition, maintenance and

27 || stewardship of parks and open space, a) advancing the development of the regional open space

28 || system which has been cooperatively identified by the jurisdictions, and b) ensuring the ready

29 || access of our citizens residing in Urban Centers to the regional open space system.

30 || CC-10. The conceptual map of open space systems contained in the 1988 King County

31 || Open Space Plan shall be used as the planning basis for regional open space lands and

32 || corridors. All jurisdictions will work cooperatively to revise and supplement this map to direct

33 || the protection of these valuable resources throughout the county.

34 || CC-11. All jurisdictions shall work cooperatively to ensure parks and open spaces are

35 || provided as development and redevelopment occur.
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1 |t CC-12. All jurisdictions shall use the full range of regulatory and land preservation

2 || tools available to create, maintain and steward the regional open space system which has been

3 || cooperatively identified.

4 || CC-13. All jurisdictions shall develop coordinated level of service standards for the

5 || provision of parks and open spaces.

6 || V. AFFORDABLE HOUSING

7 || Adequate housing, for all economic segments of the population, is a basic need of

8 King County's residents and an issue of countywide concern. Affordable housing needs must

9 11 be addressed by local governments working m cooperation with the private sector mid

10 nonprofit housing agencies.

11 The GMA requires coimtyw'ide policies to address parameters for the distribution of

12 || affordable housing, including housing for all income groups. This complex issues requires

13 adequate information regarding current housing resources and housing needs, which is being

14 developed for comprehensive plan housing elements, as well as m-deplh discussion of values

15 || and priorities for housitig development.

16 || Providing sufficient land for housing development is an essential step m promoting

17 || affordable housing. Affordable housing can be encouraged by zonmg additional land for

18 || higher residential densities, which helps provide needed capacity for growth, reduces land

19 || development cost per units, and allows for lower cost conslmclion types such as attached

20 || dwellings. Higher density housing includes a range of housing types: small-lot single family,

21 || attached single family, mobile home parks, apartments and condominiums. In addition,

22 || zoning changes that permit additional housing in established areas, such as accessory units,

23 || carriage houses, and residences built above commercial uses, increase affordable housing

24 || opportunities.

25 || FW-24. All jurisdictions shall provide fora diversity of housing types to meet a variety

26 || of needs and provide for housine ODportunities for all economic segments of the population.

27 || ((incomes)). All jurisdictions shall cooperatively establish a process to ensure an equitable and

28 || rational distribution of low-income and affordable housing throughout the county in

29 || accordance with land use policies, transportation, and employment locations.

30 || AH-1 All jurisdictions shall plan for housine to meet the needs of all economic

31 |t seements of the population. Each jurisdiction shall specify, based on the projected number of

32 || net new housine units anticipated in its comprehensive plan. the estimated number of units

33 || which will be affordable for the followina income seements: 0 to 50 percent of the countvwide

34 || median household income. 50 to 80 percent of median. 80 to 120 percent of median. and

35 || above 120 percent median. The estimates for housine affordable to households below 80
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1 || percent of median income shall be consistent with countvwide objectives for low and moderate

2 II income housine in Policy AH-2. The estimated number of units for each income seement shall

3 II be reported to the GMPC followint; adootion of the comprehensive plan. for the purpose of

4 II coyntvwide monitorinc of capacity for housine development.

5 || ((AH-^11. Within the urban erowth area. each jurisdiction shall demonstrate

6 || ((mawmkse)) its ability to accommodate sufficient, affordable housing for all economic

7 || seements of the population. Local actions may include zoninB land for develooment of

8 || sufficient densities, revisine development standards and permittine procedures as needed to

9 || encourage affordable housine. ((by removing regulator)'bnmer!i,))-reviewing codes for

10 || redundancies and inconsistencies^ and providing opportunities for a ((fett)) range of housing

11 || types., such as accessory dwelling units, manufactured homes ((on individual lots,)) group

12 || homes and foster care facilities, apartments, townhouses and attached single family housing.

13 || AH-2((4-)). All jurisdictions shall share the responsibility for achieving a rational and

14 || equitable distribution of affordable housing to meet the housing needs of low and moderate

15 || income residents in King County. The distribution of housing affordable to low and moderate

16 || income households shall ((refleet)) take into consideration the need for proximity to lower

17 || wage employment, ((end)) access to transportation and human services..^)) and the adequacy

18 || of infrastructure to support housine development: recognize each jurisdiction's past and current

19 || efforts to provide housing affordable to low and moderate-income households; avoid

20 || over-concentration of assisted housing; and increase housing opportunities and choices for low

21 || and moderate income households in communities throughout King County. Each jurisdiction

22 shall give equal consideration to local and countywide housing needs.

23 || a. Existine Needs for Affordable Housine

24 || Each jurisdiction shall participate in develooine countvwide housine resources and

25 || proerams to assist the laree number of low and moderate income households who currently do

26 || not have affordable, appropriate housine. These countvwide efforts will help reverse current

27 || trends which concentrate low income housine opDortunities in certain communities, and

28 || achieve a more equitable panicipation by local jurisdictions in low income housine

29 || development and services. Countvwide eflTorts should eive priority to assistine households

30 I) below 50 percent of median income that are in Greatest need and communities with hieh

31 |i oroDonions of low and moderate income residents

32 || By October. 1994. the GMPC shall appoint elected and community representatives to

33 || develop recommendations for providine low and moderate income housinc and related

34 || services. Within one year the committee shall recommend to the GMPC:
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1. new countvwide fundinu source(s') for housini; production and servi ces. and a

D I an to establish this fiindine within three years:

2. participation by local uovernments. includinu aDDropriate public and_Enyate

financinu. such that each jurisdiction contributes on fair share basis; and

3. objectives for housirm and related services, includinu measurable levels of

housing production and costs to provide necessary related service.

Countvwide proerams should provide the followinu types ofhousinB and related

services:

1. low income housing development, includine new construction, acquisition.

and rehabilitation;

2. housine assistance, such as rental vouchers and supportive services:

3. assistance to expand the capacity of nonprofit oreanizations to develop

housing and provide housine related services;

4. proerams to assist homeless individuals and families;

5. proerams to prevent homelessness: and

6. assistance to low and moderate income home buyers

b. Future Needs for Affordable Housing

Each jurisdiction shall specify the range and amount of housing affordable to low and

moderate income households to be accommodated in its comprehensive plan. Each jurisdiction

shall plan for a number ofhousine units affordable to households with incomes between 50 and

80 percent of the County median household income that is equal to 17 percent of its projected

net household erowth. In addition. each jurisdiction shall plan for a number of housine units

affordable to households with incomes below 50 percent of median income that is either 20

percent or 24 percent of its projected net household growth. For this housine. the target

percentaee shall be determined usine the Affordable Housine Job/Housine Index developed

usine Census-based information, which is contained in Appendix 3.

((AH 2.)) Each jurisdiction shall show in its comprehensive plan how it will use

policies, incentives, regulations and programs to provide its share of housing affordable to low

and moderate-income households ((no determined by the process outlined in AH 1.)) Each

jurisdiction should apply strategies which it determines to be most apDropriate to the local

housine market. For example, units affordable to low and moderate income households may

be developed throueh new construction projects that assure lona-term afFordabilitv ofexistine

housine. or accessory housine units added to existing structures. Local actions may include:
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a,_ Identifvinu the costs to develop and preserve subsidized housiny and other

low-cost housina not provided by private development in the local housinu market, and

identifvinu sources offundine;

b. Reyisinu land use reeulations as needed to remove any unreasonable

requirements that may create barriers to sitinu and operatinu housinu for special needs uroups.

S D ecial needs housine serves persons, who. by virture of disability or other circumstances.

face difficulty livinc independently and require supDonive services on a transitional or lone-

term basis: and

c. Adopting land use incentives programs or other remilatorv measures to

encourage private and nonprofit development

Small, fullybuilt cities and towns that are not planned to erow substantially under

GMA may work cooperativelv with other jurisdictions and/or subreeional housine aeencies to

meet their housine tareets.

In areas identified as city expansion areas. Kine County and cities should plan

cooperativelv for affordable housine development and preservation.

((The GMPC shall define and quantify afFordablo housing ncodo for low and

moderate income housoholdo and countywide objeotiveo for diotribution of affordable housing

for low and moderate income households. The procoss sha]! include involvement by housing

industry representatives, housing interest groups, and community organizations. The

Affordable Housing Technical Forum, which has rcproBontativos from the County and each

city, shall prepare rcoommondationD for the GMPC by August 1, 1902.

By October 1, 1992 each jurisdiction shall specify the range and amount of housing

affordable to low and moderate income households to be accommodated in its comprohonsivc

plan, based on countywidc objectives for distribution. By Dccombor 1, 1992 the GMPC will

review, and the county and cities will ratify, the oountywidc objectiveG for distribution and

each jurisdiction's proposed range and amount of affordable housing unito.

The procoos shall address:

a- —Development and proscri'ation ofsubflidizod housing and low cost murlcot rate

b-. — The definition of low income and moderate income housing;

&—Guidelines to moot afFordablo housing needs in individual juriBdictions as well

us need throughout King County, including recognition for jurisdiction!) that already meet the

guidelines;

4-. — Strategies, including land use incentives, streamlined permitting processes, and

funding commitments, to be adopted by all jurisdictions to provide affordable housing; and
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1 e:—Guidelines to ensure that affordable housing is provided in conjunction with

2 || regional transportation planning, including funding for floquisition and rQhabilitation to pre

3 || sen'e existing aflbrdablc housing; funding and incentivos for development of new housing in

4 infill and redevelopment projects; and, subject to a legal determination, inolusionary

5 || requirements to ensure that a proportion of now residential development is afFordable to low

6 and moderate income households.))

7 || AH-3. Each jurisdiction shall evaluate its existing resources of subsidized and low-cost

8 I] non-subsidized housing and identify housing that may be lost due to redevelopment, dete-

9 || riorating housing conditions, or public policies or actions. Where feasible, each ((Saeb))

10 || jurisdiction shall develop strategies to preserve existing low-income housing ((where feasible))

11 || and provide relocation assistance to low income residents who may be displaced.

12 || AH-4 The GMPC shall identify ways to expand technical assistance to local

13 || jurisdictions in affordable housing techniques. Technical assistance should include project case

14 || studies and model ordinances coverine such topics as development and financine ofnonorofit

15 || housine. provision ofhousine-related services, incentives proKrams for affordable housine.

16 || reeulations that encouraee well-desiened hieher density housine. improvements to

1"7 || development permit processine and standards to reduce development costs, and public

18 || education and involvement. The Affordable Housine Task Force Report, dated March 1994

19 || contains a summary of actions that local eovernments may use to encouraae affordable

20 || housing.

21 || AH-5((4)). All jurisdictions shall monitor residential development within their

22 || jurisdiction and determine annually the total number of new and redeveloped units receiving

23 || permits and units constructed, housing types, developed densities and remaining capacity for

24 || residential growth. Housine prices and rents also should be reported, based on affordabilitv to

25 || four income cateeories: Oto50Dercentofmedianincome.50to80Dercentofmedian.80to

26 || 120 percent of median. and above 120 percent of median. King County shall report annually

27 t| on housing development, the rate of housing cost and price increases and available residential

28 || capacity countywide in its annual growth reportine.

29 || The Affordable Housina and Data Technical Forums, which are comprised of city and

30 || county staff and private housinc industry representatives, shall develop a uniform approach for

31 || monitorine housine permit activity, construction, and affordabilitv. Where feasible, the

32 || Affordable Housina and Data Technical Forums shall consider collectine statistics such as:

33 || housine units receivine buildine permits bv income cateeon'. total units constructed by income

34 || cateeorv. low and moderate income housinc acquired or preserved, households receivine rental

35 || assistance, and other local housing activities. In addition where feasible, planning and
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monitorine for affordable housine should use the median household income for Kinu County

indexed by household size. published annually by the U.S. Department ofHousinu and Urban

Development. Calculations of affordable house prices should assume standard Federal

Housinc Administration lendine criteria and minimum downpavments.

AH-6 Even' five years, bemnnine in 1999. the GMPC or its successor oreanization

responsible for monitorine erowth manaeement implementation shall evaluate achievement of

countvwide and local eoals for housine for all economic seements of the Dopulation. The

GMPC shall consider annual reports prepared under Policy AH-5 as well as market conditions

and other factors affecting housine development. If the GMPC determines that housine

planned for any economic segment falls short of the need for such housine. the GMPC may

recommend additional actions.

As pan of its evaluation, the GMPC shall review local performance in meetine low and

moderate income housing needs. The basis for determining local performance shall be a

jurisdiction's panicipation in countvwide or subreeionat efiFons to address existine housine

needs and actual development of the target oercentaee of low and moderate income housina

units as adopted in its comprehensive plan. In establishine plannina targets to address future

affordable housine needs, it is recoenized that success will be dependent in part upon regional

factors beyond the control of any single jurisdiction. Any one jurisdiction acting alone, or even

in concert with other local eovemments. may or may not be able to achieve there targets in

these policies, despite its best efforts. Success will require cooperation and support for

affordable housine from the state. federal and local eovemments. as well as the private sector.

The sienificant role of the market must also be recognized. In determininc performance the

GMPC shall therefore use reasonable judgment, and also shall consider these market and other

factors, as well as action taken to encouraee development and preservation of low and

moderate income housine. such as local fundine. development code chanees. and creation of

new proerams.

VI. CONTIGUOUS AND ORDERLY DEVELOPMENT And PROVISION OF

URBAN SERVICES TO SUCH DEVELOPMENT

Chapter II, "Land Use Pattern, " contains policies for phasing development within the

Urban Growth Area. An integral component of the phasing process is ensuring thai

development is accompanied by a full range of urban services. Equally imporianl is ensuring

that infrastructure improvements are not provided in advance of development which could

undermine the conntywide development pattern. This chapter provides policies which support

phasing wilhin the Urban Growth Area and ensure the inlegrity of the connty\vide land

development pattern.
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FW-25. Planning for and financing of services shall be coordinated among jurisdictions

to direct and prioritize countywide facility improvements to implement the countywide

policies.

FW-26, Jurisdictions shall identify the services needed t<y achieve adopted service

levels. Timelines for constructing needed services shall be identified.

FW-27. Protection of public health and safety and the'environment shall be given high

priority in decision-making about infrastructure improvements. County residents in both urban

and rural areas shall have reasonable access to a high-quality drinking water source meeting all

federal and state drinking water requirements. Management and operation of existing on-site

septic systems shall not result in adverse impacts to public health or the environment.

A. General Policies

To ensure that land use is accompanied wilh the maximum possible use ofexistmg

facilities and cost-effective service provisions and extensions, and to encourage development

I of strong, interrelated commimHies, policies are needed which integrate a full range of urban

services with land-use plmming and environmental prolection. Urban sei-vice defniilions

should be guided by "public services," "public facilities," and "urban governmental services"

as defined in RCW 36. 70A (GMA).

Community and human services policies are included wider Chapter IV, "Comnnmity

Character and Open Space," and frmisporlalion policies are mcluded under Chapter HI,

"Transportation." Several countywide planning efforts provide direction for achieving the

integration of services, aqwfer and natural resource protection, mid land use plmmiug.

These include the Coordinated Water System Plans, Seattle Regional Comprehensive Water

Supply Plan, Groimchvaler Management Plans, Basin Plans, Chelan Agreement Regional

Water Resources Planning Process, Flood Hazard Reduction Plan, Waste\valer 2020 Plus,

Human Services Strategies Report, and the King County Se\verage General Plan.

Furthermore, there are stale mandates which affect the provision of services. For example,

water resource allocation must accommodate all reasonable onl-of-stream needs and

maintain sitfficient flows for in-stream uses. The following policies transcend Urban and

Rural land use designations and apply connty\vide.

1. Urban Services Required as Growth Occurs

CO-1. Jurisdictions shall identify the fall range of urban services and how they plan to

provide them.

2. Conservation, EfTiciency, Cost Effectiveness and New Technologies

CO-2. Jurisdictions and other urban service providers shall provide services and

manage natural resources efficiently, through regional coordination, conjunctive use of
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1 || resources, and sharing of facilities. Interjurisdictional planning efibns shall evaluate

2 || approaches to share and conserve resources.

3 || CO-3. Service provision shall be coordinated to ensure the protection and preservation

4 || of resources in both rural areas and in areas that are developing, while addressing service needs

5 || within areas currently identified for growth. .

6 || CO-4. All jurisdictions acknowledge the need to develop a regional surface water

7 || management system which crosses jurisdictions boundaries and identifies and prioritizes

8 || program elements and capital improvements necessary to accommodate growth and protect the

9 || natural and build environment. The GMPC shall develop and recommend a financing and

10 || implementation strategy to meet this need.

11 |[ CO-5. Water supply shall be regionally coordinated to provide a reliable economic

12 || source of water and to provide mutual aid to and between all agencies and purveyors. The

13 || region should work toward a mechanism to address the long-term regional water demand

14 || needs of all agencies and water purveyors.

15 || CO-6. Aggressive conservation efforts shall be implemented to address the need for

16 || adequate supply for electrical energy and water resources, protect natural resources, and

17 || achieve improved air quality. Efforts shall include, but not be limited to, public education,

18 || water reuse and reclamation, landscaping which uses native and drought-resistant plants and

19 |[ other strategies to reduce water consumption, small lot size, low-flow showerheads,

20 || conservation credits, and energy efficiency incentives in new and existing buildings.

21 || CO-7. Water reuse and reclamation shall be encouraged, especially for large

22 || commercial and residential developments, and for high water users such as parks, schools, golf

23 || courses, and locks.

24 || CO-8. When planning for the future demand on wastewater treatment and conveyance,

25 || alternatives to the expansion of the Metro centralized system such as decentralized treatment

26 || and other treatment technologies, and wastewater reclamation and reuse shall be identified and

27 || incorporated into plans as viable options.

28 || CO-9. The presence oftightline sewers or availability of sewer pipeline capacity and

29 || water supply above what is required to meet local needs shall not be used to justify

30 || development counter to the coumywide policies, and any such land use development proposal

31 || shall be denied by the permitting agency.

32 || B. Urban Areas Identified for Growth for the Next Ten Years

33 || The designation of the Urban Growth Area establishes the sei-vice area for the county.

34 The detailed arrangement and timing of services and Ihe inslallatiou of iirfrastructwe

35 || improvements is left to be determined through shorler-ierm capital improvement plans. To
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1 11 support the densities and land uses of urban areas identified for immediate developmenl,

2 11 urban water and sc'wer syslems are essential lo support growth anlicipaled in the Urban Area

3 11 over the next ten years. Urban water systems are defined an u network of pipes which are

4 11 designed to meet all user needs and provide fire protection. Urban sewer systems are defined

5 || as a system of pipes providing conveyance to a sewage trealme nt facility.

6 || 1. Urban Water and Sewer Systems Required

7 || CO-10. In the Urban Area identified for growth within the next ten years, urban water

8 || and sewer systems are preferred for new construction on existing lots and shall be required for

9 || new subdivisions. However, existing septic systems, private wells, and/or small water systems

10 || may continue to serve the developments so long as densities and physical conditions are

11 || appropriate, the systems are allowed by the relevant jurisdictions, and management keeps the

12 || systems operating properly and safely.

13 U C. Urban Areas Designated for Growth Beyond 2002

14 || In urban areas designated for growth beyond 2002, there will be a mix of existing

15 || services which may or may not be at urban service levels. The appropriate mfraslnictnre

16 || improvements for sewer and water systems will vary according to existing site conditions.

17 New developments should occur contiguous to existing, fully-developed areas so Ihat

18 extension of services occurs in an orderly and cost-effective manner.

19 || 1. Phased and Cost Effective Extension of Urban Water and Sewer Systems

20 || CO-11. To the extent practicable, all new plats shall be contiguous to the areas

21 || identified for growth for the next ten years. The phased expansion should respect basin

22 || boundaries or other natural landscape features.

23 || CO-12. Preferred sewer and water systems in areas designated for growth beyond

24 || 2002 are community drainfields and water systems which are professionally managed. These

25 || systems shall be designed, sited, and built to facilitate eventual conversion to urban sewer and

26 || water systems. Jurisdictions shall require all known and projected costs of infrastructure

27 || improvement to urban service levels be funded at the permitting stage.

28 || CO-13. Urban sewer system extensions in unincorporated King County shall be

29 || permitted consistent with the provisions of the King County Sewerage General Plan,

30 || countywide policies, and the policies of the jurisdiction in whose potential annexation area the

31 || extension is proposed.

32 || D. Rural Areas and Resource Lands

33 || Residents in rural areas and resource lands need lo have many of the same types of

34 || services as urban areas. However, the service standards in rural areas and resource lands

35 || are not at Urban levels. Rural water systems are defined as individual or commimity wells or
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piped water systems designed to meet all user needs but, in most cases, not providing for fire

protection.

1. Limited Extension of Urban Water and Sewer Systems

CO-14. Sewer expansion shall not occur in rural areas and resource lands except

where needed to address specific health and safety problems threatening structures permitted

before July 1, 1992 or the needs of public facilities such as schools. Sewers may be extended

7 || only if they are tightlined and only after a finding is made that no alternative technologies are

feasible. Mechanisms to reduce cost and limit the number of individual hookups shall be

9 || explored and actions recommended to the GMPC.

10 || CO-15. ((Urban water oyotom ortcnoionB shall not bo permitted in rural areas and

11 || resource lands oxoopt to solve immediate health or safety problems threatening existing resi

12 || dents. If urban water systems arc ottondod, the maximum number of hookups that is conois

13 || tent with the countywide land development pattern shall bo specified at the time of the

14 || eKteasieft-)) Urban Water system extensions are not preferred in rural areas. However. Group

15 || A water systems are permissible under the followine criteria:

16 || a. Group A service is financially feasible at rural densities and shall not be iustifi-

17 || cation for any increase in residential density and prior to apDroval. the specific number of rural

18 || connections shall be specified for the line or system for the toal rural area beine served: and

19 || b. The area has either been approved for Group A service throueh a King

20 || Countv-adopted water system plan or has been desienated for Group A service throueh prior

21 || establishment of a utility local improvement district or other financial mechanisms: or

22 || c. Water quality or quantity problems that threaten public health exist which can

23 || best be solved bv Group A services: and

2 4 || d. A previously developed propertv abuts a Group A water system.

25 || CO-16 All rural water oystems outside 03UHting sen'ioc areas (planning areas) shall be

26 || professionally managed by the applicable water purveyor according to the satollito manugcmont

27 || proocdureo of the Coordinated Water System Plans, and designed to rural standards. Rural

28 || water systems should be provided throueh private wells or small public systems. In the Rural

29 || Area. all new public water systems should be inspected by a licensed water system operator. If

30 || the area is included in the olannine area of an existing water purveyor as identified in

31 || Coordinated Water System Plan. the water system shall be operated by the purveyor throueh

32 II either satellite management arrangement or by direct service.

33 || VD. SITING PUBLIC CAPITAL FACILITIES OF A COUNTyWTOE Or

34 || STATEWmE NATURE
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Public capital facilities of a countywide or stalewiUe natiiru generally have

characteristics that make these facilities extremely difficult to sile. Such character i st ics

include the number of jurisdictions affected or served by the'facility, the size of the facility,

and the fad lily's potential adverse impacls, .wch as noise, odor, traffic, and poll ill ion gencra-

lion. The facilities can he either dvsimhk or nndesirahle lo jurisdictions. Some of the

facilities are privately owned and regulated by public enlUie,';. Facilities also can he owned

by the slate and used by residents from throughout the stale, such as nniversilies and their

branch campuses.

The county and the cities wed to develop a process for siting public capital fad lilies

with these types of characteristics, including but not limited to, utility and transportation

corridors, airports, -waslewaler treatment plants, solid waste landfills, higher ediicalional

facilities, correctional and in-patient Ireatment facilities and eiwrgy-generalmg facilities.

FW-28. Public capital facilities of a countywide or statewide nature shall be sited to

support the countywide land use pattern, support economic activities, mitigate environmental

impacts, provide amenities or incentives, and minimize public costs. Amenities or incentives

shall be provided to neighborhoods/jurisdictions in which facilities are sited. Facilities must be

prioritized, coordinated, planned, and sited through an interjurisdictional process established by

the GMPC.

I S-l. The Growth Management Planning Council shall establish a process by which all

I jurisdictions shall cooperatively site public capital facilities of a countywide or statewide

nature. The process shall include:

a. A definition of these facilities;

b. An inventory of existing and future facilities;

c. Economic and other incentives to jurisdictions receiving facilities;

d. A public involvement strategy;

e. Assurance that the environment and public health and safety are protected;

and

f. A consideration of alternatives to the facility, including decentralization,

demand management, and other strategies.

Vffl. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND FINANCE

A. Economic Development

ED-1 By December 1, 1992, the GMPC shall adopt Economic Development policies

which:

a. Establish the county's role in the regional economy;

b. Maintain a strong economic base within King County;
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c. Encourage diversification of the economy;

d. . Maintain an adequate supply of land to support future economic

development;

e. Identify geographic areas to target public resources promoting

economic development;

Foster job training opportunities to maintain a highly educated work

force;

g.

h.

Protect the natural environment as a key economic value in this region;

Consider the special needs of economically disadvantaged citizens and

neighborhoods; and

i. Include the assistance of private sector.

ED-2 By July 1, 1993 regional planning shall produce a regional industrial siting

policy based on a regional assessment of the need for industrial zoned land and the availability

of transportation and other infrastructure to serve it.

ED-3 Jurisdictions' comprehensive plans shall include economic development policies.

These policies shall address the local economic concerns of each jurisdiction within the

context of a regional economic development strategy.

ED-4 Each jurisdiction's comprehensive plan shall include an economic development

element which will include an estimate of the type and number of jobs to be accommodated in

the jurisdiction during the next 20 years.

ED-5 The county shall work with Snohomish and Pierce Counties to develop a joint

20-year regional economic development strategy.

Definition of Economic Development

Economic Development is erowth mid chanse in the economy whereby the economic

health oflhe rezion—ils moule. Us business. Us sovernmeiils—is enhanced. An imuorlanl

component ofachievins Economic Developmenf is Ihronsh the mnvosefnl widerlakms of

public and private actions desimed to achieve:

—the maintenance of a slrom economic base:

—a diversification of the economy;

—improved job trainins and educational opporlumlies:

—the protection of the nalnral environment;

—the emnowerment of economicallv disadvmilased citizens and neishhorhQods^

—a partnershiD behveen the private and public sectors:

—the mainienance and creation ofhisher ffamilv) wase iohs.
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Thi.\- element of the Cowity^vide Plannine Policies is inlL'ndui/ lo provicje a vision and

policy direclion for Kins County hiri.'idiclions.

NEW FW The Growth Manaeement Plannine Council or its successor and

jurisdictions shall develop monitorinu and evaluation systems, includini! benchmarks, by which

they can evaluate performance in achievine the eoals of their ComDrehensive Plans.

1. Strenethen, Expand, and Diversify the Economy

NEW ED-1 Local jurisdictions plans shall include policies that actively support the

retention and expansion economic base of the multicountv reeion. Local jurisdictions and the

County shall work cooperativelv on a reeional basis and invite private sector Darticioation to

evaluate the trends. oDportunities and weaknesses of the existine economy and to analyze the

economic needs of key industries,

LocaLmrisdictions' comprehensive plans shall include policies intended to foster:

a. the development and retention of those businesses and industries which

export their eoods and services outside the region. These businesses and industries are critical

to the economic streneth and diversification of the economy;

b. a business climate which is supportive of business formation, expansion.

and retention and recoenizes the importance of small businesses in creating new jobs.

NEW ED-2 Jurisdictions shall cooperate to establish economic diversification and

development eoals for the multicountv reeion. Jurisdictions shall, in process of comprehensive

DlanninB.identifv the contribution theywill make to the reeional diversification and

I development goals.

NEW ED-3 Where appropriate, jurisdictions' plans shall include policies intended to

attract and retain industries, firms and jobs. within their locally determined or zoned

manufacturine and industrial areas.

NEW ED-3a Jurisdictions shall recognize businesses, facilities, and institutions within

their boundaries that provide opportunities to maintain economic stability and realize economic

erowth for the entire reeion. These include major educational facilities. research institutions.

health care facilities, value added manufacturing facilities and oort facilities amone others_TJie

County and local jurisdictions shall encouraee these institutions, businesses and facilities to

thrive while maintainine the environmental and other eoals of the local comprehensive plans.

2^ Environment

NEW ED-4 Jurisdictions shall adopt economic development and other policies

which will recoenize and help protect the environment as a key economic value in the region.

Local policies shall seek to achieve an appropriate balance between the needs for economic

srowth and the need for protectine the environment. Local eovernments are encouraaed to
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look for ways to work cooperativelv with businesses to help them comply with environmental

regulations and to develop policies that result in environmental protection throuuh reuulatorv

processes that are understandable and efficient.

NEW ED-5 In cooperation with water and electricity providers, local jurisdictions.

includine sewer and water districts. shall encourane orourams for water and power conser-

vation in oublic facilities and in the Drivate sector.

3. Human Resources: Economically Disadvanfaeed Citizens and Neiehborhoods,

Job Training and Education

ED-6 Jurisdictions' comprehensive plans shall address the historic disparity in income

and employment opportunities for minorities. women and economically disadvantaeed indi-

viduals. Jurisdictions shall develop strateeies and support communitv-based actions to involve

minorities, women and economically disadvantaeed individuals in improvine their economic

future. The plans shall recognize their special needs and each jurisdiction should commit.

based on their plans, resources in human services, community development. housine. economic

development and the public infrastructure. to address the inequalities referred to above.

ED-7 Job trainine. retrainine. and educational ODponunities are critical to develop and

maintain a highly skilled workforce. Jurisdictions shall cooperate in efForts to meet these

training and educational needs on a countvwide basis by facilitatine the implementation of

proerams to meet the educational and training needs and to identify partnershios and funding

opportunities where appropriate.

.4. Direct Governmental Actions: Land Supply. Infrastructure, and Permittine

ED-8 Jurisdictions shall cooperate on a countvwide basis to inventory. plan for. and

monitor the land supply for commercial, industrial, institutional, resource and residential uses.

Local jurisdictions shall, in five year increments, for the next 20 years identify the amount.

character and uses of land needed to achieve the jurisdictions' job erowth eoals;

ED-9 Local comprehensive plans should include policies which foster a climate

supportive of the sitine needs of industrial users and that recoenize the important role they play

in creatine hieh-waee jobs. Local clans are encouraeed to include policies desiened to ensure

that industrial use ofindustrial-zone land is not undulv encroached upon or limited by non-

suDponine or incompatible uses.

Local policies and plans are encouraaed to supoort the continued availability of

land for those industrial and supportine or compatible activities dependent on critical

infrastructure as identified in local comprehensive plans. Jurisdictions should consider zonine

QLQther meansjtojirovide ODportunities for those uses in areas where infrastructure facilities

can be utilized to exploit the economic benefit of that infrastructure.
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1 II ED-10 Jurisdictions are encouraaed to promote the sitinu ofresource-based and auri-

2 || cultural-based industrial activities close to the location of the natural resource whether outside

3 II or inside the urban growth boundary. Jurisdictions are encouraged to recoenize forest land as

4 II a sustainabte economic resource.

5 II ED-11 Where jurisdictions, includina water and sewer districts, have resDonsibilityjo

6 || provide infrastaicture and/or services or to plan for them they shall include the t;oals ofeco-

7 || nomic development as an important part of their decision making process.

8 || ED-12 Jurisdictions shall cooperativelv develop fundine strateuies for eovemmental

9 || infrastructure which take into account economic development goals. and consider the costs

10 || and benefits for the jurisdictions, and the region.

11 || ED-12a _Jurisdictions shall seek state leeislative approval of state funding and

12 || reaulatorv strategies to fund environmental clean-up of industrial sites. Jurisdictions shall

13 || work toeether on a collaborative basis to develop alternative local, county and state financine

14 || and reeulator/ strateeies to assist with the funding of environmental clean-up of industrial

15 || sites.

16 || ED-13 Jurisdictions shall identify aeoeraphic areas that can be developed or redevel-

17 || oped into manufacturina/industrial areas, and coordinate with utility providers to build the nec-

18 || essarv infrastructure. Jurisdictions are encouraeed to provide public incentives to promote

19 || basic employment associated with manufacturing^

20 || ED-14 To maintain the economic vitality of Kins County, reeulatorv reform must

21 || occur with the implementation of GMA requirements. To carry out this goal. jurisdictions

22 || shall adopt permittine processes with defined time periods for prompt apDroval of projects that

23 || conform with the local jurisdiction's development reeulations. To carry out this policy the

24 || followine actions shall be taken:

25 || a. No later than January 1996. jurisdictions shall identify to the GMPC or

26 || its successor current permit process timeframes and barriers to speedy permit apDroval. includ-

27 || ine discussion of operational and cost considerations.

28 || b. Eliminate redundant permit reviews and appeals:

29 || c. Establishine consistent mitieation requirements containing clear

30 || standards, and facilitatine projects that meet these established standards;

31 || d. Focusine the scope of public appeal processes for a project to those

32 || issues that relate directly to specific impacts of the project: and

33 || e. Adootine procedures to perform concurrent permit review whenever

34 || possible.
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ED-16 Jurisdictions may prepare non-oroiect environmental impact statements to

address, in a comprehensive manner. the probable sienificant adverse impacts of future

development.

ED-17 Jurisdictions are encouraued to establish a master utility permit process in con-

junction with approval of land use permits such as short plats. subdivisions and master Dlanned

developments. Utilities may include both publicly and privately owned utilities for electricity.

natural eas. water, sanitary sewer. surface water manaaement and telecommunications, All

utility extensions and required new construction may be reviewed as part of the master utility

permit.

5. Private/Public Partnerships

ED-18 Jurisdictions shall foster the development and use of private/public partnerships

to implement economic development policies. proarams and proiects.

B. Finance

11 A fiscal analysis is required by I he GMA. This section of policies is intended to bring

together references to financial matters found in earlier chapters see Chapter II, "Rural

Area" and "Urban and Mafmfacturing/Industria! Centers, " Sections B and D) and to provide

direction for the fiscal analysis of the anticipated results of implementing the coimtyw'ide

planning policies.

FW-32 To implement the Countywide Planning Policies, jurisdictions shall

cooperatively identify regional funding sources and establish regional financing strategies by

July 1, 1993. Such strategies shall consider the infrastructure and service needs of Urban

Centers, Manufacturing Industrial Centers, Activity Areas, Business/Office Parks, other

activity concentrations, and rural areas. Such strategies shall also provide incentives to

support' the Countywide Planning Policies and should:

a. Make existing and newly identified funding sources respond in the most

flexible way to meet countywide needs;

b. Ensure that a balance of services is available countywide to meet,

among others, human service, public safety, open space and recreation, education, and

transportation needs; and

c. Evaluate current revenue and service demands and the potential for

more effective coordination of service delivery.

KFS-5. All jurisdictions shall adopt policies, to stimulate construction or preservation

of affordable housing in centers, infill and redevelopment areas.

RFS-6 Each city with a potential annexation area shall enter into an interlocal

aereement with the County for definine service delivery responsibilities. A financine plan for
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1 || investments in the annexation areas, mutually pursued, shall be included in the interlocal

2 || acreement for capital facilities and service delivery. Level of service standards and financial

3 || capacity should be considered for each area. touether with density issues and phasinu of

4 II developments.

5 || FW-34 In order to implement the Countvwide Plannine a Regional Governance Plan

6 || shall be adopted by Kine County and the Cities. This plan shall be developed in a collaborative

7 || process with local jurisdictions, special districts, citizens and business representine a broad

ranee of stakeholders. This proposal shall:

9 || a. Evaluate opportunities for eovernment consolidation.

10 || b. Match service responsibilities of jurisdictions with the fiscal capacity to

11 || maintain services at the level desired by taxpayers; and

12 || c,_Define apDropriate reEJonal and local responsibilities for service delivery.
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APPENDIX 1

Urban Growth Areas Map

/L-75

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

May 7, 1994

Revised May 11, 1994

Introduced by: Brian Derdowski

AMENDMENT TO PROPOSED

POTENTIAL ANNEXATION AREA FOR CITY OF SNOQUALMIE

In the blue packet discussing the Proposed Potential Annexation Areas for the Edge and

Rural Cities, remove the portion of the Potential Annexation Area for the City of

Snoqualmie which covers the SR-18/I-90 interchange (shown on the attached map as Area

B), and designate the area addressed by the Interlocal Agreement between the City of

Snoqualmie and King County (dated February 12, 1990) agreeing to jointly plan for the area

as Rural..

Rationale: In the Interlocal Agreement entered into between the City ofSnoqualmie and

King County in February of 1990, which followed extensive negotiations during the
adoption process for the Snoqualmie Valley Community Plan, the City and the County
agreed that only rural density uses which would not preclude the City's future options for
the area would be allowed in the Area shown as Area B on the attached map. This
agreement should be honored. Designation of the area as Urban at this time is premature

and contradicts the agreement.
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ATTACHMENT 2: AREA COVERED BY AGREEMENT
EA A - Annexation Area

EA B ~ Joint Planning Area



APPENDIX 2

Household and Employment Targets

16-May-94

Proposed Growth Targets for Households and Employment

CITIES

Algona
Auburn

Beaux Arts

Bellevue

Black Diamond
Bothell (KC part)
Burien

Carnation

Clyde Hill
Des Moines

DuvaII
Enumclaw

Federal Way
Hunts Point
Issaquah
Kent
Kirlcland
Lake Forest Park
Medina
Mercer Island

Milton
Normandy Park
North Bend
Pacific
Redmond
Renton

SeaTac
Seattle
Skykomish
Snoqualmie
Tukwila
Woodinville
Yarrow Point

City Totals

Uninc.KC

GRAND TOTAL

Net New

Households

MINIMUMS

40'i
8,082

(
8,57^
1,033
1,93]
1,79(

404
12

1,796
1,88(
2,626

14,996
4

2,694
6,735
5,83-7

135
n

1,122
18

135
1,52-7
1,212

11,458
8,890
3,592

53,877
27

2,784
5,388
1,796

18

150,803

44,897

195,700

Net New

Employment

350
11,100

0
28,250

1,200
2,900

450
0
0

2,500
1,700
1,000

14,800
0

4,300
11,500
8,600

200
0

1,700
0
0

2,050
100

29,509
23,000
15,800

132,700
0

4,500
22,250

1,950
0

322,409

25,000

J47,409
hh&emp- l.wk3/nm

Source: Growth Management Planning Council, May 14,1994.
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APPENDIX 3

Affordable Housing Index

AFFORDABLE HOUSING JOBS/HOUSIHG INDEX

The Jobs/Housing Index was developed by the Affordable Housing Technical
Forum as a way to adjust housing targets based on each jurisdictions
existing concentrat-ions of low-cost hous-ing and low-wage employment. A
Low-Wage Jobs Index greater than one indicates that the proportion of
lower wage employment is greater than the county average, a Low;Cost
Housing index'greater than one Indicates that the proportion of lower
cost housing is less than the county average. The Jobs/Houslng Index is
computed by'multiplying the jobs and housing indexes together.

Policy AH-2 establishes planning targets for housing affordable to
households with incomes between'O and 50 percent of the county median
income. Based on the Jobs/Houslng Index, jurisdictions should plan for
a number of units that is either 20 or 24 percent of projected net new
housing units, as follows:

Jobs/Houslng Index greater than one: 24 percent.
Jobs/Housing Index less than one: 20 percent.
Jurisdiction for which Index could not be computed (shown as NA):
20 percent.

^AJfllBCnilffttlMII^^

' ^'.^•£:y-." •:::r::A*.:?K'.'-:\-;;'.'i: f''^''.

AjbwiSgBil
BeauxAniiUI
B8)levuB;|;g|ggH
Black Diamond.;

BothBUllgggggl
Camalldn^iitl
Clydt Hlll'iil?®
Das MplnesSSH
buvan.'ljlllll
Enumclawllilg
F<idBral.Way|||
Hunts'PolnQmi,
lasaquali||g|||
KBnt.S3SBiB̂̂

'•^vVSSs
LakeFonsi^g
MBdlna'lgHllj
MBrcer Island!;;

MDt°nNl®SS8
Normandy Wirk'j;
North: Bantf.iiNII
piicinc;;|g||g^:
Re(lmoncl;jm|;||>:
Rsnton ^^1^^^
?*"t*sMSSSS
Seanie^?^^^^^
Skykomlshljlgg
SnpqualmlB'Ssgl
Tukwna%®g%
YBrrow'Polnt'"?"%

Cities W€iSmS^

UninerKC:^^'"'

KCTOTAlr'iS^

WLOW-W ape ..looses

9'SsbVW. I WWn^K1

73
5,362

NA
22,297

59
1,691

64
31

1,564
56

1,174
6,384

0
1,676
8,067
5,472

554
25

1,697
NA

352
506
147

7,296
9,675
4,497

129,451
NA

444
10,875

-fi_

219,489

32,685

252,374

0.85
0.83

NA
1.08
1.28
1.19
0.85
0.52
1.27
0.87
1.17
1.26

0
1.17
0.78
1.17
1.28
0.91
1.11

NA
1.23
1.15
O.B5
0.96
0.77
0.91
1.02

NA
1.18
0.85

_0_

1,00

1.03

1.00

'iiHLow—UBSltHousing^
''fcUritaWI

406
8,245

3
12,801

259
1,704

248
21

4,473
229

2,106
14,107

7
1,594

11,526
6,955

251
54

1,227
77

488
595

1,107.
5,103

11,999
6,528

134,526
72

426
4,256

17

232,410

66,775

299,185

W-»an<i*x:;

0.61
0.65

20.7<
1.39
0.73

1.2
0.81

26.07
0.74
1.74
0.65
0.89

14.14
1.01
0.69
1.17.

2.98
10.67
3.21
1.08
2.68
0.84
0.67
1.34
0.75
0,69
0.87
0.63
0.74
0.65

.11,2

0.91

1.32

1.00

ylDtis/Mousing;
IsMndexWSIiSi

0.52
0.54

NA
1.50
0.93
1,43
0.69

13.56
0.94
1.51
0.76
1.12

NA
1.18
0.54
1.37
3.81
9.71 .

3.56
NA

3.30
0.97
0.57
1.29
0.58
0.63
0.89

NA
0.87
0.55

NA

0,91

1.36

1.00

Sourer; Kin; County yi«nnin| •ad Conauaity Dmlopmcal Divi«oc, 1»3.
Ifcte^iun
I7-M»-»1

Notes
1. Low-wage jobs are estimated using Puget Sound Regional Council

employment data for five sectors, converted to lower income
quartHe households. King County Planning and Community
Development, 1992.

2. Proportion of low-wage jobs relative to the county average.
3. Rental housing units'with rents less than $700 per month', plus

owned housing units valued at less than $100,000, In 1990 dollars.
1990 Census.

4. Proportion of low-cost housing relative to the county average.
5. Low-wage jobs index (2) multiplied by the low-cost

Index (4)':
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1 || system. For thai purpose, the Joiiil Regional Policy Commiltve was formvj and charged wilh

2 11 the responsibility of recommending a system plan and financial program thai wonM

3 || implement the HCT system. This plan is being developed in .mppoii of the Vision 2020

4 || Regional Growth Slralegies; this vision calls for creation of a regional sy.fli'ni of central

5 11 places linked hy High Capacity Transit facilities, and an inlercoiweclec/ system of freeway

6 || High Occupancy Vehicle (HO V) lams.

1 I) The 1990 Slate Legislature passed various legislation granting local governmenl.'i

authority to establish a number of laxing programs for funding iransporlalion projects and

9 programs. An interim and informal group called the Local Options Slraleg)' Development

10 || Steering Committee was formed to recommend how these funding aulhorities should he

11 exercised. This initial work was completed in September of 1991 v'ilh a comprehensive

12 recommendation as to how each funding source should be assigned. As local jurisdictions

13 take actions on these recommendations, it would be useful to re-com'ene this Steering

14 || Committee or a similar group for coordinating transportation funding decisions.
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GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLANNING COUNCIL
Introduced Amendments to the Countywide Planning Policies

May 16.1994
CHAPTERNAME

Framework

Land Use

Fiscal

POLICY
FW-TSd
Tw-1
FW-1 d

Preamble
LU-29
ED-12

FW-33
RFS-1

^FS-2
RFS-3
RFS-4

Urban Growth
Area Map

l3ESCRiPTiOl\F
UGA amendment process, permits urban designation In exchange for open space

Delete CPP adoption process - establish adoption of local targets

Jobs and housing to accommodate growth targets rather than projections

Describes the variety of urban centers; describes targets for 20 years of growth

Link relationship between zoning and long-term center development

State approval for funding of clean-up sites

Regional Finance Plan to be prepared by July 1996

Requires use of Regional Economic Strategy goals when developed

attention to subsidize infrastructure to support redevelopment

&>sk state to allow site assemble

Tax Increment Financing for Urban Centers

^dopt Amendments to UGA per city/county negotiations

Page 1
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May 12, 1994

?^ ,W^tW\ ;('^OT

^?K^€T^O^ ^-ZO^
ruo-1 9^ ^W
Introduced By: Gary Locke

Countvwide Planning Policy Amendments

On page 7, line 7, through page 8, line 27 of the Countywide Planning Policies as

adopted July 6, 1992 and reprinted on legislative paper, FW-1 shall be amended to

read as follows:

Step 5d The Countvwide Planning Policies are based on an urban centers strategy

and a permanent Urba n Growt h A re a, To reinforc e the_De rma n e n c e of the

Urban Growth Area and to further support the centers concept. King County

shall actively pursue dedication of open space along the Urban Growth Area

boundary with a goal of creating a contiguous band of open space north and

south along the Urban Growth Area boundary. This program shall follow the

1994 adoption of the Urban Growth Area and last until December 31, 1996.

Land added to the Urban Growth Area throu_Qh,jhis oroqram will be based

only on the criteria established in this policy. Changes to the Urban Growth

Area that do not conform to the criteria established in the policy will be

considered every 10 years as outlined in Step 5c._

1. Land can only be added to the Urban Growth Area in exchange for a

dedication of permanent open space to the King County Open Space

System. The dedication must consist of a minimum of four acres of

open space dedicated for every one acre of land added to the Urban

Growth Area, calculated in gross acres.
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2. Land added to the Urban Growth Area adapted in the 1994 Coun tyyv i d e

Planning Policies m u s t be D h Vs icallv contiguous to the existing Urban

Growth Area, and must be able to be served by sewers and o the r urban

services. Development should be at urban densities..

3, The total urban area increased as a result of this policy shall not exceed

4,000 acres.

4. Development on the land added to the Urban Growth Area under this

policy shall be limited to residential development. _Proposals shall meet

King County Comprehensive Plan density and affordable housing goals

wjth_additional consideration given to proDosals that include innovative

local vernacular architectural and site planning features.

5. Open space on individual properties should be dedicated in such a wav

that it can connect with open space on adjacent properties. Open space

areas should generally parallel the urban-rural line, taking into account

^11 below.

6. The minimum depth of the open space buffer between the proposed

addition to the Urban Growth Area and the Rural Area shall be at least

one-half of the property width.



] II 7. The minimum size of property to be considered will be 20 acres, which

2 It includes both the proposed addition to the Urban Growth Area and the

3 || land proposed for open space dedication. Smaller properties may be

4 11 combined to'meet the 20 acre criteria.

5 II

6 || 8. Proposals for open space dedication and urban development must be

7 || received within 1 year of the date of the ratification of these policies,

8 11 Review of these applications shall begin by King County after the T year

9 II period and conclude within 2 years of the date of ratification of these

^|| policies.

11

12 || 9. Where applications are adjacent to city boundaries or potential

13 II annexation areas. King County shall solicit recommendations from the

14 || citv.

15

16 II 10. Proposals will be reviewed for quality of open space and urban

17 || development, with the highest quality proDOsals being apDroved by King

I8 II County. If the 4,000 acre limit on land added to the urban Growth Area

19 11 is not needed in the first round .of proposals, due to either insufficient

20 || number of proposals or insufficient quality, a second round of

22 || applications will be accepted. King County will set the application and

24 || review periods at the time of the second round,

25

26 |[ 11. The open space land shall be dedicated at the time urban zoning is

27 I] aD&Jied. _The QDen space Jands_that will be evaluated most favorably are

28 || those that include:

29

30
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a. the highest quality h a b i tat_ ama s;

b. connection to regional open space systems;

c. protection of wetlands, stream corridors and water bodies;

d, unique natu r al features; and

e. large dedic ations that are part of a contiguous open space system.

Rationale: To reinforce the permanence of the Urban Growth Area, King County should actively pursue

the creation of a contiguous bank of open space along the urban growth boundary. This

amendment will allow rural properties abutting the urban-rural line to partially develop at

urban densities if their remainders are dedicated as permanent public open space. The

minimum ratio of developed area to permanent open space would be 1:4, The amendment

will proved a large amount of public open space, which will help create a permanent,

physical demarcation of the urban and rural areas.

pols7
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May 10, 1994 INTRODUCED BY: Gary Locke

Countvwide Plannin q Polic jes A mend m e n t

3n page 7, line 7, through page 8, line 27, of the Countywide Planning Policies as

adopted July 6, 1992 and reprinted on legislative paper, FW-1 shall be amended to

'ead as follows:

I
|=W-1

BTEP 1

^TEP 2:

Countywide growth management is a multi fwe-step process:

The Countywide Planning Policies became &haH-beeoR!w effective October

1992. upon adoption by the King County Council and ratification by at

least thirty percent of the city and county governments representing

seventy percent of the population in King County. -<Septembep-:l-985

tefget-dat-e)

The Growth Management Planning Council (GMPC) reconvened to conduci

environmental and fiscal analysis of the Countvwide Planning Policies and

to consider oolicv amendments developed through implementation of tasks

specified in the Countvwide Planning Policies. These actions are

considered the Phase 2 policy amendments and include:

a, Desian^^^^ of Urban Centers according to the procedures and

criteria established in policies LU-28 and LU-29;
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b. Designation of Manufacturina/lndustrial Centers based on the

D roe e d uresLan cLc ri teri a e s ta b 11ish ed_ DO\'\ cJes in LU- 39 and L U -40',

c. Adoption of 20 year target ranges of projected household and

employment growth for each jurisdiction according to the

procedures and criteria in policy LU-52:

d. Confirmation of the Urban Growth Area based on ci\ t eria

established in policy LU-14; and

e. Adoption of additional policy amendments based on the

recommendations of the Rural Character Task Force, the Affordable

Housing Task Force, the Fiscal and Economic Development Task

Force, and public comments on the Countvwide Planning Policies.

a-r------T4?-Gfowt+i-Mafla§enF?ftt-P4eFming--GeuF>€-il--(--€PAP^--&ba^-r-e€-eive--by

c-afld-e-ef<f?R=h-bv-Oeeember-4S92-FH3mtna^tGns-f<-om-e-»ttes46M:

Ufban-€en^f&-afld-MeFH^xie-tyfln9T4ndfctstrta1-GeFrt-effr,--as--e&tab^ished

t-n-t+)e-Ge>yf»ty-w+6te-PI-anFw>9-P-^te-iesT--{G<7(oteeF-Deeen:»beF-:l-98-2

t£Hl§et-date&^

b..——-T-^e-GMP-G-sha^^adopt-2^-yeaF-t&f:get-nymber-s-feH:-pr-oi6<3te^

pe-pytet46m-gFew-th-aftd-€-apa<3+ty-beseel-en-Ufban-<3eFrter6-€tee4&H3n&7

the-<3Fk&ria--e&tabttetwd-i-n-potic-tes-fc-y-5-1-aF)<i-L4J-&-2-,-aF}4-po-pytatiGR

Faf^es^Fe€OFFH^ef^e^tey-^n-H::rteF}fcH'-is€tic-tten^-s-ta4:-f--eoFRm'htteeT

{{Dee-eFnbeF-:1-&-9-2-taF9et-dat-e}}



1 || e-.-——T+>e-GMP-G-5ha^^-adopt-2^-yeaF-t&Fget-nfcH:nbers-fE>fL-pr-<3je<3ted

2 || empteyRften-^-gr-ewtl^-aneJ-eap^aek-y-ba&ed-on-yfban-Gentefs

3 || deetetOfls-r-^b€-e-f4t-eFta--est-abti&heel-4n-p6>1+e-y-^y-&3-,--an6t--empl&yfnefl-t

4 || Feftges-fee-Gn:H:nende^-by-an-tFrtefjkH4setio(ter»a^-&taf+-<3omm^teeT

5 || {{De€eFHbeFl-:l-9-9-2-t&Fget-date))

6 ||

7 || d.——-He>y&mg-afl^-Jebs-4e-ae-ceRftmedete-K-jft9-€oun-ty-'-s-pfeje€ted

8 pepyteti&ft-&ba^l-t3e-p<aw>eet-if>-the-e6>fl-tex+-Qf-eawy4nQ-eapae-j-ty-erf

9 || the-^af:^d"-Hofc}stF}g-€^efl&k•y-af^-a•tfer-4ab+^^•^y-&l:>a^l-be-e•Gns^€^e^•ecl-€o-

10 || e^ual-G^jec-ttvesT

n
12 I) e-.-——T-be-GM-P-G-sh^^-e-efYfifm-th&-Vfban-GF6>wth-Afea&-based-efl-GeFrtef5

13 || ^estgnations-aHd-sybafee-pept.ttettefl-aHd-effl-pteymem-tar-fetST

14 || HWkH4fl&-suff^ef=rt--ea^ee-i-ty-wj:thtft--the-yFben-GFowt-h-A-rea-4e-meet

15 || p.Fejee.ted-§r-<3wtt=y-.—?>eoember-49&2-4ar-get-^ete)

16

17 ||3TEP 3; The Countvwide Planning Policies shall be implemented as follows:
t

18

19 || a_ All jurisdictions shall make the decisions required to implement the

20 || Countywide Planning Policies into their respective comprehensive

21 || plans. (JulyJ.994 4-9-9-3 target date)

22

23 || b. All jurisdictions shall make the decisions required to implement the

24 || Countvwide Planning Policies and their resDective comBrehenslve

25 || plans through development regulations. (December 1994 target

26 || date)

27

28
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|^T-E^-47------^-.-------T^e-^^4PG-6^^k<Geflvenfr4n-ck^^y•-:^-&93-o•F-s<^eM=^€F-a5-neeEte^-te

F&v^ew-+ssfc?s-<^<se€l-4br-<9u&h--l&e-al--^aft--iFnp4emeFrt-att6H:i-e^6HLte-;--aftd

r-ne-w-oF-Fev4S€el-pGtH3te&-etev^oped-thr-eug-h

H=R-ptemeflt&tion-o-f-4l:?-GMP-G-4a&k&-s-pee4fted-m-t-hfr-G€Hdf»tywtete

Pkif>FHng-P'Gttete&r-T-be-GMP-G-5he^l-(:eGOfflfn-end-Fevte-i€>ft&-as-F}eeeted

to-Fes e^ e-id en-H f^ed - eefl f^tete-tee tweeR-potietes-and-a^dfes-s

??ptement&tK3n-te&ues-.—(-Ju+y-:1-9-94-teFget-da-te}

c_-^ The GMPC shall establish a process for resolving conflicts between

local plans and the Countywide Planning Policies, as-reteed-by-loe-al

^s^e4K3ftS7-x>Fi^-fnay-re€<3mmeftd-afneFydments--te--ei-theF-the

Gofcm-tywi(le-P4afln'H=^-P€^ie-ies-oF-tecal-pl-an&-.—(-Jyty--1-&&4'-tefQet

etete)

d_e- Phase 2 Amendments to the Countywide Planning Policies shall be

subject to ratification by at least thirty percent of the city and

county governments representing seventy percent of the population

in King County. All jurisdictions shall amend comprehensive plans

as needed by July 1995 to be consistent with adopted and ratified

Ph as e 2 amendments.

^T-E4?-5-------AH-jkH4setk5ttens--sh-a1(--meke-the--de€^ons-Fe€^iFed-t<3-?n-ptement-:the

Gofcmtywjde--P^aflniftg-Pe>l4e-ies--a^d-t-heH--<-e&pee-tiv-e--e£>FRpFeheFys»-v-e-p4aFvs

thFoygh-Fegulrittefls-.--4^ity-48&44a<--gfr^-6tete}



1 II3TEP 4. Following adoption of comprehensive plans, the GMPC or its successor

2 || shall review adopted targets and estimated capacity for each jurisdiction

3 || to ensure sufficient capacity within the Urban Growth Area.

4

5 II a. Each jurisdiction shall report to the GMPC or its successor the

6 || household and employment targets adopted in its comprehensive

7 || plan, and the estimated capacity for household and employment

8 || growth forjLhe next 20 years. Jurisdictions containing Urban or

9 II Manufacturina/lndustrial Centers shall report household and

10 || employment targets both for Centers and areas outside Centers.

11 II Each jurisdiction shall also evaluat^^^ of infrastructure,

12 || as,^Mk;iDated in te improvement plans, to ensure that

13 || capacity is available to accommodate a six-vear estimate of

14 || household and employment growth.

15

16 || b. The GMPC or its successor shall review growth targets and capacif

17 || for^ each jurisdiction to assure that local targets are within the

18 || adopted ranges and coyntywide capacity is sufficient to meet 20

19 II year arowth taraets. If a discreDancv exists between growth target'

20 i| and capacity, the GMPC or its successor shall recommend changes

21 || to local plans to ensure that .growth targets can be achieved by

22 t| Dlanned zoning and infrastructure capacity.

23

24 i&TEP 5. The GMPC or its successor shall establish a monitoring and benchmarks

25 || program to assess progress in meeting Countvwide Planning Policies.

26

27

28
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a. The GMPC or i ts su c c ess o r sh a 11 ^s t a blis h a growth management

.monitoring advisory committee which shall recommend information t^

be reported annually to serve as indicators and benchmarks for

growth management policies. The advisory committee shall include

both public and private sector Darticipation. represe ntina the wide

range of growth management concerns. The an nu a I reD o rtina shall

incorporate the economic development policy indicators developed by

the. Fiscal and Economic Development Task Force and adopted by the

GMPC, and shall consider housing indicators specified in policy AH-5.

The GMPC or its successor shall adopt a monitoring program and

report the adopted growth management benchmarks annually.

b. The GMPC or its successor should conduct a comprehensive

evaluation to asses s progress on countvwide policies. The evaluation

should be initiated as indicated by results the monitoring program, but

no earlier than five years after adoption of the Phase 2 Amendments

to the Countvwide Planning Policies. The evaluation shall include

opportunities for public involvement.

c^ The Urban Growth Area shall be reviewed no earlier than 10 years

after the adoption and ratification of the Phase 2 Amendments to the

Countvwide Planning Policies. The Urban Growth Area may be

amended, based on criteria including, but not limited to the following:

c riteria in policies LU-14 and LU-16;

amount of vacant land;
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amount of redevelop^ble land;

market demand by category of land use, including rate of

absorption and consumption;

rate of population and employment growth compared to state_wid(

rates;

number of households and employees per acre compa re d to

iurisdictional adopted goals and targets.

d. Amendments to the Countvwide Planning Policie s shall b e subject to

ratification by at least thirty percent of the city and county

governments representing seventy percent of the Dopulation in King

County.

Ipationale: The existing policy is revised to reflect the changed schedule of Phase 2
^/vork. Step 3 is expanded to cover implementation of the CPPs through
comprehensive plans and development regulations; comprehensive plans must be
consistent with Phase 2 CPP amendments by July 1995. Step 4 outlines the steps

^eeded for countywide review of household and employment targets after adoption o-.
comprehensive plans to assure adequate capacity to meet 20 year targets as well as 6-
1/ear growth estimates. A new Step 5 calls for development and adoption of a
|nonitoring and benchmarks program. A comprehensive evaluation of the CPPs shall
[sccur no earlier than 5 years after adoption of Phase 2 amendments and review of the
prban growth area shall occur within 10 years as called for in the Growth Managemer+
^ct.
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May 4, 1994 Bob Edwards
Fred Jarrett

Introduced By:

Number: 3

Countvwide Planning Policies Amendment

Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,1992

On page 7, lines 27-28 and page 8, lines 1-2, of the Countywide Planning Policies

as Adopted July 6, 1992 and reprinted on legislative paper, FW-1(d) shall be

amended to read as follows:

1 11 I R/V-1 (d) Housing and jobs to accommodate the growth targets King County's

2 || | projected population shall be planned in the context of carrying capacity of

3 || the land. Housing density and affordability shall be considered co-equal

4 || objectives.

Rationale:

Makes consistent reference with other policy amendments to growth targets.

-1-
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ITwo approaches are used to set guidelines and track the growth of Urban Centers.

May 10, 1994 INTRODUCED BY: Gary Locke

Countvwide Planning Policies Amendments

>n page 30, line 28, of the Countywide Planning Policies as adopted July 6, 1992 and

eprinted on legislative paper, new text is added following the subheading "Urban

centers Criteria" as follows:

[2. Urban Centers Criteria

Urban Centers vary substantially in the number of households and jobs they contain

today. The intent of the Countvwide Planning Policie sjs to encouraae t h e d rowth of

bach Urban Center as a vibrant community that is an attractive place to live and work

bnd will support efficient public services including transit.

First, the policies establish criteria for zoning. These criteria establish minimum levels

bf households and jobs needed to achieve the benefits of an Urban Center. Some

Urban Centers will reach these levels over the next twenty years, while for others the

briteria set a path for growth over a longer term and provide capacity to accommodate

browth beyond the 20 year horizQn.

lecond, jurisdictions establish 20 year household and employment growth targets for

bach Urban Center. (See Appendix xx.) The targets reflect the diversity of the

benters, allowing communities to envision changes over the next 20 years and plan for

heeded services. The targets set an achievable level of growth for each Center that

hot only considers land capacity but also the timing and funding of infrastructure. In

host cases, the center targets are somewhat higher than the standard growth
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broiections; reaching the targets will require planning, public investm e nt, a n d

Incentives for private investment. Over time the Centers will move toward th e

development pattern envisioned in the countvwide policies.

Within the County. Urban Centers are expected to account for about one-half of

smptovment growth and one-auarter of household growth over the ne xt 20 years.

additional capacity for household and employment growth is provided in the Urban

3rowth Area outside of designated Urban Centers.

.U-29Each jurisdiction which has designated an Urban Center shall adopt in its

comprehensive plan a definition of the urban center which specifies the

exact geographic boundaries of the center. All centers shall be up to

1-1/2 square miles of land. For the purposes of achieving a lona-ranae

development pattern that will provide a successful mix of uses and

densities that will efficiently support high capacity transit, each ((Ea<?h))

center shall be zoned to accommodate:

a. A minimum of 15,000 jobs within 1/2 mile of a transit center;

b. At a minimum, an average of 50 employees per gross acre; and

c. At a minimum, an average 15 households per gross acre.

rationale: Text and amendment make the distinction between Urban Center zoning
criteria and the 20 year household and employment targets. Zoning should be based
3n Centers criteria.
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Introduced By:

Number: 1

Countvwide Planning Policies Amendment

Fis/ED Task Force Proposed Economic Development Policies

On page 5, after line 20, of the Fis/ED Task Force Proposed Economic

Development Policies as printed on legislative paper and handed out at the April

6, 1994 GMPC meeting, add a new policy ED-12a to read as follows:

ED-12. Jurisdictions shall seek state le.qislatjye^pprQyalpf^ state fundjna

strategy to fund environmental clean-up of industrial sites.

Jurisdictions shall work together on a collaborative basis to develop

alternative local county and state financing strategies to fund

environmental clean-up of industrial sites.

Rationale:

This policy directs that all jurisdictions work together to secure funding for

industrial site clean-up. The analysis of the FIS/ED Task Force on

manufacturing/industrial center policies, studies done by the City of Seattle and

testimony before the King County Council on Economic Development all reveal

that clean-up of industrial sites is needed in order for this county to maintain and

redevelop its industrial base. This policy supports the work of the Duwamish

Coalition and the efforts of the Seattte/King County Economic Development

Council to secure such state and local legislation for. funding.

-1-
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Introduced By:

Number: 6

Countvwide Planning Policies Amendment

Amendment to King County 2012
Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,1992

On page 71, after line 11 of the Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,

1992 and reprinted on legislative paper, add a new framework policy FW-33 to

read as follows

FW-33. In order to implement the CPPs, key investments need to be identified

and implemented^ Public Resources shall include countvwide, reaional,

state and federal governmental contributions. Private sector contributions

to these regional investments should be minimal. King County and its

cities shall develop a Regional Financing Plan including sources for the

key investments bv July, 1 996.

a.^Lhe Reaional FinancinflPlan_^s^^ Qjye prioritv to reaional

infrastructure investments which contribute to meeting requirements

for transportation, water, sanitary sewer and storm water in order to

facilitate maintainina momejTtumJrL implementina the CPPs.

-1-

FW33.Doc(BB-14)
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b. The Regional Financing Plan shall emphasize strategies to

achieve environmental clean-up, redevelopment and affordable

housing,

c. The ReaJQnal Financinci Plan shall consider any
-if

recommendations on regional infrastructure investments which may

be contained in the Foundations for the Future: Reaional Economic

Strateav's Action Plan due out in late 1994.

Rationale:

This policy directs a Regional Finance Plan to be developed to fund key

infrastructure necessary to implement the CPP vision.

-2-
FW33.Doc(BB-14)
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Introduced By:

Number: 7

Countywide Planning Policies Amendment

Amendment to King County 2012
Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,1992

On page 71, line 11, of the Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6, 1992

and reprinted on legislative paper, add a new regional finance strategy policy

RFS 1 to read as follows:

RFS 1. The Regional Financing Plan shall consider any recommendations

on regional infranstmcture investments which may be contained in the

regional economic strategy action plan due out in late 1994.

Rationale:

The purpose of developing a Regional Economic Strategy is primarily to ensure

that policy commitments and investment decisions made throughout the region

are developed and implemented in a manner that is consistent with an overall

economic plan. At this juncture, the first phase of the Regional Economic Study,

looking at a situational analysis and market opportunities, is all that has been

completed. We do not yet know the exact form and content the recommendations

which will follow a t a subsequent stage will take. However, it would be helpful to

-1-

RFS-4(BB-14)
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have in the CPPs a reminder to policymakers at the County and local level to

seriously consider the recommendations contained in this report as they proceed

to implement GMA requirements. Acting in this manner is consistent with the

emphasis on economic development contained in the GMA. RCW 36.78.210 (3)

(h).

-2-
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May 4, 1994 Bob Edwards
Fred Jarrett

Introduced By: .

Number: 8

Coyntvwide Planning Policies Amendment

Amendment to King County 2012
Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,1992

On page 71, line 11, of the Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,1992

and reprinted on legislative paper, add a new regional finance strategy policy

RFS-2 to read as follows:

RFS-2. State and local revenues which are earmarked for allocation shall

be used to subsidize infrastructure in selected redevelopment areas where

such subsidies are needed to achieve concurrencv.

Rationale:

This policy would provide a possible regional funding source for redevelopment..

-1-
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Introduced By:

Number: 9

Countvwide Planning Policies Amendment

Amendment to King County 2012
Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,1992

On page 71, line 11, of the Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6, 1992

and reprinted on legislative paper, add a new regional finance strategy policy

RFS-3 to read as follows:

RFS-3. Kina County and its cities^hatLseek authoritv from the_Staie

Legislature to facilitate public sector assemblaae of land for the purpose of

redevelopment.

Rationale:

This policy directs local jurisdictions to request authority from the state legislature

to aggregate and reconvey property. This would support both residential

redevelopment and industrial land use.

-1-
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Introduced By:

Number: 10

Countvwide Planning Policies Amendment

Amendment to King County 2012
Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6,1992

On page 71, line 11, of the Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6, 1992

and reprinted on legislative paper, add a new regional finance strategy policy

RFS-4 to read as follows:

RFS-4. Kina Countv and its cities shalL seek authontv from the leaislature

to establish special "Urban Center District" where increments of new

revenues resultina from redevelopment can be allocated for infrastructure

financjng,

Rationale:

This policy is to gain local authority to use tax increment financing to fund

infrastructure in urban centers.

-1-

RFS-41BB-14)
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May 14, 1994 Introduced By:
Number:

Gary Locke

Countvwide Planning Policies Amendment

Amendment of King County 2012

Countywide Planning Policies as Adopted July 6, 1992

The Urban Growth Area line as adopted in the Countywide Planning Policies

July 6, 1992 is amended to reflect the changes documented in the following

maps numbered 1-23 proposed for consent. The following maps should be

voted on individually:

#3: For background information see King County Urban Growth Area:

Edge Cities report, Redmond section, Area 1.

#8: For background information see King County Urban Growth Area:

Edge Cities report, Issaquah section, Area 1.

#9: For background information see King County Urban Growth Area:

Edge Cities report, Issaquah section, Area 2.

#12: For background information see King County Urban Growth Area:

Edge Cities report, Renton section, Areas 3 and 4.

^21: For background information see Rural Cities Urban Growth Areas

report North Bend section page 25.

#22: For background information see Rural Cities Urban Growth Areas

report Snoqualmie section page 29.



Background Information for:
Amendment to the Countywide Planning Policies

Areas where the city and county are in agreement are indicated by "City/County
Proposed Urban Growth Area Line" in the legend. Areas where there is not
agreement, such as areas of Redmond, Issaquah and Renton, are indicated by
"City Proposed Potential Annexation Area" and "County Proposed Urban
Growth Area" in the legend. The recommendation for the City of Black
Diamond Urban Growth Area is not in this package because the city and county
continue to negotiate a recommendation. From the Interim Urban Growth Area
to the 1994 proposed Urban Growth Area, there were 5.57 square miles that
were changed from rural to urban. For each rural city, the change in square
miles is as follows:

Carnation:
Duvall:
Enumclaw:
North Bend;
Snoqualmie:
Skykomish:

.04

.29

.12

.69
3.05
0

rural to urban
rural to urban
rural to urban
urban to rural,
rural to urban

.31 rural to urban

Please note that the 1992 Countywide Planning Policies Urban Growth Area
differs slightly from the interim Urban Growth Area adopted in 1993. The
attached maps show the 1993 interim Urban Growth Area and the proposed
1994 Urban Growth Area. The areas of difference between the 1992 and the
1993 Urban Growth Areas are:

East of Black Diamond: The City of Black Diamond had no designated Urban
Growth Area in the 1992 Countywide Planning Policies. The County Council
added an area east of the city as it's interim Urban Growth Area.

East of Issaquah: Two properties were added to the Urban Growth Area last
fall through the adoption/ratification process and included in the interim Urban
Growth Area.

The East Sammamish Plateau: The GMPC recognized the planning underway on
the East Sammamish Community Plan at the time the Countywide Planning
Policies were adopted. The interim Urban Growth Area reflects the land use
designations of the Community Plan.

The maps attached to Ordinance 11110 designating the interim Urban Growth
area (included in your blue Urban Growth Area package) show these
differences.
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Kirkland - Northeast
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Redmond - North
Urban Growth Area
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Redmond - East
Urban Growth Area
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Redmond - Southeast
Urban Growth Area
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Bellevue - Southeast
Urban Growth Area
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Newport Hills - East
Urban Growth Area
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Issaquah - Northeast
Urban Growth Area
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Issaquah - East
Urban Growth Area
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Issaquah - West
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Rentcn - Northeast
Urban Growth Area
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Renton - East

Urban Growth Area
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Renton - Southeast
Urban Growth Area
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Kent - East
Urban Growth Area
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Kent - Southeast
Urban Growth Area
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Auburn - Southeast
Urban Growth Area
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Auburn - East
Urban Growth Area
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Urban Growth Area
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Urban Growth Area
City of North Bend
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Urban Growth Area
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PART TWO: DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED
AMENDMENTS

I. Summary of the Proposed Amendments

II. Analysis of the Proposed Amendments

A. Urban Growth Area

B. Centers

C. Targets

D. Activity Areas

E. Other Policy Amendments



I. SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

This FSEIS includes analysis of a package of policy amendments proposed by the
Growth Management Planning Council (GMPC). The proposed policy amendments
recommended by the GMPC for County Council action through May 14, 1994 contain
many features of the five alternatives addressed in the DSEIS. Those policy
amendments introduced for action by the GMPC as of May 14, 1994, but not yet
considered have also been addressed.

The Proposed Policy Amendments designate the 14 Urban Centers mcluded under the
14 Center Alternative of the DSEIS, and identify jurisdictional targets for mmimum
household growth and jurisdictional targets for employment growth that results in less
growth occurring in those urban centers and more growth occurrmg in the urban area

outside of centers than previously analyzed for the 14 Centers Alternative. The
distribution of household and employment growth falls between the 14 and the 8
Centers Alternatives. The Urban Centers mclude five in Seattle - the Central Business
District, First Hill/Capitol Hill, Seattle Center/South Lake Union, Northgate and the
University District, and the Bellevue Central Busmess District, Renton Central Busmess
District, and SeaTac Central Busmess District. Four Manufacturmg/Industrial Centers:
North Tukwila, Duwamish and Ballard/Interbay m Seattle, and the Kent Industrial Area
are confirmed.

The twenty year countywide target of net new households to be accommodated
countywide is 195,000 under the Proposed Policy Amendments. This is less than the
215,000 assumed for the five alternatives analyzed in the DSEIS. The net employment
growth target countywide is 347,400. This is essentially the same as the employment
target of 340,000 used m the DSEIS. The Urban Growth Area (UGA) - for which a
policy amendment that has been introduced but not yet considered — is an area that is
larger than the 1992 CPP UGA and smaller than the one assumed m the Pre-
Countywide Plannmg Policy alternative of the DSEIS.

The Proposed Policy Amendments mclude revised and new policies based on the Task
Force reports addressmg rural character, affordable housmg, and fiscal
analysis/economic development. These proposed policies were analyzed m the DSEIS.
In many cases, the policy language m the reports has been modified without substantial
change to the intent or direction of the Task Force recommendation. Additional policy
amendments are also recommended based on public comment. The tables m Part One
summarize all policy amendments being proposed.

Important policy amendments to the Countywide Planning Policies that have been
recommended by the GMPC include:



• Identification of July 1995 as the date by which local jurisdictions shall amend their
comprehensive plans to be consistent with these amendments.

• Establishment of a monitoring and benchmarks program to assess progress in
meeting Countywide Plannmg Policies, including the appomtment of a Growth
Management Monitoring Committee.

• Commitment to maintaining a permanent rural area with review of all Urban
Growth Areas ten years after adoption of these amendments.

• Coordmated process for mappmg and protecting aquifers needed for potable water.
• Defmition of rural character and rural density guidelines.
• Transfer of density from Rural Area properties to other Rural or Urban Area

properties, and other strategies to protect rural areas.

• Requirement that Urban Centers demonstrate that an adequate supply of drinking
water is available to serve projected growth.

• Identification of advanced technology uses as a desirable use m
Manufacturing/Industrial Centers.

• Definition of non-Center Activity Areas to include both commercial development
and a mix of housing types with transit and pedestrian emphasis.

• Policies that all jurisdictions provide for housmg opportunities for all economic
segments of the population.

• The establishment of a countywide committee to develop recommendations for
providing low and moderate mcome housing.

• Revised definition of water systems to serve rural areas.

• Policies encouraging economic development while maintaining the environmental
and other goals of the CPPs.

• A policy amendment calling for the development of a Regional Governance Plan.

Other policy amendments mtroduced but not yet considered by the GMPC for
recommendation include:

• A proposed amendment for a one year program that would allow rural land to be
added to the urban area in exchange for the dedication of permanent open space at a
ratio of 4 acres open space for every 1 acre urban land.

• Policy amendments callmg for the development of a Regional Fmance Plan and
identifying specific finance techniques and strategies to be pursued.



II. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS

A. Urban Growth Area

1. Background

RCW 36.70A.110 as amended required counties to designate interun Urban Growth
Area by October, 1993. Ordinance 11110 adopted by the King County Council
designates an interim urban growth area for Kmg County. The interim Urban Growth
Area differed from the 1992 Countywide Policies Urban Growth Area in these respects:

a. Reflects land use and zoning designations adopted in the East Sammamish
Community Plan. Jurisdictions anticipated these changes during completion of the
Countywide Planning Policies (see Section 7, Preamble, Ordmance 10450 adopting
Countywide Plannmg Policies), but adoption of the East Sammamish Plan was not yet
complete.

b. Designates an interun Urban Growth Area for the City of Black Diamond. The
1992 Countywide Policies Urban Growth Area boundary followed the Black Diamond
city lunits.

These and other minor changes shifted approxunately three square miles from rural to
urban use, decreasing the total lands designated for rural use in July 1992 by the CPP
from 330 to 327 square miles. Land designated for urban use, including all cities,
unincorporated urban areas, and rural city expansion areas, increased from 448 to about
451 square miles.

2. Proposed Amendments

Proposed revisions to framework policy FW-1 in Step 5 (c) outlme how the Urban
Growth Area may be amended. The policy stipulates that the Urban Growth Area
should be reviewed 10 years after adoption and ratification of the Countywide Planning
Policies and may be amended based on factors listed m the policy. These factors
include criteria listed in policies LU-14 and LU-15, sufficiency of vacant, developable
and redevelopable land to meet projected needs, rate of development and land
consumption, capacity of jurisdictions to provide mfrastructure, progress towards
adopted growth targets, economic, affordable housing, and environmental indicators.

The GMPC has proposed a modification to the 1994 Proposed Urban Growth Area as
depicted in the maps in the Appendix to this document. The GMPC calls for the City
of Snoqualmie to remove the 2.25 square mile area called the Joint Planning Area from
the Urban Growth Area.

3. Amendments Introduced but Not Yet Considered

a. Proposed changes to the 1992 Countywide Policies Urban Growth Area Map.

The 1992 CPPs called for Kmg County to work with cities in the rural areas to
establish urban growth areas (LU-26). Recommendations for urban growth areas are
proposed for all rural cities except Black Diamond, still under discussion. In addition,



mmor changes negotiated with cities bordering the countywide Urban Growth Area are
under consideration.

If adopted as proposed m the 1994 Proposed Urban Growth Area map in the Appendix,
an additional area of about 3.3 square miles would shift from rural to urban use (not
counting the Snoqualmie Joint Planning Area, which the GMPC recommends not be
included in the Urban Growth Area).

b. Proposed Amendment to Policy FW-1 Step 5 (d)

This proposed amendment would create a program that would allow for land to be
added to the urban area in exchange for the dedication of permanent open space at a
ratio of 4 acres open space for every 1 acre urban land. The amendment proposes a
one year application period for landowners abutting the Urban Growth Area to submit
applications, and one year for the County to review applications and make
recommendations. The amendment lists numerous conditions for the applications, such
as that urban designated properties must be contiguous to the Urban Growth Area and
that open space should be able to connect to adjacent properties. See Part One of this
FSEIS for the complete listing of conditions.

The amendment places a ceiling of 4,000 acres (6.25 square miles) of land that could
potentially be redesignated from rural to urban use through this program. Up to
16,000 vacant rural acres now designated rural would be affected by this program if
unplemented up to the ceiling.

The proposed amendment, as drafted, is not clear on whether this open space would be
included within the Urban Growth Area or would remain on the rural side of the
boundary. In either case, future development of the land would not be possible.

The net impact of proposed changes under consideration as compared to the 1993
Interim Urban Growth Area is to add a minimum of 3.3 square miles (from
subparagraph a) and a maxunum of 9.5 square miles (mcluding subparagraph b
unplemented to its fullest extent) to the Urban Growth Area.

C. Environmental Impacts

Proposed revisions to framework policy FW-1 Step 5 (c) requiring reconsideration of
the Urban Growth Area every ten years is consistent with the requirements of the
Growth Management Act, RCW 36.70A.110. The proposed amendment calls for a
balancing of environmental issues with other issues such as land consumption, which
would help to mitigate adverse impacts associated with potential amendments to the
Urban Growth Area. It is not possible to analyze the extent of impacts or mitigation,
as this analysis will not occur before 2004.

Potential changes to the 1992 Countywide Planning Policies Urban Growth Area both
recommended and not yet considered, including changes mcorporated mto the 1993
Interim Urban Growth Area, would amount to approximately 12.5 square miles, as
follows:



Square Miles

Added by 1993 Interim UGA 3.0
Proposed Adds to City UGAs 3.3
Maxunum under FW-1 (Step 5 (d)) 6.2

TOTAL NET AREA AFFECTED 12.5

The potential unpact resulting from this proposed change of land designation clearly
falls within the range of alternatives analyzed in the DSEIS. The pre-Countywide
Plannmg Policies Alternative, which included the 1985 Kmg County Urban Growth
Area as amended by community plans, contains at least 27 more square miles of area
designated for urban use over and above the proposed additions detailed in the above
Table.

The 12.5 square miles either proposed or under consideration to be added to the urban
growth area would increase the urban land capacity estimates by an estimated 15,000 to
17,000 dwelling units (about four percent). This estimate assumes that about one-third
of the lands shifted to urban use are already developed and that needs for right-of-way,
other public purpose lands, critical area and market constraints would reduce the
capacity of the remaming acreage by about one-half. An average residential density of
about six units per net acre is assumed m the calculation.

Rural area capacity would be reduced by 4,000 to 6,000 units, assuming an average lot
size of about five acres on the high side and somewhat smaller lots m areas with pre-
existing lots.

Overall, considermg urban additions and rural losses, the proposed changes would
produce a net addition of about 11,000 dwellmg units to countywide capacity estimates.

The most noteworthy impact would be to the urban area capacity estunate. As shown
in Tables 1 and 3 in the Appendix of this document, jurisdictions report a revised
dwelling unit capacity for about 398,300 dwellmg units. Adding an estimated 16,000
units from proposed changes would bring the total to about 414,300. This number
would allow an estimated land capacity 112% in excess of the countywide households
target of 195,000 m the GMPC's proposed amendment to CPP LU-28. (The "cushion"
of excess capacity would be about 102% if one allows a 5% vacancy factor, converting
from households to dwelling units.)

It is important to remember that this capacity estimate has still not been discounted in
most cases for the availability of infrastructure such as roads, water, and schools that
would be needed to realize the land capacity estimates. On the other hand, the excess
capacity more than double the growth target is beyond the 25 % recommended by the
state Growth Management Division and experience in other growth management states.
(See response LA-1 to letter comments for a fuller explanation.)



This 12.5 miles of potential new urban land would produce incremental adverse
environmental impacts to water, air, plants, animals and land as a result of future

denser developed than would have occurred under a rural designation.

These impacts would be mitigated by the amount of permanent open space associated
with the introduced amendment to framework policy FW-1 step 5 (d). Assuming the
full 6.25 square miles of urban land allowed under this amendment was approved,
16,000 acres (25 square miles) of permanent open space would be dedicated, removing
these lands from future residential use. The amendment calls for the protection of high
quality habitat areas where possible within the dedicated open space. This degree of
protection would not likely occur under the rural designation. The positive effects on
the natural environment resulting from this open space would work to mitigate the
adverse unpacts associated with urban development in areas redesignated for urban use.

The ameudment does not specify where the new urban areas would be added, but calls
for an application process to solicit property owners. The mmimum property size to be
considered, includmg both the urban and open space components, is 20 acres. Smaller
lots are allowed to be consolidated to meet the 20 acre mmimum.

A prelimmary count of parcel sizes along the principal north/south Urban Growth Area
boundary indicates that there are approximately 250 parcels over six acres m size.
(Note: this parcel count included the City of Black Diamond, as it is contiguous to the
larger Urban Growth Area, but did not include the other rural cities.) There are
several large land holdings along the Urban Growth Area boundary which, if property
owners applied to this program, would result m concentrations of new urban growth
and open space. These include the area along 1-90 known as Grand Ridge, and areas
around the cities of North Bend, Black Diamond and Snoqualmie. Smce the
amendment calls for a future program and no proposals exist, impacts cannot be

evaluated on a site by site basis at this time, and should be assessed in subsequent
environmental documents.

There is not yet a proposed or introduced amendment relating to the Black Diamond
Urban Growth Area. The 1993 Interim Urban Growth Area did designate a Black
Diamond Urban Growth area of approxunately 450 acres. The City has proposed and
analyzed environmental impacts of a larger Urban Growth Area of approximately 3400
acres. The city has stated their goal of achieving 50% open space withm their Urban
Growth Area. Impacts of potential changes to the Black Diamond Urban Growth Area
will have minimal countywide impacts, but may have subarea or local impacts. These
impacts should be analyzed in the environmental review of the King County and Black
Diamond Comprehensive Plans.



B. Urban and Manufacturine/Industrial Centers Desienation

1. Background

The Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs) adopted in July 1992 and then ratified by the
cities called for nommations of Urban and Manufacturing/Industrial Centers in policies
FW-11 and FW-12, respectively. The procedures to be followed were specified in LU-
28 for Urban Centers and LU-39 for Manufacturing/Industrial Centers.

Following criteria specified in policy LU-29 for Urban Centers and in LU-40 for
Manufacturing/Industrial Centers, local jurisdictions submitted their nommations for
Centers to the GMPC for its review.

2. Proposed Amendments

The GMPC adopted proposed amendments to LU-28 and LU-39 which recommend
confirmation of the nominations advanced by the jurisdictions, as follows:

a. Urban Centers

Bellevue CBD
Federal Way CBD
Kent CBD
Kirkland Totem Lake
Redmond CBD
Redmond Overlake
Renton CBD
Seattle CBD
Seattle Center
First HUl/Capitol Hill
University District
Northgate
SeaTac CBD
Tukwila CBD

b. Manufacturing/Industrial Centers

Seattle Duwamish and Interbay Industrial Areas
Kent Industrial Area
North Tukwila Industrial Area

3. Amendments Introduced but Not Yet Considered

The mtroduced amendments to policy LU-29, both m the text and preamble, clarify the
distmction between the criteria for Urban Centers, which frame the long-range vision
and address zoning, and 20 year growth targets for Centers, which address growth
plans for the next 20 years and are attentive to the needs for infrastucture, services, and
the incentives needed to make Centers a reality.



4. Environmental Impacts

The 1992 proposed Centers amendments follow the process established in the CPPs.
The impacts of the designations fall clearly within the range of alternatives exammed in
the DSEIS. The Centers analyzed m the 14 Centers Alternative are the same ones
recommended by the GMPC.

The distribution of growth under the proposed policy amendments is different than
assumed in the DSEIS 14 Centers Alternative. The cumulative effect of these changes
in distribution is to decrease the number of net new households going into the 14 Urban
Centers, from 86,000 to 57,400 as depicted in Table 5 m the Appendix of this
document; and to decrease the number of net new jobs going into the 14 Urban Centers
from 251,600 to 181,600 as shown in Table 6.

Households. The households that would have gone into the Centers will now locate in
non-Center Urban Areas. However, because the GMPC proposed less household
growth countywide in its May 14, 1994 amendment proposals, as described below in
subsection C, the total number of households "shifting" from Centers to non-Center
Urban Areas is reduced.

Under the "old" countywide households growth total of 216,200 that was considered by
the GMPC on April 6, 1994, 151,100 households would have located in non-Center
Urban Areas. This number is reduced to about 129,900 under the GMPC-proposed
countywide target of 195,000 households.

As summarized in Figure 1 in the Appendbc, there appears to be more than sufficient
land capacity to accommodate this shift. In the 14 Centers Alternative, non-Center
Urban Areas have a discounted land capacity for new dwellmg units that exceeds the
revised growth target for these areas by 57%. (The capacity "cushion" is 50% if one
mtroduces a 5% housing vacancy factor to convert from households to dwellmg units.)

This is a conservative estimate because Figure 1 is based on the countywide growth
target for households of 216,200 that was considered by the GMPC on April 6, 1994.
Using the revised non-Center households total of 129,900 for 20 years, the capacity
"cushion" expands to 83% (74% if one introduces the 5% housing vacancy factor).

The overall, cumulative effect of the proposed amendment to LU-28 would cause a
relative shift of environmental unpacts and costs to non-Center Urban Areas. For the
reasons given, however, the unpact of the shift m absolute terms is reduced greatly by
the overall reduction m household growth. Instead of the 124,700 net new households
shown in the DSEIS growth target in Figure 1, the proposed amendments to growth
targets would require the location of about 129,900 net new households in the non-
Center Urban Areas.

Comparing the household distribution under the proposed amendment to LU-28 with
the DSEIS alternatives depicted in Table 1 of the DSEIS, the GMPC recommendation
comes closest in quantitative terms to the Eight Centers Alternative: mstead of 40% of
net new households in 14 Centers m Table 1, the revised 14 Centers would
accommodate 27% of the growth; this comes very close to the 24% assumed in the
DSEIS Eight Centers alternative shown m Table 1. Comparison of household
distributions in the non-Center Urban Areas also shows a shift toward the Eight Centers
Alternative m aggregate quantitative terms.



Employment. The situation for the jobs shifted out of Centers to non-Center Urban
Areas is different. As discussed in subsection C, the GMPC recommended no
significant countywide decrease to the 20 year employment targets. As a result, 70,000
jobs that were assumed to go into Urban Centers in the DSEIS analysis will now have
to locate in non-Center Urban Areas.

Figure 2 in the Appendix suggests that there appears to be sufficient discounted land
capacity in these areas to absorb the substantial increase m growth created by the shift
of new job growth outside of Urban Centers. A "cushion" of approximately 40% is
suggested by the figure.

The Manufacturmg/Industrial Centers proposed for designation m the recommended
amendment to LU-39 are the same as analyzed m the DSEIS. There are no proposed
changes to the shares of growth assumed in the DSEIS. The impact analysis for
Manufacturing/Industrial Centers, therefore, stands as presented in the Draft document.

Comparing the employment distribution under the proposed amendment to LU-39 with
the DSEIS alternatives depicted m Table 1 of the DSEIS, the GMPC recommendation
comes closest in quantitative terms to the Eight Centers Alternative shown m Table 1 of
the DSEIS: from 74% in the DSEIS 14 Centers Alternative to 52% in the
recommendation, which is very close to the 49% m Urban Centers shown m the Eight
Centers Alternative m Table 1. A sunilar shift is observed m the non-Center Urban
Areas.

Centers Criteria and Targets. The proposed amendments to policy LU-29, which have
been introduced but not yet considered, mbroduce a key distmction between Centers
criteria and 20 year growth targets. The proposed language outlines a long-range
vision for the Urban Centers concept while allowmg that jurisdictions may take longer
than 20 years to achieve the policy criteria of 50 jobs and 15 dwellmg units per gross
acre.

Tables 5 and 6 in the Appendix of this document specify jurisdictional plans for their
proposed Centers, for the 20 year period and beyond, and include information on both
growth targets and land capacity.

C. Growth Targets for Households and Employment

1. Background

The CPPs called for the development of growth targets for both net new households
and employment in policies FW-1 and LU-51 through LU-53. Jurisdictions working
together through an mterjurisdictional staff team recommended growth targets both
countywide and for individual jurisdictions, as well as target ranges, to the GMPC on
April 6, 1994. These jurisdictional targets replace those based on generalized land uses
that were examined in the DSEIS.

2. Proposed Amendments

In its proposed amendment to LU-52, the GMPC recommends adoption of a mmimum
countywide growth target for households that is 9.8% less than the 216,200 proposed



by interjurisdictional staff and considered by GMPC on April 6, 1994. The proposed
net new households minimum target threshold of 195,000 is recommended in the text
of the policy; an attached chart, which presents targets for each of 34 jurisdictions, has
a slightly different total of 195,700.

The GMPC action follows from documentation prepared by staff which shows that this
reduced number of households will be sufficient to accommodate the growth forecast of
325,800 more people in 20 years that has been mandated for Kmg County by the state
Office of Fmancial Management. This assumption turns on the expectation that the
average King County household will decline in size from 2.4 to 2.2 persons between
1990 and 2010, as described in response LA-8 to letter comments presented in the last
chapter of this document.

The proposed companion amendment for jobs (LU-53) proposes no significant change
from the job targets considered by the GMPC on April 6. In the chart attached to the
proposed amendment, 347,400 new jobs are targeted countywide for the 20 year
period; this compares with the figure of 349,600 proposed on April 6.

The GMPC did not recommend growth ranges for either households or employment in
their proposed amendments.

3. Envmmmental Impacts

Overall, the impacts associated with the proposed growth target amendments fall
clearly within the range of alternatives analyzed in the DSEIS. The jurisdictional
targets for Centers and non-Center Urban Areas are different from those in the DSEIS,
as described and analyzed above m subsection B. The jurisdictional growth targets for
jurisdictions and those m the DSEIS are not different for Manufacturing/Industrial
Centers or unmcorporated Rural Areas.

The effect of the proposed amendment to adopt targets in policy LU-52 will have the
general effect of lessening adverse environmental impacts within the Urban Growth
Area. When combined with the Centers household amendment described in subsection
B, the growth targets amendment for households would produce a small adverse
incremental unpact in non-Center Urban Areas to air, water, plants and ammals, and
land by virtue of the greater growth there. This is more than offset by the reduced
growth targeted for Urban Centers. Mitigation measures for compact growth discussed
in the DSEIS would appear adequate to handle the slight growth mcrease in non-Center
Urban Areas.

Overall, the effect of the proposed amendment to LU-53 will be very little different
from the employment impacts described in the DSEIS, which assumed a countywide
growth of 340,000 jobs for 20 years.

One feature of the combined targets amendments for households and jobs should be
noted. By reducmg the number of households without adjusting the jobs target, the
balance between housing and jobs in King County is affected. Although the shift in the
households target will not reduce population growth directly - the target number
depends on the average household size, as noted - it may do so indirectly by
discouragmg jurisdictions from zoning for additional housing beyond the mmimum
needed to accommodate growth targets.



If this happens, the number of workers "unported" from surroundmg counties to fill
King County jobs may be expected to increase by an indetermmate amount. In 1992,
there were a total of nearly 950,000 jobs in King County, while the resident
employment was about 833,000. This suggests that upwards of 100,000 King County
jobs were filled by non-County residents commuting mto King County and its cities.

Additional emphasis on public transit and measures to discourage single occupant
vehicle (SOV) use would be appropriate to address this possible unpact.

D. Activity Areas

1. Background

The proposed policy amendments from the GMPC establish a new land use section to
the Countywide Planning Policies entitled Activity Areas. To establish this new
section, policies from the Countywide Planning Policies adopted July 6, 1992, were
moved and amended. The intent of this action to establish a separate section of the
Land Use policies chapter is to emphasize the unportance of these smaller scale
"centers". Designation and zonmg for Activity Areas remam locally determined
through comprehensive plans. Most jurisdictions in the urban area of King County
have areas that could be considered local candidates for Activity Area development.

2. Proposed Amendments

The proposed amendments delete language which referred to Activity Areas as
locations for moderate concentration of commercial land uses with residential uses
being "adjacent". Policy language was added that emphasized that fhe mix of uses was
a local determmation and added framework policies showing the role of activity centers
m meeting CPP goals. The framework policy identifies that the array of land uses
would include commercial development and housing designed to encourage transit and
pedestrian uses, with disincentives on single occupant vehicle use. Jurisdictions are
encouraged but not required to establish minimum and maxunum parkmg requirements.
Superior urban design reflecting the local community and open space are identified as
important. A requirement for maximum densities is deleted. The frequency and type
of transit service would be based on the actual development with the Activity Area of
sufficient employment and household densities to support transit.

3. Environmental Impacts

The VISION 2020 plan and EIS recognized Activity Areas as unportant components of
a regional strategy. This action is consistent with the analysis in that EIS which this
SEIS supplements.

Including a mix of housmg types in the defmition of Activity Areas provides for greater
area for development of housing inside the Urban Growth Area which should mitigate
the unpact of the Urban Growth Area on housing affordability. The mclusion of
housmg with commercial uses also serves to reduce trip lengths and mitigate traffic
congestion. The use of these areas for a mix of uses could also reduce the pressure to
develop critical environmental areas within the Urban Growth Area.



Local actions will determine that actual design and density of the Activity Area. It is
clear that the intent of these policies is to encourage transit and pedestrian usage and
create areas that provide for a quality urban environment. There is an overall
beneficial impact to this proposed policy amendment.

E. Other Policy Amendments

1. Background

Most of the policy amendments proposed for action were analyzed in the DSEIS. The
monitoring and benchmarks program was analyzed as part of the Magnet Alternative
and also recommended as mitigation to a number of potential impacts in the other
alternatives. The rural, affordable housmg, and economic development policy
amendments were analyzed in the DSEIS. While the text of the task force amendments
has been changed to reflect public comment received during the comment period for the
DSEIS, the nature of the unpacts remains the same. As stated in the DSEIS, these
amendments provide for greater beneficial impacts on the environment than the
Countywide Planning Policies without the amendments.

2. Proposed Amendments and Environmental Impacts

Several amendments address water: the development of a coordinated process of
mapping and protecting aquifers needed for potable water supplies, a requirement that
urban centers demonstrate availability of water, and revised defmition of water systems
to serve rural areas. These amendments reflect public comment received in response to
the DSEIS and should positively unpact the availability of potable water to future Kmg
County residents.

The identification of advanced technology uses as a desirable use in
Manufacturing/Industrial Centers clarifies the definition of manufacturing/mdustrial
uses to include advanced technology which is important to Kmg County's economy.
This clarification results in no change to the impact analysis.

The substitution of transit incentives for parking disincentives to encourage a decrease
in single-occupancy non-commercial vehicle trips m Manufacturing/Industrial Centers
could result in a more effective decrease in single-occupancy trips than the other
policy. This mitigates traffic congestion.

Including a mix of housmg types in the definition of Activity Areas provides for greater
area for development of housmg inside the Urban Growth Area which should mitigate
the unpact of the Urban Growth Area on housing affordability. The mclusion of
housmg with commercial uses also serves to reduce trip lengths and mitigate traffic
congestion. The use of these areas for a mix of uses could also reduce the pressure to
develop critical environmental areas within the Urban Growth Area. There is an
overall beneficial impact to this proposed policy amendment.

The policy for the development of a Regional Governance Plan could result in
significant unpacts to King County (both beneficial and negative). However, without
the specifics of the plan it is not possible to address the nature of the impacts.

The amendment calling for the development of a Regional Fmance Plan and related
policies addressmg fmance techniques and strategies will have fiscal impacts. Fiscal



impacts were determined to be outside the scope of the SEIS durmg the scoping period.
These policies are aimed at achievmg concurrency between governmental services and
growth, which is a requirement of the GMA.



PART THREE: RESPONSES TO COMMENTS AND TESTIMONY

I. Introduction (IN-1 to IN-12)

II. Land Uses (LA-1 to LA-53)

III. Affordable Housmg (HO-1 to HO-15)

IV. Transportation (TR-1 to TR-30)

V. Infrastructures and Services (IS-1 to IS-45)

VI. Natural Systems (NS-1 to NS-30)

VII. Economic Development (EC-1 to EC-19)

The Responsible Official for the DSEIS received 74 separate letters commenting on the
document by the February 28, 1994 deadline for receiving public comments. In addition,
45 individuals appeared before the Metropolitan King County Council Growth
Management, Housing and Environment (GMH&E) Committee on Febmary 9, 1994 to
testify on the DSEIS. This section of the FSEIS responds to comments received in both
the letters and the written testimony and transcription of comments made to the GMH&E
Committee on February 9.

Critical comments on the DSEIS are responded to in this part of the FSEIS. Uncritical
comments or those expressing preference for a particular DSEIS alternative or policy are
not responded to in this document. These comments speak for themselves and are
included in Part IV as part of the public record for officials and citizens to examine as they
reach a final decision on possible refinements to the Countywide Planning Policies.

This part of the document contains responses to issues and concerns raised in the
comments received. Letters and testimony expressing similar concerns are grouped to
facilitate efficient response to comments. Each issue is framed as a statement or question
on a particular subject. This is followed by a listing of the names and organizations of
those writing letters or testifying before the Committee. This listing will give the general
reviewer a sense of how many letters expressed similar concerns about selected topics.

New information not available at the time the DSEIS was written is included in the
Appendix, where appropriate, and referenced in responses to the selected issues or
questions. However, the scope of the DSEIS has not changed.

Part FV presents the letters received in alphabetical order followed by the transcribed
testimony before the GMH&E Committee and written testimony left with the GMH&E.
Letters and testimony presented in these sections have been coded in the margins to allow
the author to find responses in Part III to the specific issue or question raised. For
example, a letter writer expressing criticism of the land capacity methodology is referred
to the response to issue LA-1 (Land Use - Response #1).



The coding scheme used in this part of the FSEIS follows the Chapter organization of the
DSEIS, as follows:

Section

I.

n.

m.

IV.

V.

Chapter Of DSEIS

Introduction

Land Use (1.0)

Affordable Housing (2.0)

Transportation (3.0)

Infrastructure and Services, including

Human Services (4.0)
Police/Fire/Emergency (5.0)
Schools (6.0)
Parks and Open Space (7.0)
Water Supply (8.0)
Stormwater (9,0)
Sewer/Septic (10.0)
Solid Waste (11.0)
Utilities (12.0)

Code

IN

LA

HO

TR

IS

VI. Natural Systems, including NS

Sensitive Areas/Resource Lands (13.0)
Air Quality (14.0)
Water Quality (15.0)
Plants, Fish, Animals (16.0)
Noise (17.0)

VH. Economic Development (18.0) EC



I. INTRODUCTION

IN-1 The DSEIS was issued -while the Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs)
were still being refined by the Fiscal/Economic Development (Fis/ED), Affordable
Housing and Rural Character Task Forces. Therefore, another SEIS should be done
•when the CPPs (including a final urban/rural boundary) are done, to comply 'with SEPA
requirements for "phased review." Allan, City of Pacific, Weyerhaeuser

IN-la The DSEIS should explain how the CPPsfit in -with other actions needed
to comply with the Growth Management Act (GMA), since some of these will come after
the Final SEIS. King County Department of Public Works (DPW), City of Seattle, City
of Sea-Tac

If the proposed policy amendments resulting from the GMPC's decisions on the task
forces' recommendations fall within the range of alternatives discussed in the DSEIS in
terms of its impacts, additional SEPA review will not be required. See Section II for a
description and assessment of these proposed policy amendments. Also see responses to
land capacity comments, LA-1 through LA-4, which contain updated figures on growth
targets.

Regarding comment la, see page vi of the Executive Summary and page 1, column 1 of
the DSEIS itself, and Sections 3 and 6 of King County Ordinance 10450, by which the
King County Council adopted the Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs). In addition to
the information provided by this SEIS and two fiscal analysis reports by the Fiscal
Analysis and Economic Development Task Force (Fis/ED), the GMPC is also considering
public input on the CPPs and location of the urban growth area boundary before finalizing
their recommendations on the CPPs and their "Phase II" refinements.

, When adopted by the Metropolitan King County Council and ratified by 30 percent of the
city and county governments representing 70 percent of King County's population, the
refined CPPs will provide general guidance for the comprehensive plans of King County
and the cities. Because of the GMA's tight deadlines, much of this planning work is
occurring simultaneously; as each jurisdiction reviews and adopts its plan it possibly will
need to make last-minute adjustments for consistency with the finalized CPPs; since a
sizable effort has gone into mtequrisdictional coordination, such adjustments should be
minor.

IN-2 The proposal is not adequately defined. How can its impacts be analyzed
without including implementing measures? What information is missing or unobtainable
as defined in WAC 197-11-0807 More quantitative analysis is needed. All possible
alternatives should be considered. Allan , Weyerhaeuser, City of Snoqualmie, City of
Des Moines, East Sammamish Community Council, Boeing, Sanderson, Sterling Realty
Organization, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, Seattle Master Builders, Hinds, Washington
Natural Gas, Fis/ED Task Force (Barden, Imperatori, Washbum, Seaman), 1000 Friends
of Washington, Mclntosh, Hedges & Roth (Nilon), Quadrant, City ofRenton,
Lappenbush, Greater Maple Valley Area Council

Regarding level of detail and relationship of the proposal to implementing actions, it
should be kept in mind that the CPPs' role under the Growth Management Act is to



provide "a countywide framework from which county and city comprehensive plans are
developed and adopted pursuant to this chapter. This framework shall ensure that city and
county comprehensive plans are consistent. ..." (RCW 36.70A.210.1) Comprehensive
plans, in turn, are to be the policy basis for development regulations and capital budget
decisions. (RCW 36.70A. 120) The Growth Management Act does not specify a required
level of detail for the CPPs, but it is clear that they do not need to be as detailed as
comprehensive plans, and that they do not have the same relationship as comprehensive
plans to implementation measures. The alternatives, information and level of detail of
analysis in the DSEIS are appropriate to the level of detail of the action itself, and are
consistent with the requirements for nonproject EISs set forth in WAC 197-11-442.

IN-3 The DSEIS should identify and analyze a preferred alternative. The No
Action Alternative should be used as a baseline for comparison. Will a preferred
alternative be chosen by the Growth Management Planning Council (GMPC) or some
public process? Allan, City ofRenton, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

This document contains the set ofGMPC recommended amendments to the Countywide
Planning Policies (CPPs) which together constitute a preferred alternative. These
proposed refinements represent the GMPC's actions after considering changes proposed
by its three Task Forces and public comments (see Part Four below).

IN-4 The DSEIS should analyze the fiscal impacts of the alternatives. How will
a separate fiscal analysis be reconciled-with the DSEIS' conclusions? City of
Snoqualmie, Blue, West One Bank, East Sammamish Community Council, Weyerhaeuser,
Harman, Keesling, Hedges & Roth (Nilon), King County League of Women Voters,
Seattle-King County Assoc. of Realtors, Seattle Master Builders, Winbauer, Fis/ED Task
Force (Washbum, Imperatori), Sterling Realty Organization, Lowe Enterprises
Northwest, Federal Way Water & Sewer, Washbum

IN-4a The SEIS should not be used alone; other information, such as the
Fis/ED's reports on regional finance and fiscal analysis of the alternatives should be
used to make decisions. City of Seattle, King County Leagues of Women Voters,
Suburban Cities Association

In accordance with Ordinance 10450, the Fis/ED Task Force is conducting analysis of the
CPPs' fiscal impacts. At about the time this Final SEIS is issued, the Fis/ED should be
issuing two reports, one on regional financial capabilities, and one on the fiscal impacts of
growth under the no action and centers alternative scenarios. This use of other analysis to
supplement that contained in the DSEIS is consistent with the options provided for in
WAC 197-11-448 as well as Ordinance 10450.

IN-5 • The DSEIS should discuss social and economic issues. Glase, Keesling,
Afncan-American Agenda, Lowe Enterprises Northwest, Sterling Realty Organization

IN-5a The DSEIS, specifically the Economic Development chapter, discusses
social and economic issues specifically not required to be discussed by WAC 197-11-448.
"Economic development" is not an element of the environment as defined by SEPA. City
of Seattle



Social and economic issues were discussed in several chapters of the DSEIS: Housing
Affordability (2.0), Human Services (4.0), and Police/Fire/Emergency (5.0).

The City of Seattle's comment is acknowledged. Although economic development is not a
required area of impact analysis under SEPA (elements of the environment, WAC 197-11-
444, it is an important component of the Growth Management Act (see RCW
36,70A.020.5, planning goals, and RCW 36.70A.210.3.g), and therefore is discussed in
the SEIS as part of the overall approach to fostering public participation in all aspects of
planning under GMA. "Social" elements are covered in the impact analysis of the DSEIS
under the Built Environment (WAC 197-11-444(2)) topics of the document.

IN-6 The alternatives are not defined in a •way that makes useful comparisons
possible, and are not related to the CPPs. If all alternatives have the same policies, land
capacity and urban/rural boundary (which was adopted-with no environmental review),
then most really important choices have been defined out of the discussion. The Magnet
Alternative is presented more like a list of possible mitigating measures than a true
alternative growth scenario. Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), City of Seattle, Elfelt, Harman,
Sanderson, Strosahl, Fletcher

IN-6a The alternatives need to be better described and compared, There needs
to be more quantified information. Where are growth targets by jurisdiction?
Alternatives should be ranked on various impacts in such a way that the public gets a
sense that, for example, alternative A has a 10 percent greater impact than alternative B
on traffic congestion. Harman, Blue, Suburban Cities Association, City ofDes Moines,
City ofRenton, Halstrom

Regarding comment W-6&, see response to W-2 regarding level of detail of the CPPs.
Growth targets were not available when the DSEIS was issued; see response to LA-7
below for growth targets by jurisdiction.

The DSEIS's treatment of the CPPs and the alternatives is consistent with the
requirements for nonproject EISs set forth in WAC 197-11-442. The presentation of the
Magnet Alternative is consistent with the intent of its proponents.

Because the CPPs are general they may accommodate a variety of growth patterns, and
both the Eight and 14 Center Alternatives are based on the same set ofcountywide
policies with different assumptions about how various cities' comprehensive plans
accommodate their shares of the County's forecasted growth over the next 20 years. The
alternatives would differ in the spatial distribution of land capacity (more high-density
zoning would be available under the 14 Center Alternative, for example, than under the
Eight Center or No Action Alternatives). See also the responses to land capacity
questions, LA-1 through LA-4 below.

The choice among alternatives and whether to significantly shrink or expand the
countywide urban growth area are policy issues rather than technical ones. It is
acknowledged that, with one important exception (the pre-Countywide Planning Policy
Alternative), the urban growth area boundary for all alternatives is the same, based on the
1985 King County Comprehensive Plan as refined by subsequent unincorporated area
community plans and the addition to the rural area adopted in the 1992 Countywide
Planning Policies.



The GMPC recommended a rural area of about 334 square miles when it adopted the CPP
in July 1992, as described on DSEIS page 18. This recommendation was subsequently
adopted by the King County Council and then ratified by cities. Since that time, additional
changes to the mral area have occurred, primarily as a result of the adoption of plans for
the Northshore and East Sammamish community planning areas. The Interim Urban
Growth Area adopted by the King County Council in November 1993 reduced the overall
size of the rural area to approxunately 327 square miles.

Further changes have been proposed since November 1993 as a result of
recommendations on rural city expansion areas, on technical review areas designated for
further study by the GMPC, and on a series of technical refinements to the Urban/Rural
line. The 1994 Proposed Urban Growth Area and line are depicted in the series of four
maps in the Appendix. The 1994 proposed Urban Growth Area would reduce the overall
size of the rural area to about 322 square miles.

(Note: GMPC action on May 14, 1994 recommended deleting the Snoqualmie Joint
Planning Area from the UGA. An amendment introduced but not yet considered at that
meeting would have the effect ofredesignating as much as 6.25 square miles of rural land
to urban status for residential use. See the discussion of environmental impacts associated
with these proposed changes in response LA-27 below and in Part Two, II(A) above.

IN-7 The Executive Summary incorrectly characterizes the CPPs as "only a
framework," when under GMA they are mandatory and will control local comprehensive
plans. City of Snoqualmie, Elfelt

Comment acknowledged. The intent of this phrase was to characterize the CPPs' level of
detail, not their legal relationship to city and county comprehensive plans.

IN-8 The treatment of mitigation measures is too general. The feasibility and
cost of such measures also should be addressed. Allan, East Sammamish Community
Council, City ofRenton, Leagues of Women Voters of King County, Fis/ED Task Force

See responses to W-2, IN-6 and IN-6a above. Again, the level of detail is consistent with
the characteristics of the proposed action and the requirements for nonproject EISs set
forth in WAC 197-11-442. Also, for a policy-based nonproject action mitigation can
include future modifications beyond the range of alternatives discussed in the DSEIS to
reflect changed circumstances or to correct unwanted impacts. This is why monitoring
such indicators as land consumption is called out as a mitigation measure, and it is why
GMA specifically provides for reassessment of comprehensive plans if facilities are
inadequate (RCW 36.70A. 070.3.e), and for review of the urban growth area boundary
every ~10 years (RCW 36.70A. 130.3).

IN-9 The DSEIS is inadequate because it does not analyze impacts caused by
adoption (via the 1993 East Sammamish Community Plan Update) of a different urban-
rural line than was recommended by the GMPC when it adopted the CPPs. Since
changes to the 1992 urban-rural line are before the GMPC, the SEIS should cover these
so additional environmental review is not needed later, Allan, Elfelt, Sanderson,
Suburban Cities Association, Pacific Properties

In adopting the CPPs in 1992, the King County Council made the following finding:



"7. With respect to the Urban Growth Area (UGA) Boundary a number of
study areas have been identified which require additional consideration by the GMPC.
These study areas area identified on the GMPC Recommended Urban Growth Area map.
For the East Sammamish area, the GMPC determined that the area should be further
evaluated and possibly revised based on the East Sammamish Community Plan Update
process which is now under way and which will be completed in January 1993.
Recommendations on the UGA Boundary will be developed in cooperation with the
affected cities, neighborhoods, property owners and the general public. Changes to the
adopted UGA Boundary may be recommended to the county by the GMPC and subject to
adoption and ratification."

At its June 16, 1993 meeting, the GMPC decided to use the boundaries recommended by
the East Sammamish Community Plan for analysis in this SEIS. On May 25, 1994, the
GMPC will make its final recommendation on the UGA boundary. The 1994 proposed
UGA is depicted in maps in the Appendix and impacts are assessed in response LA-27.

IN-10 The DSEIS should explain the relationship of the alternatives to pre-GMA
plans and other documents. Are alternatives based on pre-GMA plans (e.g. the 1985
King County Comprehensive Plan) legal under GMA, or -will we have to do this over
again? What about possible changes to the CPPs by the GMPC not covered by this
SEIS? Allan, East Sammamish Community Council, Elfelt, City of Pacific, City of
SeaTac

See the responses to IN-6 and IN-6a above. Pre-GMA plans, development regulations
and other implementing actions are legal under GMA if they are consistent with the most
current adopted/ratified CPPs and meet the requirements for plans set forth in RCW
36.70A.070 and elsewhere in the Act. Development regulations, capital budget decisions
and other implementing actions must be consistent with comprehensive plans. Changes
proposed to the CPPs by the GMPC are detailed in Part One of this Final SEIS.

IN-11 The DSEIS states that all alternatives guide urban development into areas
that already have urban facilities and services (pp. ii, vi, xii, etc.). It also says that no
new urban centers have been designated since the 1985 King County Comprehensive
Plan (p. 20). But the 1989 Bear Creek Community Plan designated the Bear Creek
"Master Planned Communities" (MPDs) as urban centers, despite the fact that the site is
not a city and does not have urban services. These statements in the DSEIS should be
deleted, or the Bear Creek MPDs should be called out as an exception to this language,
or the MPDs should be deleted from the proposed urban growth area and CPP LU-14b,
Elfelt

Comment acknowledged. The Bear Creek MPDs should have been called out as an
exception to the statements cited. See also responses to IN-6 and W-6& above.

IN-12 The SEIS should include the Snoqualmie Joint Planning Area (JPA) in one
of the alternatives, since -was designated in the Snoqualmie Valley Community Plan, and

it is going to be part of the City of Snoqualmie's VGA. PugetWestem, Weyerhaeuser



The Snoqualmie Valley Community Plan did not direct that the entire JPA be redesignated
from rural to urban. The Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs) are silent on this issue; the
area referred to is shown as rural on the UGA Boundary map recommended by the GMPC
in 1992, but shown as UGA on the draft King County Comprehensive Plan map circulated
for public comment in April, 1994 and included in the Appendix of this document. See
also the discussion in Part Two of this Final SEIS; the GMPC recommended that the
Snoqualmie JPA not be included in the city's UGA at its May 14, 1994 meeting.



II. LAND USE

LA-1 Are there flaws in the methods used to estimate land capacity in the
DSEIS? What factors do the land capacity estimates take into account and are any key
factors left out of the calculations? Allan, Blue, West One Bank, Lozier Homes

j (Burckhard)(Lappenbusch), Mclntosh, Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), 1000 Friends of
I Washington Seattle-King County Assoc. of Realtors, Federal Way Water & Sewer,

Sterling Realty Organization, Segner, Lowe Enterprises Northwest, Muckleshoot Indian
I Tribe, Master Builders Association, Vance, Quadrant (Fitzgerald), Upper, Spence,
I Dankelson, Washbum, Imperatori, Seaman, Burrows, League of Women Voters of King

County, Greater Maple Valley Area Council

The methods used to estimate land capacity in the DSEIS are based upon the work
undertaken by the interjurisdictional Data Resources Technical Forum (DRTF) between
1991 and 1993. The methods recommended by the DRTF are described and documented

I on pages 15-17 of the DSEIS and in a preliminary draft report issued by the DRTF in
I September 1992.

] Jurisdictions used the DRTP methods or a similar method in their land capacity work.
'i Where local practice varied from DRTF recommendations, this fact and the reasons for it

have been documented by the junsdiction. Jurisdictions produced estimates for both
) vacant lands and those judged to have potential for redevelopment. Both residential and

commerciaVindustrial capacity estimates were produced.

Comments received on the DSEIS touched on one or more of the following factors used
in the land capacity methodology:

(a) yields allowed under current zoning: dwelling units per gross acre (for
residential zones) and floor area ratios (for commercial and industrial
zones)

j Several commenters expressed the concern that jurisdictions employed the assumption of
! maximum zoning yields in their calculations and that these maximums are never attained in

fact. For example, the residential zone RS 7200 used by King County allows six 7,200
square foot lots per gross acre. In fact, this density is almost never achieved on the

j ground.

Residential Capacity. Jurisdictions began with the maximum zoning yield assumption for
I residential parcels but then discounted for a series of factors that explain, in the typical

case, why maximum yields are seldom attained in fact. These factors — sensitive area
constraints, right-of-way, lands for other public purposes, and market factors — are
detailed in the next several lettered subparagraphs.

To take away from capacity for each of these factors and then employ yet another, general
discount for less than maximum yield, would be double discounting for the same factors.

I

Commercial and industrial zones. Floor area ratios (FARs) are the commerciaVindustrial
zone equivalent for the dwelling unit per acre yields of residential zoning. They specify a



ratio of improved floor space to the gross area within the parcel. For example, 100,000
square feet of floor space on a 50,000 square foot parcel would represent an FAR of 2.0.

Zoning codes specify maximum FARs for commercial and industrial zones, thereby
ejffectively limiting the number of floors (and height) of buildings in these zones. FARs
achieved on the ground typically are much smaller than the code allowed maximums, often
by a factor often to one.

The DRTF discussed this difference between code allowed FARs and those attained in
fact. Because the spread between the two was much wider than in the case ofresidentially
zoned property, where the spread typically is two or three to one, the Fomm
recommended that jurisdictions use existing practice rather than local codes m estimating
FARs.

This very conservative assumption was used by most jurisdictions, with Seattle being the
most noteworthy exception. As shown in Table B-4 of the DSEIS, Seattle contained an
estimated 46% of total commercial and industrial capacity in King County.

(b) discounts for sensitive areas such as -wetlands and steep slopes.

As indicated in the DSEIS (pp. iii and xiii), parcel specific information on sensitive areas is
not generally available to jurisdictions. In the absence of parcel specific knowledge about
sensitive area constraints, the DRTF recommended to jurisdictions that they discount from
15% to 30% for sensitive area constraints that lunit development on the land. Most
jurisdictions used a 20% to 25% figure unless they had specific knowledge that would
indicate a different figure.

The recommended range for sensitive areas discounting was based upon a study done by
the King County Planning and Community Development Division in 1989. This study
involved detailed analysis of a 25% random sample of formal subdivisions recorded in
King County's single family urban zones between 1975 and 1987. About 15% of the
density loss observed in these subdivisions was due to sensitive area constraints. This
research preceded adoption of the more restrictive King County Sensitive Areas
Ordinance (SAO), and a higher recommended range for discounting made allowance for
this fact.

Sensitive area adjustments to land capacity estimates were made based on the regulatory
structure of the early 1990s (post-King County SAO) but do not include possible effects
of any future, additional regulation. This assumption is a reasonable one because it is
impossible to know whether future regulations will be more or less stringent than those
currently in place.

One final point should be noted here. Jurisdictions took into account sensitive area
constraints that limit dwelling unit yields, whether or not they followed the specific advice
of the DRTF. Seattle, for example, whose code does not forbid development on
constrained lands if there is adequate mitigation, removed submerged lands from its
capacity estimates. Table B-3 in the DSEIS shows that Seattle represented about 30% of
all residential land capacity in King County.

(c) discounts for right-of-way and lands for other public purposes.



The DRTF recommended to jurisdictions that they discount vacant land capacity estimates
10% to 20% for right-of-way and for 5% to 15% for other public purposes such as parks
and schools. For redevelopment estimates, a somewhat lower range (zero to 20%) was
recommended for right-of-way based on the expectation that some right-of-way would
already be available on site. These discounts were based on recent practice in the region.

The City of Seattle did not make specific discounts for these factors because it believed
that it has adequate land for right-of-way and public purpose lands.

(d) discount for "market" factors.

In the summer of 1993, after conversations with residential and commercial developers
and realtors, the DRTF recommended to jurisdictions that they make an additional
discount beyond those noted in (b) and (c) above to allow for "market" factors. As
documented in a revised draft report entitled "Adjusting Land Capacity Estimates for
Market Factors," the DRTF recognized the fact that not all lands would be made available
for development or redevelopment within the 20 year period used for comprehensive
planning.

This market factor discount was meant to cover a wide variety of reasons for land being
unavailable for development: unwillingness of property owners to sell; resistance to
higher densities (NIMBYism as well as consumers not wishing to buy newer, relatively
untested housing types); and lack of financial feasibility.

While "market feasibility" was explicitly placed outside the scope of the DSEIS, the land
capacity section of the Land Use Chapter is an exception. It attempts to take the market
into account with the market discount factor.

The market discount recommended by the DRTF, which ranged from 5% to 15% for
vacant lands and from 15% to 25% for redevelopment, has been applied to the capacity
estimates used in the DSEIS (Tables B-3 and B-4). As with all land capacity work, final
decision on market factor discounts resides with the individual jurisdictions which may
choose a market discount different from those applied in the DSEIS.

(e) vacant land and redevelopment calculations.

Although there were critical comments regarding both the vacant land and redevelopment
estimates, in general there was more concern over the latter.

Redevelopment. Commenters expressed concern with the conclusion that redevelopment
potential might represent between 40% and 50% of total development capacity, as
summarized in Tables B-3 and B-4 of the DSEIS. Commenters expressed the view that
market feasibility would prevent this capacity from being built in the 20-year period.
Comments about industrial lands, in particular, suggested that toxic waste clean up would
make redevelopment financially infeasible. Other comments suggested that the use of an
appraised value approach to estimating redevelopment potential, which the DRTF
recommended for commercial and industrial zoned lands, would overestimate the
likelihood of redevelopment, particularly for waterfront and view parcels.

These comments are based on the professional judgment ofcommenters and are duly
noted. Financial or market feasibility analysis was beyond the scope of the DSEIS.
Officials and concerned citizens should examine the work products of the Fiscal Analysis



and Economic Development (Fis/ED) Task Force for additional analysis of redevelopment
potential.

Vacant lands. Some commenters expressed concern that all vacant parcels were assumed
to be developable within the 20 year period of comprehensive plans. In fact, neither the
DRTF nor any jurisdiction assumed this. Jurisdictions defined vacant parcels as those with
no improved value in King County Assessor records (or, for Seattle, those parcels where
improved value was 0.1% or less the value of the land). Vacant land capacity was then
adjusted downward, as explained above, for several factors includmg sensitive area
constraints, right-of-way or other public puq)ose lands such as parks and schools, and
market factors.

It is possible that some vacant parcels not specifically excluded from analysis may be
undersized or otherwise unsuited for development. The market discount factor described
above indirectly addresses this problem.

One commenter observed that not all unimproved property should be considered vacant,
particularly if it has an economic use such as outdoor storage that supports a nearby
improved parcel. This apparently is the case with some industrial lands. This type of
contingency use was not addressed in the DRTF methodology. Further research would be
needed to examine the feasibility and desirability of taking such as factor into account.

This same commenter pointed out an apparent inconsistency between the Seattle vacant
commerciaVindustrial acres reported in DSEIS Table B-2 (666 acres) and a recently
completed Industrial Lands survey commissioned by the City (less than 400 acres). This
comparison is invalid because Table B-2 includes commercial acreage not zoned for
industrial uses.

(f) factors not addressed: land capacity data not adjusted for insufficient
capacity of key infrastructure subject to concurrency regulation under the
Growth Management Act (GMA) — roads, -water, sewer, schools — and for
other factors.

Several commenters pointed out the possible lack of infrastructure as a "missing link" in
land capacity calculations. If infrastructure such as roads is not available in specific
locations within the planning horizon, land capacity may not be buildable and should,
therefore, not be included in land capacity figures for. purposes of comprehensive planning.

The DRTF was well aware of the importance of infrastructure capacity data to any final
judgment regarding the adequacy of land capacity. For this reason, it stressed the
preliminary nature of its work. In addition, it recommended that jurisdictions examine
land capacity as part of the capital improvement programming cycle (six years in most
jurisdictions). This would allow jurisdictions to produce land capacity estimates
supportable by infrastructure plans in the near term.

As pointed out in the DSEIS (pages iii, 3, and 18) data on infrastructure capacities are
not generally available and will only become so as jurisdictions complete their
comprehensive plan revisions. For this reason, both the DRTF and the DSEIS identify
monitoring of land consumption and capacity over tune as an important mitigation
measure to ensure sufficient land capacity for future growth.



On a different subject, one commenter asked that land capacity numbers be adjusted for
vacancy rates. This has not been done in the capacity numbers reported in DSEIS Tables
B-3 or B-4, which report on land capacity as a supply-side issue. Vacancy is properly
considered in the build-out scenarios for the "bookend" alternatives on pages 22 and 23 of
the DSEIS, where the issue is accommodating anticipated demand for land to the supply.

(g) comparison with methods recommended by state and professional
organizations.

The methods recommended by the DRTF meet or exceed standards in use in the
professional planning community. In a December 1993 evaluation of the work of
Washington Counties planning under the Growth Management Act, researchers with 1000
Friends of Washington and the Growth Management Planning and Research
Clearinghouse at the University of Washington concluded that

"King County completed one of the best land supply analyses, . . King County's
land development and capacity analysis merits emulation for its scope and
comprehensiveness. . . . Providing such a detailed analysis of impacts allows
planners and concerned citizens to make better decisions about the best way to
plan for the future." (Growth Management or Planned Urban Sprawl? An
AssessmenLQfthe Interim Urban Growth Areas adopted by Washington Counties
under the Growth Management Act, University of Washington, December 1993.)

The factors considered in the DRTF methodology also conform to those recommended for
consideration by the State of Washington's Growth Management Division in a guidebook
entitled "Issues in Designating Urban Growth Areas (Part I): Providing Adequate Urban
Area Land Supply." It is not true, as asserted by one commenter, that the DRTF failed to
consider that some vacant lands would never be used nor that some vacant lands should be
set aside for public purposes such as parks and schools,

LA-2 How good -was the data used to make the land capacity estimates provided
in the document? Are the data still reasonably current or outdated? Are there errors in
the data and, if so, how significant are they? City of Snoqualmie, Fis/ED Task Force
(Barden)(Stem), 1000 Friends of Washington, Blue, Weyerhaeuser, Elfelt, Mclntosh,
Seattle-King County Assoc. of Realtors, City ofRenton, Immunex Corporation (Rankin),
Spence, Segner, Imperatori, Burrows, Master Builders Association, Hill

Jurisdictions used the single, best comprehensive source of parcel data available for land
capacity estimates: parcel data from the King County Assessor's cadastral files. The
DRTF extracted and distributed this information to cities and the County in late summer
1991. In a several cases, jurisdictions used their own field survey work to do the
estimates and supplemented these with Assessor parcel data.

Some commenters have expressed uneasiness with the qualification on pages 14 and 50 of
the DSEIS that the data may contain inconsistencies and errors. Page 18 states farther
that the land capacity findings are based on initial estimates that are subject to refinement
as jurisdictions move toward completion of the comprehensive plans required of them by
the GMA.

Any project of the kind in question, with 34 jurisdictions working over data on nearly
600,000 parcels, is bound to have errors. Many have already been caught and corrected,



including a sizable adjustment made by the City of Seattle. Others undoubtedly will be
found. Given that jurisdictions are now within two or three months of completing their
plans, any remaining data errors will probably be fairly small in the overall land capacity
estimate. Table 1 in the Appendix of this FSEIS contains raised land capacity data for
several jurisdictions.

The land development and capacity monitoring program recommended in the DSEIS is a
significant mitigation measure designed to catch any errors and limit their harmful effects.
The spread ofGIS (geographic information system) technology would provide a powerful
impetus to monitoring efforts. GIS gives the user the power to see and catch errors in
graphic, mapped form. Jurisdictions which used GIS to prepare their initial capacity
estimates — Auburn, Bellevue, Kent, and Seattle, in particular - were able to catch errors
in the data that might have otherwise been missed.

Another important limitation of the data should be highlighted here. The data used to
prepare the initial estimates were based on zoning existing in 1991, prior to revisions for
the new comprehensive plans. As stated on pages 16 and 17 of the DSEIS, initial land
capacity estimates were

"... intended to provide policy makers and citizens with a baseline to gauge how
•far current zoning might take them toward the vision contained in jurisdictions'
comprehensive plans required by GMA. Capacity under current zoning is distinct
from (and preliminary to) the planned capacity that jurisdictions will need to
provide in order to realize the vision contained in their plans."

While most jurisdictions have yet to revise zoning for their new comprehensive plans,
some have done so and others have estimates for the capacity that their new plans are
likely to entail. Revised figures received from jurisdictions as of April 30, 1994 are
contained in the column marked "revised total capacity" in Table 1 in the Appendix. This
new Table is an update of the Table B-3 which appears in the DSEIS.

It is apparent from the Table that several jurisdictions are planning a significant increase in
capacity. This should allow an additional cushion on top of the capacity needed to absorb
the growth they plan to accommodate in the next 20 years.

The revised land capacity estimates for comprehensive plans make it necessary to revise
statements made in the Land Use chapter of the DSEIS regarding a shortage of dwelling
unit capacity in the 14 Centers Alternative (DSEIS pages xiv, xvi, 14, and 29). Planned
increases in zoned capacity in those jurisdictions proposing Urban Centers create added
capacity more than sufficient to meet their revised growth targets for Urban Centers (see
response LA-7 below for revised growth targets and comparisons with land capacity).
This change is consistent with the statement made at several places in the DSEIS (see
page xiv, for example) that land capacity estimates were based on data prior to revision of
comprehensive plans for the GMA.

LA-3 What is the quality of the land capacity estimates? Do the land capacity
calculations presented in the DSEIS significantly overestimate or underestimate King
County's ability to absorb future growth? Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), 1000 Friends of
Washington, Blue, Weyerhaeuser, Elfelt, Mclntosh, Seattle-King County Assoc. of
Realtors, Immunex Corporation (Rankin), Spence, Segner, Imperatori, Burrows



Most of the critical comment received on this question suggested that land capacity had
been overstated in the DSEIS. One commenter suggested the reverse - that capacity
appeared to be significantly understated in the document. Some comments simply
indicated that the estimates were "bad," leaving to the reviewer to infer the direction of the
imputed error.

In general, the quality of the estimates produced using the DRTF methodology was good.
Since the summer of 1991, jurisdictions collectively have spent thousands of hours
preparing, reviewing and refining land capacity calculations. As noted above, those
jurisdictions which used the mapping capabilities of a GIS to produce their estimates —
Auburn, Bellevue, Kent, and Seattle - did a particularly thorough job, consistent with the
specific assumptions and methods employed. The fact that many cities submitted refined
numbers during the 1991-1993 period is a good indicator of the care that generally
characterized jurisdictions' work on land capacity.

While the overall quality of the estimates is good, the residential capacity estimates are
both more reliable and more complete than those for commercial and industrial lands,
Similarly, estimates for vacant land are more reliable than those for redevelopment.
Reliability, in the sense used here, means that greater consensus would likely be achieved
by independent observers with regard to the estimates.

This is the case for several reasons. First, the residential capacity work was undertaken
first by DRTF members; jurisdictions, therefore, had more time to review and check their
work. Second, the assumptions used in the residential work benefited from empirical
research that was undertaken by King County in 1989, as described in LU-l(b) above.

The assumptions used in the commerciaVindustrial work are more open to question than
those used for the residential work. Most notably, the discrepancy in FARs between those
allowed by the local codes and those typically built introduced an unusually large element
of variance into the commercial and industrial calculations. In addition, use of the
assessed value ratio for estimating redevelopment potential — when the assessed value of
improvements is equal to or less than 50% of the value of the land, the parcel was judged
to be a candidate for redevelopment in the 20 year period — is subject to a substantial
degree of uncertainty.

In the former case, FARs, the DRTF recommended a conservative approach, meaning that
capacity may be sigmficantly underestimated. In the latter case, the 50% assumption was
chosen as a reasonable one in the absence of more definitive information. Although it is
not clear whether this assumption results in conservative or liberal estimates, critical
comment received from commercial brokers suggests that it may overestimate
redevelopment potential.

The difficulties in making capacity estimates for commercial and industrial uses may
explain why 15 cities in Table B-4 of the DSEIS did not produce estimates for the DRTF.
This fact alone (missing data) would suggest that Table B-4 underestimates commercial
capacity.

Reviewers of this FSEIS are encouraged to consult the work products of the Fis/ED Task
Force which address, in part, the feasibility of redevelopment in King County.

As noted earlier, one commenter argued that residential capacity calculations
underestimate the true capacity of lands for future residential growth. This commenter



brings two points to bear to support his argument. First, he points out that the estimates
are based on current zoning and that cities are likely to upzone (add capacity) as they
implement GMA. Table 1 in the Appendix, which contains revised data, provides
preliminary yet incomplete information that supports the commenter's interpretation.

On the second point, the commenter observes that the King County SAG allows some on-
site transfer of density from constrained to unconstrained acreage, simply "moving density
around." In must be said that the SAG applies only in unincorporated King County and,
even there, not all density lost to sensitive areas can be recovered. Steep slopes, wetlands
and their buffering requirements do lead to density loss, so some discounting for sensitive
areas is appropriate.

LA-4 What are the dangers of either overestimating or underestimating land
capacity and-what are the safeguards against these dangers? City of Snoqualmie,
Washington Natural Gas, Fis/ED Task Force (Harden), 1000 Friends of Washington,
Lozier Homes, Weyerhaeuser, Elfelt, Imperatori, Lappenbusch, City of Seattle, Mclntosh,
Seattle-King County Assoc. of Realtors, Lowe Enterprises Northwest, Master Builders
Assoc., Winbauer, Upper, Toner, Washbum

Commenters pointed out the dangers likely to follow from over or underestimation of land
capacity. There also are comments on possible safeguards against these dangers.

(a) dangers of capacity estimation.

The principal dangers ofoverestimation of capacity (of estimating more capacity than is
actually there) are referenced and discussed on pages 24 and 25 of the DSEIS. These
dangers are the possible escalation of land prices and the "chasing" of development that
would otherwise occur in King County to locations outside the County. If capacity is
underestimated (there is more capacity than estimated), development may spread out in
lower density patterns that may ultimately result in increased pressures for development of
rural and resource lands.

Overall, commenters emphasized the dangers ofover-estimation, particularly the potential
for land prices to undermme affordable housing goals. Some comments expressed the
belief that land capacity numbers were a key piece of the decision making that lead to
adoption of the Countywide Planmng Policies (CPP) in July 1992. Because some land
capacity numbers have smce been revised, comments ask for a reexamination of the CPP
with respect to the interim Urban Growth Boundary adopted at that time and subsequently
ratified by the cities and King County.

While these comments and concerns are duly noted, it should be stated that decision
makers were not briefed on commercial or industrial capacity prior to July 1992 because
that work was still in its very early stages. They were briefed on preliminary residential
capacity estunates for the Urban Area m May 1992.

(b) safeguards against capacity estimation problems.

Comments also have been received on proposed safeguards for the dangers of
overestunation of land capacity. While most observers see the real need for an aggressive
monitoring effort to track trends in land development and capacity, several commenters
objected to the use of monitoring as a mitigation measure for the possible overestimation



of capacity. The general view expressed by one letter writer was that capacity is too
essential to the proper functioning of growth management plans to leave it until later.
"Better get it right now! " was the paraphrased consensus. If there is doubt regarding the
accuracy of the capacity data, these commenters would ask for an Urban Growth Area
larger than that provided in the July 1992 CPP.

One commenter wanted more detail on the possible structure, staffing, and cost of a
monitoring effort. This kind of detail will be developed in the near future as part of the
growth management process; it is beyond the sciope of the SEIS.

Critical comments also were received on the second major safeguard for capacity

overestimation cited in the DSEIS - provision of a 25% capacity cushion on top of
anticipated growth to ensure the proper functioning of markets without undue price
pressures.

Some commenters correctly suggested that the location of the cushion is important in
assessing its possible effects. While excess capacity in Urban Centers might not create
problems (indeed, might even be desirable), excess capacity in urban fringe or rural areas
could have negative effects on the sought-after growth pattern.

Other comments claim that the DSEIS did not make clear the basis for the recommended
capacity cushion or why 25% would ensure proper market function. Several comments
called for a much larger cushion stressing, in the words of one commenter, that

"[m]ost of the good developable land has been used and the environmental,
political, neighborhood and market factors will require far greater discounts than
the ones being used."

"A logical question then is: what do we have to lose if we had even a 75% cushion
to cover these uncertainties? With today's concurrency requirements and impact
fees, there is little to be feared from an over capacity - other than having too much
affordable housing for our people."

The basis for the 25% recommended cushion is stated on pages 17 and 18 of the DSEIS.
While there is nothing magical about the 25% number, the Growth Management Division
recommendation and the experience of other growth management states (Florida and
Oregon) provide some support for this number, particularly when accompanied by a
vigorous monitoring effort to guard against possible ill effects of a too tight land supply.

Table 1 in the Appendix, which contains revised data, shows that jurisdictions are
providing extra capacity cushion as they move toward adoption of comprehensive plans.
The capacity shown in the Table is about 84% greater than the 20 year growth target of
216,200 households for which junsdictions are planning.

While most comments suggested that a 25% capacity cushion is too small, one voice
counseled against provision of too large a cushion. This commenter tied his criticism to
the inclusion of the Bear Creek Master Plan Developments (MPDs) within the Urban
Growth Area. In this view, these proposed MPDs, which are. not contiguous with urban
development and are presently lacking in infrastructure, are counter to the spirit of growth
management.



Several reviewers stressed the importance of the land capacity decision in view of the
explanatory language preceding CPP FW-8 which calls for the Urban Growth Area
determination to be a permanent one.

LA-5 What assumptions were made in developing the growth targets analyzed in
the DSEIS? What process was used to develop these growth targets and how realistic are
they? Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), Metro (Bush), Weyerhaeuser, Laswell, City of
Redmond, Quadrant (Fitzgerald), Washburn, League of Women Voters of King County of
King County, Greater Maple Valley Area Council

Growth targets to guide growth management planning efforts in King County are being
developed in two stages. Targets for generalized land use categories (e.g., Urban Centers,
Rural Cities, unincorporated Rural Areas) were developed for analysis in the DSEIS.
Growth targets for individual jurisdictions, which were not available when the DSEIS was
scooped and prepared, were developed later and are now under review by the GMPC.
The jurisdictional targets are presented in response LA-7 below, which sets them in the
context of the DSEIS.

The DSEIS targets for generalized land uses for each of the four non-Magnet alternatives
were developed by a team ofinterjurisdictional staff, reviewed, and then referred by the
GMPC for envu'onmental analysis in the DSEIS. The Magnet Alternative targets were
developed subsequently by a private sector coalition of business, labor, and environmental
groups with an interest in growth management planning. These were also referred to the
DSEIS for analysis.

The interjurisdictional targets team considered a variety of factors in developing the
targets for generalized land uses. Most important was the policy direction specified in the
Countywide Policies, with their emphasis on efficient urban land use per policies LU-16
through LU-18, LU-51 and LU-54; development of Urban Centers per policies LU-29
through LU-34; and presenting rural character per policies LU-6 through LU-13. Historic
growth patterns, and early indications from jurisdictions' comprehensive planning efforts,
also were considered. A detailed explanation was reported to the GMPC in a June 9, 1993
memo titled "King County Household and Employment Targets."

The public policy objectives expressed in the Countywide Policies, especially the
quantitative Urban Centers density criteria specified in LU-29, were the most powerful
influence shaping the growth targets. For this reason, and the fact that they were
developed early during interjurisdictional discussions, they have stmck many commenters
of the DSEIS as unrealistic. Thejurisdictional growth targets presented in the response
LA-7, which have benefited from lengthy discussion and review, will appear more realistic
m comparison.

The growth targets specified in the DSEIS are best viewed as generalized growth
scenarios which are designed to clarify differences in impacts across the alternatives. The
targets which define the pre-Countywide Planning Policies and the 14 Centers Alternatives
trace wide "bookends" for analysis. As one commenter observed, the differences may not
be that great in reality. This does not invalidate the analysis, however.

The DSEIS analysts continue to believe in the usefulness of the approach used in the
DSEIS, which has a long tradition in schools of planning and policy analysis. Use of



generalized growth scenarios can be very helpful where the analytical tools are primarily
qualitative, as is the case in many programmatic environmental impact statements.

LA-6 Why doesn't the DSEIS analyze the market feasibility, fiscal impacts, and
costs of realizing the growth targets specified in the document? Fis/ED Task Force
(Barden), Imperatori, Mclntosh, Seattle-King County Assoc. of Realtors, Sterling Realty
Organization, Segner, Master Builders Association, Winbauer, Vance, Quadraat
(Fitzgerald), Spence, Washbum, Vzyis, Harman, Greater Maple Valley Area Council

The DSEIS assumed achievement of the growth targets that were referred by the GMPC
for environmental analysis. Market feasibility, fiscal impact, and cost factors were
scooped out of the DSEIS (see DSEIS pages iii, x, xi, 3, and 21). By prior agreement, the
Fiscal Analysis and Economic Development (Fis/ED) Task Force established by the
Growth Management Planning Council is exploring these important issues. The products
of the Fis/ED Task Force should be examined along with the SEIS by the reader wishing a
sense of the fall range of issues confronting the GMPC.

LA-7 What are the revised growth targets for jurisdictions? Do the jurisdictions
have adequate land capacity to support those targets? How do the revised targets fit
within the context of the alternatives defined in the DSEIS? Seattle-King County Assoc.
of Realtors, Federal Way Water & Sewer, Lowe Enterprises Northwest, Vance, Dearbom,
League of Women Voters of King County of King County, Greater Maple Valley Area
Council

The revised jurisdictional growth targets presented in Table 2 in the Appendix replace
those in Table 1 of the DSEIS. They were developed by an interjurisdictional staff team in
fulfillment ofCountywide Policies FW-1, LU-52, and LU-53 and were referred to the
GMPC for consideration at its April 6, 1994 meeting.

Ranges are recommended for both net new households and jobs. The midpoints of those
ranges also are provided in the Table for comparison with the countywide growth numbers
that were recommended to the GMPC by the interjurisdictional staff team on April 6:
216,200 households and 349,600 jobs. Both of these numbers are viewed as planning
thresholds.

Table 3 in the Appendix compares the midpoint of the proposed household growth target
ranges with jurisdictions' land capacity estimates, as revised. It replaces Table 2 in the
DSEIS. The countywide discounted land capacity estimate of 398,300 dwelling units
exceeds the countywide growth target of 216,200 by 84%.

Revised land capacity estimates for commercial and industnally zoned lands are not
presently available, so there is no revised commercial data to replace the corresponding
table in the DSEIS.

With many jurisdictions still not reporting revised capacity estimates, Table 3 suggests that
all but a small number of the County's 34 jurisdictions appear to have adequate discounted
capacity for their proposed household growth targets. A majority appear to have excess
capacity of 25% or more of targeted growth, as recommended by the Data Resources
Technical Forum,



These observations provide a preliminary indication, at a countywide level, that King
County's forecasted growth can be accommodated as required by provisions of the
Growth Management Act (RCW 36.70A. 110(2)). A definitive answer to this question
will not be available until jurisdictions conclude their comprehensive plans and
demonstrate that infrastructure can be provided concurrent with growth. The DSEIS
points to ongoing monitoring of new development as an important mitigating measure
needed to ensure the adequacy, of land capacity for growth targets.

The revised growth targets in Table 2 clearly fall within the "bookends" set up in the
DSEIS. The ranges in the Table place jurisdictions' growth targets between the Eight and
14 Centers Alternatives. The overall effect, in aggregate quantitative terms, of
jurisdictions' "revisions" to the DSEIS targets is to bring them closer to the Eight Centers
Alternative.

In the original targets based on generalized land uses (DSEIS, p. 6), 24% of net household
growth and 49% of net employment growth went into Centers in the Eight Centers
Alternative. In the jurisdictional targets, 27% of the net new households and 52% of net
new jobs go into 14 Centers.

The reduced total growth going into 14 Centers in the jurisdictional targets — 13% or
about 28,600 of the net new households and 19% or about 67,900 of the net new
employment — goes into non-Center Urban Areas. As discussed below in response LA-
10, jurisdictions report sufScient land capacity to absorb the increased growth targets in
non-Center Urban Areas.

Thejurisdictional growth targets in Table 2 indicate that environmental impacts will be
somewhat less than stated in the DSEIS in Urban Centers and somewhat greater in non-
Center Urban Areas. These revised targets suggest the need for an incremental shift in
emphasis toward non-Center Urban Areas. The kinds of mitigation measures discussed in
the DSEIS remain appropriate, except added effort will be needed in non-Center Urban
Areas.

LA-8 Are the household growth targets being planned for by jurisdictions
sufficient to meet the 20 year minimum population growth mandated for King County by
the state Office of Financial Management, pursuant to the GMA (RCW36.70A.110(2))?
Blue, West One Bank, Weyerhaeuser, Sterling Realty Organization, Tagney-Jones

The planning threshold for households — the midpoint for households in Table 2 in the
Appendix — is approximately 10% above the minimum number of net new households
(about 195,700) that Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC, May 1993) forecasts suggest
will be needed to reach the 20 year population growth mandated for King County by the
state. The Office of Financial Management (OFM) projects about 325,800 more people
for King County over the 1990-2010 planning horizon (see Table 4A in the Appendix).

PSRC forecasts indicate that the net new incremental household will average about 1.66
persons. This small incremental household size will result from a continuing decline in the
average size of the typical King County household, from 2.40 people in 1990 to about
2.20 in 2010. These numbers reflect demographic trends, particularly the expectation that
there will be greater numbers of senior, single-parent, and one-person households over the
next 20 to 30 years.



The minimum number of net new households necessary to accommodate the OFM
forecast is toward the low end of the range set for household targets in Table 2 in the
Appendix. By placing the OFM mandate toward the low end of the range, jurisdictions, in
effect, are taking a conservative approach to ensure that plans are adequate to meet the
state mandate. It also ensures that jurisdictions will have ample land capacity for new
growth. Were one to use 195,700 instead of 216,200 for the household target, and
comparing with the 398,300 dwelling unit capacity of Table 1, the cushion of land capacity
in excess of the target would rise to 104%, more than twice the amount likely to be
needed for new household growth.

LA-9 Do Urban Centers have sufficient zoned capacity for targeted growth?
Will there be adequate demand for the kinds of housing implicit in the targets for
Centers? Will redevelopment in Urban Centers require the relocation of many
businesses and residents? Will Centers have housing people can afford? What kinds of
housing will Centers have and-what will they look like in visual terms? City of
Snoqualmie, Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), 1000 Friends of Washington, Blue, West One
Bank, Lazier Homes, Weyerhaeuser, Harman, Lozier Homes (Lappenbusch), City of
Seattle, City ofRedmond, Mclntosh, Miles, Seattle-King County Assoc. of Realtors,
Hedges & Roth (Roth), Sterling Realty Organization, City of Auburn, Lowe Enterprises
Northwest, Master Builders Association, City ofRenton, City of seat, Fis/ED Task Force
(Watson), Dearbom, DeMoro, Spence

Tables 5 and 6 in the Appendix compare the growth targets for net new households and
jobs with estimated land capacity figures, as revised by jurisdictions as of April 30, 1994.
These Tables show that not all Centers will achieve the density criteria for households and
jobs set in Countywide Planning Policy LU- 29 within a 20 year period. Instead, the
jurisdictions containing these Centers — Federal Way, Kent, Kirkland, Redmond, Renton,
SeaTac, and Tukwila - propose to phase growth into their proposed Urban Centers,
achieving the policy criteria in the longer term future beyond 20 years.

As required by policy LU-29, preliminary indications are that these jurisdictions are
planning sufficient zoned capacity for their Centers. As explained in response LA-7, a
definitive answer to this question will not be available until jurisdictions conclude their
comprehensive plans and demonstrate that infrastructure can be provided concurrent with
growth. Also, the DSEIS points to ongoing monitoring of new development as an
important mitigating measure needed to ensure the adequacy of land capacity for growth
targets.

Many comment letters expressed substantial doubt that there would be sufficient demand
for housing in Urban Centers. Commenters asserted that most households want a single
family detached home, few of which will be provided in compact Urban Centers. Some
have argued that all who wish to reside in Urban Centers will need to live in 20 story high-
rise towers. Others have asserted that people will be discouraged by perceived inferior
quality of schools and greater threats to personal safety m dense Urban Centers.

The response to these concerns is complex. Recent research sponsored by the City of
Seattle and the PSRC suggests that there could be sufficient demand for well-designed
higher density units in Centers, for both renter and ownership options, if one assumes
several things — most importantly, that school quality and safety concerns are addressed.
Almost 30% of those surveyed in this research were in this group. In comparison,
jurisdictions revised targets for Centers have about 27% of the County's 20 year growth



target going into Centers. (See Seattle Planning Department Residential Preference
Study, Decision Data, Inc., December 1993).

It is tme that most new development in Centers probably will require redevelopment of
underutilized parcels containing existing uses. While some relocation will undoubtedly be
required, there is not yet enough detail in jurisdictions' plans to quantify how much.
Older, more established areas in Seattle are likely to require more of this than the
emerging Centers that have been proposed in suburban areas where a greater share of new
development can probably be sited on infill and partly vacant parcels. It should also be
noted, however, that even Seattle can make substantial use of lands committed to parking
lots without displacing any residents or very many jobs.

Many commenters expressed concern about the affordability of housing that would be
constructed in Centers. While it is tme that land prices per acre are higher in Urban
Centers, less land per unit goes into housing in higher density areas. As a result, cost per
unit could be lower in Centers. Research done in Seattle suggests that low- and mid-rise
multifamily housing of up to six stories can be developed at per unit costs less than single
family construction. Still, there are likely to be land price pressures in Centers and, for
this reason, the DSEIS stresses the need for mitigation measures.

The photos in the Appendix are illustrative of the range of housing choices possible in
Urban Centers under the Countywide Planning Policies. As suggested by the photos,
high-rise tower apartments are one choice in Urban Centers. Others are clearly possible.
In fact, most housing in Centers will probably be in three to six floor apartment buildings
and low-rise townhouses, not high-rise towers. High-rise is not needed to reach density
goals outside of Downtown Seattle and Bellevue, and even there many new buildings
could be mid-rise wood frame structures of four to six stones.

These pictures respond to the general concern that the DSEIS did not help people to
envision what Centers might look like at an ultimate buildout of 15 or more dwelling units
per gross acre. The pictures translate into gross acres what some of this housing might
look like.

One commenter rightly observed that people have trouble thinking in gross terms; builders
and people generally think in terms of the net land use. Housing m Centers sits on a lot or
parcel net of land for roads, streets, parks, open space, and public buildings. While this is
tme, gross acreage is important to planners and officials who have to be able to compare
land use in Centers with land use in outlying urban areas where land subdivided for
residential use almost always includes land for right-of-way needed for roads and streets;
often includes land for open space or parks; and sometimes includes land for other public
uses such as schools.

Density in units or people per gross acre also is essential for assessing public infrastructure
and service needs. Transit planners, for example, do not seek to know what net residential
densities are achieved in a given transit corridor. Rather, they want to know population
densities per gross acre or per square mile along the transitcomdor for purposes of
estimating ridership (ignoring, for the moment, the possibility of park and ride lots along
the route).

This important point is easy to appreciate if one considers a transit corridor substantially
impacted by wetlands and steep slopes. In this case, densities might be quite high net of
these constrained areas and still not be able to support a transit system.



The same need for density information per gross land area is needed by water, sewer, and
public safety planners, by any planner, in fact, who must deal with providing service or
infrastructure over linear space to serve customers.

Readers who still want to understand residential densities net of land for right-of-way,
open space, and other public purpose lands can figure the net densities in the projects
shown in the photos by dividing the gross density figures by .5 to .67.

LA-10 Doesn't the DSEIS downplay urban areas outside of Centers, where
targets show most future housing and a great many jobs will go? Will the urban area
outside Centers have adequate land capacity to absorb the growth expected to go there in
the jurisdictional growth targets? Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), Blue, West One Bank,
Lozier Homes, Weyerhaeuser, Haraian, Lowe Enterpnses Northwest, Suburban Cities
Association, City of SeaTac, Strosahl

The DSEIS addressed urban areas outside Centers in the Land Use chapters. These areas
will, indeed, receive most of the household growth in all of the five alternatives and most
of the employment growth in all except the 14 Centers Alternative. The ability of these
areas to accommodate the growth forecast for them is, therefore, critical to the overall
success of the Countywide Policies and jurisdictions' comprehensive plans.

The household data presented in Tables 3 and 5 and Figure 1, which graphically
summarizes data in the two tables, suggests that there is ample land capacity in urban
areas outside of the Centers for jurisdictions household growth targets, no matter the
alternative selected,

Figure 2 suggests that the capacity of employment lands outside Centers is sufficient in the
aggregate to support the revised growth targets m all of the alternatives.

Again, these are preliminary indications that must await jurisdictions' comprehensive plans
to ensure that land capacity is supportable by infrastructure and services.

LA-11 Does the DSEIS show a bias in favor of the Centers alternatives in its
analysis of impacts? How accurately are recent growth trends depicted in the document?
Allan, City of Snoqualmie, Metro (Bush), Imperatori, Laswell, Lemon, Seattle-King
County Assoc. of Realtors, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, City of Renton, Vance, Spence,
Halstrom, Toner

(a) Pro-Centers Bias

Several commenters suggested that the DSEIS revealed a preference or otherwise
misrepresented the Centers alternatives, This comment was most often in response to
discussion of the impacts of compact development on DSEIS pages 25 and 26. Page 25
lists three adverse impacts of compact development as well as several positive ones. Each
of the adverse impacts was addressed at length elsewhere in the DSEIS and so was only
referenced briefly in the Land Use Chapter. These adverse effects are;

* increased land prices



* increased traffic congestion
* increased public safety concerns

The statement regarding possible positive impacts from compact development which
elicited the greatest critical comment was the possibility of an

"enhanced sense of shared public purpose and commitment to neighborhood values
through closer community ties. This impact can be expected to follow from a
commitment to higher densities when supported by good urban design and a well-
conceived program of public incentives and education."

It is acknowledged that close community ties can be achieved in non-Center urban areas as
well as in rural communities.

Clearly, the perception is that higher density areas are unfinendly, unsafe places. The
evidence is debatable. On DSEIS page 109, the document notes that "[p]revious research
has no strong conclusions about the effects of density on ... crime." The discussion there
also states that crime, particularly assault and robbery, may well increase along transit
corridors.

(b) Centers criteria and the compactness of 14 vs. Eight Centers

One commenter specifically changed the description of Centers as stated on page 204 of
the DSEIS. This description included the geographic and density criteria ofCountywide
Planning Policy LU-29 without specifying that the policy only requires jurisdictions to
zone for, not necessarily to achieve, these densities within the 20 year planning horizon for
comprehensive plans. Comment acknowledged. This distinction is made at numerous
places in the Land Use chapter, however.

The same commenter also changes an implication in the Economic Development chapter
to the effect that a decrease in the number of Centers, say from 14 to eight, would increase
the demand for space in the smaller number of remaining Centers. Such growth may not
be transferable. This comment is acknowledged. However, one might well suspect that
some share of the growth in question would end up in the remaining Centers. The exact
amounts cannot be known.

Another commenter changed the assertion that the 14 Centers Alternative represents a
more compact development pattern than Eight Centers. However, as shown in DSEIS
Table 1 on page 6 of the DSEIS, the greatest percentages of household and job growth go
into Centers in the 14 Centers, not the Eight Centers Alternative. The commenter was
reacting to the perceived greater difficulty high capacity transit would have serving 14 as
opposed to eight Centers. The fallacy of this perception is that it ignores the fact that
more growth disperses to low density areas outside high density Centers in the eight
Centers Alternative, so overall the development pattern would be more difficult for transit
to serve from a countywide perspective.

(c) Single Family vs. Multifamily Trends

Other commenters felt the DSEIS was inaccurate or misleading in its representation of
growth trends data. Some suggested that the Centers Alternatives would require a radical
departure from the historic single family development pattern. In fact, from 1980 through
1992, 54% of all new units receiving permits in King County were for multifamily units,



not single family (see Figure 3 in the Appendix). In comparison, the 14 centers
Alternative calls for about 60% multifamily units in revised jurisdictional estimates, a
modest increase over the trend.

(d) Residential Density Trends

Another commenter asserted that the development pattern of the early 1990s was toward
greater density, not a continuation of the low density patterns of the 1980s. This point is
fully addressed in the second full paragraph on page 16 of the DSEIS. While higher land
prices and several other factors may lead to higher densities in the future, recent trends
provide little or no evidence of this. The data on recorded single family plats from 1985
through 1992 presented in Table 7 show a continuation of overall densities of less than
two dwelling units per gross acre throughout the period with the exception of 1988, when
the overall density in new single family lots recorded peaked a 2.14 dwelling units per
gross acre.

These data show that King County and its jurisdictions averaged slightly less than two
dwelling units per gross acre in single family zones. In multifamily zones, densities
achieved range from more than 100 units per gross acre in high-rise towers in the Denny
Regrade to 12 to 16 per gross acre in unincorporated King County. The average is 16 to
17 per gross acre in unincorporated areas and 25 to 30 units per gross acre in the cities.

(e) How Much Change Is Needed to Meet the Targets?

Other commenters felt that instead of comparing growth targets with capacity under
current zoning, which will have to change in many jurisdictions, that it would be more
helpful to depict how much change jurisdictions would have to undergo to meet the
targets. To respond to this request, Figure 4 compares residential densities per gross acre
in 1993 with those that would be attained in 2013 assuming growth targets are met.

(f) Shorelines Data

One commenter indicated that there is an absence of data in the DSEIS on historic and
cultural sites and of shoreline mileage in each land use designation. These comments are
acknowledged; data are not readily available for these items.

(g) Forest Lands Data

One letter pointed out that about 45% of the land in King County's 1,200 square mile
forest zone is federal land that may not be available for commercial use due to federal
wilderness designation or other resource protection measures. Comment acknowledged.

LA-12 Is the Urban Growth Area specified in the DSEIS sufficient to
accommodate 20 years growth, as required by the GMA? Given that the Urban/Rural
line specified in the Countywide Policies is intended to be permanent, how will future
growth be handled beyond 20 years? Weyerhaeuser, Federal Way Water & Sewer, Vance

The discussion in responses LA-7, LA-9 and LA-10 addresses the land capacity question
as far as it can be answered prior to completion of jurisdictions' comprehensive plans.



The text of the Countywide Policies that immediately precedes FW-8 is clear that the
Urban/Rural line is intended to be permanent. Future urban growth beyond 20 years
would, therefore, be required to site within cities or in any remaining unincorporated area
that is designated urban. With a dwindling supply ofbuildable vacant land, infill and
redevelopment would have to account for increasing shares of future urban growth
beyond 20 years.

The impact of a permanent line on land prices and on land availability for new
development within the urban area will depend in large part on the degree to which the
public and private sectors are able to facilitate infill and redevelopment.

In any case, a small amount of growth would still occur in unincorporated rural areas.
This growth will not be supported with urban services, however.

LA-13 How realistic are the growth targets for Manufacturing Centers used in
the DSEIS? How realistic is it to assume these areas can develop as planned? Will
Business and Office Park uses compete -with Centers for new job growth? Fis/ED Task
Force (Barden)(Sterns), Sterling Realty Organization, Segner, Vance

The Puget Sound Regional Council forecasts an absolute decline of 3,500 jobs in
manufacturing sector employment during the 20 year planning horizon in its Existing Plans
alternative, down from 172,800 jobs in 1990. The small growth in Manufacturing Centers
in the pre-Countywide Planning Policies (one percent, or 3,400 jobs) and No Action (two
percent, or 6,800 jobs) Alternatives reflect growth in non-manufacturing job sectors
(principally wholesale, communications, transportation, and utilities) that could occur
within Manufacturing Centers.

The greater growth targeted for Manufacturing Centers in the three Centers Alternatives
reflects a more optimistic assumption of absolute job growth in the manufacturing sector.
A net increase of 17,000 jobs in Manufacturing Centers was targeted at the request of the
Fis/ED Task Force, to explore the impacts of a modest amount of manufacturing job
growth in the DSEIS. (See the discussion in the DSEIS on page 33 for more detail on
these assumptions.)

Commenters have pointed to several factors that may fmstrate plans to develop the four
Manufachiring Centers that have been recommended to the GMPC — Seattle's Ballard-
Interbay and Duwamish industrial areas, Tukwila's Duwamish area, and the North Kent
industrial area. The three factors mentioned most often are:

* costs of toxic waste clean up
* difficulties of aggregating smaller parcels
* difBculties with relocating existing uses

These comments are acknowledged. Each of these factors would pose substantial
difficulties to the development of Manufacturing Centers. Mitigation measures can be
devised to deal with these difficulties, however. Public subsidies for toxic waste clean up,
adoption of more flexible standards for toxic hazard abatement, use of the public powers
of eminent domain for aggregation of parcels for redevelopment, and public assistance
with relocation of existing uses are several examples.



Several commenters asked for clarification ofDSEIS statements regarding the potential
competition for jobs between low density Business/Office Park (BOP) uses and Urban
Centers (DSEIS pages xvi, 33 and 34), The possibility of job competition comes, in part,
from the assumption that the number of jobs in King County would be held constant under
the five DSEIS alternatives. la this context, some of the jobs going into low density BOPs
outside the Centers, particularly those that could site in either high density Urban Centers
or lower density Manufacturing Centers, would reduce Center growth.

One commenter asserted that the problem should really be looked at differently - BOPs
did not grow over the last 20 years because business wanted to bypass Centers for cheap
land on the urban fringe, but because the kind of flexible space sought was unavailable in
existing Centers at the time. While this comment is acknowledged, it does not contradict
the possibility that some BOP jobs might site in Centers if new development or
redevelopment could make that space available.

King County and the region are likely to get only so many new jobs in the next 20 years.
If jobs that could site in Centers go somewhere else, the objective of the Centers-based
Countywide Policies will be undermined to some extent.

Which jobs could go into the Urban Centers? Policy LU-29 suggests that these are the
office, service, and government jobs that can achieve higher densities of 50 and more per
gross acre. Manufacturing Centers, on the other hand, could absorb jobs that require
extensive land area (e.g., manufacturing, transportation, warehouse, and some research
jobs).

LA-14 Why is there so little analysis of Technical Review Areas in the DSEIS?
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

Technical Review Areas are systematically reviewed in the document. Given the
Countywide, programmatic nature of the assessment, site specific analysis is not
appropriate. Two facts suggest that there would be little cumulative environmental impact
from the recommended changes in the five areas: (1) a net of one square mile would shift
to the urban designation; and (2) much of the proposed urban designation is for the low
density Urban Separator use. This would minimize adverse environmental impacts to
water, air and land, including any shoreline uses.

LA-15 The DSEIS states that rural residents are concerned about lack of fire
flaw due to absence ofurban-level water service (p. 47). In fact, most rural residents are
more concerned about the potential growth-inducing effects of urban •water systems in
rural areas. The SEIS should evaluate Countywide Planning Policy CO-16, which would
require professional management of all rural water supply sources, including private
wells, Fls/Ed Task Force (Seaman), Greater Maple Valley Area Council

The comment on fire flow is acknowledged. In adopting the recommendations of the
Rural Character Task Force (RCTF), the Growth Management Planning Council (GMPC)
deleted the phrase "fire flow" from RCTF policy RU-15. The GMPC also amended policy
CO-16 consistent with state law and the RCTF's intent to recognize that private wells and
small public ("community") water systems are appropriate water sources for rural
development and must be financially feasible at rural densities. Professional management
of all new public systems is required by state law.



LA-16 Do some or all of the Rural Character Task Force (RCTF) recommended
policies apply to rural cities and their expansion areas? If so, -what are the impacts?
The Growth Management Act requires comprehensive plans to treat rural cities and their
expansion areas as an Urban Growth Area. The Suburban Cities' alternative language
for policy LU-26 should be analyzed. City of Snoqualmie, Weyerhaeuser

None of the RCTF policies or the Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs) apply directly
inside city boundaries. CPP LU-26 recognizes rural cities and their approved expansion
areas as Urban Growth Areas, and sets forth criteria guiding annexations. Rural cities
adopt growth targets which includes expansion areas in adopted Community plans. The
Suburban Cities' language was not adopted by the GMPC.

In its public review draft Comprehensive Plan, the King County Parks, Planning and
Resources Department also recognizes rural cities as Urban Growth Areas, and clearly
distinguishes them from unincorporated rural town centers such as Fall City.

LA-17 What is the impact of the RCTF's recommendation to reduce permitted
rural densities to one home per 20 or 35 acres? This would be a massive dawnzone.
Keesling, Moss, Master Builders Association, Weyerhaeuser, Mclntosh

The GMPC did not adopt this language. The King County Parks, Planning and Resources
Department estimated that if it had been adopted, capacity for new dwelling units would
have dropped from around 24,000-26,500 (existing zoning, plus all "new rural"
downzoned to one home per five acres) to about 16,000 (assumes all rural properties
downzoned to one home per 20 acres). The percentage decrease in capacity is small (40
percent) compared to the drop in permitted density (75 percent) because a relatively large
inventory of existing or vested vacant lots (over 14,000) in the rural area could still be
buildable under the County's mles for using legal nonconforming lots. Note: these
estimates are based on zoning; actual buildability ofnonconforming properties would need
to be assured lot-by-lot, based on the ability to meet Health Department standards for
water supply and on-site sewage disposal, which can be more difficult on smaller lots.

LA-18 What are the impacts of the suggested rural forestry area [RCTF
recommended policy RU-1] ? Is there any data to support the need for a rural forestry
zone? How many forest practices permits have been issued in the Rural Area, and how
much timber has been removed? How many acres have been replanted? How much land
would be designated? This proposal will induce many owners of rural properties
enrolled in the timber tax program to log and develop them. Moss, Weyerhaeuser

The King County Parks, Planning and Resources Department estimated that if selected
portions of the rural area were downzoned in accordance with policy RU-1, the rural
area's zoned capacity might drop from 24,000-26,500 to 20,000 dwelling units.

According to the King County Environmental Division, just under 8 percent of King
County's commercial forest land base (defined as those lands enrolled in Forest Land
Current Use Taxation under RCW 84.33), or 25,393 acres out of 324,869 acres total, is
located in the Rural Area designated by the 1985 King County Comprehensive Plan.



Another 12,000 acres in the Rural Area may have significant tree cover and be in parcels
large enough (10 acres or more) to have some forestry potential.

King County has consistently ranked 7th in volume of timber cut by county in
Washington; 1989 volume was about 333.9 million board feet. During the period 1987-
1992, timber from the Rural Area made up 22 percent of the total King County harvest as
documented by Forest Practices Act^FPA) permits. In 1993 this share increased to 30
percent. During the 1987-1993 period 21 percent of the total harvest came from land
belonging to small landowners^ ec

According to the U.S. Forest Service, forest land parcels owned by "non-industrial private
forest landowners" (NGPFs) account for between 22 and 27 percent of the forest land base
in the Puget Sound region; in King County, NIPFs own 50 percent of the rural area timber
land base. NIPFs occupy lower elevation lands, which are both the most productive for
timber-growing and the most threatened by development pressure. (Although not perfect,
there is a high correlation between NIPFs and Rural Area designations, and between large
timber company ownership's and Forest Production District designations.) NDPFs supply
between 20 and 30 percent of the current timber harvest in the Puget Sound region, and
own 50 percent of the timber over 40 years old. In Washington state since 1988, the
NIPF harvest volume has essentially replaced the loss in harvest from U.S. Forest Service
lands; therefore, conversion of all of these lands to nonforestry uses would be the
equivalent of permanently losing the timber harvest from federal lands.

Using the permit data cited below, the Division estimates that the Rural Area forest land
base in King County could be totally converted to other uses (primarily residential) in
between 21 and 32 years. The Environmental Division estimates that during the 1987-
1993 period close to 1,000 FPA permits were issued in the Rural Area, involving over
15,000 acres of land. Over 300 of these pennits, involving about 4,000 acres of land,
were for conversion to non-forest uses.

The GMPC adopted policy RU-1 with the proviso that it not be implemented until 1995,
because detailed analysis of eligible lands has not been done to see how many properties
might qualify for redesignation. The capacity estimate above is a "worst case" based on
downzoning of all rural lands enrolled in the state timber tax program without regard to
size, location or other relevant factors (over 25,000 acres), plus selected other rural lands
still being actively farmed. Also see the response to LA-17 concerning the effect of the
mventory of existing vacant lots on capacity calculations.

LA-19 The DSEIS states that proposed economic development policy ED-10
could have a significant impact on rural character if RCTF policy FW-RUa does not
include resource industries as part of rural character. Weyerhaeuser's lumber mills in
unincorporated King County should be considered consistent with rural character.
Moss, Weyerhaeuser

The Department does not interpret policies ED-10 and FW-RUa as being in conflict on
this issue. While rural cities or unincorporated rural towns might be the best locations for
lumber mills, they are considered appropriate uses in the rural area and in the designated
forest production district.



LA-20 The DSEIS' statement on page 42 that the No Action Alternative will have
adverse impacts on the rural area, given that the Sensitive Areas Ordinance, Drainage
Manual, Road Adequacy Standards, Clearing and Grading Code, Shoreline Management
Code andSEPA apply there, conflicts -with the chapters on stormwater management,
plants, animals and fish. Moss, Hedges & Roth (Nilon), Weyerhaeuser

Comment acknowledged. The conclusion should have been stated as a comparison of
relative impacts of the alternatives, with the No Action Alternative having a greater impact
on the rural area only to the extent that it is assumed to make more growth in rural areas
possible or likely than one of the centers alternatives.

LA-21 Countywide Planning Policy L U-12 requires clustering on all rural
parcels larger than 10 acres. What impact -will this have on rural character? Greater
Maple Valley Area Council, Moss, Weyerhaeuser

The RCTF's recommended policy RU-6, with amendments adopted by the GMPC,
supersedes CPP LU-12 with direction to use clustering on a case-by-case basis to achieve
goals such as greater environmental protection depending on site-specific conditions. This
is more consistent with current zoning and environmental regulations that apply to rural
development, which allow but do not require clustering, and provide case-by-case
authority to require clustering on sites with wetlands or other environmental features
protected by the Sensitive Areas Ordinance.

LA-22 How will RCTF policy RU-16 impact the ability of rural cities to provide
needed infrastructure? Weyerhaeuser

Policy RU-16 would apply to regional public facilities directly serving the public (e.g., the
Kingdome or the main branch of the Seattle Public Library). It would not affect rural
cities' infrastructure inside their boundaries; it would give preference over the
unincorporated rural area to a rural city location for a regional facility directly serving the
general public.

LA-23 What will be the impact of RCTF policy RU-13 on permitted densities?
Will rural roads be permitted to be widened to accommodate permitted densities?
Weyerhaeuser

This policy would apply to streets within subdivisions or short subdivisions. Its main
impact would be to trigger a review of King County rural residential road design and
construction standards to ensure that these standards are not excessive. It would have no
effect on densities permitted in the rural zones (one home per 2.5, 5 or 10 acres).

LA-24 What will be the impact of RCTF policy RU-19(b) ? How many existing
plat approvals and approved lots will be affected? Weyerhaeuser

Policy RU-19b is too general to make a sweeping quantitive statement about its impacts.
The Parks, Planning and Resources Department does not mterpret the policy as requiring
code changes that would necessarily cause pending subdivisions to lose their vested status



or existing vacant lots to become unbuildable. The Department estimated that if vested
plats were not approved, and only existing vacant lots in the rural area were allowed to be
built on, new dwelling capacity in the rural area would drop from about 26,500 to about
14,700. See the caveat in the response to LA-17 above regarding buildability of
substandard lots.

LA-25 The Land Use chapter says its dwelling unit capacity table does not take
into account dawnzonmg in the proposed 49 square miles of "new rural area, which
"would reduce capacity by about half". If the downzone is from 1 -acre lots to 5-acre
lots, capacity should be reduced by a much greater amount. A detailed analysis is
needed of how much capacity will be lost to "new rural" downzoning, economic effects on
land prices and tax base, plus the social effects of excluding thousands of families from
these areas. Keesling

The effect ofdownzoning "new rural" areas to one home per five acres is to reduce the
total rural area's new dwelling unit capacity from the 29,300 shown in the capacity chart,
in Table 1, to between 24,000 and 26,500. Note: this estimate is based on rural zoning
being applied to all 49 square miles of "new rural" areas designated by the GMPC in 1992.
Some of these areas will be redesignated back to Urban as a result of the Technical
Review Area process or the 1993 update to the East Sammamish Community Plan, which
means the reduction in rural capacity will be smaller; see response LA-27 for an estimate
of the effects of changes entailed in the 1994 proposed Urban Growth boundary.

As noted above, the difference between the percentage reduction in area wide capacity
versus zoned density for individual properties is due to the rural area's large inventory of
existing vacant lots. This effect is especially strong in the "new rural" area, which has
been zoned for urban densities and undergone a large amount of subdivision activity
consistent with that zoning for many years, and has a very high number of lots that would
be considered substandard under rural zoning.

The rural area's existing inventory of vacant lots, let alone the potential for new lots under
existing zoning or various degrees ofdownzoning, provides more capacity than needed to
accommodate a reasonable market share of the growth in households forecasted to locate
in King County in the next 20 years.

LA-26 On DSEISpage 16, the description of new rural areas should be
accompanied by a map, and areas (acres and/or square miles) should be uniformly used.
The second paragraph under Rural Lands and Rural Cities on page 20 should have a
chart to help readers understand the numbers. Vance

Comment acknowledged. Maps of the alternatives showing "new rural" in relation to the
other designations are in the DSEIS Appendix following the policies for the Magnet
Alternative. Tables 8A and 8B in the Appendix to this document show data on vacant and
developed land, by parcel size, for both "new rural" and rural areas as of June, 1991 and
May, 1992, respectively. This information, which was distributed to the Rural Character
Task Force in 1993, was the starting point for the numbers on DSEIS page 20. The
numbers on these pages will have changed due to subsequent building and subdivision
activity, but are current enough to provide a reasonable overall picture of development
and parcel sizes in rural King County.



LA-27 Can DSEIS map series A-3 be corrected to show that urban designated
properties in the East Sammamish Community Plan are included-within the Urban
Growth Area in all of the alternatives? Has the 1994 proposed boundary changed from
that analyzed in the DSEIS and, if so, -what is the overall environmental impact?
Haggard, Pacific Properties, Puget Western, Weyerhaeuser

As stated in the DSEIS on page 2, the properties in question were included in the analysis
of the Urban Growth Area in the DSEIS, but not reflected in map series A-3. The maps
depicting the April 1994 "Proposed Urban Growth Boundary" in the Appendix of this
document correct this omission.

The analysis undertaken in the DSEIS was appropriate to a broad, countywide
perspective. Analysis at the level of individual properties was beyond the scope of the
DSEIS.

The 1994 proposed urban growth boundary (UGB) depicted in the map in the Appendix is
different from the one analyzed in the DSEIS (i.e,, the line proposed in the July 1992
Countywide Policies, which was subsequently adopted by the King County Council and
ratified by the cities.

As described in response IN-6, the 1994 proposed UGB contains about 12 square miles
more urban designated land, including nearly five square miles proposed for future urban
use in the Snoqualmie Joint Planning Area, than did the earlier UGB. In addition, an
amendment to CPP framework policy FW-1 Step 5 (d) introduced but not considered by
the GMPC on May 14, 1994 might expand this area by an additional 6.25 square miles. If
all of these changes are adopted as proposed, an additional area of approximately 12.5
square miles would be added to the urban designations since adoption of the CPPs in
1992.

This would mean that instead of about 448 square miles in urban designation, including
cities, rural city expansion areas, and unincorporated areas, there would be about 460
square miles so designated. Rural area designation, including areas rural prior to July
1992 plus those proposed for rural designation in the Countywide Planning Policies (so-
called "new" rural areas), would decrease from about 330 square miles to 318 square
miles. (Note; these figures are based on revised information from the King County
Planning and Community Development Division GIS and, together with the proposed
amendments listed in Part One, II of this Final SEIS, would replace the urban and rural
area estimates onDSEIS page 18.)

These figures apply to all of the DSEIS alternatives except for the pre-Countywide
Planning Policies Alternative. This last alternative would include the residual "new rural"
areas depicted in the maps in the Appendix within the Urban Growth Area, encompassing
an additional area of at least 27 square miles.

See the discussion m Part Two, II(A) of this FSEIS for environmental impacts of the
proposed amendments.

LA-28 There appears to be a confusion in the DSEIS regarding the 20 year
period that is the object of countywide planning efforts. In most places the DSEIS uses
the 1990-2010 period for analysis purposes, the period for -which most data are
available, while Countywide Policy amendments and comprehensive plans •will be
effective in 1994. This suggests the planning period for analysis should be 1994-2014.
City ofRenton



Comment acknowledged. The 1990-2010 period is used most often for analysis in the
document. This was often the only time frame for which data were available. Commenter
is also correct that the official 20 year growth period begins in 1994.

Jurisdictions will need to make adjustments to their land and infrastructure capacity data in
their comprehensive plans to reflect current reality and the 1994-2014 planning horizon.
This is one of the reasons why monitoring of land development and growth is a critical
mitigation measure specified in the DSEIS.

The land capacity data in the DSEIS and still for the most part in this document (Table 1
in the Appendix) are for the situation prior to revision of plans for growth management.
Table 1 has some updating as appropriate for those jurisdictions further along with the
planning process; however, the intent statement on DSEIS pages 16-17 remains valid for
the most part. The land capacity data are intended to provide a baseline for officials to
gauge how far current zoning might take them toward the vision contained in their
comprehensive plans, which are still works in progress in most jurisdictions. The analysis
in the DSEIS — specifically the comparison of land capacity with proposed growth targets
— remains valid and useful, notwithstanding the commenter's concern.

Growth targets data, also addressed by the commenter, can be adjusted forward to
accommodate the 1994-2014 period, once recommended by the GMPC, adopted by the
Metropolitan King County Council, and duly ratified by the jurisdictions.

LA-29 The DSEIS should have included historical/ economic comparisons of
metropolitan King County with Los Angeles, San Francisco Bay Area, or other
metropolitan areas. What about these policies makes it possible/certain the Puget Sound
area won't develop the same way? Allan

This type of analysis is beyond the scope of the DSEIS, and beyond the range of analysis
appropriate for a nonproject EIS as set forth in WAC 197-11-442, especially for the CPPs
since they are even more general than a comprehensive plan and further removed from
implementation. It should be noted that several chapters make reference to strategies used
in the metropolitan Portland (OR) region, either as modifications to alternatives within the
"bookends" or as mitigation measures.

LA-30 The DSEIS states that growth will be phased [sic] to Urban Centers.
What are the planning, laws and permitting tools to implement this direction? Allan

Again, the CPPs are an additional step removed from implementation Each city that
designates one or more centers will have to prepare its comprehensive plan accordingly,
and follow through with implementing development regulations and financing strategies in
accordance with the GMA.

LA-31 The DSEIS implies that all development outside designated Urban Centers
would be "sprawl," an undefined negative term. Higher density development outside
centers is not sprawl; it could be, but it doesn't have to be. City of Snoqualmie

Comment acknowledged. In fact, achieving a reasonably high average density of
development outside centers will be crucial to achieving many of the CPPs objectives,
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density in Seattle CBD is 155 jobs/acre, not 123. P. 50; the DSEIS states that thepre-
CPP alternative will have the least need for mitigation of the impacts of high density.
But this is the alternative involving the most conversion of undeveloped and rural lands;
converting these areas to suburban development will have more impacts on existing
character than midrise infill or redevelopment in an Urban Center. P. 53; impacts on
shorelines will be mitigated by the Shoreline Management Master Programs of other
jurisdictions, not just that of King County. City of Seattle

All of these comments are acknowledged, Interpretation of impacts in Urban Centers and
under the pre-CPP Alternative (DSEIS pp. 36 and 50) is debatable.

LA-38 On page 54; the DSEIS states that development of "vacant land or open
spaces" is an unavoidable impact of growth in urban areas and urban centers. "Open
space" usually implies permanently protected, if not publicly owned, land set aside for
parks or natural areas; does the -writer mean that open space as defined here -will be
developed in urban areas? City of Seattle

Comment acknowledged. The statement should not have included the phrase "open
spaces," as the analysis for all alternatives excludes publicly owned parks and open spaces
from developable land capacity.

LA-39 In discussing the Eight Centers Alternative, the DSEIS states that growth
"is targeted first to these centers, and next to other wbanized areas •with available
infrastructure capacity." CPP LU-16 states: "Within the Urb.an Growth Area, growth
should be directed as follows: a) first, to centers and wbanized areas -with available
infrastructure capacity; b) second...." The DSEIS should be corrected to reflect LU-16.
City ofBellevue

Comment acknowledged.

LA-40 On page 60 the DSEIS uses a figure of 190, 000 for new households
projected over 20 years, but elsewhere uses a figure of 215, 000. City ofBellevue

Comment acknowledged. At this point in the discussion the writer was estimating growth
for the 18 year period, 1992-2010, not for 20 years. This is responsible for the possible
confusion.

LA-41. The City ofBellevue believes downtown Bellevue should be considered an
urban center under all alternatives, not just the 8- and 14-center options. City of
Bellevue

The facts as summarized in the issue statement by the City ofBellevue are correct. The
fact that Bellevue is not considered a Center in the Magnets, No Action, and pre-
Countywide Planning Policies Alternatives is a product of how these alternatives were
defined for the DSEIS analysis.

There is no formal designation of Centers in any of the three alternatives in question.
However, some of the areas proposed for Centers designation would meet or exceed the
density criteria for Centers specified in LU-29 even without the public policy
implementation efforts assumed to accompany formal designation.



The DSEIS examined the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) trends forecasts for
Existing Plans to see which of the 14 proposed Centers would meet the LU-29 criteria for
both jobs and households in 2010. The three jurisdictions which achieve both 50 jobs and
15 dwelling units per gross acre in the proposed Center in 2010 were counted as Centers
in the three alternatives in question, as specified on DSEIS pages 10, 28 and 30. The City
ofBellevue attains the jobs but not the households densities specified in LU-29 in the
PSRC May 1993 Existing Plans forecast. It was not included as a Center in the three
alternatives in question for this reason.

LA-42 The DSEIS needs to differentiate between urban and rural service levels.
City ofBellevue

This is beyond the scope and level of detail appropriate for the DSEIS. Service levels will
be described more folly in each jurisdiction's comprehensive plan, capital spending plan
and development standards. The Phase I CPPs and the Rural Character Task Force's
recommended policies address this issue in a qualitative fashion. The main concern with
respect to rural service areas is that facilities and services be adequate to protect basic
public health and safety without creating an expectation or economic pressure for urban or
suburban growth.

LA-43 The DSEIS should estimate the amount of forest land outside the Forest
Production District that will be lost through conversion to residential/golf course uses.
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

See response to comment LA-18. The Kmg County Environmental Division estimates
that at current rates it will take between 21 and 32 years before these lands are totally
converted to nonforest uses.

LA-44 P. 49; mitigation measure 1 (B) is inadequate and-will not protect
environmentally sensitive areas and will be inconsistent -with Fis/ED policy ED-4.
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe.

The reference is to possible selective modification of development standards such as
building setbacks to encourage or allow fall density yield on urban lands, consistent with
public safety and environmental protection. The CPPs and each jurisdiction's
comprehensive plan will provide policy guidance that will be expressed in development
regulations. The exact balance between higher density and reduced environmental
protection (if any) will be addressed then. This is a level of detail beyond the scope of the
DSEIS and beyond the role of the CPPs.

LA-45 The DSEIS selectively uses the EIS done for VISION 2020 to support the
Centers Alternatives, -when in fact that EIS and the -work by Battelle/Databank concluded
that the least-cost alternative is dispersed growth. These documents are part of the
public record and should be acknowledged. Seattle Master Builders Association

The Battelle/Databank study concluded that the costs across denser and more dispersed
alternatives were not significantly different. See also LA-6. The Fis/ED Task Force
marginal cost study will produce additional information regarding the comparative cost of
infrastructure and services under the various DSEIS alternatives.



LA-46 The term "rural character" should be defined. Seattle Master Builders
Association

"Rural character" is generally and qualitatively defined in policy FW-RUa recommended
by the Rural Character Task Force.

LA-47 Tables 2 and 3 merely show how households and jobs might fit into the
land available under the alternatives, without examining the effects of the alternatives on
the market. It is not clear how these tables relate to Tables 6 and 7.. Vance

Market effects of the alternatives were explicitly beyond the scope of the DSEIS. See
response LA-6. The confusion with the sources for Tables 2 and 3 is understandable.
Notes in these tables cite incorrect sources. Table 2 is based on data in Appendix Table
B-3. Table 3 is based on data in Appendix Table B-4.

LA-48 Commercial/industrial land trends described on DSEISpage 16 don't
connect with earlier statements. Do they mean that commercial development has been
dispersing over time, moving outward from Seattle? Vance

Yes, that is the meaning intended by the text. This pattern has resulted in an increased
rate of consumption of land for commercial and industrial uses, as described further on in
the text on the same page.

LA-49 The last sentences drop off on DSEIS pages 23 and 35. Has material been
left out? Vance

Yes. Text was mistakenly left out as follows.

DELETE PARAGRAPH BOTTOM OF PAGE 23 CONTmUING TOP OF PAGE
24 AND REPLACE WITH THE FOLLOWING:

"Compactness of New Development

All of the alternatives that derive from the CPPs, but especially the Centers
Alternatives, will necessitate a more compact development pattern which uses less
vacant land than has been typical of previous development. There will be more
infill and redevelopment in the total mix of new development (LU-54) and a
substantial share of new growth will occur within high density Urban Centers as
defined in LU-29 through LU-34. How much new growth will go into Centers
will vary depending upon the alternative selected, as discussed below."

DELETE PARAGRAPH FRAGMENT THAT BEGWS TOP OF PAGE 36 AND
REPLACE WITH THE FOLLOWING:

"Various CPPs call for jurisdictions to mitigate possible adverse impacts associated
with concentrated development. - FW-11, PW-13, FW-14, FW-20 through FW-
22, CC-1 through CC-3, LU-15 through LU-24, LU-30 through LU-34, LU-36,
LU-58, and LU-62. These policies call on jurisdictions to provide superior urban
design and pedestrian orientation of land uses, retain features which contribute to



overall quality of life, concentrate development near services and facilities, and
provide sufficient urban services for development. These policies should mitigate
the adverse impacts of concentrated development."

LA-50 The DSEIS should discuss -whether the East Sammamish plateau can
support 7 to 8 homes per acre. Harman

This question is beyond the scope of the DSEIS, which is both programmatic and
countywide in nature. However, the East Sammamish Community Plan provides for an
overall residential density at buildout of two to three units per gross acre in urban
designated areas.

LA-51 How are the terms "Auto friendly" and "Transit friendly" defined? Vance

The interjurisdictional staff which developed targets for the DSEIS defined the terms as
follows:

"Auto Friendly" - those areas which are urban, do not meet the transit oriented criteria,
and are not served by a fall range of urban services. "Transit-Friendly" - Roughly defined
as those areas with transit mode split of better than 10% of peak hour trips in Seattle OR
5% or better transit mode split and non-SOV mode split of 5% or better outside Seattle.

LA-52 What is the source for Table 67 Vance

Annual transit ridership data are from Metro Transit.

LA-53 The characterization of centers development as being invented as part of
the Growth Management process is not correct. The 1964 and 1985 King County
Comprehensive Plans are centers plans. Vance

Comment acknowledged.



III. AFFORDABLE HOUSING

HO-1 The SEIS's analysis of the various alternatives' impacts on affordable
housing is inadequate, and needs more quantification. It needs to be related to general
land capacity analysis. King County Housing Partnership, Fiscal/ED Task Force, City of
Des Moines, Lozier Homes, African-American Agenda, Seattle-King County Assoc. of
Realtors, Master Builders Association, Winbauer, Watson, Claggett

The level of detail in the Affordable Housing chapter of the DSEIS is consistent with the
scope set for the document, and with the level of detail of the alternatives themselves. All
of the alternatives have enough zoned capacity countywide to accommodate the 20-year
growth forecast for households. The differences among the alternatives relate to location,
density, and mix of housing types, not amount of growth to be accommodated. Also see
responses IN-2 and LA-1 through LA-4.

The issue of land capacity as it relates to affordable housing is touched on several times in
the draft chapter. For example, see column 1 (bottom), page 64; column 1 (bottom), page
65; column 2, page 66. Also see the Land Use chapter (pp. 14-58), most of which is
devoted to discussion of zoned residential development capacity in relation to housing
markets. See also responses to comments HO-2.

HO-2 Reexamine the SEIS's conclusion that market forces operate separate from
or against public policy. The impacts of land use and housing policies on the housing
market must be addressed. King County Housing Partnership, Fis/ED Task Force, City
of Pacific, Imperatori, Seattle-King County Assoc. of Realtors, Watson, Upper,
Lappenbush, Spence, Kauri Investments

This is a misunderstanding of one of the DSEIS' main findings: "Market forces have
significantly greater impact on housing costs and affordability than housing policies." This
finding does not imply that markets and policy work in opposition, but recognizes that
major shifts in national or regional market forces (e.g., mterest rates, aerospace ) can have
a greater impact on housing supply, demand and affordability than local land use policies.
Also, federal housing, monetary and taxation policies (e.g,, Federal Reserve discount rate,
income tax deduction for mortgage interest) affect housing markets on a greater scale than
anything local governments do. This finding gives a broader perspective, but does not
diminish the importance of growth management policies for location, land capacity, and
development and facility standards for housing affordability. There is also no question
that a very restrictive land use policy combined with a limited land supply (e.g., within a
city already close to build-out), can create localized shortages or very expensive housing if
market forces create a large demand for new housing.

The Portland Metropolitan Housing Rule implemented in 1982, cited on page 65 of the
DSEIS (column 1, bottom) is an example of a successful land use policy specifically aimed
at increasing housing affordability. The Rule, adopted under the authority of Oregon's
state land use statute, required local governments in the three-county Portland metro area
to adopt zoning to permit a mix of new residential construction composed of at least 50
percent multifamily and single family attached housing, and to allow development to occur
at certain minimum target densities. For Portland the target was 10 dwellings per acre, for
suburban cities 6-8 dwellings per acre. A 1991 study of the Housing Rule's effects from
1985 to 1989 (a period of relatively high growth for the area) by the 1000 Friends of



Oregon and the Home Builders Association of Metropolitan Portland, made the following
findings:

The volume ofmultifamily and single family attached development increased to
meet and exceed the target (54 percent of new units built).

The proportion of smaller and more affordable single family lots increased.

Development patterns showed strong demand for higher density affordable
housing.

Actual development patterns were sometimes lower than zoned density.

Land use planning is necessary for affordable housing, but is not sufficient by itself.
Public investment and incentives for private investment to produce or rehabilitate
low-cost housing also are needed.

The discussions of land capacity cited above (HO-1) also relate land use to housing
affordability. The draft states that without careful implementation and mitigation,
insufficient land capacity for growth forecasts would adversely affect housing costs; for
example, see pages 64, column 1 (bottom) and 65, column 1 (para. 3). Also see the
summaries of studies on the effects of growth controls and other factors on housing
affordability in Appendix C-4 of the DSEIS.

HO-3 Describe/quantify housing needs for the entire population, not just low-
income segments. Include cities, and state assumptions on household size, preference
and ability to pay. (Several respondents disputed assumptions in the draft, saying
household size is no longer shrinking or that new household need has been inflated).
King County Housing Partnership, Fis/ED Task Force, Blue, City ofDes Moines, Lozier
Homes, Kauri Investments, Elfelt, West One Bank

This is beyond the scope of the DSEIS. However, see the table on pages 19-20 of the
report "Affordable Housing in King County" by the Affordable Housing Task Force of the
Growth Management Planning Council, issued in March, 1994. This shows the relative
affordability of various housing types, ranging from a 1-bedroom rental apartment to a 2-
bedroom starter home, to various households ranging from 30 percent to 115 percent of
King County median income.

Also see Tables 4A and 4B in the Appendix, excerpted from the report "Washmgton State
County Population Projections 1990-2010, 2012" issued by the Washington State Office
of Financial Management (OFM) in 1992. These are the official forecasts to be used to
designate the Urban Growth Area as required by the Growth Management Act, and
should have been included in the DSEIS technical appendices. The Washington State
Department of Community Development, Growth Management Division, has stated that
the OFM forecast is to be used as a minimum to be accommodated by local governments'
comprehensive plans. The forecasts shown in Table 4A, the basis for the projection of
need for new housing capacity in the Land Use chapter (DSEIS pages 14-58) and for the
discussion of affordable housing.



The OFM's projected breakdown of the population in the year 2010 by age groups shown
in Table 4B may be used by both government and private sector planners to make
judgments about the different housing types this population will need or prefer.

Although not specifically required by the Growth Management Act, King County and its
cities have chosen to convert the population growth projections into equivalent new
households, since zoning regulates residential density rather than population directly. For
a given population forecast, assuming a larger household size results in a lower projection
for growth of new households and demand for dwelling units, while assuming a smaller
household size means more new dwelling units are needed to house a given population.
See the discussion under response LA-8 for details.

At this writing, final growth targets have not been adopted by most cities within King
County, so a detailed discussion of housing affordability city-by-city is not possible. See
also the response to HO-5 below.

HO-4 The Affordable Housing chapter should relate housing to assumptions
about infrastructure. An urban property might have the right zoning, but if concurrency
of services with the development isn't feasible during the 20-year forecast period, or if it
is feasible only with very large mitigation fees, this will adversely affect both
affordability and capacity. Existing mitigation fees [for roads, schools or parks] already
price many people out of the single-family housing market. King County Housing
Partnership, Weyerhaeuser, Upper, African American Agenda, Seattle-King County
Assoc. of Realtors, Spence

Comment acknowledged. The caveat about concurrency's potential effects on land
capacity applies to all alternatives, including No Action. See also LA-1 for effect on the
capacity analysis and IN-2 and HO-1 on level of detail. Note the DSEIS discusses
mitigation fee caps or waivers in relation to lower cost housing on page 70 (column 2,
para. 2).

HO-5 Refocus the analysis to compare the alternatives' impacts on housing.
Discuss which alternative best promotes affordable housing, rather than just treating
affordable housing programs as mitigation of the outcomes of other policies (e.g.,
environmental protection). Affordable housing is a basic Growth Management Act goal.
King County Housing Partnership, Fis/ED Task Force

We agree that affordable housing is a goal of the Growth Management Act that must be
addressed by the Countywide Planning Policies and comprehensive plans. The proposed
action is adoption of finalized Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs) intended to provide
general guidance for the cities' and King County's comprehensive plans. The DSEIS
generally compares the alternatives' impacts on affordable housing, but it is not possible
to rank them with precision or certainty as to which alternative might best promote
housing affordability.

None of the alternatives guarantee affordable housing, and all of them will require the
appropriate zoning, infrastructure and programmatic actions needed to promote affordable
housing. This includes higher urban residential densities both in and outside of centers,
mmimum density requirements, various substantive and procedural measures that could be
included under the rubric of "regulatory reform", and housing assistance programs. The



emphasis on mitigation is intended to focus attention on the implementing actions needed
to promote affordable housing under any alternative.

HO-6 The centers alternatives assume a major increase in market share for
multifamily vs. single-family housing. But surveys and other research indicate a
significant number of people will put up with very long commutes to have a single-family
house they can afford. The SEIS should discuss the possible impacts if adopting one of
the centers alternatives causes housing price increases high enough to divert growth
outside centers or to other counties. King County Housing Partnership, Weyerhaeuser,
Harman, Blue, West One Bank, Lazier Homes, Imperatori, Mclntosh, Lowe Enteq)rises
Northwest, Nykreim, Vance

H0-6a The SEIS implies that market forces result in most people choosing to live
in single-family homes on large lots. The SEIS should acknowledge that this market
preference is clearly influenced by numerous government subsidies. Removing or
reducing the subsidies, or balancing them with impact fees, may result in changes to this
preference. City of Auburn, Moss

Regarding the impacts of higher housing prices resulting in diversion of growth to other
counties, the Affordable Housing chapter acknowledges this possibility (page 66, column
2, para. 5, and Technical Appendix C-4), as does the Land Use chapter (pages 24-25
under "Impacts Across County Borders"). More detailed discussion is beyond the scope
of the SEIS, and would not be possible in any case until nearby counties in the region and
their cities adopt their growth targets and comprehensive plans.

The single-family/multifamily market splits assumed for the centers alternatives were
45/55 percent for the Eight Centers alternative (see DSEIS page 22, column 2) and 35/65
percent for the Fourteen Centers alternative (DSEIS, page 23, column 1). These were
assumptions used for modeling, not based on any policy such as the Portland Metropolitan
Area Housing Rule. As shown in Table 3 in the Appendix actual multifamily market share
of new residential construction in King County during the 1980s was 55 percent; this
share fell in the early 1990s. Therefore, the assertion that such assumptions are based on a
"major" increase in multifamily market share is debatable. A more significant departure
from trends (and one that would have a greater positive effect on both land capacity within
the Urban Growth Area and market-rate housing affordability) would be an increase in
single-family subdivision densities outside centers.

The adopted CPP criteria for Urban Centers are intended to provide a basis for zoning and
infrastructure planning. Since the DSEIS was issued, household and job targets have been
prepared for each jurisdiction and each nominated Urban Center. Lower household
growth is assumed for centers (about 27 percent of total countywide household growth),
and the single/multifamily split is assumed to be 40/60, which is more conservative than
the original assumptions. Actual growth in centers will depend on market demand as well
as public policy efforts.

The City of Auburn's comment on subsidies for the single-family housing market is
acknowledged, as is the comment from WestOne Bank that people will accept long
commutes to live in an affordable single-family home. More research will be needed to
see how removing or reducing subsidies might affect the single-family housing market.



HO-7 The discussion of economic development would be improved by noting
that housing prices affect King County's ability to attract and keep employers. King
County Housmg Partnership, Lazier Homes, Winbauer

Comment acknowledged. This link was recognized by the Affordable Housing Task
Force in its recommendations for policies that relate affordable housing targets for each
jurisdiction in King County to local employment. See also responses EC-8.

HO-8 There needs to be more discussion of housing qffordability in relation to
rural policies. Will rural areas become exclusively upper-mcome? Too tight an
wban/rural boundary will drive up housing prices. King County Housing Partnership,
Weyerhaeuser, Lazier Homes, African American Agenda, Master Builders Association,
Moss

See the responses to questions on land capacity, and to HO-1 above. In both zoned
capacity and existing building lots, the proposed Rural Area has several times the capacity
needed to accommodate its assumed share ofcountywide household growth. See the
issue paper "King County Rural Areas" prepared by the Planning and Community
Development Division for the Rural Character Task Force in March, 1993. Shortages of
building lots in defined areas, for example Vashon Island, could create localized housing
markets out of reach for the majority of King County households. Rural housing markets
will be affected by how successfully growth is accommodated within the designated Urban
Growth Area as well as by zoned capacity and minimum lot sizes and by other
development standards for rural subdivisions.

HO-9 If either market forces or market impacts of government actions preclude
affordable housing except through subsidies, what will be the cost to taxpayers? Allan,
Fis/ED Task Force, Master Builders Association

The Affordable Housing Task Force report cited above (HO-3) recommends actions to
reduce development costs, so that as much possible, affordable housing can be built by the
private sector without public subsidies. It is acknowledged, however, that housing
affordable to low-income .households cannot be provided without subsidies. The Task
Force's report indicates approximately 130,000 King County low- and moderate-income
households are paying more of their income for housing than is "affordable." Over the
next 20 years, about 80,000 of the expected 215,000 new households are expected to have
incomes below 80 percent of median, which is the population segment most in need of
affordable housing.

Local tax revenues and state and federal block grant funds earmarked for affordable
housing in King County now make available about $32 million annually for development
and repair oflow-income housing (this does not include federally-assisted public housing
or direct rent subsidies). The City of Seattle housing levy and the King County Housing
Opportunity Fund, which account for over $14 million of this, will expire in 1995. The
Task Force recommends new funding sources that should be established within three years
to replace these sources, and to expand housing assistance countywide.



HO-10 The SEIS should specifically analyze housing affordability mitigation
measures. Fis/ED Task Force, Master Builders Association, City ofKirkland

The level of detail in the discussion of mitigation is commensurate with the nature of the
proposed action itself, and is consistent with the requirements ofWAC-197-1 1-442. See,
however, the report "Affordable Housing in King County" by the Affordable Housing
Task Force of the King County Growth Management Planning Council, issued in March,
1994. This report provides detailed recommendations for mitigation measures including
financing, inclusionary zoning, development standards and review process improvements,
along with evaluations of case examples (e.g., Bellevue's 1991 inclusionary zoning
ordinance).

HO-11 Will there be affordable housing in Urban Centers or other areas of high
growth under either centers alternative? Housing in the centers is likely to be expensive.
An alternative to analyze would be less restrictive size/density thresholds for centers,
which might make it easier to provide affordable housing-within them. Fis/ED Task
Force, Blue, West One Bank, 1000 Friends of Washington, Mclntosh, Immunex
(Rankin)

It should be possible to produce affordable housing in Urban Centers. Multifamily
development outside centers might be less expensive due to lower land costs, but should
be competitive with single-family detached units. Studies for dense areas (e.g. the Denny
Regrade in Seattle) indicate that centers should be able to provide a range of housing
prices (Regrade rents range from $700-$2000, condo prices $90,000 and up). Per-square-
foot costs for high-rise construction are higher than for traditional wood-frame single-
family homes, but these can be offset by higher densities and smaller units. Also, the
density policies for centers can be met with low-rise and mid-rise wood-frame
construction.

There is no question that the density policy for centers sets a high threshold for some
suburban jurisdictions, but monitoring and the ability to make mid-course corrections must
be part of the centers development strategy. The household and job growth targets being
recommended for the cities acknowledge that these thresholds may not be met in all center
locations during the 20-year planning period.

HO-12 What about impacts of the alternatives on housing affordability for
existing residents? Increased taxes to fund growth-induced infrastructure needs may
drive existing homeawners out. In the case of centers, high-density redevelopment could
eliminate existing affordable housing, displacing the poor. Market-rate housing in
centers will not be affordable, Non-profit and publicly subsidized housing -will be
needed. Harman, City ofDes Moines, African American Agenda, Pis/ED Task Force
(Stem).

Comments acknowledged. See the response to HO-11 on centers. Also see the housing
assistance strategies in the Affordable Housing Task Force report cited above. See also
response LA-9. Because of the extensive commercial development in Centers, the tax
burden in Centers' jurisdictions does not fall entirely on the homeowner as it does in
primarily residential, "bedroom" communities.



HO-13 There is a conflict between the statements on pages 138 ("affordable
housing policies could negatively impact stormwater management") and 178 ("affordable
housing policies could positively impact water quality"), Development that has adverse
impacts on stormwater management -will adversely affect water quality. The true issue is
location of development. If housing, affordable or not, is targeted to infill areas,
stormwater management costs may be lower than if it is targeted to relatively
undeveloped'watersheds. Housing built near environmentally sensitive areas may cost
more than housing farther away from such areas due to costs of mitigation. King County
Department of Public Works

Comment acknowledged. The language suggested by DPW would apply to the analysis in
both locations in the DSEIS.

HO-14 What are recent house price trends in the Central Puget Sound and how
•will they influence future development in King County? Vance

The average price of home sales between 1987 and 1993 are presented for King, Pierce,
and Snohomish Counties in Table 9 in the Appendix. The increases in average prices were
80%, 77%, and 55%, respectively. The faster rate of increase in King County, combined
with its higher average price levels, make house purchase in Pierce and Snohomish
Counties more attractive, all other things being equal, especially for moderate-income and
first-time buyers who require more affordable prices to qualify for home loans.

Of course, all things are never equal. Many buyers want to live close to their places of
work, and King County is the principal job center in the Central Puget Sound region.
Also, many buyers may prefer the housing types, amenities, and locational attributes of
King County housing above the alternatives offered in other counties.

HO-15 Was the sharp increase in home sale prices experienced in King County
between 1987 and 1990 due primarily to demand-side factors, especially job growth and
immigration, or to supply-side factors, particularly government regulation? King County
Housing Partnership

Economists indicate that both land and home sale prices are affected by many factors
embracing both sides of the market, demand as well as supply. While there is empirical
research on both sides of the issue, the work supporting the role of demand-side factors
has been documented more thoroughly with econometric tools. (See William Goolsby and
others, "Future Housing Prices in King County, 1991-1993," Washington Center for Real
Estate Research, College of Business and Economics, Washington State University, June
1991; and J. Thomas Black, "Explaining Metropolitan Differentials in Residential Land
Paces," Urban Land, October 1990, pp. 18-22.)

Economist Steven Aos, editor of the Washington Economic Letter CVol. 2, No. 4,
October 28, 1991) summarized his research on fluctuations in Washington real estate
prices between 1974 and 1991 in the following way:

"The relationship is not perfect, but migration and personal income levels account
for fully 84 percent of the year-to-year variation in real estate prices."



The empirical research on this question is unanimous in concluding that it is much more
difficult to quantify the possible effects ofsupply-side factors such as government
regulation and supply constraints on land and housing prices (see Black, p. 22).



TV. TRANSPORTATION

TR-1 What will make our transportation systems any different as the area
grows? Allan

The GMA encourages an efficient multi-modal transportation system that is based on
regional priorities linked to land use (local comprehensive plans). All the alternatives
analyzed are expected to increase the average vehicle occupancy in the County.
Concentrated development should help reduce vehicle miles traveled, therefore
increasing overall mobility. Under GMA growth will occur concurrent with adequate
mfrastructure to serve it.

TR-2 The transportation element of the document is too general to allow for

specific comments on possible project impacts. The location and increases of road
vehicle use will vary by alternative but the discussion of impacts is only qualitative.
Transportation corridor models could be accomplished on the urban center alternatives.
Qualitative analysis could be done on the feasibility of existing and proposed
transportation systems to meet those urban center needs. It would be worthwhile to
have comparative analysis of the growth alternatives within small areas. Allan,
Gunby, Laswell, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

The CPP's role under the GMA is to provide "a county wide framework from which
local comprehensive plans are developed and adopted. Comprehensive Plans, in turn,
are to be the policy basis for development regulations and capital budget decisions.
The GMA doesn't specify a required level of detail for the CPP's, but it is clear that
they do not need to be as detailed as comprehensive plans, and that they do not have
the same relationship as comprehensive plans to implementation measures. The
alternatives, information and level of detail of analysis in the DSEIS are appropriate to
the level of detail of the action itself, and are consistent with the requirements for non-
project EIS's set forth in WAC 197-11-442.

TR-3 . The DSEIS consistently refers to centers as being based on high capacity

transit; yet, there is no meaningful analysis of the impacts of the failure to construct a
regional transit plan on the viability of centers. Lack of rail is not determined to be a
fatal flaw in centers' development. Fis/Ed, Mclntosh, Vance, Weyerhaeuser, Barden

See response to TR-2 regarding level of detail of the CPP's and their non-project EIS.
Also, the CPP's specifically call for Centers to be served by high capacity transit. A
comparison is made with non-centers alternatives and their impact relative to
encouragmg or discouraging transit use (see DSEIS Table 8, Mobility Matrix). The
absence of rail transit is discussed on page 90 of the DSEIS as it relates to all
alternatives reasonable at this time given the lack of definition of the transit system and
the policy nature of the proposed alternative.



TR-4 The DSEIS needs to clarify assumptions regarding local support for CPP
policy LA-32, which seems to provide the basis for conclusion in the Transportion
Demon Management (TDM) impact discussion. If urban centers are not designated,
would local jurisdiction aggressively implement parking management strategies,
especially assuming no significant increase in transit. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged. Current TDM programs;and projects are underway in King
County and local jurisdictions. TDM programs would, and are mandated to continue
under state law. The mix of programs that would be pursued would vary by
jurisdiction. Each jurisdiction would determine its own methods under TDM that
would help reduce average vehicle occupancy. It is beyond the scope of this DSEIS
and the CPP's to determme which mix of TDM programs would be implemented by
which jurisdictions.

TR-5 OnDSEISpage 75, Transportation Demand Management: parking

management, parking pricing, fuel pricing, etc., should be considered subelements of
congestion pricing. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-6 On DSEISpage 76, Land Use/Transit Linkage: the heading Transit for
Seattle is somewhat misleading and should be changed. The discussion under this
section generally described Metro's overall operations (in terms of routes, miles and
passengers). Metro has long been considered to be Seattle-centric, and such a heading
simply reinforces this notion. A replacement heading could be Metro Transit Service.
Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged. The DSEIS headmg does not relate correctly to the text that
follows. Your proposed headmg is more appropriate.

TR-7 On DSEIS page 76, "Transit for Seattle", second paragraph: clarify that
Community Transit operates express bus service to Bothell and the Bellevue Transit
Center, and local bus service to Bothell and the Aurora Village Transit Center. Metro
(Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-8 On DSEIS page 76, "Transit for Seattle", third paragraph: should be

revised to read "Approximately 10 percent of the estimated unlinked trips in Seattle...".
Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.



TR-9 On DSEISpage 79, "Linking Land Use and Transit": either this
discussion should be placed under the discussion of the Regional Transit System Plan
(as that is all that is discussed), or it should be broadened to reflect other relevant
plans and policies, such as Vision 2020 and the GMA. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged. This mformation should be discussed under the RTP heading
as well as the Land Use/Transit Linkage headmg since it is relevant for both.

TR-10 On DSEIS page 79, other capital facilities should be a part of the
Linking Land Use and Transit discussion. Park-and-ride lots, bypass ramps, flyer stops
and transit centers are a part of Metro's passenger facilities and transit link. These
facilities are not for busses only or HOV only. These facilities encourage transit usage,
reduce single occupant vehicle (SOV) usage, contribute to transportation demand
management, encourage carpool/vanpool usage, help to reduce parking/traffic in
neighborhoods, and may provide access to HOV lanes. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-11 On DSEISpage 80, "Transit Flyer Stops": transit flyer stops should also

be a pan of the Land Use/Transit Linkage discussion. Flyer stops are part of Metro's
passenger facilities and transit link. Many of the same comments for capital facilities
apply to flyer stops. Flyer stops speed transit travel and intercept some of the SOV
traffic at various points within major travel corridors. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-12 On DSEISpage 80, "Park-and-Ride Lots": the short discussion on

available park-and-ride stalls appears to be misplaced. The discussion would fit more
appropriately within the Land Use/Transit Linkage section. Discussion ofpark-and-
ride lots as an integral part of the Metropolitan King County transit system appears to
be lacking. For example, the overall utilization rate of these lots, especially in
established high density transportation corridors, should be emphasized. Considering
the time required to bring new or expanded facilities on line, current demand in these
areas is critical. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-13 On DSEISpage 81, "Bicycle": improvements needed to promote bicycle

usage under all alternatives should include more frequent sweeping of outside travel
lanes and shoulders, which would have corresponding impact on
operational/maintenance costs. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.



TR-14 The first column of the Mobility Matrix, DSEIS Table 8, should read
HOV's and TDM rather than Transit and TDM. The boxes in the first row across

should then refer to Congestion Pricing strategies, i.e. parking management, increased
transit and ridesharing. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-15 On DSEISpage 86, Transportation Demand Management: the discussion
of TDM seems limited to implementation of parking policies and the associated
anticipated effect on average vehicle occupancy. TDM can include numerous types of
programs, which can have different favorable results that reducing average vehicle
occupancy, Pleasures such as encouraging mixed-land uses, tele-commuting and

providing non-motorized paths can reduce the number ofvehicular trips; flex-time
options can shift trips out of the peak hour, reducing peak congestion. It seems that
this discussion could be expanded to more fully represent the potential impact of a
range of TDM measures to work effectively under the various alternatives. Metro
(Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-16 On DSEIS page 87, "Location of Uses": Transit supportive land use

patterns should also include linkages to services (i.e. medical, social, business, etc.),
recreation and institutions. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-17 On DSEISpage 89, Eight Center vs. 14 Center impact discussion: the
impact discussion states that the 14 Centers Alternative is expected to result in a
greater increase in transit usage than the Eight Centers Alternative. The reason stated
for this conclusion is that the 14 Centers pattern of development "would be more easily
served by transit. Can this statement be made so unequivocally? It seems arguments
could be made to come to the opposite conclusion. Assuming a set amount of transit
dollars, more centers could mean a more fractured demand for transit services,

resulting in less attractive service levels and consequently, lower ridership to some of
the centers. Conversely, fewer centers could mean more growth concentrated in fewer,

easier to serve centers, resulting in increased transit shares to those centers. Further

clarification or discussion would be useful. This comment also refers to the Main
Findings section on DSEISpage 73 and Table 8 on page 84. Metro (Bush)

For this DSEIS it is assumed adequate revenue (transit dollars) would be available to
serve both the eight vs 14 Centers Alternatives. All things bemg equal it would be
expected that a greater increase m transit usage would occur under the 14 centers

alternative. Fiscal discussion was determmed to be outside the scope of the SEIS. See
also the response to LA-ll(b).



TR-18 On DSEIS page 97, Mitigation Measures: there is no discussion of

development, expansion or enhancement of park-and-ride facilities in high use/high
density corridors as a mitigating measure for the various alternatives. Such an
omission ignores the importance of such facilities to the overall performance and
success of the Metro transit network. Metro (Bush)

Comment acknowledged. Also see response to TR-2 for level of detail.

TR-19 The allocation of a significant amount of housing will result in an
increased level of unbalance between jobs and housing. Census tracts with unbalanced
jobs housing ratio (little employment to support increased densities) "will have the effect
of causing a great deal of vehicle miles traveled on state highways. WSDOT (Frank)

Comment acknowledged. Please refer to DSEIS Table 8. Overall mobility is
significantly better with concentrated development. Vehicle miles traveled is reduced
under alternatives which concentrate King County's allocation of projected growth.

TR-20 Discussion of the No-Rail Option/Variation in the DSEIS on pages 40
and 90 raise the idea of bus transit with the attribution of rail, leaving some confusion
as to whether the No-Rail Option could include exclusive busways. The document
should clarify whether the No-Rail Option is a transit way/busway option or only a
TSM option, as described on page 11. RTA (Kirchner)

Comment acknowledged. The No-rail option does not assume a transit-way bus system
with the same attributes as rail.

TR-21 The description of the No-Rail Option does not address the capacity
constraints for buses in Seattle. The discussion of bus transit in the DSEIS should
reflect these limitations and the effects they would have or the ability of an all-bus
system to adequately serve the centers development pattern. RTA (Kirchner)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-22 The Regional Transit System Plan is a three-county plan; it does not
include Kitsap County. RTA (Kirchner)

Comment acknowledged.

TR-23 On DSEIS page 76, the "Regional Transit System Plan " heading should

be moved over to the first column, preceding the paragraph that begins "The Regional
Transit System Plan released in October 1992..." The date October 1992 apparently
refers to the draft plan; the final plan was released in June 1993. The entire discussion
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telecommuting for more than a week during the demonstration. While this does not
mean that telecommuting cannot become an important element in the mix of options
available to reduce commute trips, it indicates a need for caution in predicting the
future potential for telecommuting. RTA (Kirchner), Mclntosh

Comment acknowledged.

TR-29 On DSEISpage 83, Table 7; page 88, Table 9, it would be useful to
represent a Concentration, No HCT option in this comparison, which would represent
the thrust of the no Rail Variation analyzed throughout the EIS. RTA (Kirchner)

See comment TR-3. For this analysis it was assumed the centers would, based on the
CPPs, be served by high capacity transit. An alternative that showed no HCT probably
would have fallen within the range of alternatives analyzed for forecast vehicle miles
travelled.

TR-30 On DSEIS pages 90-91 the discussion of potential ridership should
indicate that the RTP model used to generate these figures did not assume any ridership
benefits from commute trip reduction programs. Ifridership benefits from
concentration in centers and from commute trip reduction programs are factored in, the
rail alternative's ridership would increase by 18 percent, while TSM ridership would
increase by 11 percent. Rail/TSM Alternative ridership would then be about 25 percent
higher than TSM Alternative ridership, and more than double 1990 ridership. It should
also be noted that the concentration assumed in the RTP model was not as great as that
assumed in the 8 or 14 Centers Alternatives. Presumably the difference between
Rail/TSM and TSM ridership would be even greater under these land use assumptions.
RTA (Kirchner)

Comment acknowledged.



V. INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0
11.0
12.0

Human Services

Police/Fire/Emergency
Schools
Parks and Open Space

Water Supply
Stormwater

Sewer/Septic
Solid Waste
Utilities

IS-1 What baseline urban and rural levels of service standards are used to
determine if CPP's meet those standards. Doesn't GMA require standards for
provision of urban services. The DSEIS needs to be more precise in its analysis of
needed infrastructure and its concurrency requirements to accommodate growth.
Allan, Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), Lowe Enterprises Northwest, City of Snoqualmie,
Hedges & Roth (Roth), West One Bank, City of Bellevue, Federal Way Water &
Sewer

With regards to level of detail please refer to responses IN-2 and TR-3. Baseline levels
of service standards are not used to measure CPP's against. Different agencies within
different jurisdictions deliver, plan and fund services based on specific needs. It is
beyond the scope of this non-project EIS to determme baseline levels of service for
each jurisdiction and the range of services provided. The CPP's are measured agamst
their overall unpact of providing services under each alternative.

IS-2 The storm water management section does not indicate that the chemical
nature of urban storm water impacts can not be mitigated by existing methods. Allan

Comment acknowledged.

IS-3 The sewer/septic section does not consider the increased impacts

resulting from the transition from densities on septic systems to densities on sewers
(i. e., increased chemical component of storm "water). Allan

Comment acknowledged.

IS-4 The DSEIS wrongly assumes it is more costly to serve rural areas versus
urban areas or areas programmed for increased density in the UGA. What are the
costs of providing increased service in urban areas as a result of increased densities']
City of Snoqualmie, Puget Power, Fis/ED Task Force(Seaman), West One Bank, Kmg



County Urban Groundwater Purveyors, Mclntosh, Weyerhaeuser, King County
Housmg Partnership, Greater Maple Valley Area Council

This area is very complex as recognized on DSEIS page 24. A general conclusion is
not possible. Some urban services are not provided at all in areas that don't have
sufficient density to support them. It is recognized, however, that major utilities that
must serve customers regardless of the area density, may have project development

costs which are less in rural areas. Local governments, such as Kmg County, find it

more costly to provide services in rural areas than urban areas due to many factors

mostly related to efficiency of providmg and monitoring programs m more
concentrated areas.

In accordance with Ordinance 10450, the Fis/Ed Task Force is conducting analysis of
the CPP's fiscal impacts. This use of other analysis to supplement that contained in the
DSEIS is consistent with options provided for in WAC 197-11-448 as well as
Ordmance 10450.

IS-5 It is asserted that the centers alternative would have the fewest impacts

to human service delivery in rural areas. Concentrating growth in centers would
reduce need for capital improvements in rural areas. City of Snoqualmie, Pis/ED Task
Force (Barden), Greater Maple Valley Area Council, Hedges & Roth (Nilon), City of
Renton

Comment acknowledged. See IS-4. Concentrating growth would reduce development
in rural areas. Less dense rural areas would not need increased service since overall

population would not increase significantly under the centers alternatives. This does
not mean that the level of service delivery per person would decrease. What it means
is if rural areas didn't grow in population they wouldn't need the increase in services
that would follow an increase m population.

IS-6 Increased density in the VGA would result in the need for a major new
service of water to be found to support increased population. New water sources will
be needed to support economic development strategies and population increases no
matter how successful we are in conserving. An uncommitted water supply renders
each alternative unachievable. City of Snoqualmie, Fis/ED Task Force (Harden), King
County Urban Groundwater Purveyors, Vance

Comment acknowledged. The DSEIS should be mterpreted to read major
unprovements to water storage, transmission and distribution would be needed to serve
urban areas not rural. New water sources would need to be developed at some future

point when conservation alone is not sufficient to accommodate growth. Under all
alternatives a major new source of water would be necessary.



IS-7 On DSEISpage 150, 3rd paragraph, the section reads: WNG's gas

supply is brought to this area on two parallel supply lines operated by the Northwest
Pipeline Corporation. We suggest deleting the words two parallel because the phrasing
sounds as though the lines are far apart. Washmgton Natural Gas

Comment acknowledged.

IS-8 1985 Seattle Water Plan ^bs used for DSEIS analysis when the 1993
plan or 1993 draft should have been used. Fis/ED Task Force (Harden), Mclntosh,
Hedges & Roth (Nilon), Seattle Water Department, Vance, East Kmg County Water
Association (Kean)

Comment acknowledged. At the time the DSEIS was being prepared the Final 1993
Seattle Water Plan was not available. The conclusions usmg the 1993 plan vs the 1985
plan, however, would not significantly alter the unpact analysis for the level of detail in
this DSEIS.

IS-9 What is the relationship between crime and higher densities. How do

problems of crime in dense urban environments affect ability to create quality urban
neighborhoods. What is the cost of providing greater police presence to mitigate
increased crime? Fis/ED Task Force (Barden), Mclntosh, Seattle-Kmg County
Association of Realtors, Lowe Enterprises Northwest, Greater Maple Valley Area
Council

For response to the cost issue see IS-4. With respect to the relationship between crime
and density there seems to be a variety of points of view even withm the letter
responses to the DSEIS. The issue for consideration may be one of providing quality
urban neighborhoods as a way to help lunit/reduce crime. The data on this issue is not
conclusive. See also response LA- 11 (a).

IS-10 King County has long had a policy which discourages the extension of
major utility infrastructure into rural areas unless a -water quality or supply problem is
identified. This is buttressed by code language -which puts teeth in the policy. To my
knowledge, there are few, if any, problems implementing the policy. I am puzzled by
several references to the possible need for major improvements to the rural utility
system infrastructure. King County policy translates to individual homes on a well or
lots created by shortplat or small subdivisions being served by a well(s). If major
infrastructure improvements are needed in rural towns or cities, the SEIS should be
more precise. East Kmg County Regional Water Association

Comment acknowledged. See response IS-6.

IS-11 Class A water systems contain 15 or more connections; Class B systems
contain 2 to 14 connections. East Kmg County Regional Water Association (Kean)



Comment acknowledged.

IS-12 In addition to conservation, individual utility exploration, and the
potential of the North Fork of the Tolt River, the Seattle Water Department and the East
King County Regional Water Association are exploring the possibility of locating a
major regional groundwater source in the Upper Snoqualmie Valley. Application has
already been made to the Department of Ecology to drill an exploratory well.

The proposed intertie between Tacoma Water and the Seattle Water system from
Pipeline 5 should be discussed as another source of water. The quantity, however will
not be known until Tacoma completes its negotiations with the Muckleshoot Tribe.
And, if construction is not begun on Pipeline 5 by 1996, it will put additional stress on
the Seattle Water Department system as many of the South King County purveyors rely
solely on groundwater. Cities such as Federal Way do not have a surplus water supply
unless Pipeline 5 is built. East Kmg County Regional Water Association (Kean)

Comment acknowledged.

IS-13 The concentration of growth will not necessarily have much impact on
the need for new water sources. It will, however have an effect on infrastructure needs.

Infrastructure needs and source needs should be discussed separately. East King
County Regional Water Association, Federal Way Water & Sewer, Kinder

Comment acknowledged. The additional population growth and employment King
County is allocated likely will require a major new source at some pomt m the future,
whether that growth is concentrated or dispersed.

IS-14 The SEIS should emphasize that a change to policy RU-16 is needed if
we are to build new supplies. Public facilities for new water sources will have to be
constructed where the water source is located. The Cedar River system, constructed at
the turn of the century, was built in the hinterlands because that was the location of the
source. I do not know of any major regional sources which could be developed in the
urban areas. East Kmg County Regional Water Association (Kean)

Siting m urban designated areas or cities is clearly preferred under die proposed policy.
RU-16 discourages but does not prohibit under all circumstances development of
regional water facilities, such as a well field or supply line, in rural areas.

IS-15 The reuse of treated wastewater should be included as a potential new
source of supply. Although I do not believe it is a viable source because King County
does not have many large, single users for the treated wastewater, it is part of the
water supply scheme. Unlike Pierce County which has the Simpson Kraft Mill using at
least 8 MGD, King County has small users by comparison. The construction of a



distribution system would be very costly because of the lack of concentration of large
water users. Use of the system would be for only 2 to 3 months out of the year. It is
also unknown if treated wastewater substituted for potable water to flush the Hiram
Chittendam Locks can increase our water supply. The Department of Ecology may
decide the saved water is needed to enhance the instreamflow in the Cedar River.
East King County Regional Water Association (Kean), Seattle Water Department

Comment acknowledged.

IS-16 There was no discussion of groundwater as an important source of water
for King County. Groundwater supplies 22 percent of the urban population. This
source needs to be protected from contamination and the reduction of the urban aquifer
recharge areas by inappropriate placement of high density development. The DSEIS
should discuss the relative merits of methods to mitigate impacts upon recharge.
East Kmg County Regional Water Association (Kean), King County Urban
Groundwater Purveyors, Federal Way Water & Sewer

Comment acknowledged. Groundwater plays a sigmficant role in the overall water
supply formula for both rural and urban. Concentrated development may impede
acquifier recharge. Local jurisidiction comprehensive plans EIS's will provide some
analysis of this issue. However, the countywide groundwater program currently
underway will require local jurisdictions to take into account groundwater management
plans once certified by the State Department of Ecology (DOE).

IS-17 The DSEIS states that Centers Alternatives will have less impact on

amount of storm water runoff since most of development will occur within VGA.
Wouldn't stormwater production on land in UGA be the same as for land in rural if
both are developed? Fis/ED Task Force (Toner)

While the amount of stormwater would be the same, the infrastructures control costs
are very different in urban and rural areas. Stormwater runoff in urban areas is
controlled differently than m rural areas. Code requirements in urban areas require
extensive control and conveyance systems that are not required in dispersed
development m rural areas.

IS-18 The DSEIS does not mention that Seattle manages its ' own solid waste

collection and disposal system. Also, both Seattle and King County are served by
regional landfills located in Roosevelt, Washington and Arlington, Oregon. Fis/ED
Task Force CToner)

Comment acknowledged.

IS-19 On DSEISpage 13, add "East Sammamish Basin Plan (Ordinance 11111
not yet codified)" to the affected environment section. Harman



Comment acknowledged.

IS-20 On DSEISpage 138, add "Significant investment in capital projects will
be necessary in the future to expand storm water facilities and conveyance systems" as
an unavoidable impact. Harman

Comment acknowledged.

IS-21 On DSEIS page 153, "the hazards of EMF radiation should be added as
a significant impact of upgrades to the regional transmission grid". Harman

Comment acknowledged.

IS-22 In the second page of Appendix 1 - Sewer/Septic, Soos Creek Water and

Sewer District is listed, but there is no data showing the adoption of our comprehensive
plan in Table 1-1.

The following information is provided to update the Draft SEIS:

Date of Plan: 1987
Adoption Date: 11/8/88
Ordinance ff: 8722
Amendments: 7/2/90
Ordinance ft: 9514
Soos Creek Water and Sewer District

Comment acknowledged.

IS-23 On DSEIS page 175 a number of water quality programs are mentioned.
The Ground Water Management Program of Seattle-King County Department of Public
Health in cooperation with the Department of Ecology, cities, and water purveyors
should be noted. This is a very important local program to protect groundwater.
Local governments must adopt or amend regulations, ordinances, and/or programs in

order to implement Ground Water Management Plans following certification by Ecology
in accordance with WAC 173-100-120. King County Urban Water Purveyors

Comment acknowledged.

IS-24 It states on DSEISpage 179 that the Ground Water Management Act is
administered by the Washington Department of Health. We are not aware of an Act of
this title. "Ground Water Management Areas and Programs " (WAC 173-100) is
administered by the Department of Ecology. It is based upon RCW 90.44.400
"Regulation of Public Groundwater". King County Urban Water Purveyors
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Comment acknowledged.

IS-29 No provisions for additional landfill space in the County should be
included in the description of impacts. As discussed in the 1992 Plan, it is commonly
understood that the Cedar Hills Landfill is the last landfill that will be able to be sited
in the County. The role of the collection system in solid waste management is also not
clearly discussed. Laswell

Comment acknowledged..

IS-30 DSEIS Appendix H refers to the service fee assessed by King County only
and does not necessarily reflect surface water management charges assessed by other
jurisdictions. The title of the table should be modified to reflect this. Laswell

Comment acknowledged.

IS-31 It is not clear how the affordable housing goal and transportation policy
in the Magnet Alternative relates to impact on human services. City of Seattle

The Magnet alternative proposes a growth pattern which is more dispersed than either
of the Center Alternatives. The impacts on providing human services would likely be
greater under the Magnet Alternative. Also see IS-4.

IS-32 Regarding the mitigation measures for both water and sewer there has

been no mention of environmental consequences of retrofitting, which may be required.
In addition, there is no mention in either section regarding the transferring of
conveyance systems between jurisdictions nor the need to purchase capacity -which has
been built into existing systems (and may have existing bonds). Hedges & Roth (Nilon)

Comment acknowledged. Also see IS-4 and TR-3.

IS-33 Within the Water Quality section inadequate attention was given to the
fact that the Department of Ecology has five study areas within the County. Quite a bit
of information regarding the location ofaquifers as well as guidelines is being
developed. The document gives the false impression that our drinking water is very
shallow, 25 - 50 feet. In fact, most municipal wells are in excess of 200 feet in depth
with only a few as shallow as 65 or 85 feet. Additional information in both the Water
Quality and Water chapters should emphasize that almost 25% of the URBAN area of
the County receives its drinking water from groundwater sources. The percentage for
the rural area is much greater. Hedges & Roth ( Nilon)

Comment acknowledged.



IS-34 OnDSEISpage 130, under Mitigation Measures, coordinated planning

efforts are listed and it is noted that King County would continue to require that local
purveyor plans be consistent with other applicable plans, policies and land use
controls. The GMA requires that the land use element be reassessed if probable
funding falls short of meeting existing needs for public facilities. Hedges & Roth
(Roth), Federal Way Water & Sewer

Comment acknowledged. You are correct. The GMA would require King County to
reassess their land use element in the event it was not served adequately by public
facilities. Kmg County will still require local service plans to be developed in
compliance with local land use plans and provide capital projects to support the
proposed densities.

IS-35 Within the Stormwater Management section, under the main findings

(DSEISpage 132) the last paragraph lists mitigation measures including impermeable
infiltration galleries. This appears to be an impossibility, in that impermeability would
tend to make infiltration impossible. Hedges & Roth (Roth), Federal Way Water &
Sewer

In some areas of the County water infiltrates too fast. In order to get a water quality
benefit some swales are lined so that they allow water to mfiltrate at a much slower rate
m order to retain runoff for longer periods.

IS-36 We request the DSEIS address the likely impact of Groundwater
Management Plans (required pursuant to ROW 90.44) on the CPPs. Draft plans cast
doubt about protecting groundwater quality and quantity under densities envisioned
under current VGA boundaries. Hedges & Roth (Roth)

See response to IS-4, TR-3 and IS-16 concerning level of detail and information
analyzed in the DSEIS. Local Comprehensive Plan EIS analysis will assess impacts of
development on groundwater resources m greater detail than this document. However,

as stated in IS-16 groundwater management plans certified by DOE will mandate
adjustments to local land use plans.

IS-37 Under "Forecasting", on DSEIS page 126, I would suggest adding the
following words (noted in bold) "How growth occurs, even if total growth remains the
same within the SWD service area... " Seattle Water Department

Comment acknowledged.

IS-38 In the same paragraph (Forecasting), an inaccurate reference is made to
the potential difference in water use depending on multifamily/single family mix.. For
an accurate reference, please refer to page 4-35 of the 1993 Seattle Water Supply Plan.



The difference between a 33%/67% MF/SF mix and an 55%/45% MF/SF mix is 18
MGD. A more accurate use of this sensitivity analysis would be to refer to the specific
percentage mix. ofMF/SF as noted above. Seattle Water Department

Comment acknowledged.

IS-39 Under Significant Impacts in the DSEIS water supply chapter I would
suggest the following change: "Seattle's recently adopted 1993 Water Supply Plan. .."
Seattle Water Department

Comment acknowledged. See response IS-8.

IS-40 The second paragraph on page 120 is incorrect. King County does not
have plentiful fish and wildlife compared to 10 or 100 years ago. If this were the case,
then there would not be: 1 salmon stock (White River spring Chinook) in critical
condition, 7 salmon stocks in a depressed condition, various wildlife species on the
state's Threatened Endangered list that inhabit portions of King County. Muckleshoot
Indian Tribe

Comment acknowledged.

IS-41 The impacts of the alternatives should be considered in terms of the

demand increases that cause reductions in baseflows which adversely affect beneficial
uses as defined under the Clean Water Act. Because this chapter is missing in this
analysis, it does not address the impacts to the affected environment, or the river and
groundwater systems that contribute to public water supplies. Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe

The level of detail and analysis withm the DSEIS would not provide accurate unpact
analysis for this issue. This analysis is beyond the scope of this non-project DSEIS.
See IS-4, TR-3.

IS-42 On DSEIS page 116, the SEIS states that Policy CO-14 of the
Countywide Planning Policies (CPP) would mitigate the impacts of growth on schools
by allowing existing schools to expand, thereby decreasing the need for new schools.
In fact, Policy CO-14 was drafted with the explicit intent of authorizing new schools to
be built in the rural area. We agree that Policy CO-14 would mitigate the impacts of
growth on schools, but for a different reason: The Policy, together with King County
Ordinance No. 10525, would permit schools to be built on sites already owned by
districts and on other suitable sites in the rural area. King County School Coalition

Comment acknowledged. We concur with your assessment of the intent of Policy CO-
14. It would serve to mitigate the unpact of growth on schools for the reasons you
stated.



IS-43 The SEIS states that the process established in Policy S-l for the siting of
public capital facilities could have a significant impact on schools. However, this
Policy expressly addresses the siting of higher educational facilities such as universities
and their branch campuses, as well as other facilities of a statewide or regional nature,
including airports and landfills. (See text on page 44 of the CPP) The siting of
primary and secondary schools are not within the scope of this Policy, and the
paragraph discussing the impacts of Policy S-l on schools should be deleted. King
County School Coalition

Comment acknowledged.

IS-44 The information in DSEIS Table F-l of the Appendix should be updated
to reflect recent Council action. The King County adopted Ordinance No. 10982,
authorizing impacts fees for the Kent School District No. 415, on August 27, 1993, and
it became effective on September 6, 1993. The Council adopted the impact fee
implementing ordinance for the Lake Washington School District No. 414, Ordinance
10790, on April 21, 1993, and it became effective on May 1, 1993. Finally, the
Council adopted Ordinance No. 11148, authorizing fees for the Northshore School
District No. 417, on December 9, 1993, and it became effective on December 19,
1993. King County School Coalition

Comment acknowledged.

IS-45 The DSEIS should clarify completion of Parks Recreation and Open
Space Plan. DSEISpage 119, paragraph ffl, states Plan complete. Paragraphs 2 and
4 state Plan not complete. City of Renton

The Parks Recreation and Open Space Plan is still in draft form.



VI. NATURAL SYSTEMS

13.0 Sensitive Areas/Resource Lands
14.0 Air Quality
15.0 Water Quality .1
16.0 Plants, Fish, Animals
17.0 Noise

NS-1 If a quantitative analysis of potential impacts of future growth under
each alternative is not completed at this time, when will it be completed? Muckleshoot
Indian Tribe

The DSEIS is only part of a phased approach to the environmental review of the
response of King County and its cities to the Growth Management Act (GMA). It is
consistent with the characteristics of the proposed action and the requirements for
nonproject EISs set forth in WAC 197-11-442.

A detailed quantitative environmental analysis must await the environmental review of
the mdividual comprehensive plans (due July 1994). We can expect more thorough
analysis of site-specific data from state, federal and local sources will be included in
these individual comprehensive plans.

NS-2 Shouldn 't there be acknowledgment of the mutual dependence between
the area's economic development and its environmental quality? Would regulatory
reform and incentives support better standards of environmental and community
protection? Conversation about the Future

The relationship between economic development and environmental quality is
acknowledged throughout the DSEIS and the many documents associated with it. The
planning goals of the GMA used to guide the development of the comprehensive plans
refer to the need to "encourage economic development throughout the state that is
consistent with adopted comprehensive plans ... within the capacities of the state's
natural resources, public services and public facilities", "mamtain and encourage
natural resource-based industries, including productive timber, agricultural and
fisheries industries" and "protect the environment and enhance the state's high quality
of life, including air and water quality". Several framework policies in the CPPs
(i.e., FW-3, 27, 28, 29) explicitly recognize this balance.

CPP Policy ED-1 calling for the GMPC to develop Economic Development policies
requests that those new policies "protect the natural environment as a key economic
value ifl this region". And this point is reiterated in the new Policy ED-4 proposed by
the Pis/ED Task Force.

The issue of regulatory reform is discussed m the new Policy ED-4 and, more
significantly, in new ED-14 through ED-17, as proposed by the Fis/ED Task Force.



While the use of incentives is implicit in new Policy ED-3 and others, it is clearly the
basis for the Magnet Alternative.

The Economic Development chapter of the DSEIS concludes that, while the CPP
policies and most of the alternatives are truly growth management policies, the Magnet
Alternative and the policies developed by the Fis/ED Task Force are more growth
enhancmg. They could lead to more jobs, economic growth and development than are
assumed in the rest of the DSEIS. The consequences of this enhanced economic
activity in terms of the number of new workplaces, additional work trips .and
mfrastructure needs and its effect on environmental protection and community stability
are not discussed in the DSEIS.

NS-3 Shouldn 't the federally recognized Tribes be consulted during the
implementation of the CPPs in order to promote the coordination of land use planning
and the management of fish and wildlife resources? Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

The role of the federally recognized Tribes in regional land use and environmental
planning was recoguized in the development and unplementation of the CPPs.

The critical areas and resource lands policies found in the CPPs are based on policies
developed by a Critical Areas & Resource Lands Technical Forum during the year
precedmg the adoption of the Phase 1 CPPs. This group included environmental and
planning staff from most King County jurisdictions, several state and federal agencies,
the federally recognized Tribes and the private sector.

CPP CA-10 calls for jurisdictions to coordinate land use planning and management of
fish and wildlife resources with affected state agencies and the federally recognized
Tribes. For unincoqwrated King County there was a thorough public process for the
development of the comprehensive plan policies for the natural environment and natural
resource lands chapters. Various mterested groups, mcludmg representatives from the
federally recognized Tribes, participated in pre-scopmg meetmgs and the review of two
drafts of these chapters. The draft public review version of this entire document is
currently available for comment and refinement.

Although the report on environmental protection activities (in particular, the
consistency and compatibility of regulations and designations, cumulative impacts and
education programs) required by CPP CA-15 had a target completion date of December
1993, this work was not part of the workplan for Phase 2 of the Countywide Planning
Policies. It is expected to be part of the 1995 CPP workplan. This report is to be
conducted by a broad-based technical committee, including representatives of the
county, the cities, the federally recognized Tribes, business community, environmental
community, public utilities, special districts, and interested citizens.

In the course of preparing the DSEIS, the King County Planning and Community
Development Division held a series of four public meetings between January 27 and
February 4, 1993 to receive public input on the scope of the SEIS forthe CPP. These
meetings were widely advertised and subsequently attended by over 170 mdividuals.
They provided ample opportunity for comment.



NS-4 Shouldn 't salmonid habitat be considered on the basis of individual
watersheds and the entire Puget Sound basin rather than by political boundaries?
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

Consistency of critical areas legislation among jurisdictions was a major goal of
Critical Area and Resource Lands Technical Forum and its proposals for the Phase 1
CPP. This is why the Phase 1 CPPs contain policies, such as, FW-3, FW-4, CA-1,
CA-2, CA-3, CA-6, CA-8, CA-9, CA-10, CA-11, CA-14 and CA-15.

The joint review of comprehensive plans and the technical committee created by CPP
CA-15 are to look at how successfully the jurisdictional environmental policies
transcend political boundaries and respect natural watersheds and basins.

Of particular importance is CCP CA-14. It requires jurisdictions to implement the
Puget Sound Water Quality Management Plan. This plan is in part a product of the
Puget Sound Estuary Program, which is co-managed by the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, the Puget Sound Water Quality Authority in cooperation with
federally recognized Indian tribes of Western Washington, and the Washington
Department of Ecology.

NS-5 Shouldn't watersheds be used as natural urban/ruralseparators? Beaver
Lake Community Club

Several CPPs (LU-7, LU-14(e,f,g), LU-15, LU-26(d), PW-22, CC-6(a)) refer to the
use of watersheds and other topological features as natural separators between urban
and rural areas. Of direct relevance to Beaver Lake is CPP CC-8. It states that "[t]he
water bodies and rivers of Puget Sound region form . .. important element[s] of the
open space systems". While these prmciples are clearly included in the CPPs the
actual location of the urban growth area (which forms the urban/rural line) is the
responsibility of the Growth Management Plannmg Council (GMPC) and not an issue
for the DSEIS.

In the recent public review draft King County Comprehensive Plan, Beaver Lake is
fully contained in an area designated as Urban Growth Area Reserve.

NS-6 How are the cumulative impacts of these policies on sensitive areas,
water quality, fish habitat, and managed, threatened and endangered species to be
addressed? Allan, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

The DSEIS's response to these issues is consistent with the characteristics of the
proposed action and the requirements for nonproject EISs set forth in WAC 197-11-
442.

The CPPs (Policy CA-15) recognized that cumulative impacts are an important regional
concern by callmg for a separate document that would consider them along with the
consistency and compatibility of environmental regulations and standards and education
programs in the various jurisdictions. This policy has however not yet been



implemented. Hopefully these issues will be considered in the joint review of the
comprehensive plans of the jurisdictions.

NS-7 How does King County 's Sensitive Areas Ordinance satisfy the
requirements of the Growth Management Act? King County Dept. of Public Works
(Laswell), Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

The GMA (RCW 36.70A) required each county and each city within the county to:

1) Classify and designate natural resource lands (mcluding agricultural and forest lands
and mmeral sites) and critical areas (including wetlands, areas with a critical rechargmg
effect on aquifers used for potable water, fish and wildlife habitat conservation areas,
frequency flooded areas and geologically hazardous areas) (RCW 36.70A.030,
050,170); and

2) Adopt mterun development regulations (RCW 36.70A.060)

by September 1, 1991 (later extended to March 1,1992) before the goals, objectives
and policies of the comprehensive plans were finalized. These actions were intended to
shape the content of the comprehensive plans as well as conserve the natural resource
lands and protect critical areas while the comprehensive plans were being developed.

King County chose to satisfy these requirements for unincorporated Kmg County by
adopting a motion (No. 8496) that stated that its 1990 Sensitive Areas Ordmance (No.
9614, codified as section 21.54 of the old King County Code) and its authority under
the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and its 1985 Comprehensive Plan provided
all the interun protections required. No new legislation was enacted in response to the
mterim critical areas and resource lands provisions of the GMA. The validity of this
approach was successfully challenged in a recent rulmg of the Central Puget Sound
Growth Hearing Board.

Chapter 13 of the DSEIS should have included the followmg chronology: The actual
development of Kmg County's Sensitive Areas Ordinance (SAO) preceded the
adoption of the GMA; it was an unplementation of policies in the 1985 Kmg County
Comprehensive Plan and not a direct response to the GMA. It was used subsequently
however to satisfy the interim provisions for wetlands, frequency flooded areas and
geologically hazardous areas. The King County SAG does not explicitly consider fish
and wildlife habitat areas or aquifer recharge areas (i.e., areas with a critical
recharging effect on aquifers used for potable water). However, existmg
Comprehensive Plan policies and regulations are used in conjunction with SEPA to
condition development permits related to these critical areas. The natural resource lands
are protected through zoning and unclassified use permits associated with the
implementation of the 1985 King County Comprehensive Plan.

The Kmg County SAO is also only applicable in the unincorporated portion of King
County. The cities within King County have adopted their own legislation for both
critical areas and natural resource lands as summarized in Table J-l in Appendix J of
the DSEIS.



NS-8 There should be an economic analysis of the differences between the
1987 and 1989 federal wetland delineation manuals. Keesling

The choice of wetland delineation methodology has been a controversial issue for many
years. The differences between the 1987 and 1989 manuals, jomtly developed by
several federal agencies, remain important environmental and economic questions. The
National Academy of Sciences is undertaking yet another study of this issue.

The State is currently involved in developing a Statewide Wetland Integration Strategy
that is expected to discuss the differences between the two manuals. Currently the
Department of Ecology uses the 1987 Manual when reviewing Corps of Engineers
permits and the 1989 Manual when reviewing permits associated with the Shoreline
Management Act. The actual practical differences are quite small; the 1987 Manual is
just less precise about which delineation methodology to use than the 1989 Manual.

In an effort to employ the most scientifically defensible approach and to support its
consistent application across the county, CPP CA-1 adopted the 1989 Federal Manual
For Identifying and Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands as a minimum standard for all
jurisdictions. The economic analysis of the implications of these differences is beyond
the scope of this DSEIS.

NS-9 How are critical fish and wildlife habitat areas to be protected?
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

While critical fish and wildlife habitat areas m unincorporated King County are not
directly designated or regulated by the SAG (see response NS-7), there are a number of
other important ways that this protection may be provided. Site plannmg and site
management plans may be developed during development reviews. The SEPA wildlife
study guidelines can be used during a SEPA review. Incentives programs, such as the
Public Benefit Ratmg System, can reward landowners for habitat enhancement and
restoration projects. These interim measures will be significantly enhanced by the
policy support and direction given in public review draft King County Comprehensive
Plan. It calls for the conservation and enhancement of terrestrial and aquatic habitats,
the maintenance of the existing diversity of species and habitats in the County, and the
establishment of mterjurisdictional habitat networks.

The Countywide Planning Policies CA-6 to CA-10 and their realization in the
comprehensive plans of the local jurisdictions are major political commitments to the
protection of the critical fish and wildlife habitat of the County.

NS-10 The importance of protecting ground water from contamination should
be emphasized. There should be discussion of the role of aquifers in providing other
environmental values, such as base flows in streams. Fis/ED Task Force (Barden),
City of Bellevue, Federal Way Water & Sewer, Conversations about the Future

The public review draft King County Comprehensive Plan claims that groundwater
provides 30 to 40 percent of the water for private, municipal, industrial and
agricultural uses countywide. The DSEIS's comments on ground water (pages 125,



127, and, most significantly, 175 and 179) should be augmented by a discussion of the
relationship between ground water and aquifers and the broader unportance of ground
water resources. It should be made clear that the cost of protecting a source of ground
water from irreversible contamination is considerably less than remediation or
developing alternative sources.

As explained in the Technical Appendix C of the public review draft Kmg County
Comprehensive Plan, aquifers are saturated underground soil or rock formations that
can provide ground water for drinking, irrigation and landscaping in economically
feasible quantities. When there is hydraulic contmuity with surface waters, ground
water resources also provide a base flow for lakes and streams durmg low rainfall and
support for fish and wildlife habitat and recreation. Aquifer recharge occurs when
rain, stormwater runoff, surface water or other sources replenishes the aquifer. The
quantity and quality of this water will depend on features of both the natural and buUt
environments (includmg soil type, topography, rainfall, and amounts of deforestation
and impervious surfaces).

The GMA considers "areas with a critical rechargmg effect on aquifers used for potable
water" as critical areas (RCW 36.70A. 030(5)) and subject to effective environmental
protection. A section on critical aquifer recharge areas should have been included in
the chapter on sensitive areas and resource lands.

The unportance of protectmg ground water is reflected in CPP CA - 5 and Policies
RU-8 and RU-10 from the Rural Character Task Force as well as policies in the
Natural Environment chapter of the public review draft King County Comprehensive
Plan and other comprehensive plans.

The Seattle-King County Health Department is the designated lead agency, responsible
for coordinating the activities necessary for ground water protection programs. To
satisfy the interun requirements of the GMA, the Health Department provided the
SEPA Section of the King County Environmental Division with a list of soils that may
allow rapid recharge to ground water. In conjunction with the ground water provisions
of the King County Comprehensive Plan and associated community, basm and non-
pomt plans, a SEPA review may condition a development proposal when the site's soil
types match the possible recharge area soil type list. The Health Department continues
to work with advisory committees on more comprehensive Ground Water Management
Plans in five areas of Kmg County - Redmond, Issaquah, East King County, South
Kmg County and Vachon. It is also continuing its efforts to map thoroughly the
sensitive aquifer recharge areas (that include the critical aquifer recharge areas) and to
develop land use conditions for wellhead protection areas.

NS-11 What is the status of the Federal Way area aquifers and the aquifer
recharge area under Issaquah? Federal Way Water & Sewer

These detailed technical questions should be addressed in the Ground Water
Management Plans bemg developed by the Seattle-King County Health Department and
its advisory committees. They are not appropriate in a programmatic environmental
impact statement (WAC 197-11-442).



NS-12 Shouldn 't Resource Lands have an explicit designation of their own,
independent of Rural Lands? King County Dept. of Development & Environmental
Services

The DSEIS has a limited discussion of Resource Lands (DSEIS p. 20ff, 41ff, 52ff,
54). While this discussion is contained in the sections on Rural Lands and Rural
Cities, it is clear on p. 20 of the DSEIS that unincorporated King County has
designated Resource Lands distinct from Rural Areas.

The distmction is explicit in several of the CPPs. The policies, FW-5, FW-6 and FW-
8, all include the sentence, " Urban Growth Areas, Rural Areas and Resource Lands
shall be designated and the necessary unplementmg regulations adopted."

The public review draft King County Comprehensive Plan contains a separate chapter
on Natural Resource Lands. A number of cities, especially rural cities and those near
the urban/rural line, may mclude resource lands within their boundaries, which will
need to be addressed in their comprehensive plans.

NS-13 Shouldn 't the designation of mineral resource lands be discussed in the
DSEIS? Kmg County Dept. of Development & Environmental Services

The GMA and the CPPs require the designation of agricultural, forest and mmeral
resource lands by jurisdictions. The designation of mineral resource lands is not an
issue for the DSEIS but rather for the comprehensive plans of the individual
jurisdictions. While many jurisdictions already have interun designations and
regulations as required by RCW 36.70A.030, 050, 060, 170, final designations and
regulations are expected by the end of 1994.

NS-14 Shouldn 't there be a discussion of a twenty year supply of mineral lands ?
King County Dept. of Development & Environmental Services

While the idea of an analysis of future requirements for mmeral lands was suggested in
the State Department of Natural Resources GMA Guidelines, it is not a requirement
under fhe GMA. Since this issue was not addressed in the CPPs, it is not a topic for
the DSEIS. It is more appropriately addressed by the mdividual jurisdictions.

NS-15 Isn 't the DSEIS wrong when it says that increased land use density may
cause fixed air pollution sources (such as lumber mills) to locate close to conflicting
land uses (such as residences) ? City of Seattle

Comment acknowledged.

Relevant resource-based industries policies include, for example, CPP LU-1 through
LU-5, the LU-9 rural character policies (i.e., FW-RUa, RU-1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 17, 19 from
the Rural Character Task Force), LU-10, LU-12, and the ED-1 economic development
policies (i.e., ED-10 from the Fis/ED Task Force).



NS-16 Where are impacts on the fisheries industries considered in the DSEIS?
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

There is no discussion in the DSEIS of the resource-based mdustries. This is consistent
with the characteristics of the proposed action and the requirements for nonproject EISs
set forth in WAC 197-1 1-442:

Fisheries industries are recognized in Proposed Policy FW-RUa (b) of the Rural
Character Task Force's Draft Recommended Refinements to the Countywide Planning
Policies and their importance should be reflected m the comprehensive plans of the
jurisdictions.

NS-17 How do you compare the benefits of proposed mitigation measures with
impacts on the natural environment? Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

See response IN-6.

NS-18 The discussion of the relationship among vehicle trips, urban centers and
air quality is very misleading. What is the proposed mitigation to satisfy the federal air
pollution standards? Allan, Fis/ED Task Force (Harden), City of Seattle, Greater
Maple Valley Area Council

Urban centers are expected to concentrate households and workplaces mto more
compact urban forms. The choices for people to move around the urban center by
walking, bicyclmg or transit are expected to be more appealmg and less polluting.
With sufficient population in an urban center, service by high capacity transit becomes
more practical and economic. For trips mside an urban center or between urban
centers, ideally there would be no need for an automobile.

The reality is that there will be automobile trips inside and between urban centers as
well as to and from non-urban centers. The consequence is that even if there are fewer
trips per person inside the urban center, there could still be just as many passenger-trips
because there are more people m the area. These trips could be the worst for air
pollution - i.e., short and slow ones. As the DSEIS says, motor vehicles can produce
up to 30 times their normal emissions per mile during a cold start. Any trip with a lot
of idling and slow speeds produces the highest exhaust emissions. The conclusion is
that even worse air quality could result if the total number of automobile trips mside
urban centers is not reduced.

The DSEIS suggests that increasmg land use densities will reduce travel demand and
vehicle trips. This should be qualified, however, as follows. Reduced travel demand
is likely only if other measures, such as parkmg fees, safe bicycle trails and pedestrian
walkways, good mtra-urban center transit service and frequent high capacity transit
between urban centers can change travel behaviors. The key idea is that the density of
urban centers makes it more economic and practical to provide the facilities and
services that allow citizens to substitute a less polluting mode of transport for another.



NS-19 Does the DSEIS underestimate the probable adverse impact of the
Magnet Alternative on air quality ? Wilcock

The DSEIS argues on page 171 that there is an internal contradiction in the Magnet
Alternative. While the alternative prefers transportation policies that would support
high occupancy vehicle travel and increased density in developed areas it also supports
a more dispersed land use approach that would undermine the conditions for effective
transit.

If, as the commenter suggests, the Magnet Alternative is "auto-friendly" and would
encourage more single occupant vehicle miles, then general air quality might be
expected to be adversely affected. This situation might be ameliorated by the more
dispersed nature and the better operating conditions of these trips relative to those m
more congested areas. This means that there could be more vehicle miles traveled but
with less air pollution unpact per vehicle mile than in an urban center.

NS-20 If the number of automobile trips increases, how can King County meet
the requirements of the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments for CO, TSP, 0^ and PM^Q?
Wilcock

While the entire approach discussed in the DSEIS is to reduce the number of vehicle
trips, there are some other strategies developed by the Puget Sound Air Pollution
Control Agency. These include:

1) Developing zoning ordinances that restrict the siting or expansion of commercial and
industrial activities and public capital facilities whose air emissions may have an
adverse effect on adjacent or nearby land uses and activities;

2) Introducing code revisions that promote the use of clean "alternative" forms of
domestic use fuels and discourage the use of wood for space heating;

3) Elimmating incentives to burn garbage and yard debris by providing municipal waste
collection services; and

4) Conditioning local building permits to mmimize dust from construction and land
clearing activities and encourage debris recycling.

Several jurisdictions, mcluding King County and the City of Seattle, have adopted
many of these strategies in their draft comprehensive plans. They acknowledge the
overwhelming role of automobile emissions in King County's air pollution problems.

CPP CA-13 requires jurisdictions, m coordmation with the Puget Sound Air Pollution
Control Agency and the Puget Sound Regional Council, to develop policies,
methodologies and standards that promote regional air quality consistent with the
CPPs.

NS-21 The SEIS should address the likely impact of the Ground Water
Management Plans on the Countywide Planning Policies? Federal Way Water &
Sewer



Since the Ground Water Management Plans (GWMPs), surface water and
comprehensive sewer plans are mcomplete, it is not possible for the SEIS to comment
on the feasibility of protectmg ground water quantity and quality under the conditions
proposed by the CPPs. This is an extremely critical issue considermg the unportance
of ground water resources to Kmg County (see discussion in NS-10).

NS-22 What is the impact of increased urban density, impervious surfaces,
capital improvements, etc. on water quality? Federal Way Water & Sewer, Fis/ED
Task Force (Barden), Beaver Lake Community Club, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe,
Wilcock, Allan

A brief qualitative discussion of these relationships is included m the initial subsections
(i.e., Introduction, Impacts of Alternatives) in the Significant Impacts section of
Chapter 15. A quantitative discussion for specific areas is outside the scope of the
SEIS.

NS-23 Does directing growth to urban areas necessarily reduce impacts to
water quality ? Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

The DSEIS assumes that water quality is least affected when growth occurs in urban
areas, served by the Metro sewer system. The assumption is that reliable urban sewer
and stormwater services and good site plannmg can compensate for the impacts of
increased residential and workplace densities. It will also depend on the success of
policies and programs to reduce the levels of automobile use m urban areas.

NS-24 How can water quality impacts be mitigated? Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe

As the commenter states, the mitigation of water quality impacts takes more than
proper planning, design and unplementation of wastewater and drainage system control
measures. It takes post-construction monitoring and enforcement, a reliable way of
quickly identifying water quality problems and unplementmg control measures, and the
development of best management practices and facilities that take a realistic and
practical approach to actual problems.

NS-25 What are the beneficial environmental impacts that are ascribed to the
Economic Development Policies ? City of Seattle

While the Economic Development Policies do not propose any new environmental
policies, they do promote regulatory reforms that would enhance the effectiveness of
the implementation of existing regulations, and cost effective programs that would
encourage water and power conservation in public facilities and m the private sector.



NS-26 What are the possible impacts of the increased urban densities on
vegetation, fish and wildlife? Allan, King County Dept. of Public Works (Laswell),
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

As the DSEIS notes on p. 181, it is difficult at a general policy level to determme the
potential impacts that may be caused by on-going or future site-specific activities. The
density of urban environments is not the only determmant of the viability of a diversity
of plant, animal and fish species. Good individual site planning and the sensitive
placement of structures and facilities can support the maintenance of critical fish and
wildlife habitat and habitat networks even m urban settings.

NS-27 What are the possible impacts of the rural character policies on
vegetation, fish and wildlife? King County Dept. of Public Works (Laswell),
Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, City of Seattle

The DSEIS concludes that minimizing rural and resource land conversion would have
least impact on the majority of the remaining natural vegetation and the overall
integrity of the natural environment. This last remark does need to be qualified.
Actions in specific parts of the Rural Area (e.g., clearing, poor agricultural practices)
can have significant unpacts on important natural resources, such as salmonids.

The DSEIS refers to a table of rural character policies which could have a significant
adverse unpact on plants animals and fish. This missing table is included in Table 12
in the Appendix.

NS-28 What are the differences between King County's Sensitive Areas
Ordinance and the Forest Practices Act? Muckleshoot Indian Tribe

As discussed m the response to NS-7, King County's Sensitive Areas Ordmance is
restricted to unincorporated King County and to a limited number of types of sensitive
areas. Forest practices in King County must comply with the Washington State Forest
Practices Act (RCW 76.09), and m designated Shoreline Environments, with the
requirements of King County's Shoreline Management Master Program. Kmg County
however retams its authority to deal with local land use issues associated with forestry
activities through its Sensitive Areas Ordinance and other regulations.

The broader issue of habitat protection during forestry activities is not one for the SEIS
but rather for the comprehensive plans of the relevant jurisdictions.

NS-29 Treaty implications of unavoidable impacts to plant, fish, wildlife
(mentioned on p. 186 of the DSEIS) should be recognized in FEIS. Muckleshoot
Indian Tribe

Comment acknowledged.

Hopefully these issues can be resolved durmg the joint review of the comprehensive
plans of the jurisdictions and m the report on environmental protection activities
required by CPP CA-15 (see NS-3).



NS-30 What will be the noise impacts associated with concentrating
development under each alternative and especially the Centers Alternative? What are
the impacts on SeaTac Airport? City of Des Momes

Comment acknowledged. On page 193 of the DSEIS, impacts of the alternatives are
discussed. It is recognized that all the alternatives are discussed. It is recognized that
all the alternatives would result in long term noise impacts due to greater concentration
of growth. The resultant impact on SeaTac Air capacity is beyond the scope and level
of detail of this document. The Port of Seattle is currently developing their
environmental impact statement for the SeaTac Airport Master Plan Update. This
document will assess the land use unpact on airport operation to capacity.



VII. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Generic Issue: Manufacturine Centers

What issues are involved in attracting or maintaining
manufacturing/industrial companies in the county? Is there sufficient land
available? What are the environmental implications?

EC-1 What are the environmental problems with redeveloping industrial lands
and the costs of remediation? Fis/ED Task Force (Barden)

Site-specific physical and biological environmental problems associated with
redeveloping mdustrial lands are beyond the scope of the DSEIS. A general response
is possible. To the extent these problems unpose the cost of remedying past
contamination on a company that wants to locate or expand withm the county, the price
of locatmg in the county will mcrease; and an expected price-ratiomng effect would be
to discourage firms that either produce low value added products or require extensive
amounts of land per dollar of output.

EC-2 Do these Countywide policies ensure appropriate locations to attract

and maintain high wage/high value jobs such as those supplied by Boeing and
Microsoft? Fis/ED Task Force (Harden), Imperatori

The CPP do not directly address this need. A key analytical assumption of the DSEIS
was that the regional population and employment forecasts contained in the PSRC's
Vision 2020 document would not be changed by any of the CPP alternatives. The
DSEIS acknowledged the possibility that King County's total employment could be
affected by the CPPs — with off-setting changes occurring m other counties m the
region — but the probability of this occurring in a significant manner was considered
small given the larger market forces actmg on the regional and county economies.
The CPPs may affect the location of jobs and employers but not their number.

The methods used to evaluate the economic development impacts of the five
alternatives and five variations were designed to address issues appropriate to the policy
level of the CPPs and used a methodology normally and reasonably relied upon by
economists in drawing inferences about potential policy impacts. However, as projects or
actions are proposed within the context of the CPP policies, separate project or action-
specific SEPA review may be requu'ed.



EC-3 If land intensive industrial jobs were to increase the demand for land in

the Manufacturing Centers, there is no analysis in the DSEIS to indicate that the
Centers would be unable to accommodate both the existing and future industries. And
there is no information presented that leads to the conclusion about the types of jobs
that will become available or lost. City of Seatde

Comment acknowledged. The response to question EC-2 describes the procedures used
to evaluate the potential economic development impacts of the five alternatives and the five
variations on the Manufacturing Centers. The analysis is conducted in terms of economic
variables such as land costs, employment, and value added and the analytical methods used
are ones normally and reasonably relied upon by economists in drawing inferences about
potential policy impacts. In the DSEIS, the concept of "being able to accommodate" is
addressed through an analysis of relative land costs within and outside of the Manufacturing
Centers.

EC-4 Given the lack of land for manufacturing in King County, the trend for
manufacturing's demand for land to grow more rapidly than its demand for workers
stresses the importance of preservation of industrial land if the county is to maintain
and increase industrial employment. Imperatori, Stern

The relationship between the availability of mdustrial land, the relative cost of
industrial land and job creation is discussed in the DSEIS both with respect to the five
different alternatives and five variations. DSEIS Table 2 also suggests that there is
adequate land capacity to absorb employment growth with the proposed Manufacturmg
Centers.

EC-5 The finding that manvfactwring and industrial activities which use land
extensively and generate low value added per square foot will probably be price
rationed out of Manufacturing Centers emphasizes the need for monitoring of long term
effects. Stern

Comment acknowledged. The DSEIS discusses the uncertainty of any policy related
BIS and the need for on-gomg monitormg; and it also discusses need to the produce
project specific EISs as they are proposed within the context of the CPPs.

Generic Issue: Jobs & Job Creation

What issues are involved in creating full time, family-wage jobs in the County? Are
markets inside the Centers sufficiently large to support such jobs? What are the cost
implications?



EC-6 Some commenters doubt the ability of the Centers to meet the

employment targets and further question, even if the targets are met, whether some of
the types of jobs envisioned for the Centers will allow for self-sufficiency, let alone
actually contribute something to the overall economy. Fis/ED Task Force (Seaman),
Greater Maple Valley Area Council

A key analytical assumption for this SEIS is the acceptance of the PSRC's employment
and population forecasts. These planning forecasts assume that total regional
employment and population are constant for all alternatives. The possibility exists that
Kmg County's total employment and population could be affected by the CPPs with
off-settmg changes occurrmg in other counties in the region, but the probability of this
occurring in any significant manner is small given the larger market forces acting on
the regional and county economies. The unpacts of the CPPs consequently will most
likely be on the County's geographic distribution of future growth rather than on its
rate. The CPPs may effect the long term capacity of King County to accommodate
commercial/industrial development and employment growth, but if this occurs it will
likely be along the county's northern or southern borders where market forces will
make businesses indifferent to location in Kmg County as opposed to Snohomish or
Pierce Counties - other factors such as wage rates and taxes bemg the same.

EC-7 Does the last sentence in the discussion of the Eight Centers Alternative

(page 205) intend to imply that a reduction in the number of people who professionally
engage in automobile sales would be a significant adverse impact? City of Seattle

Consistent with normal and customary economic analysis, all jobs created in free markets
are considered to positively contribute to the efficient operation of the local economy.

The DSEIS implies, and it is correct for the reader to infer, that any reduction in the
number of people employed is evaluated as an adverse impact, and if the number of persons
whose employment is eliminated is large, then the adverse impact is considered significant.

Generic Issue: Housins. Property Values and Economic Development

I
LJ

EC-8 Is there a link between the creation of jobs, economic development and
the provision of housing? Does the absence of affordable housing discourage
employers from locating in King County? Lozier Homes

The demand for housing, and the subsequent amount of housing supplied, is
I I unportantly mfluenced by the level and growth of jobs in the local economy.

However, a key analytical assumption for the SEIS is the acceptance of the PSRC
employment and population forecasts. These planning forecasts assume that total



regional employment and population are constant for all alternatives. The possibility
exists that Kmg County's total employment and population could be affected by the
CPPs with off-setting changes occurring in other counties m the region, but the
probability of this occurring in any significant manner is small given the larger market
forces acting on the regional and county economies. The unpacts of the CPPs
consequently will most likely be on the County's geographic distribution of future
growth rather than on its rate. As a result, the CPPs will effect the geographic
distribution of housmg but not the amount of housmg provided.

While it is true that housing cost pressures could unpact the ability of local employers
to recruiting workers, the competitiveness of local employers in regional and world
markets is primarily affected by larger national and mternational forces rather than by
the cost of housmg m the local economy.

EC-9 One comment questions the statement on page 205 of the DSEIS: "Viable

middle income single family residential neighborhoods outside the centers should not be
effected much. ... The focusing of population growth into the centers however will result in
a relative decline in property values in these neighborhoods although absolute property
values should continue to rise. " City of Seatde

The methods used in the DSEIS are consistent with regular and customary procedures used
in economic analysis. The statement simply points out that property values should grow at
a faster rate in Urban Centers, which should experience a greater increase in demand
relative to their size than will single family areas outside Centers.

Generic Issue: Urban Centers

Can the Urban Center concept work? Will businesses located in the Centers be as
economically efficient as elsewhere? What if businesses and people don't want to
locate in the centers? What will happen to the demand that gave rise to non-center
locations for economic activity?

EC-10 The 14 Urban Centers Alternative assumes that nearly 100, 000

additional people can be encouraged to reside in those Centers in the course of the
next 20 years. Is it a reasonable assumption to think that we can jam that many people
into what is by far the most densely developed areas of the county? What about the
economic consequences of such an effort? What kind of economic incentives and
subsidies would be necessary to make this happen? Can we afford it? Fis/ED Task
Force ( Seaman), Greater Maple Valley Area Council



As noted m response LA-6, market feasibility issues were beyond the scope of the
DSEIS. The DSEIS does point out that if the level of demand under the two Urban
Centers alternatives is not enough to support the economic and life-style viability of the
Urban Centers, the County may be faced with the choices of (a) adopting a more
growth enhancing (rather than simply growth management) economic strategy, (b) not
minimizing adverse physical and biological environmental impacts by going to fewer
urban centers, or (c) not achieving the High-Capacity Transit and high density
culture/life style envisioned as part of the Urban Centers concept.

EC-11 As the city's recent study ofmixed-use development shows, the "build it
and they will come" assumption does not -work. .. . The FSEIS should include an
analysis of the practical limits to mixed use development. Glase

Assessment of market feasibility was beyond the scope of the DSEIS. See also
response LA-6.

EC-12 One comment observes that the cost of expanding a business in a
developed area with little space for new growth is not cost-effective. Will the Urban
Centers strategy drive the small business to close and move out of the area? Lemon

This possibility is discussed with respect to households in response LA-4(a) and on
DSEISpages24and25.

Generic Issue: Inter-iurisdictional Comoetition

Will jurisdictions compete with each other for jobs? If they do, what type of
competition will result? Will different alternatives effect the way inter-jurisdictional
competition takes place?

EC-13 One commenter challenges the statement on DSEISpage 204 that job
competition among jurisdictions in the No Action Alternative could have adverse
environmental impact by making "choice land available for siting industrial and
commercial buildings." City of Seattle

The DSEIS discusses the possibility that jurisdictions will compete with each for jobs m
the future m the same - or even greater - extent than they do now. It states that one

consequence of the DSEIS's underlymg assumption that the different alternatives will
have no impact on the region's total future employment is that this type of mter-



jurisdictional job competition will occur in the context of a "zero sum game" - that is, a
jurisdiction can only get additional jobs by taking them away from other jurisdictions.

Because Washington's constitution (as mterpreted by the state supreme court) severely
lunits the use of fmancial mcentives for the attraction of industry, one of the few
methods of competing for new jobs is to establish land use regulations and zoning
which will be attractive to industry. This type of reasomng about the consequences of
a "zero sum game" environment is a normal and customary analytical method used in

economic reasoning. Also see response LA-13.

EC-14 The DSEIS stresses the importance of multi-county cooperation and the

uncertainty about cumulative impacts the CPPs would have when combined with any
CPPs in Kitsap, Pierce and Snohomish counties. Fis/ED and others need to be brought
up to speed on the Regional Economic Strategy Project. ... The strategy work should be
integrated with growth management planning. Stern

Comment acknowledged. That there would be benefits from the integration of
economic growth strategies and growth management planning is an inference which is
appropriately drawn from the material contamed in the DSEIS.

EC-15 The conclusion of the SEIS that "Without the guidance that County

growth and development policies, regional industrial siting policies, or a three-county
economic development strategy would provide, a distinct possibility exists that inter-
jurisdictional competition for jobs could develop" is wrong. The more likely effect of a
lack of coordination will be to lose the 787. In other words, No Action will not result
in Tukwila fighting Renton or Pierce County for the 787 plant but the lack of
coordinated regional infrastructure investments to support such a plant, which could go
to Kansas. Stem

Comment acknowledged. See response to EC-13.

Generic Issue: Suburban Office Parks

Are suburban office parks needed to attract certain types of commercial activity?
Will they leave the county if suburban office parks are not allowed? Are suburban
office parks compatible with an Urban Centers alternative?

EC-16 The DSEIS acknowledges that there is a shortage of suitable properties
for the kinds of entrepreneurial businesses which are developing in this county at the
present time. ... And yet there is no alternative strategy to deal with this important
issue. Weyerhaeuser (Claudon), Quadrant



The DSEIS discusses under the No Action Alternative the continuation of current
development trends, which includes the continued development of suburban office
parks. The discussion of the No Action Alternative follows reasoning that is normally
and customarily used by economists m drawing mferences about future events and

projecting future trends.

EC-17 One commenter suggests that projections of a ten percent growth rate in
light manufacturing will require an aggressive program to build office and industrial
parks. Will there by sufficient land for this? Immunex Corporation (Rankin)

As described in response LA-13, the assumption of a 10 percent growth in
manufacturing was done at the request of the Fis/ED Task Force and is clearly
optimistic in view of PSRC forecasts for that sector.

DSEIS pages 33 and 34 indicate that the availability of land capacity for future growth
of busmess and office parks is uncertain. DSEIS Table 3 suggests that there is
considerable capacity for the projected increase within the four proposed Manufacturing
Centers. This is subject to the concerns regarding the feasibility of development in
these areas that are addressed in responses LA-13 and EC-1.

Other Issues

EC-18 The SEIS should include a discussion regarding the impact of transit
service I facilities on economic development. Metro (Bush), Barden

The level of detail provided in the CPPs is not sufficient to determme potential
economic growth and development impacts that may potentially occur in either the
presence or absence of rail-based transit.

The DSEIS defines both the Eight and 14 Centers Alternatives to include the provision
of transit and analyzes the impacts of these alternatives within the context of this
definition. The discussion contained in the DSEIS explicitly refers to one of the
unpacts of the centers alternatives as a reduction in private vehicular traffic due to the
provision of transit and the use of demand management methods; and it evaluates this
impact using methods normally and customarily used by economists m assessing
development impacts.

EC-19 One commenter observes that "this document does not tell me what is

wrong, what is going on right now. We need to identify and understand current reality
and what our goals and objectives are. How are we going to do it so that we maintain
the economic viability of this area?" Vyzis



The DSEIS section, "AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT" (page 199), presents a discussion
of the current status and recent history of the county economy m terms of jobs,

unemployment, family and business income, and commercial valuations.

The analysis of the five alternatives and the variations, especially the Fis/ED Task
Force proposed policies, presents comments pro and con on strategies for monitoring

the economic viability of the Kmg County region. Detailed analysis of implementation
measures is beyond the scope of the DSEIS. See response LA-6.



PART FOUR: COMMENTS AND TESTIMONY

Written Statements on the Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (SEIS) for the Countywlde Planning Policies

(CPP'S)

Last Name/Orcranization

Ackennan/K.C. Housing Partnership
Allan
Anderson/City of Snoqualmie
Bannecker/Washington Natural Gas
Barden/Fis-Ed Task Force
Baxendale/1000 Friends of Washington
Bernberg
Blue/Sheldon A. Blue & Associates, Inc.
Bogel/West One Bank
Bossart
Brady/East Sammamish Community Council
Burckhard/Lazier Homes
Bush/Metro
Causey/Puget Western, Inc.
City of Pacific
Claudon/Weyerhaeuser
Elfelt
Frank/Washington State Dept. of Transportation
Gillespie/Puget Power
Glase/Edward J. DeBartolo corporation
Gunby
Harman
Imperatori/Env. & Economic Balance Council
lordanidis/Soos Creek Water & Sewer District
Keesling
Kilgore/City of Des Moines
King County Urban Groundwater Purveyors
Kirchner/Regional Transit Authority
Kleeberg/K.C. DDES
Lappenbusch/Lozier Homes
Laswell/K.C. Dept. of Public Works
Lawrence/City of Seattle
League of Women Voters
Lemon
Lewandowski/City of Redmond
Lewis/Boeing
Mdntosh/J.L. Mclntosh & Assoc. Inc.

McPhee
Miles/African-American Agenda



Miller/Pacific Properties Inc.
Nilon/Hedges & Roth Engineering/ Inc.
Norton
Nykreim
Odle/City of Bellevue
Pease/Seattle King County Assoc. of Realtors
Pritchett/Federal Way Water & Sewer
Roth/Hedges & Roth Engineering, Inc.
Sanderson
Schooler/Sterling Realty Organization
Seaman/Greater Maple Valley Area Council
Segner/Kidder Mathews & Segner Inc.
Sokol/City of Auburn
Smith/Seattle Water Dept.
Stalzer/Lowe Enterprises Northwest, Inc.
Stead/Suburban Cities Assoc.
Stendal/Beaver Lake Community Club
Stern/Fis-Ed Task Force
Stevens/Muckleshoot Indian Tribe
Stewart/City of Kirkland
Strosahl/Conversations about the Future
Tagney Jones, et. al.
Verrette
Verschuyl
Wilcock
J. Williams/Master Builders Association
P. Williams/Adolfson Associates, Inc.
Winbauer
Wiselogle/City of Bothell
Yuan/King County School Coalition
F. Z immerman
G. Zimmerman/City of Renton
Knapp/City of SeaTac
Potter/Kauri Investments, Ltd.
Vance

/



Transcript
February 9, 1994

Metropolitan King County Council
Growth Management, Housing & Environment Committee

Public Comments on DSEIS for CPP

Name/Orqani zation

Introduction Letter by Chris Vance
Gamble-Hadley/K.C. Housing Partnership
Watson/K.C. Housing Authority & Fis-Ed
Dearborn
Gillespie/Puget Power
McDougall/WA. Natural Gas
Fitzgerald/Quadrant
Rankin/Immunex Corporation
Strosahl/Vision Seattle
Tagney-Jones/Sensitive Growth Alliance
Escher
Strosahl
Clayton
Upper/Conner Development
Lappenbush
De Moro
Spence/SKC Assoc. Realtors, etc.
Halstrom
Fletcher/People for Puget Sound
Smith/Graham & Dunn
Wilcox
Mayor Rowan Hinds/City of Issaquah
Segner
Dankelson
Washburne
Toner
Kean
Vyzis
Seaman
Imperatori
Barden
El felt
Madison
Moss

Hill
Harman



Name / Orcran i z atj^on

McCarty
Claggett •
Burrows
Jardaine
Haggard
Sweetland
Lehman
Kinder
O'Farrell
House
Sanderson

GMHE Committee Meeting
February 9, 1994

Written Comments/Handouts

J. Tayloe Washburn/Foster Pepper & Shefelman
Hallstrom
McDougall/WA. Natural Gas
Kean/East K.C. Regional Water Assoc.
Barden
Weyerhaeuser Co. & Real Estate Co.
The League of Women Voters of K.C.
Greater Maple Valley Area Council
Upper
The Cosmos Group
Imperatori
Dearborn
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VTA FACSIMILE AND FIRST-CLASS MAXL

Mr. Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and Community

Development Division
King County Parks, Planning

and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle. WA 98104

Re: Draft SuopIcmental Environmental Impact Statement for
Amendments to the Countv-Wide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

On behalf of the King County Housing Partnership, I am
writing to offer comments on the affordable housing chapter of
the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for
amendments to the County-wide Planning Policies.

The follouinq comncnts are intended to help elected officials
and the public consider housing affordability as a policy
obifcrivp on nn pqnn1 footinq with other policy objcctivnr., r.o
that fully informed decisions can be made about the future of
our region. For the last 20 years, many policy decisions, while
rGPponcliny to rcnl problems, have had unintended consequences
for housing affordability. The King County Housing Partnership
has studied this process in the Blueprint for Affordable Housing
(1991) and The_S.tory_of Uenson Glen (1993). One of the compelling
messages of Thc_StorY of Benson_Glen is a call to "reassert the
importance of housing afEordability" and "re-examine the trade-
offs which are now being made between housing affordability and
other important public purposes." The Draft SEIS is one tool to
help us strike this balance.

Since it was formed in 1989, the Partnership has engaged
community leaders in efforts to encourage development of
affordable housing not just at lower income levels but across
the economic spectrum. The Partnership has advocated efficient
use of land and infrastructure, quality design for higher density,

Mr. Jim Reid, Manager
February 28, 1994
Page 2

and new approaches to land use planning, regulation and
infrastructure financing. We support altcrnntivcs to historic
lower-density development patterns and have worked with King
County to implement the Growth Management Act. The Board of the
King County Housing Partnership represents a variety of views on
planning issues, and while every member may not agree with every
comment offered below, the following comments attempt to apply
the lessons we have learned over recent years to the Draft SEIS.
They are offered in the spirit of cooperation embodied by the
Partnership's past efforts.

General Comments

1. Clarify the focus of the analysis. The affordable
housing chapter touches on two distinct subjects, the impacts of
the five alternatives on housing affordability and the
effectiveness of policies intended to promote housing
affordability. It is not always clear, however, which subject
is under discussion. The chapter would be clarified by first
analyzing the impacts of the alternatives on housing affordability
in the absence of affordable housing policies, and then analyzing
how the affordable housing policies achieve their policy
objectives under each alternative. Indeed, since housing
affordability is an affirmative policy goal, thr selection of a
preferred alternative should consider the alternative that best
promotes housing affordability, balnnced with other policy
goals.

2. Re-examine the conclusion that market forces operate

independent from and to the frustration of public policy. The
affordable housing chapter states as its two main findings that
market factors have significantly greater impact on housing

f^O'Z- costs than housing policies, and, as a result, the ditferences
i.n impacts of the alternatives are minor (pages 59, 65). These
findings imply that market forces may frustrate housing policies
regardless of the alternative distributions of population and
employment.

Housing markets themselves, however, react to land use
policies and regulations. This will be all the more true under
GMA, which attempts to manage dynamic markets. The King County
Housing Partnership has found that public policies substantially
affect the ability of the private sector to build housing that
working families can afford. For example, the Blueprint for
Affordable Housing indicated that 69t of the increase in single
family housing costs between 1980 and 1990, and 914 of the
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increase in multifamily costs over the same period, were
attributable to escalating costs of land acquisition, land
development, and inErastructure, and that policies affecting
land supply, development regulations, and infrastructure
availability were important contributors to the increase. The
Final SEIS would benefit from an expanded discussion o£ how the
five land use alternatives affect housing costs.

3. clearly describe housing needs based on the OFM
population forecast. Nowhere in the Draft BIS are the needs of
the population to be* nccommodated over the next 20 ycnrfi clcnrly
stated. While low income need is documented in the Appendices,
the document does not present a clear picture of housing
requirements for the 325,000 new people expected to live in King
County.

Implicit in the affordable housing conclusions are a variety
of nRKiimptionR rcqnrding demand. For example, assumptions (or
household size, housing preference, and ability to pay for
housing given job/income forecasts, are all required to analyze
the imp.ict of the alternatives. Stating these assumptions
clearly, or identifying other studies that will also address
these issues, would allow for a better understanding of the policy
choices presented by the alternatives.

<• Expand the discussion of land use and Infrastructure
assumptions. The affordable housing chapter assumes that
population forecasts are the same, and that sufficient capacity
for population growth can be provided, under each alternative
(page 64). The chapter would be strengthened by identifying
fnckorr: that conlrl rosult in changed assumptions. Thif. is

nuuesuiify to avoid tiKBuming away potential impacts tliat should
be considered. For example, if housing prices rise too far
under one or more of the alternatives, then there may not be
enough housinrj capac.ity for populnfcion growth, greater demands
will be placed on transportation systems as population moves to
more affordable markets, and population forecasts will change.
Given the strong emphasis in the planning policies on urban
centers at specific densities, the feasibility of achieving
desired densities and accommodating the balance of housing at
aCCordnble costs outside of centers deserves further discussion
in the SEIS and other studies. Other factors that merit further
analysis include types and levels of employment and their effect
on hour.ing types, land capacity and yield, land cost, the
relationship between household make-up and housing types, and
housing density assumptions.

HO-5

HO- ^

The aftordable housing chapter should also state and evaluate
assumptions about infrastructure. The Draft SEIS apparently
assumes that infrastructure will be evenly available throughout
the urban growth areas (see page 3). Many areas, however, may not
have infrastructure to serve projected population and employment.
If new housing is asked to bear a large share of the cost to
correct infrastructure deficiencies, this will have a heavy
impact on housing affordability and distort the patterr.G of
development.

5. Clarify and expand the discussion of mitigation.
There are generally two approaches to the question of housing
affordability. One is driven by planning priorities that do not
directly consider housing affordability. Under this approach, a
land use concept is chosen, and housing affordability is sought
only as mitigation within the framework o£ the land use concept.
The other approach establishes housing affordability as an equal
priority and seeks land use concepts that balance all competing
goals.

The Draft SEIS appears to discuss housing policies as
mitigation. If, however, housing affordability is not advanced
by the basic planning concept of one or more of the alternatives,
then the mitigation measures discussed in the Draft SEIS will
have limited benefit. Indeed, they could actually raise prices
in the overall housing market, as the Draft SEIS notes of
inclusionary zoning. In this chapter of the SEIS, it would be
helpful to analyze which alternative best advnnccs <i strong
affirmative goal of housing affordability, and then analyze
measures to bnlnnce other policy objectives.

The Blueprint also warned that impact/mitigation fees and
regulatory costs would become critical to housing affordability
in the 1990s. This was confirmed at Benson Glen. The mitigation
section would be strengthened by an expanded discussion of
proposals to reduce the burden on housing resulting from
inefficient regulations and growing reliance on impact fees to
pay for infrastructure.

Specific Comments

1. Page 60, column 1, paragraph 6 states that "[t]he shnrp
price spike between mid-1987 and mid-1990 . . . (ijs due primarily
to strong job growth and immigration into King County." Demand
has an impact on price, but restraints on supply exacerbate
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price effects. A timely response to demand is critical to housing
affordability, and is one of the objectives of planning under
the GMA. The Blueprint for Affordable Housing identified a
number of policy decisions that contributed significantly to
rising costs during the late 1980s (pages 16-17). Some of those
policy directions are continued in the county-wide planning
policies, and their impacts should be more fully analyzed.

2. Page 65, column 1, paragraph 5 states that "communities
may have difficulty meeting affdrdability goals in any of the
alternatives even with the implementation of the affordable
housing policies." This is an extremely important statement.
One of the specific planning goals of the Growth Management Act
is to encourage the availability of affordable housing to all
economic segments of the population. RCW 36.70A.020(4);
36.70A.210(3)(e). If this cannot occur under the alternatives
being proposed, the reasons should be analyzed and other
alternatives that better promote housing affordability should be
considered.

3. Page 66, column 2, paragraph 5 states:

Another [possible impact of the centers alternatives],
though not analyzed in the SEIS, Is that prices might
rise high enough to divert some household growth to
less costly parts of King County and to other counties.

It is not clear why this potential impact was not analyzed in
the SETS. At a minimum, it would be helpful to identify the
conditions under which this impnct might occur, i.c., what tactorr.
would cause such an increase in prices.

4. Page 68, column 2, para9raph 5, the discussion of
Economic Development Policies, would be strengthened by noting
that housing prices affect the ability of the County to attract
and maintain employers. If an unintended consequence of one or
more of the alternatives is the reduction of housing
affordability, a further consequence will be the frustration of
economic development objectives.

5. Paqe 69^ column 1, paragraph 3, the discussion of rural
policies, should include a wider discussion of the affect of the
policies on housing affordability. Hill housing in rural areas,
and in urban growth areas adjacent to or surrounded by rural
lands, be affordable under the proposed policies? In addition,
the Blueprint for Affordable Housing observed that policies for

rural land on the edge of urban areas often leads to high-priced
large-lot projects, which add nothing to the affordable housing
stock and diminish the land base on which moderate-priced
dwellings might some day be built (page 17). This impact, and
possible mitigation measures, merit further analysis in the
discussion of rural policies.

Conclusion

The Growth Management Act presents our region with the
challenge of balancing thirteen planning goals as we anticipate
the demands of the future. One of these statutory goals is
housing affordability. In The Story of Benson Glen and other
studies, the King County Housing Partnership has called on the
community to reassert the importance of housing affordability as
a policy goal. We need to understand how the county-wide planning
policies will affect housing costs, so that they promote and do
not unintentionally impede the explicit goal of encouraging
housing affordability for all income levels. The SEIS is one
tool, together with fiscal impact analyses, centers case studies,
and other work in progress, to allow informed decisions about
the balancing of different planning goals. On behalf of the
King County Housing Partnership, I thank you for the opportunity
to comment, and extend our commitment to work with County
governments, businesses, and citizens on the tasks that lie ahead.

Vcry/Cruly yours, .

/<^ AY4^n^
Gary Ack^'rm.in

Chair, Executive Committee

King County Council
King County Housing Partnership Executive Committee
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Jim Reid, Manager
Div. of Planning S Community Development
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

Re: Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

Please find attached comments on the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for the Countywide Planning
Policies.

Sincerely,

A-^ ci^
•

Gregory R. Allan
530 - 254th Ave. N.E.
Redmond, WA 98053
(206) 868-7804
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DRAFT SEIS COMMENTS

1. Fact Sheet, bottom of third page, "Subsequent Environmental Review";

This section indicates many policies (Rural Character. Affordable Housing.

Fiscal Analysis and Economic Development) are still under development and are

subsequent to the draft SEIS. These forthcoming policies will impact many

elements of the environment. Therefore, the draft SEIS is addressing a

fragmented, incomplete project and is inadequate. What is the criteria for

issuing another SEIS? What is the criteria by which addendums can be used

versus a SEIS? Isn't the cited "phased approach" contrary to SEPA

requirements for project phasing? These same comments apply to the approach

outlined in Introduction pages vii through x.

2. Hou will King County limit the scope of final policy adoption and

urban/rural line amendments to preclude a) significant SEPA changes, b)

elimination of public process and c) all other due process requirements?

3. Introduction. Key Findings; The findings for the urban centers only

indicate positive attributes. Why aren't the' negative attributes also

listed? For example, the urban centers will require significant road

upgrades, produce higher chemical concentrations in storm water, concentrate

crime, require fire fighting equipment upgrades and the like.

4. There is no historical or economic comparisons to similar areas (i.e.,

Los Angeles, South San Francisco Bay area/ etc.). How can we not expect the

Puget Sound area to develop in the same way? What makes these policies any

different? Won't housing affordability go the same way? If not, why not?

What will make our transportation systems any different as the area grows?

5. The proposal is not adequately defined as required by MAC 197-11-

060(3)(a). For example:

a. Is the definition of the proposal in essence re-zoning?

b. Ilou can policies without the effect of .tinplementing ordinances define

the proposal? Arc the missing ordinances thot would support the policies
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c. What information LS missinq or unavailable as required per WAC 197-11-

080? For example:

a. A wildlife inv<ml-ory.

b. The completed applicable drainage basin plans.

c. A complete East Side transportation plan.

d. An asscssmfrtt of compliance with the Endangered Species Act-

e. Implementing legislation on most of the Plan policies.

<]. Thr* downstream tnr*.il arc'nf: .iro not: covered by clr^inogu pluny.

6. The Supplemental DEIS is to include direct and indirect impacts (WAC

107-1 \ -On0( *1 ) (*t) . Tht1 •imp^t.'t of t-hc* offocts of orowth xs <:pocificly cltert in

LiIil'A. Klny County hau noL .Lnuludud inoriy indirect impacts. Will King County

include1 .LUI amjcyi.iincuL ol. Ltie iollowing indirect impacts?

a. The dotcr-ioration of r.nkc PnmmnmiRh's and Lake Washi.ngton' G water

qu.ility dun to incronscd urban surface water run off.

b. Thr* (lctf'ri.or.-tti.oti ot i'lx i nt: i nci fish h.-ibit<it due to urban surface water

run aft (ctu-mic'Ctl und phymcal tit'lccts;).

lo;:*: <if m.iti.ittcil. I hi i*.il cnfd .iitfl <*it<t<itUj<ir<M) ::pucJcu.

d. The cumulative impacts on items a, b and c.

7. Whnt .'xi e the b^i^elinc urban and rural levels of service and perforumnce

st.ind.-ird:.: (i.o., policn r(lsponr.o, ro<i(l stnndnrds/lcvcl of Gcrv.lce, school

cnpocity, etc.)7 Where are they listed? What baseline urban and rural

tt'vrlr; ol ^ctvlcf tiiK.1 pf:f l.oi tn.mcc tiLi:nul.it-cJs nru used to clctermiiie a) whether

the existirKj oroaf; me^t those standards, b) if the policies can practically

uu-ut Cliosf st.indafd.s ;niil c) what is needed (i.c.', finances, infrastructure,

service iinprovcittcnbf;) to nioct tliose standards if the policies indicate they

will itol be iiuit?

R. Most: school districts hnve capital fsciJities p3nns. Why weren't they

uiL.od tu (.lotorininc present capacity, future capoclty ond deficits?

3

i-4-30
9. The Supplemental DEIS indicates growth uill be phased to urban centers.

NS-18

What are the planning,, laus and permitting tools that accompliuh this? If

they are lacking, what legislation or administrative procedures are proposed

to sccoinpli.sh it? Uy what time frame?

10. SEPA requires that beneficial aspects of an alternative- can not ho unod

to offset its negative impacts. In numerous locations, the Supplemental DEIS

cites the benefits of the urban cc-ntcr concept: uithtiut nny i-*nini fic.uil

citation of rhe negative aspects. This appears to violate the purpose and

intent 1C not: the 1nw of ;;P:PA.

11. Introduction, Section VII, page xv. Air Qunlity; The urban centers will

draw more vehicles to a Kmoll area. Likn othr^r urb^ni^.od nrcas. the carbon

muttuKlde, O^UIIL- <JHd p.'ir Llcul.j 1:0 lovcls will incrc.iso. Vohic1(l .trip:* m.'ty

propontionully decrease but the obsolutG iiumber oi trips will increase. This

section of the supplemftntnl DEIS is very misl<r;iclj IK} arui floor: not toll thf;

whole story.

1?.. Introclucclon, Suction VII. pagu xv. Schools; Outside the existing urban

conLor-K, Jtrh<*r€*_ i:: ;icnrrctik .:.Iipr,t;i«^<:_of_K^liool..f;tcili.(-ii*;;. Th j ;> ft end wi 11

r:ont:i nt)'~t. Sfin conntirint: numhor R.

13. The maps in the Supplemental DEIS indicate an urbnn/rur.tl linri diff^ro'nl

than indicated by recently adopted Community Plans. Since the Supplemental

.q DEIS is based on that line. then it uill bo in.-idc-qu.il.c ii t.hc line is simply

moved to concur with adopted Community Plans.

1/1. 1'ayo 1;' It is; sLaLod that the CPPs con only bu realized through local

plans and local regulations. What is the process to cn^ujrn thnt. hnppcns? To

what extent are those plans and regulations going to be deficient at the time

the CPPs and County Comprehensive Plan arc adopted? The Supplempntol DEIS

should assess the iinpc.icl: of this lag.

15- Paye 2; The transportation level of service policies orQ-not included i

the Supplemental DEIS. This is a crucial cotnpannnt of t-ho ovr-rnl] <'inn] yr.is.

•I

1N-Z.



How can a policy analysis and decision be made without this; element? The

Supplotncntal OKTS is, thnrofoco, inaclequatc.

16. A Supplcntental DEIS is for a decision maker to make a reasoned choice

between alternntives to achieve a specific proposal. The Supplemental DEIS

conni.titonfly i;L.it*'^ th^iL xtr. i)urpoiui iy to guide further refinenient of on-

going policies. Is the subject proposal a Countywide developmGnt document or
—-Z.

a policy development document?

17. Pncio 7. nnd 3; At what point are the policies sufficiently amended to

^^~ 1 require another supplemental EIS and additional public process?

1H* P*uht 3; It i i; :;L.ilOtl ih.it quanLittiLive uiKilysis w*jiy nul conducEcd.

ExLKting condifcioits con be quantified by existing County and local

jiu t*:<.l ict n.'ti t.l>H;nin».lnt.s. K»l<.i^ot>«»ble conceptual level extrapolation could be

made from that dnta.

19. I'aga 3; Transportation corridor models could be accomplished on the

urban confer *U tcrnat; t.vrss. Ou^litative analysis could be done on the
- i-

fuasibility ol: cy.isting and proposed transportation systems to meet those

lit Km C-rnl.T n.-..,!;:.

7.0. The- Su[}|itcinriit:al DKIS does not identify a preferred action Its

ft I t »;i ti.it ivi"; l.t>.tt tittv*.* J(.»witr t:'ttvnoutnuntdi costs and degrodation as required

3 by SEPA. Note that a Supplemental DEIS is to follow virtually all of the

L-oqu-t.n:tmtnL:-: outliiu'U for an t-: [S.

?.I. Th.' :;up|il.'in.-nl:il ni':l:: .:Hr-: in.inv mili<|;itn>n inr.i.-nnT";. Wh,.il: tirtici--::;: ulll

tell the public which s-.pccific mitigation measures will be included in the

^/v-
.utopt ii.m ol Llt»* Cfl'i;'.' WltLltr Llio;;o ntiticptiun mcayut-es require new

rocTulacioiu:, whnc nuist: bo blie tLmG frame for them to be concurrent with the

iinpK*)itciit.tt ion (.>! llu* (.'ri':^*

22. Pngc 59; M;»rkcit forces either preclude afforcloble housing or markFit

"ttUi tpu l*iL it>ti l)y tji.)voinuii.;nt rc(iuirc oft'settin.' aftordablc housing with niorc

h.iqhr'r oiul. moro profitnhlo hoiininri. The only other ^olittion i r. riovornnu'nt

I/V-Z

3TX-10

T/V-2.

TN-1

rA/-<?

subsidy of affordable housing. What is the toxpayor jmpsct.s if tlmt

alternative is selected to meet the County's goals?

23. Monitoring and feedback of growth impticts is cited in chc Supplemental

DEXS. Where is the baseline condition to measure by? Whnt aro tho accppt-od

public standards to judge success or implement course corrections?

24. WAC 197-11-055(6) indicates environmontnl c]ncinnr%nL:'. *ifi<^ nii.-il y:;c:t sh*^ 1 I

be circulated and reviewed uith other planning documents to the fullest

extent possihln. Will the han.in [il;tiu;, (jt'onndw.iter i-;tuilie:;, munj.cip.'il

service analysis, infrastructure cost summaries, the Ccmmunity Pl^ns and a

hortl of oLher dlructl-y supporting documents b^ included with the Supplemental

DEIS? Shouldn't they at least be modes known to tho cr'ci.'-non mnkni': with

respect to incomplete or unavailable information (WAC 197-11-080)?'

25. Kinp County will probably allow urbnn/rurnl flnr'.irjn.-it.ion changfK <]nriny

the policy adoption process. Such a procedure is after the EIS analysis and

public process. How con the exQcuti.ve anil King County meet the int.ent of

SEPA (informed choice of alternatives based on FEIS information) when land

usn cli.mgcs occur after the process? Is not this, a violation WAC 197-11-020,

-030. -055. -060. -080. -400. -402 and Port Five-, of the. ACT? Won • f it

vioicite y number of public due process rGquirements?

26. The adequacy of Police Services bctwcfn ciiftcrcnt urb.'in dcGi.gtioted iji.Ct.is

Is missing. Incorporated areas of King County have 1.7. to 1.7 officor", pr'r

], 000 popul >tt i<tti. (In inc:oj'[»or<'i tecl in bon OKior; of Kiny County iiovc a ratio of

less than 0.3 officers per 1,000. Emcrycncy rcapon^e timer? nrr: cfrontc-r th.'m

12 minulys (more Lhan 6 mj.nutes yreatGr than incor'porated areas of King

County) and non-emergency (ntisdemcsonor ond complnints) coll icspor>f;c:; ovcrnyc

20 minutes to never. Some calls are responded to with complaint forms sent

in the mail. Is this on exist'ijicj and futurn un.ivoidobJ c odv'ei'KC inipoct OL'

subject bo mitigation? Isn't this one e>:omplo of inconsistent lcvf?!^ of

service between urhan riCKignntcci <?t'cns? Doesn't thj^ point out the lack of



defining publicly determined and accepted standards as required by GMA?

27. Policies contained in the Supplemental DEIS that are not implemented by

ordinances have no legal standing. Therefore, there could be no effect to

substantial effect of the policy depending on how or if it is ever applied.

The Supplemental DEIS does not assess the environmental impacts of the range

of ability to implement the policies. Therefore, the proposal is ill

defined, many policies are in effect useless and there is insufficient

implementation analysis to allow reasonable public comment.

2B- The King County parks and recreation planning ordinance standards for

urban designated area a?re considerably lower than for incorporated areas. As

a matter of practical implementation, the current supply is lower than the

County standards which is louer than incorporated urban areas. In other

words. King County designates areas urban but does not provide urban levels

of parks and recreation opportunities. This historical and future Impact is

not sufficiently addressed in the Supplemental DEIS. Is this an existing and

future unavoidable adverse impact or subject to mitigation? Isn't this one

example of inconsistent levels of service between urban designated areas?

Doesn't this point out the lack of defining publicly determined and accepted

standards' as required by GMA?

29. Project EISs in King County and the Puget Sound Air Pollution Control

Agency indicate many areas and specific Intersections occasionally exceed

Federal air pollution standards. This point, and others, must be included in

thp. County uide air quality assessment for the existing and projected

conditions. What are the proposed mitigations or is compromising public

safety an unavoidable adverse impact of the urban center concept?

30. The growth alternatives propose dense development near or drain to

salmon migration and/or rearing areas (i-e.. Lake Sammamish. Lake Washington,

P<it:t:crson Creek Da^in, etc.). The Supplemental DEIS does not assess the

chemical and physicnl impact of the urban center's storm water on these resources.

LA-1

TS-1

-TS-1

IS--L

IS-3

31. Xs the land use plan based only on o growth allocation or a carrying

capacity of the land? Is this basis fixed for some period of time? If not,

when and how can it change? What is the numeric criteria for these two

methods? Where is it derived? Is it technically, politically/ economic

derived?

32. Given future development in the unincorporated urban c3esignated areas

will have lower than publicly accepted service and infrastructure standards,

shouldn't there be a policy on limiting such development until those

standards are achieved by anneKation or incorporation?

33. Ordinances intended to mitigation growth impacts usually have a

theoretical funding lag of six years. There historical lag is well in excess

of six years (i-e.. 6th year road CIP projects are always 8 to 12 years sway

from construction). This is an impact not addressed in the Supplemental

DEIS-

34. The water supply section does not have an existing and predicted

inventory to demand analysis. This can be done on a conceptual basis from

existing water district documents.

35. The storm water management section does not indicate that the chemical

nature of urban storm water impacts can not be mitigated by existing methods.

36. The sewer/septic section does not consider the transition of different

increased impacts from development to densities on septic systems to

densities on sewers (i.e., increased chemical component of storm uater).



.^^. PATRICK B. ANDERSON
Cily Attorney

(206) 392.7558
(206)222-5711
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P.O. Box 1304. Issaquah. WA 98027

'^^^-^ February 25, 1994

Mr. Jim Re id
Manager
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 smith Tower
Seattle, WA 98104

RE: City of Snoqu-ilmic Comments on DSEIS on
Countywidc Planning Policies

Denr Jim:

This letter contains City staff comments on the January 12, 1994,
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement on the
Countywidc Planning Policies. We appreciate the opportunity to
have input to this most significant process for the future of the
region.

All of our comments should be viewed in context. Wo appreciate
the immense amount of hard work and xnterjurisdictional
cooperation that originally went into preparing the CPPs, and
that h.T: cjono into tlic proposed additions and refinements. The
City is not opposed to the Centers concept embodied in the CPPs
per se, but uc feel because of the far reaching consequences to
all jurisdiutions, adequate environmental and fiscal analysis is
imperative before we irrevocably commit to such a set of
policies.

Our overall evaluation is tliat this document is inadequate to
meet the requirement of Ordinance 10450 to "analyze the probable
oigni.Ciunnt cnvi roiim'ont.tl, including counkywide impacts of the
proposed refined set of policies." This is particularly
unfortunate in our view, because of the highly suspect adequacy •
o£ the original SEPA review, which merely consisted of adoption
of existing documents, particularly the Vision 2020 EIS and the
1985 Comp Plan EIS,1 and because of the absence of substantive
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fiscal analysis of the feasibility of the policies and their
-^_^ effect if implemented on the revenues and expenditures of cities,

at the time of the July, 1992, adoption of the CPPs.

We advanced the view in 1992 that the adoption of the CPPs,
without substantive fiscal analysis of their effects and adequate
environmental review, was ill-advised. The response was: "Don't
worry, we'll do an SEIS and fiscal analysis later." The DSEIS
does very little to allay our concerns, and the pressure we see
now is to accept the policies anyway because now it is too lato
to charge course.

There are four principal reasons we came to the conclusion thnt
the DSEIS is inadequate to properly inform decision makers on the
impacts of the proposed refined set of policies and alternatives.

First, the DSEIS uses the wrong twenty-year period for its
analysis.-' The correct period is a twenty-year period commencing
on plan adoption (1994), which makes the end year 2014, not
2010.3 Because the OFM population forecast for King County for
2010 is 1,833,133 and for 2012 is 1,857,618, and assuming only
that similar growth will occur between 2012 and 2014 as is
forecast between 2010 and 2012, the effect of using 2010 as the
end year is to understate OFM forecast population growth by
48,970 people, or 32,637 households (at 1.5 persons; per
household), which does not meet the mandate of RCW 36.70A.110.

Second, the DSEIS authors assumed that all alternatives can be
-Tlv~z- accompiished and will be implemented, without consideration of
TN-H the east, feasibiUty, fiscal impacts, and market viability, anc3

Determination of Significance and Adoption of Existing
Environmental Documents, May 5, 1932.

2 The Executive Summary Title: "A Vision for King County in 2010"

"Dascd upon the population growth management projection made
for the county by the office of financial management, the urban
growth areas in the county shall include sufficient areas and
densities sufficient to permit the urban growth that is projected
to occur in the county for the succeeding twenty year period."
[emphasis added]
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without consideration of the location or capacity of existing
infrastructure (Introduction, p.3; Land Use, p. 21).

The DSEIS should have taken into account the work of the Fis/ED
Task Force with respect to cost, feasibility, fiscal impacts and
market viability. The Task Force has received much information,
and formed some preliminary conclusions contrary to the
assumptions made"in the DSEIS. With regard to fiscal analysis
particularly, it is our view that the fiscal impact analysis
required by-GMA and clarified in the Snoqualmie decision cannot
be so separated from the environmental analysis. A set of
policies'that would, for example, not be reasonably capable of
being achieved, or which would have a devastating fiscal impact
upon one or more classes of cities, will assuredly have
significant adverse environmental impacts, which should be but
are not now known to decision makers. To the extent that the
assumptions of the DSEIS in these areas are shown to be
incorrect, its entire analysis becomes spurious.

Knowledge of the location and capacity of existing infrastructure
is co important thnt it muct be mentioned sepnrately. Because so
many of the actual environmental impacts of the alternatives
depend upon the location and capacity of exxsting infrastructure,
thii r.hould hnvn boon one of the principal data sets generated
for the DSEIS. It is something that needed to be studied, not
assumed. There is significant reason to question the DSEIS
assumptions regarding infrastructure, particularly that it is
more efficient and less costly to serve hi9her density areas. If
this cornerstone assumption is incorrect, as it appears to be,
the entire edifice is in jeopardy.

Third, it seems to us that the DSEIS relies far more upon
speculation thnn upon studies or data for many its various
assertions.

One example of this will suffice. Contrast these statements in
the DSEIS regarding the effect of increased densities: (1) A
commitment to higher densities (under the centers alternatives)
will result in "enhanced sense of shared public purpose and
commi.tmcnt to neighborhood values through closer community ties".

(Land Use, p.24), and (2) Increased densities in rural cities
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"could cause a decrease in the quality of life due to a
substantial change or loss of community character." (Land Use,
p. 42). Both of these statements are pure speculation,
unsupported by citation of studies. Equally valid speculation
(probably more supportable in fact) is that one is considerably
more likely to know more of his neighbors and be committed to
neighborhood values in ajny rural city than one is to know the
people who live on the floors above or below in an urban center
high-rise.

LA-ll(a) Speculation is unavoidable to some degree, but it should be
acknowledged as such, and in this regard the DSEIS is deficient.

Fourth, the DSEIS appears tainted by a lack of objectivity in
IN-'Z- evaluating alternatives. Specifically, the DSEIS exhibits a

distinct pro-centers bias.

This bias is shown, for example, in the discussion regarding the
Fis/ED recommendation regarding changing the CPP policies on
office and business parks.4 The DSEIS criticizes these
recommendations because they "undermine the outcomes of both
Centers Alternatives." The authocs state: "Quite simply, the
notion is that well-desi9ned, highly livable Urban Centers uill
encourage people to work and live there." (Executive Summary, p.
vi) . The assumption that people will chose to live and work in

LA-9 centers may or may not be true; this is precisely what should
.r/^-'z- have been tested in the DSEIS.

Bias towards one alternative outcome under study is totally
unacceptable in environmental review. Bias causes the DSEIS to
appear more as a justification for an outcome favored by the
authors than an evaluation of reasonable alternatives.

It should be noted that Centers are not a concept emanating from
GMA itself; GMA's principal requirements for urban growth arons
are (1) that all cities be included in urban growth areas in
which urban growth is encouraged,5 and (2) that urban services

4 Policies of the CPPs which were declared by the Growth Planning
Hearings Board not to be in compliance with GMA in any event.

5 RCW 36.70A.110(1)
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are to be provided by cities.6 Centerdom may be one way of
complying with GHA, but it certainly is not the only way. If the
Centers Alternatives would require restricting growth in areas
where urban growth is required to be encouraged, i.e,, in all
other non-center cities, or would result in insufficient actual
capacity in designated urban growth areas for projected growth,
then centerdom not only is not required but would be inconsistent
with GMA.

In a worst case scenario, the combined effect of the foregoing
deficiencies of the DSEIS could be disastrous. It is repeatedly
asserted by the authors that it will be more efficient, less
costly and have fewer adverse environmental impacts to
accommodate new growth in high density centers. This assertion
is made by the authors: (1) without knowledge of the location and
capacity of existing infrastructure, (2) without knowing the cost
or environmental impacts of retrofitting existing inadequate
infrastructure in centers, (3) without knowing whether market
demand will induce developers to build the centers or consumers
to occupy them, and most importantly (4) without knowing what the
adverse environmental impacts will be if the goals of centers
cannot be achieved.

The following information appears to be coming forward from the
Fis/ED Task Force: (1) nowhere in the United States has there
previously been a systematic attempt to direct such a high
percentage of new growth into redevelopment over such a large
area, so there appears to be no prior experience to help assess
feasibility;7 (2) case studies reveal that the goal of between
27t (Eight Centers Alternative) or 40% (Twelve Centers
Alternative) of new growth in^centers is extremely unlikely to be
achieved within twenty years;8 (3) the experience of Puget Power
and Washington Natural Gas is that it is actually much more
expensive to retrofit inadequate infrastructure in high density

6 RCW 36.70A.210(1)

7 Paul Tischler, presentation to Fis/ED Task Force, February 15,
1994.

8 Urban S Manufacturing Case Studies, Fis/ED Task Force, January
18, 1994.

r/M-7
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•areas than it is to build new infrastructure in lower density
areas;9 and historical consumer demand for ownership of
multifamily ynits is very low, around 15t, and likely to change
very slowly.10

Decision makers cannot afford to ignore such information in
deciding whether it is more efficient, less costly and has fewer
adverse environmental impacts to accommodate new growth in high
density centers than in other urban growth areas, as is asserted
in the DSEIS. If decision makers were to rely on the assertions
of the DSEIS and proceed with all hopes pinned on centerdom,
especially if that were coupled with policies that artificially
restrict new growth in non-center urban growth areas (cities),11
and it should turn out that centers cannot accommodate their
anticipated share (as seems most likely), it would likely
precipitate an environmental - and social - crisis, especially if
growth were to exceed the OFM forecast.

In short, the adverse impacts of policies committing us to a
course of action that may not be feasible are exactly what an
environmental impact statement must address.

We also wish to offer the following more specific comments:

Executive Summary, p. vi. The text states that it is important
to remember that the CFPs are "only a framework" and do not
dictate how each jurisdiction will handle its share of growth.
This is incorrect, to the extent that it implies Countywide
Planning Policies are only "suggestions"; cPPs have the force of
law and are mandatory and directive.12

9 Testimony of Bob Gillespie and Gerry McDougal to King County
Growth Management, Housing and Environment Committee, January 26,
1994.

10 Jim Hebert, presentation to Fis/ED Task Force, February 22,
1994.

11 A policy, which despite being contrary to RCW 36.70A.HO
requiring that urban growth be encouraged in all cities, has been
suggested as essential to support centerdom.

12 Snoaualmie v. King County, GPHB 92-3-0004.
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Executive Summary, p. vi. It also states that the CPPs
"established" an urban growth area. This is incorrect. Although
there was a recommended urban growth area shown on a map, the
text of the policies established a process for future
determination of urban growth areas for the cities in the rural
area, which was clearly to occur at some time after adoption of
the CPPs. ESHB 1761 (1993) has now made it clear that urban
growth area designations are a function of the county
comprehensive plan and not the CPPs in any case.

Executive Summary, p. x. Reference is made to the purpose of the
separate fiscal analysis as being to determine how much the
policies will cost in terms of public financing and investment in
infrastructure. That would be an interesting and useful piece of
information, but it is not the fiscal analysis required either by
Ordinance 10450 or by the Snoaualmie decision, which rather
requires nnnlysis of the fiscal impact of the policies upon the
visibility o£ cities and upon their revenues and expenditures.

Executive Summary, p. xiv. Text here and in the DSEIS at
numcroun other plncc."., lumpr. togctlicr "rurnl citicr." with

"unincorporated rural areas and resource lands." This is
analytically incorrect and contrary to RCW 36.70A.HO. Rural
cities must be designated as urban growth areas, within which
urban growth is encouraged, while exactly the opposite is true of
rural lands and resource areas, which are areas in which growth
can occur only if it is not urban in nature.

Introduction, p. 3. It is asserted that growth targets are
required through 7.010. As noted above, GMA requires growth
targets Car tlie twenty year period commencing on plan adoption,
which would mean 2014 if deadlines are not further extended.

Intt-oducfcion, p. 5, and t.;uul Ur.c, p. A2. The text: st.itcs tlint

under the No Action alternative, UGAs would not be designated
around cities in the rural areas, and rural city UGAs might or
miriht not mat-ch the cnrrpnbly dpsiqnnfcod rurnl city cxp.-insinn
areas. This description of the alternative is a si9nificant

misstatement of the law. Under RCW 36.70A.HO as amended- by ESHB
1761, the county is required to designate urban growth areas in
its comprehensive plan, and cities are prohibited from annexing
beyond the designated urban growth area, whether or not the CPPs
are amended or GMPC takes any further action.

Land Use, p. 5. It is stated that too large a cushion (excess of
capacity over targeted growth) would "encourage continuation ol'

inefficient, lower density urban development sprawling outward
from urban centers." Efficient densities can. however, be

i-A~'SI promoted by appropriate development regulations13 outside of
centers. The undefined term "sprawl," highly laden with negative
connotation, apparently means to the authors any development that
occurs outside of centers. In fact, higher density development
in cities outside of centers is not sprawl; "sprawl" is
appropriately defined as "classic suburban development [which]
consumes large areas of land in large lots supporting a
relatively smnll number of residents."14 Development away from

centers may be sprawl, but it does not have to be.

Land Use, p. 25. The text states that "rural cities, including
the expansion arcns in adopted community plans, have insufficient
cushion for their growth target." We note initially that neither
the final urban growth areas nor the official target growth
numbers have yet been set by the Metropolitan County Council, so
it is not possible to make this assessment based on the two
factors which will ultimately control. Furthermore, whatever may

LA-2 be true of other cities, Snoqualmie has an adequate cushion
LA-4 capacity for any target growth currently under discussion, if the

negotiated urban growth boundaries are approved. The one number
neither the County nor the Liaison Group hns requested (rom the
City is a capacity analysis of existing corporate limits plus the
negotiated urban growth area; by our calculations, that capacity
is at least 2St greater than the current working target number.

The solution is simple in any event: increase the size of the
designated urban growth areas around cities where inadequate
cushion is an issue.

13 See the Snoqualmie Mixed Use Ordinance, chapter 17.26 SMC.

14 The Pierce Report, Seattle Times, October 1-8, 1989.
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^<4-((c Land Use, p. 42. The text states that under the No Action
alternative, "the policies for regarding development within the

t-A-3'2- rural cities will only be used as policy guidelines rather than
directives." The policies which purported to direct development
within rural cities, LU-27, were stricken by the Growth Planning
Hearings Board, however, and would not be given substantive
effect in any case. This entire paragraph appears to be a non-
sequitur based upon a faulty assumption (that UGAs would not be
designated under the No Action alternative).

Land Use, p. 43. The authors assert that the 14 Centers
alternative will produce the least amount of adverse impacts or

(_A -33 rural cities. This is highly doubtful. Growth does not in and
of itself have adverse impacts on rural cities; in fact, more
adverse impacts, fiscal, social and environmental, will probably
occur if policies restricting growth prevent rural cities from
having viable population, tax base and economies. Rural cities
must have the financial resources to conduct municipal business,
including environmental protection.

Land use, p. 45. It is asserted that increases in population in
rural cities will cause a loss of community character and degrade
the environment. No studies or data are cited to support this.
It does not appear to be true. Enumclaw, with 8,000 people, does
not have less "community character" than Snoqualmie, with 1,550.
Carnation, with 1,250 people, cannot provide a municipal sewer
system, which would be a significant step in preventing
environmental degradation, while the larger rural cities are able
to do so. Environmental protection requires fiscal resources,
which in turn probably requires a larger population than all of
the rural cities except Enumclaw currently have.

Land Use, p. 47. The DSEIS merely mentions rather than analyzes
the differences between the Rural Character Task Force policies .
and the Suburban Cities' alternate proposed policies. We have

i-^-lfa previously commented on the RCTF proposed policies, which we
believe do not comply with GMA to the extent they purport to
discourage urban growth in areas which under GMA must encourage
urban growth. It is clear under GMA that an urban growth area is
not to be subordinated to the surrounding rural area. The
policies of the county with respect to the surrounding rural area
will ultimately control its character in any event.

Land Use, p. 52. It is asserted that the Magnet Alternative "may
not be as effective in controlling the potential for sprawl in

.1^ rural areas or preserving the quality of life in rural cities."
Again, it is analytically incorrect to lump rural areas and
cities in the rural area. Growth in rural cities does not equate
to "sprawl." With all due respect, the issue of the "quality of
life" in rural cities is an area better left to the rural cities
than to the GMPC, which does not'have a single resident of a
rural city among its current regular-members.

Human Services, p. 102. It is asserted that the centers
alternatives would have fewest impacts to human service delivery
in rural areas. This is incorrect. Human services needs are
louer in absolute quantity in rural areas, but not in importance
to the people who live there. Human services delivery is

•j-S-S currently notoriously bad in the rural areas, including within
the rural cities generally, since nost rural cities are required
to contract with County agencies to which services within the
rural cities is but an afterthought. Human services delivery
could only be improved with larger populations and tax base in
the rural cities, resulting in correspondingly greater ability to
provide needed services.

Human Services, p. 105. The Rural Character Task Force policies
would establish a distinction between urban and rural service
areas. This would seem to further diminish the perceived
importance of human service needs in the rural cities, where
teens still get pregnant and drop out of school,15 and every
other problem that causes a need for human services exists, just
as it does in larger cities.

Water Supply, p. 125. Strangely missing from this discussion is
any mention of the fact that one of the essential features of the

J7S-- (a Centers Alternatives will be the necessity of a huge acquaduct
carrying immense amounts of water relatively long distances from
eastern King County, where the water source is located, to the

15 The teen pregnancy rate is actually higher in rural cities,
where the availability of services is lowest.
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centers. Evidently it is permissible to ignore the rural
character policies generally when it supports the centers outcome
but not otherwise.

Stormwater Management, p. 135. It is asserted that growth that
is concentrated in existing urban areas will have the least
impact on stormwater management. Xf the issue is water quality,
note that on page 134 , it is disclosed that apparently over two-
thirds of the City of Seattle, storm water is discharged
untreated into Puget Sound. If the issue is cost, then it is
pure speculation to claim that retrofitting existing inadequate
storm water facilities is less expensive than building new ones
in less dense areas.

Sewer/Septic, p. 142. The authors claim that more growth in
rural cities under the Magnet Alternative would require capital
intensive improvements to expand services, which could most
adversely affect the rural cities. For some cities, such as
Carnation, this is a Catch 22; more population is the only way
such improvements can be paid for. In Snoqualmie, regulations
are in place that require new development to construct the sewer
improvements that are required as a result of that development,
so this statement is definitely not true for Snoqualmie. The
larger population envisioned under the Magnet Alternative,
assuming Snoqualmie is found by a sufficient number of people to
be a more attractive place to live than other cities, will
actually have a positive effect with respect to sewer
improvements, with a corresponding benefit to water quality.

Utilities, p. 150. There is an underlying assumption in this
section that in urban areas there is existing infrastructure in
place or it can be expanded at a "moderate capital investment."
Yet it is candidly admitted, as noted above, that the DSEIS is
actually uninformed as to the location or capacity of existing
infrastructure, and the costs of retrofitting inadequate
infrastructure are not known to the authors, whereas Puget Power
and Washington Natural Gas are clear that such retrofitting costs
are extremely high, not "moderate."

Utilities, p. 153. It is noted that RU-12 would discourage
providing urban levels of utility service in rural areas. This
is either illegal or counterproductive regarding certain

LA-2

utilities. What would one consider a "rural" level of electric
service? Electric utilities cannot discriminate in service
levels. Providing natural gas service to rural areas near
existing gas transmission mains has fewer rather than more
adverse environmental impact than wood stoves, and less adverse
impact on electric demand than electric heat.

Water Quality, p. 174. The DSEIS acknowledges that the water
quality (presumably of Puqet Sound) will be adversely affected by
the concentrated growth in the western UGA. We value the water
quality of the Snoqualmie River, and believe that expansion of
sewage treatment facilities and construction of storrawater runoff
treatment facilities, which are both viable only if the
population and tax base are sufficient, have positive rather than
negative effects.

Finally, we note that the tables B-l through B-5 all are
incomplete or incorrect with respect to Snoqualmie. This may be
because all tables appear to be based upon 1991 information, uhen
along with the majority of other cities in King County, we did
not feel we were sufficiently along in the process to provide any
level of detail. As noted, the City has never been asked for a
capacity analysis of the current corporate limits plus the
negotiated urban growth area. In 1993, we provided more
appropriate figures for use for planning purposes, and are
currently in the process of continuing to revise the numbers.

Thank you again for this opportunity to comment.

Very truly yours,

CITY_OF SNOQUALMIE

/S^.v>t(B>.6f^^
Patrick B. Anderson
City Attorney

/PBA
ec: Hon. Jeanne Hansen

Paul Harden, Fis/ED Chair
Chris Vance, GMH&E Committtee Chair
Mr. LeRoy Gmazel

<-^-
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DATE: February 25, 1994

TO: Jim Reid
Planning and Community Development Division

Parks, Planning and resources Department

King County

FROM: Randy Bannccker

RE: Comments on the draft Supplemental Environmental Statement for Amendments

to the Countywide Planning Policies

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the SEIS.

More than anything, the comments that follow serve to correct infomiation now in the utility
section. The corrective language was also offered to Ihe drafters of Ihc utility element of the

comprehensive plan.

12.0 Utilities

Inventory of Facilities

p. 150, 3rd paragraph

The section reads, WNG's gas supply is brought to this area on two parallel supply lines

F5- 7 opcralcd by the Northwest Pipeline Corporation. We suggest deleting the words two parallel

because the phrasing sounds as though the lines are far apart.

Forecastin? of future needs

p. 150, 2nd paragraph

This paragraph contains some misleading figures. We recommend the following as a

rcplaccmcnl:

WNG forecasts a 61 percent erowlh in customers by the year 2012. WNG has planned for

OEjjcquircd eas supply and pipeline capacity to meet the demand of current customers and

anlicioiiled erowlh for llie nexl 20 years. As described bv WNG's 20-vcar inteeratcd

tcsourcc plan. natural ens siinolv availnble to Ihc Pncific Northwest meels or exceeds (he

compnnv's needs.
W.tshin^t"" Natural dw Company

K15 MnccrSliccKl'.O. H"x IWl. .Scalllc. W;i.,hinpInn'WIII. (2H(i) 622-67(.7

Location and Capacity of New and/or expanded Facilities

p. 151, 2nd paragraph

This paragraph is misleading. We recommend the following as a replacement:

Notwithstandine the issues of local erowlh. ViffG slrives to mainlain ajirydenl level oF
reserve capacilv in (lie di.'rtrilmdon svslcin tlirotish a coiilinuons analysis and rrinforscment
proeram that includes individual projects raiiEine in duralion from 3-24 months. WNG's
distribution system expands usine a "just in time" capacHv Dhilosopliv that enables the

cgmpnnv to rcisnond to erowlh when and where it occurs.

Sienificant Impacts

The introduction to the section on Significant Impacts (p: 151) states:

"...the more concentrated development in urban areas...the more efficient and cost effective the
delivery of utility services."

Although the SEIS did not include cost and feasibility factors in its analysis of Ihe alternatives,

it did discuss efficiency of utility service provision. The Eight and Fourteen Center Alternatives
were said to have the greatest potential for energy efficiency and positive impact on the delivery

of utility services (p. 152).

WNG does not understand how the stated efficiencies are achieved with higher densities. Our
experience within our service area indicates that operations and capital costs are the highest in

Is-*f densely populated areas. It costs more to serve gas customers in Seattle than in Bellevue; and
more in Bellevue than in smaller cities.

The increased costs of density are confirmed by reviewing operations and maintenance costs for

natural gas utilities nationwide. Cities with greater populations per square mile, or greater
densities, tend to be more expensive places to provide natural gas service. We suspect Ihe same
is true for other utility service providers.

To compare natural gas operations and maintenance numbers to consumer costs, WNG reviewed
cost of living indicators such as groceries, housing, utilities and transportation. The general

trend held. Dense cities like Boston and Washington D.C. were more expensive places to live
than Albuquerque and New Orleans. (sec attachments)

Note: Attached is a copy of remarks made to Councilmember Vance's Growth Management
Committee regarding these economy of scale issues within llie SEIS.

Attachment



February 9, 1994

Comments on the utilities section of the SEIS

to Metro King County Council

Good morning.

My name is Gerry McDougall. I serve as Vice President for Special

Projects for Washington Natural Gas. We're a privately held natural

gas utility, serving 286,000 customers in Kmg County.

Thank you for (lie opportunity to comment this morning.

WNG fully supports the goals of Growth Management to ensure that

King County remains a great place to live and work—for us and for our

children. Through involvement on the Fis/Ed Committee and one-to-one

work with planners, WNG has been active in the GMA planning effort.

Today, I bring you our comments on die draft SETS. I appreciate the

magnitude of the SEIS task, particularly given the aggressive timetable

on Countywide Planning Policy adoption. However, I'm concerned that

r^ - 2. King County risks adopting policies that are based on good intentions

instead of hard facts. This document is not an adequate tool with which

an elected official might make an informed decision on the Countywide

Planning Policies.

Specific to our business, the SEIS discusses private utilities, but it does

not provide any depth of information that would allow WNG to

adequately assess impacts of the various alternatives on our company

and on our ability to provide service to our customers—now and in the

future.

The theme, as stated in die introduction of the utility section, is "...die

more concentrated development in urban areas... die more efficient and

cost effective the delivery of utility services."



The Eight and Fourteen Center Alternatives are said to have the greatest

potential for energy efficiency and positive impact on the delivery of

utility services.

The "cost-effectiveness" or "affordability" of density has served as the

underpinning of King County's the Growth Management planning effort.

But we do not understand how this "cost-effectiveness" or "affordability"

can be achieved through high density land use. Everything we've

studied says there is a point at which increasing density increases cost

of service and reduces efficiency.

Our experience within our service area drives home this point—our

operations and capital costs are the highest in densely populated areas.

It costs more to serve gas customers in Seattle than in Bellevue; and it

costs more to serve gas customers in Bellevue than in smaller cities; and

so on.

i-A-1

looked at operations and maintenance costs for natural gas utilities

nationwide. Cities with greater densities — greater populations per

square mile and more utility customers per square mile tend to be more

expensive places to serve gas. We suspect the same is true for other

utility service providers.

These higher costs of density don't end with natural gas service. If you

look at cost of living indicators such as groceries, housing, utilities and

transportation, the trend holds. Dense cities like Boston and Washington

D.C. are more expensive places to live than Albuquerque and New

Orleans.

I remain very concerned that these policies will make it tougher for our

employees to find affordable housing within King County and will send

prospective customers outside our service area to Skagit, Kitsap and

Kittitas counties by artificially constraining the supply of land.

This is true not just in King County, but throughout the nation. We've Before we buy off on a plan calling for significantly increased densities,



PCPUtATlON AND CCNSrTY STATISTICS

let's be sure we take an honest, sober look at what that might mean to

the residents and businesses of King County and wliat the physical,

environmental, social, economic and political impacts will be.

I look forward to continuing to work with you and county planning staff

to acliieve a plan that can ful Fill the vision of a strong economy and

desirable living environment.

Thank you.
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Pop. Density vs. O&M Cost/Customer
Shown for 17 Utilities
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Population Density Vs. Cost of Living
Shown For 37 Cities
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February 24, 1994 ;;- - ; :. ;.

TO: Lisa Majdiak, Planning S Community Development Division ' •'• -'

FROM: Paul Barden, Co-Chair Fis/Ed Task Force
Task Force Members: Jim Fitzgerald

Terry Seaman

Terry Lewis
Russ Segner

RE: COMMENTS ON THE COUNTYWIDE PLANNING POLICIES DRAFT
SEIS

LA-5

LA-9

t-/>-7

The members of the Fis/Ed Task Force organized a systematic review of the Draft
SEIS on the Countywide Planning Policies. While not a formal part of the Fis/Ed work
program, members recognized the importance of this document for decision making at
the GMPC as well as for work at our Task Force in evaluating the fiscal impacts of the
Countywide Planning Policies.

I have reviewed this document and participated in substantial discussions wilh the
Task Force members. The Task Force has not made formal findings on the Draft
SEIS nor did it take formal action on the comments made by individual members
Nevertheless, strong themes emerged through the organized review as well as in my
own which I would like to share with the GMPC. After reading my formal comments
other Task Force members have asked to add their names to this letter.

The Purpose of Ihis SEIS is to analyze the probably effects of a reasonable range of
alternatives for the countywide planning policies. To do this, the SEIS should be
based on data sets which reflect realistic growth patterns Unfortunately. realistic
growth data was nol used.

Fis/Ed Task Force work clearly identifies that 14 centers as described in the
SEIS will not be built in 20 years.

3-N-C,

Based on the proposed population and employment targets of jurisdictions, it is
doubtful that 8 centers will build out in 20 years;

The data set for the Magnets Alternative provides no clear idea of the growth
pattern.

The SEIS fails to utilized important information and studies which are curronl and
relevant to [his analysis.



i—A - & FisEd Task Force's Case Studies are not utilized;

Water Section is based on the 1985 Seattle Water Supply Plan instead of the
1993 plan (which has been out for over 10 months).

The failure to use realistic growth assumptions and current information means that this
Draft SEIS not only does not provide adequate information on the alternatives; more
importantly, it cannot provide meaningful information upon which to base a preferred
alternative. The final SEIS needs to provide substantive information on the policy
direction and financial resources which will be needed to support likely levels of

growth outside centers.

The SEIS has an underlying pro-centers slant which appears to pre-judge impacts

without substantive analysis.

The SEIS Executive Summary critiques Ihe Fis/Ed's recommendations relating
to office parks on (he unsubstantiated basis that it will undermine the centers
alternatives:

t-A-\3

-ft-Ke.')
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SEIS assumes that 35 to 65 percent of new growth will be redevelopment
despite Fis/Ed work questioning this;

SEIS consistently refers to centers as being based on high capacity transit: yet.
there is no meaningful analysis of the impacts of Ihe failure to construct a
regional transit plan on the viability of centers. In fact. lack of rail is not
determined to be a fatal flaw in centers development.

The analysis and conclusions in the SEIS avoids the tough questions such as:

What are the environmental problems with redeveloping industrial lands and the

costs of remediation?

How do the problems of crime and human services in denser urban areas affect
the ability to create quality urban neighborhoods envisioned in the policies?

What is the feasibility of developing needed new water sources to support
economic development in the next 20 years?

What are the costs and feasibility of making urban centers attractive and
inviting?

Finally, the SEIS fails to address the most fundamental questions:

What is the likely outcome of amending the CPP's to designate a certain

number of centers?

LA-10

L-A--,^

EC-z.

LA-4

If the urban centers do nof'build out" in 20 years as described in the SEIS, but
in fact only achieve the modest residential growth committed to in the
jurisdiction's targets, how viable are the centers? Where will the growth then
go? What are the environmental impacts of this scenario?

What adjustments need to be made in the centers strategy or criteria, and
countywide infrastructure investment policies, if non-center cities do not curtail
jobs and housing growth in order to focus growth into centers?

Do these policies ensure appropriate locations to attract and maintain high
wage/high value jobs such as those supplied by Boeing and MicrosofP

What is the likely result of providing only 125% of land capacity to projected
demand over 20 years?

We urge you to require that the Final SEIS do the following:

A) Provide analysis on realistic data assumptions and current information,

B) Develop a preferred alternative based on new analysis:

C) Reevaluale the analysis on office parks and redevelopment: and

D) Address the tough and fundamental questions asked above

The CPP's as a vision for the next 20 years will direct us to somewhere - the question
that the Final SEIS needs to address is: what is the likely outcome of each of the
alternatives in 20 years - what are the environmental impacts - and what opportunities
are opened and foreclosed?

2/24/94 b;ndun2/l



February 23. 1994

TO: Lisa Majdiak, Planning & Community Development Division

FROM:

RE:

Fis/Ed Task Force
Paul Barden. Co-Chair

COMMENTS ON THE COUNTWIDE PLANNING POLICIES DRAFT
SEIS

Februan- 22. 1994

FISCAL ANAI.YSIS & ECONOMIC DEV-E1.0P.MENT (FIS/F.D) TASK FORCE
COMMENTS ON THE DRAFrSEIS ON THE COU.NTVWIDF. PLANNING POLICIES

DRAFT

The Fis/Ed Task Force has been directed by the GMPC to make recommendations on
Economic Development Policies and to oversee the Fiscal Impact Analysis of the
CPP's. As part of its work program, the Fis/Ed Task Force has been actively
interested in the activities of other growth management studies, and particulariy the
work on the SEIS. The SEIS is an important tool to be used in reviewing the centers
strategy for countywide growth and, in particular, for evaluating the urban centers,
manufacturing/industrial centers and economic development policies. As such, the
Fis/Ed Task Force assigned a committee to organize a systematic review of the Draft
SEIS by Task Force members. The comments made by individual members as part
of the systematic review are attached. These comments are listed under the names
of eight chapter coordinators. In addition, individual members of the Task Force gave
testimony on the draft to the King County Council on February 9. 1994. Written text of

some of the oral testimony statements are included.

The Task Force has not made formal findings on the Draft SEIS, nor did it take formal
action on the comments made by the individual members.

LA-13

LA-1
LA-2
LA-3

LA-1

LA-Z^' •<

LA-9

Chapter I. LAND USE

P. xvi Answer. 2. The SEIS critiques ihe FIS-ED's recommendalions relanni! to office parks on

the basis ihal il will undermine the outcomes of ihe Centers Altemanvcs and (he CPPs. It is unclear

whai is meant by this siaiemeni. Clearly the FIS-ED concluded ihai n is essennal in order 10 anain

the economic development goals of the CPPs. If the staiement is intended 10 mean that the ureels

for Centers are unlikely to be achieved, the case studies sueeest iha; these lareeis are unlikclv 10 be

achieved even ifihe nrininnl CPPs arc nnt revised in 3nv wav Thw ihis sintcmcni needs clnnHcn-

non. (Tnvloc \Vashbum»

P. .\vi Answer-3 The worl; of the Fis-ED has questioned the shaky a'.sumpnons undeilyinc ihe

conclusion thai there is adequaie land capacity under curreni zoning for residennal. commercial and

industrial growth, ti is not clear that the SE1S drafters have taken this informanon inio account

Morrovcr. if the projected dcnsitv fnr Center? is unlikely 10 be nchicvcd. .is recent datn suygcsis.

then it is further questionable whether existing zoning provides adequate capacity. (Tayloe

Washburn)

P. t4 Land Capacity: This discussion factors in the 25% cushion required, but acain suffers from

not incrtrpnrntjnr. th<- recent dnin wlm-h Mif.iTf<;ts ihc rcM<ienli:il l.nf.cf* we nnlikflv K* he :u.tncvcd in

mosl Ceniers. ( Tayloe W.ishbum)

P. 15 Rural Cities: My understanding of the Magnet Aitcmanve mnkes me question the accuracy

of (he statement thni nil nhcrnnrivcs conicmplnte n Stmihir level of tlcvclopmeni in rurn! cilics I'ut-

thcr explanation would be helpful. (Tayloc Washbum)

P t6 Resitlcntini funds' Trend toward lower dcnsitv liousinf nns trciut is verv inconsistent with

the ambittous yoals in the Centers targets. At a minimum. it sutigests the need for continued analy-

sis of the residential preference issue. The raw data gathered by the Citv of Sennlc's Planninc Oe-

pnrtmcni provide;; furlhcr cvitJeitcc lh;tt absent -sotne sweepint!; perceived proyrcss tn cnmc and

schools in urban areas, ihe goal of increased resideniial density in urbw cenlers is unlikely to be

achieved. ( Some Fis-Ed members who have cnrcfully reviewed this thin hn-vc cnTici7cd the Scnnlc

Plnnninf, Dcpt.s nuifc optiniislic conclustons on this smdy as being unsupponcd by the evidence in

the raw data.) (Tayloe Washbum)



o PIS Urban Area: I have not reviewnl the specific daia provided by the City of Seanle to the
SF-IS drafters Reccni calcularions of what would actually be built based on the staiement that Seat-
ttc can nccomniod.'uc onc-lhtrri ot the ^v.tilnblc urbnn rcsiticntinl c,tpncity suy.ycsts thnt. whilt; pur-

haps lechnicaUy tnie. the use ot this cnpncity seems very unltkcly to be achieved due to the result-

inn rndical change in the character of individual neighborhoods (e.g.. ten additional 10-story residen-
tcil buildini;*; nnd tour ^0-ston* olTtce lowers added to the University Districl to nunin projtfctcd resi-

dennnl growth) t Taytoe Waxhburn)

7 P tK ffrh^n Amt Tlir nS-FI) wiitlt hns Ittnr, ni^o provHlcd a host or rc.'Lsnns qucstitininy ihc :tC-

ciirncy ot the .ijssertton in the SI:tS thnl ^6% of the unused commercial and industrial capacity can

be found in Sentile (Tavloc Washbum)

S I'D l;rban Grnuih Are:>s. The fc.-isibiliiy of'the Cenlcrs concept is undermined by the recogni-

non thnt only one center now meets the criteria for both employment and jobs. The recent data pro-

^ -(^ ilnccil oui<;ult- ihe Slil.S .nnl llle l':isc Snulies Kepart bolh add funhur doubt as to the likelihood of

llu* noinm;iti*il (.'CHICT'; :xn:iitunf. tln*ir st^teil fo:il<; (Tnvloe' Wt'ishbttm)

0 I* 21 Sc'niHcnni fmpncr; - l.nnd Fnp.iCttv The Sn? propcrlv notc<: ihc m^ior Fnctors ihnt nrr not

Ctken uno cotit.)Jci.itu»n thiouyiumt the ducumcni (e.y.. f'eastbihty and HscaJ impact). I'hus. the

A- (c, w°'k °'~the FIS'^D Task Force, which focuses on these two areas, must be taken hand-in-hand by

GMPC policv.m:tkt'r<; when rcvtcwtiu', the CPP?; and considcnny revisions. (Tnyioc VV.ishbum)

10 P 22 IJnccri.itnty on Redcveloprneni and Likely Density of New Devefopmcnt: The fnci ihat the
SlilS does nul give .-uiy caret'ul scrutiny 10 (he redevelopment expectations submined by cities such

as Seattle undermines the reliability of its conclusions. For example, Seattle's projections on indus-

mnl capnciry nppnrenily assume some rcltancc on multi-«;tory industrial development. Rvcn the City

nt' Senitlc ln<ltisirt:it Stndv idcntit'ies ihc novcltv and untested nnturc of this fonn of development.

there is no slunvim*. in or outside the SI:IS thai the businesses are likely to .site in these areas.

Here n^ain. thu SEIS stops short of sermomzing the lcasibility of the redevelopment assumptions.

The Fi?;-f:E) work hns qttCMif>nt*t1 lunv lik-clv it t<: htt,':im*?;r.c<: will *;c(*tc to dfnl with the hnsi of cost.

conimninittiun. and del;ty issues a.ssuciatcd with redevelopment (Tayloc Washbum)

I P 2-1 In sunun:in/:inr. the imp.ict:: ofcompuct urban areas. the SHIS fails to acknowledge (by its

own ,-idmission) the signitlcant posstblc adverse economic impacts associated with such devclop-

mcnt. (T.iylotf Waiihbum)

I; P 29 The SKIS does not anywhere try nnd piciurc wlul will be the form of development. When dis-
cussing residential development of 30 units per acre. possibly qunmiryinp this in terms of the num-

hrt nt' .ID-stoty it*sutcntt:it tou'cis 01 sutiic other, exnniple would be hclpfut. The inipott.'uictf of this

-A'ct is to coinniunicnte in lcrnu that policy mnkcrs can easily understand the actual development project-

cd under the various center nlicmntivcs. (Tavloc Wasbbum)

13 I' 1.1 The mtlnied a.ssumptions pl' m.inufacmnni; and indusirial jnb-: needs to be clarified As I un-

•A ~S^y dursund it. I'SRC •tnd nationn! data suggest 3 likely much smaller role in this area. As it involves

considerabie consumprion of land. policy makers should be made more aware of the oprimisric as-
sumprions made in this area. (Tayloe Washbuml

LA-l(a) 1:) p 33 Seanle's reliance on multi-siory buildings for t-uiure mdustna) development is addressed above

LA-1 (e) (Tayloc Washbum)

LA-13

LA-6

LA-9

l-A-1^

t-A-d,

15 P.33 (n discussing ihc City of Seattle's aversion to f?u<;ine<1;/OfHcc Park and their ihrcnt to Center

tlcvclopnifiit. thti (iofiimt-nt should provide a clearer picture ot' \w\v dense 50 jobs per acre will be

outside of the CBD and University District. This will be important informanon for poticy makers.

especinllv when companies such as Bneinc and Microsoft h.ive rrprntfillv sttcssed their unwillinr.-

ness lo sue tuiure facititics in such areas ('laylotf Washburn)

16. P.36 In discussing the impacts of the 3 Centers Attcmnttv(l. crcntcr ancntion mum he p.ivcn to the

recent Fis/Ud st.itT analysts which quesitons the extent to which t'urure househoid and employment

witl in Fnct tnkc ptncc in ("enter?; (Tnvtoc Witshhurn)

17 P t6 In (h'srnhinp. the impnci nt'infill mKt rcdevciopincnt. I .•irnni sun;est depicnny itus in the visu-

al terms discussed above. ( 1 oyloc Washbum)

IS I' 37 R'l'P Assumptiun: ll is uncluar if the SE1S stales wlial ihe impacis of the 8 Centers Allema-

live will be if the RTP does not go forward. There should be discussion of these impacts since it is
not clear thai the RTP will be built (Tavloe Washbum)

19. P.57 The discussion of linking CIP planning to capacity assumpnons is critical. In Seanle for cx-
nrnplc. the ambitious plan?; to lUtrnct Inrr.c numbers ofjohs nntl rc^idcnis have to date becfi un-

accompanied by specific information on the cosi of such growth, and on whom these infra.'iiructurc

costs will likely fall. (Tnyloc Washbttrn)

LA-l(e)

20 AH the nhcrnntivi": iclv to sicrnne.-int cxtcrtt nn the rcdcveioftment of vxisiini' indtiSTnnl .'uid m.-uiu"

factunng sites to achieve htgher employment densities. Tlijs is paruculttrly true of the !•» and R IJr-

bnn Centers altcmanve?; Yet little nttcntion has been paid to the issue of SKUC lobclmt: of hn7.nrdous

and cont.iminatcd sites »i relatinn to (he fcasibihty of this redevelopment strategy. Thus tar 68 sites

within King County have been put on the state's list. Thus fnr 68 sites have been tested' This

would indicate the distinct possibility lh.it literally every industnal 3nd mnnttfacninni* site \^thin the

c»uniy could end up on this dreaded list. It is simply n matter of how long it lakes ihc suite to

complete all the inspections. Once a site is on this list it. 31 best. mny be allowed 10 continue

funcrioninc in its current «sc nnd nt current levels At worst the site mnv become tninitv unusnhlc

I'ur any purpose, l-'inancial instnutions are unlikely 10 want 10 parncipaie in funding for

rcdcvetopmcm of Hazardous or Coninminatcd Sites. Potcnnat buyers and developers arc not likely

to be enthused by the prospects of involvement with these propemc?; This is a very ycnous proh-

Icrn ihnt needs to be spcciftcatly nddrcsscd in any plan thai relics heavily on redevelopment as a

ptnnnini? strntRt;y How ftous the GMPC intend to nppronch thix is.suc7 (Tcrnt Senman)



21 A related matter involving the reliance on redevelopment lo meet planning goals is ihe e-xireme dif-

nculrv. hazardous and contaminated siies aside, ihat companies face in today's regulatory climate if
thev must relocate even under the best of circumstances. In the past. though to a lesser extent than

currently envisioned, redevelopment has played a significant role in expanding our economy and

;4 -i3 providing additional jobs However. it used to be a lot simpler to relocate a small industrial or man-
ufaciunng business. Now it can take years and many tens of thousands of dollars in legal fees just

to move a few miles down the sirect. Consequently, these types of businesses may resist the pros-

peci of relocation with some vigor This issue is not addressed in ihe S.E.I.S. (Terry Seaman)

22. Please-conyidcr ihe implications of both the above issues relating to redevelopment in the context of

the followng assumption, relating to ihc 14 Urban Centers Aliemarive. taken from page 23 of the
DSEIS ••

LA ~6 "For boih rcsidennal and commercial/induslrial uses. 35 lo 65 percent of new development will be
redevelopment." (Terry Seaman)

:3 The OSRIS acknowledu's (page 19. lower right hand comer) that "None of the areas proposed to be
urban centers in the future currently meet the urban center criteria for both employment and housing

with the exception of the University Disirict in Seattle." In general that only one of the 14 proposed
centers is in fact now an urban center would seem to cast some doubt about the feasibility of the

urban concepl In specific, that the only proposed urban center thus qualified is the University Dis-
inct. an almost entirely taxpayer subsidized city within a city, provides some indication of just how-
likelv (or unlikely) urban cenlers will be to contribute positively to our overall economy. (Terry

Seaman)

24 Pace 47 of the DSEIS stales that "Of particular concern currently to rural area residents is the ab-

sencc of fire How in their area because urban levels of water services are not provided." This is a

remarkable siaicment and does not represent the sentiment of the great majority of rural area resi-

dents These folks are well aware that. as desirable as fire flow capacity in itself may be, any im-
position of such requirements on rural areas will result in the following undesirable impacts:

Private and small group wetls wilt be a thing of the past.

• Public water will. 31 great expense, (remember the current low densities and large lot sizes

and how that will affecl inslallation costs) replace those individual and

small group wells

* Exireme pressure to increase population densities in order to pay for the public water sys-

lem will result in ihe loss of rural character and lifestyle that most residents so vigorously

want to retain

LA-9

LA-6

LA-Ke)

HO-I

25. TTie DSEIS acknowledges ihai none of the proposed "ceniers" meel ihe qualifications for a center

today. The planning policies, however. are designed to direci erowh inio areas ihai w\\ eilher be-
come "ceniers" during the 20 year planning cycle or will be appropriate places for the development

of "cenicrs" at some near or distant future time The only significance of when a center meets ihe

crneria which we now use to define a center is measured by ihe exient which the comprehensive

plan relies on thai liming. A wise plan mil be built on the besi possible esrimaics as to when each

•cemer." will reach "cenierdom." bul v.ill coniain sutTicieni flexibility 10 accommodate each cenier

reaching centerdom in substantially more than (or less than) the currcni 20 year planning pcnod. •

(Larrv Smith)

26. As the DSEIS slates. it is not a feasibility nor a fiscal impact siudy The FIS/ED Task Force has
been given the job of rendering an opinion regarding feasibility and fiscal impact. Accordincly. the

input from ihe FIS/ED Task Force should aci as an additional guide to ihe county decision-makers.
(Larry Smith)

27. The conclusions in the DSEIS regarding land availabiliiy appear <o assume thai subsianria] rcdevcl-
opmenl can and will take place within the urban areas. It has become clear that such redevelopment

can only proceed if significant reform occurs in how govemmem treats redevelopment efforts, in-

eluding most specirically coniaroinaicd sues. Without such reform, the assumpnons arc tlawcd.

Nevenheless. Ihis is not a flaw in ihe center strategy. bui rather a challenge 10 be overcome as pan

of the implementation of that siraiegy. The ahemanvc 10 "rcdevclopmeni" is 10 leave under-

developed, contaminaied or inappropriately developed land in us current siatc. allowing ihe uses of "

that land to conlinue to deteriorate and requiring new uses to locale fanher and fartherinro the cin''s

environs. While such an approach may be acceptable in Dallas. where dat. developable land
surrounding the city is nearly limitless, il is simply impossible to carry on such an approach in ihe
Puget Sound region. In consequence. redevelopment must occur and will occur. The question then
is not "whether." but "when" and "how. (tarry Smith)

Chap. 2. AFFORDABLE HOUSING:

The discussion in the Draft SEIS is vague and rambling. Most disturbing is the lack of specificity in
identifying significant, probable impacis of the various altcmanves on housing in general and on af-

fordabie housing in particular. Since one of the major purposes of the SEIS is "To ensure thai cin-

zens and decision makers are provided wiih objective information and analysis before amending the

previously adopted CPPs". a fuller and richer analysis of probable impacts is in order. Althoush
there 3re challenges and complexities of ancmpring 10 predict and measure the relative effects of

each of the alternatives on the housing market, a clear, unambiguous and relevant distinctions can be

made among the center aliemaiives. (Dan Waison)

•-.A -Is
The above referenced sialemcnt relnting 10 rural fireflow is not accurate and should be removed

from ihc llnal SF.IS document (Terry Seaman)

2 P.59 The primary Finding that "Dislinclions i'n impacts belween the ajlemanves are minor because

of the far greater importance of market factors, including demand and supply factors." is an unsup-

ft 0" 2- poned asscrnon thai flies in the face of boih the case studies and mosi of ihc icsiimonv our task



force has heard over ihe last yenr While it's obvious the authors of the draft SEIS were unable to
make meaninuful distinctions between the center alternatives, there is strong evidence that policies

mandannc the densificanon of housing in and around urban centers mil have signincant unavoidable
impaci? on the amount, type and cost of housing thai is ultimately supplied by the marketplace. The
authors of ihe draft SEIS imply ihat the various policy altcmarives have only minor, nearly insignifi-
cam. rel.itive effects on ihe supply and cosi of housing. This absurd conclusion suggests thai hous-

inu markci tbrces. along mlh oiher extemalilies. are so overwhelming that policy choices, parricular-

ly lliose relanni; to developmeni densities, have no real cffcci and the conicntious debate over density

aliemanves is reallv a wasie of lime. (Dan Waison)

The authors ol' the draft SEIS have simply dodged the essential question by making the bold finding
"Marlid lorces have significnntly gre.-ner impact on costs and affordabiliiy than housing policies."

While this statement is an obvtous tnjism. it is totally incorrect to therefore assume thai housing poli-

cies have no sicnific.ini impact The real questions that need to be analyzed in the draft SEIS are:

A Given what is known nbout population growrh and the projected demand for hous
ing in ihe region, what relative impacts mil the various allcmarivcs have on the quantity.

type. location and cost of new housing supplied by the marketplace?

B How do Ihese impacts on the supply of new housing effect the cost of housing and
availability of affordable housing in the overall housing market?

C How do these impacts effect the cost of housing and availability of affordable
housing in ihe Urban Centers or other areas of high growth?

D Do these impacts necessitate mitigating measures in order to insure an adequate supply of
affordable housing? How effective and what are the public and private costs of these
mitig.iling measures? (It seems useless to discuss mirigating measures such as
inclusionary zoning unless iheir impacts can be also be assessed in terms of effectiveness

and cost). (Dan Watson)

4. Provjdinc answers 10 these questions is without question a challenging and complex analytical en-

deavor thai may very well be beyond the scooe of the SEIS and the cxpcnise of its authors. Based
on the information in the drafl SEIS. a more intellectually honest "Finding" would be to state that the
tnformation to measure ihc relative impacts of the various alternatives does not exist and therefore no

conclusion as to significance can be reached. This would at least acknowledge the possibility of
significant differences in (he supply and cost of housing among the various alternatives. (Dan

Watson)

5 P 6-1-69 While this section makes a number of interesting points about housing economics and dis-
cusscs in general terms each o! llie altemaiives. no derinitivc conclusions are ever reached I was

muck bylhc vague uncertain nature of the discussion and ils avoidance of strong conclusions or de-

I'lnmve siatcmciiis For example. Ihc authors couldn't really make up their minds whether and under

what circumstances ilensiricanon incicases or decreases housing cosls:

Ho-10

HO -^

'The impact of ihe Uiffercncc hciween eifhi and fnunccn centers miyln move cosis in

either tlirecilnn Since the 1-t Centers Aliemaiive mrmves the mimber n{ arecs of

conccnimiian cnnsuicmhly. if wmal densities an: snlficicni. ihis ciJicnitHive mishi cme

am- nghl supply cnmlnwns aitl thus allow pnces m shihilize or decline However.

ihts altcmam'e c/wcentrases (he mo^t hfittschnVy in areas where land pnccs miyht he
highest.ft (Pazc 6 7}

Although 1 have some fundamental disaereemenls with pans of the analysis in this secnon. «'s not

wonh debating here since no firm conclusions arc ever reached in ihe draft SEIS (Dan Watson)

Mitigation Measures P 69.71 This seclion caialogs various reeulaiory. adminisiranve and financial

assistance programs that are believed to mnigaie ihe adverse effects on housinr affordabilirv of sev-

era! of the altemarives Many of the proerams will have so linle mitieanne effect on housine

affordabiliiy that they hardly seem worth mentioning (e.g. Minimum Density Zonin.e. Inclusionaru

Zoning, Additional Assistance to Small Communities). I do believe that an expanded discussion of
public subsidies is in order since the provision of affordable housinc wilhin the Urban Centers uill
necessitate large public subsidies Given current housing costs and pnces. il is not difficull to
estimate an approximate public subsidy cost for providing a reasonable mix of affordable housine
uniis within an urban center. Tlie impact on the taxpayer could be quite siennlcant and consequently
bears more analysis and discussion.

I find this section somewhat ironic and comradictorv because on ihe one hand the draft SEIS
suggests thai regulatory policy has no significant overall effect on housine affordabilirv. vet on the
other hand oiher housing policies are. boih needed and effective in mnig3ling adverse impacts for
•iome of ihe alternatives.

Conclusion:

I would recommend a complete rewrite of the "Significant Impacts" and "Mitigaiine Measures"
|40*~ 1 sections of the Affordable Housing Chapter in order to achieve a consistent and cohesive analysis of

these topics as ihcy relate to the various CPP amendment allcmanves. (Dan Watson)

7. The DSEIS acknowledges thai the faclors which produce or preclude affordable housing are loo
complex 10 allow reasonable prediction regarding the impact of each alternative. While il is true that
densincation. for example, will no doubt raise the price of Imd in urban centers, it is also true that
the price of each unit of housing in a newty dcnsiHed urban Center is likely to be lessened by virtue
of the more efficient use of ihe expensive land. Similarly, while regulations and incentives to build
multt-unit housing in certain areas of the city will have the effect of raising the costs of single family
homes in those areas (due 10 the pressure \o replace those homes with more lucrative multi-family

developmenis). the preservation of single family neighborhoods made possible by dcnsification
elsewhere will relieve such pressures for other pans of the ciry The rcsull of all of this m\\ be that
the cost- of some types of housing in some locations w\l\ nsc while prices may remain the same or

even fall for Other housing types or locations. (Larrv Smith)



-K- z

Chapter J. TRANSroRTATION

Which came First THE PLAN or THE CHOO CHOO? Reading the Countywide Planning Policies
and listening to the supporters of thai vision one micht come to the conclusion that King County's

Growih Mmagcm-nl strategies are simply an after the fact jusiificarion for a very expensive mass
transit project Raiher than a transit sysiem that responds (o the needs of citizens and businesses it

seems we are irymc to develop a scheme thai will. by dramatically shifting our way of life. Ht a
predetermined vision for mass transit (Terry Seaman)

Over the past severai decades public transportation in King County has not proven particularly

succcsstul Very Few people utilize ihe system, (t has not been able lo respond effectively to the

needs of its prospective customer?. The percent of use of public transit as a means to get to work

hns decreased over the past decade (Table 5. page 76). Merro's normal response to lack of ridership
has been to raise fares and cut service. Apparently that stralcgy has not solved their problems. Now

we have 3 tcrriHc new idea "Transportation Demand Management" or. as it is known to

iransponanon aficionados. "TOM" TDM is a swell series of disincentives designed to force people
out of iheir automobiles through such means as excessive parking charges, added parking taxes, and

higher fuel prices. I sucgest ihat it's about lime to try to give people some positive reasons to choose

our iransn system over other transponation alternatives. I also suggest ihat prior to initiating a new

transit protect costinc tens of billions of dollars we should prove to the public that we can first fix '

our current more modest public transit services, making them an attractive alternative for commuting.

The proof of our success will be increased ridership and possibly eventual public acceptance of the
iimbitious plans of the R.T.A. The King Couniy - Metro merger seems to be the perfect opportunity
to focus attention on our existing transit system. Only after we have teamed to make it more

successful wilt we have the knowledge and public confidence necessary to ensure the utility of the
massive reeiona! system envisioned by planners and leading politicians. (Terry Seaman)

The specific message here in terms of the Countywide Planning Policies and the DSEIS is DONT
BUILD OUR ENTIRE GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLAN AROUND THE CONCEPT OF A
FUTURE MASSIVE REGIONAL TRANSIT SYSTEM WHEN WE CURRENTLY LACK THE
ABILITY AND KNOWLEDGE TO MAKE OUR EXISTING. MORE MODEST SYSTEMS EVEN
MARGINALLY EFFECTIVE. (Tcny Seaman)

•) Much of the analysis of the relationship berween the currcntly-proposed RTA and the CPPs suffers
from loo much emphasis on the shon term and loo little emphasis on the long lcrm configurarion of
the region. East-west movement in the county has been substantially advanced with the dramatic

expansion of 1-90. There will soon come a time. if it hasn't occurred already, where the region can

no longer su've ils ever increasing congestion problem by building more freeways. 6ven Los

Angeles, which for decades has been acknowledged 10 be too spread out to ever justify a mass transit
svsrem. is rurnmt; to transit. The critics of the RTA may be correct in contending that this is the

wrong plan or ihe wrong time (although it is interesting and instructive to listen to Dan Evans

ob.'.en.-.ninns rcgardinc; ihc kind of E?idjoi transit system we would have loday had ihc foro'ard

thrust bond issue passed), it is dear that this region wil! not continue 10 ihrive without some srirt of

mass iransn aliemarive at some point in ihe future. The point is ihat we should be making land use

decisions today thai facilitate ihe consmicrion of the mass-transii svsiem when ihe recion's voters

findly decide that the coneesiion and the resulting economic staenation jusnfies ihe pnce lag The
cemers-based policy allemalives as set fonh in the CPPs are ihe only aliemanves thai do thai. (Lanv

Smith)

Chapter 4. HUMAN SERVICES

1. The S-E IS. concludes that the alternatives that propose to conccnrraie growth into desic.naicd urban

centers would result in fewer impacts on the delivery of human services in rural and resource areas

(page 102. Main Findings). This of course assumes ihat new residential growth will occur in the

"J^^^ areas .ind propomons envisioned by ihe ptanner$. and thai such a result would minimtze residennal

growth in the rural areas. It also apparently assumes that the increased funding required to provide

human services in the urban centers and surrounding urban areas would not result in pressure to

decrease funding for those sen''iccs in the rural areas. (Tem- Seaman)

2. The projected characteristics of employment opponuniiics in the Urban Centers indicates an increase

in lower paying service secior jobs that may not be self-susiajnme. This ml\ result in an increased .

per capita demand for human services, noi necessarily in the Urban Ceniers but rather wherever, in

the counly. these new lower pay residenis and their families determine to live Increased demand

and need for human services will result in increased per capita COSTS for human semccs. Will

jurisdictions have the resources to pay the bill? (Terry Seaman)

3. There are ihose who believe that centralization or "recentralization" arc the solutions to the problems

that have faced our central cities ever since the post-war invention of the subdivision caused the

middle class to separate itself from the city and from one another. See. for example.

"Recemralization-. The Single Answer to More Than a Do2:en U. S. Problems and the only Answer

to Poverty." William B Shore. 1993. a paper for the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy Mr. Shore is

now a Senior Fellow of Urban Affairs at the Regional Plan Association in New York Mr. Shore's
thesis is that the centers of American cities must regain iheir role as the principal places where
people come togeiher for work. retailing, the ans. higher educsnon. health services and

entenainment. Such a reccntralization will do more than anyihmg else to end ihe apanheid that has

caused class and racial separations in our communities, as well as the economic decay of ihc central

ciiy. (Larry Smith)

^4-<o

IS--/
OiapterS. POUCE/FIRF./EiMERCKNO' RESPONSE

I. The DSEIS fails to effectivclv address the issue of law enforcement cost? rclaled 10 the creallv

mcreased popuiahon densities envisioned by planners A feeble anempi is made on page 109 to

8
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11 Vv'hai is the ranbnale behind CO-16 requinnj; Rural Water Systems 10 be "professionally managed
and mamlained by ihe applicable water purveyor according to ihe satellite management procedures of
ihe Coordinated Water System 'Plans. and desicned to rural standards.'"' Why does the Suburban

Cities Association, which has no direct concern in this maner. feel so strongly ihat this policy, which

\v\^\ needlessiv cost residents \v\ih individual or small eroup wells in the ruial unincorporated area of

ihe county ihousands of dollars apiece on a yearly basis. must be retained over ihc more reasonable

version (RU-l-t) put fonvard by the Rural Charaaer Task Forcfc? (Terry Seaman)

t2 If retained. CO-16 mil result in extreme and needless economic hardship on rural residents who arc

aircadv undcrrepresentcd in the Growth Management Planning process. It will prompt the incursion

of public water disiricis mlb the rural areas where the GMPC allsgedly does not want them. (rural
residents don't want them either) and it wilt most cenainly. along with public watcrlines result in ad-

ditional. even insurmountable pressure to increase densities in ihc rural areas where, again the GMPC

claims it warns to minimize densiues. (Terry Seaman)

CHAPTER 10 - SEWER/SEPTIC:

1. On page M2 the SEIS mennons thai [he capaciiy for iransmission md ireatmeni for ihe south Pucei

Sound driinage is under study Is there the same level of confidence thai (hose studies will resuliin

sufficient capacity for the erowih anticipated in the southern pan of ihe counrv as ihe seems to be for

the METRO ponion of the county? (Wallv Toner)

Oiaptcrll. SOI-ID WASTE

I The SEIS does noi mennon ihai Seattle mmaees its own collection and disposal s\'s[em. Also.both

JT5-'<° Seattle and King County are served by regional l.-mdfills locaied in Roosevelt. Washineion and

Arlingion. Oregon. (Wally Toner)

CIIAn'F.R 9. SlomiwalcrMannecmenl

I The value of srormwater runot'f has increased among groundwater pun/eyors. They believe the cur-

rent policy of capturing ninoff and channeling il into water courses should be reviewed for a more

balanced approach. Twenty-two percent of urban King Couniy' s population uses groundwater as its

only source Runoff helps recharge aquifers. (Holly Kean)

2.. Amount of Siormwater Runoff:

The assumprion in the SEIS is ihat the Centers Alternatives will categorically have less impact on the
production of srormwater runoff since most of the development will occur inside ihe UGA.

However, in ihe Land Use section on page 16. the SEIS slates that there are 40.000 vacant acres in

the UGA. Most of those acres will be consumed 10 accommodalc the 215,000 additional households.

Wouldn'l the siormw.itcr generated by covering these acres vnth impemous surfaces be the same as

any other 40.000 vacant acres? If so. would thai result tend to neuiralizc the differences between ihc

Alternatives'' (Wally Toner)

3 Jurisdiction's Plans'

Mention is made of King County's SWM and (he Cily of Seanle DWU. But there is no mention of
olher cities and ihcir capacity to deal with siormwatcr. The relative capacity of the region lo manage

slormwaler associated with development is imponmt in designating Centers. (Wally Toner)

4 Center Designation:

To the extent possible, llic FSEIS should connrm each jurisdiction's surface water management plans

for the Ceincrs anticipaicd. It has been said thai future expansion of the Hulchinson Center will not

he possible until ihc (SO problems in south Lake Union are solved. (Wally Toner)

12

rs-4
Chapter 12. UTIUTIES

1. The introduction lo the section on Sientficani Impacts (p. 15 ]) stales: "...the more concenn-ated de-

velopment in urban areas ... ihe more efficient and cost effecnve the deliven- of utilitv semces."

"c°.!','.'!?ecnve de"s"y"has served as an underlvins assumption of the GMA planning effon. Based

on WNG's research, there is a point at which increasing density increases cost' of semce. while re-
ducing efficiency.

Allhough Ac SEIS did not include cost and feasibility factors in its analysis of the aliemarives. it did
discuss efficiency of utility service provision. The Eighl and Founeen Center Ahemanves were saM

to have the greaiest potential for energy efficiency and positive impact on the deliverv of urilitv ser-
vices (p. 152).

WNG does not understand how the stated efficiencies are achieved wnh higher densmes. Our expc-

riencc within our service area indicates that operations and capital costs arc the hiehcsi in densely

populated areas. It costs more to sen'e gas cusiomers in Seanle ihan in Bellevue:~and more in Belle-
vue than in Redmond.

The increased cosis of density arc confirmed by reviewing operations and mainlenance costs for natu-

ral gas unliries nationwide- Cities wiih greater populations per square mile. or creaicr densities, lend

to be more expensive places to provide natural gas serrice. We suspect ihe same is true for other
utility service providers.

To compare natural gas operations and mainlcnmce numbers lo consumer costs. WNG reviewed cosl

of living indicators such as groceries, housing, utilities and transponarion The general trend held.

Dense cilics like Boston and Washington D.C. were more expensive places 10 live than Albuquerque

and New Orleans, (see attachments) (Gem' McDoucaH
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riiaptrr IJ. SKNSmVF. ARF..VS * RF.SOIIRCK I-ANDS

The SFIS Hnd? ihni manv sensitive areas and resource lands are located in rur-il and resource areas.

No kitkhni: Previouslv developed land m the urban .ire.u; has ioni; since had all the sensitivny and

rfiiiurccl'ulness lil.T.lcd uul of it! Nevertheless llie USEIS conclusion ihai the 14 Urban Cenier Altcr-

native would have the least adverse impaci in this regard seems an accurate assessment Existing

sensitive ,ife3<; and resource land;; are indeed located pnmarily in the rural areas of the county. As-

siimini; the vsinons .'iltcrnahvcs work a.*; envisioned the N Urb.in Cenicr sccnano would be the prc-

I'errcd alternanve. in Ihc conicxt of prcservini: sensitive areas and resource lands (Terry Seaman)

Owplrr 14. .MROUAI.riT

Many measures hnvc already been implemenicd >it the t'ederal, state. and local levels to improve air

qunlif.' The DSliIS nccuratclv concludes however that: "In eencral. adverse air quality impncis will

occur whfie t'ro^di occufs " A!l the :tltcrn:tiivcs under consideration .issunic simil.ir nmounis of

ci.nvth thoui;li. ot course, lltc inannet tn wiuch the rrowih is h.indled ttitTcrs 'Ihc DS^IS conclusion

llial the 1-1 Urban Cenlers Allcrnalivc is the best allemative in terms of overall air quality is probably

accurntc thntir.h. in rrncr^l. tin* (tttT**rctii*t": hctwccn :iltt'rn:itivcs in ttijs rcgnitl :ippc:ir nnnintnl. (Ter-

tv Seantaiil

Die ilif'fereni nttcrn;«tves wi!l iiuleed h:tve :m impact on ;>ir qu.itity. since the greatest source of air

pollution is the au(0inobi!e and the greatest problem with automobiic use is the predominance ofsin-

etc occupancy vehicle travel The centers iiltemntives provide the best (the only) nhemativcs that
ptesent .t serxous oppoitnnity tbr pedesinan and si^mHc.ml transit use. To the extent that such use is

enhanced the incrc.isc in nuiomobile use will be slowed. (Larry.Smith)

OIAITKK 15 - Wnlcr yn.-ilily

I I lie itnp<iit;>nce of protrcttiu*. i*j0tmdw;itcr rroni cont.iminanon should be cinphasized as 22 percent of

Kini; County's urbitn populanon depends on groundwater as its only water source. Hlolly Kcan)

Snue nuisl of llic cuinpni;nivc annlysis in ihe SLIS is devntcd to llie ct't'ccts of impervious surfaces

and the adequacy o^' scwcr systems, pteasc refer 10 the comments under those sections. (WaUy

Toner)

Oraplcr IS. Kf'ONOMIC DKVEU)PMENT

P;it:c xi ot' the Kxccuttvc Suminarv Mates. "In order 10 cvniunte the differences nmont*. nitcmativcs.

the f)SI:IS .i.ssumcs that under the R Centers and 1-4 Centers Alternatives. Jobs nnd housing growth

\\tli o<'i-ut (d (\*itttlc* tit suirntfiil nutnhi*f; lo tm*ft Counlvwule I*l:unnnf. l^olu'iL*^* dct'ittcd cttlcnn.

)£C-3

EC-IO

In rcnlitv. the Countywidc Plnnniny Policies require phnmm: to ;iccomniod.'itc the housini' ,tn d jobs

targets. Development to actually achieve the Centers' cntcna may take more than 20 years for most

Centers." In one short disclaimer. are the two biggest problems rclanne to the fcasibiHry of the

pLinninr, procc?? (Terry Scamim)

There are serious questions as 10 whether urban centers can achieve the job and hou?mt; tarccts

Many oF its involved in the process arc convinced thai the housini: targets arc sunpiy not achtcvable

in most designated Centers. Some of us doubt the ability of the Centers to meet the employment

targets and funher qucsrion. even if the targets are met, whether <;omc of the rvpes of jobs envisioned

for the Centers will allow (or self-sut'ficicncv. let alone nciuaHv contribute sonicthinis 10 ihc overall

economy If low paying sen/ice jobs are to be a sicniHcarn pomon of Center employment the rcsi of

us may end up in effect subsidizing these jobholders throunh provtsion of humnn scn'-iccs .ind other

yovvrnmcni proyrnms itinicd at low inconitf (nnultcs. Planners iihould be fbcustnc ihcir attention on

ensuring, to the extent possible. that new jobs will contribute m a posinve way to our overall

economy rather than simply trying to squeeT-e in the most possible jobs per nfrc rcr.irdlc?;;: of the

economic viabilily of those job?;. (Terry Seaman)

This business ;ibom how. tuchmc;tUy, Ceniurs need only plan (o accommodate housing and job?

tarccts but not ncnmtly .ichicvc them within the 20 yc.ir plnnning period is probably the btt;r,cst scam

ol' the whole planninu process 'ITiis technicality is brought up when anyone quesnon? the Centers'

housing and Job targets. In effect, what's snid is thai it's not imponant whether or not the targets :irc

nclunlty met but only ih.it jurisdictions have the required zoning in place. Yet virtually everyone

agrees that we have to accommodate approxim3tcly 325.000 additional people in King County over
the next twenty years and that the planning underway assumes the Centers* targets wilt be met and

docs not ninkc any provision for what happens if they arc not. For instance, approximately 145.000

people now reside within the geographic areas that define the proposed 14 Urban Centers. The 14
Urban Centers Alternative assumes thai nearly 100.000 .idditional people can be cncourafed lo reside

in those Centers in the course of the next iwcnty years. Is it a reason.ibte assumption to think that

we can jam that many people into whnt is by far the most densely developed areas of the county7

What about the economic consequences of such an effort'7 Whnt ktnd of cconnnuc incentives nn<<

suhsittics would be ncccs.sniy to nmkc tliis h^ppcn^ C.ui we .ilford it'* ( Ferr\' Seaman)

GENERAL COMMKNTS

The Drafl S.li.I.S. proceeds from the assumplion thai all of the planninc altcmaiives (No Action. 8

Centers. 14 Centers, etc,) could be achieved as envisioned by the ptanpers (Reference paye iii of the

Executive Summary: "The expected or predicted outcomes of each nltcrnanvc arc based on plannuit;

•Tssumplions rci;ardim; populalion nnd enipluymcnt gro".lh Any chiuigcs in these assumptions could

substanttally affect the outcomes."* Or page x of the Executive Summnry "For purpo7;es oF

environmental review, the OSUS assumes the ncnon csillcd For within the Countywidc l>l4innini1;

Policies nn<i the five .iltcrnntivcs can he accomplishctL t'ut ilocs not c.sttm.'iic the costs or feasibility

ul'achicviny them.") Consequently the DSHIS docs noi in any wav test the fcastbittty of any of the
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pl.truunr .iltcnKinvcs by c\plorini; whctlier or nut. nnd to whnt Jeyree. the various planning opnons

.ire rcnhsnc cxpcct.-itipn*; of whni could hnppen in the next twenty yenrs nccausc it accepts rather

than icsis [host? assumptions I find the conclusions that .ire drawn to be simplistic, obvious and for

the most pan useless. For instance, the conclusions Stated on pace ii of the Executive Summary

in<hc:mnp. (hni ihi* 14 Center?: AltL'rnativc wintitl consmne (nr less v:ic:inl IAIH! ih.in the Pre-

rtniniv^itlt: PLintunr PottCtes AItcrnnuvt; and thai ihc other allernauves would fa!! between these

two hookcnds is nbundanriy self-evident providing you accept the theoretical premise that the 14

Center? Alternative, and the other alicrnnnves .ire achievnble as envisioned. (Terry Se.'unt'm)

the question that still remains is this:

Is the (iMI'C :ind/or Ktnr, C'lHtiny intctutint; to provide a mechnntsm to test the assumptions made

by the planners before proceeding with the selection and implementnrion of the preferred planning

alternativeT ( I'crrv Scnm.in)

Some oi us who hnve been involved, on an intense but volunteer basis, in the plnnnin? proccs?; scri-

ously questtoti tlie .tssumpnons m.-Kle by planners and the OMPC relating to both population and em-

pinvmeni dcnyitics in the Urban Centers I also qucsnon the Assumptions regarding growth in the

ruia! areas nnd the assumptions rc^ardint; the rclinncc on public transit systems. It is importnnt that

w** ititimnielv ivork from .'i^umptions thnt arc realistic rnth<*r thnn simplv itlr.-ilistic (Tt'rrv Srnninn)

4 Despite the claim, on page x of the Executive Summary, thai the economic nnalysis to be provided '

hv the FIS;T.D T.T-.k Force will rioimnc co';*':, "p.irticuliitly in rcr.nrd to their impact upon intlivitltj-

.ils. businesses :uul the public stfctor". il (Joes not appear likely this report will in any serious way

adtlre<;s that mpic except as it relaics to the public sector. In other words impaos upon individuals

and businesses wiit be hirycly tgnoied. This is due in part to (he inability of the county and GMPC

to I'tilly t'uncl such an nnnlysis .md in pan to the lack of will to really address the feasibility of ihe

planner's assumption? and is evidenced by a review of the proposed Tnble of Contents/Outlinc of the

I-'IS/KI) icpon (Terry Sca(n.'in)

5 As the proportion of populntion in the Urb.in Centers and other urban areas of the county continues

to mcrense over that of the rural nrcns ihc nlicady nitnimal political pressure thni residents of the un-

incorroratcd mrnl areas cmi bnm*, to bear to n.ssrri their needs wilt continue to decrease. In that

sense .lit the nitcrnntivcs. 1<incc thcv cnnccnirnte 1'rnwth in urban nrens thrcnlcn the :ibility of im:tt

resitlcttts to have :inv nic.'inuit;ful ftirm of self-yovtfrnnncc or signifirant input into the local political

svstem (Ferry Scam.in)

(' I don't know ipn'tc where to put tt or liow to tie il specifically lo the DSRES but once again I urge the

(IMI'C wd King County to give scnous considerniion to the implications of the possible cslablish-

ment of Ccdnr Couniv I bcticvc thnt such n new county, in the southeastern portion of King County

(Id incTL'asc pressures to develop those rural areas currently vf King County, to the extreme dctri-

nicnt of the (nMI'C f*ni)cn:s :umutl at conccntr:nini; r.rowih in the urban nre:is. Also its abuut li(nc

the (n\lP(.' and the county h«ih rcalt^c and acknowledge that the past and current handling. and the

uhittinic results of .the ccnmly';: plannirif. tnocess. have IKUI. nftd will conttiiue to have. a Stymficant

impact on (he ability of Cedar County supponcrs to uaThcr ihe ncccssnn.' strnnturcs for iheir

pctinons. In clfect. the acitons of GMPC is seen as the urcatest ammuninon for Cedar Counrv

supponers since the GMPC is viewed by many residents of the rurai areas as totally unrcsponsive 10

their concern? and totnlly outside the scope nt their influence (Terrv Seaman)

KURALAUKAS

) To mnnv people in the nirnt areas of Kinp. Counn' growth ni:mn»:rmtlni. whiti* complex :iml f\cittin:.

iy not consitlereil tlitf "hentllty process" exiolled on page iv ot ilic hxeculive Summ3r\* This is

because rural rcstdents have had no real representation on the 15 member GMPC that consists solely

of elected ofHcials None of those elected officials has thus far shown anv real mctmntion or sbihn/

10 provide proactive rcprescnianon for the residents of unincorporated King County City of Seaiilc

residents are well represented on the GMPC by their own elected officials, likewise the suburban

cities have substnnli.-tl representation by elected ofnctnls Rural residents supposediy must rely on

having their points of view advocated by counry counci! members whose dismcis lie almost lotaliy

within the citv limit?; of Seanlc To dntc the majorirv of mra) nrcn rcsnfenTs would dispute the clnim

on paue v of the Executive Summary ihnt "Thus the GMA is cre.itinc a lastiny tcnacy of tntcgraicd

pl:ur: :u"t policie': ih.it t)i;>ke sense fot the entire tcgion " ( Ferry Sc^m:ui)

-r/v-8

LA-4

Bcnchmmks

Throughout the DSEIS. benchmnrtcs and monnonng arc idennHcd as appropriate and reasonable

mitigating measures for implementing the Countywidc Planning Poiicics (CPPsl. h is Fis/ED's view

that there is enouyh unccnninty ns.sociatcd with implementing .-i new land use vision that it would be

irresponsible 10 move forward without a commitment to benchmarks and monitorinc Therefore, we

recommend that King County jurisdictions develop n process for <:emnp. anct momKtnnt; bcnclimnilc?:

For the CPPs. An cnrly "nd clear commnnient lo this process on the pnrl of clccied otTtciaJs will do

much to lower anxiety levels associated with the imptemcntanon of a new Lind use vision. To

iniliaie this process. FWFD is for\vnrdini*. n li^i of ccononiic dcvc!"p"i<*"t in<!u:>t<'is. mnl

tccuunneinled next step;; to ihc GMI'C tor thcti consideration (l-is.'l:tl liisk 1-urct:)
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Hr. Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and Community Development Division
King County Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Build 1119
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 9810<

Re: Draft Supplemental £IS for the Amendments to the
King County Councyulde Policiaa

^ Dear Hr. Reid:

1000 Friends of Washington Is a statewide citizens
organization dedicated to achieving livable communities,
promoting a vital, economy, and conserving Washington's rural
and reiourcft landn through sound growth management planning.
We offer the follouing comments on the DraEt Supplemental

Environmental Impact Stakenant for the AmendmentB to the King
Countywide Policies (SEIS).

1. Urban Centers

There has been a great deal of confusion and misunderstanding
of the centers concept. We believe that urban centers ace
intended to have a mix of houelnq types. Including mid-rl.Be
and garden apartments and townhouaee. Experience in Seattle
and other cities shows that, while not for everyone, there
are significant portions of the population that are attracted
to living In these types o£ urban centers. The SETS should
examine what the centers are likely to look like at the end
of the 20-year planning period, including the mix of housing
types that are likely to be located there.

This analysis may reveal that the definition oE centers
should be'refined"In order to achieve realletlc and livable

.11 housing goals. One alternative would be to establish a
houalng density ulthin the centera that in mora consiatant
with the definition In the Vlalon 2020 plan. It may be
easier to attain affordable housing within the centers if the
9e09caphic size of the centers were not BO constrained or iE
tfomu of the housing were to be locaced on the fcin9o of the
center. Land prices may be significantly lower In areas that
arc outside, but uithin walking distance of the centers as
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they are now defined.

2. Land Capacity

The land capacity analysis in the SEIS is the most'thorough and
detailed analysis that has been done by any County" In the'state'T
In_addition to that analysis. It might be'uaeful'to examine"the
effect of its assumption of existing zoning. To what extent has
the remainln9 land capacity, been underestimated beacause of this
aaeumption? The SEIS should include an estimate of land capacity
that accounts for future up-zonlngs baaed on past trends, neu
information in draft plans, or likely scenarios.

3. MoniLoring o£ Land Supply

The County's urban area must have sufficient capacity to
accommodate the next 20 years ot population growth. Given the 20
year land supply, the boundary should not have a significant effect
on the housing market In the first years subsequent to the
establishment of the boundary. It the land supply within the urban
growth boundary is monitored, 1k would seem that the County could
ensure an adequate supply of land for housing, commercial and
industrial uses. What kind of monitoring program could the county
adopt to ensure a sufficient supply oE land within the boundary?
As part of this program, the County must develop, eithar as part of
the SEIS or the comprehensive plan, measurable benchmarks for urban
and rural densities and objective criteria for amendments to the
urban growth boundary.

4. Urban/Rural Line and the Centers Concept

The County's urban growth area is the primary tool fco reduce sprawl
development and to conserve rural lands. The location of the line
should not be exclusively linked to the centers concept. Analysis
shows that the County can accommodate the next 20 years of growth
uithin the urban/rural line even If the centers arc not entirely
built out within the 20-year planning horizon.

As the County refines the definition of the centers, it ehould
develop a more clearly defined land use strategy Eor the non-center
urban areas. This strategy should be aimed at promoting compact
development that will reduce vehicle miles travelled and will
combat r.prawl.
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5. City Comprehensive Plans

The SEIS should examine hou the currently completed city
comprehensive plans relate to. the land uae alternatives. The
centers concept may be further refined by the land use plans that
have already been adopted — such as Bellevue and Renton — and the
plans that are nearing their final stages. Are the cities
developing land use plans Lhat can accommodate their projected
population targets? How do the urban centers aa defined in the
city plans compare to the concepts in the Countywide Planning
Policies?

Conclusion

As the County refines the SEIS and develops a preferred
alternative, ue should not loee sight of our overall vision for the
region. That vision of compact urban development and the
conservation of rural King County has widespread support throughout
the community. We should not accept sprawl development patterns
simply because that is what the current market knows best. The
ciclzeng of King County deserve better. The grouth management uork
that the County has done thus far provides a good foundation for
refining that overall vision.

Sincerely,

^'a^iifu.
Eleanore Baxendale
Executive Director
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Li»a Majdiak, Growth Management Project Supervisor
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue

Seattle. Wa. 98104
RE: Comments SEIS, Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Ma. Majdiak:

Please accept the following aa my comments after reviewing the Planning Policies proposed:
1. There is a l*ck of critical anajysic in the document. There is no fiacaJ analysii or

market feasibility analysis of housing. I could find no in&astructure capacity information
nor did I find specific growth targctl propoied for each jurisdiction.

2. Urban centers arc going to develop no matter what you do. You cannot predetermine
a number. Look at the recent study of "edge cities" that have developed in practically
all major cities around the countiy. You cant lay that 40% of the population growth
will locate in urban centers over the next 20 years. Neither 7-1% ofjobs. Many more

people must live in urban areas outside of centers. Utility companies right here in the
Pugct Sound area have indicated that it will be more costly to provide services into the
dense centers. All we mil be doing is sending the growth to the other counties due to
incicascd crime, tack of open space and high cost of housing. Right now we are one of
the most costly places to build anything in the US. A simple mid-risc siructutc in
Seattle costs alniosl S 10.00 per sq. ft. more than in Atlanta. New Orleans or Phoenix.
We still can provide good housing in the subuibs at $85 to $100 per sq. A. as apposcd

to $175 to $200 per sq. ft. in dense centers of Seattle.
3. Critical impacts of "centers" are not analyzed. As above, how docs housing in dense

centers match what people can afford? Will 75% of the jobs be the kind to fit into
an ofTicc lower? Our biggest and best job increase was created in suburban parks like
Microsoft built. Could the mfrastructure -itand the populalion and job growth expected
in the centers. How will we accomodate Ihe code and rcgulatoiy changes needed for

this.
•I. The lilS docs not acknowlcilgc the critical shortage ofnon-rcsidcntial land and the

impact of not meeting growth targets u not even analyzed.
S. None of the altcinalivcs in the SEIS provide for an adequate 20-ycar land supply.

Over 60% of our future growth will come from right here; from our children.

140-3
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Household size isn't shrinking any more, »s the study assumes.

Most of our growth will reject living in apaitmcnts ss I see my own children doing, it
is their choice. If we don't provide the land needed our growth will just spill over into

other counties just as we have seen it happen over the last three years. Snohomish and

Pierce have provided the growth opportunities for housing and even Kiisap and Mason
counties have shown the only tmc growth in the state, because of land availability.

What I see is that we must reduce the 20-year targets for centers. The County Council has
admitted that and is now looking at 27%. I personally think the number will be 10% at a high.
We should usejurisdictional targets rather than the generic one used in the DSEIS. Plan for
smaller, incremental changes in density throughout the region rather than big changes in a few

spots and identify the schools, parks and transportation requirements needed to serve ihcse
targets so that the people will know what can happen.

I don't believe those who thought up the GMA envisioned the manner that this is progressing.
As I remember the Act was to have each county see a broad vision of what they wanted to be
20-years hence, just as any good businessman would look at the future of his company. Then

plan for small incremental implementation assessing the successes and shortfalls of progress and
adjust the plan so that we stayed on tract toward the vision without bankrupting our capacity to
accomplish our mission.

Sincerely.

Copies- Councilpersons
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Re. Comments fo Stipplcnicnt.il I:itvii<tniticnt:il fmp:tCt Sl.itcntcnt (SHIS)

l)r:ii M-i M;iitli;ik

As p:>n oflhc coinincnl period on the rercrcnccd document, please nolc llic following concerns and

obsciv:mott< for >;otU<ufci:ition ptioi 10 isstinncc or tlic rinnl rci>ort:

ln:i(lcqu:icv.ofccrlaincrmCTl:in:llysis,

The report l:ick< iiiosl pl'ilic;in:il>sis ro|iiireil to nuke a .'ioiind (lclcniiiiulioii or Ihc proper .•illcnnlivc.

SiK-ciliuilly. llic cosl orimplcincnlaiion ofllic pl:>n is vague and unsupported by solid numbers or
CtHiHHun sense. 'I licic is no analyris ol' llic :iv:iil;ibilily of inrraslmclurc 10 snpimrt llic ptan. nor nli;n llic

uisl uill lie to crralc Ihc KIIHC. The SI'IS is devoid ofwlul Ihc currcnl inrrasImcHire c;ip;icily is.

Fgcysj5jn^Mky>]^liiil_ojLUibMiJ:cny!UUI&:!u"'" 1° Ki"E County's r»lnrc croivth.

The fad is ilut 411% of llic popiiliition uill nol locilc in ccnlcrs over Ihc ncxl 20 years. Moreover. 74% of
fuuirc jobs ivill ni.l be locilcd ill Ihc.c centers cillicr. To force people to live ill ccnlcrs llicn connimlc In

nork will only cciccrtntc Ihc lrans|)orl:nion problciiB. We nmsl plan for more or our gronlh in urban
areas onlsidc of Ihc iirtan ccnlcrs. Polls and rcscirch support the [xiblic's desire lo live oulsidc of ccnlcrs

in nrcns of Inner dcnsily rallicr HKHI insitlc ccnlcrs of hi|;li dcnsilics. We slmild 1>C ptanning tipwinls or

W*;n«rpiHJcclcct ^roMlli in Hibnn arcns outside of centers.

Rcscirch slums llul il is more expensive lo provide services in dense chics llnn in urb;m and suhnrhin
:m-:t<; lloth I*tt('.cl t'lmci :n»tt W:i.\lnn^ton N;>(«i:il C:is lt:tvc lcstirictl tlml costs uilt inctc:i?.c it'they :irc

rcquiial lo provide service to tny.h dciiMly areas.

Fiiullv. reliance on ccnlcrs In liiiiKllc nniirc |;roulli uill send llral proivlli lo olhcr connlics. Why?
ncdusc iK-nplc |irL-lcr 1» live in linv tlcnsily ;lrc:is. Tlicy arc willing lo Iradc off tlral dcsiic for longer

coininulc nines. Thcv cinimt anti will nol be forced lo live ulicre they don't mini to. Funhcrmorc. Ihc
cosl nf pro<Iucin)'. hi)'li dcnsitv centers will mcrcisc lionsinp costs. Ttic costs of bityins "•'* CxiStinK
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property owners, increasing infrastruciurc lo hnndtc the density, nnd the plctliora of impnct and milignlion

fees. will drive hoiisins costs ihrough tlic roof. These costs u ill he p:i<wcd nlonp to the new bmcr/rcnicr "
assuming they c:»» be p.'isscd :ilting. Ag:iin. ;ictu:it obscr^'itiioits sluw ilmt |>coplc wttl con»nutc long
disinnccs to obl:tin their tlrctnt ofouning a dctnchcd single ramily home.

Noncj^ic,:itt^n,ili\c^^iuhc^UlSjirovidc^

Tlic previous section's arguments poinl lo n need For more. not less. rci-idcntinl l:ind throushout Kmp

County. However, the rcpon docs not address this. Inytcnd it nssinncs thni ilic populous will rndtcnlly

change Ihcir bclKlvior and choose to live in ccnlcrs. Worse slill. Ihc repon covcnly infers thai Ihcy musl

live in urb.in centers, as other choices will not be nvaihtblc. Tltis nss«mption is itic core of the report mid

is bl:il:i"tly ciroticotis :HKI (IniiRcrons :is it \\W lend the connly douit (lie wiong p.ith.

Also incorrect is the assumption fh;tt household sizes wil) be declining mpidly. Wiili over 60% of the
cottntv's^rfnvlh cntninr, ftom ottr ctiildrcn. lionsclioltls \M\\ ft<H\ iniu:iUy I:':tinilics do not ilc'ittc li\iity in

high density, iirbiin ccnlcrs. They wuil tnorc open spncc. tow crunc :ind dct:iclicd shtgtc family housing.

They will not choose to live in npnrtmcnts, if they h.ivc a choice. Ifvvc don't provide ;i rcntistic sxippiy nr
Innd. our prowfh will spilt over into other counties :tncl iKi>plc mil ni<n'c (o those ;nc:is that tlo provitlc ttte

Itoitsing choices they w.tiu .

Rcconuncndn lions fnr inclusion.

1. Reduce the 20-vc:ir t:in*.cis fnr centers to n rcnlistic .'md ncliicvnhlc tnitithcr 'I'lic proposctl (icnsitics

for the cighl t-cnicrs :irc uinc;ilLstic. I-'ufthcrnioic, (lie <|iicslion is never :iskcd: "Wtio will build lliis
hotisinp?". Ifthiscnnccpl \vcrc the option of choice by the public, nmikcl dctii.'itit! uonld ti:ivc

attracted builders mid developers long :igo. The boitom tinc is thai nciilicr buycr/rcntcr demand nor
business analysis support ihc propo<w:d concept as fcnsibtc.

2. Uscjnrisdiclional targets ralhcr llun the generic one in llic SEIS so cvciyonc cnn undcrsund the

consequences. The repon lalks in broad, general lcrms nitlroul ihc spccincs lo b:ick up the opinion
Ttic nvcrnpc person can't successful nbwtb the infonn:tlion us ptcscmed :ind rc:ich :in infunitcd

decision on the plan's impncl for their arcn. The report nuisi breakout the tnipacl of ihc plan

jurisdiction by jurisdiction with specific iminbcrs and analysis that can be mcnsurcd.

3. Phm for sm.itt chnngcs in density Ihroughoul tlic region nnlicr ih.'in big ctmnecs in n few spots. Ttic
impacts will be less, the cost will be less. the public will suppon h. and the builders nnd developers
will build it.

4. Inrrnstructnrc needs m«st be identified. Schools, pnrks and tr^tisponnlion requirements should be

nnnlyy-cd nn<I qnnntificd.

Tlrank you for your consideration.

Sincerely.

y6^Q^^<L-
Paul 15. Bopcl

Vice President
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From: Mvrle Bossart

3311 78th Place N.E.
Belleuue, UA 98001
<20<S> 454-3311

To: Grouith Management Proje'ct

King County Planning and Community Deu»Iopra»nt
707 Smith Tower Building
Seattle, UA 98104

It is o-f great concern that In all o-f your plans there is *n
omission of the most important »1•mtnt....peoplt planning!

I applaud your cf-forts to plan for the expected growth of King
County, but you are missing »n opportunity to influence the
•factor that ulll ultimately undermine all of your best t-fforts to
maintain quality of life in th* Northwest. You could put Seattle
on the cutting edge of United States growth management »nd make
us a model for the rest of the country.

Please Include in >'our plains »nd questionair^s:

1. Statements that ui11 help people address the root problem.
For txample:
a. How mainy people should ue plan for In 10 years; 20

years; 50 years?
b. Uhat is the optimum sll» of Seattle! King County;

Puget Sound Basin?
c. Uhat do we need to do to reach and sustain our optimum

size?
d. Uhat Iriccntiucs could ue use to discouraoe gr-outh, if

our optimum size ha» bten reached OP surp&sted? <See j
on your questionaire>

2. ftt least some acKnouledgement that any plan will
eventually fail If our numbtr* do not stop incr»aslng.

It is Important to note that population control Is not an
option. Ue liue in a democracy, and must work with education and

incentiue-s. P1e»s? include population stabilization In your
plans -for our future. It is not mandated, but it Is critical!
It will uin you respect and accolades from the people of the
Northuest and planners from across th? country.

F-'ebruary 27. 1934

Ji.-n Rcid, Manager

Division of Planning and Community Development

707 Smith Tower Building

506 Second Avenue

Seattle. WA 98104

Re: Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

Please find attached comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement for the Countywide Planning Policies

Sincerely,

/^e^^
Robert E. Brady

1304 251st Avenue SE

Issaquah. WA 93027

(206) 392-5059

/o7& i3i7/ac^/yfe.n7 ^pf />e'ryec^/^e ^ Z^c.re- ^w:j//o/is.



February 27. 1994
Scope of hi S — Page 3

Jim Roid. Manager

Division of Planning and Community Development

707 Smith rawer Building

506 Second Avenue

Seattle. WA 9010.1

Re: Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

for th" Couniywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Rcid;

Please mak" the East Sammamish Community Council a party of record to

the commcrus made to you by Gregory R. Allan and Robert E. Brady.

Sincerely.

/^^/<e.

Robert E. Brady

Chairman. East Sammamish Community Council

1304 251st Avenue SE

Issaquah. WA 98027

(206) 392-5059

Fcasibiliiy Analyscs-DElS identifies the fact that the OEIS does not

contain "fiscal impacts or market feasibility information."

How can anyone effectively evaluate the alternatives without such

"i- information? It should be noted that their are significant impacts on taxes

-Iy^~4^ and mitigations buried in the planning offered in every chapter. Some

chapters have cited the unfulfilled need for this information. How can

reasonable conclusions be reached?

Doesn't the lack of feasibility information derail the whole intent of the

DEIS? Should not the DEIS specify that the plan fails to meet the

requirements of SEPA because it does not identify the costs of the

environmental impacts 11 proposes to solve?

Other _Scpp_ing— The baseline assumptions used in the DEIS seem to be

flagranlly short and the ones which are cited, as the 1985 Comprehensive

Plan, are not GMA documents. Doesn't this make the whole plan a non-

GMA plan and therefore this DEIS a non-GMA EIS? Are we going to do

this all over again to be GMA compliant?

Urban _Gra)Y!h_ Linc_s^-Pase_16

Urban_Growth ,Ljn.e—The interim UGA was based on the previous

comprehensive plan — a non-GMA plan. Our studies show that there is not

enough tax monies within King County and its special dislricts to build the

J-.S- ) required inlrastructures on the west side of the line"" What is the basis for

the line if nol to put in infrastructure on the west side within cost

jS-c/ constraints? What are the infrastructures needed? Who is going to lund

them? When wilt they be funded?

There is an unfilled gap in the .DEIS between its intent to force

iirfrastruciure monies into the urban centers and i!s intent to force

infras'ruclurc monies into Ihc balance of Ihc urban areas. The urban



areas, noi in the centers. are likely to catch the most growth and need the

most infras;ructure. Where, is this analysis?

Cpmmunt!^. Planning not. Discussed

Community. _.PIans—Since Community Plans are a part ot the

Comprehensive Plan under GMA. how are these plans related to this

DEIS? Are those plans addressed by this DEIS? Are the area studies

incorporated"? Does this DEIS incorporate the previous public

invol'/cmen??

Throuijtinut JJccument

Mit.iga.ti.ons-References to mitigations throughout are short of cash. The

•ssaquah School District, for example. has raised less than $200.000

through mitigalions since mitigations were begun, but is building two new

schools to accomodate (he growth. The DEIS needs to point out that

mhigations arc not offsetting much of the costs for any of the needed

infrastruclures. Therefore there is a large shortfall that is now falling to

tax payers. Are mitigations sulficient? Who pays? When? Who makes up

dilfcrerences? What is the process for planning changes in mitigation

levels required by the plan?

Robert E. Brady

1304 251st Avenue SE

Issaquah. WA 98027

(206) 392-5059

King County Is Nol Effectively Managing Growth
by Robert E. Brady

There are essentially two ways to manage growlh. The lirst, and most popular with King

County, Is to manage It through planning. The County creates a Comprehensive plan

which in lurn forms the basis (or many Community Plans. The Community Plans and

their outcomes are then used to form the basis tor the next Comprehensive plan. The

whole cycle can take ten years or more and Is lull of many difficulties.

Here are a (ew of the larger problems. (1) Plans are olten polilically motivated. There is

ample evidence to show relallonships between plans for certain King Counly projects

and the money donated lo some politicians. Polilical favoritism to donators is legal-

providing that the sources of the monies are disclosed on Public Disclosure Statements

and there Is an Appearance of Fairness (Note: not intrinsic fairness). (2) Trying to control

events because King County either did or did not plan for them absorbs a lot o( public

and private energy. There Is no way to re-plan as circumstances change. Changes In

direclion which may be worthwhile as a result of real events (e.g., the building of a new

road or a new environmental need) cannot be Incorporated quickly. Response time is

oflen measured in decades. (3) Public involvement Is lacking. Plans only work when

there is a "buy In" by the residents most affected. The advisory committees which are

frequently set up by King County do not represent the citizens. The public process is

poorly engineered and not trustworthy.

There are many examples on what can go wrong when "Planning" is the way you choose

to make most decisions. The Russian experience is more serious than King County's,

but is a good example of how bad planning can get. Remember the live year plans?

They failed (or the very same reasons cited above - polilics, inflexibility, and the lack of

"buy in" by the people most affected.

Fortunately, in America we have another allernalive.

The second way to control growth Is through economics. In a truly Iree economic

system, growth will tend to go to where it should go because it naturally optimizes (he

profits ol developers.

To allow the economic approach to work, governments cannot subsidize development

aclivities as King County and special districts now do. A free system requires developers



lo pay for all the new infrastructures (t.e., public improvements) needed to make their

projecls successful. Including the new capital for parks, schools, roads, emergency

services, and other supporting improvemenls.

The past practice of King County has been to allow development to proceed without

asking developers to create the Infrastructures needed to make their developments

tolerable. Since King County and other taxing districts have been willing lo spend their

monies on the required improvements, Ihe developer Is enriched when he or she buys

cheap property. Subsidized sprawl is the end result. Llllle regard to what makes the best

sense for the public is obtained.

To be fully successful, the economic approach requires thai developers pay 100% for the

inlraslructures they need. Costing lormulas need to be worked out (or each unique King

County area based upon the "best" evidence so that the costs of the Improvements may

be passed on to the developer as a matter of law. The ob)ectlve here Is to be reasonably

accurate, not perfectly accurale. Fairness and predictability Is required.

Under the economic system developers will wish to go to the places where

infrastructures exist, not to where they do not.

It is my belief thai King County Is not meeting Us growth management obligations to 11s

citizens. Approaches used are mucked up. The County needs to clarify Its processes and

understand them, both shortcomings and strengths. II needs to build bridges to the

world it Is supposed to represent.

Robert E. Brady

1304 251st Avenue S.E.

Issaquah, WA 9B027

(206) 655-4107 (w)

(206) 392-5059 (h)

Bob Brady is the Chairman ol the East Sammamish Community Council and lives near

Beaver Lake.
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Lisa Majdiak
Planning & Community Development Division

Parks, Planning & Resources Ucpanmcnl
707 Smith Tower

506 Second Avenue
Scaltle. WA 98104

Re: King County Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Lisa:

I would like lo go on record as having serious concerns regarding llie direction (lie

countywide planning policies have taken to dale As a member ofthe residential design

proFession involved on a day to day basis with the dcvelnpmenl of single family homes in

King, Snohomish and Pierce counties. I am concerned that the alternatives put forward do

not realistically address the wants or needs of the population we are supposedly going lo
provide housing far over the next ten lo twenty years.

Point No. I is that as long as alternatives exist, (lie majority of these people are not going
to be forced into high density centers no matter how attractive the planners make them

sound. They want safe suburban neighborhoods with good scliools and.liopelully,

allbrdable single family housing.

Point No. 2 is thai (lie existing neighborhoods around Ihcsc centers don't \vanl the added
density and will light to stop it.

Point No 3 is that by restricting the available land base outside these urban centers. the

price ol'land and tlicrcforc llie price oFliousing will skyrocket This factor is what makes

these plans really no growth plans rather tlian managed growth plans

As an alternative. I would ask that the growth targcis for the urban ccnlcrs be reduced to
a more realistic number and that the various aFTectcd Jurisdictions be given the opportunity

to understand and coinmcnl on llic consequences that this increased density liolds for

them.



1.isa Mnjdiak
I'laiining K. ('omnuinily Ilci-clopinenl Division

Parks. I'laiminy A Resources Department

FcbniarvZS. 199.)

P.iu.c 2

Memo
February 2S,1994

Environnicntai n.mning; and Rf.il Est.itc Division
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In addition, a serious sltidy ol' llic net bujldable land available within the urban growlli area

must be comptelcd. taking into account existing uses, environmental limitations,
requirciiienl'i to set aside land fur scliools, parks, transporlation and other required uses

LA" \ needed to scn'c the targeled pnpulalion I reel such a study would show that currenl
mhan .yiowtli boundaries do not provide the needed bnildable land to support the

projected populalion increase in our region.

Sincerely.

Paul Burckhiird

Vice President. Dcsiun

I'fi.ckc
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TO: Mr. Jim Reid, Manager

Planning and Community Development Division

FROM: Gregory M. Bush, Manager*

Environmental Planning and Real Estate Division

SUBJECT: Kine County Countvwide Plannine Policies
Draft Supplemental EIS

Metro staff has reviewed the King County Countywide Planning Policies SEIS and

we have the following comments.

GENERAL COMMENTS

The SEIS assumes that growth would be more concentrated under the 14 centers

alternative than under the eight centers alternative. This must assume that a center

can only accommodate so much growth; i.e., that there is an upper limit on the size

of the center. However, it might be that with fewer centers, more growth would be

attracted to each center. There would be less competition between centers, and

more certainty that growth would occur in any one of the eight centers. This

fundamental growth assumption underlies many of the document's conclusions.

including the effect on transit usage discussed on page S9 (see comment below).
Additional discussion of how the growth assumptions were developed would be

useful. In addition, an assessment as lo whether eight centers might not funciion as

a greater attraction for more concentrated growth, easier to serve with public

transportation, that the 14 centers concept, would be valuable.

INTRODUCTION

Page 4 - No Action Alternative:

Clarify assumptions regarding local jurisdiclion support of Urban Center CPP
policies - specifically, L-32 (Appendix A-I, page 21) which seems to provide the

basis for conclusions in the TDM impact discussion. If urban centers are not

designated, would local jurisdictions aggressively implement parking managcmcnl

strategies, especially assuming no significant increase in transit?

^mETRO <-»



Page 6-Table 1:

What is the definition of Urban/Aulo Full Service and Urban/Anto No Full

Service? Assuming (licsc cla.ssificiltions correlate with (lie maps in Appendix A, this

breakdown is not shown.

TRANSPORTATION

I'aiKC 75 - TKANSPORTATION DKMANI) MANAGKMEN'I':

Parking management, parking pricing, fuel pricing, etc., are generally consitlered
subclcmcnts of congestion pricing.

Page 76 - IANI) USR/TRANSIT LINKAGE:
"I'hc lic:idiiig"l'r;insil forScallle is soniewli;n mislc:uling and slunilcl be cliangctl.

llic discussion uiuler Itiis scclion ycneratly described Metro's overall operations (in

terms of routes, miles and pa'isengcrs). Metro has long been con.'iidcrcd to be
Scntllc-centric. and such a licading simply reinforces tllis noiion. A replacement
heading could he Metro Imnsit Service.

l':iHe 76 - "Tr.ut.sil for Sesiltlc'*. second pnr:t^r:tph:

Clarify that Community Transit operates express bus service to Bothcll and (he
Bcllcvuc Transil Ccnlcr. :nnl local bn;; service to Bolhcll and [lie Aurora Village
Transit Ccnlcr.

I*:>EC 76 - "Transit for Scnltlc", lliird pnroRroph:
Revise to read "Approximately 10 percent of llie estimated unlhikcil Irip.s in
Seattle....".

I'ngc 79 - "LinkinR I^ind Use nnd Transit":
Hither llu.'; iliscnssion .-ilKmltl lie placed initlcr (lie discussion nfllic Regional Transit
Sysicm I'lan (:is lliat is nil lliat is di.scussed). or i[ shoulil be broiidcned to reflect
other relevant plans anti policies. such as Vision 2020 and the GMA.

I'SIRC 79 - ROADS AND FRKIGHT:

r:ipil;il fucilities should he ;i |):irl of the I.inking I.aml Use iiiul Transit tliscnssion.

I'ark-antl-ride lots. bypass ramps. Hycr stops and transit cenler.s are a part of Metro's
passenger facilities and transit link. These facilities are not for blisses only or HOV
Duly. lliese facililics encourage iransil nsngc. reduce single occupant vehicle (SOV)

u.-iagc, cnntribulc to transportation demiind management, encourage

carpool/vanpool usage, help to reduce parking/traffic in neighborhoods, and may
provide ;icccs.< to 110V lanes

I'ae<* 80 - "Transit Flyer Stops":

T R - 11 Tr;t"-sil t'ly<-'i'_<li't» .sli»nltl also lie a pan ol' tlie UunJ Usc/Transil Linkiigc
discussion. Flyer slop.s are pan of Metro's passenger facilities and transit link.

-10
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Many of the same comments for capital facilities apply to flyer stops. Flyer stops

speed transit travel and intercept some of the SOV traffic at various points within

major travel corridors.

Page 80 - "Park-and-Ride Ijots':
The short tliscus.'iion on avnilnblc park-and-ridc sl:ills appears to be mi.splaccd. 'Ilic

discussion would fit more appropriately within the Land U.se/Transit I-inkage
section. Discussion of park-and-ridc lots as an integral part oflhe Metrnpolilan
King County transit system appears to be lacking. I-'or example, the overall

utilization rate of these lots, especially in established high density Iransporcnion
corridors, should be emplia.si'/.ctl. Con'iitlcring llic linic rct|uired lo bring new or
expanded facilities on line, current demand in these areas is critical.

I'agc 80 - NON-MOTOKIZEI) TRAVKL:

We recommend that the discussion of non-motorized travel be expanded. The

Puget Sound region has become very active in the promotion of non-moiorizcd
access opportunities. Most counties and cities have adopted or are developing non-
molori7.c(l :icccs.s plans ;i.< p:irt of llicir comprehensive or lr:>nspi)rl:nion pliuis. An

impressive network of bicycle pathways is developing ihrouu.tioul ihe rci;ion.

PngeSI -"Bicycle":
ImprovcmcnLs nccilcd to promolc bicycle usage un<Jer all altcrnalivcs should
include more frequent sweeping of outside travel lanes and shoulders, which would

have corresponding impact on opcralional/mainlcn.-incc costs.

P:IRC 84 - Table 8, 14 Centers Allcrnntivc-I.ainI Usc/'l'mnsil I.inknKCS:
Would cenlers be linked by RTI' or IICT?

The first column of the Mobility Matrix should read 110V'.': aiut TRM rather ihan
Transit and TDM. The boxes in the first row across should then refer lo C»Ht,'<-'.v(twi

Pricing slralegies, i.e. parking management, increased transit imd ridcsharing.

Page 86 - TRANSI'ORTATION DEMAND MANAGEMENT:
The discussion ofTDM seems limited to implemcndlion of parking policies and the

a.s.socialcd anticipated cfrcci on average vehicle (>ccii[);incy. TOM can include

numerous types of programs, which c;in have different favorable results that
reducing average vehicle occupancy. Measures such ;is encouraging mixcd-lancl

uses, tclc-connnuling and providing non-molorizcd putlis can reduce the number of
vehicular trips; flex-time options can shift trips out of the peak hour, reducing peak
congestion, it seems lliat this discussion could be expanded to more fully rcprc.scnl

(lie polcnlial impacl ofa range of'I'DM measures lo work clTeclively under the
various alternatives.

I'.igc 87 - "Mixing of Uses":

A discussion of vendors at transit facilities should be inclucleil.



Page 87 - "I-ocntion of Uses":

Transit supportive land use patterns should also include linkages to services (i.e.

medical, social, business, etc.), recreation and institutions.

Page 89; Eight Center vs. 14 Center impact Discussion:

The impact discussion states that the 14 center alternative is expected to result in a

greater increase in transit usage than the eight center alternative. The stated reason
for this conclusion is that pattern of development would be more easily served by

transit. Can this statement be made so unequivocally? It seems arguments could be

made to come to the opposite conclusion. Assuming a set amount of transit dollars,

more centers could mean a more fractured demand fro transit services, resulting in

less attractive service levels and consequently, lower ridership to some of the

centers. Conversely, fewer centers could mean more growth concentrated in fewer,

easier to serve centers, resulting in increased transit shares to those centers. Further

clarification nr discussion would be useful. This comment also refers to the Main

Findings section on page 73 and Table 8 on page 84.

Page 97 - MITIGATION MEASURES:
There is no discussion of development, expansion or enhancement ofpark-and-ride

facilities in high use/high density corridors as a mitigating measure for the various
alternatives. Such an omission ignores the importance of such facilities to the

overall performance and success of the Metro transit network.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Page 199; ECONOMIC nEVEt.OI'MENT:
This section should include a discussion regarding the impact of transit
service/facilitics on economic development. Many prospective businesses want to

know about transit service to an area before they select a location.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the King County

Counlywide Planning Policies Draft Supplemental EIS. IF you have any questions
regarding our comments please conlact Katherine McKee, Metro Environmental

Planning, at 689-3197.

GB:km3529
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February 24, 1994 VIA FAX (296-0119)

Ms. Lisa Majdiak
Growth Management Supervisor
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tcwe'
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

RE: Draft SEIS for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Ms. Majdiak:

Please accept the following comments regarding the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the
Countywide Planning Policies. Our comments focus on Ihose portions ol the Dralt S61S (DSEIS) relaling to the
City of Snoqualmie and its Urban Growth Area (UGA).

Ul --<7 In our review of Ihe DSEIS. we noted that none of the action alternatives included the Snoqualmie Joint Planning
Area (JPA) in their imoact analysis. This is a major omission. The Final SEIS should analyze and discuss the

1^ -12- inclusion of the JPA into the Snoqualmie UGA as part of one or more o( the action allematives.

During the past several years, Snoqualmie. King County and property owners near the interchange have worked
rogether lo promote joint land use and infrastructure planning in the vicinity ol the interchange. This elfort
culminated in the adoption d the Snoqualmie Valley Community Plan along with the signing ol the Joint Interiocal
Agreement on February 12, 1990. to conduct joint land use and infrastructure planning. Not only is King County
obligated to implement the Joint Inlerlocal Agreement, but as the City of Snoqualmie has consistently and
correctly argued, the JPA must be included within Snoqualmie's USA. In addition. County Planning Division staff'
in the Rural Cities Urban Growth Areas Report (draft dated September 1.1993) notes that this JPA is subject to
current discussions as 10 'whether the joini pianning area shoula be wiihm me ciiy's li<3A." It is our

understanding thai planning staff will be recommending that the JPA be included within Snoqualmie's UGA.
Further, the King County Council in adopting the Interim UGA's on November 8, 1993. noted that the JPA will be
designated as part of Snoqualmie's UGA when the joint planning is completed. All of this strongly suggests that
the impact analysis in Ihe Final SEIS should include Ihe Snoqualmie JPA within Ihe Snoqualmie UGA as a part of
one or more of Ihe action alternatives.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely ,^-

DSEISSNO.OOC
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CITY HALL (206) 833-2856

PUBLIC WORKS (206) 833.2660
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Fubruary 2S. l')')4

Khrg County
Planning :ind Ctnnnmnily Devclopnienl Divisiim

Parks. Planning and Resource Oepnrlmciu

Smith Tower Duildini;
506 Second Avenue, kiunn 707
.SfMtIc. Wasluiij;ton OS 104

Altn: I.is.1 Mnjttial;

Growih M:in;i^cmenl i>rojcct Supervisor

Re: Drall <ui|>plcmeni:il I:.IS - King r<»inly

Couittv wiilc i*l*»ntini: Fttlk-ics

llcai Ms. M;ij>li:ik:

The City of Pacil'ic is in recrirt of the nr:tl'( SEIS.

At this time. wu luivu [lie lolliiwing comments, dhservations, and/nr (|iieslions:

it :ippc:u'i; to he .siuuewfiitt irregut.ir U> h:ive mtdptcil |x»ticief; [irior to CtMn|^iclion of' ihc

SPJ'A Review process, ft' the puqmse nt' ihc Dratl SEIS is to reltne nr nuKlify the
«Z*/^/- ? :ut<i|ilrd |U»licics. il scents |ircni:ittirc to have ;uh»ptal tiicin |irior m review :mtt

rnuli/Miun >>!' ihc SI:1'A |irucc,<s.

2. Tlie Dcil'l SHI.S Hidic:]|cs lli.it l'unln:r analysis is nreilul fi ilrlcnninc elTccls »!' pnlicirs

on ccntuntiic ilcvrlopmem and the cnviroiitiieiit. VV*; agree. Market forces in:iy he :i

signil'ic.uU t':icttir in iletcrtnitiing tilTor(.l:ib!e ln)using pnlicies. There is .some question in

our iniiuls whether :)!T<mhihle tmusing c:in iIcvL'litp clTeclivcly tindcr concetiirnted

tlcvclopmcnt nc.ir uili;in cnilcis. des|>ilc incentive.. A llscal aiiiily.is pmb.ibly slumld

liave been pn-SL-nlfil alung wiilt tlie Dral'l Slil.S In supplemunt alternatives. It i.-; ilil'llcull

d* cotnnu.'tit tin ;i!tern;ilivcs wiilmul Stinic b:ick-u|i d:U;i.

N0-3.
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The Dnifl^mS.suites th:it ctttnpi'ehcnsive[il;ins Irum I'tiypcctivcjurisdicl ions will provide
futlhcr it;tt:t to |inutticc ;t "ctinnly-wiilc perspective". We submit (h:n tlii? tl:iT:i nmy in

fad duuigtf or rel'uii; .illcmniives and result in I'uillier cxiensinns ill' Ihe SKl'A |)roccss.

Siimr nl the pnipiisul llrl>;in gruwlli Areas I'nr cilics are Stilt i)vcil;i|iping. I'ui ux;nniilc,

nrnl still nml ti* lie r^otvcJ hy Juristltctiuns.

4. The adopted Couniy-wide planning policies seem lo indicate thai commercial/indusirial
land uses may he restricted in smaller urban centers and steered more (o larger urban
centers. This is a "top-down" planning approach thai is unfair to smaller cities
altempting tn diversify their economic base wiihin ihcir juri!;dictn'n:il boundnrie.';. Tlic

City nl' I'acil'ic is uppo.'.ed m any c»ncepl lliat may rcsirici [he ;inn>unt (it'

commcrcinl/inilustrial land use;; or any other land use or environmenlal policy within its
bnunchry.

5. Cnnrilinalion and consislency ol'planning policies with adiacent counlies (i.e. Snohnmish

and Pierce Coumies) wil! he import:«it as it nffecis Sitine cities wilti Jitrisdictituis nr

potcn(i:tt jurisdiction in more than one County.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft SEIS. We \wpc ihcse commems will he ol* .some

use in llie SEPA process.

Sincerely yours,

HEDGES & ROTH ENGINEERING. INC.
Puy.il^np Office

ii-TL/W (ff.^-tt^^

Dnrultl F.. ricnson. A.I.C.P.

ec: City of Pad He
Mayor Amcrn

City CtiuncH Menihers

City Planning Commission Member;;
Hedges & Roth Engineering. Inc.

DI:.II/tll»

•«M<>;-:«
Kt'M-SI.IX.t.TR
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Ms. Lisa Majdiak
February 19, 1993
Pace 2

l-chni.'uy I". IW.i

Ms. Usa Mnjtliak
Growth Management I'rojcct Supervisor
King County I'lanninc & Community Dcvclopmcnl Division
707"Sinilli Tower. 506 Scconil Avenue
Seattle WA9S 10-1

Dear Ms. Majdiak;

As you requested, we have reviewed thescope ofcnyironmcntal review contained in Ihc
Request I'm I'roposals to |>rc|ure a sn|»|)temcnlal HIS to the King County Connty-widc
i'lannini.' I'olicic's tlalcd O'cccnibcr 2-1,' 1992, 'llic fullowing arc our pfdiminary conuncnls
un the scope ol'tlic cnvironincnlal icvicw.

Altrrti:ttivcs

The nltcrnntivcs dcscrilml in the p>iblislic(i scope Rill inlo two catcp.orics:

1 An alternative dial assumes no county-widc planning policies (Allcmativc D);and

2. Three nllcmalivcs that assume different implementations of the counly-widc planning
policies adopted in 1992 (Allcnialivcs A-C).

We linvc two coiuim-nls on llirsc nllcninlivcs. riisl. Allcmalivu n. nnl Altfinnlivc A,

should be llic no-acliun allci native. In addilion, Allcmalivc U sliould cvaluale llic
maturation of existing mixcd-usc centers and the creation of new mixcd-usc centers under
cxistini; land-xisc controls nnJ nmikcl rorccs.

Second, and more importantly, the proposed scope docs not include allcrnativc county-widc
;il.-,.".n:tig pa'icics. "I'lie cnvi;fii!!:cnl.-!l luvicv/ sccliun oftli': Ucpiunncnl nrEculoiiy
iccommcnds Ihnt SEPA review ofcounly-widc planning policies analyze "allernalivc ways
or policies to ncliicvc (lie objectives stnted in the Growth Man.igcmcnl Act." Thc_(.ii.owtli
MannRCnifm.Acl an(!.ll!C.Slntc.Unvironn)cnlnU*"ncy-Acl_Afi"id^?.^?-rcM at
P S (Pub Nti~ •>.'.-n7, t:clni]:HY ll">7.) 'I'o |)ioviilc .1 sound .innlyas ortlic impncis ol'llic

coiin'ly-w'nlu phuininr. |»nlicics, tlic stip|>lumcn(;il UI.S slionlil include nl least one allcrnativc

set y( policies, including;

1 An allctiialivc Inncl-iisc policy llut cncnura);cs urban ccnlcrs 10 vary in Rcoc.iapliic size
;unl luitisini^cinploynn-nl ilcnsilius loiullrct loc;il nculs and coiHlilmns. ;iinl allows a
wiilci dislulnniiin ol'sin.illfi rrnlcis lo |)iovi(le l>io:itlci opiioilunitics foi cconumic

tlcvcltipmcnl, lax ruvcntius anti jub scllings;

2 Alternative ti;in.sptiu;ninn policies thai do nol rely primarily on rapid iransil; and

.1 An ;>ltcin:ilivu iulnn r.mwlli .ves (li;H provides wider oppoitunilics for mlinn

ilcvvlopnu-nl. b:il:incc>l liy pn-scivnlion or crcalion ol" signiricant open sp.icc witliin

iulun r.iowlli ;in-;is nnd llir |in»lccli(>n (>rayiiculnnal anti foicsl lamls ol'lonr.-tcim

a»tnnit:ici:>I v.iltic

In proposing this altcrnnlivc, we do not inlciid 10 recommend it over llic present counly-widc
planning policies. There is. liowcvcr, a widely perceived need 10 better understand the
environmental impacts and policy tradc-ofTs arising from ihc policies adopted in 1992. Many
cilics rnlincd llic counly-widc pFanning policies on llic express condition lliat the supplemental
EIS provide that understanding. A Inic alternative is ncccsiary to achieve this goal and may also
identify potential changes lo the policies thai would not arise from the cnrrcnl set ornllcm.ilivc.';

Elcmcn(s dftlie Environment

l.r.ni! nml Shnrrlinc {hr. We ll.-.vc four ccniit'cn!? on ihis s-:';'J'.": o!''.!'e sc'.'"c ui'enviicnmc:"''..1

review I'irst,^lus section should specifically analyze the impact of (lie alternatives on housing
adbrdab lily. The scope of environmental review focuses on housing capacity, not on housing
afTorctnbility, Providinfi tl»c minimum acreage needed to sccornmodntc projected population will
not accomplish Growth Management Act goals if the result is to inllalc the value of homes
beyond the price an average family cnn nn'ord. Tlic Vision 207.0 1:I.S, wliicli wns adopted as part
pfSIil'A compliance Ibr llic county-widc planning policies, warns lliat land prices aic cxpcclcd (o
increase in nrens wlicrc prowtli ;.<; conccnlralcd and lliat mitir.ntion niny I'c nrcciCTPi'. .Sr<: connty-
wide iilanning policies HIS adtlcnduiu, p. 11 (June 1992); Vision 2020 Una) HIS, p. 207
(September 1990). No specific mitigation. however, has been proposed or nnnlyxcd,

Second, llic supplcmcnlal E1S sliould analyze Ihc impact of urban and manufacturine center
policies on employment and economic development in King County. The scoping document docs
provide for an analysis of'rclativc impacts on type, tenure, alTordability and practical accessibility
to employment..." Again, however, the scoping document emphasizes the land capacity to
accommodate cniployincnl. Tliis npproncli, liowcvcr, does nut take inlo nccoum llic ncctls ;nn]

EC ->b desires ofdiircrcnt types of employers and businesses. For example. maiKlating ilianiioslnew
cm|iloymcn( slinll occur in ilcnsc inlran ami in.-tnuHiclinins ccnlcis inns cimntcr (u llic need of

start-up companies for lowcr-cost business space, or the desire of many companies to locale in
non-urban busincss/onicc pniks, witli caitipus-likc settings II also ip.norcs new lcchnoldpic.-; and
new design concepts llint encourage a wider clistrilmlion ofcmploymcnl, wiliout historically
inefficient uses of land or traditional trafl'ic impacts.

Third, iliis section of (lie supplcmcnial I-:IS should consider :;;c rc!?.lionship bct-.veen cniploymcn;
and housing It .<; important to undcrsiand the general types ofcmploymcnl thai cxisi in King
Counly, llic kind of housing llicirwork forces can nflord and l>ow ilut housing can bcpiovnicd

I-'ounh, the suiiplcmcntal p.l.S should address llic impact oftlic policies on cxistinp indn.'ilrinl uses.
.-inch as our .Snoq>iiilmi<- nn<l I:nnmclnw mills, wliicli :ur lor.-iinl nnisiilf til'tnli.'in tfinns :nul do

not ;i|)|)e:n to qnnlil'y ;is in:mul';icl>niny/induslii:il ccnlcrs undci tlic |)io|)oscd ])olicics.

Rolh our Snoqnnlniic and Hnntnctaw mill silcs nrr 7nncd iiul>i:;lii:il "I In- ctiunril visilnl lliis issue

in llie 1'JK.S c<mi|)iclicnsivc |il:m .is well ;is bull) appliciiblc cuinnHinily pl.ins ll changed each ol'
tlicsc pl;ins to ensure lli;H our mills wcic not non-conrormini; uses CtinciH coiinly-widc plannini;

policies appcar not only to discourar.c sucli u-ius in llic fiituic. tml ;ilsn lo m:\kr cxi'-linr. niial.

icsourcc-liascil indusltinl uses noncunronning Clcaily, we liupc thai lliis is no! (he council's
policy intent We ask lliat llic snpplcmcntnl 1:IS an.ilyzc whclhcr llic policies nllcci induslrial
uscis loc;uctl outside ucnlcis, wliicli (lie council lins lii.slorically rccogniy.ed as iniponnnl
contribitfors to (he ici;ion:il c<;on<nny
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Tranxpnrfntititf. The county-widc ptanninfi policies assume, and in turn arc intended to promote,
the development of a new rapid-transit system for the region. We understand that a regional
transportation plan is currently in preparation and will undergo a separate environmental review.

- 2. Tlic adopted county-wutc plnnning policies, however, do not consider altemativcs ifrnpid transit
proves to be politicntly, financially or cnvironnicntnlly infcasililc. This issue should be addressed
in llic supplement 1;IS.

'1 he supplcnicntnl HIS should also analyze the potential excess capacity ofcxisting transportation
systems and whether Ihc altcnialivcs encourage the use ofthosc resources. .

/>nhltc Sfn'icrx titiil UfHifif^ We hnvc two comments on this section oftlic scope ofthc

cnvironmciUal review, l-'irst, tliis section ofllic sii[)|ilcmcnlal E1S should analyze tlic impact of

concurrcncy requirements on difTcrcnt alternatives. For example, some economists have argued
thnt il is more expensive to improve cxklinp. services and utilities For in-HII development than 10

'5- / develop new set vices and utilities for new dcvclopnicnl. Ifllns pi ice diircicnlial picvcnls or

delays in-HII tlcvclopmcnt projccls from meeting concurrcncy requirements, then the policy of
cncourapinc; in-fill in urban centers \vill be frustrated. Tlic RIS should analyze the coneun-ency

.Second ihc rctntionship between tliis section ofthc supplcmcntat E1S and a separate fiscal analysis
is unclear. The fiscal impact analysis \\i\\ address relative revenue impacts on larger and smaller
jurisdictions icsulling I'roni (lie policy to cicatc urban centers. The ability to provide needed
public services and utilities is tied to the fiscal impacts oftlie county-widc planning policies. As a
rcsnll. any cnnclnsions nnd prnimsnl iniliRalions contained in lliis scclion oflllc s>i|)plcmcnl.il I:IS
will depend on separate tiscal analysis.

Sincerely.

^A.-.M^ ^
^ ^7/y^(^—
i.Vnn.M- CbdJon, M:':inr.cr

. . Piitttt Souiul Govctnmcnt anei Conumimty AfTnirs

/

ec: M.I. lloyans
II J l:il7.gt:inkl - <.1n;iilrnnt
Tom MJUcr - Cnst';ulc I.:uul .<<: Timhcr

J. A. Nyliery - WRHCO

Weyerhaeuser
C3W?;e HMOoua'^s
Tflcona W^hmgton 9S<?7
In 1?C6| S2< 23<i

February 28, 1994

Mr. Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and Community

Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

Re: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Hr. Raid:

I am writing on behalf of the Weyerhaeuser Company, the
Weycrhaeuscr Real Estate Company, nnd the Quadrant Corporation,

to comment on the Draft Supplemental Envn-onmGntal Impact
Statement (Draft SETS) for Amendments to the Countywide Planning
Policies issued by the King County Planning and Community
Development Division. We have reviewed the Draft SEIS and have
a number of concerns about the scope and level of detail included
in the Draft SEIS. We are also concerned that the description
of the Proposed Action may describe actions not fully analyzed
in the Draft SETS and nay not be broad enough to include other
actions that the Metropolitan King County Council intends to
take in the future.

3-^-Z-

TN'^

Althou9h the policies themselves nrc quite detailed,
including, for example, specific criteria for the designation of
Urban Centers and targets for households, employment, and
affordable housing, the Draft SETS acknowledges n number of
limitations to the scope of environmental review, including a
lack of information on the fiscal impacts or market feasibility,
a lack of quantitative environmental nnnlysis, a lack of spccitic
baseline information on the location and capacity of infra-
structure, the failure to use growth models in allocating
eniploymcnt and household growth targets, nnd the failure to ur.f

transportation models to forecast or suggest traffic conditions
in the year 2010 (Draft EIS, page 3). We are concerned that the
level of dctni3 in the environmental nnnlyr-.ir. mny not- lie

comparable to the level of detail in the Countywide Planning
Policies.
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Hr. Jim Reid
February 28, 1994
Page 2

On February 19, 1993, we commented on the proposed scope of
the Draft SEIS. At that time, we were concerned about the scope
of the proposed alternatives, the need for meaningful analysis
of the land use impacts of the Countywide Planning Policies, the
reliance upon the development of a region-wide rapid transit
system, and the need for a fiscal impact analysis as the basis
for selecting a reasonable and affordable range of alternatives.
Now that the Draft SETS has been issued and we can see that our
concerns have not been addressed, we wish to reiterate our
comments. We have enclosed a copy of our previous letter and
request that these issues be analyzed and incorporated into the
Final SEIS.

Proposed Action

According to the Fact Sheet, the purpose of the Draft SEIS
is to analyze the impacts of possible amendments or new policies
to refine the existing Countywide Planning Policies and the
impacts of the designation of Urban Centers and Manufacturing/
Industrial Centers. Although the Draft SEIS includes a discussion
of the impacts of the proposed policies and five alternatives,
there is no analysis of the impacts of the designation of specific
Urban Centers or Manufacturing/Industrial Centers or of the
impacts of the criteria in the Countyvide Planning Policies for
these designations. Nor is there any discussion of alternative
criteria or policies for the designation of these centers.

In addition, it is not clear whether the Draft SEIS is also
intended to analyze the impacts of the future action by the
Metropolitan King County Council to adopt the final Urban Growth
Areas. If it is the County's intent to adopt the final Urban
Growth Areas as an amendment to the Countywide Planning Policies,
as well as in the County's Comprehensive Plan, then the Draft
SETS should clarify what is included in the proposed Urban Growth
Areas and analyze the impacts and alternatives. For example,
the Draft SEIS does not mention the County's adoption of Interim
Urban Growth Areas in November 1993, nor does it discuss or
analyze the Urban Growth Areas proposed by the cities in east
King County, including the Joint Planning Area created by an
intcrlocal agreement between King County, Snoqualmie, and
Snoqualnie Ridge Associates. Clarification and more analysis
are necessary.

LA-5
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Hr. Jim Reid
February 28, 1994
Page 3

Further Analysis of the Preferred Alternat ive

The Weyerhaeuser Company is committed to the implementation
of the Growth Management Act. We have participated in the
County's planning process during the past few years and are
anxious to see the work completed and bring this process to a
close after so much time and so much work by so many people.
However, the Draft SEIS acknowledges serious limitations in the
environmental analysis. In addition, it now appears that the
target numbers for households and employment for Urban Centers
are not realistic and that the plan for rail may be delayed. The
Draft SEIS recognizes that technology now permits people to live
in smaller towns and telecommute or work in satellite offices,
but does not analyze how new ways to work could reduce the need
for expensive transportation solutions designed to move workers
to Urban Centers. Finally, the Draft SEIS acknowledges that
market factors were not considered during the development of the
Countywide Planning Policies and that we are planning for what
we think people should want rather than incorporating a range of
options the market offers and developing incentives consistent
with realistic planning goals and what we can afford.

We expect further issues will arise when the fiscal impact
analysis becomes available and the County addresses implementation
strategies and the issues of infrastructure financing and who
will pay. The selection of a preferred alternative and revisions
to the Countywide Planning Policies for analysis in the Final SEIS
must address how the fiscal impact analysis will influence and
affect the development of each jurisdiction's Comprehensive Plan
so that we can be assured that we are being practical and
realistic about what can be implemented. To do otherwise will
simply create more uncertainty for the public and result in
additional administrative cost and confusion.

We have enclosed our original comment letter on the scope
of the Draft SEIS, together with a list of additional questions
and concerns about the content of the Draft SEIS for your
response. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Very t yours,

^

Enclosures
220 t 1 >

•^
in M. Claudon, Manager

Puget Sound Government
and Community Affairs

'M&i4'y^'^"^w'^ <j'--1.1 :••€.• - .•;'. t-, t-t; - +..if ,».. ^ •.} • ;
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS AND COHMEKTS
ON DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

What are the uncertainties and possible errors in the
data mentioned on page 14 of the Draft SETS and hou
could they affect the land use impacts?

The GMA requires that King County plan for the
Washington State Office of Financial Management
population growth estimate of 325,000 people by the
year 2010. The Draft SEIS discusses alternative ways
to accommodate 215,000 households, assuming 1.5 persons
per household, but docs not discuss the basis for this
assumption of household size or the impacts of assuming
this household size rather than providing for a larger
or smaller number of households to accommodate 325,000

new residents.

What are the impacts of making the designation of the
Urbnn Growth Areas permanent? Docs that mean that the
Urban Growth Areas must be able to accommodate much
more qrowth nnd for a much longer period thnn 7.0 years?

If the population and employment targets for the Urban
Centers arc not likely to be achieved, will Countywide
Planning Policy LU-16 effectively preclude any
development except within Urban Centers? Will this
policy divert q~-"--th to adjoining counties? Should
Countywidc Planning Policy LU-16 be revised to permit
some growth within Urban Growth Areas where
infrastructure improvements can be extended?

What evidence exists that a 25 percent cushion for the
targets is adequate? Is a larger cushion needed in
urban infill situations to encourage redevelopment there
rather than in undeveloped urban areas? Do these
cushions need to be larger if the Urban Growth Areas
are permanent? Wtiat are the impacts on housing
nfCordnbili.ty and the spillover of development into
adjacent counties if the cushions are not large enough?

What fundinq strategies and incentives are required to
achieve the Urban Center targets and what are the
impacts on the natural and built environment within
tlio Ut-b.in Centers if the targets arc achieved? Whafc
are the land use impacts on the adjoining Urban Growth
Area and adjoining counties if these incentives are
not provided or are not successful?

/./l-lfa

uA-n
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7. What are the impacts of planning for Urban Centers with
15,000 jobs within .5 miles of a transit center and nn
average of 50 employees and 15 households per gross
acre within 1.5 square miles without rail? Are there
examples of other cities (e.g., San Francisco,

Vancouver, B.C.) where these densities have been
achieved? Can they be achieved with buses rather than
rail?

8. It is unclear whether some or all of the proposed
rural character policies apply to rural cities anti
their Urban Growth Areas? If so, what are the impacts
of these policies within the rural cities and their
Urban Growth Areas.

9. What is the impact of the Rural Task Force proposal to
reduce maximum densities in rural areas to one unit
per 20 or 35 acres? How will this proposal impact
affordable housing, the Urban Growth Areas of rural
cities, and the rural areas in adjacent counties?
Would this policy proposal limit rural living to the
wealthy and increase development pressure on Urban
Growth Arcns of rural cities nnd rural nrcos of .idj.icpnt

counties where people who want to live in rural areas
would be forced to locate? What evidence exists that
these minimum lot sizes are necessary to protect rural
character?

10. What is the meaning of the conclusion in the Draft
SETS on page 48 that "the County should work with
rural area residents to further define what activities
are considered rural, then apply them as mitigation to
thor-.o development: scenario;-;?'*

11. What are the land use and environment*^! impacts of the

suggested rural forestry zone? Is there any data to
support the need for a rural forestry zone? How many
forest practices permits were issued in the rural
area? What volume of timber per acre was removed?
How does total acres harvested compare uith total
acres replanted over the last 20 years? How much of
this area is covered by a forest management plan?
Would proposed Rural Task Force Policies RU-1. RU-2
and RU-5 provide an incentive for property owners to
remove their property from forest tax classification
and log it to pay the rollbnck taxes that would bo
required by the County when the classification is
removed?

12. The Draft SEIS states on page 46 that proposed economic
development policy.EO-10 could have a significant
impact on rural character if rurnl chnrnctcr is not

1 -
2 -
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defined to include resource-based industrial activity.
This issue is of particular concern to Weyerhaeuser.
Wo had believed that Weyerhaeuser's two mills located
in unincorporated King County were consistent with rural
character and would conform to the Rural Character
Task Force Proposed Framework Policy FW-RUa(b). In
the County's recent adoption of the Snoqualmie and
Enumclaw Community Plans, both mills were zoned heavy
manufacturin9. The Plans expressly stated that the
County wished to ensure their long-term viability.
Please clarify whether Weyerhaeuser's two mills are
included within the definition of rural character. If
they are not, we ask that the Rural Character Task
Force Policies be modified to ensure the long-term
viability of these mills.

13. It is unclear how the Draft SETS can conclude on page 42
thnt the no-action alternative could result in
significant adverse impacts on rural areas if the
County's Sensitive Areas Ordinance, Drainage Manual,
Road Adequacy Standards, Clearing and Grading Code,
Shoreline Regulations and SEPA all apply in the rural
•irons. The Draft SETS sections on Stormwntcr Management,

and Plants, Animals and Fish do not agree with the
conclur.ionr. ntnt-od on pngc •)2.

14. How is Countywide Planning Policy LU-12, which requires
clur.fccrinf? of new development on parcels greater than

10 acres, consistent with the proposed new Rural
Policies? What are the impacts of clustering on rural
character?

15. How will proposed Rural Task Force Policy RU-16 impact
the ability of rural cities to provide for the
i nfrn^trucf.m-c needs; of thoi.r rccldcnt;f? ntid the

residents of their adjoining Urban Growth Areas?

16. What will be the impacts of proposed Rural Task Force
Policy RU-13 on the densities permitted in rural areas?
Will widening of rural roads be permitted to accoinmodate
permitted densities? If not, this policy should be
modified to "permit pavement widths to accommodate
permitted densities."

17. Whnt will be the impact of proposed Rural Task Force
Policy RU-19(b)? How many existing preliminary plat
approval will be affected? How many approved lots
would be lost?

Affordable Housing

1+0-f

How can you analyze the impacts of the Countywide
Planning Policies and the Rural, Affordable Housing,
and Economic Development policies on housing supply
and affordability without the fiscal impact analysis
and an understanding of the financing strategies that
are being proposed? We are concerned that providing
zoning for affordable housing will not make it happen
unless the financing strategies are in place.

r/^-z.

Transportation

19. Is concentrated development in Urban Centers the only
way to reduce vehicle miles? Should the Draft SEIS
analyze the impacts of increasing the use of
telecommuting and satellite offices and the coming
information superhighway?

20. Do the Countywide Planning Policies provide adequate*
land for satellite offices in suburban and rural cities
and the Urban Growth Areas and policies to permit the
inr.tallation of fibcroptic cable, cd Is, cable T.v.,
and telephone lines?

21. What is the mode split that was assumed in the year 2010
for each of the five alternatives and how does it
compare with the mode split in 1990 as shown in Table 5?

22. Why is the forecast of vehicle miles in Table 7 based
upon eight centers using population and employment
concentrations that are different from those in the
eight centers alternative? What arc the population and
employment concentrations and mode splits used in
Table 7?

23. How do the forecast vehicle miles traveled in the four
scenarios in Table 7 compare with a scenario in which
there would be concentration and no rail in the
year 2010?

24. How do you know that reduced miles traveled results in
fewer trips or less congestion as stated on page 83?
IE density is concentrated into Urban Centers and
vehicle miles are reduced by less than 10 percent as
shown in Figure 7, is it not more likely thnt congcr.tion
in the Urban Centers would increase and the number of
vehicle trips would be the same or greater?

25. Why does the transportation section of the Draft SEIS
"assess the impacts that the Alternatives would have on
transportation systems projected into the ycnr :>nio" ;i:;

3 -
4 -
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stated on page 82 rather than the impacts on the
existing transportation system? It would be helpful to
the decisionmaker if the Draft SEIS analyzed the demand
of each Alternative for various types of transportation
modes so that the fiscal impact analysis could assons
the costs. Instead, the Draft SEIS assumes that we will
have a high speed transit system by the year 2010 and
then analyzes the impacts of the alternatives on this
assumed system, stating that reduced use of transit and
increased SOV use are adverse impacts.

Human Services. Police/Fire. Schools. Parks

26. How can the impacts of the Countywide Planning Policies
on the need for human services, police/fire, schools
and parks be analyzed without an analysis of the
capacity of the existing facilities and services within
the Urban Growth Areas and each jurisdiction's fundincj
cnpncity for new facilities and services to accommodate
the planned growth? without this analysis, growth may
be planned in areas where it cannot best be
accommodated.

Hater. Stormwater. Sewer. Solid Waste. and Utilities

T5-(o

xs- '^

27. It is not clear from the Draft SEIS whether there is a
sufficient water supply for Countywide needs or what
the existing capacity of the County's various water,
sewage treatment, stormwater, and solid waste facilities

are and when these capacities will be exceeded. Without
this analysis, growth may be planned in areas where it
cannot best be accommodated.

28. Will proposed Rural Task Force Policy RU-16 preclude
locating water, sewer and utility lines in rural areas
to serve rural cities and their Urban Growth Areas?
If so, what are the impacts of this Policy?

Jim Rcitl. Mnnagi.T

Planning and Community Developmenl
707 Smilli Tower

506 Second Ave

Seattle. WA 98104

Dear Mr. Rcid.

I. In general, I like the Dral't SEIS on tlir Coimtywiclc I>l:innin[; I'olicie.s

(CPPs). The connly slioiild ignoic llic niinorlly ol' S|)rrl;>l inlcn-xls lli;n lui])r ti>
personally proHl by iitlding more alieniiilives lo ihu D.SEIS. If;i(l(lilion;il

allcrnitlivcs are ndded. llicn nnollier roiititt of public input and comment is
required. RCW 36.7()A.OI()(11).

2.

3.
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I also support lliu rural ln.sk lorcc rcfonnncncli.-d rrnnfinfnls ID llic Cl'l'.s iunl

urge tlicir adoplion. These policies were tlcvclopud accortlini; (lie GMA

rec|uircincnt ofbolloni 11]) |)l;n>ning willi a gru;il tlu;il nl'pnlilic |);ir(ici|);>lioil.
Couiicilintfinber Phillips tlcsen/cs praise ror (lie way lie contlni;lCtl llie nir;il l;isk

force.

I also support llic utltlilional l:nn;ii;ii;u al llie cml ul' tlie rnr.it task Ibrce

recomnieiidadons wliich protects [lie rural charncter ol'tlie rural ;ire;i.

I do not support (he "Rural Character Policies" promoled by llie Suhurbnn

Cities A.ssoci.nion. Tlie.si: |)olicius were tlcvi;l(i|>ctl willi no p;n(ii;ip;nion 1'ioin

rural rc.sidcitls. In.slcad (licy were ilevelopcil liy peopli; lliai live in cilic.s.

The D.SIil.S fonlitins ;i l":il:il fiTor. Alli.-ninlivi.- I'oui. "i.-.'iislini: |il:m.s

nllurnalivc". violulcs llic Stil'A WAC rules niitl sluiuld be delclcil I'roin tin;

FEIS.

WAC 197-1 1-400(2) says an EIS "sliall inform tlrcision mnkcrs ;nitl llii; |)iil>lic

of rc:i.son:iblu :illei-n:ili\'rs." WAC 197-11-7S6 s.iys: "Rc.isunalilc ;>ltcrn;uivi;

nicans an action lliat codkl reasibly attain or ;ippruxiin;ile ii |)ro|)0.s;il's

objectives..."

5 -



The "proposal" at issue is refineineiiis of the CPPs to provide iinidnnce for

IN~10 iinplenicntiiig GMA. The 1985 uunipreliensive plan contains nuinerous dcep-

rooied conflicts with the CPPs. cannot attain the CPPs' objectives. and

lliurclore ;illcrn:uivu I'onr (l>:iseil on llie lt)K.<) cump |)l;in) is nol a "ru;ison;il)lc"

alternative.

Thtf Central I'uget Sound Growtli Planning Hearini; Board (CPSGPHB) lias
spoken oul strongly ;ii;;iinsl pre-GMA |)olicies like the Kini; County 1985
Ciiniprclicn.sivc I'l;ui:

"However, to enact GMA plans and reguliilions thai are bound by (he

"old w;iy of doing tliines" would [icrpetuate ihe very Raws of the past

llinl llic lcgi.'ilnlnrc cxplicilly scl onl to corrccl." 7u'»i Falls, Inc..

Wrverlmnwr Real Estate Co. et at v. Snoliomisli Cnuntv. CPSGPHB
Case Nu. 93-.i-()U(U ;n |>.21()' (iy93)

I'rc-GMA ret'erences arc utisolett: and an ouldateil frame ol' reference.

Edmomls ami Lvnnwoad v. .'nM/ionush Coinnv. CPSGPHB Case No. 93-

3-0005 ;np.2b8 (1993)

Exi.slins; King County coinniitnily pl;ins were not ol)lii;;ilcd to l);il;incc

local, regional and state interests as required by GMA. Happy Valley

Associales, City of Issdi'inah vl cil v. Kiny Cotinly, CPSGPIIB Case No.
93-3-0008 at p.307 (1993)

5. In almost every section of the DSRIS. alternative four (based on the counly's

1985 comprehensive plan) has the most significant adverse environinenlal

impacts. Tlie DSEIS coiuiiins a second f;it:il error since a niiijor aspect of the

county's 1985 planning ;t[)pro;icli was replic;ilt:cl in each ol'llie al(eni;itives.

The FSEIS should be revised to put all aspects of the county's 1985. planning

approach in alternalive four so llie adverse environmental inip.icls oflliis 1985

;ippro;idi c.ui |)ro|H:rly l)f coni|i;ired to llic "llicr iillcniiilivcs.

Specificnlly. the proposed Novelty Hill Mnsler Planned Duvclopinenls (MPDs)

are simply assumed to he a part oreacti alternative (See Map A following page

XrJ -<o xviii). Tliese MPDs arc .spccillciilly a product of' llic counly's 1985 |)l;inniin;

IAI - ID philusophy. These Ml'Ds i-c|irus'cnt (lie antillic.sis ot' concuntrating growtli

in ;ilre:idy urt)ani7.ed areas as required by GMA. (RCW 36.70A.110) All

of the adverse enviroinncitl.il iinpiict.s (lcscriheil in each seclion of the DSEIS

under iillcrn.ilive Ibur. ;i|)ply to ihesc proposed MPDs.

J-/\>-C=
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Page numbers are from the Board decisions ;is puhlislicd by Code Pnblisliing
Inc.
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The DSEIS is family Hawcd since it fail.s to liinil llie MPDs lo Iwini; a part of
alternative four. By automnticsilty inrluding llic MPD coni]ioiu:nt ol'llie

J:A/-S> county's 1985 planning philosophy in each ofllit: allcrnnlives evnlniilcd, tin;

DSEIS hiis nuglccled lo pr<)|)crly ilislinsiii.'>li itic tlilTerunt ;illcrn;nivi;s ;nul llicir

Uiffci'ciil ci»viromnent:il intimcls.

6. P.ii says each allcniiitive guides tfcvclopnient into ;ire;is ":ilre;nly .served l)y tlic

public srrviccs mid Kicililics nvci>.s.s:u-y lor url):in (lfvrlii|»iu'nl". Tliis i.-; not

entirely a true slalcment. Each ;lllern;ilivc incliitk-.s nlxiul /,00(1 new ilwcllini;

units in llie "urbnn" part ol'lliu counly's Bear Creek Conununily Plnnnini; Arc.i.

Almost all of these 7.000 new units would be in (lie "island" urban arowlli area

represenled by the Novelty Hill MPDs. Tliere are no urban facitilies or

services on llii.s silc or williin scvL-nil miles. All url>;m .servu-c.s ;uul l;icililics

will have D be cxlcndcil in tliis sile amt/or cri-alril Iron) scralcli ;il j;rc;it cost.

Tlic F.SHI.S slionld t>u revised lo sl;ile llinl llu- MI'Ds ;ire ln-ini; lrc;ilftl :is ;in

exception to llic liinginige qnolcd I'roni |).ii or (lie MI'D.s slionld be <lclclcil ;is ;in

"islaiul" urban growlli area fn)in (lie m;i|) in llic CI'P.s and lri)in CPI' LU-H(li).

7. P.vi says "the idea is to retliice the taxpayer's cosls by enconr;ii;ing

conccnlraletl development in lliusc areas wlicre services arc .ilrcndy |)ri>vnlcd."

Il would cost lliu lnxpiiycrs ;i m'e.il (Ifiil It) cxlcnd iut»;in .scrvici.-.s lo llic "i.shiml"

of urban growth represented by llie proposed MPDs in Itie rural ;irc;i bclwccn
Rcdilioiitl ilixl Duvnll. Tlic ncarcsl url»;in survicc.s arc .scvcr.'il miles I'roin llie

IN- II MPD site. Tlic FSEIS should be revised lo slale llial llic MI'Ds ;ire licinc;

trealed as an exception to the language quolccl troin |).ii or tlic MPDs slionld lie

dcleleil ;is an "i.<l:ui(l" url);in grnwlli ;ire;i Irom llu- in;t|) in llic rf'l'.s ;nul I'rom
CPPUJ-M(I)).

8. P.xii says "New growth will hi; phasctl into Urli.in Ccnli.-rs iinil otlier urbanizctl

arun.s which have exislini; inl'raslrnclnn: lor lriins|«)rlnli<)n, wnlcr. .scwcr ;ui(l
surl'iici: Wilier in;in;n;eniuill."

3/^- 11 P.9 describes the 8 cenlcr ;illcrn:Kivc hy .snyini; "New growlli wDnlil lu |ili:ised

first iillo llic cenlcr.s ;ni(l secondly inlo olhfi tnli;ini/eil ;ir<-:is wliu'li wiMtld liavc

available inf'rasinictiire capacity tor (r;ins|)ori;ilit)ii. wnlcr. suwcr. niut siirl'.ice

water management."

P.9 also says (lie 14 center ,iliern;itivc i.s lliu .s;iim; in llii.s rrgiiril ;is llic S ccnlcr

idea.

The proposed Novelty Hill MPDs conflict willi lliu above liinguage sinct; tlicy
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represent some ol' tile 1'irsl urban growth that will occur despite the fact that (lie

MPDs are nol an "urban cenier". Tlie FSEIS should be revised to say llie

proposed MPDs have liccn tlcsigniilcd as .111 "ishiiitl" url);>i> growlli iirua dcspilc

ihcir complete lack of any existing urban services and therefore the MPDs are

being given special Ireatinenl as :\n exception id llie nliovu (inoled lnngungc

I'riiin I'.xli. ;nul |).y. Allcrniilivuly, (lie MPDs shoukl be dulutcd as an "istnnd"

urban grovvlli area t'roin llic inup in llie CPPs and from CPP LU-14(b).

9. P. 19 nnd 20 discusses the "centers" itlca as expressetl by the county's 1985

comprclii.'nsive plan and says:

"Tlu-.sc ccnlurs arc ill cxi.slini; inl);ui ;irc:i.s... Tlicsi: ccnlur.s llic»rclic;illy

alrcndy exislcd in cities and towns... Tlirre wsi.s nrver :in .itlcinpl to
tlrsi;:n;itr :iiiv I'urllirr centers."

Tills is no) a irite sL'UctiK'nl. Siiliscqncnt to 1(JK5 llie t'onuly gnvc "url):iti

center" status to a large tract ul' undeveloped wooded properly in the middle of

the rural area between Redmniul ;unt Dnvall. Tliu counly's 1<)89 Bear Creek

Conummily Phin stales on p. 10 llial (lie proposed MI'D site is being designated

an "urban activity center". This was done tlespiie llie r;icl lliat tlie Citin:n

Advisory Commillec working on the Bear Creek Communily 1'la" snbniiucd a

minority report staling that tlcsignaling the MPDs as an urban aclivity cenler
viol;Kcd llic counly's 1<)S5 L-oinprclicn.sivu |)lan.

The MI'Us were tlesignalctl ail url>;in center in lln: 198'-) cuiiununily |ilan (prc-
GMA) tlcspile tin: l.li.-t lli;n tliey are nal ;in cxislini; >irl);>tl ;irc:i nor arc llicy ;in

existing city.

Tlic iilinvc t|imlctl l;ini;ti;n;c I'rom |). 19 ;nul 20 is nol tnn: ;nul slioulil In; rcviseil
in the FSE1S.

10. Page viii lakes (lie official t'orecast population increase for King County of

325.000 people and equ.nes that to 215.000 more dwelling uniis. The FSEIS
needs lo iiiclude thejnslinciition for such a high number oftlwelling units

l-tO-3 conipared to the population forecast. Compared to current data, it appears tlie

forecasicil need for ilwellini; unils li;is bucn int1;iti;(l to acliicvc ;l l;iri;cr nrl):ui

growth area.

11. I';H;L- 2h sliows ll);H eacli iillcrnalivc h.is ;i target ol'215.000 new tlwclling units

;uul a capacity of 320.350 new dwelling units. (Tliis capacity for new unils is

also similar to the gnuul lolal in lahle B-3 in tlie Appendix.) Tlic capacily of

each alternalive exceeds the forecast need for new dwelling units by 49%. This

is a grossly excessive capacity above (lie 20 year forecast and will simply

LA-4
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continue the present pattern of urban sprawl with its concoinitanl decrease in

(he qualuy of life.

Tlie publication Providing Adequate Urban Area Limil Supply I'roin tlie slate

Dcparlnienl nrConununily Dcvelo|)iiiL-iU c;nilii)ns on |);ii;c 17 lli:n l;ui(l tisr

plans should not exceed 25% of forecast needs or else sprawl will result. The
release of (lie DSEIS proves Ihat llic urb;ni growlh nrca in the CPP.s is l':il:illy

Hawed since it is excessively large.

12. FIU-II ;>llcrn;uive milly li:is f;ir moi'f r;i|):n-ity I'tii- tu-w ilwcllinr. nnils lli;in tin-

320,350 forecast on p.26. P. 17 says tliu p.26 Ibrucasls ;irc based on currrnt
y.onin^ (lI.sftHintctl (»r tuuncmtis fnclors iiK'luttim* <.-nvii't>iitHttn(:il :ttul in:irkfl

forces. As cilies iinplemcnl GMA llicy will he up/.oniiu; laml. "I'lii.s will
increase the dwelling unit capacity above (lie DStilS rigure ot'32U,35U wtiicli Is

based on current zonine.

In other words, GMA will result in greater dcnsilies of'po|iul:ilion ;ni(l

employment than hns typicnlly occnn'L'd. EdHfmifls ftfif/ lA'miwnxI \'. Sn^hotnis/i

Cottiiiy. CPSGI'IIB Case No. 93-3-0005 :H |).2()8 (IW3).

Tliu excessively large urban growth ;>rc:l in llic Cl'l's (-l')';» DVCI lorccasl) will

result in continued urban sprawl. As cities upzone laml lo coiicenlrale growlli

llicrc will lie coiuinncil |)ie.s.surc (o Imilil inl>;m .S|ir;iwl in tlic nnini.-<)r|»oi;Hf>l

urban growth area. Under each nttemalive the exoissivcly large unincorpornletl

urban growth nre:i invites conliittted nrl):in sjirawl causun; conlimictl
innuntcrahlc sii;niltc;inl lulvcr.sc cnvifonniciUal iin|i:ic(s.

The DSEIS is lntntly n:iwed since il lail.s lo idcnliry. (tlscuss ;nul inili};;ilc ll'e

iulvursc enviroiuncnhil ini|):icls ciui.scil by llic nrl):m .s|ti:iwl lli;n will cniitiniiL-

under the excessively large urban growth ;in:a ol' e;icli ol' llic ;illi;ni:nives

reviewed.

13. The forcciist capacily for new clwcllini; nnils oil |).26 is lin.sed on (lie uibiin

growth line in (he CPPs adopted by King County ;is Onlinnncc 10450 in 1992.

Ilnwcvcr. when ihu counly council pns.scil Ortlin;mcc 11110 DII Novcnil)cr K.

t^i)3, (lie couniy conitci! si^tiiHc:mtiy Incrc:t.scii tin.' si'/c ol'llic urlinti gri)\vt!i

area beyond (lie rcconunendeil urban growth area in tlie CPPs. Tlicre is no

justification for llie county council expaiuling the urbnn areii wlicn llic l:itul

desigiuled iirli.in in llicir CI'l's alrcatly cxccuils llic I'orcca.sl nccil l)y 49%.

Tlic county council expaiulcil (lie nrlian growlli nrc.l l);i.sctl on (In; newly ;ulo[)li;d

•^H-i^ East Samniilinish Conununity Plan. Tliis coniinunily plan is l);isetl on llic

county's 1985 comprehensive plan and is not ;> GMA coinpliaiu |)];m. Happy



Vallt'y As.wnales. City nf Isstiijiitili d ill v. Kins County, CPSGPI1B Case No.

93-3-UOUS ;it p.312 (1993). Yet tlie DSEIS repeatedly says ihat planning under

the 1985 comprehensive plan (allernntive four) tins (he most significiuit iulvcrse

cnviroiuncnl.il imp;icis nl'iiny ot'llic allcnilltivcs.

WAC 107-11-76S imlicalcs llii; nrsl way to niiligiile an adverse ini|);ict is lo

avoid taking the action causing the impact. In order to eliminale the significant

adverse environinentnl impncis associated witli plnnning uiKler the counly's

iyS5 coinprcliun.sivi: |)t;ui ;uul with liaving an uxcussivc ciipncity Ibr dwelling

J~'V' 9 units, the FSEIS should recommend that (I) the extensions to the urban growth

arc.-i on the ea.sl eilge ol'llie I7;i.sl S.nmnaniisli connnunily pliinning area ;nul (2)
the proposed Novelty Hill MPDs ("new fully contained community") both be

cliininnlcd and revert lo rural /onim;.

The way to grow sm:irt is to give up on (lie county's 1985 planning approach

wiili nil ils .ulvt.'rsc cnviroiunciHiil imimcls so well di:scril)i;d in llii; DSlilS

(alternative four) and fucu.s instead on the new goals and requiremcnls ofCMA.
The GMPC shnukl slirink ll)>? urhnn growlli yrcii in llic CPPs liy clin)in;ilini; (lie

MPDs ;is an "island" urb;m growili area from the map in tlie CPPs and from

CPP LU-14(h).

14. The excessive capncily for dwcllini! unils in (lie urbiin growlli area denned by

the CPPsi (sec p.26) proves tlicrc is nojusuncalion Ibr "edge" cities iiiul rural

cities to conlinne In lohhy lor ;ui evur l;irt;er nrhiin t;rowlli ;ire;i. Any |)ro|)osutl

cxpnnsion ul' llie urban growili area as depicled in llie CPPs will require

separate ftivironinenl;il review since such propo.scd cx|);>nsions ;iri: 1101

addressed by this DSEIS.

15. P.17 says the forecast ilwelling unit rapacily has been discounleil due lo crilical

area conslniints. This will cre;«e an artificially low estiin.ne of dwelling unit
capacity because Kiiu; County allows tin; (r;uisler ol'tlcn-iity credits rrom crilical

iircas ID noncrilii:;il nrcns. Owellini; iinil.s iirc nol lost ilm: ID criliciil iircn.s. tliuy

are just inovctt urounil.

All allernatives coniain lliis llaw. This mistake will result in a larger urbiin

growth area than really needed. Tlie excessively large urhiin growth area will

foster continued sprawl willi ati its adverse environmental eflects.

The FSHIS slionlil canlain revised tlwulling unit lorccil.sl.s tlial are nol

discounted for critical areas.

A-Kb)
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16.

17.
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P.v says the CPPs were guidcil by GMA ;mtl Vision 2020. Ttiis sl;ilemunt

conflicts with p. 19 which states that the UGA (in the CPPs) is tnrtidy hnscd on

the county's ll)S5 conipreliunsivc plan.

The FSEIS should clnrily llial while sonu; ol' llic |)oliclcs in llic CPPs liavc liccii

bascit on GMA and Vision 2020, llic UGA in llie CI'Ps is bused on llie county's

1985 comprehensive plan.

P.vi says the CPPs are "only a framework lo guide devulopinunt of the

comprehensive ptnns for King County ;nitl e;ich cily wnliin 1)11; coiinly."

stalcnient tloes nol correclly renccl the importiiiu role ofCPPs.

Tliis

"The Board rcnlTirms its holiling in SnmiiKilinn' lli;il policy (loctinicnls

under the GMA (including CI'l's and comprehensive pl.ni.s) are no longer

'just' advisory lilncprinls lo be licetlcil or tli.srriymlctl ;it llic di.scrflii»n t)l'

llic local lugislnlivc lnuly. R.illicr, ttic.sc |H)ln:y documcnls |)r»vitlc

siilislaiilive dircclion ;nnl iitn.st be I'olloM'fd." Pniilslw, fun Orchurd

tiiul Hrniu'rltin r. Kilsn/i (.•nnnly. a'SGI'HK C:isc N». >)2 3.()()()>) ;tl

p.l27(1993).

I'.xvii says "Ctirrunt zoning provides an iiiiulequiili: 'cushion'..." Tin; DSHIS

docs not support this conclusion. The datii on p.26 spccinc.illy sliow llint UIH|LT

current zoning, as discounied tbr many lacturs. tlicru is ;i 49% excess land

csipncily coinparcd lo the 20 ycnr foruc;>sl. In.stc.-itl ol'an in;Hli;t|ii;itu cusliion.
llicru is .in excessively l;iri;c cusliion.

19. P.41 talks about the importance of maintaining the rural character of the rural

area. "Chateau" style homes wiiti 5 iicrc lnwns slioiild not lie nllowcd in llie

rural area. We all know "rural characier" when we see it.

acre lawns just don't qualify.

"Clialcaus" ;uitl 5

Jiisl like wnlurrrom. niml l;in<l is liiuilcil in •itipply. In onlcr ID |)rescrve rnr;il

dwraclcr, llic rural l;ind slioiil<l l)c nsej liy lliose lli;il L-onlrit)ul(.- lo, r:nlin' lli;ui

tlclract I'roin. rural lilcstylc. Because su|i|)ly is limilctl. llic m;irkcl ilclcnnincs

(lie price, jusl like wiili waterfronl.

In order to proiecl wnier qu.itily we do nol contiimally iiiL-rcnsc ilensilic.s simuntl

lakes. Tlie same principle is Irne in llic r»r;il nrea. In onlcr l<» |ir<)(cci rur.il

cliiiniclcr. lliu densily sliould not t)c conllimutly incrc.iscd in llic rural .irc.i.

Anylhin less than nvc iicre lots will erode llic runil cli;ir:iclcr. Wlicii lliu rural

area is full. then it's full. In ordrr to m:iinl:iiii llic rnnil clinractrr ol" llir

rural area, (lie GMI'C should adopt (lie ydclitioiwl policy ;it lliu uixl ol' tlic

rurnl ln.sk force rccounnrnclntiiin.
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20. P.43 CPI' LU-12 rtfquircs iiunulatory lol clustering fur tlcvclopnicnt in Ihc

rural area. This will not protect lradilion;il uses in the rural area and slionld be

eliminatcil in favor of (lie rural task t'orce recoinmentlations. Tlie clustered lols

will not be larec cnoueli lo cngagc in (riidiliunal rural uses parlicnlsirly lliosu

invotvini; livestock. Thcrel'ore I'lcnple liviiii; on lliu clustered lots will lie

sscukiiig a suburban, not rural. lilestyle and level ol'service. Manilatory lot

clustering is a thinly veiled gimmick to put rural land into a holding patlern for

future urbaniMlion.

21. P.53 & 54. There are references to using "monitorinc;" as a mitigation. This

is nonsense. Manilorinu tells you wlien soiuulliini; has gone wrong and docs

nothing to avoid having things go wrong in (lie First place.

22. P. 125 Water Supply. The DSEIS is latiilly n:iwud since ll fails to

acknowleilge that the lack of nncomniittrd wilier supply fniin llitf Sentlle Walcr

Department (SWD) rcmlcrs cacli atlcnialivc uiuicllicvable. Allernalives lliill arc

not acliieveabte tail llie lcsl Ibr rcasoiiiitilencss itnclcr WAC m7-l 1-400(2) and
WAC 197-H-7K(>.

Tlic cnrrcnl Scalllc Walcr Comprcliciisivi: I'l.m says su|)|)ly ci|u;ils tlcin;nul and

all new growth in water ii.sngtf will bc^scrveil by consurviuioil until a new inajor
supply is online. However, llic water supply available I'roin conservation has

all been commitleil by all (lie outstanding contracts In deliver water issucil by

Seattle and (lie 30 or so jurisdictions relying on Seaule water.

It is only llir I'r.ir ol' lcurniiii; (lie trnlli llml prcvunls c;n;h juristliclion,

including Scutllc. from invunlorying aiul rcporling tlic nnmnnl ol'Scalllc wilier

promised to developments going lliraugli (lie sipproval/conslmclion phase hut

nol yc( online .is walcr tt.scrs. Tin; Woodinvilli; Wulcr Dislrict lias alrcxuly
conducted such an invemory and found ilie task to be quick and easy. A

similar inventory coiilil lie cnntluctetl tiy ollier jurisclictions in ;i week if llicrc

were no political tbol-draeging.

WAC 365-iy5-315(2)(;i) requires an inventory ol'unused c;ip:icity ol'existing

capital faciluies. including water syslems. Such an inventory would prove lliat

there is no wnler to serve any of llic iillcrnalives in llie DSEIS since ;>11 lliu

water tti.it can be savcJ by conservalion lias already been contraclnally

promised to developments in (lie approval/construclion pipeline.

The DSE1S is fatally flaweil since it fails to tliscuss llie adverse impacts of

pressing alicacl willi iiny i)l llicsc attenmlives wlicn tliure is no waicr lo sci've

any of these altcninlivcs.

//

Sincerely.

(./^•^^
Joseph Elicit
11866204lhAveNE
Reitmoiul. Wnsliinglon yS053
206-881-8017
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Lisa Mailjiak
•King County I'lanning and C'ommunily ncvclopincnl Division
707 Smith Towur liiiilding
506 2nd Avc.
Sf.itllf. WA <>S 10.1

Dear Ms. M.idjink:

This luttur is in ruspunse to your request for comments on Ihc scoping nolice
for the Or.ift Supplcnu'nl.it Hnvironmunt.tl Impncl Statemenl for tlic
Countywide I'lanning I'olicies. While our comments primarily reflect issues
directly rfLtttil lo the pDlcnli.iI itiipacls t>f c*ich *iltcrn;tttve cui rcyioiml Irjvel
demand we arc also intcrestud in the degree to which cnch of the five
jllcni.itivus support adopted policies ami on-going planning efforts at the
federal, state, regional, and local levels. Specifically, WSDOT is most interested
in supporting .'iUcrnalives that nrc consislcnl with related cispccls of Ihe
lollowin^ policies:

• Intunnodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Acl (ISTKA)

• Clean Air Acl Amendments of 1990 (CAAA)

• (Washington) State Transporlation Policy Plan (STPP)

• Washington State Growth Management Act (CMA)

• Crnlr.il I'n^cl Sonml - Vi.siun 2020

• Kcsional Trjnsil Anlliorily (RTA)

These policies .uul plnnniny effurls have the collcctivu polential to providu
some relief in the rate of increase in vehicle miles traveled (VMTs) on state
facilities. To tlic extent possible comments nrc providcil below for rach of llic
live .iltcrn;iHvus frum tliis "policy-oricnted" pcrspcctivi;. While uach of the
five alternatives attempts to preserve "rural lands and rural character", clearly
the implications of the five nllcrn.llivcs on the regional transportatiun system
will be vast. WSDOT also understands Ihat Ihc alternative economic
development, rural task force, and afford.ible housing policies have a grcatrr
abilily to encourage L'nviroiuncntnlly souni.t duvclopment patterns lliat do Ihc

alternatives themselves.

THE I'KE-COUNTYWIUE 1'LANNING I'OLICIKS ALTIiKNA-IIVE

This allcrnalivc appcnrs to providu Ihc lcasl nbilily to tlirrct ^rowlli inlt) nn'.is
which already nre well served by existing Iransportation infr.'islrucluri.'. It calls
for the largest allocation of rt'sidcnti.il srolvll' 1" riir-il .irc.is and rnr.il cilifs
will) .1 larger url'.in growth jrea b.isnl on llu' I>JK5 pl.m. 'I'lu-rrlon' il is highly
likely that a great deal of additional Irnnsporlnlion infraslrucnrc will be

required to serve this additional drvplopinrnt. This .illcrnntivr also cntls for
Ihe leas! aniount of niitigalion for its dcvulopmcnt p.Ulcni ul lower dcnsily
land uses.

The altocnlion of a signficant amounl of housing to outlying areas wilt rrsull
in nn incrt^smi l(*vcl of nnli.il.ince lu'lwfi'n johs aiitl ti(*usiti}',. C'<>tisns ir.irls in

King County wilh an unbalanced ratio bolwwn jobs ami luinsinR hiive Lx't'n
founU llirough einpirical research to bu associatud with 1S% lonyer trip len^tlis
and 24% longer travel times for work trips than balanced Iracts (Frank ami
Pivo, 199'1). TlitTL'foru, llio allocation of lliis amount of housing to arc.is will)
relatively little employment nearby will have the effect of causing a great deal
of VMTs on slntc luj;hwnys. This is of sif.nifii-.int i-onn-ni lo WSItfTr.

Relationships with Specific Policies

The premise of Ihis policy which is lo allow spmwl appc.irs It) he in ilircct
opposition with Vision 2020 and the Growth Mnnagemenl Act. I-'rom (lie
perspective of an agency whose mandates encompass Ihr prcsrrvation .iiul
provision of regional mobility Ihis alternative is problemmatic. At (lie fcdcrnt
level, ISTEA and Clean Air also rpgislcr conflicts willi Ihis allurn.-nivo.
Kligibilily for I-'cdcral Transportalion I:unding (.nnl projrcl prioriti^.ilion)
under ISTEA favors projects that arc multi-modnl in nature.

The ability to cffcclively survc low density l-ind usrs rrsnlling from Hiis
aliernalive by modes other than Ihe SOV is difficull to demunstralc. This

alternative is in this sense counter to the formation of an RTA whose m.iiut.ite
is to iinptcmcnl a regional Irnnsit sysleni. This ilim-lly .iffri-ls VVSDC.ri' wliirli

~T^ ~ 4 l)as a great dual of interest in the success of a regionnl transit syslcm Ihnt can

effectively serve regional travel needs. In addition, increasing trip lengths
resulting from (lie dispersion of trip ends (as dcmonslrated above) would have
the result of inrrcasinj; VMTs. This iiii-rc.T.r in VMTs coulil li.ivr Itu- fl'trct >»f
incren.swl air pullut.uils.
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NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE

By assuming the Countywide PLanning Policies are in effect, this alternative
appears to be more consistent u'ilh the intent of GMA than Ihc Prc-
Cinintywitlc Pltinnin^ Polu-irs Alternative. Under this alternative the urban
growth area is smaller based on the work done unde GMA. In addition, the
rfquiromrnt lo "p.iy aHrnlum" to the counlywitle planning policies ruprcsunts
a departure trum the Prr-Cuuntywhlc Planning Policies Alternative towards
rcgionalism. This shift is more favorable to WSDOT since we provide a
regional function. However, without centering the primary development
pattern thnt would rusull from this allcrnativc is fairly consistent with Ihe Prc-
C.iwnlyu'iili- I'lnnnin^ Pnlicnv Mlrrnnliw i.r. Spr.iwl. Tlii.s sl.ilrmrnl is

substantiated by the allocation of 65% of the employment growth in the county
ID cir^Lis IhtU .ire ciin'cnltv "tU)ii-urb^n."

RlttaliQDSbips will) Specific I'olicics

From WSDOT's perspective this alternative relates lo specific policies at the
federal, state, anj local Irvcl in a simial manner lo the Pre-Countywide
I'lanning Policies. The exception is throuRh the recofinition of the Countywide
pl.inning I'olicic.s -it lllc li)cal Irvcl. At lllis Itivcl .tt least a counlywn-lL- lorum is
<iv<ul,ibk* It) work out rc^ion.il issues.

THE 8 CENTERS ALTERNATIVE

Concentration of development into 8 centers plus 4 additional manufacturing
centers provides a strategy that is a great deal more consistent with Vision 2020
jnd CMA than tlic prc-counlyw'nlr rlnnninf; iwlicirs .nut (/ir nu-nclwn
Altmiatives. From WSDOTs perspective^ the ability to serve additional
development that is located within existing urban centers wilt most likely be
li~.s easily. Simply put, lucalr dcvflupinunl in areas wliure tliuru is already
adequate public facilities to serve it. This is the fundamental premise upon
which adequate public f.icilitirs ordinances nru bascil. However, lo IK- more
realistic it is essential to factor in congestion and significant levels of air
pollution within the 8 non-manufacturing centers.

The purpose of the RTA will be to provide mobility within and between these
centers. The consolidation of uses within the 8 centers plus the four
manufacturing centers provides the urban form thai is nuccssary lo make
transit a viable alternative to the automobile. The development of an urban
form (supported by this alternative) which makes allornativc modes Id the

SOV more compclilivu supporls WSDOT's yo.il ol in.iint.iining rfgioiuil
mobility. The goals in the Washington State Transportation 1'ulicy I'lan (ST1T)
incouragc providing access to all opportunilics lor all persons. "All" here
includes Ihosc persons Ihal do nol liavi* access lo nn .iutomtiliilp. Ccntrrinp, at
its most abstract level provides the urban form in which access is possible
through non-molorized travel (intra- ccnlur) .ind [r.insit (inlrr- ceiilt.'r).

THE 14 CEN'ITKSALTCKNATIVE

Tins ;ilh'mnliv(* pmpo^'s tn ciuisitfitf.iti1 .m t^vcii ^rf.iU'r |'>r(tp<t)tion n(

addiliunat duvulopmunt inlo iJesignaled cunlcrs. "1'his allernalivu in.ly bv even
more* compatablc with the RTA's objcclive of provkling rckgion<if inohiiity
through transit service than the S Crnlrrs Altrrnntim: Tins i.luc l» .1
polunlially grcaler nbilily lu collcci at.litilional (.fevrlopnu-iu from m'.irtiy
locations than from further away. Under this alternative more ccnlcrs arc
proposed providing bellcr coverage for consolkl:uing J(.'vclopnu*nl ih.m ihc <s'
centers alternative. This alternative also makes a better "geographic fit" with
transit corridors designated by the RTA. Again, WSDOT intcrcsls rcl.ilc" to Ihp
provisiun ol n-yiunal inubility. Tlicrelore. lliis .ilturn.nivu is highly l.ivor.iblu
bccnusc of its consistency wilh the objfclivcs of (he- pttlit-it's cilcil nbovrd.

THE MAGNET ALTERNATIVE

The use of an incentive based .ipproach mnkrs n liil DK .SCHSL- rnun WSIXITs
perspective Ix.'c.insc of our inlcrc.st in Ir.n'el ln.'hiivior. "I'r.lvrl I'cli.ivinr or

consumer choice relating to travel options is known lo be a function of Ihc
relative cosls amongst alternatives. This nltprnntivc rcprfscnts a philosophy
Ihdl can be useful lo tteterniinc wh'ich actions or incciilivcs will rc.suH in llti.'
least demand for the SOV. WSDOT is highly supportive of lliis approach to
(lie extent that incentives to make localionnl dn-isions .ire- basc'd on tibjcctivrs
to fostur cnvironmuntal preservation and acccsibility.

This nllcrnativc provnlcs n usffnl appro.u-li Iti.it will l»- m't-fss.iry ti' sncussliilly
implement the 8 or 14 center alternative. Inhcrcnl in lunsl cosl planning is tl>e

notion of efficient use of existing resources. WSDOT encourages Ihis

alternative to the exlcnt it is able to encourage dcvclopmunt concurrent wilh
adequate transportation infrastructure. In addition, the use of performance
moniloring lcchniques will be a necessary lucliniquc to guagc pniKryss lowartis
established quantifiable objectives for any of Ihesc .lUcrnativrs or combinations
thereof.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion WSDOT I'avors llu> npplicnlion of Ifcliniqyes iitfnlifn.'d in llw
Miij{Hi:t Alternative to an nllernativc consislent willi Vision 2020 (e.g. Ihc two
centers alternatives). WSDOT is aware that the ability each alternative presents
to support and bu consistent with the adopted regional plan (Vision 2020) is
critical to elevate issues which are regional in nature (e.g. transportation).

Ag.iin, WSUOT is primarily iiUureslud in these issues to the extent that a

relationship between a reduction in travel demand on state facilities is related
with the urban form proposed by each alternative. In addition, WSUOT is also
interested in the degree to which each alternative promotes improved level of
service of alternative modes to the SOV. Please contact me wilh any questions
that you may have al 464-5429 regarding these comments.

Sincerely,

^.-..-..D'-U
LAWRENCE D. FRANK, PH.D.
Transportation I'lannur/GMA Specialist

ec: Rcnre Montgela;.
Craig Stone
Ran Q. Andcr.son

jrs-^

February 17,1994

The Honorable Chris Vancc
Councilmember, King County-MctropoIitan Council
'102 King County Counhousc
51(i Tllilll Aveitliu
Seattle, Washington 98104

C.V/?<5__
Dear Councilincinber Vance:

The following comments about the supplumcntnl cnvironnicntal impnct
statement for the King Counlywide Planning Policies embody (lie theinus 1
offered before your Growth Management committee last week.

As a member of the Fis/ED committee and the subcommittees that drafted
(he economic development policies and the bcnclimarks, I am pleased to
note tliat the proposed economic developinunt policies arc statCtl within
the document to have the most positive economic impact on the region. I
encourage those of you who are members of GMPC to retain the policies as
written. I think llie policies are the result of broadcr-based experience than
can result from the EIS analysis. Those persons who carefully Grafted llie
proposed policies were fully aware of the consequences, schooled in the

. inarkct effects and highly knowlucljicablc about (lie employment impacis of
(he policies. The team that drafted the policies incluiled representatives of
labor, real cstiitc, industrial and coininurcial tlt:vclo|)incm, lionsiiiR,
utilities and the neighborhoods.

From Pugct Power's perspective, we have some concerns about
assumptions in Chapter 12, the utiliiics chapter. On page 151, it reads: "...it
•can be noted (lie more concentrateii development in urban areas, where
transmission and distribution systems arc already in place, the more
efficient an<l cost effective tlie delivery of utility services."

That statement is not supported by the facts. Frankly, we wonder from
where this conclusion came. The conclusions arc very clifrcrcnl dcpcntling
on a variety of factors: age of existing faciliiics, characteristics of new and
existing load demand, the condition of the other utilities coexisting within
the right of way, the nature of (lie easement or right of way and (lie ability
to site new facilities in an already built up area. Pugct Power's own internal
analysis docs not give us rtason to make such a statunicnt.



On page 152, it is stated: "...in densely populated areas wlicrc greater energy
efficiencies can be realized...." We do not know if greater energy efficiencies
are possible in densely populated areas. The cost of installating equipment
for healing mutti-family or high-rise buildings with gas heat is so
expensive iliat it is not cost-effective. Therefore, tlic densities projected,
which require significant multi-family residential (IcvclopinctK, will
increase ilic electric space heat load.

Page 153, another conclusion says "...to protect basic public health and
s;ifny. IHII na( |)roviilt; nir;il ;iruas willi urban racililius or urban levels of
service." Not only does the document fail to define urban facilities, or
urban levels of service, but that statement fails to recognize a provision of
siaic law which prohibits I'ugct I'ower from offering differing levels of
service (RCW 80.28.090).

Anotlicr statement within the utilities chapter makes some assumptions
about the Master Utility Permit process that are premature. The MUP is
evolving, as we speak, with the cooperation of service providers and ODKS.
We look forward to the discussions and what will result. At this time, we
all hope that certainty of permitting, with regard to utility service to a plat
or development, will result. Bill, to imply, as lia-s llic EIS, llial lliis is a
phasing document, is incorrect.

Puget Power does not offer commcnls on the value of centers, nor the
correct number. Thai is clctcnniiicd by the policy makers. It is our stale
obligation provide electrical service for whatever land use plans are
adopted.

Those Puget Power representatives who have been actively involved in
growth managcincnt-rclatcd matters have found staff to be responsive to
our inquires. We don't always agree, but we do appreciate our working
rulutionsliip.

^.^^L-'

Robert L. Gitlespie
Managcr/t-ocal Government
Puget Sound Power & Light Company

Kent Pullcn, Chair, King County Council
Paul Barden, Chair, Fis/ED Task Force
Craig Larscn, Acting Director, Planning Department
Rita Perstac, Puget Sound Power & Light Company

PRESTON
TlfORGRIMSON
SH IDLER
GATES & ELLIS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

5000 Columbia Ccnn

701 Fifth Ao

Sratllr. WA W UU 701

Tclcphunc: (206) 623.7580
Fusimitt; (106) 621.702:

February 28. 199.1

Mr. James Reid, Manager
Planning and Communily Development Division
Parks. Planning and Resources Dcpartincill
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue

Seallle.WA 98104

Kc: Cominnil to King Couiily Ilmn SKIS rm- (he ("uunlywiilf rhinuiiit; I'nlicifS.

Dear Mr. Rcid:

The DeBartolo Corporalion is the owner and operator of tlic Northgate Mali in Seattle
and is very interested in the development of a realistic set of Countywide Planning Policies Ihal

would lielp guide the successful redevelopment of (lie Mall.

We are (lie attorneys for (lie Northgnle Malt and on bclmir of tlic owner make tlic
Ibllowing comments to the Dralt SE1S on the Countywide Planning Policies.

The Mail is ranked as tlic Ibrtli largest shoppiny center in llre I'ngcl Sumul area ll is

larger tlian Facloria, Crossroads, Bellevue Square and Alilcnvood. It is, anil lias always been, a
regional shopping center. It is very appropriate for the Mali to be considered ihc key building
block for one of the Urban Centers under •consklcralHin ror managcincnt ol'dic liilnrc grovvtli in

the metropolitan King County area.

The Final SEIS should address more fully than the Draft docs, the fiscal, economic, and

market factors which make a regional shopping ccnlcr successful than docs llic Drafl. We
understand that the Fiscal and Economic Development Task Force is responsible for some of thai
analysis and we plan to share the Mall's perspective with the Task Force and make whatever

contribution to their work that is appropriate.

As the Countywide Planning Policies are reviewed for possible amendment, we think it
would be instructive for you to evaluate ihc Cily of Seattle's Nonhgate Comprehensive Phn as an

example of one jurisdiction's approach to iniplemenling llie Urban Center slralcgy.

Anchongc . Cmur d-Atem . Ponl.nil . Sp.ikanc . Ta.-u.n. . W.»hm(l,m. U C

A Pwwrship hr/uJtrtjf A fmfrtnwal Cmpmatwn
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In each of the Urban Centers the Plan must begin with a realistic assessment of the key
btiilclini; bloc); llui serves ;is tin: core of lliu ccnlur. We have idcnlincd some serious
shoncomings in the Nonhgale Plan that if left unaddressed will undermine the concept of an
Urban Village/Center in the Northgate area.

One of the most significant shortcomings is the application of the principle of "pedestrian
orientation". The over reliance by the City planners on tliis concept has caused the City to change
the zoning on the property to Neighborhood Commercial 3 (NC-3) from Commercial 1 (C-l).
The result is a significant loss of flexibility on the part of the Mali to efficiently and esthetically

redevelop in a way that responds to the reality of regional shopping centers. For example,
Nonhgate Mail draws from the entire region and the principal mode of travel to and from the Mail

will continue to be the automobile. F.conomically Feasible maiugcincnt of customer access and
parking is a key clumcnl of regional sliopping center success.

The arterials in the Northgate area, panicularly Northgale Way, are regional arterials and
will be subjected to more intense use as the area develops. The idea of creating a pedestrian
environment alongside those streets is not practical. The Countywide Planning Policies should
include crilcria to ensure the Fuasible application of the Urban Center concept by requiring tliat
customer preferences and operational realities be recognized in the Comprehensive Plans.

Another concept that has drawn the planners to the NC-3 zone is the mixed-use
assumptions in ihu Urban Center approach. As the City's recent study ofniixcd-usc dcvclopmuiit
shows, the "build it and they will come" assumption does not work. Nearly 47% of the

commercial space in the mixed-use developments reviewed is vacant. The point is that the
integration of residential and commercial uses must be done afler a more in-depth analysis. The
l-'SEIS should include an analysis of the practical liniils to mixcd-use dcvelopinent.

In addition to the zoning restrictions of NC-3, the Northgate Plan suncrs froni an over
eagerness to make site specific decisions in the plan that should be left to the design stage. The
delcnse is that (lie 1'lan provides more predictability by being more spucitic, however, the
predictability sought by the development community relates to ofT-site mitigation costs, not to on-
site design decisions. The Countywide Planning Policies should describe the level of detail.
expected in the Comprehensive Plans and sub-area Plans.

It is clear to everyone that the application of the Urban Center concept in Northgate will

require a significant investment in transportation infrastructure. The perennial question of
allocating the cost to the public and private sectors must be addressed in (lie Countywide Planning
Policies. In the Nonhgate Plan the impacts to adjacent streets and intersections are determined in
the same manner as on-site impacts as part of the development. The clear implication is tliat
redevelopment or expansion of the Mail will be conditioned on the payment for.the transportation

improvements beyond the SEPA fair share requirement to mitigate future impacts. The

improvements are regional in nature and should be publicly 1'inancci) as a part of the value to iliu
region of having Urban Centers.

The revised Countywide Planning Policies should provide a Iramework for llie
pubtic/piivatc partnurship that will be essuniial to llitf succusslul niai);n;cincnl ol' giowili in
metropolitan King County.

Very truly yours,

PRESTON TIIORGRIMSON SIIIDI.KR
GATES & Et.LIS

,7

By
^vj^

Peter J. CIasu '

PJG.-cc

ec: Tom J. Presby
The Rdward J. Dcnnnolo Corporalion

.MPJTC«23aM0003WUSt TOC
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2/27/94
TO: ,)im licid. HanaRfi-. King County I'lanninfi and Comnuinity

Uevflopmnil
l-'rnm: Vii-ninia Gnnliy. 2510 N.R flOlti. Sc.iltlu, WA. 98115

RR: Rcvirw of IW.IS fin- llir Coiintywiilc Planninn l>i)l ic ics .
(.liinu;iry 12. la'U ilu<- Krliruary 28. 1394)

Comments on the Drsfl SKIs of ttn; Counlywidc Planning PoicJes

li*L> I i C-^' Itt^F t nrmr'n Is

1. Rural fit;) rat-trr-The cotinlywidc interest in (>rom<»tiilfi rural
chararter sliuuld cmpliasiy.c the olijectlve ot' all comuniLies to

protect the Snoqualmic Valley drainage basin area and other major
rural river basins and wcllanils. rrom >»H(-roaching urlianizal ion

for as lon^ as possiblf. llirongh cuncent rat ing development in
ilus iKnaldI (:<>nlrrs ami Denser livable cummuntics within thu urban
boundary.

Itural character cannol hi-; mainlafncd ir proposed Increasus in

state highway corriilor capacity continueus to be tiuilt. r1»ic In
the stale srltiiiK ohsnleLc I uvc 1 ul' yrrvicu "C" yLanilar<ls IhaL ilo

not consider capacity management such as safety enhancements.
short passing lanes, hill climb lanes, controllcrt access and
local land usr policies and linkages.

Wr have- lr;inn-<l rrnm rlllrl- .sl;>l<-s thai t ran.sixirlal. i on t-oiifiirrriK-y
requirements. iF not monitored could pusll ili.-velopment into rural
•irons where c'apacily is not yet a prohlem. Oevclnpmonls with
vf.slcil rinlits will iinparl Hit; capacj ty or llie syslum but iirc
exempt From (-oncurrfncy.

2.Afronlahlf Hnusinr-Warking for Afrordahle Housing within the
urban hounttary and r1os(*r ti» J<ihs nnd rmployntcnl. wtiitld tx* IHK' ttf
the tte.st w«iys tu r<'du<:i: |tresyuri; lo build low cosl lioiisiitg on
ctu*apt'r rural 1 and aiitl int'rc;is<; auLo trips. StraLfgtcs Lo ensure

sufl'icienl liincl. reduction of costs and fumllng InccnUvcs, such
as reduction in transportalion mitigation piiymcnt.s and EIS
mi I i|!;il iiui ;in<l roncurrcnuy costs lo low cost liuusing developers,

would assist the community in thts challenging task.

3. P^^ca 1 ynd I^ronomic^^ ^ term susta iiiab Ie economic
growth will be more rcastble with the centers alternatives.
Additional Financial annlysis will concluilc 3 non-crnler options
will rri|uit-e iucruiisrd imlilic fuiitls/taxes Lu support capilal
Improvements and promote additional, sprawl.

Transnor.it ion Issues
The transportation elements of the separate comprehensive plans
ailopted by the county and cities wil] lie measured against llie
policies and standards approved and ratified as part of the
countywide Policy Plan rramcwork. Many of the currently
unan.swrrnl qucslions will lie answurfd in llu- local cumprcliciis ivc

plans and the new PSRC and RTA regional transportation plans
which will include In tlieir mandatory Iransportallon elements the
folloving-
1. Land use assumptions used in estimating travel demand

2. Kiicjlity and service needs for allaining and sustaining luvfl-
or-scrvicc standarils for nrlortals am) t t-.uis i t r<)i>ltts.

3. Six year and annual Financing plans based upon tlie nfeds of
tlie cumprehens ivu plan: rcassessnu'nt or I In' lanil use rlcmrnl
if 1 i*vill-ttr~St*rv in* s t *tiitl<irtls (-.tiun*t IM* HH*t villi run«I i 11^

rusourcus: tins plan will be u|>ilaLt*<l ami ;nlo|>tr<l nmnially.

4. Intergovt.-rnmentat coordination with ii<l.i;icfnt .jtiri sil K-t ions ;

and at llu: county, rrgiunal an<l st.ilr l<-vet.

5. Transportation capacity ami dcmatul inMmui^cntcrtl s I ralr^ics .

The state's GMA also requires the Janu.n-y I. 199'; rcsulalory sic])
to provide a means to deny dcvclopmt'nl wliicli cau.sfs Ihc
transporIn I ion level-oF-scrvice to tlcclinc lu'low accopl(*d locally
adopted standards. More emphnsis m''tttts lt» be given to inronnin^

more people on the progress in itcv^lnpin^ a t hik proccyis for
concurrcncy. wlnclt will |icrmil <ij*)u't>vji i t*f dpvi* l(»ptn<ln I t Im t is
cons islcnl willi 1 ;uul use and |>l;mnfil imprnvi-mrnl s - Will llu-

coiicurrcm-y process be an efreclivc loot to in.uiaKf iit'w gi-owlli?

Transinirtal ion |>i-i>jucly and i>ru(;riuiisn lu-conif a pulilif I'in.tiK: i ;i 1

commitment for each jurisdiction through the* local CIl>. to a
riinRc of lliu priori t ixfcl publ i(- improvrmcnl.s ID he sl.irlnl wi th i n
six years. In sotne cases Un's is a shared public and privalt*

cost, through the imposition of K1S mitigation and im|>;ict f'cfs.
(lcpciul i n^ upon tlic <-a I c-u In t t*d inii>;i<*l <>!' llt<- fi«*w <l("vf I o|tin(*itt ti|><ni

the transportation system. (The cxccpllon woul<l ht- vrstoil

development projects which would graitdl'alhered in and exempt rrom
this new approval process-oven tlfough it won I >1 impacl llu; level
oF I ran.sporl at ion scrv it':c. )

Another exception ts where the public agency cannot financially
meet I h<* rnpitnl |tro.i<kcl n<*(*ds witliin G yi*;i rs . Wh<*n I Ii i s lin|>|>cits
tliu (luvL-lupmunt Iy proliahly ilutiietl ami tin- •/.oiling is >;hanui;il lo
rcl'lrcl UK: cliant;c. How will llirsx- rxcrpl i mis i n I'I IICIK-C llir
success o(' the countywidc planni-tig pt»liciil>s. i*arL i (-111 ;irly tin*

rural policies?

Tilt: Coiintywidc Planning Pnlicirs arf morr cmu-fiiltia 1 ;>i«l Ir.ss
detailed than local comprchensivil plans iintl Lr<in.st>t*rl at i "ti
elcmcnLs Tin* GMA re«tuires llu* Cl*l> contain i*<ilicirs to suppor'l

-the promotion ol* contiguous and orderly (l«*ve1 opnifnt aiitl

-provision OF urbnn services to such (luvcl opnn'nl . l"nr siI ing
public capital r;ici titles of a counlywid<* and st <•> I <*wi dc na lit re.

-for countywidc transportation Facililies and stralt^ios For
joint county and city planning within growth areas,
and
-an analysis of tlir fisfiil impacl.

The process is new. unLcstcd and i iK'otnp ) flc in Kin^ Coimly.

Therefore there is uncertainty with growth mnnagument steps ami
the results it will create. Pear and anxiety liavc been oxprussfil
by some for the unknown impacts ami consciiucncrs or new planning
policies and methods. UncerLinty is no reason l(> sLall in thr
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;nli)|>( iiui ill' llic ('IT'S in- wr.ikrn llir |if(i|H)Scil (•run ( yw i lit; imllcirs

at this t i me.

Tin- Dr.in Supplrnifillal t-:I.S [irovitlfs ailili I iona I , lull incomplulu
comparisons ol' alternative growlli concepts to improve the
coorri inat ion ami to prrmiL tin; ilcvelnpmrnt (>r cons islfiit and
(•n'rct ivr ('nmiu-rlirlis jvr I'IHH.S al I hr local I rve I . The •Klortud

Countywide Planning Policies, and any refinements, will provide a
preliminary rramewnrk For an evolving. rlynamic anrl I tcrnt ivc
pftK-fSS .

FUTPRR CIiOWni OrTIONS
Wtu-rr tlir |iro.jcrlfil :l^r>.l)l)(> nnn-f pfoplc ainl 21r>.()()() moru

houscliolily and new jobs will locate in the next 20 years wll]
have a profounil influencr in proleclint; the future quality at
I i f<- williin Kin(; Coiinly iiixl I In; access il>l I I ly ol' all our cilizens
to their work. home. shopping and recreation.

Tlir Fill lowing arr |in;rr<|li i s i ley lo estiib 1 i sll ing imiirovcd
access il)l i ly ami mu 11 i-modal transportation programs, rather than
mobility in congcsK-'d. auto-oriented sprawl within (lisruptfd.
mi t i val»l f rnmmun t t n*s an«t lie i ghhorhoody . lltal have it<* allcriialivc

to the auto.

Hrh;in Growth Ar*p;i-20 v<*;ir l*ri)Ji*t''Unns

I .DfFiiiing a relatively stable Urban Growth Area In the western
part of King County that meets the projected 20 year needs of the
arm is vrry imporlanl I'or i>ur ruturc quality of 1 i fe ami I lu;
type of transportation system that will evolve from that
decision. (A prn(*(**hirtl shouM 1)(* inc1udod for ;un<knt1inri I ht* UCH
iil'lrr we liavr saineil I'ivr or tfil years or expcrluncf wtLh
mnntlorinH Ux* t*fTtt(*ls <*r tlic new atl(»pttld couiikywido (i<.)1 K: ies anft

local comprcticnsivu plans.)

H\ i s I i ni; t!rl>;m C<'tnlt*rs aiul_ l>«'nsil,y

lincouraging housing, employment and other economic growth through
lncr(*ase<t density in exist inn ccnter'T;, whether Llierc arc R or 14

cenLiTii ur sinnulhiiiR in-l)ulwccn will redirect and lnl'lucncu lliu
future patterns ami localton oF growth. Promoting existing
centers is directly relatnl to protc-ct inn tIie rural resources and
chiiraclur.-- agricul Lural . roresl. upen s|>acu, critical sleep
slopes and wt*tt»iuts.

Transnnrtation Is a TOOI. to Imnlcmpnt Krri'ftivf I.iind Use Policies
Court! i itat ***! mull i-mo<Ial I runsporlat iun syslcms. aggressive tlcmand

management pulicies anij programs, growth management polctcics and
regulations and priori t i'/.pd capital investment pronram arc
cfrcctivc public luols to impirmcnl lliu recommuiKlutl "VtKioil for
King County in 2010". and beyond.

Traiisiitirtil^in"Hc"^hin^*"ks ;ini| Mnpi^ir^iiitP(^[ri<'s in l*'I*;iS

Tlu; ultimate allocalion of households and employment within
proposed and existing centers should be based upon a rani;c of
criteria tn achieve llic go;ils of the stale's growth inanagcmcnl
act. I agreed wiIh the SElS's qualified finding that all
alternatives would be benefited by additional consideration of
economic incentives and disincentives In addition to theoF
monitoring and benchmark program. This is broader than those
recommendations suggested to serve the Magnet alternative.
T' -s"i;h ag-""-' upon ••""chmarks to gui'!'1 us in the futurR we (:;in

he inor<* nsstiml lliat wf iirr |H*sitivt*ly nnlt*liu^ our «ilt.jtt<*l ivcs.
lKvt.*n though it is pttlilicalty ttnniicrons to kcojt <i ft^cord ot' [><ist

crrurs.)

It will nol lie a pcrrfd, |>rnli<-l .-ililr. >|>i;ml i ri.ililr ;unl sl;>li<-
process wilh absolute o.-rliiinty. II is a ilyimmn- iiroccss or
il<*ralivt; rrf i iit'mcnls ami uptlalcd pl<iits an<l itolti*ies Lo tnt'e I

chanRing times iind coint i lions. . Tlir |>(i)icifS ;>ml priifftliirr miisl
be riuxlble eiiniiKh In piii-mit future revisions ID n:K|unul In
chiingcs in our economic, social. political aiitt env! ronmenta 1

values in I he future.

Kmnliiisiy.f Al Irritat i ves to I lie SOV
Three of the five al tcnial ives . No Ad ion. Prf-CPI' and [lie M.innrl
a 1lcrnativcs provide little or no cfTcclivc. <m<l su|*i»ort. i v<'

growth and development pulicies to imjilcmcnl mill t i -mudal
transportation policies and promote cost-errcclivc m.i.jor transit
improvements, be tliey a regtoiuil hus. IIOV or r;iil i*r«>^r;tuis.
Only through llie •.•ITeclivu iinplcinunlal ion ol' a cfillcry
alternative, preferably a rcfuicil I'l ccnlcr ill lern.-il tvr . c;in llic
Job.s/lions ing halnncn aixl ollicr <)cvrlo|inn'nl <lciiKily tlirrsliolils iind
object Ivcs l»(* met li» |tr(tint*le LIn; incrcasfd nsi* <.»r lr<insil..
pedestrian and non-molorlzctl allcrnalivcy. Thu rul'infil ccnlrrs

alternatives with additional emphasis upon Roiils ami projSr.ims I'or
rcihicing or replacing autu trips. <nui vehicle m i I tks travel 1 c<l aiitt

aggressive parking management. CTH etc. policies and programs
could provide for a signlficanlly <U-cr>:;>.s<' in vrliiclt: lri|)S nml
vehicle miles travelled in Lho counly. un norLli, rast ;nut soulli
transporlatlon corridors and within communilies.

One of" Itiu i-easons wliy il Is ini|H)i-lant In snpporls a rfl'inril

centers ul LernaUvcs . is because <ir Iho i>osiLivc imiiacl on
uncouraning cliangi: uf lircstylcs ant) lialiits to promotr ix-dcstrian
ortcnlctl conmuniities and a att^rnntivcs tii Lln* auto.

L.P3 s t_ Cos t _PI_ann i n e
I.CI> "is a comprotiRn.s tvo. tfclui i <-;t I ly (-oils i st nil pl.-inninn nu'thoil
that provides an cconotiiic framework to assess Uie cusl

effeclivcness of all transportation modes. and manag(;nn;nl
strategies while taking into accoitnt nil soric'lal costs." (Dick
Nelson and Don Shakow, l-'elir'uary I. I'ja'l. Anitlviim I.r.-i.sl C<isl

Planmni; fro Pnuet Sound Retfional Trnnsi*nrl;t t ion . 1 ns I i Lti tt* f(»r
Trans po rlat ion an<l I. he Kit v 1runmcnI)

11 has been succcyyfully uso) in Ltiu ilcvulupmenl D I' consrrval ion

programs In Nortliwcsl power planninn. •""I I'rov iitcs ;i nrw .nnl
I nitovafc tvi." model Lo ovatualc ami (:<)in[)ai-it I lit; overall msls anti
buncl'iL-s i>r variou.s I r.niKporlul ion U|>tiuns. II looks ln.-yonil t lie

individual legal, Jurisdictional ami adminislraLivr hoiuntarics.
to develop comprehensive alternative kransporLation funding
packages and projccls and programs.

On Page 111 in llif SKIS I nl ro<luf L ion , Hit; .slalcmctil i.s inailr lliiil
I.east Cost Planning For tlie Magm-L al lcrniil iv<> avoi<ls cva I iiill i |>K
new inrra.structure and concentrates on TDM. Ttiis slatcmrnl is
Incorrect definition of I.CP and misrcpresfnts the hroadcr I.Cl*
transportation modcl.ling proceKS, wliivli includes an evaluation <>r
new Infrastructure with other non-capltnt intensive altornalivos.
The concepts of LCP should be incorporated in to the ruturc
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fiscal analysis, as the recommended countywide planning model Is
refined. and at the Regional Transportation Plan level.

Transpnrtat inn Mnrlel s
Even though there has been no transportation modelling for the
individual growth alternatives, due to the size of the area. It
would be worthwhile to have comparative analysis of the growth
alternatives within smaller prototype areas. From the models,
the impacts of the alternatives upon the future transportation

-p^--2. service and performance, levels of service for urban and rural
land use etc. could be available for review. Policies to
reorient the level of service "hlghway-oriented" measurement to a
"Transportation Adequacy Model" that Includes consideration of
transit, non-motorized projects, aggressive TDM policies, as well
as highway service improvements to centers. We need to evaluate
how these alterntaives would Impact future transportation
patterns, and if they would revise the projected travel by auto.

(It is assumed that the centers "vision" could not be assured
without significant public consensus to fund increases In transit
service and programs to the designated centers, which agreed to
target growth, density jobs, housing and development to enhance
the cost-effectlveness of transit.

Cap itq1 Plannine Prncpss Neeils to bfi^CoQrdinaled
The CMPC recognized the need for greater coordination for county
wide captial programming. Major capital proposals from cities,
the county. Unlversity/Colleges. public schools, regional and
state projects could be reviewed for their consistency wi'th the
adopted countywide policies and plans. and for evaluating the
appropriate method of funding, for those proposals which will
require a public ballot.

The process in the Future could Include a more collaborative
prioritizing of all major capital improvements that are
consistent with the Countywide Policy Plan and local
Comprehensive Plans. This process could be developed by the new
Regional Policy Development Committee of the reorganized
Metropolitan King County Council. In addition, the proposals
could be evaluated using the least cost planning method to
provide better more complete Information n the appropriate method
of funding, particularly for those proposals which will require a
public ballot.

In addition, the same type of oversight process could add an
evaluation of the Impacts oF the unforeseen new major public
investments from federal, state, regional and local and private
master plan developments, and/or commercial industrial
(icvelupments could be Incluiled as part of the future monitoring
system.

Imornvcd Pnhlic Prncess
Up to now the Countywiile Policy Planning process has not been
noted for Involving the citizens of King County. An important
part of any recommended center's alternative rclys upon
alternative modes of travel, changed employment surroundings and
for some, a change From lower to higher density housing. Only
through public information and Involvement and gaining ownership,
in new concepts, as we have done on health Issues such as, drunk
driving, smoking, and olhors such as recycling of waste and

conservation of electrical power, are we able to change
Individual's and community values, perspectives and lifeslylcs to
promote a vital, well planned and sustainalile community.
Northwest residents IF Informed, are environmentally
conscientious and Interested in protecting our rural und natural
environment, and improving our cities urban qualities.

New opportunities are emergin to develop a coordinated countywidc
public process at the community level to collabcratIvely explore
"How our county will live, travel work and play in 2010 and 2020?
The State GMA requires additional coordination with ollicr
agencies plans such as king County cities WASIIDOT. the 1'ugel
County Regional Conference and the Uegional Transit Aullmrity
RTA. and local cities who are now all involved In separately
updating and revising their respective transportaLion plans. Wliy
not work togther for change, rather than in separale I'ragmenlctl
and duplicatlve public financed processes?

Final Comments
The FEIS could provide more information on Ihe rollowing issuus-

--monitoring the pitfalls of countywide growth management policy
programs in other states, to prevent similar problems in King
County

--development of a countywide compreliensive capital improvement
review process to support the countywi.de planning policies.

--recognition of the need to improve the linkage of land use to
transportation and coordinate with the state, rcgjonal and local
agencies on a countywide basis to develop an aggressive TDM
programs to reduce parking, trips and SOV vehicle miles travelled
by 2010.

--additional analysts of effective policies. incentives,
disincentives and regulations which would encourage infill. and
concentrated mixed used activity centers, as opposed to
continuation of extisitng low density and increased VMT Ircnds.
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"I'liomas C. Hannan

2302 W Beaver Lake Dr. SE

Issaqnah, WA 98027

February 28, 1994

Jim Reid. Mynaucr

Div of Plannini; and Coininunity Development

707 Smilli Tower
506 Second Avenue

Seattle. WA9S 10.1

Ref: Draft Suppleincnt:il Envirnninviitsil Im|>:ict Stsilcnient
for the Cuuntywidc I'liinuing Policies.

Dear Mr. Reid:

1 want to lake this op[)ortunily to connncnt on llie DSI^IS on lliu Couiilywide

PtanninH Policies

URBAN GROWTH AREA

(1) Why do all (lie alternatives use the same Urban Growth Boundaries. Tlie

placement ofllie Urban/Rural line was arbitrary witti no environmental review. At

llie start of the GMPC process there were three altemalives eacli willi dirTcrcnt

UGA's defined. Tlie 14 center allcniative used a tight UGA placing all oftlie East

Saiiunainisli I'lanning Area inlo a nnal dcsignalcd ;irc;i. "I'lie 8 ccnlcr allcrnativc

placed the eastern half of the Sannnamish Plateau into rural. How can true

impacts be accessed unless lliere aic dilTerent UGA for eacll alternative.

(2) The impacts to >nb;in areas not inclmlcd in tlic 8 ccnler or I'l ccnlcr

alternatives are not defined. There is no phasing. It seems tliat the urban areas

will be built out in 5-10 years unless growth is phased into the center. Will

inl'iaslructiuc go into llic ccnlcr vvliilc yrovvlli is al Ihc edges?

(3) On page 19. the GMA cltTines urban growlli <is "Cnwlh llml makes intensive

use of land fur ills loccilion DfhtiHclings ..." RCW 36.70A.030 slaics Ihal"Urban

annrlti lypiciilly m/i/iw nrhcni f;n\vnnnetilat services. " How can properties such

as tlic Aldiin;! I'ropeny in (lie Sno(|ualniie Valley qualify as UKHAN? or why

does Preston, next to Interstate 90, with its office parks, qualify as RURAL? Why

do all llie allem;itivcs pcrpcmnlc llic sprawl ul'the 1985 Coinprclicnsivc Plan?

r^i-&(x)

I/V-'/

(4) 8 center alternative Page 36 - "Areas ouisiclu lliu iirhun ceiners wiilmut 11 full

range ofurhcm .'scn'ices, hut wiltiin Itic UGA arc allncalcd less yowlh." I f urban

services are not available, why are llicsc aicns tlcsignnlccl inb;ui? Will llicy 1><;
developed at low density llms increasing land consumption?

(5) How can the iruc iinpacls orilic Mngncl Allcrnallvu be assessed wlicrc we

don't know where tlie magnets are. For exainple is Pine Lake ;i mngnct?

(6) I do like llie pcrtbnnancc staiutard inethodology ot'llic Magnrl Allcrnalive

which should bu added lo all iilttfnialivus.

LACK OF FISCAL IMPACTS

(7) Page 3 Scope of Rnvironincntal Review stales "Firsl, this ilocunn.'nl does mil

cdinain cinalysi.'i ofjiscal iuipacl.'i or nMrkelfca.iihilily inftirnmlinn."

WAC 197-11-<40((;)(c) states:

"Discussion of significant impacts shall Include the cost of and effects
on public services, such as utilities, roads, fire, and police protection,
that may result from a proposal."

(8) What is llie meaning ofllii: statement on I'nge 51.

"Providing increased spending for public infrastructure and
services to support new dcvclopmttnl in urhhn centers iind
designated portions of the UGA."

Without a cost analysis, il is impossible (o siccess wlicrc ;ui(l liow (licse

cxpundilurcs will occur.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

HO-6

(9) The whole affordable lionsing iissinnplions in llie DSEIS are n;iwcd aiul

assumes that everyone either wants to or has to live in multirainily housing. The

mitigation measures on pages 69-7 I seem to cenlcr on densily anil lower

miligalion payincnls. Tliis will rcsull in increascd cnviroinncntal degradation,

scliool overcrowding, and a shift oflhe tax burden to existing lioincowners. Tliis

will make housing nnaribidablc for existing lionicowncrs and will drive tliose we

are dying to lielp from their homes. These melliods were trietl unsuccessfully in

California in tlic 1970's.
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(10) 'I lie bcsi and clieiipcst mitigiition for affordable housing would be tlie

introduction of a 60 year inongage for first time home buyers. Tins mclliod is

used in Jnpan. This wonlil encourage lionie ownership and (lie renovation of

existing homes. We need a complele rclhink of housing willi banks and

government woikini; loaclhcr as tliey did in the 19.10's and I950's.

(11) It is essential that we keep Seattle as a livable city and resist the temptation of

sprawl. SciUltc must be the place where everyone wanls lo move lo with shopping,

(lie arts, sports and an excellent school system. If we move affordable housing to

the Sammamish Plateau then peo|)le will want to leave Seattle. Inn-astructure

tlnll.ns :nnl |)ulitic;il |)ovvci will also leave.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT

(12) payc 132 - Ailil "l:u~il Stinuiitnnisli Ktisin /'/(HI (Orilinnnrf 11111 nnl\vl

ciK.lific'il)" to llie atTcclcil cnvironincnl section.

LA-4

(13) page 138 - Add "Signijicanl invc.'ilmcnt in cupilal projects will he necessary

X5- 2 o "> llicfuiurc to i'xpuni.1 •ilnrni woicrfacililies and cfinvcycmce systems " as an

nnavoitliible iinpact.

UTILITJES

(14) page 153 - "The luwircls of l-^'ll-'racliolion should be aciiled us a significant

inipacl ii/' npf;iwili": in llw rcgiiiMil Iransmission yrici." as a signincant impact.

Thank you again Ibr the opportimily to coinment.

LA-ll(d)

1. The whole CPP concept depends on key assumptions regarding ihc (nic capacity

numbers, but Ihc capacity discussion is inadequate and incotrect. There is no explanation

oflhebasisforthcrecommcndauonofa25% "cushion" for the capacity numbers. There is

no discussion of the effects of under or ovcr-cslimating the need.

The SEIS is undu-cstimating for several reasons.. Most of the good devdopablc land has

been used and the environmental, political, neighborhood and market factors will require

far greater discounts than the ones being assumed. Also, there will not be adequate public

funds to provide the infrastructure needed for many urban sites. Even infill silcs will

require large expenditures, especially in light of existing dcficils in many areas.

A logical question then is: what do we have to lose if we had even a 75% cushion to cover

ihese uncenainties? With today's concurrcncy requirements and impact fees, Ihuc is litlle

to be feared from an over capacity - other than having too much affordable housing for our

people. On (he other hand, the lilcrature is full of evidence that loo little capacity

increases (he cost of housing and the amount of homclcssncss.

2. ll is assumed, with no evidence or explanation, that wiihout extreme governmental

inlcrvention in the market through the CPP's we will have a continuation of the low density

development patterns of Ihc 1980's. This assumption is illogical and ignores the evidence

of new trends in the 1990's. Il is like driving by looking in the rear view mirror. It also

ignores Ihc fundamcnul nalurc of the development process: the pallcm of dcvclopmcnl is

not the ruull of the whim of builders. Rather, il is a funciion of the market (i.e. what

people want) and of governmental regulations.

As land prices have slcyrockcled due lo downzoning, the SAG and other governmental

rcE"la"°"s, Ihc majlccl has changed. Most people can no lonecr afford Ihc size of lots and

homes built in the 80"s. As a result, builders have gone to smaller lots and houses and are

trying to reduce ihe size of roads and oihcr improvements. Even a cursory review of

industry publications or proposed new' prqjccu will subsunlialc thai building for higher

densities is the theme for the 90's.

At Ihc same time. the new county zoning code has dramalically changed the rules and now

encourages higher dcnsiliu. Mosl cilics arc goine in the same direction. There will be

further pressure to increase densitiu as people arc having to buy farther out and commulc

long distances to work. New approaches to UansporUtion planning and infrastructure,

together with laws luch u the Commulcr Trip Rcduclion Act, concurrency requircmcnls of

GMA and the ISTEA will all encourage higher densities closer to employment and

transportation corridors.
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3. Therefore, we need to analyze the likely alternative development pattern [under

Alternatives A or E.] It will have much more density, mixed uses and dustcrs ilong

existing transportation comdora. In short, it will be much different than in the 80's and will

continue to change in this direction. Tnie, it will not reach overnight the drastic changes

sought in the CPP's, but then neither will the CPP't. The entire analysis of impacts of the

CPP'l depends upon the assumption that merely mandating certain types of housing

patterns, affordable housing and employment growth will work. Yet the SEIS on p. 128

specificaUy disclaims any analysis of the two most important issues supporting thu

assumption: the ability of public finances to deal with growth (fiscal impact analysis) and
the economic feasibility of the alternatives and thdr inherent policies. The SEIS is useless

unless you arc willing to accept the answers to these questions solely on blind faith.

Shouldn't we take the tame to analyze and reach agreement on these issues before we spend

the time and money to construct an entire plan for this region?

4. The SEIS assumes that there will be no significant effect on the economy of King

County by any of the allematives. Apparently no one has boUicred to ask Bocing or other

major employers what they think about this assumption.

What about the problem that we may drive business to other areas? No problem, the SEIS

just assumes this issue away: "Policiu which arc perceived to direcl economic development

to olhcr areas may be mitigated by other counties having similar economic development

policies." p. 130. This assumption is dubious and ignores the option of moving to other

pans of Washington or lo other areas, such as Wichita.

How about driving housing lo other areas? ]1 acknowledges that the industry has made this

argument, but il just assumes the problem away: "ihis is uncertain and will depend, in large

pan. on the policies adopted in those counties and on the degree of cooperation" by

surrounding counties," p. 65. Il then totally disregards the empirical data from 1991 to

1993. including numerous industry and media reports, and says only that Ihc 1984 to 1990
baseline data is "inconclusive" on this trend.

How docs Ihe SEIS explain why (here will be no regional impact? Again, by (he

assumption in this curious non sequilur: 'The focus of VISION 2020 is on managing

regional growth, rather than on altcmpling to control the overall amount of growth onu

liming. As a rcsull. no alternative under VISION 2020 is expected to significantly affect

Ihe region's economy,* p. 130.

5. The cniirc discussion of compact development on pp.-64 - 65 is strained and obviously

skcwu) to suppon a predetermined conclusion. We deserve a more rigorous analysis and

review of the lilcraturc. General stalemenu such as "all of Ihesp impacts can be mitigated
to some exlent" arc totally useless.

LA-6
One major assumption, that the long-term public and private cosls of serving new

development will be lc^s in dense urban centers, has no supponing data. It simply says:

•Although the research lilcraiurc suggests that this is a complex issue, there is a substantial

body of work which suggests that the per unit costs of serving new growth arc lessened at

higher densities," p. 64. This ignores (he issues of curing existing deficits (e.g. roads, parks,

public safety and schools) in dense urban ajc-u. It also ignores the extra cosl of different
conslniclion techniques and of retrofilting existing facilities such as roads and sewers

rather than building new ones. It is irresponsible to push a plan without first getting a

better understanding of Ihcsc key numbers.

6. The discussion of affordable housing disregards the numerous studies P can gladly give

them a list to review] Ihat have looked at this issue locally and nationally and ignores the

lesson we teamed in 'Econ 101": although costs will sel a minimum, price is essentially a

function of supply and demand. Surely no one on this task force seriously dispulcs this
formulation [if so» we should get that resolved now.]

Nevcnhclcss, the SEIS ignores supply and only talks about demand: "market forces, such as

increases in employment and population, arc the principal factors which drive prices up in

any growing region." This is absurd because the key factor is not growth in demand, but the

balance between supply and demand. This entire discussion is Hawcd by this basic

misundcrslanding and il Ihercfore concludes that wejusl can't get affordable housing under

any of the alternatives because we will have growth, pp. 183-184. It further concludes thai

these 'market forces" (i.e. demand only] "are on Ihc order of ten times the impact of

housing policies on housing affordabilily." Whal about Ihc obvious fad Ihat we can choose

to increase (he supply? Shouldn't this at least be studied and cvalualcd even though it may

conflicl with the philosophy and oihcr beliefs thai ihc GMI'C would like to have
substanliaicd?

I had a very limited lime to review Ihc draft. but I cxpccl I wilt have funhcr commenu

regarding the inconsisicncics and errors in the Appendices.

Respectfully Submiltcd,

Joli Imperaiori

Economic A: EnvironmcnlA] Balance Council
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February 11. 1991.

King County
Pl.innitiK A Community r)fvi..lopnifnl nivjsion
Parks, Planning &. Resourcfcs Ejepartntent
Ms. Lisa Majdiak,
Cronh Managemetit project Supervisor
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle. BA 9S10<i

RE: DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR THE COUNTY TIDE PLANNING POLICIES

Soos Creek Bater i; Sewer District would like to correct an
omission in the Draft SEIS, dated January 12, 1994.

Per today s telephone conversation with Karen, ( would like to
provide you with the information that is missing from this
documen t.

In the second page of Appendix I - Sewer/Septic, Soos Creek Water
and Sewer District is listed, but there 'is no data showlng'the
adoption of our comprehensive plan in Table J-l.

The following information is provided to update the Draft SE1S.

Date of Plan: 19S7
:-ZZ- Adoption Date: 11/8/SS

Ordinance »: S722
Amendments: 7/2/90
Ordinance *: 9514

Please contact me if you have any questions regarding the above.
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T^ -^

Xf-1 - I

l-A- n

t-^-sS

Anna lordanidis
Man ager
Human Resources/Administrat ion

ec: 3ohn Roth. Jr .
Hedges & Roth Engineering
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Since -ny 13 3i.;t?s o- <C^?:*.3 ;3:^r*;'S "t"<? -ft: t.:.:^st^^ ri .*Hh.>r ;^ c.u'r.'s

bdSic
'.'.it :ney ^e irc.'sr^':^'.^ 3y f-A'rere^-» as sar: s* T/ ;c'^''enis r.ow. t:nis is
d highly unsjlisf^;t3-y 3S£:S in '.-.i'. nc one's scosi-g c:wenc& -.^^e
r?CO<?ni;A^t/ t;-i'5S;<-2. 3r.<; =eo;':e fc'-^snt. us vc^y tnoor'.^ini: issues -'*i<:*)?r^"rtyri
—.'.-Alti un^ns—'rvJ.) •'•-^-.-i»^i

;;.,..,...; .^ ^;;.;;, -, ;„ ;, ;^<; FEB 2 6 W,

lit-cj -^.CtJD
i?,*-:.'--^i J—J *.«€ '.•3/-IO--:^i invjli-^ l-ec^^if *-h*-ty contli».:>'J ».r« -^-'•*. yol:;/

?.;'-; ^3.?:C-32;^);c! 1n :-,a^ CCO-'OCTIC ana social effects Kere net ;isc-ssec i"
the ;3vAf';~'e'm'i £ISs. ^nis CS£iS is likewise ieHcien; in not disc^s'.ing ^ne

S";:::r'-:'irS. On'..^:3 USE m<;e 21. footnote^ referencffs the ouDlic 3C.:css pf3-isic"s
"C^fiTjtinei in Mng Coun:/ SnCfiir.e ?'dSter Pr'o^rzm Oraf; AfflcnC^.en;S. M^rcn "y2.
I t*ti ^i* ^*T<*;H<^*r*c^* ^Sfr c^llli^tj toe uu^lic JCt*(?s^ ^r^iit^ oti PT'|VAI'A p>u^<a^^y ttl^^^j

sisni^icint &n0re1ines» tnduding Likes yasn^ngton And Sanr^^isn. wi'.h

n'/si\ ';.*3<*ii^rt. '<<it) hi'/s 3av>Tc 10C1A1 ^nd <";ononiic rt'?<lrcu*isi0n^ > >' i)iio;)^c<i.

e-ficien-: ndnd^ei-.ent of lan<i for comnerciAl forestry". wtu1< SS:.sni';£ AX::^
f.W ;£SO'JRC£ I....IICS pjg- 161 says "King Coun:y also has e«:<n=i^ its curr-ni
t-se :3A prcgrAn TOF :im£er [TiCV 84.33) co include forsst pjrc^ls Stft^-<'*n 5 d"a

\ OH

of tf\e e:on3ir.ics of fores:; use on smaU pircels is nseded.

r-*AXt*W Ct^fiI:iG LIMITS. There is no discussion of the economic impacts of -inwil
itic'riM clearing ror proposed new farming sna foresiry activities in Rur^l
Areas (RU-9). there snouTd be » thorough discussion of technicues ^ha^
"protect tne natural envlror^enc". while aUcwing chfr HAXIWM clearing recuired

con^raai;;ion mat needs to be deired up.

Wy.W.V. _W^ BU8AL TSSt FOnCE_y;IGU_SGi. Pa9c 7 of she n'JRAL CW3SCTE?. T<S>; FC3CE
'nTTindof^rarTRe^o^cflCed^efi^^ to the CountywiOe PlAnning Policies
*-e^ues!.s an evtluation in the SEIS of aTlowing only ".icsive '.irffling* fo'-esiry.
zna/or ecological rescontton an<j siewdrdship". with rcsidiinces :j be .illoM;*!

w\y wnere landowners proviso ^hose ac^ivi:ies. Also recoiwencec is asnsmes
cr one unit ocr ZO - 33 acres. I <iid no; find the requested aiulysis. -hich is
Absolutely necessary becduse of the cxtrere social dnd economic crT'ec^s if

dCo;ied.

l.~;iO_C;.!>Ae!TT_OCTA. LA.-lOUS; page Z1 says that the dwell ing-uni;-ci;MCKy Table B3
^ces^tOt lake into account the downiontng rcQuired to preserve rur^l character
in :h< 49 souare ailes of -new rur^I- irea. »hlch ""uuld rt^ucc c.ipicily by
about half in that ared". In the Bear Crcttk plAnning Area the (:own:omnq MAS
from urban horse Acres to 5-zcre miniinums.. i-ihich is d much grtiatcr r<(jucnoi>
;han 'about half". A denllcd analysis Is needed of preosc'.y how auch Ccn-.tty
Is lost to that doun;on<n9. plus an analysis of the economic e'frcls on Iwa
prices anti lax b^se. And the social effects of shuttle thous.inds of f-)':)<Ties
out'of the "Mw'rural" areas which. In 1985. were not consKtered mpo.-unl lar

Inclusion in the 1985 Cowplitn Rural AFCA.

1989 FEDERAL WUUAl FOR 10E;<rirTtUG WETt.UlK. P<ge IS? of (lie SEnsmvt^RUS <:U
ilESOuRtS IAN'K section mentions thai not ill jurlsdtction currently Me the
1989"Fe5el:aTHanual\"So»e~jurisdfctlons use the 1S87 Federal Hanuil. There
shocld'be'in economic aiufysfi of the dtffcrcnccs Di-twcM <h°"^;;°JM'""ls-
since the countywide planning policy CA-1 mandates use of the IWV nanual.

There are other objcclions. but f<e run out of twe. .I..WnL')c!"'cr..thls,l°d*y '"
ortc? M'»»'t~the';>;bmi»';on'dMOliM.-'(rhi's-OSEIS <i HAHD to comprehend.)

7^/'^-^ ^SSS?
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT.
PARKS AND PUBLIC WORKS
2I6SO HTH AVENUE SOUTH

DES MOIN6S. WASHINGTON 98198.6317
(206) 878.8626 FAX: (206) 870-65.M

February 28, 1994

Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and Community Development
Division
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, UA 98104

RECEIVED

: '..2-... W\

Re: SuDDlemental Environmental ImDact Statement to the CountYwlde
Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the amendments to the
Countywide Planning Policies (CPP's). I have reviewed this document
with my council and our comments are detailed as follows.

The first comment relates to the receipt of this document. The SEIS was
issued on January 12; we, however, received the document on January 22.
Although we have reviewed the SEIS as thoroughly as possible, a full 45
day review period would have been preferred.

As a whole, I am disappointed with the document. The SEIS only compares
the amendments to the CPP's among themselves. A quantitative and
qualitative analysis of these alternatives on the environment 1s sti11
needed. How do you know which alternative will have less impact on the
environment than another? Where is your data? Where Is your analysis?
Where are your mitigation measures? At this point I do not expect you
to have definitive information. I do believe, however, the citizens of
King County deserve more information than what is contained in this
dccuHSnt.

I am also very concerned with the lack of supporting data and
substantive information throughout this document for the comparisons you
make. Without this information I am unable to make a reasonable

j-;\| -(,(ci) analysis on the information presented in this document. I am
particularly concerned with the lack of analysis of the magnet
alternative and the associated 1east-cost-p1anning concept which may be
the most rational alternative given our probable future of dealing with
diminished resources.

In my review of the SEIS I am also disquieted that these amendments are
still attempting to dictate local zoning and land use policies by
proclaiming poorly documented, insufficiently analyzed and completely
unfunded edicts with the expectation that the local jurisdictions wi11
somehow find the resources to implement these policies. Requiring a

:!.. •)(,..
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jurisdiction to provide higher density zoning to achieve land
development and land capacity targets is not a mitigation measure, it is
an impact which requires careful analysis.

Under the Affordable Housing element, there is insufficient substantive
-3 information on the number of people needing affordable housing in the

future. The county's definition of "affordability" may also be overly
conservative. Many homebuyers, especially first time buyers, are able
to purchase a house with significantly less than a 25% downpayment. I
am also concerned that the major mitigation measure relies on changing
the rnimmum density in residential zones. Many other mitigation
measures are available, why aren't they discussed? My major concern,
however, is focused on the subject of gentrification. It is stated that

^0-i'Z- a" unavoidable impact of the affordable housing policies is that
gentriflcation may occur in urban centers. More than the fact this
statement is incredible (these policies may cause the very thing that
they are suppose to help prevent), no mitigation measures are offered.
I strongly state that gentrification is not an unavoidable impact.
Where will these people go? How many poor people may be displaced? What
services will be available to them?

The analysis of the impacts transportation may have on the environment
still presents an over-reliance on the development of a rail system.
There is a dear lack of analysis on alternatives which do not include
development of this type of system. The mitigation measures in this
analysis are also underdeveloped. Recommending telecommunication as a
tool is a good Idea, but is it a reasonable mitigation measure? The
SEIS also states that even with a rail system Vehicle Miles
Travelled(VHT) will increase. How wi11 local jurisdictions deal with
these impacts if the majority of the financial resources are targeted
for a rail system?

Under the Human Services and the Police/Fire/Emergency Response
elements, analysis of the impacts of these amendments are, at best,
lacking. Recommending a provision of public space to non-profit
providers for human services for example, is not enough.

The SEIS discussion on the Impacts these alternatives will have on
schools is one of the weakest. In every alternative, from no action to
the 14 center alternative, there is a significant negative impact. The
only mitigation measures presented are instituting impact fees and the
recommendation that school districts and local governments work closely
together on land use plans. This simply is not enough.

Throughout the discussion of the impacts these alternatives may have on
the water supply, stormwater management, and water quality there is
little analysis of the impact 300,000-t people wi11 have on these
systems. Conservation is certainly a mitigation measure, but it cannot
be our only alternative.

Under the solid waste discussion, stating that all the alternatives
concentrate growth in employment and households in urban areas where
existing services are In place or can be easily extended is dearly not

lcd pa[ rcyclab
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enough of an analysis. Uhere wi11 the waste go after we pick it up?
Waste reduction and recycling is a good start but it cannot be the only
mitigation measure. Likewise, stating that significant investment in
capital projects will be necessary In the future, without providing
recommendations on where and how these projects will be located and
funded is inadequate.

One of the most Important areas missing in the SEIS Is the impact noise
may have on the center alternatives. I am especially concerned with the
potential effects of aircraft noise on the proposed Federal Way and
SeaTac centers. Are we really going to inflict significantly larger
numbers of people to the effect of SeaTac Airport? Can we mitigate for
noise and still comply with the affordable housing policies (because
noise mitigation significantly raises the cost of housing)? Can parks
and open spaces be usable in a 65Ldn noise area? These questions need
to be addressed prior to designation of these centers.

In conclusion, this letter is not meant to be an attack on the center
concept or the Countywide Planning Policies. It is a plea that we
adequately and thoroughly evaluate these alternatives today in order to
ensure the highest quality of life for our citizens tomorrow.

Sincerely,

;//Z €^^ ^ ^> •• ^~Yt^Z^7_
(-'Judith S. Kilgore

Director of Community Development
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City Council
Greg Prothman, City Manager
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February 25. 1994
King County Urban Groundwaler Purveyors

C/0 East King County RWA
1309 114lh Ave SE. Suite 300
Bellevue. Washington 98004

C/0 South King County RWA
13335 SE 248lh Pl

Kent. Washington 98042

Usa Majdiak
Growth Management Project Supervisor
King County Planning and Community Developmenl Division
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle. Washington 98104

Subject: Commenls on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Slatemenl for
(he Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Ms. Majdiak.

The King County Urban Groundwater Pun/eyors are concerned about protecting the
quality and quantity of aquifers that serve the water supply needs of urban areas and
provide base flow for rivers. streams, and wetlands. The importance of aquifers to the
citizens of King County cannot be overemphasized. Aquifers are the source of drinking
water for approximately 390,000 people living within the urban areas of King County.
.Collectively we pump about 50 million gallons of groundwater per day which accounts for
approximately 22% of the average tolal urban water demand. Aquifers serving urban
areas are commonly recharged locally. that is within the urban growlh area.

We have conduded, upon careful review. that the Draft SEIS does not adequately assess
the impact of the allemalives on groundwaler quanlily both from the standpoint of
recharge and demand. Our concern ^s that decisions will be made without adequately
considering these important issues. The inadequate assessment of groundwater quantity
ijssues may stem. in part, from the lack of policy direction contained in the Countywide
Planning Policies (CPPs). Therefore, we have also evaluated the CPPs in relalion to'our
concerns We generally support the existing language in the Aquifer section regarding
implemenlation of Ground Water Management Plans. We believe, however, thai
additional aquifer protection guidance should be provided by the CPPs.

This letter contains our general comments on the S61S and our requests for revision of the
Aquifer section of the Countywide Planning Polities. We also include our comments on
the findings of the Rural Character Task Force. The rural area is of concern lo urban
groundwaler purveyors because recharge areas for aquifers used for urban water supplies
are also located (here. Rural area aquifers also provide base flow for tributaries that are
important for the spawning of endangered anadromous fish.

This letter is accompanied by a map of large water supply well locations and water sen/ice
areas. This map illustrates the importance of groundwater by showing the substantial
portion of King County that is served by groundwater purveyors. A second countywide
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map showing aquifer recharge areas is needed. Although several groundwaler purveyors
have prepared recharge maps for their own areas and others are working on them. a
countywide map does not exisl. A couniywide map of recharge areas should be prepared

.T~S -<*> as soon as possible. This map should incorporate the maps prepared by groundwater
purveyors as part of the purveyor's wellhead protection program upon concurrence by
King County and affected cities, King County and cities should include recharge areas in
sensitive areas folios and continually update them as new information becomes available.

Aquifer recharge area maps can enhance aquifer protection efforts in at least three ways:

1. The maps provide important guidance at the planning level for County and city
elected officials, planners, and others who make decisions regarding future
development and water resource management.

2. County and city environmental reviewers can use the maps to enhance review of
development in aquifer recharge areas. By designating these areas as
Environmentally Sensitive under state SEPA regulations, the County and cities can
eliminate selected categorical exemptions to environmental review. This will enhance
local government's ability to adequately consider impacts upon aquifers prior to
issuing permits for development. Guidance should be developed by King County.
cities, and groundwater purveyors for use by environmental reviewers to ensure that
appropriate mitigation is included in permits for development.

3. The County and cities can adopt development standards for Environmentally
Sensitive Areas under the advisemenl of groundwater puneyors and other interested
agencies and individuals. These standards would be used at the permitting level to
protect aquifers. Standards should contain a provision enabling permit applicants to
submit site-specific infonmalion that may be more accurate than large scale maps.
This information could be used to determine whether lo relax standards on a case-
by-case basis.

A. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE SEIS

1. An assessment of land-use impacts upon groundwater recharge should have been
provided in the Water Supply chapter. The assessment is needed so that decisions

I~S-6> regarding the alternatives can be made with knowledge of impacts upon groundwaler-
based water supplies. At least (he following factors potentially resulling in loss of
recharge should be assessed for both urban centers and the areas immediately
surrounding them that will inevitably be impacted:

a. Extent and general location of impervious surfaces;

b. Sewering of areas that are presently served by on-site sewage disposal
systems:

c. Modifications to stormwater systems; and

d. Loss of natural areas.

The SEIS should discuss the relative merits of methods to mitigate impacts upon
recharge. For example, the maintenance of low density, low-impact development in
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urban separators is a mechanism to enhance aquifer protection efforts in urban areas.
Engineering controls can be used to partially mitigate the impacts of development
wtiere low density, low impact development cannot be accommodated. Engineering
controls include the following and other techniques:

a. Aquifers may be artifidally recharged with surface water piped from distant
sources.

b. Stonmwater and septic effluent may be used to supplement recharge where this
may be done without impairment of drinking water quality.

c. The use of off-site and regional sSormwalcr infiltration fadlilies offers an
opportunity to mitigate the Impact of development on ground water recharge.

Costs and other feasibility issues associated with the replacement of existing waler
supplies should also be discussed.

The SEIS stales on page 127 that "Other independent water purveyors are evaluating
whether there is adequate groundwater to meet the demands for increased water
supply in their individual sen/ice areas." The implication is that the SEIS will not
assess impacts upon demand associated with the alternatives. To our knowledge,
groundwater purveyors are not involved in formally assessing the impact of the
altemalives upon demand in their service areas nor has there been formal
communication between groundwater purveyors and the Growth Management
Planning Council regarding demand issues.

The S61S should demonstrate that groundwater purveyors can meet (he additional
demand for the chosen alternative. Lost recharge due to changes in impenneable
cover or other impacts of development must be factored into this analysis.

The following statement is made on page 175: "Existing wastewater and drainage
systems are degrading water quality thresholds and extensive capital improvements
will need to be made in some areas to accommodate growth and improve water
quality." This statement is too vague. What systems are degrading water quality and
where is this occurring? Is the impact upon surface or groundwater? Is Die impact
upon drinking water or upon water quality in general? What evidence is provided to
show that this is occurring?

Also on Page 175 a number of water quality programs are mentioned. The Ground
Water Management Program of the Seattle-King County Department of Public Health
in cooperation with the Department of Ecology, cities, and water purveyors should be
noted. This is a very important local program to protect groundwaier. Local
governments must adopt or amend regulations, ordinances, and/or programs in order
to implement Ground Water Management Plans following certification by Ecology in
accordance with WAC 173-100-120.

It states on page 179 that the Ground Waler Management Act is administered by the
Washington Department of Health. We are not aware of an Act of this title. "Ground
Waler Management Areas and Programs" (WAC 173-100) is administered by the
Department of Ecology. It is based upon RCW 90.44.400 "Regulation of Public
Groundwaters".
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B. REQUESTS FOR REVISION OF COUNFTWIDE PLANNING POLICIES

The revisions to the Countywide Planning Policies shown below address our concerns.
The text in the box is taken from the Aquifer section of the CPPs with additions and
deletions as noted. Revisions should be checked against policies contained in other
sections in the interest of consistency.

AQUIFERS
Currently, there are five Ground Water Management Plans being p/Bpared undefway-in
King County: Redmond, Issaquah. East King County, South King County. and Vashon.
Most, but not all. important a<iuifejs_are_cgn{ained within these areas. The state
Department of Ecology has designated Seattle-King County Department of Public Health
as the lead agency. Each plan is prepared in conjunction with an advisory committee with
representatives from suburban cXes, water utilities, businesses, private well owners,
environmental groups, and stale agencies. The plans will identify aquifer recharge areas
and propose strategies for protection ofagujfers gfoundwale^lhmugh pieservation and
protection of sroundwatef aquifew. Local oovemments must adopt or amend regulations^
ordinances, and/or prvarams in older lo implement the plans following certification by
Ecology in accordance with WAC 173-100-120.

CA-5 All jurisdictions shall adopt regulations to protect the quality and quantity of ground
water where appropriate:

a. Jurisdictions that are included in Ground Water Management Plans shall support
development, adoption, and implementation of the Plans;

b. The Seattle-King County Department of Public Health and affected jurisdictions
shall develop countywide policies outlining best management practices within
aquifer recharge areas to protect public health; and

Aguifer recharge area maps should be prepared by aroundwater Durvevors a^part
of the purveyor's wellhead protection program. King County and cities. upon
concunrence with the maps. should incorporate them into sensitive areas_(olios.
King County and cilies should continually update sensitive areas folios as new
information becomes available.

Land use decisions may result in development that causes the depletion or devradation of
existing groundwater-based water supplies. The loss or damage to such suoolies may be
an undesirable but inevitable result of the need to create urban environments in which to
worfc and live. Careful consideration of Ihe impacts of development and aporopriate land
use decisions can prevent the loss of water supplies for which there is no feasible
replacement.

|CA-6 Land use decisions should be made using knowledge of potential imoacts on
aauifers used for water supplies. Sources of information include Ground Water
Management Programs, studies by groundwater Durvevors. aguifer recharge area maps.
and other sources. Land-use derisions should provide for one or more of the following so
that demand for water will continue to be met in Ihe future:
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a. Prevent deoletion and dearadation of aauifers determined lo serve as water
supplies.

Mitigate imoacts on water supplies using technigues such as:

1. Minimizing the percentaae of the ground surface that is coyered by

_3_

impervious_sy_rfaces:

Recharaina groundwaterwith stormwater and seotic effluent where this
may be done without impairment of drinking water aualitv:

Maintainina the hvdrologic balance between infiltration and runoff.

c. Provide a proven, feasible replacement source of water supply.

CA-7 King County and cities. with the technical assistance of groundwater purvevors.
should designate aauifer recharae areas in drainaae basins containing aauifers used or
needed in the future for water supplies as Environmentally Sensitive Areas under the
State Environmental Policy Act. Environmental review of proposed development in these
areas should be enhanced by removing appropriate categorical exemptions to SEPA.
Guidance should be developed for use bv environmental reviewers to ensure that
appropriate miligation is included in permits for development.

C. COMMENTS ON THE FINDINGS OF THE RURAL CHARACTER TASK FORCE

The Urban Ground Water Purveyors Committee supports the adoption of policies RU-8,
RU-9, and RU-10 from the report of the Rural Character Task Force. Minor revisions
should be made in RU-9 and RU-10 as follows:

"RU-9 ......The tools to achieve this include: seasonal and maximum clearing limits;
impervious surface limits; surface water management standards that emphasize
preservation of natural drainage systems, and water quality, and groundwaler recharge,
and best management practices for resource-based activiUes."

"RU-10 Rural Areas shall be recognized as significant for the recharge and storage of
groundwater and as areas necessaiy for the maintenance of base flows in rivers and
streams, the and natural levels of lakes and wetlands and recharge of aquifers.
Measures........"

In conclusion, we request that the concerns raised in this letter be addressed by King
County in cooperation with local groundwater pumeyors. We are ready to work with you to
ensure that Uie citizens' valuable groundwater supplies are protected. Should you have
questions or wish to discuss these matters further, please refer lo the attached list of
representatives of groundwaler purveyors who have jointly prepared this letter.

Sincerely.

The Urban King County Groundwater Purveyors
City of Redmond
NE Sammamish Water and Sewer District
Union Hill Water Associalion
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City of Issaquah
Sammamish Plateau Water and Sewer District
Water District #83 (Lake Forest Park)
City of Renton
City of Seattle
Highline Water District
Bryn Mar Water District
Federal Way Water and Sewer District
Covington Water District
King County Water District #111 (Lake Meridian Area)
City of Kent
City of Auburn

(attachments: Groundwaler Purveyors and map of service areas / well locations)

ec: Gary Locke, King County Executive and Chair of the Growth Management
Planning Council
Growth Management Planning Council
Metropolitan King County Council
Charlie Eari, Deputy King County Executive
Rebecha Cusak. King County Council Staff
Bill Lasby, Seattle-King County Health Department
Craig Larson, King County Parks, Planning and Resources Department
Jim Reid, Manager, King County Planning Division
Jim Kramer, Manager, King County Surface Water Management Division
Lloyd Warren, Chairman. King County Water Work Group
King County Water Work Group Members
Holly Kean, Executive Director. East King County RWA
Gary Cline, Executive Director, South King County RWA
Media Adelsman, Manager. Water Resources Program, Department of Ecology
Dave dark. Director. Division of Drinking Water, Washington Department of Health
King County Urban Groundwater Purveyors

h:CPPSlMC8

URBAN GROUND WATER PURVEYORS
KING COUNTS

REV: FEB 25,199-1

UTILITY

CnYOFREDMOND

NE SAMMAMISH
WATCR & SEWER DIST

UNION HILL WATER
ASSOCIATION

CITTOFISSAQUAH

SAMMAMISH PLATEAU
WATER & SEWER DIST

Cir/OFRENTON

FEDERAL WAY
WATERS SEWER DIST

COVINGTON
WATER DIST

K.C.W.D. Hill

CITrOFKENT

arr OF AUBURN

CITY OF SEATTLE

HIGHLINE
WATER DIST

WATCR DIST H 83
(LAKE FOREST PARK)

BRYN MAR

EAST KING COUNT/
RWA

SOUTH KING COUNTT
RWA

CONTACT PERSON

SCOTT THOMASSON

HAROLD MATHEWS
GEOFFCLAYTON(RH2)

JOHN PHILLIPS

SHELOON LYNNE
STEVE CLARK

RON LITTLE

RON OLSEN
CAROLYN BOATSMAN
LYS HORNSBY

ROGER BROWN
MARY DIHY

JUDY NELSON
STEVE GLASS

GARYCUN6
CHARLES WILSON

TIM HEYOON
BILL WOLINSKI

FRANK CURRY
CHRIS THORN

NANCY DAVIOSON
JUDI GLADSTONE
BOB SCHWARTZ

PEGGY BOSLEY
CLIFF BARTLETT

PHILLIP LAY

TOM EARWOOD

HOLLY KEAN

GARYCLINE

FAX NO.

556-2700

868.4005
869-7769

868-5661

391-1050

391-5389

235-2541

839-9310

630-4825

631-8072

859-3664
859-3559

931-3053

386-9747

824-0806

36S-33S7

772-5860

455-8903

631-8072
(WO (f 111)

TEL NO.

556-2840

868-1144
869-1488

868.1303
881-8')41

391-1004

883-9333

277-6207
277-4411
277-5539

941-1516

631-0565

631-3770

859-3395
859-3078

931-3000

684--1608
684-4642
684.5926

824-0375

365-3211

772-1580

455-8366

631-2850
(WD 0111)

ADDRESS

15670 NE 85TII ST
REDMONO 9B052

3600 SAHALEE WAY
REDMONO 90053

P 0 BOX 712
REDMOND 9B073

P.O. BOX 1307
ISSAQUAH 98027

15IO-2?8THAVESE
ISSAQUAH 98U27

200 MILL AVE SOUTH
RENTON 98055

P.O. BOX 4249
FEDERAL WAY 98063

18631 - SE 300TH PL
KENT 98042

27224.144THAVESE
KENT 98(M2

220 - 4TH AVE S
KENT 98032

25 WEST MAIN ST
AUBURN 98001

SEATTLE WATER OEPT
RM U 55 DEX HORTON BLOG
710 - 2ND AVE
SEATTLE 98104

23828 - 30TH SOUTH
KENT 98042

4029 NB 170th
LK FOREST PK 90) 55

8419 S.116TH
SEATTLE 98178

SU 300.1309-114TH AV SE
BELLEVUE 9B004

13335 SE 248TH PL
KENT 98042
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Mr. Jim Rcid
Manager
Phuminy :»ut Cuitniumity Dt;vclo|)iti(;nl Division

Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Sccunil Avenue

Seattle, Washington 9S 104

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact

Statemcnl for the Countnvide Plannine Policies

Dear Mr. Rdd:

lliank you for llic opportunity to comment on King County's Countywiilc Planning

Policies DSEIS. llic Regional Transit Authority (RTA) looks forward to working with
governmental agencies throughout Ihu Ihrcc-counly region to ensure consistency bclwucn

land use and transit planning actividcs. RTA stafThas reviewed the DSEIS and has the
following comments.

No-Rail Option

We assume the No-Rail Option on page 11 and page 40 is the same as the No-Rail
Variation on page 90. Discussions of the No-Rail Opt ionWa nation 111 die document on

pages 40 and 90 raise the idea of bus transit wilh the attributes of rail, leaving some
confusion as to whether the No-Rail Option could include exclusive busways, which would
make i( similar to RTP's Tnmsitn'ay/TSM Alternative or to bnsway altuniativcs dial were

~K> discussed during tliu Regional Transit System planning process. The document should
clarify whether the No-Rail Option is a transitway/busway option or only a TSM option,
as described on page t I.

The description of the No-Rail Option improvements docs not address ihe capacity
constraint for buses In downlown Seattle. This constraint was identified in the RTP

System Plan EIS as a weakness in Ihc ability ofall-bus alternatives to serve the centers
J"°w'"lc -i-^-^) concepl. The discussion of an all-bussysleniwillilheallributcs of a rapid rail syslcm

(i.c., exclusive gradc-scparalcd right-of-\vay) also ignores diat an all-bus 1 ICT altcnulivc
To nt MBo.md would require a signi ficant amount of busways to aacqualcly scn-c other centers. The

quantity of roadways, on/ofT ramps, and other infrastructure requirements would be

Cvolhu SullnMH
i^t'iimld i'nuwuiwinoet

\,nf Cww Cnuii€'ttr:<'

To &c appotntrfd
\.H» Cj. ~~* ^<ln(-l^/-n',

Mr. Jim Reid
Fcbru-iry 28, 199.1

Page 2

significant and would have greater visual impacts and require more rightoF-way than comparnblc rail
facilities.

The discussion of bus transit in Ihe DSEIS should reflect these limitations and ihc clTccU tlicy would have
on the ability of an all-bus system lo adequately serve tlic centers dcvclo|inicnl palicro. On page 90. llic

analysis stales "Bus transit, if developed wilh Ihc above atlribulus [of a rail system) could be equally
efTcctivc in stimulating and supporting concentrated development in centers.*' Although this conclusion is

-p^--zj qualified, if not contradicted, by the Hnal two sentences in the same p:ir:igraph. the same assertion is nude

on page xvii oflhc Exccuttvc Summary, lliis time wUhout any qualiHcalion. 'lliis conclusion needs

additional discussion and support, particularly since the opposite conclusion was reached in the RTP
System Plan EIS.

Page 9. FourthJ^nra^roph

'Ilic Kegionat Transit Syslcm l*laji is a ihrcc-counly pl:tn; it dues not iticlmtc Kitsap County.

Pace 76

The Regional Transit System Plan heading should be moved over to the first column, preceding the
paragraph dial begins "The Rcsional Transit System Plan rctoscd m.Odobcr 1<>92..." nic tlatc October

1992 apparently refers to the draft plan; the final plan was released in June 1993. The entire discussion of
the RTP should then be moved to the end of the Land Usc/Transit Linkage section, as it currently falls in
Itic niithil ofa discusstOti'ufcM^tiiiB tiimsil service.

Second cotumiit subheading Regional Rail. This tlcscriplion shoukl mcnticui tlic cast iui<l south corridors

(BcIIcvuc. Tukwib. Rcnlon, etc.). As written, it gives the imprciision rcgi^iu! rail would be limiied to ihe

city of Seattle.

Second column, subheading Bus. The subheading should be changed to "Regional Bus."

Second column, subheading Local Bus. The description should delete the word "Seattle." These services

would be available in other pnits ofthc urbnn area. notJn.st Sciiltlc.

Second column, subheading Ancrial Improvements. Roadway improvements, as well as traffic controls,

would be used to give 1 tOVs priority.

PSRC 81. Second Cotunin

The discussion of telecommuting leaves the reader with the impression that 39 percent of workers coutd
easily become daily telccommuters. The discussion should note that tclccommutcrs generally work at home

-3.& onc or tvvo ^ays a Wtick and commute to their workpbcc on olhcr days. The discussion also docs not report

another conclusion to be found in Schncidcr's Study, which is that telecommuting could account for 5 to 9
percent of vehicle mites traveled by 2020, and that vehicle miles travclctl will increase signincantly even if
telecommuting readies dlls potential level.

rx-a-z
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Mr. Jim Reid

February 28,1994
Page3

The discussion of potential tciccommuung could also be enhanced by citing evidence from studies on actual
telecommuting in this region. For example, the Washington State Energy Office conducted a
telecommuting demonstration project in the Puget Sound Region starting in 1990. In the demonstration
project, tclccommutcrs reduced their total commute trips by an average of 34 trips per year, or an average

of less than one trip per week. Onc-lhird of the telccommutcrs dropped out of the demonstration before it
had ended. About half of the tclecommuicrs had to cut back on their telecommuting frequency or Itad to
stop telecommuting for more than a week during the demonstration. While this docs not mean that
telecommuting cannot become an important element in the mix of options available to reduce commute

trips, it indicates a need for caution in predicting the future potential for telecommuting.

Paw S3. Table 7; pace 8S. Table 9

It would be uscfal to represent a Conccnlration, No HCT option in [his comparison, which would represent
the thrust of the No Rail Variation analyzed throughout the EIS.

The discussion of potential ridcrship should indicate that the RTP model used to generate these figures did
not assume any ridcrship benefits from commute trip reduction programs. Ifridcrship benefits from
concentration in centers and from commute trip reduction programs are factored in, the rail alternative's
ridership would increase by 18 percent, while TSM ridership would increase by 11 percent. Rail/TSM

r |? -30 Alternative ridership ivould then be about 25 percent higher than TSM Alternative ridership, and more than
double 1990 ridcrship. It should also be noted that the concentration assumed in the RTP model was not as
great as that assumed in the 8 or 14 Centers Alternatives. Presumably the difference between Rail/TSM
and TSM ridership would be even greater under these land use assumptions.

Thanks for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Charles A. Kirchner
Environmental Planning Supervisor

CAK:MW:vs

v^
KinjiC.nimy
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February 22, 1994

TO: Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and Community Development Division

HS- \">

tlS-^

n^-l-i-

FM: Chuck Kleeberg, Dire<

RE Countvwide Planning Policies Draft SETS

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the subject draft
supplemental environmental impact statement (SEIS) . The SEIS
does a good job of taking a broad yet comprehensive view of the
proposed countywide planning policies and their anticipated
affect upon the region. There are, however, issues of specific
interest to DOES which I believe should be expanded upon.

1. Issues surrounding the designation of mineral resource
lands are not discussed. Although the SEIS makes mention of
mineral resource lands as a component of Resources Lands in
general, there is no specific analysis of mineral lands, as
there is with agricultural and forestry lands.

2. Discussion of mineral lands should include analysis of
future requirements per the Growth Management Act requirement
for a twenty year supply of mineral lands. The discussion
should also include how mineral lands will be treated under the
County's conversion to the new zoning code, and the extent to
which that fulfills the GMA mandate (chapter 36.70A RCW).

3.. Resource lands are dealt with as a subset of Rural lands.
The countywide planning policies, and the 1985 Comprehensive
Plan recognize Resource lands as unique and separate from Rural
lands. The implication of the SEIS analysis is that Resource
lands must locate within ttie designated Rural area. It should
be made explicit that Resource lands comprise a designation of
their own, independent of Rural lands.

Thank you again for the opportunity to review the draft SETS.
Please call me at 6-6700 if you have any questions.

CK:gt

Lisa Majdiak, Growth Management Project Supervisor
Greg Kipp, Acting Deputy Director, Department of

Development and Environmental Services
ATTN: Jerry Balcon, Supervisor, Code Developnerit

Section
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Lisa Mnjdiak
I'lannitiy & Comniunily llcvclopniunt Division
Parks, Planning &. RCMXHCCS Dcparimcnt

707 Smith TO\MT
500 Second Avenue
Scanle. WA ()8104

Rl;. Supplcmenial linviionnientat Impact Staiemcm

Dcai Ms Miiiuck.

The above Supplemental F.nvironniunl;il Impact Statcmeni (SF.IS) ol'llic Comnywidc
Planning Policies (C'WPP) docs not adequately research, discuss, nor dclenninc tlie impact

oflhese policies upon the delivery ofAITordabte I lousing and Net Bnililable I.and in
Mclro-Kini; ( ounty and its cities and towns The b;isic inycdicnt tlial is ititssing is ihu
market defnaiul inpnl tlinl will indicntc ihc impact \HWD the home buycr'.s vvillinyncss to
purcliasc lliu liousiny projected in tlic variuns alternatives. Missing also is llic ruscarcli
necessary to dclerniinc (lie linkayi: bclnccn AHbrtl.iblc Housing ninl Net Builtlithlc I.and
and the employment sector of our economy.

The cniploymem sector is llic hiylicsl piiuiily sector ol' our ccunomy. II'tllu CWI'l's do

not stimulate and support the employment sector, then the priorities that follow such as
housing, inlraslniclnrc. services, recreation, resource lands, sensitive areas, cnvironmcnlnl

issues, dc. uill btf ol'liltle siynilicance. because ihc cconumy will go into a decline.

The employment sector is the Hrst priority, and second is housing. Followed by all the
oilicr priorities. The reason being is without jobs there is nothing to talk about, and if we
do have the jobs, then we must meet llic buyer's expected housing demand II'we do not
meet this buyer demand, the buyer \vi!I move to some olhcr locittiun, and llic ctnploycrA
and businesses will not have any qualified employees to hire.

Tliu other linkayc llml exists between jobs and liousing is lliat as the cosil ol' liousing goes

up. either ihe employee must pay more or settle Ibr less housing. The employers coultl
pay more lu olTsci ihc increased housing cost. but lliat nialccs llic umployur non-
compctilive with the rcyional and world markets.

LA-4(a)
LA-9

HO-3

rio-7

E'CL-13

l.isa Mnjtliak
I'lanning & Cummunny Ucvelopiilunl Division

Parks. Planning & Resources Depart mcnl
l-'chrniin'2S. 100.1

I'ayc 2

This SEIS does not address. nor explore, (lie issues ol'wliat lln: tlcnioi;i;i|)liics ul'iliu
325.000 +\- people tliat will be coining into our area warn lor Iiousing It tells llicm wlial
they can Im'c. and itthe b»ycrs don't \vnnt ilint IY|'>C of lioitsini;. then those huycis sitii|ily

wonlt locate here. The linkage ol'lhc cust ol'housiny tipon lltc tit>n-cinu|iciitivciicss ot'om

employer;; is also no( di.scussud.

We must address lliese issues, among ollicrs. lo determine how we arc going lo manage

groutli to deliver the jobs and housing (lie iuarkci tlcniiintk To tl.Kc. we arc nun.iying
growth by lcllim; (lie m;irkct \vlKil it is they c.in linve. nnd iiol liow \vc arc gdiny Iti deliver
wlial it is the market demands.

The SlilS musl lie luillicr impiovcd lu <lc;it uilli tlicse i.ssues.

Sincerely yours,

I.O/.lliK HOMIi.S COHI'ORAl'ION

t'h;u'lcsT'T..appctthusch, Jr

General Manager

l-nnd Acqnisilion/Dcv<

CFL:ckc
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February 25, 1994

To: Lisa Majdiak, Growth Management Project Supervisor, Planning and
Community Deyelopment Division .

Fm: Nan^<t^s«^i)'^'t^iSrral Affairs Coordinator

Re: Draft SypRlemental Environmental ImDact Statement (SEIS1 for the Countvwide
Plannina Policies (CPPs)

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Draft SEIS for the CPPs. The
Department of Public Works has reviewed the draft document and offer the following
comments for consideration in the Final SEIS.

I. Land Use

A. The Land Use Chapter focuses on whether the growth targeted in each
alternative can be accommodated by vacant and redevelopable land under

current zoning. However, as jurisdictions develop comprehensive plans which
meet the requirements of Growth Management and implement the Countywide
Planning Policies, zoning will change. The primary land use analysis therefore is
based, in part, on data we know will change. It would be more helfpul to focus

L 4 -; I (a ) on the amount of change needed to accommodate the growth targeted in each
alternative.

The primary distinction drawn between the alternatives is how much vacant land
is consumed. Little information is provided beyond general observations to
support these distinctions. Additionally, the Draft SEIS states that the Pre-CPP
alternative would consume virtually all remaining vacant urban lands. However,

under this alternative jurisdictions would still have to develop comprehensive
plans that meet Growth Management requirements. Based on this. cities would
be the preferred provider of urban services and concurrency requirements would

still need to be met. We believe the amount of growth targeted for
unincorporated King County would be similar to that in the proposed jurisdiction

LA-5

T<-'2-

XS-7.S

level growth targets. The differences between the alternatives for vacant land
consumed may not be as great as stated in the Draft SEIS.

II. Transportation

A. The document is too general to allow for specific comments or even speculation
on possible project impacts. The location of increases of road vehicle use will
vary by alternative but the discussion of impacts is both qualitative and sketchy.
Little information is provided beyond general observations such as stating that
the 14 and 8 Centers alternatives will provide for more transit use and lower

region wide total vehicle miles.

III. Stormwater Management

A. The Water Quality Ordinance noted on page 132 has now been codified. The
correct citation is King County Code (KCC) Chapter 8.12. Several other plans
have also been codified: the Flood Hazard Reduction Plan (KCC Chapter 20.12),
East Lake Sammamish Basin and Nonpoint Action Plan (KCC Chapter 20.14),
and Hylebos Creek and Lower Puget Sound Basin Plan (KCC Chapter 20.14).

B. The link noted on page 138 between proposed Fiscal Analysis and Economic
Development (Fis/Ed) Task Force Policy ED-4 and the effectiveness of the
environmental protection provided by stormwater management is not dear. It

appears that the primary impact of the proposed policy would be to re-evaluate
funding and responsibility for the provision of stormwater management facilities
and services. Improving the environmental effectiveness of the facilities and

services does not appear to be an outcome of implementation of the proposed
policy. The environmental protection afforded by stormwater management
facilities and services and the designation of a service provider and source of

funding for those facilities and services are two distinct concepts and should be

recognized as such in the policy analysis.

IV. Water Quality

A. Several of the ongoing SWM Division activities mentioned on page 175 in relation
to ground water quality improvement are also applicable to surface water quality
improvement and can be classified as being part of the SWM Division's National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit application and
compliance activities. The activities mentioned that would be included under the
umbrella program of NPDES permit application and compliance are the illicit
connection program, Water Quality Ordinance, Stormwater Best Management

Practices (BMP) Manual, and the Hazardous Waste Management Program.

B. Missing in the analysis of ground water resources is any discussion of ground

.^5 - G> water quantity. This discussion is also missing in Chapter 8.0, Water Supply.

The CPPs alternatives will have a very important impact on ground water

r^--z-c»
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Lisa Majdiak
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recharge areas in the County. Although a detailed analysis may not be possible,
some discussion of this issue should occur. Ignoring the potential impacts of the

XS- & different growth scenarios on ground water recharge is a serious omission

because of the importance of ground water for potable water supply and
maintenance of surface water base flows.

C. Reference is made on Page 176 to CPPs CO-12, CO-15, and CO-16 and the
possibility that they might "inadvertently induce growth" of community and
individual septic systems. The CPPs mentioned do not induce growth, they
define a level of service. Because the cost of providing sewage treatment
services to all of King County is prohibitive, the policies state that the appropriate
level of sewage treatment services in rural areas is community and individual
seplic systems. These systems, if well designed, appropriately located, and

maintained, do not pose a significant threat to ground or surface water systems.
The analysis should be deleted or changed to reflect the comments given above.

D. The analysis on Page 178 of affordable housing policies states that the policies
could have a positive effect on water quality. On page 138, however, the
analysis of affordable housing policies states that the policies could have a
negative effect on stormwater management. Because stormwater management

_ 1.5 and water quality are linked, there should not be a discrepancy in the policy

analysis. The effects of affordable housing, or any housing, on stormwater
management and water quality are dependent on the location of the housing. If
housing is targeted for infill development, then it is likely that the facilities
necessary for stormwater management and water quality are available or can be
made available at a reasonable cost. If the housing is targeted for a relatively

undeveloped area, however, then the costs of stormwater management and
water quality may be higher. The impact of stormwater management and water
quality costs on affordable housing is solely dependent on the location of the
affordable housing relative to sensitive environmental areas and necessary
facilities and services. Housing built near sensitive environmental areas (e.g.,
wetlands) will cost more than housing that isn't near those areas because of the
costs of mitigation, including those costs associated with stormwater

-management and water quality.

V. Plants, Animals, and Fish

A. The discussion on page 181 and the subsequent policy analysis should reflect
the fact that density alone is not necessarily a good determinant for assessing

NS'- ^6 impacls to vegetation, fish, and wildlife. If density is designed around critical
habitat corridors instead of over them, as allude'd to in the discussion, then its

Page 4
Lisa Majdiak
February 25, 1994

impacts can be greatly diminished. While it is true that density in one area may
result in less impacts in other areas, it is also true that some critical habitat exists

in areas that are already densely populated (e.g.. Lake Washington, Lake
Sammamish, Lower Green River). Site design can be just as important, if not

more so. than density.

VI. Solid Waste

A. There are several factual errors and out-of-date information in Chapter 11. The

document states that the Hobart Landfill is to be closed and replaced with a
transfer station; and the Cedar Falls Landfill is to be closed and replaced with a

:ES-:n drop-box facility. As stated in the Final 1992 Comprehensive Solid Waste

Management Plan, the Hobart Landfill will be closed but wilt not be replaced by a
new facility. Service will be provided by existing facilities. The Cedar Falls
Landfill has been closed since 1989. Its replacement drop-box facility has also
been in operation since its closure. The document also makes reference to Ihe
new Enumclaw Transfer Station as a planned improvement. However, the station
has been open and operational since April 1993.

B. The remaining comments are related to the description of significant impacts to
solid waste collection services. The basic approach used in this section assumes

that additional growth or changes in development patterns will require some
corresponding growth or realignment to the solid waste collection, transfer and
disposal systems. While this approach is accurate for utility services, such as
water and sewer, it is not accurate for solid waste management. The basic
reasons for this are: 1) the Transfer and Disposal System are already designed
to meet future needs; and, 2) the design and location of these facilities are
relatively insensitive to development patterns or changes in density.

C. No provisions for additional landfill space in the County should be included in the

description of impacts. As discussed in the 1992 Plan, it is commonly
understood that the Cedar Hills Landfill is the last landfill that wilt be able to be
sited in the County. The role of the collection system in solid waste management

is also not clearly discussed.

VII. General Comments

A. The level of analytical detail provided by the SEIS is not sufficient to allow
comprehensive planning decisions to be made. This lack of analytical detail
exists both within the subjects discussed in individual chapters and, especially,

among the various subjects discussed in all chapters.

There are a series of areas where the document indicates the current status of
the planning effort and suggests there is more to be done to either supplement or

IS-^B
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actually fill a hole in the current countywjde planning policies. It would be helpful
for the final SEIS to have a graphic or table to lay out which "policies" are
complete for the countywide planning level and which areas have forthcoming
efforts. The latter could include what vehicle will be used to pass on the
environmental review, whether it's a separate EIS, another SEIS, etc.

C. Metro has been a part of King County since January 1, 1994. Metro is now the

King County Department of Metropolitan Services. Metro water quality activities
should be listed as being part of King County's activities.

D. The location of supporting materials in the appendices should be clarified in the
table of contents. The multitude of documents currently appearing there is very
confusing. If documents were separated by colored paper or index tabs, they

would be much more useful.

E. Reference is made on Page 185 to a table that lists Rural Character Task Force
f^S-y^ policies that could have an adverse impact on vegetation, wildlife, and fish. The

table is missing.

F. A key or some text is necessary in order to explain the information contained in
the table in Appendix D.

G. Appendix H refers to the service fee assessed by King County only and does not
necessarily reflect surface water management charges assessed by other

'"30 jurisdictions. The title of the table should be modified to reflect this.

H. Reference is made to ESHB 2929 on page 155. The Growth Management Act
(GMA) has been codified primarily as Revised Code of Washington (RCW)

^/s ~ 7 Chapter 36.70A. The GMA should be cited as part of the RCW.

Again, thank you for the opportunity comment on the Draft SEIS. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 296-3775.

ec: Bruce Bennett, Program Analyst, Surface Water Management Division
Mark Buscher, Comprehensive Planning Unit Supervisor, Solid Waste Division
Sue BIazak, Special Projects Intern, Roads Division
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Yxir City, Seattle
PLANNING DEPARTMENT

J. Gary Lawrence. Director

Norman B. Rice. Mayor

February 28, 1994.

Jim Reid, Manager,
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks. Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

_!•- <!•(-

Dear Mc< Reid:

We are pleased to submit our comments on the Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement for amendments to the Countywide Planning Policies. We appreciate the
effort necessary for discussing probable impacts of such a broad level of actions.

GENERAL

We recommend that the final document be more accessible to the reader by moving
certain information to appendices and eliminating unnecessary repetitions. For
instance, the description of the methodology for how the County calculated
development capacity could be in an appendix. The results, not the methods should be
included in the document, since they are the most critical information for both the public
and the decision makers.

The treatment of the Mitigating Measures section of several chapters in this SEIS,
including Air Quality, Plants and Animals and Noise is unusual and inappropriate.
Rather than summarizing the impacts of the alternatives, the Mitigaling Measures
sections should be used to suggest measures that could be added to one or more of
the alternatives in order to reduce the expected adverse impacts.

ALTERNATIVES

Description

The Description of the Alternatives provides uneven information about the alternatives,
making it very difficult to understand or draw conclusions about the impacts of the
various options. The way the Policy Options and the Magnet Alternative are presented
does not allow the reader to make direct and consistent comparisons or reach clear
conclusions about the alternatives.

The policy options are not described at all in (he Description of the Alternatives, yet in
each element of the environment conclusions are drawn about the likely impacts of
using these policies to supplement or supplant the adopted CPP While, with some
effort, one can find pieces in the Appendix that may be intended to represent those
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policy options, they are not clearly labeled as the source of assumptions for the impact
p//.iC«) analysis. The FSEIS should describe all the potentiaj actions it is analyzing in the

Description of the Alternatives section. Also. the FSEIS should provide a more
selected or more carefully ordered set of material in the Appendix.

The Magnet Alternative is presented in such a general way that it is not clear whether it
can truly stand as an alternative to the No Action or Centers alternatives. In some
ways, with its proposed least-cost planning technique and benchmarks, it is actually
suggesting how and how much to implement the Countywide policies. In that sense, it
may actually be part of the next phase of countywide planning and not totally

EAI-(> appropriate for this level of analysis. One way to provide a better description of what
this alternative is aiming at might be to provide a chart that summarizes its proposed
benchmarks. Maybe it should not be characterized as an alternative, but as a process
for identifying more specific mitigation's that could be applied to any of the other
alternatives at some time in the future.

Throughout the document, the impacts of the Magnet Alternative are poorly analyzed.
In many cases, the SEIS seems to substitute recitation of this alternative's benchmarks

rN-& for analysis Perhaps because this alternative is so different from the others, being
more process-based and less clear about its intended development pattern, it is more
difficult to analyze.

A fuller definition of this alternative might facililate more complete analysis. One of the
key elements of this alternative seems to be its reliance on a series of benchmarks.
The benchmarks are only objectives. Because the benchmarks are mostly laudable
objectives, representing values many people may subscribe to, the objectives in
themselves may not cause adverse impacts. However, achieving those objectives will
require actions that could have impacts. A substantive analysis of the alternative must
begin by asking how the benchmarks could be achieved. To the extent, the alternative
is not explicit about the tools that would be used, some assumptions may be necessary.

For instance, one set of benchmarks calls for certain percentages of future urban
growth to be accommodated through infill, renovation and redevelopmenl of existing
developed lands. How can a local government ensure that a given amount of its new
development will occur on already occupied land? Does this imply a need to
substantially upzone some developed land in order to provide an incentive for
redevelopment? By what criteria would areas be chosen for redevelopment? At the
same time, is there a need for downzoning or temporary development conlrols to direct
growth away from building on undeveloped land? What impact would these actions
have on the countywide development capacity?

The FSEIS should apply more critical analysis to this alternative.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Generally, we agree with the analysis presented in the Affordable Housing section. We
agree that quantifying the impacts on housing affordability of the SEIS alternatives is
very difficult because there are too many factors affecting housing costs and household
income. We concur with the observation that, while land costs in centers are likely to
be higher than elsewhere, because of the higher densities permitted in centers, the
land cost per unit and overall housing development cost are likely to be Lower in
centers than outside centers.

LA-9

One area that is not addressed in the SEIS is the question of whether enough housing
consumers will accept living at higher densities to make the Centers alternatives
feasible. The recently completed City of Seallle/Puget Sound Regional Council
Residential Preference Study indicates that, if centers include amenities that housing
consumers want. centers can attract a large enough share of the King County housing
market to make the centers alternatives feasible. These amenities include
neighborhood parks, trees and greenery, good public transit, good access to
neighborhood business, and high quality urban design. The executive summary of the
Residential Preference Study is attached. It should be reviewed with an eye toward
tempering the language about personal preferences found on page 35 of the SEIS.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

In repeated comments on the scope of this SEIS, City staff staled concerns about
treating Economic Development as an element of the environment This chapterJs

j-TV-fc CcU inappropriate in an EIS. The Slale^nvironmenlal Policy Act ( SEPA ) and the SEPA
Rules stale that the purpose of an EIS is to describe the impacts of government action
on the biosphere, ecological systems, natural resources and the built environment.
The list of elements of the environment is extensive, but it does not include any topic
resembling "economic deyetopmenl." The SEPA Rules cite a short list of topics that
are explicitly not required in an EIS: "methods of financing proposal economic
competition, profits and personal income and wages, and social policy analysis." The
Economic Development chapter includes discussion of assumed impacts about four of
those six topics.

Moreover, SEPA is clear that an EIS is not to be the sole consideration for decision
makers, but that it is to present environmental impacts. SEPA anticipates that decision

^ makers will weigh environmental information against those other considerations in •
1} selecting a course of action. If information is developed about economic impacts, there

are many other forms for presenting such information to the public and decision
makers, wilhoul adding more pages lo an already lengthy document.

Unlike air quality, noise, transportalion, or even land use policy. economic development
is not a definable medium- Does economic development mean growth in the number of
jobs, in average wage levels, in net return to real estate investors, in overall economic
activity, in regional export, in tax revenue; or does it refer to decreases in the number of

T<\( -sCfl) households living in poverty, to an increase in housing affordability, or to the
eponymous programs of governments'intended to stimulale jobs and lax base? From
the way it is described in this SEIS, it would be difficult for any two people to gain a
mutual understanding of what environment is being affected by the alternatives.
Regardless, none of these topics should be part of the SEIS.

If considerations of the intent of SEPA and the inherently nebulous nature of the topic
are not persuasive, then the discussion in Ihis chapter of the SEIS should be improved
considerably. It uses unfounded assumptions, makes illogical conclusions and cites
supposed impacts that are not significant or necessarily adverse and treats the
alternatives unevenly. It also confuses the activity of economic development with
economic development as an aspect of the environment.

For instance, the discussion of impacts from the No Action Alternative on page 204
says that "The environmental impacts resulting from this alternative will depend on the
economic development concerns and employment targets that local jurisdictions place
in their comprehensive plans. At the present time, insufficient information exists, to
assess the environmental impacts that may result from this process." Yet in the next
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paragraph, the SEIS alleges that this alternative will engender competition among
jurisdictions for increasing jobs, and that "(t)his type of competition could have
significant adverse impacts on the County's physical and biological environment, since
one primary technique used by jurisdictions to attract companies is to make choice land
available for siting industrial and commercial buildings."

Somewhere between these two paragraphs, the authors found sufficient information to
draw conclusions about environmental impacts. It is also interesting to note that the
impacts alleged here are not impacts to Economic Development, the topic of this
chapter, but to "the County's physical and biolocjical environment." If those impacts can
be demonstrated, they should be cited in the appropriate chapters of the SEIS that deal
with the affected elements of the environment.

More important, however, is the line of reasoning used here: that in a future governed
by this alternative there wilt be competition for jobs among jurisdictions that is more
intense than occurs now; that jurisdictions will find it necessary to "make choice land
available" in order to give them an advantage over jurisdictions; and that development
of this "choice land" will inherently produce significant adverse impacts to the biological
environment. This intellectual leap is insupportable.

This chapter's discussion of the Eight Centers Alternative presents economic aspects
as the affected environment, and so follows the format used through most of the SEIS.
However, its speculations about impacts are no more convincing than those cited for
the No Action Alternative.

In describing potential impacts within manufacturing centers, the SEIS apparently
assumes a continuing growth in induslriat and manufacturing employment to suggest
that land intensive employers will be priced out of these areas. This, according to the
SEIS. will lead to fewer entry-tevel industrial jobs. The basic assumption being made
here is contrary to the widely accepted projections that industrial and manufacturing
jobs will decline over the next 20 years, not only as a proportion of total jobs,but in
absolute numbers. But even if land-intensive industrial jobs were to increase demand
for land in the manufacturing centers, there is no analysis presented here to indicate
that the centers would be unable to accommodate both the existing and future
industries. And there is no information presented that leads to the conclusion about the
types of jobs that will become available or lost.

The discussion identifies "viable middle income single family residential
neighborhoods" as areas where relative property values will decline. It cites as an
impact the inability of the market to redevelop these areas to more dense uses because
zoning will direct growth only to centers. On the first point, it seems equally likely that
relative land values in these areas wilt increase if the demand for home ownership of
detached units continues to increase, but the supply is somewhat constrained by the
adopted UGA.

Whether these areas could be redeveloped is largely a function of what their zoning
allows. Redevelopment generally occurs only in areas where the zoning allows higher
densities than are found on the ground. It is unlikely that most areas described as
"viable middle income single family areas" have current zoning that would allow
substantially higher density than exists now. To allow redevelopment to higher
densities in these locations would require a change from the current zoning. Since
none of the alternatives proposes upzoning areas fitting this characterization, the
contention that this alternative is somehow unique because it would prevent
redevelopment is misleading.

E-c-7
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Does the last sentence in the discussion of the Eight Centers Alternative (page 205)
intend to imply that a reduction in the number of people who professionally engage in
automobile sales would be a significant adverse impact?

DETAILED COMMENTS

page xii (and elsewhere). South Lake Union is no longer part of a proposed urban
center; that urban center should be referred to simply as Seattle Center.

page xiii. Paragraph 2 under the heading Summary of Environmental Impacts says that
overall the policy recommendations of the Fis/Ed, Rural and Housing Affordability task
forces will provide for greater beneficial impacts on the environment. Even in the
summary, it would be useful to distinguish among these separate proposals and to
provide enough information about them for the reader to understand how the
recommendations relate to particular impacts.

page 2. Under the heading "Proposed Action and Process for Amendments," it says
that the proposed action is adoption of policies by the King County Council. Are there
no other jurisdictions that must concur in the adoption for the policies to become
effective?

pages 7 and 8. These charts are a good way to show general distribution of growth.
Unfortunately the legend does not reproduce well, and it is not possible lo get
informalion from them.

page 17. The last sentence in the last full paragraph says that too large of a cushion
(surplus) in development capacity would encourage lower density, sprawling
development patterns. This is not necessarily true; the ultimate development pattern
would depend on the geographic location of that cushion. For instance, if most of the
cushion were in urban centers, sprawl would not be the result.

page 36. It seems conlradictory to say that the development of urban centers under
the Eight Centers Alternative would produce more adverse impacts on the character of
urban centers than the No Action Alternative. If these areas are urban centers, or are
intended to be, new development with urban activities at an urban scale should be
seen as enhancing their character. Individual development projects may displace some
existing use or structure or may produce some localized conflicts in use, but at the
countywide level of this SEIS the impacts of urban development in urban centers is a
positive impact.

^ - 37 The current employment density in the Seattle CBD is 155 jobs per acre, not 123, as
reported on page 36.
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page 50. The mitigating measures discussion says that the Pre-Countywide Planning
Alternative will have the least need for mitigating the impacts of higher densities.
However, this is the alternative that is most likely to produce new impacts on
undeveloped or rural land. The imposition of suburban development into these areas is
a greater impact on existing character than adding midrise apartment buildings in an
urban center.

page 53. In citing the existing mechanisms that help mitigate impacts on the shoreline
i_^--3 7 environment, the discussion should include reference to the Shoreline Master

Programs of other jurisdictions, as well as that of King County.
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page 54. Among the unavoidable impacts of urban growth areas and urban centers,
the discussion says 'Vacant land or open spaces may be developed." The term "open
space" has a particular meaning that usually implies permanence, either because of
public control or private dedication that purpose. White it is clear that development
would occur on vacant land that is not now protected by public ownership or dedication,
it seems misleading to suggest that "open spaces" would be developed.

page 102ff. The chapter dealing with Human Services is too broad. It is obviously not
possible to be very specific about [his issue al this time, but it seems that, under any
alternative, impacts to particular needs and to delivery systems will vary considerably,
depending on the service. Such variability does not surface in the discussions in this
chapter.

Part of the problem is thai the chapter does not delineate the nature of the impacts.
Since all of the alternatives assume the same amount of growth in population and
households, is there a suggestion that certain development patterns would engender
higher need for human services? Which services are most likely to feel the impact?
Would concentration of growth facilitate access to the services?

page 104. The two sentences in the first paragraph under the 14 Centers Alternative
seem to directly contradict one another.

It is not clear how the affordable housing goal and transportation policy in the Magnet
Alternative relate to impacts on human services.

page 130. II is worth noting in the mitigating measures section of the Water Supply
chapter that dwelling units in mullifamily buildings use substantially less water than
detached single-family units. Therefore, the more growth is concentrated into urban
settings in multifamily buildings, Ihe less the region will need to rely on the
development of new water sources.

page 142. The references to the Regional Transit System Plan under both the Eight
and 14 Centers Alternatives are superfluous.

page 168ff. The discussion of air quality impacts should continue to emphasize the
relative significance of likely impacts among the alternatives. As mentioned on page
167. motor vehicles generate roughly 80% of particulate emissions. 70-75% of carbon
monoxide and 60% of nitrogen oxide. Therefore, to the extent alternatives reduce the
amount of motor vehicle travel, they can make substantial improvements to overall air
quality.

Other pollutants and other sources are also important. However, the chief
dislinguishing characteristic of the alternalives as Ihey relate to air quality is not the
amount of total developmenl or the number of olher types of sources they will produce,
but the amount of traffic they will generate.

page 169 The last sentence under the first paragraph in the discussion of Eight
Centers Alternative draws a conclusion that is hard to sustain: "...increased land use
density may cause fixed sources (such as lumber mills) to locate close to conflicting
uses (such as residences) "Quite the opposite —with a higher percenlage of new
residences located in a relative few centers, there will be less chance that lumber mills
would locate near residences, not only because the statistical probabilities decrease,
but also because it is very likely that in developing land use controls that direct growth

to centers, jurisdictions would endeavor to protect those areas from noxious uses.
Even outside urban centers, it does not seem very likely that potential operators would
try to develop such uses near residences, or that existing or future land use conlrols
would allow them to.

page 178. This page exhibits one of several instances in (lie document wherq^
beneficial environmental impacts are ascribed to the Economic Development Policies

3 -1 without detailing how those policies provide for more proteclion than is incorporated in
the CPP.

page 185. The following clause should be appended to Ihe sentence under Economic
Development Policies: "...although land-intensive business parks promoted in this
policy option may lead to more adverse impacts." Similar language shoujd be
considered for analysis related to this policy option elsewhere in the SEIS.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the document. Please fell free to call me
or Elsie G. Crossman to discuss our comments.

Sincerely,

J. Gary Lawrence
Direclor. Planning Dopartmcnl

Attachment.

Mayor Norman B. Rice
Seallle City Council
Betsy Reveal, Director, Finance Department
Mary Jean Ryan, Director, Office of Economic Developmenl
Tom Tierney, Director, Office of Inlergovernmenial Relalions
Gary Zarker, Director Seattle Engineering Department
Pat Schneider, Law Department
Bob Morgan, Council Staff
Jeff Bender, Planning Department
Tom Hauger, Planning Department
Steve Pearce, Planning Departmenl
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Residential Preference Study

Executive Summary

February 15,1994

Abstract

Metropolitan growth management, with its regional environmental and fiscal benefits,

depends on realizing the potential of cities as highly attractive environments in which to

live and work. This study explores the conditions under which people would choose to
live in a dense city neighborhood instead of a suburb. The findings suggest that modem
municipal and stale approaches to growth management, which focus on coordinating land
use regulation and transportation planning. improving public facilities and transit. and
increasing access lo urban amenities. will increase the attractiveness of cities. Improving
the quality of life in cities in ways not encompassed in most current growth management

planning, such as increasing home ownership, reducing crime, increasing school quality,
and increasing the sense of community, would also contribute to regional growth

management.

Introduction

A key organizing concept in Seattle's comprehensive plan is the urban village. Urban

villages are conceived as largely self-contained residential and commercial neighborhoods
dispersed throughout the central city of a metropolitan area. Each urban village would

have a unique identity in the larger urban environment. Residential densities in urban
villages would be high enough to support efficient transit service, encourage walking, and

provide adequate markets for neighborhood stores. Existing and new urban villages

would accommodate most or all the population growth planned for Seattle for the next 20

years.

Questions have arisen about the viability ofurban villages. How can we attract people to

live in urban villages? In particular, how can we compensate for the disadvantages often
associated with high density living? How many people wilt be attracted to urban villages?

Who wilt they be? To answer these questions, the Seattle Planning Department, the Puget

Sound Regional Council, and a consultant team led by Decision Data conducted a study of
the residential preferences of people in the Seattle metropolitan area,

Major findings

1. Housing of intermediate density is generally of intermediate value to people. On a

scale of housing type preference, lownhouses and buildings with 2 lo 5 units occupy an
intennediale position between a detached single family house and a building with 6 or

more units.

2. Different people want different things in a home. For slightly more than 1/3 of the

population, housing type is more important than any other dimension ofa house or a.
neighborhood. For slightly less than 1/3, home ownership is more important than anything
else, including housing type. For the remaining 1/3, several things are more important
than housing type, including ease of housing affordability, commuting time, school quality,
and crime. For this last group, the combination ofurban village amenilies consisting of

good design, transit quality, neighborhood businesses, urban culture, trees and grecnery.
and neighborhood parks also greatly outweighs housing type.

3. Neighborhood parks, trees and greenery, good public transit, good access to
neighborhood businesses, and urban design that gives a sense of openness have a
significant impact on (he desirability of dense city neighborhoods. The percentage of the
metropolitan area population who would prefer city multifamily homes when these

features are present is about double the percentage who would prefer these homes when

these features are absent. This occurs even if schools and crime are worse in the city than
in the suburbs.

4. Townliouses in urban villages would be attractive to many people who would not
otherwise choose a home in a dense city neighborhood.

5. Jf city schools and city crime were perceived to be no worse than suburban schools and

suburban crime, and if urban villages became places wilh a strong sense ofcommunity, the
urban village market share would increase dramatically. Under these conditions, more
than 1/3 of the metropolitan area population would prefer an urban village apartment,

condominium, or townhouse lo multifamily housing outside the city or to a single family
house anywhere.

6. What people want in a residence depends in pan on how old they are, whether they
have children, and how much money they have. The young and the elderly are more likely
than the middle-aged tb prefer an apartment or condominium in an urban village.
Households with children arc much less likely than households without children to choose

to live in an urban village, unless city schools are equal to suburban schools and

townhouses are available. Households with incomes below the median are much more
likely than households with incomes above the median to prefer an apartmenl or

condominium in an urban village. Urban village townhouses would attraci approximately
the'same share of each income group.

7. Urban villages will appeal most to people who already live in ihe central city. Seattle

residents are much more likely than residents of the rest of the metropolitan area to prefer



an urban village home. whether it is an apartment, a condominium, or a townhousc.
Depending on school quality, the level of crime, and the affbrdability of$ingle family
houses in the city, between one-third and one-half of Seattle residents would choose the
urban village over other residential alternatives.

Implications

1. Growth management can work, and current urban planning practice can help it work.
Although none of the physical improvements. land use regulations, or design standards
proposed in the Seallle Mayor's Recommeiuled Comprehensive Plan would alone hugely
affect the desirability of dense city neighborhoods, in combination they will substantially
increase the number of people who prefer such neighborhoods to the suburbs. Although

many people are not responsive to these features of a home and a neighborhood, enough
are responsive to these features to satisfy the demands of growth management in this
metropolitan area over the next generation.

2. Home ownership should be a major goal of urban planning, and creating home
ownership opponunities in central cities should be a major goal of metropolitan growth

management. For many people, home ownership is more important than housing type and
more important than any combination of other features of a house and a neighborhood.
Increasing home ownership opportunities in dense city neighborhoods would substantially
increase the attractiveness of these neighborhoods, and thereby would directly contribute

to growth management.

3. Townhouses and other medium density housing types are important to growth
management. Many people who would not consider living in a large apartment or

condominium building would consider a townhouse or small multifamily building if the

other features of the house and the neighborhood were right. Townhouses in particular
are significantly more attractive than higher density buildings to higher income households,

middle-aged persons, and households with children, all of which are important
constituencies for local government. Townhouses and other medium density housing

types meet the threshold of residential density required for efficient transit service, which
is key to growth management.

4. Growth management is the nexus of urban policy and environmentalism. Protecting

the regional environment in and around major metropolitan areas depends on making
central cities desirable places to live. Central city success would reduce demand for the

development of open space. It would encourage development patterns that would achieve
the density required to make mass transit an efficient large-scale substitute for the

automobile. Making central cities desirable places to live depends not only on public and
private physical improvements in cities, but also on improvements in their social and

economic conditions.

IBj- THE LEAGUES
OF WOMEN VOTERS OF KING COUNTY
KING COUMTt 30UTH . LAKE WASWNCTON EAST . SEAm-E

February 28, 1994

Mr. Jim Rcitl, Manager
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Dept.

707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

Re: Draft Supplemental Environmenial Impact Statement for the Counlywitle I'lanning
Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

The Leagues of Women Voters of King County have reviewed the DSE1S for llie

Countywide Planning Policies and offer the following comments:

Scope of the SE1S
It is important, in light of comments raised at the February 9 public incciing before the
Metropolitan King County Council and elsewhere, that the public be clear about wliat the

SEIS is expected to do and what it is not. The July 1, 1992 ordinance adopting the

Countywide Planning Policies states that the SEIS will "...analyze the impacts ofthc
proposed set of refined policies and will consider reasonable alternatives to those

policies." It further states that "The SEIS will analyze the probable significant

environmental impacts (emphasis added), including countywide impacts, of the proposed

refined set of policies and reasonable alternatives to those policies."

The adopting ordinance also called for separate additional work including further fiscal

analysis, the purpose of which is to"...provide information on the anticipated financial and
economic impacts on the individual, and on the private and public sectors..." Much of llie

fg) additional information being requested of the SEIS is fiscal in nature rather than

environmental, and we look forward to seeing it in the Fiscal Analysis Report.

This SEIS is a tool for analyzing the environmental impacts of a non-project set of policies

and alternatives to the policies, and is supplemental to a number of other environmental

documents. The Final SEIS will be published concurrently with a Fiscal Analysis Report

and a Report to the Public which integrates the findings and recommendations of llicsc

two docupients and of other task force work. Tlie SEIS is one ofii number of sources

ofinfonusilion avsiitable to decision makers, rather than llie sole niciuis or inrormmg

tlicir important decisions on rcnncnicnls ofCounlywidc I'tanning I'olicics.

Our expectations for this document must be realistic and related to the actual tasks

assigned it by the legislative authority and to the purposes and requirements ol'SEI'A.
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We found the Draft SEIS to be generally compleie and on (lie whole to provide adequate
analysis and information to guide decision makers. League readers of this document did
have a number ofspecil'ic sugiiestions and comments, which are being submilted as an

addendum lo this letter.

Format Improvements:
[t is worth noting that many League readers felt the format of the SEIS could have been

clearer; this need was most acutely felt in longer cliapters such as Land Use. At the very

least, the Chapter title and subject heading should appear at the top of each page, e.g.
"Land Use: Significant Impacts - Urban Groivth Areas, page 35." Headings within [he

text need to be coupled with subheadings, e.g. "Mitigation Measures - Mitigation
Applicable to All Alternatives". The lack of delineation made il very easy for readers to
lose their way amidst the numerous and repetilious topics and subsets of topics. This

could be easily remedied in the Final document.

Analyze Proposed Changes:
One of the main purposes of Phase II of the Countywide Planning Policies is to provide a

framework in which decision makers can consider possible refinements lo the CPP and the

consequences of these refinements. The alternatives as framed in the DSEIS do provide a

framework for analyzing the consequences ofimponanl clioices. To the degree that such
choices email major policy shifts from the adopted 1992 CPP, such as reconsideration of
the issue of business parks, the final SEIS needs lo be sure that probable consequences of
such proposed actions are clearly spelled out. Tlie questions posed by the City of Seattle,

which appear in the DSEIS, poini out the need for this analysis.

Consider Modification of Urban Centers Criteria

We understand that the Final SEIS as currently planned will contain a preferred

alternative. As we stated in our comments before the Metropolitan King County Council
on Febmary 9 (see attached) we believe the SEIS analysis would be enhanced by minor

modification of the Urban Centers Criteria in order to belter evaluate this alternative and it

meets the SEPA criterion of "reasonable". Such modification might include a return to the

"hierarchy" concept contained in Vision 2020, an acknowledgment that some nominated
centers might not meet the criteria within the 20 year planning period, or the suggestion
appearing in the mitigation section of the Land Use chapter of the SEIS (p. 51) that the

cities could be provided with more flexibility in defining the "geographic extent" of the

urban centers. Tliese proposals are not mutually exclusive, and all bear serious

consideration.

Urban Growth Arc.is/Boiindnrics:

The League is concerned about (lie location and stability of the Urban Growth boundaries,

especially the so-called Urban/Rural Line. While there may not be a 100% correlation

between the location of the main Urban Growth Boundary and the ability of Urban

Centers and other urban areas to attract growth, there is clearly a relationship. If the

UGA is to be used as a major growth management tool. as GMA says it must, llien we
should use it with care. and in very deliberate concert with the other tools at our disposal

so that they work together in a balanced way to achieve the desired ends. Lessons learned
from the Portland UGA experience include the fact that sprawl results from a loo-large

urban growth boundary, and that tools must be identified to assure that the rural areas
immediately outside the line do not develop in ways lliat preclude later urbanization. Tlie

SEIS addresses these matters tangentially; the FSE1S should provide more focus to this

discussion.

Regulatory Reform as Milig.llioii:
The League supports the eRbrts now underway at all levels of government to relbnn our

regulatory system and to rationalize and simplify our existing body of codes, regulations

and laws. The issues ofregulatory burdens, their impact on growth management, and (lie
need for reform have been noted in the SEIS in appropriate contexts. We tliink one facet

of this is particularly worth mention. Tlie Governor's Regulatory Reform Task Force is

looking ai the idea of reducing SEPA requirements for projects which comply with

T/^ ~8 Comprehensive Plans and locate within areas targeted for growth by tliese plans. For

areas such as Urban Centers, this would provide a major mitigation for the delays and

expenses associated with the permitting process in large jurisdictions. In conjunction

with the pre-application design review/dispute resolution process envisioned by the
Magnet alternative for urban neighborhood development, this could significantly ease (lie

frustrations and burdens now encountered by proponents of urban projects. Botli
proposals are mentioned in the revised Economic Development Policies and alluded to
briefly in the body oftlie SEIS. We believe tliey deserve more attenlion in (lie Final SE1S

as major mitigation measures.

Monitoring and Evaluation Needed:

Finally, we join many others in endorsing the Magnet proposal's support for a strong

monitoring and evaluation program for all facets of growth management planning. We
agree with the use of Benchmarks and Indicators as key tools in this effort and strongly

suggest that lull public participation be used in their development. The model used by
Sustainable Seattle in developing its recently published Sustainability Indicators was a

good and broadbased process which should be considered for use in growth management
benchmark development at the local and county level.

Please note the attached specific comments from League members on llie various elements

of the SEIS. Thank you for this opportunity to comment,

Sincerely,

'^'ft.D^HQSt

Jan O'Connor. Pres.
LWV Seattle

s^i.^. i^^^__

Belinda Pearson. Pres
LWV Lake WA East

•-yi^^t^'iw-. C <s-Q.LcT>^-u_^

Marion Callioun. Pres.

LWV King County Soutli
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THE CITY OF REDMOND
I'lANNINC. DI'I'ARIMINI

"ISH7^C.^

February 28. 1994

Mr. Jim Reitl. Manager
Planning and Community Development Division

Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
5Mi Sucornl Avenue
Scanle,Wasliinyn>i>yStU4

Suhjucl: t'nmnicnls on the Kinn County Draft Supplcnienlal Environmental Impact
Statement for Amendments to (he Countywitle Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

Thank you for ihe opportunity to comment on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement (draft SEIS) for the amendments to the Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs). As you

know, Rcdmond participated in the development of the current countywidc planning policies and
the amendments. Redmond will continue to participate in this process and the designation of the
urban centers through the Growth Management Planning Council aixl olhcr appropriate ronmi.s.
We appreciate King County acting as lead agency for [he amendments.

This letter focuses on broad issues as pointed out by the SEIS. As a result, we may propose
amendments to lliu Cl'l* policies llirough other tbrunis. In general, the draft SU1S is a useful and

adequate discussion of the potential impacts and mitigaling measures for the various alternatives.

Urban Centers Alternatives

It appears lliat llie Iburlcun urbnn cenlurs atlcrnalive lias many sii;ni(icant advantages over the
other alternatives. The fourteen centers alternative allows greater locational choice than the eight
centers altcmalivc. This will help capliirc |;rowlh lliat wants to locate williin a spccil'ic area ol'
King County and that would locate in an urban center. ifone is available in that area.

\Vhilc for some purposes King County operates as a single real eslalu market, (here arc wide
differences :n locational pretercnccs. These prcrcrcnces are based on many factors including the

location of jobs or employees, proximity to contractors or services, proximity lo other uses,
unmet market demand, personal preferences, and diflering types of amenities. Some of these

".iiisn"'" "[0\io-~ ""SHINC"' •vm- r \X(.'1)1,'-" ••• IH • (.?

Mr. Jim Rcid
February 28, 1994
Page 2

LA-5

LA-9

preferences arc imporliinl I" Ihe rcgi>in;it yniwtli ni;in;iycnicnl slnilcyy. l-'»r c.\:nii|ilc. cnnlilinj;

people to live near their jobs by providing more job centers has the potcniial lo reduce Iratdc

congeslion, air pollulion, and sprawl.

The eight centers alternative designates five centers in Scntlte, one in l^cltcvue, and one in

Rcnton. Tills leaves litryc pitrts of the urban area without :i center (o nccxunnioilatc ynnvth.

growth that will take place outside centers, frustrating the regional slralegy. l-'or Ihis rcasun, it

appears that the 14 centers alternative belief meels regional growth manngemunt goals and the
goals of the Cirowlli M;m;igci)iunl Acl.

'I'lic dral't SKIS concluilcs tliat llic Ibnrtccn cenlcrs altcnuitivu is likclv to luivc llic lc:isl

environmental impacts over the long term. "I'liis conclusion appears r;ni»nat bcc.msu .illluiuyli

the fourteen centers alternative will have Ihc greatest impacts within (he cenlcrs, it presents the
best potential to reduce trips while enhancing Ihe movcincnt of people am,l ginufs, um! slioulit
tlicrelbre result in rutluced air pollulion. "I'lic luurtcun ccnlcrs altcnialive is tl>c ino.st compact,

will consume the least vacant land, and will reduce pressure to convert resource lands, rural

nrcas, iwd existing residential ncighborho<Kls to urhnn uses.

The fourteen centers alternative will also work better with a lighl rail sy.slcm. Ifllic tiyln rail

system includes regional altraclion centers lo inlcrcept trips anil aggregalc trips I'or llic liylil riiil
routes, the fourteen centers will be the logical attraction sites and provide the best fit with light
rail. llic roiirtcen ccnlcrs nltcnuitivc ivdiilil also work well willi nllicr liiyli c;>|);icity Ininsil

systems.

Perhaps the grcalest concern with llic lourtccn ccnturs altcrn.ilivc is wlicllicr Itierc will In:
adequate growth to develop Iburtcun urban centers. The SEIS shows Ihal a Iburtcun centers
alternative will capture signincanlly more growth in urb;in centers Ihan (lie cij;;lil ccnlcrs

alternative. In aildition, the fourteen ccnlcrs altcmativc will help ensure Ihal c;ip;icily is available

to meet demands beyond (lie current twenty year planning horizon.

lliose who favor lcwcr centers cite a concern thai more centers wilt mean less public money
available For invuslments in each ccnlcr. Actually, it appuars more centers in nmic cilics will
mean more public investment. A greater mitnbcr of centers will cncournyc more U)c:il

governments to support the use of regional money for investments in centers. In addilion, tllu
more local governments that are involved, the more local sources of funding for centers.

Therefore, 14 centers will likely trigger more investment in centers and increase the cliance of
long term success.



Mr. Jim Reid

February 28. 1994
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Recommended Data rfirrcction:

The draft SEIS says in several places that (he 14 centers alternative does not have sufficient

housing capacity based on existing zoning. See pages XIV, 14, and 29. In particular, the draft

SEIS on page 29 states that oflhe six proposed centers added beyond the eight centers, only the
Kent central business district has capacity to meet the fifteen households per acre criterion for an

Urban Center under current zoning. This is incorrect. Under current roninj; adopted in late

1993, the Redmond Downtown Urban Center has the capacity for 7,826 dwelling units. This

translates inlo 19.3 dwelling units per acre. Enclosed with this letter are several tables that show

Redmond's currenl capaciiy to accommodalc residential and employment growth.

This point is raised not only to request lliat the analysis be corrected, but also because decisions
on the suitability of an area for urban center status should be based on the comprehensive plans

and development regulations adopted to comply with the Growth Management Act. As noted

above, Redmond has adopled a new do\vntovvn plan, zoning, and design standards. These

provisions will be incorporated inlo our Growth Management Act comprehensive plan and

development regutalions. Besides providing for a residential density of 19.3 dwelling units per

acre, the plan and zoning provide for 83.5 employees per acre.- The new design standards also

promote superior urban design. As of December 1993, the Redmond central business district

complies with all of the urban centers crileria in Ihe Countywide Planning Policies. Olher new

Growth Management Act plans will also likely show similar levels of compliance. These efforts

should be noted in the revised data charts.

Urban Centers Criteria

An important purpose of urban centers is to "support an extensive transportation system lo

reduce dependency on automobiles." (King County Countywide Planning Policies, p. 20). To

fulfill this piupose, according to transit studies, the center criteria should allow the designation of

urban centers thai have large numbers ofemployees at high densities, that will generate
significant numbers of transit trips, and that can be well connected to residential neighborhoods

through walking, hiking, transit, and other alternative means of transportation.

Unfortunately, the existing urban centers criteria discount the importance and benefits of nearby

housing at transit supportive densities (8 housing units per acre or greater). The existing criteria

require all the housing to be within the centers. If these criteria are not met, areas with

significant job concentrations and less housing cannot be designated centers despite their close

connections to housing.

... . :., i,^ .•.;'..i'i!' iJ^aiiiii^tt&iAy^i-
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Retaining these criteria will frustrate regional efforts to contain growth in two ways. First, (lie

region will not recognize these areas as Ihe major regional assets they are. This may result in

infrastructure investment policies which discourage new growth from localing in these areas.

While some of (his growth may go to urban centers, some jobs will locate in more scaltercd areas
that may not be as suitable for accommodating development from a regional growih management

perspective.

Recommended Chances to Ihe Urban Centers Criteria-

To avoid these problems, the urban centers criteria should be modified to give more flexibility in

designating urban centers. In particular, the crileria should allow tlic dcsignalion of urban

centers that have major job concentrations and that can be tied lo nearby residential areas through

walking, bicycling, transit, and other appropriate means. There arc criteria, idcntilicd in transit
studies, that can be substituted for the existing criteria.

The draft SEIS identiFies changes to the urban centers criteria in the Counlywidc Planning

Policies as potential measures to mitigate likely impacts on urban form (sec page 51). These

changes should be considered. By incorporating changes to the urban centers criteria similar to

those proposed in the draft SEIS, significant concentrations of employment can be rccognizetl

arid impacts generated by urban centers can be reduced. The changes will also allow urban

centers to better fit within the existing development patterns in the region and local communities.

Finally, the Countywide Planning Policies should be amended to provide a process for

designaling urban centers and manufacturing/industrial centers in the future. As the region

grows and develops, more urban centers and manufacturing/industrial centers may be needed.

For example, the Growth Management Act requires that urban growth areas and dcnsilies wilhin

urban growth areas be evaluated every ten years. If the concept of a permanent urban growth

area is to be retained, more urban centers may need to be designated over time. Similarly, the

new economic development policy amendments to the Countywicle Planning Policies require lliat
King County jurisdictions plan for a 10 percent increase in manufacturing jobs. lliis will require

the designation of new manufacluring/industrial cenlers in the future.

In addition, during the comprehensive plan review process, some cities may decide to amend or

withdraw Iheir current nominations. The urban centers process needs lo be able to accommodate

tliese changes.
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The Proposed Ainenilmcnts to the Countywidc Planning Policies

Several proposed amendments to the Countywide Planning Policies may be enacled in 1994.

The proposed Countywide Planning I'olicy amendments should contain an effective date that
will allow local governments time to implement them without disrupting their efforts to meet ihe

Growth Management Act deadlines set for 1994. Since the amendments will likely not be

adopted until late spring, il will be dil'ficult to modify proposed plans to incorporate all of the

amendments. A two-year phase-in period would be appropriate.

The ideas contained within the proposed gfTordable housing amendments provide a rational way

to meet pressing needs. Redmand has long supported actions to increase affordable housing.

Redmond was one of the founding members ofA Regional Housing Coalition (ARCH), the

Eastside tow- and moderale-income housing partnership. Over the past fifteen years, Rcdmond
has provided areas suitable for mulli-family housing and other afTorilable housing types. We

also allow accessory dwellings, manufactured housing, and attached housing in most residential

neighborhoods. These efforts by cities arc not recognized in the amendments.

The proposed affordable housing amendments may need revisions to give adequate credit to

local governments that have worked to provide affordable housing. The monitoring

requirements should also be designed to use readily available data and to reduce monitoring and

reporting costs where appropriate while meeting regional and local housing goals.

The Fiscal and Hconoinic Development Task Force amendments to the Countywide Planning

Policies, and the modifications suggested by the Suburban Cities Association, are also useful.

Again, monitoring and reporting burdens on local governments should be the minimum

necessary to achieve our regional economic development goals.

Redmond is also participating in the regional groundwater water purveyors aquifer policy

development group. As you know, this group is preparing amendments to the Countywide

Planning Policies to address aquifers that provide drinking water. We will be working with the

other local governments in the region during the adoption of these policy amendments.

Mr. Jim Reid
February 28. 1994
Page 6

Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft SEIS. [fyou have questions,

please contact me at 556-2447 or Tim Trohimovich at 556-24 17.

Sincerely,

"RoLc-^?- t~&^-S^^HA><J^i ,

Roberta Lewandowski. AICP

Director of Planning and Community Development

Enclosure

ec: Honorable Rosemarie Ives, Mayor ofRedmond
Redmond City Council

Tim Trohimovich, Lead Planner, Growth Management Projecl

o:\l;vi\timiro\scisccp3 .doc
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Jurisdiction Dislrtct

EMPLOYMENT SUMMARY

1993 Base Year
OKlco Retail Induslnal

(By

Tolal

Jurisdiction and District)

2010 Forecast Year
Oldco Retail Indunrial Total OlllCC

PioieclEd Change. 1993 lo 2010
Retail Indusinal Tola)

j Rcdmond j Educalton Hifl

{ Grass Lawn
Nonh Rodmond

j__pv(Hlake
. HodmondCDD

S.E. Rodmond

i Samm. VaHey

Viewpoint

Willows

090
147
22

16.095

2,427
740

1.698

36
1.601

0
7
0

1,512
1.061

139
0
0

53

93
0

20
'jsm

293
4,827

4.172

0
1,722

083
IM
50

19.70B
4.679

5.0CM

5.070

36
3,377

1,0611

J571
61!

31,135!

7.824 ;

5.499,
2.1181

;3C1
3.247

1B!
25!
19'

1.71) '

3.255.
884;

0,

0
SB!

93'

0
33

2.861

H3
6.353

<.556

0
1.750

1,172

181
)«

36.750
11.220

12.737

6.674

36
5,051

'"I
'°i
39'.

K.2<0l
5.397 i
<759!

420]
0;

l.S<6|

18
1B
19

199.

1.294
7<5

0
0
5

0:

0
5.

1.578
•ISO

1.426

3B4
0

28;

189
27
63

16,90;

6,541
6.933

80<
0

1.674

Sublolal

I KitWand Easl Kilkland
Wosl Kilkland

"247456T

). 2051
B.OG.lJ

3,672

2,767
3.200

12.6101

SMI
2.6001

40,741

6.138
15.959

Sl.137 I

2.187;
10.735 I

5.969'

3.037 ]
4.546 i

15.889

1,579
3.8)8

73,934

7,895

20.722

26,681 I

~mv
1.931

2,297'

270
1.346.

3.271

584
1,228,

33.193

1.757
<.7C3

] King Cly.

SubloUI

Easl Northshoro

North Unkin HI!

South Union Hi«

West Northshore

10.149

e.no

133
495

4,112

5.968 i

3,690 I
~STT

J35L
1,099V

3,683

2,401

<s
1,193

1.066

22,088

12.706

27)
1.943

7.347

12.982

9.932

655
837

6.335

7.583 i

6.381

372
561;

2.466;

5.<9S.

6.786

138
I.187i

2.443

28.617

23.608

1.177

2,600
)1.7t5

2,834 I

3.8221

5221
-342j_

2.2231

1,616

'UM
291
326
567

1.812.

<.305
93'
^6"

1,377

6.520

10.902

906
657

4,368

Belle vuo

Sublolal

Bellevuo CBD

East Oeiievua

North BsElovue

South Betievue

W»sl Bellavuo

10,850

14.764

12,331

15.574

4,997

9,381

5.013

3,506

i.uno

5,907

2,306

904

'1.7B5

1SG
1,297
4.820

118
384

22,267

21.637
20,7-K

20.U5

7,921
11,198

1T.7S9

23,357

14.754

18.127

6.709

6.805

9.760

5.278

2.104

6,514

2.762

97<

•,0.554

156
1,876'

5,581

us
551

39,100

32.952

23.996

32,585
10.089

11.880

6.909'

-8.5MT

2.<24 |
2.553|
1.7121
~<24T

3,847

1,771'

224,

607.
<56'

70!

5.769'

Oi
"579^

7601
Oi

186:

16.833

11,315^

3.227

3,920

2.168

681

Sublolal

Grand Tolal

I 57,047

I102,501

14,5031

30,0561

6,7561

27.8411

90,1911

175,286|

72,7521

154.6301

17.633!

<0.84S |

8.262

40.220 •

Hl,502|

253.)53|

15.7061

52.129'

3,130'

10.889

1,525

12,378

-2^3TT|

77.B5SI

Cily of Redmond Planning Dspsflmenl

RESIDENTIAL UNIT SUMMARY (By Jurisdiction and District)
U-Flb-94

1983 Bait Y»r iOtOFofuitYUt Piojtded Chingt. H»l lo 20)0

SF MF Ton

I Radmon^ EducaUon Hill

Gras* Lawn
Ndlh Rndmond

Ovxlaka
Re<tmonct CBD

S.E. Redmond

Samm. Va&oy

Vwwpoint

WlllOWI

2.832

1.S36
235

1.555
81

us
75

t.472

6)2

2.295
836

0
2.279

1,031
773

248
1.023

1.068

5.127

2.372

235
3.834

1.112

1.21B

323
2,495
1,680

3.1521 3.022

1.596: 877

3.937 0

).M5' 2.137

2< ; 2,736

2.209 1,371

93 8S1
1,698: 1,176

1.2»0i 1.223

6.17<

2.A73

3.837

4.022

2.760

3.580
944

2.874

2.503

320
60

3.70;

330
.57

1.764
18

226
668

727
41

0
.142

1.705

598
603
153
155

1.0<7
101

3.702
1M

I.M»
2.3E2

621

379
823

Subtolal

KnUand East Nikland
West Kukland

a.eo

2.794

6.072

9.553

2.354
7.516

18.396

5,148

13.588

15.874 ;

4,282

6,978

13,393 I

2.767 I

9.366]

29.267

7,049

16,344

7,031 !

l.<88!

906!

a.»4o|

_"3L
1.8501

10.671

1.901

2.756

King Cly.

Subtotal

Eatt Northshot»

North Union Hill
South Union Hill

Wsl Northshoia

8.866

11.044

2.731

2.603

15597

9.870

2.000
20
58

4.082

18.736

-13.CM<

2.751

2.661
19,373

11.2CO 12.133

17.490 2.6M
4.050 37
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February 24, 1994
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J. Terry Lewis
Corporate Director
Local Government Adairs

The Boeing Company
P.O Box 3707. MS 1-1-49

SeaIllc.WA98i84.2207

^fe0 f--^^

Fomsl G. (Bud) CoHey
Vice Presidem
Government Affairs

The Boeing Company
PO Box 3707. MS 14.49
Seanle. WA 98124.2207

Hay 26, 1992

s/yf/yvc

J:N-Z-

Jim Reid, Manager
Planning And Community Development Division
Parks, Planning And Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104

RE: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for King
County Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

On review of the Draft EIS for the Countywide Planning Policies we
find that the analysis does not address all concerns we expressed in
our letter to the County Executive of May 26, 1992 regarding the
Countyvride Planning Policies (CPP's). See attached copy. While it
may be necessary to address these policies on a very programmatic
level, the analysis should provide decision makers with suflficiently
detailed information to make decisions.

The Draft EIS has efFectively documented all discussions of the
policies that have occurred to date and identified a number of future
data sources, but it has fallen far short of an effective policy analysis.
Until and unless the impacts of the proposed and alternative County-
wide Planning Policies have been quantitatively assessed and
compared, we do not believe it meets the substantive requirements of
the State Environmental Policy Act. More importantly, it provides no
objective basis for the county, its citizens or its major employers to
make effective decisions.

We suggest that the Countywide Planning Policies be mudilied to
conform to the level of detail that can be adequately analyzed and that
analysis of the detail in the current CPP's be deferred to compre-
hensive plan adoption. The level of detail contained in the framework
policies is inappropriate for this stage of analysis.

Sincerely,

J. T. Levns

Enclosure

sxr^^vc

The Honorable T1m H111
King County Executive
King County Courthouse
516 Third Avenue. Room 400
Seattle, Washington 98)04-3271

Re: King County Proposed Growth Management Policies

Dear Mr. HU1:

This is In response to your letter of April 10. 1992 to
Mr. Frank Shrontz, Chairman, President and CEO of The Boelng
Company, seeking comments on the proposed King County Growth
Management Policies. He thank you for the opportunity to
participate.

Our initial review indicates that the proposed policies
will have a significant impact on Boelng's ability to do
business 1n the County, as well as a substantial Impact on
employees' ablHty to find affordable housing. The proposed
policies win also significantly Impact suppliers who are
located In or are considering locating In the County. Indeed.
we are concerned that the policies do not reflect a basfc
premise in your letter — that "quality of 11fe begins with a
job." And we are concerned that these policies. If adopted as
proposed vou1d severely endanger the general economic vitality
of the Northwest.

He offer both general and specific coi~nents on the
proposed policies. Our general comments are contained In this
letter, while suggestions for specific language changes w1l1
be submitted within the next days.

1. A NEED FOR BALANCE

Your letter Indicates that the proposed policies are an
"attempt to balance economic development with environmental
concerns." He do not believe that balance has been achieved.
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The policies view economic and population "growth"
m negative terms:

solely

The effects of growth are obvious. King County has
the fifth worst traffic mess In the nation.
declining air and water quality, flooding aggravated
by development^ and escalating housing costs. Many
of the schools are overcrowded and local governments
are struggling to pay for increased demands for
services to control crime and to provide critical
human resources.

ff£7^/^£7 While these are certainly Issues we face because of
unmanaged growth, growth also provides many of the very
benefits that make Puget Sound attractive. Me cannot afford
an over-emphasis on the "problems" of growth any more than we
can afford to Ignore those problems. Ignoring the benefits
growth provides, and falling to adopt policies to protect and
encourage a strong economy, Is not good planning—balance Is
Indeed required. In fact, the establishment of a manageable
economic growth rate would seem to be a prerequisite of
policies intended to manage the adverse Impacts of qcowth^

The legislation upon which these policies are based
recognizes this need for balance. The GHA was not designed to
eliminate or even Umit growth; It was designed to ensure
adequate planning for growth. The GMA recognizes that
unplanned growth is a danger and that sustalnable economic
development is a aoa1:

The legislature finds that uncoordlnated and
unplanned growth together with lack of common
goats expressing the public's Interest In the
conservation and the wise use of our lands.
pose a threat to the environment. susta1nab1e
economfc development, and the health, safety,
and high quality of life enjoyed by residents
of the state.

2. ECONOMIC POLICY

He recognize that the proposed policies contain an
"economic development" element, but suggest that 1t needs to
be substantially strengthened. While the policies would
establish a goal of economic "sustalnablllty." they do not
address an economic goal of balanced and manageable growth.
The future existence of the current economic base cannot be
assumed. Instead, the County must embrace a goal of

. manageable economic growth. Only with both growth rate and
growth management goals, can balance can be achieved. He
suggest that the policies establish a growth and employment
rate as a goal — a goal that. If met, could provide the
strong regional economy we a11 seek, but that also allows the
adverse effects of growth to be managed. <—.-..
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Your letter Indicates that comments made by the King
County Development Council at your request were integrated
Into the policy framework. He have reviewed those policies
and find that the concepts and policies they offered are not
adequately reflected In the proposed policies.

3. IMPACT OF INEFFECTIVE REGULATION

Effective planning policies must recognize that one of
the more substantial threats to quality of life In King County
is the Impact of local government and the quality and
effectiveness of regulation Imposed. The dupUcative,

iyff^f^V/7 time-consuming, costly land use permitting and approval
processes pervasive In local government Is no secret. The
quality and effectiveness of our land use permitting and
approval process must be substantially Improved if growth Is
to be effectively maintained and managed. To our knowledge,
no other state has both a Growth Management Act and a State
Environmental Protection Act. Excessive costs of development
\n the form of Impact fees. SEPA mitigation measure's and
permit conditions threaten economic vitality. Me believe that
an economic fiscal and policy Impact analysis should be
completed to assess the potential Impact of these proposed
policies.

4. AFFORDABLE HOUSING

He support the goal and poUcles to provide affordable
housing. But other factors may defeat successful
Implementation.

As the President's Advisory Commission on Regulatory
Barriers to Affordable Housing concluded, local jurisdictions
should attempt to remove regulatory barriers to affordable
housing. The Commission recommended specific strategies to
remove barriers to affordable housing:

1. Education of. the public on the cost and
effect of regulation on the affordabiMty of
housing.

2. Elimination of over zealous wetland
regulations.

3. Elimination of exclusionary zoning (e.q..
large lot single family zoning).

4. Elimination of regulations that exclude
manufactured housing from residential zones.
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5. The provision of adequate land for a
variety of housing types and densities.

6. The elimination of excessive site
development regulations.

7. Development of a one-stop permitting
process.

8. A comprehensive and systematic review of
all development regulations and admtnlstratlve
procedures to Identify excessive, dupllcatlve,

•7£y£-fW£; °'!_"n"ec???a'"y barriers to housing
affordabUlty and opportunity.

King County planning policies should address these
very Important Issues.

5. OVERLY DETAILED

The proposed policies seem to go beyond the specificity
required by the GMA. In particular, the great amount of
substance contained In the policies preempts the GMA's goal of
retaining local control over land use regulations. In fact.
while the GMPC contains some representatives from cities In
the County, unincorporated county residents have had Uttle
chance to provide their views during formulation of the
proposed poUcles. Contrary to the GHA. detailed policies
will impose sharp limitations on cities ability to fashion
appropriate local land use decisions.

For example, the proposed minimum employment for urban
centers Is 50 employees per acre. The basis for the density
requirement ts not apparent. The maximum proposed for the
Boeing Everett plant under a recent EIS Is about 33 employees
per acre, on a very developed site, that generates millions of
dollars of revenues to state and local government. These
policies would appear to preclude that type of plant In King
County.

6. UNFORESEEN EVEHTS

The proposed policies seem to give little attention to
unforeseen circumstances. Planners and policy makers cannot
realistically assume that nothing more Is to be learned as we
proceed through the next twenty years. For Instance, many of
the proposed policies contain language suggesting perm;
land use designations. It Is unrealistic to believe that no
unforeseen circumstances could alter the basic assumptions
underlying the policies. The poUcies should provide
alternatives and analysis for differing economic situations,
population impacts, and transportation schemes.

The Honorable Tim HiH
May 26. 1992
Page 5
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7. STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

The Impact of the policies should be carefully analyzed
under the State Environmental Policy Act. He are also
concerned that the County has undertaken no study to determine
the economic, fiscal and social Impact of these policies. The
proposed adoption of prior existing environmental documents
without a comprehensive and detailed supplemental
environmental Impact statement suggests haste rather than
care. Me suggest that preparation of an environmental Impact
statement be embraced as an opportunity to provide the full
analysis these policies deserve, and to provide the foundation
from which a balance between a manageable growth rate and
growth management policies can be struck..

Me are especially concerned that the absence of an
adequate EIS means the absence of analysis of alternative
policies. That Is. the impact of the policies proposed must
be compared to the Impact of other alternative policies. For
example, the Impact of policies that emphasis control of
assumed growth must be evaluated against the Impact of
policies that would promote manageable growth and effective
local government land use regulations.

8. INTERNAL INCONSISTENCIES

He question whether the proposed policies are Internally
consistent. Nlthout weighting or prioritizing goals which may
conflict during Implementation, adequate environmental and
fiscal reviews become even more necessary. Even so,
Inconsistencies seem obvious. For Instance, Increased density
without adequate land supply will not further the affordable
housing goals. And without Inventory and environmental
analysis, capacity and land supply are unknown.

9. NEED FOR THOUGHTFUL DELIBERATION

Hh11e a July 1. 1992 deadline drives the present
adoption process, the Governor has Indicated that a good faith
effort to comply with the deadline will prevent the Imposition
of sanctions for noncomp)lance. Amending the policies In the
future will be a very difficult process. As you know,
adoption of the Countywide policies Is an extremely Important
part of the overall planning process required by GMA. Nov Is
the time to use the resources necessary to achieve a workable
policy document for the County.
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Finally. Boelng also requests that you again consider the
Importance GMA gives to these policies. As you know. the
Countywide policies are the first step to the extensive
planning efforts required under the GHA. They wi.11 form the
very backbone that will control the direction, emphasis and
content of the Comprehensive Plans and the Implementing
regulations that will directly Impact Boeing. Its employees,
and all other King County residents. The County shoulcf
evaluate the growth management policies against a manageable
economic growth rite. Without policy analysis of the
poUcfes. only trial and error can test their effectiveness.
Managed growth must be our mutual goal.

Again, we appreciate the opportunity to participate In
this process and look forward to the opportunity to comment on
future drafts of the proposed policies.

Very truly ^purs.

w.'^
Forrest G. Coffey

ec: Growth Management Planning Council
King County Council

Ct)M.\t^R(:)\l KFAt. I-'STMF M-.K\. K'.t.s

February 22, 1994
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Mr. Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and Community Development Division

Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

RE: COMMENTS ON KING COUNTY DRAFT SEIS,
COUNTYWIDE PLANNING POLICIES

MY OUAUFICA'nONS TO COMMENT

I am a third generation native of Seattle, and I have been a real estate broker since 1956. I

have specialized in large land acquisitions and the subsequent build-out and marketing of over
5000 lots and homes. Additionally, I have been President of M & H Development for 20

years. M & H Development develops single-family subdivisions in King County. I have been
monitoring the GMPC, Rural Task Force and the FIS/ED meetings from tlie beginning of the

GMA process.

OVERVIEW

The Four County Central Pugel Sound Region's version of the GMA has been guided by
Vision 2020, which is a plan that was originally done in the 1980's to justify building rapid

transit by concenlrating dense population iji existing Seattle neighborhoods. This would also
help fund Seattle's old and failing intraslructure (road, water and sewer lines), and would also

support cost of construction in the adjacent out-lying cities by forcing people by regulation to
live and work close to the rapid transit and/or rail lines - essentially, changing peoples'
behavior by forcing them out of their own automobiles into public forms of transportation.

THE PROBLEMS

The behavior of people in the marketplace cannot be repealed by government regulation and
social planning, particularly when done in a vacuum without respect to alt the alternatives

available to the people outside the vacuum - in this case oulside King, Pierce, Snohomish and

Kitsap counties. The plan assumes that there are no other choices. This is incorrect. There

are many other counties in Washington and olhcr states thai would love to have some of our
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pcrccivcil yroutli prolilcnis. I iloubl lliut llicrc's an area anywhere in (hu country that wouldn't
love to have a Booing or Microsoft. In the end, the success or failure of this plan will be
determined by economics of the markclplacc, so we'd better get it right.

To date, the economic impacts of implementing the GMA have not been addressed and are
unknown. I'crlups tin; prohlcm starlcd with (lie GMPC's assuinpliun Ihat Vision 2020 was
good and the only solution. No allier alternatives would work. We have since been finding
ways to justify ihat result. In the past three years of Ihc GMA process, tlic market has
changcil. More people arc beginning to realize thai the King County market is not invincible
and perhaps there are other aliernaiives - or at least it causes people to begin to question the
real costs of this plan.

Another problem has been the nrtificial deadlines imposed by llie lei;islatitrc that have twice
been extended, and should certainly be extended again. IF rcalisiic time lines had been
imposed originally, perhaps local decision makers would have not felt the pressure to try and
revive an on-the-shclt' transportation document (ie. 2020). However, two wrongs do not make
a right. Perhaps it's time with the new Metropolitan Concil, to step back and say, "This is too
important to (lie luluru of our area! We need to do this right! We need to look at all the
alternatives!" Anil there arc other allcmalives not being considered in this SEIS that can
accommodate the yrowlh, protect the environment, be appealing (o tliu markclplace, and be
accomplished for far less money.

My specific SEIS comments are as follows:

[.AND (JSE

I will assume that the reader is aware of the assumptions made by Data Resources Technical
Forum. In all cases (lie maximum yield purniitlcd by y.oning was assumed after tliscounting
for critical area constraints. It is not realistic to assume maximum development yields for the
following reasons: King County has never come close to meeting it's density goals, nor have
any of the suburban cities. There are generally good reasons why close-in properties remain
vacant. In my own case, for example, 1 have three lots in Bellevuc. My house is in the middle
lot and I have no intention of selling or building on the other two lots - but Bcllevue counted
my lots, missing by 66%. A land capacity analysis done by Paragon, Inc. in October 1992,
estimated that D.R.T.F. had over-esti mated capacity by a factor of 3 to 1. I and many other
professionals believe it is closer to 5 to 1. "I'liuy have also missuil the mark on areas lliat will
redevelop, particularly on commercial properties. There is a whole maraud of reasons which
include costs of potential liabililics ofdemolition; the unknowns of hazardous and contaminated
sites (is the writer aware lliat Washinglon State has so far tested 68 sites and put all 68 sites
on the list? What arc the dollar consequences? Very risky.); cost of .relocating during
construction; and neighborhood resistance, to name a few. Market realities must justify
economic feasibility. We must have good data. At the present time supporters are using
smoke and mirrors. Look at the FIS/ED Duwamish case study. IfBoeing could not make the
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numbers work when they already own the land, how can someone else do it who must
additionally pay for the property?

Comment on pages 24 and 25, Imnacts Across County Borders. 3rd, 4lli and 5(h paragraphs:
Quotes, "Statistics on King County share of regional tlnvctopmcnl is on ileclinc from )9SS -

LA-4(a) 47.7% down to 1992 37.5%, and lots applied for and rccwtlvit 1990 Kinj; Cnmily share was
51% declining in 1993 to just 5%." The wrilcr then states. "Tlirse clumsi's in m'livily htive
occurreti in achimcc of wtplcmcntation of the C. /*./*. uml {trc fnoxf likely //»r to other factors."

This astute observation ignores the obvious. Ask any professional realtor, home builder or
developer.and tllcy will lull you it is caused pure and simple by liigli cost ul" land ami by King
County Government over-regulation which has driven up cost and processing time (o lln: point
that newly developed product canrwt compete in ttic m;irkctpl;icu. People arc choosing to drive

f-\0 ~C> longer distances for substantially better values. Nearly two-lliirds ol' the <lcvclopmcnt industry
is gone because they don't have to put up with all this unnecessary regulation in otlier counties
and states. The present C.P.P.'s and (lie urban centers plan is inure government inlcrvenllon
and regulation and will develop an even less desirable end product. People are not moving into
high rises in the cities where there is more criinc, fewer parks, aincnilius ami poorer schools -
they're going ihe other way. I refer you to The 1992 I-'anniu Mae National IIousinc Sun/cv.
one of the most comprehensive assessments ever taken of American attitudes on housing and

LA-9 home ownership. It determined that "80% percent of all Americans said llicy preferred the
traditional single family detached home will] a yard as their ideal place to live." 1 understand
that the City of Seattle has just completed a study that also essentially supports the above

Fannie Mac Survey. Yet the current C.P.P.'s are trying to force over 60% of the market out
of their cars and into high-rise or mid-risc that they wouldn't be able to afford if they wanted
it, which the sludy indicates they don't. 1 doubt you'll Find in;my lenders anxious to loan
money on this type of scenario.

The writer's statement, "A shift in people's general attitude must occur in order fnr this more
concentrated pattern of development fo happen ... to the extent flmt shifts m attitutlcs </o not
correspond with the County's desired allocation of growth, development may begin lo leave
the County and locate elsewhere in the region." This is probably (he most accurate slalcmcnl
in the entire SEIS.

URDAN CKNTHRS

What are the real costs associated with urban centers - costs of replacing the old and resizing
the new infrostruclure? What will be the total costs from start to finish? It is only after you

m-6 havc determined the total cosls including all impacts and mitigations that you will be able to
judge the markelabilily of Ihc product. Only the top 10% (I'll bcl it is closer lo top 2%) of
the income bracket can afford the high rise structures. 1 believe this was borne out in the F1S/
ED Bellevue and Seattle case studies. This will only exacerbate the traffic problem if the other
90% must commute.
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Page 54 - Ui down antinavoiilablu Imreicls - Urban Centers. "Kxisling builcliny miiy be lurn
Vacant land or open spaces may be developed. Thiseplaced by higher density tlevelupmenl

When push cumes to shove and [he urban centers are site specific, will the politicians be there
to stand up to the impacted neighborhood groups? I'll bet not. This is not just adding a few

^ l(d) .ipKrlnicnt buililings lo a nciylllxirhaud - lliis is a wliulc new lifcslyle - (lie nciBtiborhoods will

come unglued when they undersund.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Page IX, second sentence states, "Our soul is thai proacUve nalicies and slratesies will provide
strong stimulus fnr economic expansion." What are they specincally? Let's get (hem out on
Ihc [able and measure lllcin against all Ihc costs and see if lltc markcl can allbrd tlicm. Will
employers pay and lenders lend the added costs of vertical construction and subject their
employees and cuslomers to the fruslrations tliis plan wants to force upon tlicm? Or will tlicy
simply move their business to an area that is more friendly to the automobile and their
employees' and customers* preferred lifestyles?

Page X. Rxccutivc Summary - "77ic ectimimic unulysis to he proviilntl hy the FIS/KH Task

Force will examine the costs. parliculurly in regard to their impact upon individuals,
bii.tims.ws and [nihlic sector." I have monitored virtually all of Ihu I-'IS/KD ineclings. If I
were a member I would take personal offense to such a statement. The FIS/ED Committee,
in my opinion, which is by far the most responsive and knowledgeable group involved in the

i-^ process, has nut been prcscnled wilh numbers thai will allow ihem to access llie impacts upon
. A-3 individuals and businesses. They have been given some vague, unproven and 1 believe

inaccurate informalion rclalivc to the public sector.

REGULATORY REFORM

None of the GMA strategies and reforms should be implement until their effects arc thoroughly
understood. They can be very harmful to our environnienl, our economy and our way of life.

RURAL

SKIS comments, page 34, under Rural Character Policies slates, "The Rural Character Task
Force asked the SEIS to evaluate the effect of ilown-zoning to 20 or 35 acre minimum lot sizes
in rural areas. " I monitored every Rural Task Force meeting. They ditl not ask for tliis.
After the Task Force recommended one unit per five acres, at the final hour the suburban cities

rto-'l

T<-'t8

15-^

caucus asked tliu GMl'C lo add the request to study 20 "r 35 acre zoning in ihu SI;1S -
suburban cities have a different agenda than the folks who participalcJ in llic Rural Task Force
meetings.

Cotnincnt, pnyc 66, <l'cn[cr_Simuncnnl tmp;tc(. "Totu! c<i.\t.\' fi>r hn'h-f'i\f fnn.\tn u't'inH uf\1

compiiniblc In sin};ti: Jiimily." This is not correct.

Comment, Page Sl - "39% Workers Possihlv Telecfimmuh-rs." If so. wily on earth woulil they
allow themselves to be forced into a lifcslyte llicy dun'l waill?! ll ilocsil'l m;ike .sense!

Page 41. Rural Character Task Force Policies - "The Suhiirhan Cities As.wriuliwi imil llw Cilv
ofSecilllc hcive rcciinimcnilcil rcvisinns U> Ihu Riirnl Clnirm-lcr Tiisk /•'orff />»/i'fif.(." T;>lk

about letting the fox in the hen liousc - these two groups have totally tlil'lcrcnt agciulas llum
people living in rural areas. It would be totally unfair il'the King Counly Mclro Council were
to adupl :uiy ol' lliesc ruvisions witliuut taking il back lu all llic citizens wliu pailicipak-d ill llie
many public meetings that were held.

WATER SUPPLY

CO-16 will rcsull in cxtruinc hardship on rural resitfcnts, as will SRU-l-f. RLI-H ;is
recommended by the Rural Character Task should be adopted.

l>OL.ICE/I:H(.li/l-;Ml-;RUI-:NCY

The report fails (o address law enforcement costs for the urban ccnlcrs' lii(;li dcnsily. Page DO
alleges that, "Previous research indiculcs no strong cwiclusiwis run be i/ruini." Look at Ihc

inner city of virtually every major city in the country being lurrorizcd by 6an8:> •>"tl drug
dcnlcrs. I liavc lived in (lie suburbs Ibr 301- years willi no prolilcnis. I l>;ul occy.sion lliis p:>.sl
year to stay in a Seattle apartment complex for a few months. In four month's time my car
was broken into once and broken into anti stolen Ihc sccoiul time.

TRANSPORTATION

While I could wrilu several pages on this subject, I'll say very litllc, as I believe it will become

very obvious to the general public soon tliat the current GMI'C policies have very lilttc lo do
wilh good planning and improvcinunl of tlic Nnrlliwc-st lircstylu. Inn rallier is a stralcgy
orchestrated by llic City of Seatlle and a few well-inlentioncd but unqualilied, misinlbrmed,
naive suburban city politicians who are justifying a very expensive mass transit project that will
never benefit more than 15% of K.ing Counly's population as lliu "cure all" to growth
management.

When business and llie public undurslmitl llic true meaning of T.D.M. (as the SKIS states on
page 75 TDM, "Encompass any strategy^ aimed at rctlucing roculwuy demand") therels a
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strong possibility'they'll make TDM a real success by voting with their feet and moving to

another area.

What are the real impacts if RTP does not go forward?

The SlilS rulers to centers basuil on high capacity transit, yet there is no analysis of the

impacts of the failure to construct a regional transit plan.

Page 81, Bicvclc - Improvements would include "standardized inclusion of space (bike lane,
shoulder, wide cnrh lime) on arterials, provision of direct bypasses at barriers such as briiiges.
rumpetl inten-hunses. vie." What arc Ihc costs associated wilh this? Will it be cost-effeclivc?
Who pays? Wlint perccnlayc ol' the public will bicycle? Will they ilo it twelve months a year

or only in dry wcalher?

TEl.ECOMMUNICATIONS

Page 81, per "Schneider's 1988 Renort" - "Many jobs can be easily decentralized in the U.S.
About 39% of the work force could be potential lctecommulers." This is another strong
argument against being succcssl'ul in "rcBulatiny businesses and households into cramputl in-

,-•2.8 cily high-rise living, versus the typical Northwest tifestyle that attracted people here in the first
place. It also raises the question of timing and costs. GMPC policies say we should spend
billions of dollars on rail/transit, which will benefit at best 15% of the population (according
to best results of other cities), while tcchnuloyy is at our doorstep now to handle (benefit) more

than twice as many people.

SCHOOLS

•-L/ What are the effects? SEIS does not attempt to conduct an in-depth analysis.

imi.rniis

Costs need to be quanlificd.

If the University District exemplirics urban center densities - 50 jobs per acre - would Bocing,

Microsoft or other big players locate there?

A-Ke)
.\-6

SEIS

Docs not address redevelopment assumptions. It does not address adverse economic impacts
associated with compact urban centers.
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AFFORDAm.E HOUSINQ

"Urban Centers will necessitate large public subsitims." What arc they? This necils lo be

I^Q-I^ looked at. The impact on taxpayers will be quite significant. How tlo these impacts cn'ecl ihc
cost of housing ;unl availability of an'orAiblu lunisiny in (lie <n'croll ln)>isiiij; market?

GENERAI. COMMRNTS

This SEIS ignores important studies and information that is available and relcvaill to llie
analysis.

• 1993 Seattle Water Supply Plan - A 19S5 plan is used;
* FIS/ED Task Force case studies - pointed out several negalivc conclusions .thnl arc

ignored;
:E'^~® • Washington Natural Gas presented an in-depth nation-wide study on "Cost Kflcctive

Density" >o lliu 1-'IS/I;.D. Tlic study totally tlisagrcc.s willi Dtililics, page 151. wliicli

states, "T/ie more concentrated development in urban areas ... the more efficienl cost
-TS-'< effective the utility serrice: and Page 152. wliurc il concluilcs "77if 8 und 1-1 ccnlcr

tittcrnalivcs tire said to have the grcalesl pulcntiul for cwrs)' cfficieni.y {nut posilivc
impact on delivery of services."

SEIS fails to address important questions:

* What are the cost and feasibility of making urban centers competitive with the
j~^-<^ marketplace so that people will choose to live there?

* How do crime and human service problems in dense urban areas affect the ability lo
create quality urban neighborhooils?

* What are the costs of developing needed new water sources and replacing very old
sanitary and storm sewer lines in S.cadle?

^_j3 * Wliat arc the cost impacts and cnviroiuucnlal prublcnis witll rciluvcloping incluslrial
Lft-9 lands?
LA-10 * If Ihe centers don't build out in twenty years. how viable arc llicy? Where will Ihc

growth go? At what cflcct to the environmunl?

CI.OSINO STATKMKNT

I cannot understand how any responsible elected official can make such important decisions
that will affect the entire populalion of King County for years to come. based on (lie vague,
inaccurate information that is covered by this current SE1S. Sure, it puts (lie C.Y.A.
disclaimers in saying we can not determine lliis or Ihat at ttiis time, etc. 11'dial's tlic case, llicn
take (he time to get the informalion before pulling inlo law rcguladons tli;it will change
the lifcstyle and effect the linancial well-being of virtually every citizen in King County.
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I thank you for the opportunity (d comtncnL

Sincerely.

J^^^-^s^-
<A^k 1-. Mclntosh

JI.M.'ss

p.s. As I was putting these final comments toeclhcr I noted a from page article in tlie
Husinuss Juurnul, l-'cbruary 11 ill issue cntiltud, "Retail Space Rcquiremenl puts
Apartments into Hotel Business," by James Epes. This article deals with Seattle's
requirement for "mixctl use" commcreial development on first llour and apartments
above. A current study looked at 51 projects containing 1,445 apartments and 255,000
square feet of commercial space built since 1988 under the City's mixed use code,
which shows -17% of all commercial space vacant. At Intcrbay, three projects have
a 66% vacancy rate (several projects have already failed and gone back to the lenders).
Good ideas may be Ibr Kuropc or other areas but not accepted here in die Nortliwest.
There's a correlation here. Well-meaning planners and politicians are totally missing
the market - forcing urban center regulation withoul a clue as to its effects in the
marketplace. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE get all the numbers, THEN do a market
feasibility before you make law. You're playing with the future of the city/county I
love.
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Alrican-American Agenda

1326 5th Ave. Suite 808 Seattle WA 98101

1206) 624-1256 Fai:(20B| 624-7135

February 25. 1994

Ms. Lisa Majdiak
Growth Management Project Supervisor
Planning and Corronunily Development Division

Parks, Planning and Resources Oepaitmenl
Smith Tower Building

506 Second Avenue. Room 707
Seattle, WA 98104

RE: Comments on Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Miss Majdiak:

Thank you (or the opportunity to respond to the SEIS.

The Growth Management Act was enacted in response to five years o( unprecedented growth in Central

Puget Sound, as well as the defeat of Initiative 547. In response. King County, and its cities, have enacted

one of the most comprehensiuB set of Countywide Planning Policies in the nation.

At the time the GMA was adopted, the Seattle Central Area was not suffering from too much growth and

too much prosperity. Affluent suburbs bristled at too much growth and created the political pressure for

tough CouMfw'uSe Planning Policies and a tight urban growth boundary. Now as an unintentional result,
these policies may force more instability and density in inner-city neighborhoods than is desired by existing

residents.

We have several issues of concern that need to be more adequately discussed in the SEIS: (11 housing
affordability; (21 gentrification: |3| housing mix; 141 neighborhood preserifalion; and (5) moratorium on

manufacturing, business and office park land.

We feel that the tough policies and very tight urban growth boundary derisions may have serious and

negative impacts on Communities of Color and people with lower or fixed incomes. As the housing supply is
artificially constrained, housing prices will go up. We will also see more affluent couples returning to the

inner-dty looking for affordable, fixer-upper homes, displacing lower income owners andfor renters from

affordable housing units. This process is what is known as "gentrification."

IX- 3' ^e dll "°t feel that the SEIS adequately discusses the potential social and economic problems resulting from
higher home prices in general and those impacls resulting horn the genlrilicalion and densification of

H0-<-2-

LA-9

HO-4

currently "affordable" neighborhoods.

As housing becomes scarce and more expensive in the inner-dty, those who can least afford long automobile

commutes are forced to commute the furthest. The SEIS does not fully address the transportation impacts

that result from the displacement created by gentrification.

Further the SEIS does not adequately address tha adverse impacts of forced densification on the character of
established neighborhoods. The Growth Management Act clearly establishes "neighborhood preservation" as a

major goal, and the proposed policies appear to force de-stabilization instead of preservation. Reinvestment
in existing communities, including maximizing infill. is vastly different than forced densificatian of already-

built-out neighborhoods. The SEIS should more fully discuss the impacts on neighborhood preservation.

Relatively new environmental end land use standards, such as traffic mitigation fees, sensitive areas

ordinances, school .mitigation fees, wetlands set-asides, open space dedications, have significantly added to

the price of an average, new single-family home in King County. A middle-lower income family is effectively
priced out of the market. Restrictions on the availability of lumber have also increased the prices of homes.

HO-'-2-

The new Countywide Planning Policies and tight urban growth boundary will limit the supply of vacant land

for new housing as well as the numbers of units targeted to be built over the next 20 years. The SEIS fails
to adequately analyze the "completa housing cost' impacts of the new Couulyw/i/e Planning Policies, nor the
cumulative impacts of all the regulatory pressures driving up housing prices. It is a well documented fact

that the most valuable asset a family has is their home. It is the cornerstone for developing and passing on
wealth.

This becomes exponentially crucial in Communities of Color. If these hard working citizens are to ever
nchieva economic parity, it will most like start with the purchase of real estate andfor small business

development. Affordable housing advocates recently issued a report. The Story of Benson Glen, which details
some of these impacts within King County.

It is projected that the current King County Covnlywide Planning Policies will result in a surplus of expensive
homes on 5- and 10-acre lots and luxury high-rise penthouse condominiums. While many may find this

lifestyle attractive, only the wealthy can afford it. People of moderate means, including most people of
color, who cannot afford these higher-priced housing products, risk being forced to remain renters. The SEIS

should mora critically analyze the housing mix created by the new policies in relation to actual and projected
market demand, particularly the demand for more affordable types of housing.

The CountywUe Planning Policies fix the amount of manufacturing sites at the current level, white nol

curbing the re-zoning of industrial land for other uses. The expansion of business and office parks is
prohibited by the interim policies. These policies will curb future job growth in King County. The

unemployed and underemployed who desperately want jobs like these will remain so as these jobs never
materialize. This is exactly the opposite of what people of color seek.
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We do not seek welfare. We seek the opportunity to work and prosper like all citizens. Our optimism for
increased economic opportunity is dimmed by the "no more manufacturing land" policy. We feel the SEIS
fails to adequately assess the adverse economic and social impacts resulting from such policies. In fact, we

X'i^'3 can find no other local government Ihat has taken the unprecedented step of placing a <fe facto moratorium

on ils manufacluring land supply. Them niusl bo same way to mcrgo the need lo manage growlh with the
need for job creation for People of Color.

We believe in protecting Ihe environment, which has been accomplished by adopting a Sensitive Areas
Ordinance. This protects critical areas. as well as other environmental protections. The debate over growth
managcmcnl policies is largely about what to do with "buildable" land that is not environmentally sensitivB.

Tha SEIS does nol, in our view. sufficiently analyze the probable adverse consequences, resulting from the
interim policies, to those citizens of Color or those who are moderate-lower incomes. Ws urge that the final
EIS address these issues in much greater detail.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

^zl. /h&;6<L^

Nale Miles • Co-Chair

J/^-c?

t-^-'J--!

Fcbniary 14. 1994

[:?irCE-::V£o

^^!; '• -J i^l l^)
Mr. Jim Reicl. Manager

Planning and Community Dcv. Div.

parks. I'lannim; and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
Seattle. WA 98104

Re: Dran Supplemental Environincnlal I|H|CTCI Si;ncnicm (SI:I
for llie Countywide Planning Pulicies (Cl'l's)

Subject: A-3 Maps. Exhibit A ol'tlie Appendices

ReF: Trossachs nronp Property.
Urijilnon's I-iinding Property, and
Bclvcdere Park Property

Dear Mr. Reid:

ESSE;s:£^?^^ S£:IA?£s^lmt ^^^'up<^andz:^s ^T£" ^"^;s^^,se^ass
<£^PZ^^ pla'eau are similar'y sitl-c('. lnd^ "- -cd. k,,o.,, .

C.u'ilh;

l'ni|'.'nn.^

I]1l'i>rp>r.;!t.

''•.'1» "I. I',. ,•:. ..

Ordinance No 10450, adopted on Julv 6 1007 ^,,.,ri,, ;.,...ESESS^?1^'^^^^ s^ s
be evalualuil in the I>h;isc [1 DSF.IS process. " —•••••—••' ' ••"• "r"<">-- ir.^Li-j process

^Tr;,,or,di"ancc No o"."° alloi"ed °" Novc'"bcr 22. 1993. designated an interim
^^am,1^ stMC^W^^"^ Man^tr^"^^;"^
^^c^dire^ slalr;° rec0"'"'"^'^' •he'™K;ZS^l ^^^y^
?S,^:^1.^,!?? "^^aZTX';^ S^i^
m^ss cslat"is"ed by ort"nanw'"'l'loindl;<i«l^'^-^^li^^>i,,^

.^r^^sc'r(l^l';ltrot!"^").;tck""wlu'IS>:s •"»1 "'^" P"'ccls were .,,u,ly.ed in
I«KI B.i.K,tl'ci<DS/::IS, bin „„! included in llie DSI;IS A-3 msm" """ """" ''""'''"' 'VK": "l":"y''e" '"

Hrfllevutf. l\*A <»t<0(17

I'hMttc (2ttA) (.^^.23],

FAX (20A) A^3..^^7S
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Mr. Jim Reid

Parks, Planning and Kesouiccs Dupt.
February H. I'm
Page 2

A variation to the liast S:umnaniish 1992 UGA was also analyzed. This area was not
mapped but rather is a policy slating that the 1993 East Sammamish Plan urban/rural
boundary may be revised pcnthng a yrtmml water aquircr sluily, lfw fmrpwcs of

counywit/f analysis, the tluia fur this line was baseei upon the 1993 East Sammamisll

I'lan urhan'mrol line ajnplnt hy ihr King County Council and the East Sanimamish Plan
Final environmental Impact Statement (FE!S). llic specific geographic location of the
UGA's will noi be ofricially dusignaicd unlil action is taken on ihc updale of die King
County Comprehensive Plan Hiis analysis provided in this SEIS For the CPP's is linutcd
10 discussion of lliu iinpacls ol' tlic designation on a countywidc policy basis only.

fcmphtisis acttk'tff

We concur that the RSEIS should analyn: those parcels added by the East Sammamish
Community Plan Update process. However. we feel that the decision makers who will use
this document wilt be confiiscd by the fact that the analysis and the A-3 maps do not
match. What purpose do ihc maps serve it' they do not match (lie area studied in the
DSE1S analysis?

To avoid confusion, we respectfully request that the A-3 maps be corrected to include the
area actually analyzed, includinu; our three parcels in the East Samnuimish Community
Planning Area

Thank you Ibr your attention to this matter.

Sincerely.

Michael G. Miller. 1> R.

President

MM/ash

Lisa Majdiak
Contact Person. CPP's SEIS Comments

ppMenbbt tir
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[edges

& 1-^oth Engineering, Inc.

lT^-4

iNCINtlUS

HANN1 MS

SU«\/lvORS
AM/FM/GtS

February 28, 1994

King County Planning and Cominiinily Dcvctopmum Division
King Couiuy Parks, Planning nn<l Rcsourci1 i)c)i;irtnicni
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104
FAX: 296-0229

Atln: Jim Reicl, Manager
!

Re: Dral'l .Supplemenlal linvironinciHal lni|);icl Sl.HL-nicnt

for llie Connlywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Kcid:

Thank you for tlie oppurliinity to coinmcnl on lliis ilr.it'l SIUS. We will be niuiling a l<;irtlco|)y
of our comments to you under separate cover.

February 23, 1993. Hedges & Rolh engineering suliniillctl a Idler s>i|)porting tlic mainlines ol'llic
Growth Miinagemcnl Act and ruconuncntling scvcrnl issiius wu lcll could be ol' grcnl importancf
and should be included in llie analysis for (lie tlrat'l SEIS. "I'lie niajorily of our concerns appear
to have been lct'l to a fnlure analysis. Again, we feel it is inipuralivu. early on in lliis process.
to have a broad accounting of tlie general areas of concern the region may liave under the
different alternalivcs. Tllu tlisixlv.inliigu to mil looking at llie liru-itlcr int'rnstrncturc consequences
may be a skewed view of the regional environmental and fiscal costs for the t'uturc. We reqnesi
that our concerns of February 1993 he included in this .Supplemcnlnl Environmctital Impncl
SlaluiHL-nl. Wu luivc incln<iud a cti|)y «l lli.il lctlei wim lliesc CDinnicnts.

It is our undcrslanding the 1'isc.ll analysis is "iuuler sc|)ar;ilu cover" and is H) be used in
conjunclion wilh tllis cnvirniuncnlnl review. ll is impossihlc lo |iro|)erly cvnlunlc only liall' ol' llic
puzzle at a time. In order for elecled otTicials and Ihc public to properly cvalnnlc (lie rcgion.il
picture we need lliat a<ltliiional inlonn;uion. We rcquesi tli.n .uldilnmal coniincnts be ;<ccc|)lcil
regarding Iliis draft SKIS |x;n<ling lllc nsc;ll report.

The draft SEIS and its summary have raised more qiieslion.s than answers. Perhaps lliat is llie
intent. Throughout the tloeument are many "slalcmenl.'i of fuel". However. (he appendix dues
not provide us willi ihe data lo dcvdop :i similar conclnsiiin.

l.U*)ONf-?'?thPt.Su)lc IQt, (loilo'.uc.WoshinQton 98007
s 9*18 vm. f la') 119'

(011 fMOtn. Suite (0!. Puvotlup Wa^hifit)ton<;fc3/?
" ziow.i/ -"• ")<>ei/ i • tt.'^ t>'/1'
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In addition, it is unclear as to why or if the analysis for this document consislently used the most
recent inlynmtion available. Two specinc tlix.-uinenls cuine to miiul. 'I'liu Hrst being the. King
County Comprehensive Plan: Fir'ii Five Years, which was adopted by King County Ordinance
10237. January 13. 1Q92. Although the dral't SP-IS lists several of llie amcmlcd King Counly
Comprehensive I'lan policies in (lie appendix it is very dilTiculI to dcierminc if those policies and

^r^--Z_ land use designations were used in the analysis or if the "1985 Kin" County Comprehensive
Plan", which was died ttiroughoul the document, was iruly (lie base upon which (lie analysis was
made. There has been. of course, considerable changes made lu the "1985" document with
several cumnuinily plan upttalcs and/ur aincntlmcins as well as (lie King County Comprehensive
Plan: Fir<it Five Years amendment to llic Plan.

The second area of docnmentaiion we are concerned with, is the fact that the draft SEIS did not
use the most recent version 01' ilic Sejilllc W;ncr Snp|>ty I'lnn, wliieli was adopted by tlie Cily ol'

ZTJ-8 Seattle in Sepiember 1993. There are several instances where documenls used were "draft" in
nature, therefore we assume (here was some greater reason for not at least using Sealtle's draft
plan. which was released quite a while ago prior to its adoption 5 months ago.

Within the Water Supply section il is clear lliai ihc inlonnnlion used was not current. II is also
very important to note that it is imperative we all undersland that by our conservation programs
we have simply allowed us the time required to develop additional sources. This can not be put
off to the future. There are several avenues which are being evaluated: (lie Pipeline 5 interlie that

Seattle and Tacoma have worked on for years, a possible Everett intenie, potential for expansion

of the Toll River system as well as potential for an underground water source in the Snoqualmie

Valley.

Within the

following:

"Sewer/Septic" section of the document, on page 141, llie draft SEIS states the

xs-e "...The Pre-Countywide Planning Policies Alternative has [he most dispersed growth
pattern which will demand delivery ot" wastewater services in areas that are least capable

of providing them." and "...The amount of growth forecast will result in adverse impacts

on the delivery of sewer/septic services."...and "Analysis of the impacts of Ihe alternatives
on existing sewer/seplic systems was conduced with respect to the allocation of growth and
the policy sels associated with each of the alternatives."

Hedges
& l^othEnQineenng.lnc.

lAISON£2<?thPl.Sutte 101. 3et:ev>je.V;.^iinrfon?&007

(506) SAP <M".S "00 83S W2 'w t2Ct) S;< • ;~:
1011 E Mom. Suite 101. Puvollup. Washington 98372
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Reid - draft SEIS
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Page 3

All three of these statements raise questions sncli as what specific analysis was made? Where i'>
Ihis data, so (lie public may review it'; Isn't tliis in ilirecl cunnicl witli the statement fouiltl on
page 3 of the document:

"...The policies do not provide adequaie spcciFicily thai would allow a quantiiaiive analysis
of the potential impacts of fulnre growth under each alternative...specific baseline
inlbnnatinn. sncli as locaiion of inl'ra'.inicmrt: or capadly ol' inl'rastrucmrc is not available

for use in this SRIS...At'ler it is tlcvelopctl by the iiulivi(lu;il jurisdiciions il can be
aggrc^nleil for a couniywicle mmlysis."

It would be very helpful to review the lechnical data and analysis which was uscil to make the
above delcnninaiiuns.

As sewer district comprehensive plans are functional plans which conlorm 10 the King County
Comprehensive Plan together wiili community plans il slancts to reason (linl previously tlcsignaictl
urban areas either have sewers or (lie uiulerlying capital facility plans in clTcct 10 implement tin:
tliose adopted plans. In atltlilian. il is iin|)<in;ini to nolu tlinl in most urban areas sewur scn/icc
has in facl buun planned ;in<l in vast ;>re;is lias been Imill.

Regarding (lie mitigation measures for both water and sewer tliere has been no mcnlion of

environmental consequences of retrotuiing, which may be required. In addition, lliere is no

r.S-3'z- mention in either section regarding the transtemng o>" conveyance systems bclwccn jurisdiclions
nor the need to purchase capacity which has been built into existing systems (and may have
existing bonds), i

In addition to the above concerns il appears as (hough consicleralion has not been taken regarding
the many regulations which have been enacted since the 1985 Plan was first adopted which

provide firm guidance and regulations regarding water and sewer service as well as developmenl

t^-2.0 wi>hin unincorporated King County. Spccincalty. sewers ARE NOT allowed inlo (lie rural and
resource areas, unless there is clear direction and approval from the Council. Addiiionally,
throughout the document there are indications ol' things thai could or would happen under (lie

different scenarios, thai we know would not occur due to (lie Sensitive Areas Ordinance or llic
recently updated zoning code. Please adjust the document to retlcci current regulalions.

lodges

& 1-^oth Engineering. Inc.

14450 NE 29th ft . Suite 101. Betlevue. Washington 98007
(206) 869.9U8 800-835.0292 FAX 1206) 8o9-1 \10

1011 E Main Suite 101. Puvoltup WoshmQlon 983/2
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Within llic W;iter Qtinlily sccli(»n in.itlequ.ilu attcnlion w;is given lo llic lact lliat (lie Deparlment
of Ecology has live study areas within (lie County. Quite a bit of information regarding the
location of aquifers as well as guidelines are being developed. The document gives the false
impression thai our drinking w;ilcr is very shallow, 25 - 50 feet. In fact. most municipal wells
are in excess of 2UU t'eet in depth with only a few as shallow as 65 or 85 feet. Additional
information in botli (lie Water Quality and Water chapler.'i .slumld empliasizc lliat almost 25% of
the URBAN area of the Counly receives its drinking water from gronndwaler sources. Of course
the percentage for the rural area is much greaier.

Thank you again for the opportunity to make comments on the draft SEIS. We look forward to
hearing back from you on lliesu s|)ccil~ic concerns. It' you woiittl like t'urtlicr cl.irincalion please
do not husiiaiu it) contact mi: ;n 869-9448.

Very truly yours.

HEDGES & ROTH ENGINEHRING. INC.
Bcllevue Office

Helen E. Nilon

ll:\huine\nil..llhlwis.22S

uc: Cuuncilincmhtfr Kent Pullcii. CttMir. Mctro|n>!ii;it> Kntt: County C<*tmcil
Gnry LiKkc. Kmf County Executive aiul Clmir. Growth M ;(«:*»:<? 1110 nt f*);*ii

Cttinn.'iltHtfiiihvr Jmitf tt.>(:titf. Mt.-iropt^itint Kiitt: Cimnty Cuiuicil

U-ci MaJdiitk. Growth Mitti.^etiicnt Projcci Snptfrvisor

John Roth. Hedges ^ Roth Enpintfcritl^. Itic.

mf Council

(Jedges
& K°tn Engineerng.lnc
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Feb. 25, 199"
'H 50? ££. Heirlp Rd..
^noqualpiie, :.t'a*. CPCc5

Lisa Majdlak
Klpr County Flannlrs ard Com-iunity Developnent Division
707 Snith Tower Build Ire.
506 2rri Ave., S81C4

Dear Ms. Hajrilak.

I am writlnc to support the DSEIS for the County's County.iide P]a-ning
policies for several reasors.

I believe tbat tie Ui-ban Centers concept will best meet a multiplicity of
poals. inc2ucling

—naintainirr viable aericultura3 ard resource la-xt uitLir; the county;

—Raintainire a rural 1-tfestyle opportunity within the county, with
He f'ivcrslt'v. open spncc nrri nir'rontlonal opportunit'ios this

provides;
—encourapirw efficient transportation systepss;
—enhanclnp the availability of creatively achieved affordable housinf;
—protecting and inprovlnp envirorjncntal quality.

I support the present urban/rural line corcect as a plarnine tool that will
best provide the diversity ard envlronnental quality ye value in the Pucet
Sound region.

Moreover. I support this clanninp process Itself, nrri urre you to adhere.

as planned, to the July tine schedule.

It is Inportant to up'-old the Integrity of the plnrning process to provide
predictability nrti resolution to prowth issues. I have followed tie county's

planni-.e process sir.ce t.l-e irvolvecier.t uith the Snoqualnie Vulle-/ CoBuiunlty
plan 10 years a?o, arri flnri It amazinr ti-at I must still attord meetirp.s to
rieferri tt-ls plan. Over these years I have watched so-.e attoilrr.<!»s build their
careers on circuiivention and dilution of the county's plar.nine process In my

conCTunity*

Hy eowunit.v renains polarized over eroxth Issues hecauEe tl.ere is ro resolu-

tlon to the plannine process.

My family ard community would be better served if ny enere-les^arri that of
manv'ot.t-flr'peorie over'Uese 10 years ^ad been spent on our children's scr-ools.

open space nrri afforr'aMe louslni;. ratt-er tl'.an followini? tills pl3nn1rK procnsa.
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Tiure is no point exrenl Inf tie title, noncy arc enerpy Involved Ir tt.e planning

process if tte plars are never inpler.ented. or are diluted bevord recoerltiop
bv cortinuec1 attAck over an e"r'l6Esly prolorped process.

Flease follou t..l-e Froscrlbec tl-eli-'e for this plannin? frocess to provlcle

sone prer'ictnbUity arc' stability for my comriunity. Please support the
Ur'"»an Cftrters /*oncect for the diversity arri envirorjmentaS Quality we

vart for our rep'ion.

Tvark you for vcur orr3i'ne effortsl

Sincerely.

—^u^ Y)^
Kary Nort!on
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Comments:

To borrow a phrase Irem Bellnue City Councilman. Ron Smilh:
"Do w want Manhattan or Mayborry?"

Why has Growth Management become an excuse for planning fof MB) il i<i»ai t when whi»i we sant
we wanted It Mayberry?

I reviewed me tranicript Irom Feb. 9. Publte CommenU on DSEIS and lound that many people
ttray-tt Irnm (he point. SEPA was never intended in IdHng us spccificalty how wa mu»t llv<t. It* intent in
1972 "ot to ouUine the impact o( our cholcat. Only iha Plannaii h meii concern lo protect Ihe
envlronmeni torgot *ome social and economic realities. They »eel that thn only way to proieci thai
nrofronment ll to crowd people Into "Ufban Centera" Fortumilely, ihmiio" lhe Public hnnngt proccsi
can wa cw that this is nut Uwbu!unc» of environment and housing that th* public »e»;ks. This isiiutwhal
S6PA damandi nor It thl* what GMA a about

The Urban Center concept Is a good idea. It gtve» people a sense of place. and Knowing when
Ihey »m "then". For torn* It win be within walking or hiking distance, but most of us will dma than. 11 hai
opan space and some cfenf living, it definitely is a pan of our notflnbomoo(Je. Finaih/. we have planner
for enougn communnie* In advance lo not hove 3 ihortage o( "housina to an fconomic cc'imenK-.

What Urban Centers arc not is what GMPC has been portrayino. It is not the i-ill Qia-t hi niritng^
that huv baan outlined. It ckxs no( legular our children to ,1 uiim llttlyh lilu Hong Kong or Botion or
San Francisco, tt docsnt go unnoticed that ali of th* tpflaken 'who alluded to iho<c placea do not choose
to Bv In those place* today. It te of (urther note that most of the people in teitimony who promote hlnh:'-
density Urban Ccnten currently live far away from iha cunters to ^lich Uiey would relegate our children,

Tne urban Center could be "Mayoeny." But. only If we lltten lo peopla ana not planner, ."' "• '•.::
The Urban center thai li aeslraBle win Be a mtx of mu«l and single lamily homu. It win hav^.bU(l(ittt;».
parka and transportation wlhin walking, biking. or drivins diatance. Searrteftfann«»gDoj^^tip^Qt^.
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'93 Residenttsf Pre/sffoncs Sun/ey clcarty demonetrates uiai 2/3's of the pcopia surveyed prefer single
family homes. It also states that n»on than 4/5's of th* paopla surveyed wtih children will only live

^(5-G In a Elngla family ham*, wnn meie goali clearty staled, why is anyona talltlng High Density "Ufban
Centers"?

GMA discusses the usa of existino infratvucturg to accorritnodatd Qrowth This doftsnt mean tear
down our neignnornooas w tian over. The economics xonlwortc L«t alone now we (cd about toting our
neiohbomooas. You can tear down a house and put up another apartment complex and eventually you
find that the fl" water main and 12" sanitBrytw.wrjtttt won't take anymofd Wcwjflcnd upwrth c"tmmy
iipartments with backed up tflwere, Not anyone's visktn at a graat community,

Su»talnablc dnctopmenl and communities are a real concern Tne declarailon mat"new
devctopmcnt t*"rt cotnmunities dont pay their own wtty" i» a fatee statement T^IN C*Ty a/ KJiklnnd's Capitel
Factlitivs Plan demonstratad what our mfrasiructure is worth pet capita. Wtten we further atudled what
new homes ana DuiSnessec pay in Salgs Tax. Exciw Tax. Fee*, and permits wo find that not only does naw
dcvdopmcnl oRsct the inrrastTuctufc innpacta. but proMdca a surplus in Tax Rewmucs. These lax revenue
surpluse* are then liphonad oft to other social needs rathar then dcvetopment tnfrB&tructunt. When was
iha last time you ever saw a txma IECUB (or the Departm«nt oiwellaie?

The quasnon o( offsetting Imwcts ol new conslruclion Is clean/ aemonsualed not a denclency in
taxes ItiVted. but rather not enough return of ty<« collected from new dewlopmtifits. Fortunatcty GMA
oemantK thai taxes ana Taas coEtected must by taked into consideration pnor to collecting impacl fees.
Thts is an tesuo th3t should have encuuraQtng rcsutts when the State will be demanded to rotum its Tax
revenues to msmtain concurrence. This is all in GMA It is the tew All you havn to do ts demand ft

Urban decay n cited a» an essential to be avoided. No one could poisibty diwgree. But the
problam of •wuta niBhl" (a raciEl toim) win nauar be mlUaatcd by any planner. School busing 16 ina sole
cause of migration irem anes. PtOple of all colors aom «vanl their klda Busea. Thoae with reaouices will
not stand for it My mother and orandmother aaendcd the same Hiflh SC*'MX)I (floo&eveft) as I. My chtkirun
win mi.

Arc we running out of land'7 I have climbed alt the tolicst mountains in this state, corn* teverat
times Once from th« top of Baker we could see all the way buyond Adams. Seattle was a spec of dust
amongst the bachdfop of tho msjostic Olympics. It is hysteria 1c declare wa wilt soon hit Uie top of me
Cascades, He&err Resea/crt notei fn a SpriPQ 93 ttucty thai me nni 150 years of settlement of this stale
has only occupitd 3% oT thia alatc't, land for commerce and home». Wif) our itatc't popublion grow from S
million to SO muilon? Tnui occupy 30% imlead uf 3% ut our l.ind7 Maybe in 600 yc*r». In the meantime
da we olan for the ftjture aenerations Mayberr/ or Manhanan?

Thank* for you time on this effort. I am sure our children wit) thank you tool

PJ.-mnnvinoiui'.nip.n c'llfi) .is-i ?? • r.\\ (:'i\;| R^ ;-ns . im) cnf.) B;l/f,.1i;.'

Post Olfico Box youi2 . Bulluvuu. Wuylnnytun . 98ob'J.yU12
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February 28, 1994

Jim Ruicl, Manager
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Depanmcnt
707 Smith Tower Building, 506 2nd Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

Re: DSEIS for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid,

The City of Bellevue staff has had the opportunity to review the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the proposed amendments 'lo ihc
Countywide Planning Policies. We are aware of (lie comments offered by tlie Suburban
Cities Association Caucus to the GMPC and arc in support of those com'mcnis.
Therefore this letter will not reiterate those comments.

These additional comments are offered:

1. Page 36 - Under the "8 Centers" alternative there is the statement that "new

growth is targeted first to these centers, and next to otlier urbanizecl ,ircas with
available infrastructure capacily." CCP policy LU-16 cleyrly states: "Williin llie
Urban Growth Area, growth should be directed as follows: :i) first, to centers and
urbanizctl areas wiili existing infraslruclurc c;i|);icity; li) second, ..." "nic tlraft
sliould be revised to reflect this policy, wherever (his oversight may liuvc occurred.

page.60'!iecond paragraph - Elsewhere in the document the figure of 215,000
dwelling units is used instead of 190,000. 'llie difference slionkl cillicr l)c
explained or corrected.

3. In general the City of Bellevue believes that tlie Bcllcvue Downtown is an urban
center and meets (lie crilcri;i specified in llic Counlywitlc I'lanning I'oticius.
While (lie "I-T ;»ul "K Ccnlcrs" allurnalivc recognr/.c tin's, it woultlbu :i|)|)ro|)ri:>lc
that all the alternatives do.

City of Bellevue offices are located at Main Street and 116th Avu.'me SF
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4. Throughout the document the issue of a differentiation between urban and rural

service levels needs to be fully discussed.

5. The discussion of aquifers needs to be expanded. While the aquifers are
discussed in regards to drinking water, there is no discussion of aquifers in
relation to other environmental values such as maintaining base flows in streams.

Should you have any questions regarding these comments please contact me at 455-6880.

Robert 0. Odle
Principal Planner

Mayor Davidson and Councilmembers

Phil Kushlan
Bruce Freeland
Karen Reed
Lloyd Warren

Nancy Hanson
Malinda McFadden

REALTOR'

SEATTLE-KING COUNTY ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS®

1201S 115th Ava.N.E., Suite 295. KirWand. Washington 98034
(206) 820-3277 (ollice) • 1-800.S40-3277 (Washington Slate) • (206) B20-3346 (Fax)

February 26, 1994

Ms. Lisa Majdiak

Growth Management Project Supervisor

Planning and Community Development Division
707 Smith Tower

506 Second Ave.
Seattle, WA 98104

RECEIVED

FEB 2 8 TO

PCDD

LA-1

LA-1 (a)

Dear Ms. Majdiak:

The Sealtle-King County Association ofRliALTORS lias reviewed the Drall Supplemental

Rnvironmenial Impact Stalement For the Conntywide Plannine Po!iaes_(DSl;iS}. Our

Association represents 5.000 REALTORS. 10,000 members oftlic Puyel Sound Multiple Lisiing
Association, and approximately 500 "affiliate" organizations such as banks and title companies

who work in the real estate industry. Our organization is interested in affordable housing,

economic vitality, and quality of life, and will support legislation that promotes tliese core values.

There are the touchstones against which we have reviewed the SEIS. Wilh this in mind, we olTcr

the following comments:

1. The final SEIS must address shortconiinns in llie land c;in:icitv sinalvsis, ;ui(l tlir cfTrcl of

these sliortcuininrs on llie success or failure of the CPI*'s:
I

The Countywide Planning Policies (CPP's) and (lie SEIS analysis ofthe allernalives arc based on a

land capacity study performed by the Data Resources Technical Fonim (DRTF), a consonium of

City and County planning department representatives. The DR'I'F attempted to measure land

capacity in King Couniy and its Cities by measuring vacant land and rcdcvelopmcnl parcels using

assumptions that are questionable. These assumptions and the problems associated with llicin are

pointed out below:

1. Maxiniuni zoned yield. Tlie DRTF assumed, tbr purposes of measurement thai every

parcel identified would be developed to its maximum zoning Although lliis may be nsclul

for counting purposes, it is not an accurate way to measure tniCLCap.icily, nor is il an

adequate basis upon whicli lo draft detailed land use policies such as ilie n'r's A

tliscounl liiclor recognizing lliat very lcw. il'any, land parcels gel developed lo 100% ol~
their zoned potential, must be included in order lo ascertain true capacity. "I'his was

•REALTOR . is a reg.s'eiea nuik ol inn NATIQMAL ASSOCIATIOM OF REALTORS
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recognized by the Fis/Ed Committee of the Growth Management Planning Council

(GMPC) in iheir "case studies". It is also recognized in the very firsl "bullet point" of the

entire document (SEIS p 1-1). which calls for a "vigorous monitoring efTort to track land

development and capacity" because of the "uncertainties and possible errors in the data".
This is clearly one oflhose unccnainties. 'f'hi: Final SEIS must iilenlify ihe percenlage of

zmwil tivwlo/minil ptilenlial ihal is unavciilahlefnr whatever reason cult! analyze the

effects of this on Iwnt ca/)tn:ily, ami. in lnrn, on the .VMCCf.u- orfuiliirv nflhe CPP's.

2. Develnnabililv orvacsuil nnrccls. The DRTF and the SEIS assumes that every vacant

parcel identified in the capacity analysis is available for development. No effort was made

to calculate the percentage of vacant parcels that may be undevelopable because they may
be undersized, undesirable, or unbuildable because of drainage problems and the like. The
l-'iiml SKIS' must attt/re.vs ihc effvcl of this issue on land capacity.

3. Assunintions reanrdina redeveloDnient, The DRTF. in most instances, identilied
parcels that would redeveloped by counting those parcels where the improvement value

was less than 50% of the total parcel value. If this "improvement ratio" exceeded 50%,

the parcel was considered redevelopable within 20 years. This analysis ignores waterfront,

view and acreage parcels where the value is in the land. In many instances, there parcels
wilt not be redeveloped within 20 years. UK final SEIS must ii/cntify the effect of this

factor un Iwui capacity.

4. Concurrcncv. To date, the DRTF capacity numbers have not been adjusted to address

the eftecl of the GMA and CPP concurrency requirement on land availability. If a parcel

cannot meet this requiremenl, it is not available for development or redevelopment, and
thus is not countable for purposes of measuring capacity. Although this is one of the most

difficult exercises associated with the GMA, it is also one of the most important. 11w

final SKIS must acftlress thv effccl of the concnrrency reqniremenl on land capacity.

5. I.ociiliuii of hisli-densitv zonine. There is no indication that the zoned capacity that

supposedly exists is located near where it needs to be to further the goals of the CPP.

(SEIS p. 32) The final SEIS mn.'il analy:v whclher or nol the tomd capacity is located

properly.
6. NIMBY Hictor. The NIMBY factor in the past has reduced development capacity

substantially in most instances, especially in urban areas. Given that the GMA and the

CPP's call for "early and continuous public participation", it does not appear that this
factor will be limited. 1'lw final SEK mn.'il anuh'ze the effect oflhe HIMKY syndrome on

Irue land cupncily.

7. lnteni.illv inconsislcnl policies. The SEIS has assumed 100% zoned yield on every

parcel in King Coumy. However. specific CPP Policies limit capacity, For example,
Policy FW-23 calls for "urban and rural open space corridors". Another example is Policy

LU-33. (e), which calls for "historic preservation and adaptive reuse of historic places".

Yet another example is Policy AH-3. which calls for jurisdictions to "develop strategies to

preserve existing low income housing ...". These Policies, all well-intended, operate to

reduce capacity in Urban Areas. The ef fuel of these (cwdulher) Policies on land Capacity
rnu.'il he wltirr.'i.Wt/ in //if final SKIS.

LA-2

LA-3

/-fl-ifFi

LA-6

LA-9

/yo-^>

2. The r"i;il SEIS must atldrcss the efTcct of (lie ;ulins(ed Innd canacilv niunhcrs on (lie
CPP's:

The CPP's were written in the Spring and Summer of 1992, based on the preliminary land capacily

figures prepared by the DRTF. Our Association first commented on these figures on February 13,

1992, noting that they appeared to be artificially high. Since that time. the capacity numbers liavc
been adjusted downward to reilect factors idenlil'ied by the ourselves and the DRTF that reduced

capacity. The adjustments have been substantial in many instances. Seattle's original residcnliiil
capacity of 139,797 units was subsequently adjusted to the current number of 95,941, a dillcrencc

of 43,856 units. Seattle's commercial capacity was adjusted fi-om 281,197,4 11 square feet of

building space to 147,303, 671 square feet. a difTerence of 133,893.740. The CIT's however,
were draflcd based on the older and liiglicr numlicrs. Although (lie DSEIS assumes Ihal llicre

is sufficient capacity using the newer capacity numbers, it is silent on the fact that (lie CPP's were

written using the older numbers. Put another way, the DSRIS does not address the fact that the
CPP's were drafted based on incomplete and inaccurate information related to land capacity. Tlw

final SEIS miisl ac/Jress this concern.

In addition, the DRTF also discussed in detail the concept of a using a "6-ycar rolling land supply"

connected with each jurisdiction's Capital Improvement Program as a way to ensure adequate land

capacity. This concept provides a possible answer to the concurrency dilemma. However, tlie

DSEIS only mentions it in passing. More ili'iciis.'inm of this possihle sohiliun i.-i nvtv.'i.viry in the

final SEIS.

3. The SE1S docs not adeauiilelv discuss nmrkct sicccptniicc of (lie f'PP's iiml/nr (lie

conscaucnces ornon-iiccepCance:

According to a June, 1992 survey by FNMA, S0% of all Americans identified the single family

home With a yard as the preferred housing choice. In addition, the survey found that by a 4 - 1

margin, Americans would rather own a home some distance From work than rent within easy
commuting distance. In a related and more detailed survey by (lie Seattle Planning Depanment,

63% of the public identified a single family house as their preferred housing choice, no matter

how attractive "Urban Villages" were made, and, no matter how successfully schoohand crime

problems were addressed in the urban areas.

From these two surveys, it can be concluded that between 2/3 and 3/4 of a population prefers a

single family home, and that they will go to extreme lengllis to realize this dream. In the face of

this, however, the CPP's propose that 61% of all new construction will be multifaniily (SKIS p.

32.)

Thus, somewhere from 24 to 41% of the public will ultimately be unable to live in single family

housing in King County if the CPP's proceed as draHed. Given that by a 4 - I margin, llicy are

likely to commute some distance in order to own a home, a substantial portion is likely to refuse

to accept the CPP's land use pattern.
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The consequence of this is that some percentage of King County's workforce will choose to live

farther out, commuting longer distances to work. making traffic worse and exacerbating air and
waier quality problems This is exactly what the GMA is designed to stop - urban sprawl.

We acknowledge that markets may change over time. and we acknowledge that demographics

LA-11 (c) will also change over lime. However, in the short term. , the CPP's represent a radical change in

the housing mix, one that, from a public acceptance standpoint, is questionable at best.

This is obviously an important issue I lowever, the SEIS only addresses market issues in the

context of housing aflbrdability. concluding that "market forces have a significantly greater impact

on housing cosis and aftbrdabilily than liousing policies", and also that some household growth
may be diverted to less costly parts oF King County or other Counties. (SEIS p. 59 and 66).

Tfw final SE1S mnsl expuntl Us ivview ufmwkcl issues 10 inctnile rvvivw of the effects of market
acceptance or non-uccrplamv tin the .vncce.'is or failure of the CPP's.

•t. The SF.IS inisestinintes Ihe amount orarowlh lli.it will occur in the Centers:

According to the SEIS, 40% of King County's future growth is to occur in the Urban Centers.

However, recently-released "Population and Employment Targets" show tliat only 27% ofthis •
growth is to occur in the Centers. Tliis is a substantial difTerence. Thefmul SEIS must include
the correct pRpnlcnion ami L'mpliwnrn! iillocalimis for the Centers.

5. Neither the CPP's nor (he SEIS contnin a fiscal analysis as reouired by Slate law:

RCW 36.70A.210 (3)(h) requires that Connty\vide Planning Policies contain "an analysis of the

fiscal impact". In the Snoqualmie decision, the Growth Panning Hearing Board for Central Puget

Sound recently ruled that the "fiscal analysis" contained in Phase I ofthe CPP's is inadequate.
The DSEIS admits that it doesn't contain a fiscal analysis (SEIS p.3), but ihat one is being

prepared under separate cover. Apparently, no analysis of this separate fiscal analysis is

contemplated for the final SE1S.

The final SEIS must analyze an appropriate fiscal analysis. Under state law as interpreted by the

hearings Board, this fiscal analysis is an essential part of the CPP's. Put another way, a set of

CPP's is incomplete without one. If the final SEIS does not analyze the llscal impact analysis, it

does not analyze the complete set ot'CPP's, which would mean that is not in compliance with

either SEPA or CMA.

The final SKIS mnsl llwreforv i'MiKiin CHI uccurule unulysis nj apruprrly coiltlncleil fisccil
mialysis.

6. The assuinnlion tli:il increased ttensitv nieslns incrc-.iscil ncieliliorhooil li.irninnv nreds

further analysis:

On page 24 of the Draft SEIS, it is noted that one of the positive impacts ofcompacl luiure

development is an:

* "Enhanced sense of shared public purpose and commitment to neighborhood values throuyh

closer community ties. This impact can be expected to follow from a commitment to higher

/S - y densities when supported by good urban design and a well-conccivcd program ol'public
incentives and education".

This phrase implies that increased density will foster more neighborhood harmony. We fed thai
this assertion needs funher analysis. It is our understanding that a recent Seattle Police

Department survey recently found that a resident of a multifamily unit is between 2.5 and 3 times
more likely to be the victim ofa violent crime than a resident ofa single family house. In addilion,

we understand that overall crime rates are higher in denser neighborhoods than in prcdominalely

single family neighborhoods. We therefore question tlie veracity oflhis statement.

The final SEIS must contain a more tfelaHrd analysis oflmmwi inli'raclions in ilni.wr srtliii);''-

inclniling a itiscn.aion or the effect of density on crime ralvs. It aim mn.'il inclmk on mmly.'ii.'i of

the population's likely responses lo higher crime rates, especially ifllw ('nilcr.'i conlnin tlvnsilies
that promote higher crime rates.

7. The CPP's blnnket assertions (liat hiaher densitv means rcducctl infr:istructure costs

need furllier analysis:

LA-6

LA-4

fto~l

Throughout the CPP's, it is asserted that higher densities means reduced infrastructure costs.

This may not always be the case. We are aware of an instance in which it cost over $800.000 to

increase the size of a water main under a 30 foot wide section of County road. due primarily to
the cost of ripping up retrenching, and replacing concrete. This cost is obviously much higher

than installing a new line under bare or lesser-developed ground. In other instances, especially

within older Centers, it may not categorically be cheaper to "rip up and replace" infrastructure for
a variety of other reasons. The final SEIS must conlain an analyvis ami ttisciiisinn ofilw

comparative costs of replacing exi.-iling vs. inslallinsf new infruslruclnrc.

S. Tlie finiil SEIS must analyze the crTecl ormisstaline laml canacilv on (lie success or

failure of the ArTord.ible Housine Policies:

As mentioned above, our Association feels that King County's land capacity was overstated by a

large amount. If the Final CPP's are based on these figures, a land shortage may result. driving up
land prices in all ofKini; Countx and beyond. This will in turn reduce (lie ellcctivcness ot' many

of the well-intended AtTordable Housing Policies by increasing llie cost ol'all land.even those

parcels that are slated for aflbrdabte housing development. Tlwfnwl SKIS 11111x1 wmly:e ilic rffi'cl

of misstcilvi/ tonit CtifHicily un lunil prices, anj ihe effi'cl oflhis wi llw .(wcr.v.t or failure oflhc

Affunlablv Hon.'iinj; I'o/icies.
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?. TlieJ'in:il S£JS must iunilvze the elTccl of incrrasctl Innd costs on (lie ;ifTord:il>ili(v of
housine:

The SEIS in several locations concludes that the cost ofland will rise in (lie 8 and 14 Centers

Alternatives somewhat as a result ot'the I'olicies, although it opines that the per unit cost may

decrease as a result of higher yields. I lowevcr. in the Atlbrdable Housing section, the effect of
these increases is not addressed as it relates lo the aflbrdability of housing in the Centers. 7'he

fliml SKIS mn.tl coniciin un inuily.'ii.'i ofllw cffi'cl of incn'awil kwt! t.v.'ils on Ifie affurilahle
huu.tin^ fwliciL'x. r.vfnvni/ly in tin' Ci.-nti'rx.

Thank you for tlie opportunity to comment on this most important legislation. As was mentioned

at the outset, our Association supports the Centers Concept provided that affordable housing,

economic vitality, and quality of life can be provided inside and outside of them.

These comments are intended to be constniciive in nature, and any semblance otherwise is
unintentional. Please call me ai the above number widi questions or comments.

Yours sincerely,

^,-n' "^.

Kenneth A. Pease
1994 President-elect

MS.ms
skcar/seis

Federal Way Water & Sewer
P.O. Box 4249 . 31627 - 1st Avenue South . Federal Way, Washington 98063

Seattle: 941-1516 • Tacoma: 927-2922 • Engineering: 941-2288 • Fax: 839-9310
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February 28, 1994

Lisa Hadjiak, Growth Management Project Supervisor
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

RE: DSEXS for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Ms. Madjiak:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the Countywide Planning
Policies (CWPPs). The comments which follow, focus on concerns we
have in connection with the District's role as a purveyor of
municipal water and sanitary sewer services, to a population in
excess of one hundred thousand. as well as on certain broader
issues which we consider to be critical to the long term viability
of any planning instrument, such as the CWPPs. With regard to the
CWPps, we feel that the policies governing growth throughout King
County must, as their primary aim, consider the relationship
between the level and manner of development and the supply and
quality of water. As a result of our long-running experience with
water resource issues, it has become eminently apparent that if the
management of this critical resource is ever neglected, the
consequences may be both catastrophic and irreversible.

The very essence of the cwpps are, and have to be, a basic
determination of the locations in which hi9her density growth shall
be encouraged and allowed and, correspondingly, the areas in which
it shall be discouraged and prohibited. In defining these, the
CWPPs make numerous assumptions about the effect of various
development patterns on the water resource and the cost of water,
many of which we challenge in these comments. Moreover, in our
vision of the best situation, the County would completely reject
the current designations of the Urban Growth Areas as any ultimate
conclusion regarding growth patterns in the County, until such time
.as the implications of these growth policies on water resource
issues have been thoroughly studied. Without putting the horse
squarely in front of the cart, the County risks setting into motion
the instrumentality which may lead to the severe and lasting
degradation of the public water supply. If this is allowed to
occur, growth planning in the future will, by necessity, not only
take these issues into account. but the alternatives for

Donald L.P. Miller
Commissioner

Dale A. Cap
Commissioner

Beverly J. Tweddle
Commissioner
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development will be severely restricted as a direct result thereof.
This, we believe, is not good planning.

Without knowing more about the process to this point, we are not
able to ascertain whether the County has complied with all of the
substantive and procedural requirements of SEPA as it applies to
the preparation and circulation of the DSEIS. While we have every
reason to believe SEPA has been adequately followed, we will
reserve the right to challenge any deficiency in this area which
may be discovered.

Federal Way Hater and Sewer District staff have carefully reviewed
the DSEIS and offer our detailed comments herein. These comments
are in addition to those we incorporate by reference in the
attached letters to the Planning and Community Development Division
dated March 11, 1993 and to the Growth Management Planning Council
from the King County Urban Groundwater Purveyors.

1. The Growth Management Act mandates that the land use element of
Comprehensive Plans provide for protection of both the quality and
quantity of groundwater used for public water supplies. The DSEIS
does not adequately address qroundwater in the discussion of
potential impacts. We understand that the analysis is from a
regional perspective and that details regarding specific impacts
are being left to the local jurisdictions. As presented, however,
the DSEIS does not provide adequate discussion of groundwater
resources and fails to address the extent to which future growth
will impact recharge of those resources and will place additional
demand on them.

The DSEIS fails to consider that certain areas within the county
currently have been or may become designated by the EPA for
consideration as Sole Source Aquifer Protection Areas. The
District is currently in the process of preparing its petition for
designation of the greater District as a Sole Source Aquifer
Protection Area and we would expect that other municipal purveyors
within the county may do likewise. Once in place, the regulations
call, among other things, for the state and municipalities to
consider and implement measures to mitigate the effect of certain
public improvements on the water supply as a condition and
requirement of receiving Federal funding. The implications to the
receipt and utilization of Federal grant funds for capital
improvement projects in such areas can be significant. The
economic and other effects on the development of infrastructure
necessary to deliver urban services in these areas in light of this
should be extensively studied.

Lisa Madjiak
February 28, 1994
Page 3
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He request that the SETS analyze and quantify grounduater impacts
of each and every CWPP and consider policy alternatives—including
but not limited to redefining Urban Growth Area (UGA) boundaries—
that would tend to minimize adverse impacts on groundwater.

2. The document assumes throughout that the majority of
resource/sensitive lands are located in rural areas and that
increasing density In urban areas will reduce impacts on resource
and sensitive areas by reducing development pressure. In
application, this assumption could have a detrimental effect on
groundwater recharge, and other critical areas, located within
(west of) the Urban Growth Boundary by concentrating adverse
impacts within that area.

We request that the SEIS present empirical information regarding
the location of resource/sensitive lands and examine alternatives
(including but not limited to redefining UGA boundaries) that would
tend to minimize adverse impacts on such lands.

3. On page 3 of the Introduction, it is stated that the analysis
of the SEIS considers employment and household growth targets that
distribute jobs and household growth geographically within the
County within broadly defined areas, rather than discrete areas
that would allow quantitative analysis, such as by jurisdiction.
We believe that a quantitative analysis is appropriate at this
point and request that the SEIS perform such an analysis for each
and every local jurisdiction.

4. The Growth Management Act requires an analysis of fiscal
impacts, uhich has not been performed in the DSEIS. He understand
this analysis is being performed by the Fiscal/Economic Development
(FIS/ED) Task Force, and reserve judgment pending our op'portunity
to review and comment on the work of that group, which we feel
should identify impacts on all local governments (not just general
purpose governments) as well as business.

5. Page 18 of the Land Use section notes that land capacity
findings do not indicate whether infrastructure capacity for water
and sewer exists in those areas reporting land capacity under
current zoning. It goes on to say that a more realistic sense of
land capacity will only be introduced as policy discussions advance
and comprehensive plans are prepared. It is our understanding that
comprehensive plans are currently being drafted by most
jurisdictions in King County and that policies are already
developed/adopted. The issue of infrastructure
availability/capacity is critical to the types of land use
decisions being made and should have been evaluated prior to plan
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development, pnrticularly in light of the concurrency requirements
of the GHA. The attempt at diffusing this inadequacy by admitting
it is not compelling.

We request that infrastructure availability/capacity be evaluated
and that land capacity findings be revised, as appropriate,
pursuant to that evaluation.

6. In discussing Urban Growth Areas, on page 19 the document
states that "Urban Growth is defined as growth that makes intensive
use of land for the location of buildings, structures, and
impermeable surfaces to such a degree as to be incompatible with
the primary use of such land for..." The document further states
that"the UGA is a permanent designation. We believe that, prior to
this type of designation being permanently applied to an area,
sufficient data should have been evaluated to determine the
appropriateness of the designation. Given the lack of data
available for inclusion in this DSEIS, we do not believe a
responsible level of analysis has been provided, especially in
regard to water quantity.

Inasmuch as UGA boundaries would seem to reflect the preferences of
elected officials, as well as the data available to inform their
dccision-making, at a particular point in time, we have some
difficulty accepting that current UGA designations are indeed
permanent. Is it the position of County planning staff that the
legislative authorities of the County and cities have no power to
change current UGA boundaries under any circumstances?

We request that the SEIS either delete all references to the
permanence of UGA boundaries or include a formal legal opinion
supporting that permanence.

7. Page 110, Police/Fire/Emergency Response, notes that policies
FW-10, FW-25, FW-26 and CO-1 would assist in mitigating the adverse
impacts of future growth by requiring cities to be the appropriate
providers of local urban services and the County to be the
appropriate provider of countywide services. This fails not only
to" demonstrate how this can benefit the public but does not
account for the many service providers who are neither cities nor
counties. Examples of such service providers include: water and
sewer districts, library districts, hospital districts, 'fire
districts, school districts, PUDs and conservation districts. The
language limits the possible combination of providers that may
serve a given population. In many cases, these special purpose
district service areas are larger than nearby cities and/or overlap
political boundaries.
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Requiring cities to be the sole providers of urban services,
therefore, may necessitate dismemberment of established water and
sewer utilities wherever such services are provided by special
districts that overlap with the jurisdictional boundaries of more
than one City. We request the SEIS specifically identify all such
cases and examine all issues in connection with such dismembernent,
including but not limited to the following: (a) delineate any and
all impacts on delivery of water and sewer service; (b) determine
the effects on outstanding revenue bonds of the affected special
districts, as well as the effects on issuance of future revenue
bonds; (c) estimate new utility tax burdens and/or rate surcharges
to which customers of those special districts will be subject; (d)
identify any utility customers who will lose the right to vote on
water and sewer issues and discuss potential legal and political
issues that may be raised; (e) identify and estimate all other
cost and financial impacts, including thoyc resulting from loss of
scale economies.

Another possibility is that one city may assume complete control of
the special district, subsequently providing water and sewer
service within the jurisdictional boundaries of other cities and/or
unincorporated areas. For this case, we request that the SEIS also
examine the above-mentioned points "a" through "e."

8. Page 116 discusses Policy LU-14 which requires that UGA include
only areas already characterized by urban development because these
areas can be efficiently and cost effectively served by water and
sanitary sewer within the next 20 years. Depending on future
growth and the level of increased demand on services, however, it
nay not be possible to provide certain services cost effectively.
For example, if population growth exceeds the amount of1 available
water, new sources may be extremely costly (such as desalination
plants). These types of issues underscore the need to fully
evaluate the impacts of projected growth throughout the County
prior to making decisions.

9. The Water Supply section (page 125) states that the Pre-
Countywide Planning policies Alternative has the most dispersed
growth pattern which will increase demand more significantly than
others and will likely result in a need to increase development of
water supply sources sooner than the other alternatives. In
itself, dispersed development will not increase water demand. To
the extent that dispersed development implies lower density, water
supplies may be affected favorably througli increased recliarge in
groundwater areas.
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We request the SETS accurately reflect the advantages of the Pre-
CWPP Alternative on water supply and that statements on the
relationship between dispersed development and water demand be
corrected.

10. On page 127, the introduction states that other independent
water purveyors are evaluating whether there is adequate
groundwater to meet the demands for increased water supply in their
individual service areas. It goes on to say that the extent to
which these alternatives can direct growth to reduce demand and
therefore reduce impacts on the existing supply sources, storage,
transmission and distribution infrastructure is the focus of this
analysis. Although this is an excellent idea, we are not aware
that this is being done. Up to this point, there has not been the
required level of coordination for this type of effort to occur.

11. A statement is made on page 128 (and others) which says that
because the Regional Transit System Plan concentrates growth in
urban areas, a positive impact on the source supplies and delivery
of water services will result. This is not necessarily true—
existing lines may be inadequately sized to serve these areas and
may need to be replaced, which is generally more expensive in
heavily developed areas. At the same time, concentrated growth
occurring over aquifer recharge areas may have a negative impact on
source supplies.

Additional growth will not only create further demand for water but
also create more impervious cover which keeps water from
infiltrating back into the ground to replenish aquifers. At this
time, aquifers are the major source of supply to over 100,000
people in the Greater Federal May area, and nearly 400,000 people
countywide. This may have an impact on existing water rights and
may therefore bring into the picture the possibility of "taking"
claims. We request the SEIS include a detailed assessment of
impacts on groundwater supplies for each and every CWPP and
identify and assess the efficacy of alternatives—including but not
limited to alternative UGA boundaries—that would minimize negative
impacts on groundwater supplies. We further request the SEIS
provide data, applicable to the instant situation, supporting the
contention that delivery of water to higher densities will reduce
costs.

12. On page 129, under the magnet alternative, it states that a
higher percentage of households would locate in rural cities and
adjacent rural areas "where major improvements to water storage,
transmission and distribution systems may be needed." According to
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the GMA, it is unreasonable and inefficient to expect urban
services to be provided in rural areas. Please clarify this
discussion.

13. Page 130, under Mitigation Measures, coordinated planning
efforts are listed and it is noted that King County would continue
to require that local purveyor plans be consistent with other
applicable plans, policies and land use controls. The GMA requires
that the land use element be reassessed if probable funding falls
short of meeting existing needs for public facilities. Please
clarify this discussion.

14. Within the Stormwater Management section, under the main
findings (page 132) the last paragraph lists mitigation measures
including impermeable infiltration galleries. This appears to be
an impossibility, in that impermeability would tend to make
infiltration impossible. Please provide additional explanation or
correction in this area.

15. On page 136, the document states that new growth would be
phased into urbanized areas that would have excess infrastructure
capacity. We are not aware of any areas that have current excess
capacity sufficient to accommodate the densities envisioned in the
CWPPs. Please provide additional explanation or correction in this
area.

16. The entire discussion of stormwater management fails to
recognize that, within groundwater recharge areas, stormwater
management practices affect water supplies. Under current
practices, stornwater is managed as a type of sewage to be disposed
of rather than a key element of water resources; any recharge of
groundwater that may occur through retention/detention facilities
is incidental to the main objective of reducing overall system
costs by decreasing peak runoff rates.

We request the SEIS revise all CWPPs dealing with stormwater
management within groundwater recharge areas to require complete
protection of groundwater resources. We also request the SEIS
consider policy alternatives—including but not limited to
redefinin9 UGA boundaries—that would tend to minimize adverse
impacts on groundwater. In addition, we request the SEIS include
analysis of all potential water rights issues that nay be raised
under each and every CWPP, UGA and planning scenario examined.

17. The desiqnation of Local Service Areas within Urban Growth
Areas (page 139, Sewer/Septic) needs to be resolved. The text
•indicates that on-site systems outside of LSA's are intended to be
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permanent. The LSA designation, as it currently exists, prohibits
the planning and extension of sewer service to these areas. Many
of these existing areas are now within the UGA and will be expected
to be provided with urban services (including sanitary sewers).
These areas have not been allowed to be included in Comprehensive
Sewer Plans and as such, are not included in estimating future
capacity requirements and impacts to the existing system have not
been identified. As long as this designation remains in place,
property within it will continue to develop at densities low enough
to allow on-site septic systems. There is inconsistency between
this designation and the GMA as applied to property within the UGA.
Please clarify this discussion.

The District supports the use of on-site systems. If these same
properties are expected to support higher densities, however, the
property owners should not have to invest in a sewage disposal
system twice. In addition, it may take many years for the property
to "redevelop" and as such will not accommodate projected
growth/densities. Further evaluation should be completed in order
to determine if this type of designation is an appropriate growth
control tool in light of current growth management policies.

18. The CWPPs are intended to promote high levels of density
within UGAs and therefore discourage use of on-site sewage disposal
systems within the UGAs. Properly working septic systems, however,
provide recharge to aquifers, and we request the SEIS quantify tha
loss of groundwater recharge that will result from implementation
of each and every CWPP and identify and evaluate alternatives
designed to preserve and enhance recycling of water resources
through on-site systems.

Under the no action alternative (page 142) it states that capacity
for transmission and treatment is under study. As mentioned
previously (under Water Supply) there has not been, up to this
point, the required level of coordination for this type of effort
to occur. Again, the issue of LSA designations prohibits the
planning for non-LSA areas.

This section needs to address other sewer issues such as NPDES
permits that are required by treatment plants in order to discharge
affluent to Puget Sound. How will additional growth and the types
of growth (residential vs. industrial) impact these permits? What
about wastewater reuse? Recycled wastewater is an underutilized
resource that will be more important as demands for potable water
increase. Biosolids management is another area that needs to be
addressed. How will biosolids produced at the treatment plants be
managed (this is a regional issue). Will composting be encouraged?
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We request the SETS address changes that will be required for HPDES
permits, wastewater reuse practices and biosolids management.

Metro's system is the only one given any attention in this DSEIS.
By not including other wastewater treatment providers the SETS
falls short of providing the necessary level of information
required for the types of decisions facing King County elected
officials. The Water Supply section is also remiss in not including
purveyors other than Seattle.

He request the SEIS assess impacts on non-Hetro and non-SWD
agencies.

19. The Sensitive Areas and Resource Lands section on page 155
states that the King County Sensitive Areas Ordinance was passed to
meet the challenges and satisfy the requirements of the GMA with
regard to all critical areas except aquifer recharge areas, which
require a different regulatory approach. Where is this approach
discussed? Please provide, details. In addition, the hydraulic
continuity of surface and groundwater should be discussed
especially as it relates to maintaining in-stream flows.

It appears the Magnet Alternative is the only option- that
acknowledges the importance of aquifer recharge areas.

On page 159, the affordable housing policies that call for revising
land use regulations as needed to remove barriers for citing
affordable housing should ensure that any variance granted to one
segment of the population does not result in adverse impacts to the
population as a whole. For instance, if development standards
aimed at enhancing recharge of storm water are waived fqr certain
projects, this waiver could be detrimental to the water supply for
the entire area.

Throughout the document, reference is made to many of the
alternatives and/or policies having positive impacts on sensitive
areas and resource lands in rural areas while apparently placing
greater stress on sensitive lands in urban areas. This issue
deserves serious attention.

In many instances throughout King County, groundwater is the
primary source of drinking water (in addition to meeting other
demands). These groundwater sources are, in many instances,
recharged locally. Elimination of rechar9e to the aquifer will
eliminate the resource. Sensitive lands (aquifer recharge areas)
in urban areas are at far greater risk than those in rural areas
and should be given proper recognition.
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Language on page 161 under mitigation measures notes that the newly
adopted King County Zoning Code provides some additional mitigation
to sensitive areas through, provision of: transfer of residential
density credits (for sending sites with groundwater recharge
values,..*) what is meant by "sending" sites? And how are
recharge values determined?

20. A major failing of the section on Water Quality, as well as a
number of other sections, is that they neglect to recognize the
importance of forthcominc) Groundwater Management Plans. These
plans are required pursuant to R.C.W. 90.44, which anfccdates GKA
and .with which GHA must be consistent. Although Groundwater
Management i'lans arc not yet available in final form, existing
drafts cast serious doubt on the feasibility of protecting
groundwater quantity and quality under the current CWPPs and with
the densities envisioned under current UGA boundaries. We request
the SEIS address the likely impact of Groundwater Management Plans
on the CWpPs.

The section on grounduater (page 175) includes information that is
not accurate for the Federal Way area aquifers. Our principal
aquifers are located at a minimum of 150 feet in depth (as opposed
to 25-50 feet) This section contains very little information on
groundwater resources and, in fact, most of the discussion beyond
the first 3 paragraphs relates to surface water. We request the
SEIS include accurate information for all aquifer systems.

Under significant impacts, a statement is made that existing
wastewater and drainage systems are degrading water quality
thresholds. This type o£ statement warrants some explanation
regarding what type of wastewater systems and which drainage
systems are degrading water quality and what water is being
degraded. Please clarify these statements.

The discussion on page 176 dealing with the degree to which
pollutants affect reqional and local water resources is incomplete
and should include information such as depth to water table, type
of constituent and type of intervening material. Please correct
this discussion.

The assumption is made again that water quality is least negatively
affected when growth occurs in urban areas. Please provide
empirical information showing how urban development, as envisioned
in the CWPPs, is optimal for water quality protection.

Septic systems are also mentioned as potential sources of
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pollutants to surface and groundwater sources. Except for
unusually shallow aquifers, septic system failures cause problems
for surface water rather than groundwater. In the case of Federal
Way, our shallowest aquifer used for municipal purposes is 150 feet
below the ground. Water travels through this 150 foot "filter"
prior to reaching the aquifer system. Septic systems in the
Greater Federal Way area may are provide as much as one million
gallons of recharge per day. We request the SEIS provide an
accurate discussion of septic systems, their benefits and potential
problems.

On page 141, under mitigation measures, impacts should include the
loss of recharge resulting from the elimination of septic systems
in urban areas. It is also stated that in general, growth
concentrations will deliver wastcwater to the Metro system where
there is adequate capacity. The City of Federal Way has nominated
itself to be an Urban Center. This designation will result in
significant growth impacts including those to our wastcwatcr
treatment and transmission capacity. Additional growth in the
Federal Hay Area will not impact Metro's system. A reference is
also made that local service districts will need to make extensive
capital improvements in order to accommodate growth and provide
urban level standards of service. Once again, the LSA issue will
need to be resolved.

Under impacts of alternatives, it is assumed that the
infrastructure is least affected when growth occurs in urban areas
where existing sewer service is provided by Metro. Metro is not
the sewer service provider in all urban areas. In addition,
impacts should include the elimination of septic systems and the
resulting reduction in groundwater recharge. ,

21. The DSEIS states "The County also has significant ground water
resource^." Please specify the ground water resources under County
control and/or jurisdiction and identify the relevant Department of
Ecology permits granting water rights to the County.

22. The DSEIS states that Issaquah has an aguifer recharge area
"directly beneath downtown Issaquah." Since downtown Issaquah
would appear to consist mostly of impervious surfaces, we suggest
the subject area be described as a "former" or "defunct" aquifer
recharge area.

23. We support policies, such as those mentioned on page 182
regarding protection of plants, animals and fish as these policies
also provide for protection of water quality and quantity.
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24. He support policies, such as those mentioned on page 203
regarding protection of the natural environment as a key economic
value in the region.

25. cwpp LU-R4 calls for the County Council to "convene a meeting
with municipal elected officials to determine a process for
disbanding the Washington State Boundary for King County and
establishing criteria to oversee municipal and special district
annexations, mergers, and incorporations..." We have the following
comments and concerns: (1) a single meeting among elected
officials is inadequate to address the myriad of issues involved
with abolition of the BRB; (2) municipal elected officials should
include representatives of special districts, whose customers may
be negatively affected by this action; (3) the BRB currently is
authorized to review assumptions of jurisdiction, as well as
annexations, nerqers and incorporations; (4) any replacement for
the BRB should provide for due process, including judicial review.
We request the SEIS specifically the foregoing issues.

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to review the DSEIS. We
hope our comments will assist you in developing a final document
that will serve the needs of our citizens and their elected
decision makers. Please let us know if we can be of any assistance
to you. I can be reached at 946-5428.

Sincerely

Steven H. Pritchett
Legal Counsel

C: Board of Commissioners
Steve Weineke, Director, Engineering S Technical Services
Roger Brown, Director, Administration & Finance
Mary Duty, Principal Planner

Federal Way Water & Sewer
P.O. Box 4249 • 31627.1st Avenue South • Federal Way, Washington 98063

SeaHle: 941-1516 • Tacoma: 927-2922 • Engineering: 941-2288 • Fax: 839-9310

March 11, 1993

Ms. Lisa MadjaiJc
GMA Project Supervisor
K±ng Caun-ty Planning and

Community Developnenl:

RE: Countyvide Planning Policies - SEIS Scope

Dear Ms. Madjaik:

On behalf of the Board of Commissioners of Federal Way Water and Sewc
District, I am writing to let you know of our concerns regarding Kin.
County's Countyvide Planning Policies as they relate to protection a
aquifers. Our concerns, which generally parallel those previous 1'
expressed to you by Union Hill Water Association, are as follows:

&• Overall Environmental Protection (pg.9)

FW-3 t 4: These policies address management of water resources. I;
should be clearly stated Uiat: land use activity coapetes vit.*-
natural recharge of aquifer systems. Policy FW-3 sfaaulc
include mention of water quantity in addition ta quality.

C. Aquifara (pg.10)

CA-5: The policy calls' out protection of putolic health as an
objective; the importance of cp-oundvater quantity as it
relates tg aquifer recharge areas shoul.d also be emphasized.
Best management practices within aquifer recharge areas should
include protection of water quality, quantity and
availability. *

D. Fish and BildUfa HaAitat (pg.10)

CA-8:

2.

CO-7:

This policy should include aquifer recharge as one o( the
functions provided by natural drainage systems. Runoff and
discharge from development should take this into accounC.

Conaarvation, EICiciancj,
Technologies (pg.-tl)

Cost Bffactivenaaa and Nau

This policy encourages water reuse and reclamation for large
comaercial and residential developments and for high uater
users such as parks, schools, etc.

The policy should contemplate recharge of aquifers by proper
management of stora uater and on-site septic systems.

Donald LP. Miller
Commtsaiorwr

Dale A. Cap
Commissioner

Beverly J. Tweddle
Commissioner
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1. Ortoan »»t<r and Sawr flyatana Baquirnd (pg. 42}

CO-ia: This policy states that urban water and aauer aystana are
preferred for nav construction on axiatin^ lots and shall be
raquirad far new subdiviaiana. Existing aaptlc systaas are
allowed as long as duisitiea and physical condi-tions are
appropriaf and as long as the aystaas are allouad by the
ralavant Jurisdiction.

Properly working aeptic aysteas nay provide recharga to
aquij:ers, which in certain cases are a major source oC water
supply. Routinaly •lininating properly working systems in
aquifer recharge araas could cause adversa environnental
impacts by reducing the supply of potabla water. It would also
result in substantial coses to the proparty ounar to pay for
sauar installation. This policy should ba rnwritten to include
special requirenents in aquifar recharga areas -

m addition to addrasaing tile foragoing specific policies, wa f««l t&at^-
the S2IS on County-ffide Planning Policies shoald idantify the location^.
of aquifar racharga areas, discuss tha potantial iaparts on water
quantity and quality by locating urban centers and urban grovth araas in
aquifer recharge areas and identify and discuss po-Cantial Mitigating
naasuras.

I£ you have any questions, pleas* call Mary Duty at 946-5.415.

Sincerely,

)̂oA^c<. GcLf
Dale A. Cap, President
Board at Camnissioners

DAC/Uaa

c: Board of Connissioners
Roger M. Brown, Director, Finance and Adninistration
Stava Wianake, Director, Enginaaring t Technical Services
Don Young, Diractor, Oparations
Steve Pritchatt, Lagal Counsel
Mary Duty, Snvironnantal Planner
Dick chapin, Inslea, Beat, Doezie t Rydar, P.S.
Onion Hill Wacar Association

L
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l-cbruary 23, 1993

Lisa Majdiak. Growth Managcmcnl Project Supervisor
King Couniy Planning and Communuy DcvclopniCtit Division
707 Sinilh Tower. 506 Second Avenue
Scaule. Washington 98104
FAX: .'201:; 296-01 !y

Re- SEPA File Number NPA9302 1 SA
Couniywidc Pl.inning Policies Pliaiic II

Ms. Majdiak:

Thank you for the opportunity to commcnl rcganling the scDping lor llic S1:1S fur the prupnSL-cl
Coumywidc Planning Policies Phase II.

Hedges &. Roth Engineering. Inc. would like to commend the clTnn and dcdicaiiun wlucli has been
nxhihitnl by ihn siaffmt'kmh(*r< we hav/* wnrk-rd wi)h fhrnughnut ihis pha<;c ofihc rcgiupnf iinnf'>incniatinn

of the siaic Growth Managcmcnl Act.

We suppon llic stale mamtaics found willun Hic Growtli Managcincni Act ami woulil lake ihis opponunily

to suggest Un; fullowing:

The SEIS aliernativcs should provide inl'urmauon as 10 the locaiion of existing infraslructure. This
should include water, sewer, electrical, gas, and other ulililics.

Areas lacking capacity or with unfullilled capacity should be identified. The cosis. boih economic
and environmental, should be idsntified.

1

The SEIS should provide a dislinction between the treatment capacity and the conveyance system
capacity issue (i.e. METRO vs. ciiy/spccial purpose disiricl facilities).

Mitigation strategies should be defined for all of the above. How will existing conlracls with
agencies, such as the City of Seattle for water, be resolved? How will conveyance mains
purchased via bonds, dc. be transferred lo oihcr agencies?

In areas where utililics will need to be relocated due lo ciiher an increase (in) tlcnshy. c.xpansion
of facilities or alteration of existing roadways, the SEIS should identify boih areas of impaci for
each allcrnalivc in addition to the regulativc, conslruclion and cnvironmenial costs.

How will the proposed policies impact cxisiing and fuiurc regional and local facilidcs such as
reservoirs, lift siations, clccirical subsialions. dc.?

f^u\St;yo<:*\Sh'tS lir

tAd50 Nf- ?(?? Pl. Su»re in 1. Bei'evue. Wasnmoton 98007

(2S6; 869 0;.)8 8SG 335 CSW f"X IXli'i 8o9 I !9C
t011 F Main Suite i0) Puvoilup. Wo^ngian 9tf37?

(200) 8.i0 08.17 800SM984? fAX (;0o) B.K)t>?17
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Ms. Lisa Majdiak
February 23, 1993
Pace 2

What are the siting and service area implicaiions of the allcrnalivcs?

What arc i!ic implicaiions of "enc<turaginc" jgrowdi into the ccnicrs vs. allowing growth lo occur

ai a natural pace wiihin ihc urban area.

Have llicsu alturnativus taken iino accounl llic cnunnuus (revisions l») areas witliin Uic Soos Creek,

Tahoma/Ravcn Hcighls, Nonhshore and Easl Sammamish Communiiy Plans? These plans have
taken or propose lo take hundreds of acres out of (he urban dcsignauon, in addition to the 53
square miles proposed by the Growth Manaycmenl Planning Councils' rcdcsignalion of the urban
and rural areas of King County.

What will be the transponaiiun and environmental consequences (regarding) [he need to retrofit
utiliues wilhin the urban areas to accommodate Ihc increased dcnsilics?

In June we expressed our concerns regarding the May 5. 1992 DeierminaUon of Significance issued for
the Proposed Countywidc Planning Policies. The comments we expressed al ihat lime still apply. We
hsv; :r.c:--&^ "AFF;^^ A' of cur June 19th !c:;cr ;c Ccandl.Tic^ibcr Audrsy Gragsr wiA this packsgc.

Like you, we arc aware of the great amount of regional resources which have been expended to create,
not only the proposed policies and alternatives, but (also) the consensus of the members of ihe Growth
Manaccmcnl Planning Council. The quality of life we wish to preserve may be al risk wilhout proper
consideration of alicrnativcs and impacts. The Growth Management Act allows us this window of
opportunity to assess those allcrnaiivcs and impacts. Please use our future wisely.

Please do not hesitate 10 coniaci Helen Nilun. our Guvernnicmal Affairs Liaison al 869-9448. or me if we
can be of funhet assistance with this mailer.

Very truly yours.

HEDGES St ROTH ENGINEERING. INC.
Bcllcvuc Office

John F. Roih. 1c., P.E.
Iffchai

ec: Kin( County Cuuiicitmumbtfft
Growth Management Planning Councilmcmbcrt
Hdcn E. Nikm. Hal(cs Sc Rotli Engineering. Inc.

(rcvucd 2-28-94>

lodges
& |<om Engineering. Inc

ftVuyt2\dou\SEB.IU

I<U50NE 2«in Pl. Suite 101. 3e"eui-e Wasnmgron 08007
"rui> «o9-W.'« •"".a35-02'3? '•."•'^,1869-1'""

1011 E Main. Su.le 101, Pu»al;u6. Washington «83;2
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Jim Rcid. M.'ni;igcr
Div. of Phiiuiiug and Couitminily Development

707 Smith Tower Building
5(16 Second Arc.

Scnlllc. WADSKM

Dcir Mr. Rcid.

I Iravc Ihc rullowing coniincms on llic US1:IS fur llic Counly Wiilu I'laiining I'uticics.

I. This DSI:IS iti:nlct|ti;itcty niuily/cs itinncruui; iniiwcts of the |iro|ws:il :ttul tlic nltcm.itivcs. WAC 1^7-11-

U6tl(4)(d) ruiuires diiccl and jndjiccl impacis ol';i piopos:il lo be aiuly/.cd. 'I'lic |>ni|>us:il ;nnl llic ;iltcni:nivcs

scl precedents regarding land use. These prcccdcnls will produce probable si|;ni(ic;nu adverse iinpacts, Tlicsc
prolKibtc sii'.mHc:uH mtversc inip:tcts :irc oitiiltcd or iti;i(lci|tnlcly niuily/ril l:or CN:HH|>IC. how <lo ttic

allcnulivcs compare wilh respect lo imiucls to llic l.irBcly mral walcrslicds nliicli will bcuomu uikiini/cd as a

result of this action? What are the probnbtc significain adverse impacts of nut complying with (he GMA?

2. Ttiis DSEiS huidcqinilciy aiuilyxcs niiiigntions for llic propostl and c:tdi :illcninlivc. I-'or cx:niiplc. witl

basin planning niilipnc impacts? In wliich xvalcrslicds u'ill basin plans be ini|)lenicnlcd? Could basin plans

be iiitptctiicHlcd :ts :i required or proposctl iniligation in b:isins not prcscndy included in b;ism pl:iits?

3. WAC 197-t 1-442 encourages agencies to cvaluntc the nllcnmlivcs in tcnns ofnltcrnniivc incaiis of

nccoiiiptistiiiig a staled objective. Wlial is the objcclivc of this nction? Wlticli nltcrnniivcs nctticvc lliis
objective? How do llic rclntivc cnviroitHtCtitiil iiup.icls comp:irc I'ur (lie dill'crcnt attcniiitivcs lliiit tiiccl (lus

objective'/ For cxainptc. what will impacts be to salmon habitat in llic Sitoqualinic Basin for tlic propossil :ind
each nltcnmlivc? Untcss tins SEIS analyzes ciiviroitmcniat iinfKicts witli rcgnrd to liow well c.icli attcrnalivc
acliicvcs the sUilcd objective, it is ttiitdctputtc. Witlioul lliis :ni:ily;;is. cluKtsuig l>ctivccn (lic:i!icni;i(i\cs willi
regard to cnviroitincnlni iinpncts is nol possible.

4. This DSEIS is iititdcqunlc bccitiisc il docs not niuilyy.c an :ippfuprintc f:wy,c of tiiiu^iikitis/nlicnunivcs Imr
cxaniplc. one oftttc pritiuny objcciivcs oflitis .'ictiuit (I thiuk. (lie DtUS is nol clc:tr on olycciivc.s). is to hrittK

King Coinily inlo compliance willi llic GMA. One orihc GMA's goats is to csinblisli ;i long tctin. tlcfcnsililc
urtKin/mral line. This DE1S only considers one locilion for llic urtaii/rural line, Wlui arc lliciprolublc

signidcinl adverse iinp:icls and approprialc niiliB;nions iflliis line is niorctl cast imo picscntly rural arcis?

E.\(cnding Mc(ro scwcr to properties cnlirdy wHliin the Snoqii.ilmic Dnsin n'ill overturn long sumdiiig Conniy

policy, why were probable sigitincnitt mlvcrsc iinpacls of (his nction ignored?

5. This DEIS is iicwlcqiulc bcciusc it docs nol ;niiil)-/c imp.icls oflhc \'m H:isl S.-nnnuunsli Coinmunily
Plan locating (lie urbnti/riiral line sumcphicc otlicr lluui ll>c GMl*C's rcconnnctidcd loc:ilion. Tlic GMI'C tnay
move (lie mb;iit/nir;il line os n iniltg;ttion. but this rcitsonnhlc itnfipiilion is iil.so oiniucil ;tiul not inmfyy.cd in

lliis SEIS. Wlnl are llic probable siBnincint adverse impacis if llic urtaii/niral line is locilcd alllic 2U5 n
clcvalion conlour of Pnllcrson Creek in llic Siioqiulmic Basin? (which iswluillic I'm Easl Satnnnmish
Coinitnnnly Phi) has done. a fiicl wliich was itinpproprinicly oiniltcd from tliis SRIS)

Tliaiik-yoit for the opporlunily to pitrlicijKtlc in Ihc process.

Sincerely.

^— A^--^-'
Tom Snndcrsoit
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February 25, 1994

Ms. Lisa Majdiak
Project Supervisor
Growth Management
King County Planning & Community
Development Division
Smith Tower
506 - 2nd Ave. *707
Seattle, WA 98104

Dear Ms. Ha j disk

This letter is a comment on the SEIS for the County-Wide
Planning Policies. I believe that the utility of the
document is severely limited by the inadequate amount of
information on market forces behind the changes in housing
and employment patterns, plus information regarding existing
and planned infrastructure.

In my opinion, the County should examine the patterns of
change of both housing and jobs and compare those to the
planned targets. For example, if the planned nix of housing
styles in the future emphasizes multiple dwelling locations
in urban centers to a much greater extent than today, what
changes in demographics support that? Is this where
families will be living? What societal changes are
necessary to make this type of housing more desirable than
at present? What economic changes are necessary to make
these dwelling units comparatively more affordable?
Furthermore, what changes in local comprehensive plans will
be necessary to effectuate these policies?

A similar analysis should be performed on planned
employment. It is also my opinion that the County should
analyze it's existing infrastructure to determine how

Page 2.
February 25, 1994

will it meet the planned targets, what changes, if any, are
^A/--/ necessary to meet those targets and a cost plus required

effort to make those changes.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

Regards,/

:.E3?J^David Schooler
President

DS/tc



.NTS ON TUE DRAFT ENV»ONMENTA1. IStPACT STATEMENT FOR TIIE CTPS

FES/

COMMEN

To: LisaMajdiak

From: Ruas Segner FIS/ED Task Force member.

Here are my specific commcnu to sections of the draft with pages noted. ""

p. 24 In the discussion of compact development contemplated in the plan, the analysis cites
several significant positive elements of the CPPs. One of these is possible reduction in long
tcnn costofscmng new development, but goes on to die that "there is no firm conclusion on
this complex issue". It does recognize "Other work suggests however, that compact
dcvclupmunt may require high costs for rehabilitation of existing in&astmcture in already

developed area".

My comment is. "If there is no conclusive data thai indicates costs would be reduced under
denser development, while at the same time, it is recognized that the cost of redevelopment is

going to be higher, the argument for density as a strategy is yndemuncd because such
dcveTopmcnt will be inherently noncompetiuve with altematives. Thii is definitely going to be
so for multi-siory dcvdopmenU such a5 the new Fred Hutchinson facflities at the south end of
LakeUnion even if no additionsd expenditures were needed for iii&astructure because the land

bass is costlier by a factor of 10 to 1, at least."

pp. 33 & 34 The whole question of capacity is a major concern. Because almost one half of
the industriaVcommerdal capacity calculated is within Seattle, the numbers put forth about
Seattle's undeveloped lands bears close sautiny. For instance, the Table B-2 notes 666 acres
available in 1992 whUe the 1993 Seattle Industrial sun/cy cited less than 400 acres. Inspcclion
clearly indicates that the lands do not exist or are in actual use as support for improved
properties nearby. On-sitc inspection of lands suggests that the methodology used to
calculate capacily simply does not fit the facts regardless of the fudge fa.ctors introduced to

allow for critical areas and right-of-way.

The discussion ofBOPs faUs to comprehend the testimony of the last twenty years. BOPs are
the direct reflection of market demand for facilities which could not be accommodated in the
uiban centers. It is obvious thai ihc iiulustrial/commcrcial zoned areas in Scaltlc remained
static over twenty years. Growing and new companies had little or no choice except to
migrate to the new capacity created in BOPs. Tlie feeling thai business took advantage of
cheap land is misplaced. Careful analysis of rents will confinn that it was not cost of land thai

dictated choice, it was availability and Oexibility.

This point must not be lost on planning for jobs under GMA. If the faciUtics needed by the
emergins technolopes wiU have the general characteristics ofBOPs, the lack of vacant land to
generate the potential space compcuuvely is a clear warning that this plan cannot meets the
mscds of future technologiea. The analysis states that two-thirds of the capacity cited in the
Data Fonim work is within redevelopment areas. We know that tfus type of redevelopment
will not be competitive. The ability of the four juiisdictions BdlevueKent, Kirkland and
Seattle, to provide only room for between 2,600 and 4 300 jobs in BOPi on undeveloped
fajid'.therefore. mcans'that there will be no readily avaUablc capacity in King County for tliue

jobs.

80S ROEGNER. MAYOR

STEVE LWCASTER. PLAHNINQ DIRECTOR

-assaL,
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February 28, 1994

Lisa Majdiak, Growth Management Project Supervisor
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seante, WA 98104

Dear Ms. Majdiak:

The City of Auburn has reviewed the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
(SEIS) for the Countywide Planning Policies. Generally, the DSEIS does what it was'
required to do, setting "bookends'^and a range of alternatives to examine potential impacts
p( various policies. A'general problem with the document. however, is that development"
!y:5^.;s.,?l,?-tYPLC?.IIY^escrib®? quantitatiyely (25 dwelling units per acre, etc.) and may be
difticu11 for the average reader_to visualize. The Final SEIS needs to be more descriptive of
the impacts, i.e., what might 25 dwelling units per acre or 50 employees per acre Took like?

Throughout the document there seems to be a general belief that higher densities and
compact development will lead to "increased public safety concerns" (Page 24,firsY
?o.l^!rrllj9^J>a.ra9.r?Ph)w 'a. dramatic change in the urban form and potentiaiiy'the
quality of life" (Page 36, second column, third paragraph). There is nodatato'iustif
statements.

The document infers (page 35, first column) that market forces have resulted in individuals
Ho- (>ft» ?t?9f^"l^^iiv^Jn.sin91,ef.alTiily.hom?s °.n l.a.r9e lots- These individuals are making this"

choice based on a market which is clearly biased towards this decision by numerous'
?L.^e.T^lnJ-?^b,?51!es-. BV removing some of these subsidies or at least balanang'the field
through impact fees, etc.,'the preference for a single famil
as clear cut as it now seems.

Redevelopment within the urban centers is a necessity to reach the population and
employment targets. Some contend that the amount of redovelopmentthatwin'occur will
be mucMower than planned and that therefore, the urban growih boundary shouTJbe"
expanded. A tight urban growth boundary is one of the key factors to ensure that
redevelopment will occur, thereby reducing sprawl (a goal of GMA). Significantly
expanding Die boundary may hamper our ability to meet these targets and goals'

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

"<--/-"

Bob'Sokol, AICP
Senior Planner
Department of Planning and Community Development

ec: Mayor Charles A. Booth
Councitmember Pat Burns, Chair, Planning and Community Development
Committee
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Robert P Gronczr'ack. Supfnntendent
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February 28. 1994

Lisa Majdiak
Growth Management Project Supervisor
King County Planning and Community Development Division
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle. WA 98104

pt:.;.:£:'l/£3

FEB 2 8 t3St
PCDD

Subject: Comments on the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
(DSEIS) far the Countywide Planning Policies.

Dear Ms. Majdiak,

This letter is to convey a few comments regarding water supply issues as addressed in the
DSEIS.

General Comments un the SEIS

The "broad, qualitative level" (noted in the overview) of the document makes it difficult to
make specific comments. However, two items stand out under water supply issues.

1. Aquifer protection 10 maintain groundwater supplies is not adequately addressed. Seattle
Waier Department supports the position presented by the King County Urban
Groundwater Purveyors in a letter to you daied February 25, 1994, in which they request
additional aquiter proteciion guidance in the Countywide Planning Policies.

2. General conservation/reuse priorilies to facilitate the use of reclaimed waslewater,
abandoned groundwater wells, and graywaier to meet non-potable water needs should be
developed to help guide future planning and EIS process. Reuse and use of non-potable
sources (e.g. abanduneil wells) can potentially reduce water demand for potable water,
total sewage volume and related capital expenditures.

Specific reuse measures/ideas are noiid below:

• When possible, locale parks, hall tlelds. cemeteries and golf courses in close
proximity 10 sewage treatmenl plants. treated sewage transmission lines and/or
non-patable wells in order to tacilitalc use of reclaimed water for irrigation.

• When possible, encourage businesses with high, non-potable water demand
(cooling, process water ami irrigation) to locate in close proximity to sewage
treaimeni plants, ireated sewage transmission lines, or non-putable wells in oriler
facitiute use nt' reclaimed waier.

Seattle Water Oeparimeot—Dexlcr Honon Buitding. 10th Floor
7i0 Second Avenue. Seattle. Washington 98104
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• Install reclaimed water transmission lines during sewer capital improveincni projects
to facilitate the distribution of reclaimed water I'rom sewage treatment plants or
treated sewage transmission lines to claimed water consumers.

• Develop policies and incentives for developers lo minimize need for irrigation when
reuse is not an option.

• Develop policies and incentives to install small, local wastewater ircatmeni and ruusu
facilities during the development ot planned, resideniiai ncighborh«ods.

Specific Comments

Noted below are specific comments in Chapter 8.0 Water Supply

1. Affected Environment (p.126) - The DSEIS refers to tlie 1985 Seattle Water Supply
Plan. The 1993 Seattle Water Supply Plan (adopted September 1993) would make a
more accurate reference.

2. Under Forecasting. I would suggest adding the following words (noted in iulic.s) "How
growth occurs, even if total growth remains the same within the SWD service area..."

3. In the same paragraph (Forecasting), an inaccurate reference is made to the
potential difference in water use depending on multifamily/single family mix. For
an accurate reference, please refer to page 4-35 of the 1993 Seattle Water Supply
Plan. The difference between a 33%/67% MF/SF mix and an 55%/45% MF/SF
mix is 18 mgd. A more accurate use of this sensitivity analysis would be lo refer
to the specific percentage mix of MF/SF as noted above.

4. Under SigniHcant Impacts - I would suggest the following change: "Seatlle's recently
adopted 1993 Water Supply Plan..."

*

I hope these comments are helpful. Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

-tvt>- ^•^L--

Nora Smith
Water Resource Planner
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Jim P.eid, Manager
Planninq and Community Development Division
707 Smich Tower
506 2nd Avenue
Seattle. WA 98104

Dear Mr. Reid,

The following are comments on the Draft EIS for the
Countywide Planning Policies.

Land_Use

The Draft EIS speaks in terms of gross densities, which is
misleading because it does not take into consideration what
development will look like after land is removed for
sensitive areas, roads, setbacks, etc. The general public
relates to what is on the ground, which is a net rather than
gross density. A single family density given in gross terms
quickly becomes a rather high multifamily density once the
undevelopable land is deducted.

Bellevue currently has a gross citywide density of 2 units
per acre. The target gross citywide density for Bellevue
under the "Activity Centers" alternatives is 15 units per
acre. Kirkland currently has a gross citywide density of 4
units per acre and is targeted for a 9ross density of 12
units per acre. These higher gross densities will be met by
significantly increasing the net densities throughout the
cities, particularly in their downtown areas. To
accommodate the growth planned for downtown Dellevue, 22
residential towers will be needed over. the next twenty
years. Thirteen (13) residential towers will be needed in
downtown Kirkland to meet Che projected need. Both cities
will also need additional nultifamily development in their
neighborhoods to meet projections. Other suburban cities
will see similar changes If the growth targets are to be met
as planned.

It is extremely important that the Final EIS discuss the
difference between the gross and net density and the
significance of the difference when planning for future
growth. In doing so, please give both the existing gross
and net densities of the City of Seattle and each of the
suburban cities and the- change to these densities, again in
gross and net terms, with each alternative in the EIS. It
would be helpful to include schematic sketches of various
housinq types based on the proposed densities.

A Low Intrrpriwi Comp.iny
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It has been demonstrated many times over, tliat residents of
the cities are concerned about the construction o£
residential towers in downtown areas and the conversion of
the single family housing stock to multifamily developments.
Are the effected jurisdictions actually willing to accept the
growth anticipated by the Countywide 1'lanning PoliuicB and,
if so, have they published jurisdictional growth targets
demonstrating this willingness?

Please include the jurisdictional growth targets in the Final
EIS and explain the consequences should the public reject
these targets through the comprehensive planning ct'torts o£
each jurisdiction or through the review and approval of
individual rezones or projects designed to achieve these
targets. What land use tool will be used to ensure the
jurisdictional targets are high enough to implement the
approach adopted through the Countywtdc Planning Policies?
What mechanism will be used to ensure jurisdictions arc able
to follow through on their growth targets in a manner
neighborhoods will accept? How will jurisdictions address
the tendency to add conditions to projcctc to make them more
"desirable" to neighborhoods when these same conditions
result in higher priced housing? Will infrastructure funding
be reserved for only those areas thnt actually moot their
tar9ets by developin9 higher densities? Please answer these
questions in the Final EIS.

There is market research that demonstrates the mnjority of
future homebuyers, especially families, are not ready to
accept multifamily living as a lifestyle of choice. The City
of Seattle recently completed a preference survey trfat
indicated a stronq attachment to single family development.
There is no track record that would indicate that lifestyle
choices for the overall population can be controlled through
regulation. The likely impact of regulation is not a change
in general public opinion, but a rise in housing prices,
whether multifamily or sinqle family, and a greater disparity
in the opportunities and choices offered to various income
groups. Please address these socio-economic issues in the
Final EIS.



;' ic ilities and Services

Additional technical analysis should be included in the
impact analysis and mitigating measure sections of each
chapter of the EIS. For example, the Police Services
Section of the DEIS provides a very generalized analysis and
focuses on urban design as a solution to crime. No
standards related to personnel or equipment were used to
make judgements about existing conditions, impacts, or

/£.- 9 mitigating measures. Although nicely designed streetscapes
are desired and nay be helpful in deterring crime, they are
not the primary solution. Given the inportance of this
issue to the public, a more thorouqh analysis should be
included in the Final EIS.

Much of the analysis in other sections of the Draft EIS is
too general and/or subjective to be useful in making
decisions. For example, the document implies it is cost
effective and generally beneficial to locate new growth in
areas vith existing infrastructure. No analysis is
provided, however, about the condition and size of existing
infrastructure, its relationship to todays standards, and
the cost oC upgrading the system should that be necessary.
General comments are made about the high cost of upgrading
existing infrastructure, but no real analysis or conclusions
are provided. Please include a thorough discussion of these
issues in the Final BIS.

Using the City of Seattle as an example, many of the school
sites, streets, active parks (particularly play/ballfields),
sewer facilities do not meet standards currently used for
new construction. Under these circumstances, how will the

•&- I impacts of concentrating growth in the several Activity
Centers in the City be mitigated? Will older urban areas
asnd devaloping areas have different standards? Will
facilities be upgraded and if.so generally what is the cost
compared to bui'lding new facilities? Given that there is
little unconstrained vacant land available in cities, hov
will large land users such as schools and play/ballfields be
accommodated? Please discuss this in light of the fact that
the land that is available will likely be needed for future
housing?

Given chat infrastructure needs and standards are pressing
problems for many urban areas and studies providing insi9ht
into these issues and the costs involved are available, a
more thorough analysis must be included in the Final EIS.

LA-10
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Finally, the Draft EIS provides very little analysis of the
Urban Areas outside the "Activity Centers". If the radical
changes in the market do not occur as required by the
"Activity Centers" alternatives, the growth will either
locate in these Urban Areas or it will move to adjacent
counties. Please explain in the Final BIS, how King County
will ensure development can occur in its Urban Areas under
these circumstances and how infrastructure needs will be
addressed. Please discuss the impact on adjacent counties,
should this not occur.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Lowe Eiyb^rprises Northwest, Inc.

^l^Q
;inda Stalzer

Vice E^-esident
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February 28, 1994

Jim Reicl, Manager
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building, 506 2nd Avenue
Seattle, WA 9S104

Re: DSEIS for the Conntywide I'lanning I'olicics

Dear Mr. Reid,

The Suburban Cities Association Caucus to the GMPC has reviewed the Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the amcinlincnts (o ihc
Countywide Planning Policies and has asked me to convey their comments to you. In
our review, we understand the limited nature of the document and the need to utilize
previous environmental documents in order to have the complete environmental
documentation. It is also recognized the puqiose of this document is to provide an
assessment of the impacts of the proposal on the environment and that lliis parlicular
document in conjunction with other studies (such as the Marginal Cost Study) will aid
the GMl'C and the various jurisdictions in making decisions regarding the amendments.

Having reviewed the document in light of the above limitations we offer the following
comments on the Draft SEIS.

1. The document has tried to quantify in very broad terms the policy alternatives.
Also what is needed are qualitative descriptions of what the selection of one or a
mix of tlic siltcrnativcs will mean for the citizens of King County, llie final
document would be more effective if the reader could have visualized through
word and image what the alternative could look like.

2. Should a hybrid alternative be included in the Final SEIS, this hybrid should
reflect the preliminary direction identifietl by the GMPC and should include
revised housing and employment targets such as those now under consideration by
CM PC.

3. Much of the analysis concerns the environmental effects within tlie urban center
LA-10 areas as well ;is in tlic rural :ire:is. We suggest tli:n lliurc lie ;itlililioii;il

descriptions of tlie impacts of the various alternatives on the urban non-ccntcr
areas as well.

4. In describing, under the affected environment section, how municipal services arc

provided for each element of the environment, it would be appropriate to inclutlc
descriptions of how these services are proviilcd by and in tlie snlmrti;in cities.

5. While it is appropriate to utilize defincil alternalives for llie ilocunicnt. (lie end
recummcndalion may be a coniposil.c of v.-irions ;illcrn:itivcs or ;i difrcrcnl
alternative selected from between the "bookends." The draft docs not readily
provide a sense of order of mngnitiitlc bftwcen llic vnrious :il(crn:nivcs for c:n'li

/w- kfi) element analyzed. While the reader is lulil ilie ortlinal ranking tor each
alternative, the reader does not get a sense for whether, for example, ihe "8
Centers" :illcrn:ilivc lias ;> 10 |>crccnl nr 200 pcrccin gic:>(cr ini[):icl llian (lie "1-1
Centers" alternative- Possibly for each element (he alternalivcs could lie arrayed
on a conlinmun so llicir rcl;ilionslii|) Hi cncli otlier C(inl<l lie heller initler.sldoil.

6. As there are various proposetl changes to llic iy*)2 Uib;in Growlli Knnntlary Line
before the GMPC for consideration, it is mo.st important tliat (lie Final SKIS

/A/- 9 adequately cover these proposals so tlial :idJilion:il cnvir()nnicnl;il review will nol
be necessary.

We hope these comments will be helpful and look forward to your responses. Should
you have any questions please contact me or caucus staff Rob Oclle.

Sincerely,

<~)..

)^^'GyU^^i
Robert Stead
Chair - SCA Caucus to GMl'C

SCA UMI'C Caucus Members

Lynda Ring, SCA Staff
Rob Odlc, Cily of Hcllcvue
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February 28. 1994

tiiity IH'vrlopment

.. ,- (i

Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
for the f'onntywifle Pt.trmin^. Policies.

Dear Mr. Reicl:

\Vti havL1 had the opportunitv' t« review the DSEIS for the Countywide Ptanning
Policies and have the following comments:

Ktfiivur l..ikc <ni(l its adjoining ivatershed is located on (he eastern ridge of the
Samniamlsh Plateau just west of ihu Urban/Rural line.

Kulli (he U'.ilur Qu.ilily (Cli;i|)lcr I 5) .ind Sunsilivu Areas (Chapter 13) Cliaptcrs do
not address watershed impacts and their effect on lakes as a result of these
alternalivus. The incru.ist: of impLTvious surlacus will cause signific;>in stonnw.xur
runoff and incruased phosphorus loading to lakes and wetlands.

IGtng County has many smatt lakes tocatecl in urban areas designated since 1985.
Beaver Lake is such an example, being phosphorus loaded (impacted) because of
development in the watershed. Phosphorus loading feeds algac blooms tn lakes
increasing the eutrification process and harming the recreational qualities of lakes.
Itf.tvcr I.akc Is knou'n for swinitninfi ;tnd fixhini; aiitl has a coitnly park .it ihc soutli
untl of the lnku. The Rrtivrr Uiki- Mnnanrmmt Plan (KC-SWM) lias determined

phosphorus h^idinR at 19 ^i^/t wlucii is bcliveen fatr anti poor.

WAC 173-20 l-A-070 - Antittt.-grAil.ition Thtf anlitleRrad.ilion policy nf lliu Statu of

Washington as generally guided by Chapter 90.48 RCW, Water Pollution Control Act
and Chapter 90-54 RCW. Water Resources Act of 1971 is stated as follows:

(1) Existing beneficial uses shall be maintained and protected and no further
Degradation which would interfere wi(h or become injurious to existing
ht'ncficKil uses sh.ttt Itc itllnwpd.

Beaver Lake's location at Ihe edge of the Urban/Rural line gives it the opporlunity
to use the iv;ucrshcd as a separator between Urban and Rnr.it titili'/iiiK the followinK

Pl.uming Pulicies:

I.U-14(c) Do not extend beyond natural boundaries, such as watersheds. which
impede provision of urban scrvict;.

LU-15 Urban supnrators as pcrm.incnt low density lands which protect
rusuurci: l.incts .intl environniL-nt.illy sensitive aruas and crealu

open space corridors within and between urban areas providing
environmental, visual, recreational and wildlife benefits.

DSFIS Counlywicle 1'lnnnin); Policius
I'age 2

We fed that the protection of small lakes shuulcl be a major fioat of ihc
Comprclicnsivi; I'lan which can be iin|)]cmunlml bv usiiiR the Bc.ivur I .ike
Walcrshet! us H nrl)*in sL*j'»:tmttir.

Th.ink v'o" f"r llie oi)portunily to respond In your nSKIS. Plc.ise .ultl llie Hc.ivcr
Lafci: Cotnnnttiity Ctuh lo ytnir distribniton I.ist.



February 9, 1994

TO: Fis/ED Task Force

F-'M: Robbie Stern Chair, Economic Development Policy Sub-Committee and
Captain, Econ. Dev. Chapter of DSEIS.

RE: Critique of Chapter 18: Economic Development of the King County Draft
SuDRlRmRntnLEDYlrnnrP-nn;9j l"rlpact Statement (DSEIS) and 3 New Policy
Recommendations

Any discussion of the DSEIS should begin with the acknowledgment tliat
commenting on the DSEIS is not in the work program of the Fis/ED Task Force.
The analysis provided here is for the benefit of the Task Force only. Comments on
Economic Development or any other part of the DSEIS should only occur by the
unanimous consensus of the Task Force. If consensus cannot be reached,
individual Task Force members are of course free to comment on their own. Such
comments should not be taken as the official position of the Fis/ED Task Force.

Introduction

The following pages critique the economic chapter of the DSEIS and recommend
three new policies which fill gaps not covered by the earlier Fis/ED policies.

In reviewing the economic chapter it is important to keep in mind the fact that. by
necessity, the chapter is an exercise in critical thinking rather than an analysis of
facts or data which lead to conclusions. The key facts provided for analysis are
simply the overall 20 year growth projections for population and employment, and
fairly generalized assumptions about how this growth will be distributed within the
County.

In general the chapter was not intended to perform an analysis of the feasibility of
achieving the various land use alternatives, although a lew observations are made
regarding alternatives which stretch credulity. In essence the chapter reflects the
author's experienced judgments about the likely outcomes of implementing the
Countywide Planning Policies (CPPs) with little or no information on how the
policies would be implemented through comprehensive plans and development
regulations. In general, (lie analysis appears solid and reasonable. Nevertheless
there are important points of disagreement and agreement which individuals on the
Fis/ED Task Force may wish to note. These are discussed below.

1. DSEIS stresses the importance of multi-county cooperation and the uncertainty
about cumulative impacts the CPPs would have when combined with any CPPs in
Kitsap, Pierce and Snohomish counties. "Cumulative impacts will be significantly
affected by the level of cooperation achieved between the four Central Puget
Sound Region counties." If Pierce and Snohomish Counties elect strategies that
are out of sync with King County either because they are more or less well
defined, effects for King County are uncertain and potentially negative. (Page 199
& 206)

fC-^

Finding: Fis/ED and others need to be brought up to speed on the Regional
Economic Strategy Project managed by (lie Pnyrt Sound Ruyionul Council
and the Central Pugct Sound Economic Development District. This four-
county effort involves major entities in the public, private, environmental,
labor and education sectors. The stiategy work should bo integrated with
f)rowth management planning.

2. The DSEIS posits that the CPPs will not significantly expand the economy or its
rate of growth relative to the much greater impacts of national and global
economic forces. The CPPs could, however, significantly restrict King Ccuiniy's
economy if the CPPs negatively influence the consiancy and consistency of
regulatory policy thereby increasing the risk o( business invusimcnl decisions.
(Page 201)

Finding: Good point. CPPs should nitluco unccrt.'iinly, not incruiisu it.

3. Attention is brought to the growing separation betweert bconomic activity and
Rin|iloynu,'nt in llic Unitud Slutus. nfnl GDr li.i.s l»'rn ii.sii«| ;n ;i :;ii)ni(j(;;m(ly
faster rate than either employment or per worker wage and salary income.
Consequently, future non-recession rates of growth will gcneraie low rates of
employment compared to past experience. (I'ayu 202)

Finding: Elected officials and others should pay attention to this, nrinpt
policies which encourage job growth, especially (amily wage jobs.

4. A result of the trend summarized in 3. above is for manufacturing companies to
adopt technological innovation that increases production while reducinc]
employment. "Future levels of production and the absorption of land inio
manufacturing uses could be substantially higher than a simple projection of
employment would indicate... the likely nni cffccl is for mnnufncturino's doniaiul
(or land to grow more rapidly than its demand (or workers." (Page 203)

Finding: DSEIS lias identified an importiinl ttcnd tlinl will work af|;iinst GMA
goats. Given the lack of land for manulncturinr) in Kinr) County, this pnim
stresses (lie importance of preservation of industrial land if the County is 10
maintain and increase manufacuiring employment. There ma-} also be a
need to provide incentives for multi-story manufacturing Iniildincis ••md
tenants.

5. Another trend identified is for nowor hiijh-tccl) compnnics such ns propackngod
software and biomedical products production to agglomeraie effecting ilie demand
for industrial and commercial land because these (inns have relatively few
employees and locate on cxtsnsivc land holcliny.s. (P.ii.io 203)

Finding: Strongly disagree with the generalization of high tech firms in these
industries needing extensive land holdings. Shapeware, Aldus, Active
Voice, and Walker.Rn.-iiur & Quinn are all examples of important high tech
companies that are in multi-story urban settings. Furthermore,
telecommunication technologies will decrease ihe need (or tight (versus
regional) patterns of agglomeraiion.
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6. DSEIS finds thai the No Action Alternative will result in a piocemeal approach to
economic growth and development in the County. (Page 204)

Finding: Strongly agree.

7. Conclusion made thai "Without the guidance that County growth and
development policies, regional industrial siting policies, or a 3-county economic
development strategy would provide, a distinct possibility exists that inter-
jurisdiction;!! competition for jobs could develop." (Page 204)

Finding: Important premise wrong conclusion. More likely effect of a lack of
coorriinntinn will tie in lost; Ihc 787. ID other words. No Aciion wilt not
rusult in Tukwila (iyhling Renton or Pierce County for the 787 plant but the
lack of coordinated regional infrastructure investments to support such a
plant, which could go to Kansas.

8. The major consequence of the Eight Centers Alternative will be to increase land
use densities. It is doubtful if the projected growth in jobs and population will
generate adequate demand to make the Fourteen Center Alternative feasible in
terms of densities, HCT and envisioned non-auto oriemed cutture/lifesiyle.
204 & 205)

Finding: Reinforces findings of case studies and Fis/ED questions to GMPC
regarding center designation. Self-nomination for centerdom witli no
viability criteria, which resulted in the Fourteen Center Alternative, is a poor
idea.

9. Manufacturing Centrirs will experience a relative increase in land values.
Manufacturing and industrial activities which use land extensively and generate
low value-added per square foot will probably be price rationed out of centers.
(Page 205)

Finding: Important warning. It emphasizes the need for monitoring of long
term effects.

10. DSEIS opines that "in general incentives are less powerful than regulations as
a tool for achieving StieGiJ-'S policy objectives." (Emphasis added) (Page 206)

Finding: This is an important point. We need boih regulations and
incentives to achieve specific goals. For example,.for achieving the specific
goal of safeguarding workers' health and safety, regulating specific unsafe
activities like making workers work with respirators in hazardous
environments is (lie best way to achieve the goal rather than incentives.
Few would argue that incentives alone for healthy workers, a long-term
outcome, would safeguard all workers from short-term business decisions to
cut costs. Or in the case of land-use policy objectives for maintaining open
space and preventing sprawl, an Urban Growth Boundary is far more
powerful and will be far more effective than open space incentives alone.
The linking of both incentives and coordinated and balanced regulations is
more powerful still. Fis/ED has underscored the importance of incentives
but has yet to clearly present a comprehensive set.

11. "In the complete absence of any allortlable housing policies, howuvci, lliu
urban centers are likely to exclusively contain middle and upper income housing."
(Page 207)

Finding: Strongly agree. Declining real waf)cs, increasing land and housing
costs portend decreasing rates of home ownership and a great need for
affordable housing. This reinforces findings from (lie case sluclics. Thoiu is

f/o - /~i- a demonstrated need for affordable housing mechanisms not just policies.
Even if all the regulations were simplified and eliminated there will still be a
growing need for affordable housing simply because people's incomes are
dropping or noi growing. Thu Counly needs lu support thu ext(iiisivu and
rapid expansion of the non-profit housing sector and ihe financing
mechanisms that support it as per the Affordable Housing Task Force
Report.

12. "The overall thrust of the Fis/ED Task Farce recommendations is 10 positively
foster the growth and development of economic activity in the County that is
sensitive to both the natural and human environment." (Page 208)

Finding: We'll said.

Recommended New Policies in Response to thfi DSEIS

A. Jurisdictions, labor, business, and environmental groups should explore the
potential to create a Regional Development Authority with the powers of emineni
domain, land assembly, and environmental clean-up.

Rationale: The DSEIS characterizes the industrial land supply issue as one of
great concern requiring regional solutions.

LA-2 B. Jurisdictions should explore ways to clean-up and reuse contaminated sites.

Rationale: Currently there is a short supply of industriiil land.

LA-13 C. Jurisdictions should encourage the formation and use of Industrial Councils to
prioritize infrastructure investments, and resulvo iirua-widc issues like storm water
runoff in Manufacturing/lndustial Centers.

Rationale: The long-term economic security of our region depends upon
understanding industrial issues and responding with appropriate public
policy. Industrial Councils will assist with this process.



MUCKLESHOOT INDIAN TMBE
FISHERIES DEPARTMENT ^.TRIBE.

February 28, 1994

Jim Rcid. Manager
Planning and Community Dcveiopmcnt Division
Parks, Planning, and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle. WA 98104

RE: Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for Amendments to the King County
Countywide Planning Policies.

Dear Mr. Rdd:

The Environmenlal Division of die Muckleshoot Indian Tribe's Fisheries Department has reviewed
the Supplement Environmental Impact Slalcmcnl for Amendmenls to King County's Countywide

,'VS- / Planning Policies (SEIS). You u'ill find our specific comments enclosed. In general, the SEIS
does a decent job outlining assumptions and factors that if modified, could change the
environmental impacts. However, there arc several cnvironmenta! impacts that are missing from

the analysis.

We strongly disagree uith the statements on page 3, "..quantitative environmental analysis was not
conducted for this SEIS, because the strategies and programs which would implement the proposed
policies have not yet been designed by the County or cities. The policies docs not provide adequate
specificity ihat would allow a quantitative analysis of die pocential impacts of future growth under
each alternative." If a quanlilativc analysis of potential impacls of future growth under each
alternative is not completed at ihis time. when will they be complcicd?

King County could have used data from the following state agencies to complete a quantitative
analysis: Department ofNaturat Resources, Department of Ecology, Department of Fisheries, and
the Department ofWildliK: to determine existing condilions for environmenlal sensitive areas.
These agencies have data available regarding the acreage of wetland losses and forest land
conversions, the number and location ofSupcrfiind sites, the number and location of water quality
limited segcmcnts under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, the number and general location of
threatened and endangered species of flora and fauna, including salmonid stocks.

King County's own Surface Water Management Division has completed river basin plans tliat
include an initial assessment of existing conditions, problems, and recommendations. King
County also has mapped the majority of the sensitive areas within the unincorporated areas. These
data sources should have been used to determine impacts to the affected environment, particularly
in a watershed context.

: \-^^
:;;. L. Litiili'kiiih-

In general, controlling the sprawl of growth and development will relics not just on regulatory and
non-rcgulatory means, but also changes in human behavior. Docs King Counly know ofany
examples where growth and development has been controlled? If there arc no cxamptcs. then how
will growth be managed in King County or anywhere else in \Vasliini;lon?

A/5- 3 None of the alternatives were evaluated using all of the Gronth Management Act goals. Goal
number 8 specifically states to "maintain and enhance natural rcsourcc-based industries,

including... fisheries". No where in the SDEIS were the impacts to Ihc fisliurics induslry
considered. Related to this is our concern that CPP CA-10 has not been implcincntud yet. King

^/^^ (y. County should have consulted die Mucklcshoot Indian Tribe before developing the five alternatives
in this SDEIS to promote coordination of land use planning and the management of fish and

/^IS-ft, wildlife resources.

Furthermore, none of die akematives considered impacts to water quantity, including reductions in
bascHows in the County's major river basins. Second, the SDEIS docs not consider the historical
impacls to sensitive areas thai will continue under the all alternatives, thus never really addresses
cumulative impacts.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this DSEIS and your attention to our concerns. If
you have any questions, please contact Karen Walter or myself at 931-0652.

Sincerely,

-!^cltW^-
Chantal Stevcns
Chief
Environmental Division

Enclosures

•2nd A' E.'Ai teshin 002- .1-065; (206)3
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LA-ll(f)

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe's Enviruiuncnlnl Division Comincnts to Kin£ County's DSEIS

Introduction

1. We disagree iviih the stalemcnl on page 3 thai the "(hcsc |cmptoMiicnt and household growth|
targets arc allocatud to broadly denned areas, rather than discrete areas that would allow

quantitative analysis such as by jurisdiclions". On page IX, llic SRIS states that "the City of
Seattle represented about onc-ihird ofavailabtc urban residential capacity counlywidi;. In

unincoqiorated King County, the Soos Creek community planning area contaittcd more urban

residential capacity than any other community planning area west of the urban-rural line (6% of
the countwidu urban total)". Both oflhusc areas arc discrete areas. Certainly some quandtativc

analysis could be completed based on si7;c of these areas and data provided above.

2 On page 5, the SEIS indicates thai the Countywidc Planning Policies (CPPs) "state that no
jurisdiclions stall annex rural areas". II' llul is tile case, why did lliu Kinjj Counly Council
approve the annexation of rural land immediately adjacent lo llic City of Issaquah through its
subsequent actions on Oc(obur4. 1993 and November 8. 1993?

3. Thu DSEIS docs not indicate which alternative is the preferred atlcmntivc. Are we to assume
that ihis decision will be made through this public procuss or will Ihu CMPC nuku ihis decision?

£haptcj_! _0_l-'"d U?6

1. Land capacity as defined on page 16 is too narrow. Land capacity should bcfcascd on

environmental constraints, not zoning designations when considered in an KiS. According to the

second paragraph on page I 7, King County has received a considerable amount of land use data

from cities and should have been able to do some quantitative analysis based on iliis information.

2. The DSEIS does not indicate uhcthur or not the Data Fomm incorporated vacancy rates in their
land capacity analysis. 11iu 5% vacancy rates mentioned on pages 22 ami 23 arc allowed rates and

may not be actual vacancy rates. The vacancy rates should be updated in the FSEIS.

3. The DSEIS does not indicalc whether or no[ Ihc net land capacity figures include building
setbacks and losses of land due to increases in stonnwater control mcusurcs such as larger

rctention/dctcntion facilities to accommodate current and future stomnvatcr pollution.

4. T}ic first statement in pam^raph 2 on page 21 is incorrect. Approximatcty 45% of ihc land
within King County's 1200 square miles of forest production zone comprises is in federal
ownership and may not be suitable for timber production due to wilderness status or olhcr resource

protection measures such as those outlined in the Forest Ecosystem Managcmcnl Assessment

Team's Report.

Commercial forest land has not rcniaincil relatively constant in King County since adoption of the
resource land zoning in 1987 because there is a considerable proportion of the 26,000 acres of
forest land outside of the forest production zone that is being converted to non-rorcst uses. An

estimate of the forest land tost to dcvelopincnt including residential and golf courses is missing
from the SDF.IS.

5. Historical and cultural sites within shoreline areas have been significantly reduced in tcnns of
both the quality and amount due to growth pressures. These impacts were not identified on page
21.

LA-14

I LA-ll(f)

LA-14
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Mucklcshoot Indian Tribe's Enviroiinienlal Division Conuncnts to King Counly's USEIS

.a'aplcr\ n t-n'il Usi; (cnnt.)

6. On page 39, the DSEIS states that "recommended changes to land use in the five tcclinical

review areas around Rcnton and Iss^qnnli woutd result in a cunuthiiive sliifl ofsfiKhlly more than

one square mile rrom rural 10 urban dcsignaliun". llic cnvirunincinal inipaos associated nidi

these chnngcs v.'cru tiol asscssctl.

7. On page -lit and 49, there is no data concerning llic amount oFstuHclitic in each aica: ihcicfore,

the impacts to shorelines in llic urban, commcrcial/industry, mral, and resource areas have not

been addressed.

8. On page 49. the SDE1S incorrecily indicalcs lluit sliordincs would nol be airuclcd by llic
technical review areas.

9. Mitigation measure I (B) is inadequate and will not protect cnviroiuncnlally scnsilivc areas and
will be inconsislcnt with FIS/Rd Policy ED-4. Such a mcnsure is a policy lliai slunild be cvalu:Ked
in tcnns of the impacts to the atTcctcd cnvironincttt botli direct and cutuulativcly.

C!"Plt;r.2,O^Tr.tnspprt,tl ipn

1. The SDEIS status that "iliu plan [Regional Transit System I'lan| calls Ibr coortlimting land use
and transit planning by three levels: regioiul-tcvcl. comdor-lcvd. and comnumiiy level".

However, neither the SDKtS nor ihu Transit Sysicm Ill:in*s FEIS considcrcU llic environmental

impacts which will occur at alt three levels as a result of increased growth.

Chapter 7,0 - Parks nnd Op™_Space

1. The second paragraph on page 120 is incorrect. King Counly docs not have plentiful fisli and
wildlife compared to 10 or 100 years ago. If this were the case, then there would not be: I
salmon stock (White River spring cliinook) HI critical coiulitiun, 7 s.ilnum stocks in n dcprcsscil

condition, various wildlife species on the state's Threatened and Rndangcrcd list that inhabit

portions of King County.

2. Planned unit duvelopincnls (PUDs) may ofTcr somu miliga(ion for inipac(s; liowcvcr, (liosu
mitigation measures must be scmtinizcd against the impacis lliat sucli duvclopmcnts have burore
the PUDs themselves can be considered a mitigation measure. (Page 123) t

Chapter 3.0 - Water Supply
1. The impacts of tire alternatives should be considered in terms ofllic dcnund increases thai
cause reductions in bascflows which adversely afTecl beneficial uses as defined under ihc Clean
Water Act. Because this chnplcr is missing in this analysis. it docs not atlilrcss the intpacls lu ihc

aHccicd cnvironinunt, or the river and groinuiwaEcr systems thai conlrihutc to public wnicr

supplies.

2. The data regarding mra! cities and rural areas in the third paragraph on page t 2S is inconsistent
with Tables I and 2 in the introduction.



Mucklcshoot Indian Tribe's Envirnnmcntal Division Commcnls to King County's DSEIS

Chapter 90 - Slormuatcr Manacumcnt

I. While the river planning cfTort conducted by King County may bu to miniinizc adverse impacts
to (loading as mentioned on paijc 133 of the SDEIS, the basin planning cfron conducted by
Surface Water Management attempts to achieve this goal and to protect the quality of natural
resources such as fish and wildlife habilal. water quality, recreational and acslhctics qualilics
(Issaquah Creek Drall Basin and Non-point Aciion I'lan. December, 1992).

It is the natural resources outlined above which may be ndvcrscly impacted by slormwa(er

pollution and should be assessed accordingly in the SDE1S.

2. The assumption in (he eighth paragraph on page 135 is substantial and should have been tested
prior to the SEtS analysis. Several urban communities do not have any stomnvatcr control
facilities. Even areas using SWM dcsignud facilidcs are nol conlrolling 100% of the stonnwatcr
pollution problem, consuqucnlly. fish and uildlifc habitat has been adversely afTcctcd by current
development. According to Boolh (I TO I). "for example, most of the populous jurisdictions in the
Northwest require some form ofstonnwatcr dctcnlion for urban duvulopmcnts. yet they require that

only pan of the storm mnofTbc fully detained. The need for and naiurc of yet more stringent
standards arc only now being rccognizL-d in the technical conununily." 1

3. Based on (he statement above and ihc fact tlut the CPPs call for development to luvc existing
infraslructuru sufficient to support growth and limit growth in other urban areas until adequate
systems are in place, then the first sentence on page 137 is incorrect. The policies associated with
the Pre-CPPs would result in adverse impacts drainage areas as a rcsull ofunmanagcd and
umnitigated stomnvatcr pollution.

4. Because growth results in more inipcrvious land surface and these increases in impcmous

surfaces can adversely affect natural hydrotogy, there are environmental impacts associated with
increasing impcrvious surfaces which have not been identified under any alternative. Examples
are: excessive ninoffqumtity. lost channel and corridor integrity and degraded water quality.

Chapter 10.0 Scwer/SgBiic
I. The impacts to the natural environment was not addressed in this chapter. There are
environmenlal impacts associaled with the construction and operation ofseptic and sc\vcr systems
which were not assessed in this SDEIS. Furthermore, the Urban Growth Area boundary as
proposed has not been assessed for its impacts lo the natural environment.

2. If sewer systems need (o cross rural lands to get to semce areas (page 144). what will keep
those niral lands from becoming urban and serviced by sewers'! The solution is not to modify RU-
16, but rather to re-evaluate current sewer service centers and the proposed Urban Growth

Boundary.

Chapter 11.0 Solid Waste

I. According to the SDEIS, "existing King County transfer stations lack capacity for projected
waste quantities and that landfill capacity is expected to be exhausted in the next 20 to 30 years"

' Booth. D.B. 1991. "Urbanizalion and Ihc Nalural Draiiugc Sysicm, Impiicis. Solutions, and

Prognoses". The Nonhuest Environmcnl.il Joiinul. 7: 93-118.
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(page 146). The SDE1S docs not include proposed localions for new Iransfcr stations aiid
landHlls; therefore, the both the direct and cmnutativc inipnci.s to ttic nni-ctcit 11:1(1113! cnvironniciit

were not assessed.

Chanter 12.0 Utilities
I. The doubling of Pugct Power's electrical load will have cnviromncnta) impacis to (he rivcrino
systems which were not assessed (page 150).

Chanter 13.0 Sensitive Areas and Resource Lands
I. The second paragraph on page 155 is incorrect. King County's dcruiilions ofscnsilivc areas do
not consider critical or necessary wildlife habitat. In addilion, several streams within King County
have not been evaluated for (lie presence or absence ofsalmonids. Third, the streams and wcllands

identified in the Sensitive Areas Ordinance do not consider the historical use of such areas by Hsh
and wildlife. For example, several streams are no longer inhabited by salinonitls due to barriers,

water quality degradation, and habitat destruction. Fourth, tlic Sensitive Areas Ordinance is only
applicable for certain areas and propenius developed after 1990 which does not necessarily
coincide with critical habitat areas of Hsh anti wiltflifc.

2. There arc significant diflfcrcnccs between the Sensitive Areas Ordinance and (lie State Forest
Practices Act which arc not being iuUlrcsscd uiulcr cillicr regitlalion. Agniit tlic rcgul:tliuns do not

necessarily protect habitat because these regulations were policy-d riven, not biological ly-ilrivcn.

3. From a cursory review of local jurisdictions* critical areas ordiimnccs including Lake Forest
Park and Black Diamond, these local ordinances arc not as rustriclivc as King County's. Salmonid
habitat cannot be viewed in a local context, rather it must be viewed initially in a watershed context
and expanded to a region such as Pugct Sound.

4. We concur with the statement that minimizing rural and resource land conversion would have
the least impact on the majority oflhc remaining natural vegetation; however, we cannot agruu with
the statement that by minimizing niral and resource land conversions thai the impacts to the overall
integrity of the natural environment will be minimized (Page 157). There will be areas that are
critical to salmonid production that will more than likely be adversely impacted by all alluniativcs.

An example is the Duwamish river. In the Grecn/Duwamish, only approximately 10% ofils
historic estuary wetland area remains. Estuaries arc particularly important for juvenile coho and
chinook salmon. Protecting habitat in the middle of the system will not insure pcqictualion of
salmonid species and the salmon fishing industry iftlic estuary area is allowed to be further
developed as proposed by all alternatives. The SDE1S is inadequate in tcmis of examining the
impacts to the satmonid and wildlife habitat to identify both positive and negative impacts as a
result of each policy.

5. This chapter .does not consider the potential listing of salmonid species under the EndanBurud
Species Act which should have been used as a criteria to evaluate each policy alternative.
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Chapter l3_0 Scnsiljvc Areas and Resource Unds (cont.)

6. The Scnsilivc Areas Ordinance is not a niilifiation measure when variances aiut uxcni|>liuns arc

granted in ilic interest of development. The overall integrity of die natural environment is

compromised by such decisions. See comment number I in this section as well.

7. 'llic "hcnd'tts" derived Irom the proposed niitigalion measures in this cliapter need to be

analyzed against the impacts to the natural environment incurred under each altenutivc. An urban

planned unit dcvclopmenl may provide on-site recreation areas but may impact wMcr quality such

that the bcncHls do not cquai tliu impacts.

Fhaplcr 15 0 - Water Qnali^'

I. We slrunyty disagree with tlic statement that "an assessment related to the overall impact of

accommodating 215.000 households and 340.000 jobs in King County can only bu made after
more tlclnilcd nmlyscs ofgrounduiilcr, suiTacc water, nmt comprclicnsive scwcr phms arc

conducted on a regional basis".

First. METRO has data concerning the water quality of most areas in King County which could
be used to determine impacts to particular water bodies as a result of growth, both dispersed and

concentrated. Second, the Department of Ecology indicates that there arc 5 water quality limited
segments in the Cccbr/Sammanush basin. 6 segrncnts in the Dmvamish/Grcen, and 7 scgntcnts iii

the Puyallup/Whilc (UOK. 19t'2 Statcwulc Water Quality Assessment 305(U) Rcpon). llic
location oflhesc segments could have been plotted and compared to where growth (urban centers
and transit data for example) will go under each alternative to m:ikc a preliminary assessmuit as lo

how these segments would be aftcclcd by such policies.

Finally, in ihu sentence bdo\v. ll>i: SOEIS su(cs thai "existing waslnvaicr and drainage syslcms

arc dcgratlim; ivalcr quality ihresliuMs anil cxlcnsivi: capilal improvumcnls will need to bu nunlc in

some areas to accommodate growth and improve water quality". Would each alternative affect

this situation the same way? Would one alternative (such as the eight or fourteen centers) be more
likely to continue tins degradation or not?

2. Distribution of growth will not solely determine the amount of pollutants rdcnsed into surRicc

and ground waters, 'llic amuutil ot t;ronth will al^o ancct pullulaiil loading. (Page !73)

3. Directing growth may not necessarily reduce impacts. For example, by concentrating housing

into urban areas, future fecal colifonn problems in some rural areas may be avoided; however, if

there is not a reduction in the amount of vehicle use in the urban area. metal problems may increase

causing new or increased water quality problems. Therefore, the assumption on payu 176 may be

invalid.

4. As mentioned in previous rcnnrks, tlicrc is data to itulicatc whicli areas arc at or over capacity

in terms of wastcwatcr and siornnvatcr. The SDEtS should have analyzed the attcmativcs and

[heir impacts to these areas.

5. Wlut data ucrc used [o support the statement on page 176 concerning Policy CC-8?
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Chapter 15.0 -Water Quality (cont.)

6. According to Table 2 in (lie itUroduction, 34% of the FuUnc luni.schokls i\ili be h>c:ttcd ni 11011-

urban center areas under the eight centers allcrnalives which means llul tlic firsl scnlcncu under

Ihis altcmalivu (on page I 76) is incorrect.

7. We strongly disagree with the statement on pngc 177 that ihe 19H5 Urban Growth line would
have impcrccpiiblc impacts on water quality. Ifllic Prc-Counlyvvidc I>laniHtig Policies :itul (tie
UGA under tlie 19X5 Camprelicnsivc Plan arc implcmcnlctl. llicn tliuri: coult] be snbs(.->n(ial

impacts to water quality in the Green, White, and Cedar River basins as a result of dispersed

growth.

8. Water quality impacts wilt not be mitigated through proper planning, design, and
implementation ofwastcwatcr and drainage system conlrol measures alone for ihrce rcasotis-

a) Monitormg and cnforccmcnl arc cittic;ti to correcting \v:itcr t)n:ili(y |iml)tcnis,

b) There is a generally a lag between idcntincalion ofwalcr qn.-ilily prublcnis and ii»plcnicni;ilioti

of control measures.

c) BMPs ami facililics do inn aildrcss all impncts. Fnr c\:nn|ilc iclnHinn/ilfH-mion r.icililics

address peak How uvcnls but du not address llic increases in \v:ncr ninull'vclocily and duralion

Bolh oflhesc factors affect rearing salmonids. BMPs for construction activilics do not conlrol
100% of erosion aiut sctlimcnt r»nofT\vhcn sitdi aclivitics :ifu coiulnclcif tlinifu* ()cft>hcr I Iti

March I.

Cli;ip(cr I fi.O - I'hnls. Aninnls, .nnl l:ish

I. 'llic location ofan:ulromo«s flsh-bcanng waters I»:is not been dctcnniiicd as p.nt of'tlic

development of Sensitive Areas ordinance. There arc numerous "unclassified" streams or stream

segments documcnlcd in the Sensitive Areas M;ip Portfolio (1990).

2. There are waters of importance to anadromous fisli wliicli wure nol listed on page I K I. Tliuse

include Ihu estuary or salt-walur innucnccd areas oflliu rivers mcntioin.'d as well :is lakcs*sucli :is

Lake Washinylun und Lake Sanunainish.

3. Tlic last statement before tlic section on Scallle's Wildlife I Ialiit;n (page IS I) is mcuiTccl. Bolli

nminstcm rivers and tributaries provide essential spawning and rearing habilaL

4. Again, concenlrating growth in (lie wuslcrn portion of Kiny ('ounly nuy |>rolucl crilicil n.sli

habitat in the rural and resource areas; however, there will be impacts to critical fish habitat in the

urban areas, particularly in sall-waler or csluafy areas.

5. Because there is no updated fish/wildlifc/planl habilat invcmory, thi: SDE1S is inadcqualc in
assessing both thu direct and cumulative iinp;icLs to these aicas and the SfHicIcs asstKinled with

them.

Statements such as "(IILTC arc probably many wcllands lliat have bucn disturbed lo such an extent
that there are no longer signiHcant wildlife or other wcllnnds values rctmining" on page 185 cannot
be staled willioul conclusivi; data. n>crufure. IratlculTs between aruas cannot be m:ulu.
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ChaBter\6 0 Plants. Animals. and Fish

6. The unavoidable impacts to plant, fish, and wildlife identified on page 186 may have treaty
right implications. King Counly should explicitly recognize these implications in the FEIS.

The SDEIS docs not consider impacts to historical and cultural sites under each alternative as
required under both SEPA and CMA.
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February 25,1994

Lisa Majdiak
King County Planning and Community

Development Division
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Ave.
Seattle, WA 98104

RE: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the King County
Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Lisa:

On behalf of the City of Kirkland, Department of Planning and Community Development,
I would like to offer the following comments regarding the Draft Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS).

We would concur that the 8 and 14 Centers Alternatives would result in the fewest negative
environmental impacts by concentrating development within the urban growth boundary.
These two alternatives would provide greater beneficial impacts on the environment in the
areas of transportation (fewer vehicle trips), air quality, transit, and the consumption of
land.

We are concerned that the predominant focus of the DSEIS is on urban centers. It is not
clear what is the basis for the definition of an urban center or how the definitiop matches
the policy objectives of concentrating urban growth.

The Countywide Planning Policies also contains several policies regarding urban growth
outside of centers. Most new growth will not occur in urban centers. The DSEIS should
recognize a broader range of centers (e.g. what is the role of Activity Areas as noted in ihe
Countywide Planning Policies? How will "activity areas" help achieve objectives?).
Perhaps a review of Vision 2020 could provide some guidance on this. The DSEIS should
also demonstrate consistency with adopted regional plans.

These smaller centers as noted in the Countywide Planning Policies should promote (lie
same concepts: concentrated development, mixed uses, transit and pedestrian supportive.
These should be recognized as having a significant role in countywicle growth munagement.
We encourage a second look at the definition and criteria for urban centers as well as
additional attention to activity areas or a hierarchy of centers.
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In reference to affordable housing, the DSEIS is a good beginning. However, it appears^
thai considerable additional analysis is warranted. One or two cue studies may be helpjul
aswefl as TJentifying those Strategies or mitigation measures that have the best chance for
success.

Thank you for ihe opportunity to comment. We understand the complexity of these issues
and would be willing to assist or participate in any discussion on these points.

Sincerely,

PLANNING & COMMUNITV DEVELOPMENT

?^o.
Paul D. Stewart AICP
Deputy Planning Director

Eric Shields, Planning Director
Lauri Anderson, Planning Supervisor
Nancy Cox, Planning Supervisor
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Dear Local-FIanner,

Do you ever get the feeling that people are talking about subjects you wish you con 1.

plug into and use in making choices for local policy decisions? As you go about the

business of planning for a better region, do you have questions you wish you coulit
ask real folks? Are you as lired about attending boring mcelings where llie same fev
people say the same things about local issues?

Conversations About the Future is a collaborative effort by many groups and
individuals who are seeking to add to the conversations about growth managemen

transportation, neighborhood quality, environmental priorities, and controlling
crime in our communities.

The premise of "Conversations" is to bring people with varying backgrounds,
expertises, and interests to the same table to lalk about the choices we Iruly have m

planning a better hiture. We all do have to live together in this space we call the

greater Seattle area, and our hope is to address the real options we have in growlnfi
towards the 21st century.

Towards that end, we have begun an ambitious program of soliciting input from
residents in the four county region - King, Kitsap, Snohommish and I'ierce. We'vi
produced a questionnaire which we've included here, and received more than 1,501
responses from mailings generated from METRO, King County, the Seattle Times

and some 20 groups who have participated in the program to date. We also put

together an hourlong show on KCTS which aired in December and will be replayed
on Cable Access during March.

What we've found is probably not news to you, but we ran offer some interesting

insights. First, we asked questions based upon five themes:

• what we value about wliere we live

• what we fear might be eroding those values

• our attitudes towards more people moving into our neighborhoods

• practical transportation options

• where economic development fits into our value system

The results (enclosed) revealed strong values tied to our envirqnmunt. About two-
thirds of the respondents named the environment as one of their three top values.

Other reasons to be in this region included family ties , neighborhood quality , the
independent spirit of the Northwest and good jobs. Perhaps as telling were the

values that people thought were not representative of the area. "Good place to raise
children" only got 15%, and only 8% thought they felt safe here.

Regarding the major concerns/ the two overwhelming choices were "too much
random crime and violence" and "not able to get around; slressful iraffic

congestion." Job security and not being able to own a house of one's own rated llu-
lest major concerns at 14% each, but affordability rose to third highest value among

renters and young people.

When it came to the best mobility options, almost half the questionnaires reflected .
need to improve and expand a regional rapid rail system. There were of the

respondents who thought the best transportation options should include more
frequent bus service in Iheir neighborhood.

<--.--> ©



Improvements to regional economic vitality were rated on a scale of one.to five, with

protecting our natural environment and resources rating highest; investing in our school
systems rated second, with ensuring a stable and fair tax environment coming next.

A powerhil minority voice emerged in our responses in concern about government
regulation (often accompanied with a written comment about waste, too much
government, liberalism, and ineffective reform). Interestingly^ those who listed

government regulation as a top concern, still listed environment positively over 50% of the
time.

Most thought thuir own neighborhood could not absorb ANY more people without the
standard of living deteriorating.

This questionnaire was just the start of our efforts to begin an ongoing conversation with

families about the problems and options they talk about in their homes.

We told them we u-ould let you know what Ihey said as a whole and for your ZIP code,

and ask you to respond as ycmr part of the conversation.. Please consider this letter the start
of our conversation with you. l'Vi*'i't' included a response form to allow you to respond to

the results.

However, since the entire point of "Conversations" is about talking past the quick
answers and the multiple choices, we want to invite you to be a part of the next

conversation. Are there questions you would ask folks if you were invited to a hundred

kitchen tables? What questions would help you better plan for the future as you look at
your own job? Aftsr viewing the results, are there contraclictions anilfor conflicts that vear
further iliscussion?

Please take a moment to look over the past results. And, if you're as intrigued as we are

with this nm' kind of public process, please get out your pen and paper, computer, fax
machine or telephone and give us your thoughts.

Currently we are in the planning stages for the next two questionnaires and KCTS
television shows. We thought we would use a theme which takes us from lifeslyle choices
to housing needs to local planning ideals. We'd touch upon housing - and the value of

homes which reflect lifestyles of (he 90's - as housing relates to population growth and the

quality of our neighborhoods, increased public safety concerns, and accommodating
employment and transportation needs.

What do you think?

This letter is going to more tlun 500 planners who work for city. county, state, and federal
agencies in addition to other planners ami eteclcd officials who are intimately .involved in
planning for the region's future. IVe need you.

Please give us some feedback and join the conversation. Our goal is to make local

decision-making more inclusive, but in concert with your ongoing efforts.

Thank you.

Smce^y, —,

!^M
Pat Slrosahl, Project Director
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PLANNING WITH PLANNERS
Survey Within A Survey

As we mentioned in the letter accompanying this survey, we've begun a
Conversation About the Future with more than 1,600 people in the four-county

region. We asked them about growth management, neighborhood density, values
that brought them (and keep them) here, as well as the concerns they have about
how we're growing.

Our hope is to reach new people who don't usually avail themselves of

traditional public processes, and make it easier for them to speak once and have their
thoughts get to the right place to make a difference.

Care to help? We'd very much like your thoughts and responses.

1. First of all, what planning efforts are you involved with now?

2. What kind of public process have you already participaled in and wliat was (lie
format?

3. What do you think about the results from our survey? Are they in keeping with
what you have been finding out? Are there any differences?

4. What is most significant about the results we found? Can you think of any way in

which these results could helpthe direction you're taking?

5. People from our survey seemed particularly concerned about government keeping
up with its obligations - and they are worried that growth is the main driver of

the continual deterioration of the environment, which they hold most dear.

Given what the Growth Management Act requires, how do your plans

accommodate both public concerns and the state mandate?

6. People are feeling unsafe; crime is on everyone's list of critical concerns. How do your

plans accommodate issues of crime prevention and public safety?



7. Environmental protection, good schools, and stable taxalion policy appear to be the
foundation of what people think is a healthy economy? How are you accommodating
those concerns in your plan?

8. Based upon your own reading of the survey, are there any circumstances, decisions, plans
or policies you can identify that are in keeping with what these results revealed? If so,

would you be willing to explain these to our public committee, the press or on our next
TV shows?

9. We're thinking of making our next theme lifestyle choices, which will take us from

housing needs to local planning ideals. Housing and the value of homes which reflect
lifestyles of the '90's may lead us to questions surrounding population growth, the
quality of our neighborhoods, increased public safety concerns, and accommodatingthe

changing employment and transportation needs. Will this area of inquiry be of any

interest or relevance to you? If so, how would you explore it?

10. In addition to the proposed emphasis of the next survey, a hundred coffee klathes, and
the next show on KCTS (on April 24th at 7 p.m.), what subject area or questions would
you ask of thousands of local residents?

A.

B.

c.

Thank you for your time and attention. Please feel free to add any comments you wish on
the back of this form.

Name

Job Position.

Address

Please return this form to: Conversations about the Future, 500 Wall St. Suite 410,
Seattle 98121
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PLANNING WITH PLANNERS
Survey Within A Survey

As we mentioned in the letter accompanying this survey, we*ve begun a
Conversation About the Future with more than 1.600 people in the four-counly

region. We asked them about growth management, neighborhood density, values
that brought them (and keep them) here, as well as the concerns they have about
how we're growing.

Our hope is to reach new people who don't usually avail themselves of

traditional public processes, and make it easier for them to speak once and have [heir

thoughts get to the right place to make a difference.

Care to help? We'd very much like your thoughts and responses.

1. First of all, what planning efforts are you involved with now?

2. What kind of public process have you already parlicipated in and what was the
format?

3. What do you think about the results from our survey? Are they in keeping with

what you have been finding out? Are there any differences?

4. What is most significant about the results we found? Can you think of any way in

which these results could helpthe direction you're taking?

5. People from our survey seemed particularly concerned about government keeping
up with its obligations - and they are worried that growth is the main driver of
the continual deterioration of the environment, which they hold most dear.

Given what the Growth Management Act requires, how do your plans
accommodate both public concerns and the stale mandate?

6. People are feeling unsafe; crime is on everyone's list of critical concerns. How do your
plans accommodate issues of crime prevention and public safety?



7. Environmental protection, good schools, and stable taxation policy appear to be tlie
foundation of what people think is a henlthy economy? How are you accommodnling
those concerns, in your ptnn?

8. Based upon your own reading of the survey, are there any circumstances, decisions, plans
or polirirs you rnn itfcnlify tli.il are in keeping wilh wluit Ihcsc results revealed? If so,
would you be willing to explain these to our public committee, the press or on our next
TV shows?

9. We're thinking of making our next theme lifcstyle choices, which will take us from
housing needs lo locnl planning ideals. I lousing and the value of Ironies which reflect
lifestyles of Ihe '90's may lead us to questions surrounding population growth, the
quality of our neighborhoods, incrr-iscct public s.ifety concrrni., ;iml accuinnuKl.ilinj'Hn.'

changing employnu'nt and transportation needs. Will this area of inquiry be of any
intcrrit <ir rcluv.incc to you? If so, how would you explore it?

10. In addition lo Ihc proposed emphasis of (lie next survey, a hundred coffee klathes, and
the next show on KCTS (on April 2^h nt 7 p.m.), whM subject nn'n nr questions wmM
you ask of thousands ol local residents?

A.

B.

c.

Thank you for your time and attention. Please feel free to add any comments you wish on
the back of this form.

Name

Job Position

Address

PI&ise return this form to: Conversations about the Future, 500 Wall St. Suite 410,
Seattle9S121 --.----.—-.--.--.-,
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Total returned questionnaires

1651

Total Tabulations (w/percentages)

[275—TTimesl50—^leighborhoodpTFastsid<Ti97| METRO [n6-po((ee
'16.9% 3.0% 0.7% 72.3". 7.0%

s*x|8<3nde~12®idelA9l97Jl8-29 I32330.39 1HZ|4(M9 111350-64 |298l65 or oldeifowntor rel;"8bwn_t2Mtent |
51.2% —45.3% '5.9% '19.5% "25.3% 29.2% '18.1%

LiiesiyielJMj rurd |591tububai 1914Juibai | Resided here pTo] less than 5 yeard354~l5-15 fTTi9~1over 15
7.9% — 35.8% —55.4% "' '8.5% —" —21-50A —67.9%

anonymous?|505 | 31.9%

1. Positive values |

505 | I have a good job. 3°.6%

a|[] My family lives here. <°.3\

141 I I feel safe: Sense of security is better her 8-5%

1084| I like the environment-reCTeation here, 65-7°'°

It's a good place for children to grow up. 1 5-4°A

I like the quality of life in my neighborhoo 38-1%

562 j The independent spirit of the Pacific Nortt 34-0%

301 | Opportunifies for the future are good here.1 8-2%

Every place else I look seems worse. 15.5%

The artisfc and cultural life of the region. 26.7%

38.3%
|2. Major Concerns

[632 | TOO many people in one place

1128 | | don't feel like I belong; not enough community •J^.°

|279 | Too much government interfeience in life/propert 16-9%

EOS] Taxes 2''-7%i

121.7%|359 | Ugly streets, buildings/deterioration of neiglibori21:70'4

[235 | Can't afford to own the kind of home I want 14.2'"
t

I103'* IToo much crime and random violence 62.6%

|1QQ3| Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestioi 60.8%

|232 | Not enough good jobs 14.1%

3. How many more people in your neighborhood? d.aajae. pa<ew p some plots
|702-] |S 64 | |279 1 |7 1 I
42.6% ' 34.2% 16.9% 4.3%

4. Best mobility Options |
[533] More frequent bus service in my neighborh 32.3%

|406 | Commuter rail on existing train tracks 24.6%

>23~1 Living closer to where I work 13.5%

|282 | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on bi 17.1%

|2i8l More capool lanes/carpooling and vanpool 13.2%

J07 ] A regional rapid rail system 48.9%

i20~] Improvemenls to our current road system 25.4%

|85 ] Trolleys and/or low speed mulli-stop rail 6.5%

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
|4.02 | A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

|-i .37 |B. Protect our natural environment and resources

|3.49 tc. Work to attract globally compelilive induslries

13.55 |D, Affordable liousing in attractive neighborhoods

13.34 |E. Government regulalion doesn't hinder business

1-1.05 |F. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

|i.22 |G. Invest in our school systems



Report by Source of Questionnaire ICofffifi
ti hni (percentages listed on left are total for all quesltonalres, boxed percenlages to the particular set)

Total fturrrd -\^Q
quastlonnalfs

anonymous
nturns

Age Resided here

7.9%-rurd I2""»l

35.8%suburban|29-3°'>

55.4%urt)an [<6.6%J

iz^n
117.4%

5.9% 18-29

19.5% 30-39

25.3% 41M9 |25^

29.2% 50-64 |33.0% |

18.1% 6Sorolder|253%1

8.5%

21.5% 5-15

67.9% over 15

[10.4%!

5TJ%~

80.7% Own |8!

17.3% rent E^:

11. Positive values

|30.6% |i5.5% | have a good job.

|40.3%l<o-5%Mv family lives here.

|8.5% 119-8% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

|65.7% 165-5% I like the emmonment-recreation here.

|15.4% |30 2% If? a good place for children to grow up.

|3fl.i% 15i-4*AI like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

; independent spirit of the Pacific Northwest!

lorturifies for the future are good here.

:e else I look seems worse.

ie artistic and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

2. Major Concerns

l38.3% 136-2% I Too many people in one place

7.8% 17-8% 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

16.9% I26-7% I Too much government interference in life/property

24.7% 135-3% I Taxes

|21.7% |i9.o% I Ugly streets, buildings/ deterioration of neighbofhood

li4.2% I12-9% I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

i62.6% |53.4% | Too much crime and random violence

teo.e'A pS^%] Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

|M.1% p83%~| Not enough good jobs

42.6% none 133.6%

34.2%few |38.8%

16.9% some |23

4.3% lots |3^

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% |36.2% | More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%|293%1 Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% [is.s% | Living closer to where I work

|17.1% |12.9% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

i 13.2% 120.7% | More capool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9%|503%1 A regional rapid rail system

25.4% |22.4% | Improvements to our current road system

16.5% [5.4% | Trolleys and/or low speed muld-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
|4.02 |3.86l.A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

l4.36 |4.4 6 LB. Protect our natural environment and resources

|3.49 PT391.C. Work to attract globally competitive industries

13.55 |3^65lD. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

|3.34 |3.38l.E. Government regdation doesn't Nnder business

|4.os I^.ZOLF. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

k.22 |^57l.G. Invest in our school systems

Report by Source of Questionnaire
N fni (percentages listed on lelt are lolal lor all quesUonalres, boxed pereeniages lor Ihe particular sel)

Tori fturnad •|1
qutsllonnalrea

•nonymou. yyy,^
returns

7.9% njrd

35.8% SUt
ss.4% urban

5.9%

19.5%

25.3%

29.2%

18.1%

Age

18-29

30-39

4M9
5(?t
65 or older I

[o3%~

145.5%

|36.4%|

FH

Resided her*

8.5%

21.5% 5-15

67.9% over 15

80.7% own |ioo.o%|

17.3% rent 1°.°%

1. Positive values

30.6% |273%1 have a good job.

<o.3%l<s.5%My family lives here.

8.5% la1% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

65.7% la1-8% I like the environment-recreation here.

15.4% |18.2% |f<; a good place for children to grow up.

3a.i% I9-1% I like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

independent spirit of the Pacific Northwest|e2.5% |7Z7%1 Too much crime and random violence
18.2% |9.1% hppnrtimilip? for (he future are good here.

15.5% |<5.5% Every place else I look seems worse.

26.7% |27.3% [The artislic and cultural life of the region.

2. Major Concerns

38.3% 172-7% I Too many people in one place

|7.s% 10'0%^ I donl feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

|i 6.9% |9-'% tToo much government interference in life/property

i24.7% l!lu%J Taxes

|2i.7% 118'2'A I Ugly streets, buildings/ deleriorafion of neighborhood

li4.2% lo-o% J Can't afford to own Ihe kind of home I want

|60.e% |8p%~| Not able to get around; stressful traflic congestion

|i4.r/. |o.o% | Not enough good jobs

3. How many more people in your neighborhood? 42.6% none 153.6%

34.2'Afew [18.2'A |

16.9% some |1B.2%

4.3'A lots [S-0%-

4. Best mobility Options
i 32.3% r45.5% | More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%pi5iTI Commuter rail on exisOng train tracks

113.5% |9.1% I Living closer to where I work

117.1% |0.0% | Bicycle lanes and more bike fadliCes on buses

113^% pi.4%1 More capool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

|48.9%p5^%] A regional rapid rail system

25.4%p5.2%] Improvements to our current road system

|s.5% p%~1 Trolleys and/or low speed muB-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
|4.o2 |3.27|.A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

14.36 (4.64[.B. Protect our naturd envinonment and resources

13.49 [2^251.C. Work (0 attract globally competitive industries

la.55 |3^56LD. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

13.34 [2.25 IE. Government regulation doesnt hinder business

14.06 I3745LF. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

14.22 |3.30 LG. Invest in our school systems
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Report by Source of Questionnaire (METRO
Hsl

Fm (percentages llsied on lelt are total lor all quesllonalres, boxed percentages lor Ihe particular set)

Total flurnad ^95
questionnaires

•nonymous 3, 9% [25^]
returns

7.9% rural 17-°"''°

35.a%suburbanl3s.8°<>

55.4".urt)an |563%~

51:2% mate |52^%1
45.3%fe(retep4^S1

5.9%

19.5%

25.3%

29.2%

18.1%

Age

1&.29

30-39

40-49

50-64

65 of older

P%-1

|24.8%|

|28.4% |

|18.3% |

Resided here

s.5% less than 5 years |a5%~

21.5% S.15

67.9% over 15

80.7% Own |79.7%

17.3% rent pai%~|

|21.8% |

1. Positive values

30.6'A |33.6% | have a good job.

40.3%|40.2%tu|y family lives here.

,8.5% I7-5*4 I feel safe: Sense of security is beUer here.

|65.7% I66-2'* I like the environment-recreation here.

15.4% I1S-1% lf<; a good place for children to grow up.

38.1% I37-5'* I like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

34% BlMhe independent spirit of the Pacific Northwestlgz.e'A f6Z5%1 Too much crime and random violence

,18.2% 119.3% hppnrtiinitip? for the future are good here.

|i5.5% |u.s% Every place else I look seems worse.

|26.7% |26.s% rhe anistic and cultural life of the region.

3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

|2. Major Concerns

|38.3% 136-9% I Too many people in one place

|7.s% 18-5°A 11 dont (eel like I belong; not enough comnmity spirit

|i6.9% |i6.2% IToo much government interference in life/property

|24.7%1214%J Taxes

|21.7% [2i^%j Ugly streets, buildings/ deterioration of neighbortiood

|«.2% I14.6% I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

|eo.8% |61.1% | Not able to get around; stressful traflic congestion

|14.1% fi3?i%-] Not enough good jobs

42.6% none [42.2% ]

34.2%few [33.3% |

16.9% some |n.4%

4.3% lots 1^8%-

4. Best mobility Options
,32.3% [i2.2%1 More frequent bus senn'ce in my neighborhood

|24.6%[2p%1 Commuter rail on exishng train tracks

|13.5% |i3.<%) Living closer to where I work

|17.1% [i8.i°H Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

113.2% |i3.o% | More caipool lanes/carpooling and vanpooCng

[48.9% |5Q.6%1 A regional rapid rail system

25.4% 125.5% | Improvements to our current road system

|6.5% |6.6% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail •

5. economic Vitality (1-5)
|< .02 |4.i4l.A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

14.36 |4.37LB. Protect our natural environment and resources

|3.49 [3.531.C. Work to attract globally convelifive industries

|3.55 |3.57].D. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

|3.34 |3.33l.E. Government regdation doesn't h'nder business

|4.06 H.051.F. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

|4.22 |4.24l.G. Invest in our school systems

Cmrotte
UNl

Questionnaire Tabulation

Report by Lifestyle: rural
k UK (percenia9ES llsled °n ielt are lotal tor au quesllonalres, boxed percentages (or the particular scl)

Total nturned 130
questionnaires

Source

anonymous
fturns 31.9%

16.9% Times [iu%~

3.0% Neighborhood p%-||

°.ra Eastside FTsx'

72.3% METRO [6T6%1

7.0% Coffee |2T3%-

11. Positive values
l3B6i|26.s%| have a good job.

16.9% (uiy family ijves here.

b.5% n6-2% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

lesjt 163'8% I Bke the envirohment-recreation here.

|15.4% I

|38.1%

|34%
|18.2%

|15.5%

|26.7%1

Jfs a good place for children to grow up.

14-6%1 like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

|30.s% irhp independent spirit of the Pacific Northwest

|13.8% hppnrtimitip?; for (he future are good here.

|io.o% Every place else I look seems worse.

, |1Z.3% [The artistic and cultural Bfe of the region.

Age

5.9% 11&.29 PT%-

19.5%|30-39 |253

25.3%| 40^)9 (28?%'

29.2%| 50.64 [29M1

18.1% 165 or older [TO%~

Resided

8.5';

21.5% 5-15

67.9% over 15

80.7%] own

17.3%1 rent

here

[593%'

\SSk

PJ°T

S3%
171.3%

2. Major Concerns

i8.3% 142'3% I Too many people in one place

7.8% I3-1°A 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

16.9% 136'2% I Too much government interference in Ke/property

|24.7% 142^%JTaxes

21.7% I13-8% I Ualv streets, buildings/ deterioration of neighbochood

14.2% 16'9% I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

>2.6% 150-8%1 Too much crime and random violence

IGO.S'A |60.o% | Not able to get around: stressful traffic congesfcn

14.1% [13.8% | Not enough good jobs

3. How many more people in your neighborhood? A2.e% none |44.2%|

34.2% few [3U!%'

16.9% so me HM%

4.3% lOtS P-9%

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% r31-5% 1 More frequent bus senice in my neighborhood

l24.6%P8-5t| Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% l'6.9% | Living closer to where I work

117.1% |i3-m I Bicycle lanes and more bike facilifes on buses

113.2% I22-3% I More capool lanas/caTpooling and vanpooling

48.9% I46.s% I A regional rapid rail system

125.4% 130-8% I Improvements to our current road system

15.5% |2.6% 1 Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5.)
14.02 |3-8llA tmestm roadS, transit & new technology

14.36 H.lSt.B. Protect our nalurd environment and resources

.49 |3.33[.C. Work to attract globally competitive industries

13.55 |3.26tD. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

ls.34 |3.SOLE. Government regulation doesnt hinder business

ko6 14-osLF- Ensure a stable and fair tax system

.22 [3^9316. Invest in our school systems
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Questionnaire Tabulation

Report by Lifestyle: suburban
(percentages listed on telt are total for all quesllonaires, bOKed percentages for the panlcular set)

Source

'6.9% Times |2(Tr

3.0°. Neiglibortiood|o.3% ||

Tofl r«turn»d 591
qu«»tlonnalr«s

anonymous
"r'.TuTn. »-y& 13"%J 0.7% Eastside

72.3". METRO

7.o% Coffee
5,5; mate |57^q
45.3%iemae|40.2%|

H. Positive values
130.6% 134-9% I have a good job.

|init.FM%hly family lives here.

Is.s-t I8'1"* I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

165.7% 16a-4%l like the enwonment-recrealion here.

|is.4% I19'°*t Ir': a good place for children to grow up.

|38.l% I33-7*41 like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

[34% |33.2% hw independent spirit of the Pacific Northwest],

|l 8.2% I19-o% hppnrtuniHp-: for the future are good here.

li5.5% I16-9% Every place else I look seems worse.

ks.Tt |21-3% IThe artistic and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

Ag« Resided here

5.9% 118-29 p6%

19.5%130.39 |17.4% ]

25.3%| 4049 |25.0% |

29.2%| 50-64 |33.7% |

i8.i%|65orolderp85^-|

a.s". less than 5 years |a.6% 1

21.5% 5-15

67.9% over 15

80.7%) own |S7.8%

i7.3%l rent ["]

|2. Major Concerns

la8.3% l41-3%IToo many people in one place

'.8% 18'3% 11 dont feel like I belong: not enough community spirit

16.9% I2'-:l% I TOO much government interference in life/property

|^,-.E2^] Taxes
21.7% I13-7% I Ugly streets, buildings/deterioration of neighborhood

14.2% I'1'3'4 I Car't afford to own [he kind of home I want

62.6% I61-3% I To° much crime anl:l rar'd°m violence

leo.ev. |63~5%1 Nol able to gel around; stressful traffic congestion

|i4.i% ITZ7%~| Not enough good jobs

42.6%' none ps^%1

34.2%'ew |5TS%1

16.9% some |15.3%_

4.3% lots |2-ra

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% P3-3% I More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

i!4.6%|26-1% I Commuter rail on existing train tracks

115% P6-2% I Living closer to where I work

17.1% lio-3'n Bicycle lanes and more bike facilifes on buses

lil2% I15-7%1 More caqioot lanes/capooling and vanpooling

l48.9%B9:7%] A regional rapid rail system

Improvements to our current road system25.4%|

16.5% I3-3'* I Trolleys and/or low speed mulS-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
4.02 |4.03tA- lnu6st in roads, transit & new technology

4.36 !. Protect our natural environment and resources

49 [3^50lC. Work to attract globally competitive industries

3.55 [3^36jD. Affordable housing in attradwe neighborhoods

34 |3.50l.E. Government regulation doesnt hinder business

i<.06 14-o7LF- Ensure a stable and fair tax system

4.22 ;. Invest in our school systems

Urt
Questionnaire Tabulation

Report by Lifestyle: urban
k hi ipercenuses ils'ed °n ie"are i°Bi f°r a11 quesllonalres, boxed percentages lor the particular scl)

Total rsturned g-)4
quaatlonnafras

Source

16.9% Times |T5J%

3.0% Neighborhood |s5%"
lymous ,, ^ 133J-.
r'.tuVns 31-9% l^^'-l 0.7% Eastside [0^%-

72.3% METRO

anonymous

M% Coffee

Age

5.9% 118-29

is.5%130.39

25.3%|4049

29.2%| 5064

18.1% 165 or older

16.9%

|21.0% |

(255%1

|26J%1

|18.6% |

Resided hare

8.5% less Ihan 5 years |9.i% |

21.5% 5-15 PUf

67.97. over 15 I67's% I

80.7%] own |75.7%

17.3% I rent ["3%-|

11. Positive values

bo.Gt 128-4%1 have a good job.

|inif.|3M%~tu]y family lives here.

[8.5% 17-5% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

l65.7% IM'6% I like the environment-recreation here.

|is.4% I11-7% lr'; a good place for children lo grow up.

3a.m I39-7% I like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

|34% |35.4% frhp independent spirit of the Padfic Northwest)

|l8.2% |1i.6t hppnrtnnifipi for the future are good here.

h 5.5% 1'15-2% Every place else I look seems worse.

|26.7% I artistic and cultural life of the region.

2. Major Concerns

Isejv. 136-0% I Too many people in one place

17.8% 18'2% 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

16.9% 111-3% IToo much government interference in life/property

|24.7% EL4%] Taxes

21.7% i28-1% I Ugly streets, buildings/ deterioration of neighborhood

14.2% I17-0"'1' I Can't alfoid to own (lie kind of honre I want

162.6',. 16S-2% I Too much crime and random violence

ISO.S'A |58.3% | Not able to get around: stressful traffic congesfon

|i4.i% |i^8% | Not enough good jobs

3. How many more people in your neighborhood? 42.6'% none |4o.s%|

34.2%lew |34.0%

i6.s%some|is.i% |

4.3% lots ["%-|

4. Best mobility Options
32^4 |3i.9% | More frequent bus senice in my neighborhood

2<.6%|22ji%J Commuter rail on exishng train tracks

115% I11-4% I Living closer to where t work

17.1% P"^ I Bicyde lanes and more bike facilifies on buses

13.2% I10-4% I More capool lanes/carpooling and vanpooting

<a.9% 148-5% I A regional rapid ra'l system

25.4% pi^»l Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |9-4% I Trolleys and/or tow speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
h.02 |4.Q4|_A. Invest in roads, transit &'new technology

14.36 E.47J-B. Protect our natural environment and resources

13.49 |3.solC. Woik to attract globany competilive induslries

b 55 |3.71 [.D. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

13.34 |3.21|.E. Government regulation doesn't hinder business

14.06 ^-o4V-Ensure a stable and fair tax system

14.22 14.30LG- tnves> in our school systems
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Questionnaire Tabulation Report

by Homeownership: own

h fill (percentages listed on lelt are total for all quesllonaires, boxed percentages for the particular set)

Total raturned ^334
queatlonnafres

anonymou* 3, 9,4 |3u
return*

Source

16.9% Times [1^5%

3.0% Neighborhood p"4%-

0.7% Eastside p%"

72.3% METRO |7i^%

7.0% Coffee |TS%~

1. Positive values

i30.6% |3i.4% | have a good job.

|40.3%K2.3%^v family lives here.

8.5% 18-4% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

65.7% 166-5% I like the environment-recreafon here.

|15.4% |16.8% If, a gogd place for children to grow up.

|3S.1% \^-w\ like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

|34% l31SThe independent spirit of the Padfic Northwest],

!18.2% |16.8% hpportunifes for the future are good here.

|15.5% |15.3% Every place else I look seems worse.

|26.7% |25.i% [The artisfc and cultural life of the region.

13. How many more people in your neighborhood?

Age Resided here

5.9%~ 18-29

19.5% 30-39

25.3% 4(M9

29.2% 50-64

18.1% 65orolder[i&3%

f2S%-^

p7.5%-

i.6%

|33.0%

8.5%

21.5% 5-15

67 g^, over 15

7.a%~ rura(8^%1 Kl urbar(523%1
35.8%suburban[39M1 55AV-

|2. Major Concerns
|38.3% \W-af'\ Too many people in one place

1% I ] don't feel like I belong; not enough community spiril

Foo much government intefference in life/property

Faxes

I Ugly streets, buildings/ deterioraCon of neighborhood

I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want4.2%

52.6% |64.o% | Too much crime and random violence

60.8% [61:6% | Not able to get around: stressful traffic congeston

14.1% fiSi%~| Not enough good jobs .

42.6% none |<3.6%1

34.2%few |3il%~

16.9% some |15.9%

4.3% lots [X6%"

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% |3i.9% | More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%|S5%1 Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% tt3.6% | Living ctoser to where I work

117.1% |15.8% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% |13.6% | More capool lanes/carpooting and vanpooling

48.9% p771%1 A regional rapid rail system

25.4%|26.2%| Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |5.5% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
|4.02 |4.oo [.A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

|4.36 I" .34 LB. Protect our natural environment and resources

|3.49 |3.49[.C. Work to attract globally competitive industries

|3.55 [3.49|.D. Affordable housing in attract've neighborhoods

|3.34 |3.40|.E. Government regulation doesn't Knder business

|4.06 |4.101.F. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

|4.22 |4.21[.G. Invest in our school systems

Questionnaire Tabulation Report
by Homeownership: rent

Urt
ll Fltn (percentages listed on left are total for all questionaires, boxed percentages for the particular set)

Total raturned ^gg
qu«»tlonnalras

Source

16.9% Times |M.1% l|

3.0% Neighborhood^
anonymous 3, 9% |2g.,% | .

r.turn. •"•'" l^^l 0.7% EaStSlde P%~

51.2% mate pe.8%1

45.3%female|®^%1

72.3% METRO

7.0% Coffee

(763%

r6%~

|1. Positive values
|M.6% |2?3%1 have a good job.

|40.3%|31.1% My family lives here.

8.5% I8-511 I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

|s5.7% 165-0% I like the environment-recreaCon here.

15.4% |9.5% It's a good place for children to grow up.

|38.l% I30-7"* 1 Bte the quality of life in my neighborhood.

|34% l«.9%frhs independent spirit of the Pacific Northwest

18.2% |ZS.1% t-tppnrtnnities for the future are good here.

|i5.5% |i6.6% Every place else I look seems worse.

|26.7% |35.o% rhe artistc and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

Age Resided hero

5.9«T 18-29 |22^%1

19.5% 30-39 |M.4%1

25.3% 4(M9 (19.4%

29.2% 50-64 p4._1%

18.1% eSorolderpz^H

8.5%' less than 5 years [27]6^]

21.5% S-1S

67.9%°YeL15- |44.5%|

7.9%' rura(2.8%] gl urbar(73.sr

35.8%suburban|233%1 55-4;

2. Major Concerns

)8.3% I30-7'7' I Too many people in one place

r.s% I13-8% 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

16.9% 18-10A I TOO much government interference in life/property

24.7% 19^LJ Taxes

ii.7% |2H%J Ugly streets, buildings/deterioration of neighborhood

14.2% 142-8% I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

i2.6% |56.s% | Too much crime and random violence

io.8% |57.2% | Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

14.1% |18.4% | Not enough good jobs

42.6% none 137.1%

34.2%few |31.4%

16.9% some |23.o%

4.3% lots |67%

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% |34.3%] More frequent bus senrice in my neighborhood

24.6% [27.6%1 Commuter rail on existing train tracks

|115% |14.1%-| Living ctoser to where I work

117.1% |24.7% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% |n.3% | More caipool tanes/carpooling and vanpooting

48.9%|57.2%] A regional rapid rail system

25.4%|21.6%-| Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |n.8% I Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop raO

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
|4.oz f4^A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

k.36 14.53LB. Protect our natural environment and resources

|3.49 |3.46|.C. Work to attract globally competitive industnes

|3.55 |3.86[.D. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

3.34 |3.Q8[.E. Government regulation doesnt hinder business

|<.06 |3.83|.F. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

|4.22 |4.29|.G. Invest in our school systems



khtn

Total raturnad -j^g
qu«»tlonnaires

anonymous ^%^SS^}
returns

Questionnaire Tabulation
Report by Length of Residency:
(percentages listed on left are total for all queslionalres, boxed percentages for the particular set)

less than 5 years

Source
i6.9% Times f??T3~

3.o'« Neighborhood |p%-

°-7°/» Eastside lira'

72.3°'. METRO [mo%

?.°". Coffee |E6%-

Positive values
|30.6%|32.i% | have a good job.

|40.3%|is.o%^|y family lives here.

|s.i% I6-4% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

|65.7%HE4%] Bke the environment-recreation here.

l5.4%|13%Jt's a good place for children to grow up.

138.it I32-1% I like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

'nt spirit of the Padfic Northvest)

18.2% 132.1% hppnrtnniSpt for (he future are good here.

126.7% |37.1% rhe anistic and cultural life of the region.

Ag.

5.9%~ 1S-29 |2M%1

19.5% 30-39 |353%1

25.3% 4049 |21^%]

29.2% 50-64 piA%

IB.I% 65ofotder|?5%-|

i.mTMd £3%]
35.8% suburban f?~<

55|C3 urban |50?T

8.5%

21.5%

67.9%

2. Major Concerns

138.3% |26.4%| Too many people in one place

17.8% |16.7% 11 don't fed like I belong: not enough community spirit

16.9% I8-6% I Too much government interference in ffe/property

I Taxes24.7% I

21.7% p6.4% | ugiy sfreets, buildings/ deterioration of neighborhood

14.2% I29-3% I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

62.6% |53.6% | TOO much crime and random violence

\ 60.8% [6T3%1 Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

14.1 % |i7.i% I Not enough good jobs

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood? 42.6%1 none [30%]

34.2% few |35.7%

16.9% some |25J%

4.3% lots 1"%~

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% 139.3% 1 More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%f22;9%| Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |12.9% I Living closer to where I work

17.1% |30.7% I Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% [14.3% I More cafpool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9%|57.1% | A regional rapid ra'l system

25.4%|19-3% I Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |n.5% I Trolleys and/or low speed mulb'-stop rat

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
4.02 p~2i]A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

4.361'i^solB. Protect our naturd environment and resources

3.49 [3591C. Woik to attrxt globally compeMve industries

3.55 [3^6010. Affordable housing in attract've neighborhoods

3.34 |3.02|.E. Government regulation doesnt hinder business

i4.06 [3772LF. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

14.22 [4^3].G. Invest in our school systems

Cmmtta
Urt

kfitn

Questionnaire Tabulation

Report by Length of Residency:
(percentages listed on left are lolal lor all questionalres, boxed percentages for Ihc particular set)

5-15

Total ralurnad 354
quastlonnalres

Source

16.9% Times [T4.4%

3.0% Neighborhood ^%~
anonymous

"/•iuTns 31-9%132^%J 0.7% Eastside 15:6^

72.3% METRO

7.0% Coffee

[73.4%

[E5%'

1. Positive values

30.6%|35.9%.) have a good job.

40.3%[H2LWy family lives here.

8.5% I10-7% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

65-7t|68-3t I like the environment-recreafon here.

I18-6% lr<; a good place for children to grow up.

38.1% I39-0''11 like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

34% |3Q.8% irhe independent spirit of the Padfic Nonhwest|

18.2% |25.1% hppnrtiiritii"; for the future are good here.

15.5% |14.4% fcyery place else I look seems worse.

2S.7%|30.8% rhe artisb'c and cultural life of the region.

Age

5.9'%~ 18-29

19.5% 30-39

25.3% 40-49

29.2% 50-64

|6^%~

|35.9% |

[sijiH
|19.5%

18.1% 65orolderp%-|

7.9%'rural

35.8% suburban

55|B urban

[&5%]

|55^%'

8.5%

21.5'-,

67.9'.

2. Major Concerns

38.3% I33-1% I Too many people in one place

7.8% I12-4% 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

16.9% I12-4* I Too much government interference in life/property

24.7%t!i4%J Taxes

21.7% I22-6% I Ugly streets. buildings/ deterioration of neighbofhood

14.2% 119-5% I Can't afford to own the Mnd of home I want

62.6% [57.!%^] Too much crime and random violence

60.8% |62.rA | Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

w.i %[Tu%-| Not enough good jobs

3. How many more people in your neighborhood? 42.6%lnone |36.8%

34.2% few |35.7%

i6.9v.some pi.o% l

4.3% lots |53%~

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% 132.2% | More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%|23.2%1 Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% l".8% I Living closer to where I work

17.1% f8:?% ] Bicycle lanes and more bike facilib'es on buses

13.2% [n76% ] More carpool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9%r52.8'jq A regional rapid rail system

25.4%|22.9%1 Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |7.i% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
4.02 [4.03|_A. Invest in roads, transit S new technology

4.36 f4.43LB. Protect our natural environment and resources

3.4913.54^0. Work to attract globally compeb'tive industries

3.55 |3.60|.D. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

3.34 |3.08|.E. Government regulation doesn't hinder business

4.06 L3.94j_F. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

4.22 |4_.3iJ_G. Invest in our school systems
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Questionnaire Tabulation

Report by Length of Residency:
(percentages listed on left are total lor all quesllonalres, boxed percentages lor the particular set)

over 15

Total fturnod i^g
qu«»ttonnalres

.anonymous 3,.g.(,|3u
returns

515% mate |49.3".|

45.3%femalep6.9% |

16.9%

3.0%

0.7%

72.3%

7.0%

Source

Times rRwT
Neighborhood |2.3%

Eastside

METRO
Coffee

|0.7%

|72.9%

IM%~

Age

s.9'%~ 18.29

19.5% 3039

25.3% 4(M9

29.2% 50-64

|3^%-|

fiZ5%-|

|2Q%1
135.0%

18.1% 65orolder|23^%T

80.7%1 own |87.1%

17.3%1 rent [HSJ

7.9% "rural

35.8% suburban

5S|Hwban

[8.2%1

|S5;1% |

8.5%

21.5%

67.9%

1. Positive values

40.3%|50.3°A t^y family lives here.

8.5% 18'<% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

16s.7%|N.5t I |jke the environment-recreation here.

l5.4%t!5J%Jt's a good place (or children to grow up.

|3S.1% I38-7'* I like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

|34% |35.i% h-hp independent spirit of the Padfc Northwest] ^^

W3% I14-504 hppnrtnnitifx; for the future are good here.

|i5.s% |16.1% ^yery place else I look seems worse.

126.7% |24.o% (-he artistic and cultural life of the region.

3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

|2. Major Concerns

138.3% I42-0''1! Too many people in one place

7.8% 16'0% 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

16.9% \'9-w-1 Too much government interference in life/property

l24.7%U;3%] Taxes

12t.7% |2'.o% I Ugly streets. buildings/ deterioration of neighbahood

114.2% I1I)-7% t Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

|65.s% | Too much crime and random violence

160.8% [60.2% I Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

14.1% |i3.o% | Not enough good jobs

42.6%) none |<5.9%|

34.2% few [33M1

i6.9%someM.6%|

4.3% lots |3^%~1

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% PI.<% I More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%|24.9%1 Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |12.4% I Living closer to where I work

17.1% |H3% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% |13.6% | More capool tanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9%|4Ui%] A regional rapid rail system

25.4%|27.2% | Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |s.6% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
14.02 [4.00|A. Invest in roads. transit & new technology

14.36 [4T33T.B. Protect our natural environment and resources

3.49 |3.46[.C. Work to attract globally competffive industries

3.55 |3.S2|J3. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

|3.34 |3^8lE. Government regulation doesnt hinder business

4.06 [T~?3lF. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

4.22 |47i9l.G. Invest in our school systems

., ...,j. t.^Aait.Butoi&itaJittfalKiuBHl-

[mnitliB Questionnaire Tabulation Report by
U1

KFitn
Age:

18-29

Total returned 97
qufllonnalrea

(percentages listed on tell are total for all questlonalres, boxed percentages lor the particular sel)

Source

is.si-Times' pu%
3-0"» hteighboihood|u%-

anonymous
^'"°7.Tu'r"n', 31-9%121TO] 0.7% Eastside ^

~irs. _ .——:—^===. — i ?"B& .. 51.2% | mate |«.3%| I "•"~1"E:1"U 12"
•Sfi • w.3V.\lendeSm\ I 7'11V' colfee

t
»1
^?1
IIH>1

II
^-l

11. Positive values
!30.6%|34.o% | have a good job.

|40.3%pT3%1yy family lives here.

|>-s% lsl-l% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

|65.7%[?L3%] like the enwonment-recreation here.

is.4%11ii.3t lr<: a good place for children to grow up.

138.1% I16-5% I like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

34% |37.i% tfhe independent spirit of Uie Pacilic Nortlwe

|H.2% l-"-"^ Dpportunitiesforthe future are good here.

115.5% |14.4% Every place else I look seems worse.

|26.7%|53%Trhe atislic and cultural life of the region.

y.
|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

independent spirit of the Pacilic Nortlwesl] 52.6% |6i.9% 11

Resided here

8.5% less than 5 yonrr.pB.i'q

21.5% 5-15 I24-"-!
37';%'

67.9% over 15

80.7%|own|33.0%|

i7.3%|renl \^-y»\

7.9%~1 rural ["%J

35.8%] sububan ^Jvr\
55.4%] t,i,an |S3~5-q

2. Major Concerns

138.3% [33^%jToo many people in one place

7.8% 1'2.<*A 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

116.9% |io.3% | Too much government interference in life/property

124.7% OIS Taxes

j2).7% |26.8% | ugly sbeels, buildings/ deteiioration o( neighbahood

i4.2"« |MJ%J Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

62.6% |6T'.9%| Too much ciinie and landoin violence

160.8% |655%1 Not able to get around: stressful traffic congesfon

14.1% 110.3% | Not enough good jobs

42.6%|none [34.0% |

34.2% few |44.3%|

i6.9%somep63%-]

4.3% lots P~i%-l

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% |30.9% t More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

2<.6%|21.6%| Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |14.4% | Living closer to where I work

17.1% f35.i% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilibes on buses

13.2% |i7.5% | More caipool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9%[54.6% | A regional rapid rail system

25.4%|18.6% | Inyrovements to our current road system

e.St |6.3% | Trolleys andtor low speed mulli-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-6)
|4.02 |4.os1A. Invest in roads. transit & new technology

|4.36 \AATV&. Protect our natural environment and resources

13.49 |3.'t7|.C. Work 10 attract globally competitive industries

|3.55 [3^5810. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

|3.34 |3^23LE. Government regulalion doesn't hinder business

|4.oe |3^69LF. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

4.22 |4.49|.G. Invest in our school systems
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Questionnaire Tabulation Report by
Age:)*3""'-

Total fturned 317
qu»atlonnalr«s

(perceniages lisled on lelt are lolal for all queslionalres. boxed percentages lor the panicular sel)

Source
Resided hare16-9% Times 116.1%

3.°'- Neighborhood p%-||8-5"» less than 5 yearsp£5%-
anonymous .,, q./. (q, „»;

T.'iuTns 31-9'AI32^J 0.7% Eastside |53-n| 21.5% 5-15

Tt-yi- METRO 17s7%Tl 67.9% over 15

7.<r" Coffee
ff? . 51.2-41 mate [5U%
%•• 45.3'Hfemdep6~i%'

7.9%-1 rural

35.a%] suburban

55.4%]irtan |593%1

11. Positive values
I M.6% |3T"?%1 have a good job.

|40.3%|3S3%Yly family lives here.

18.5% t7-9% I feet safe: Sense of security is beKer here.

|65.7%II"%J like the enwonment-recreation here.

115.4% |17.4% |f<; a good place for children to grow up.

138.1% |3».9% I like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

|34% @ElThe independent

118.2% |24.0%|-)ppnrtnnili(><; for Ihe future are good here.

115.5% |i4.8% fcyery place else I look seems worse.

|26.7%|2g3%TThe arfstic and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

|2. Major Concerns

138.3% 133-1"- I Too many people in one place

17.8% |9.5% 11 don't feel Cke I belong: not enough community spirit

116.9% |ll.°% t Too much government interference in life/property

124.7% EZ;^] Taxes

121.7% |2<-3"t I Ugly streets. buildings/ deterioraBon of neighborhood

|i4.2% |24.0% | Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

it spirit of the Pacific Nonhwest] 52.6% |55.8% | Too much crime and random violence

160.8% |s4.4%| Not able to get around; stressful Iraffic congest'on

114.1 % |is.i% | Not enough good jobs

42.6%1 none |36.o% |

34.2% few [29.7% I

16.9%some|26.8%|

4.3% lots 1"°H

4. Best mobility Options
32.3%p5.3%| More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%[Sy%] Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |20.8% | Living closer to where I work

17.1% [24.3% | Bfcycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% |i2.0% | More carpool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

4a.9%|5i.7%1 A regional rapid rail system

25.4%|i8.6% | Improvements to our current road system

6.5% [7.8% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
4.02 |4.07|.A. Invest in roads. transit & new technology

4.36 f^44LB. Protect our natural environment and resources

3.49 |3^3]C. Work to attract globally competitive industries

3.55 |3.S7].D. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

3.34 |3.npE. Government regulaUon doesn't hinder business

4.06 [a.esLF. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

4.22 rt;4l].G. Invest in our school systems

Ml
fchm

Questionnaire Tabulation Report by
Age:

[40-49

Total raturnad 4-13
^ qyllonnalros

(percentages listed on lelt are lolal lor all quesllonalres, boxed perceniages for the parucular set)

Source

16.9%-TJJ7ies-

3.0% Neighborhood [i5%
, .nonymou. 31.9.41335^ ^^ ^^
[ r.turns —-~i—-~ i 0.7% Eastside fF

5i.2%|mde |52^%1
45.3%lfemcle|44.i%|

72.3% METRO

7-0% Coffee

|70^%

r.0%

1. Positive values
30.6%pT3%1 have a good job.

40.3%|55i%~^y family lives here.

8.5% I'-8'1 I feel safe: Sense of secuity is better here.

65.7% \os.s-h i (ke (he environment-recreation here.

i5.4%f5j%Jl's a good place for children to grow up.

38.1% PWh | [jkg (he quality of life in my neighborhood.

34% |33.9% |rhp independent spirit of Uie Padfic Nonhwest]

18.2% |17.9% hppnrtnrifip? for the future are good here.

15.5% |l4.o% fcyery place else I look seems worse.

26.7%|5S3%TThe artistic and cultural life of the region.

Resided here

8.5% less than 5 yearsp3%~|

21.5% 5-15 [26^1

67.9% over 15 I66-1%

80.7%|own|84^

17.3% I rent P3^

7.9%~1 rural [9.o%1

35.8%] subuiban |3s^%1

55.4%) uban [55-4-q

2. Major Concerns

38.3*4 |<s.5% | Too many people in one place

7.8% 11°-2°" 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

i6.9°'« 1'3">'° I Too much goveinment inlerfeience in lile/piopaty

24.7%1!L!E1 Taxes
21.7% |i9.6% | (jgly streets. buildings/ deterioration of neighborhood

14.2% |i6.9% | Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

62.6% |5S.1% | Too much crime and random u'olence

60.8% [gS6%1 Not able to get around: stressful traffic congestion

M.IV. |i5j% | Not enough good jobs

3. How many more people in your neighborhood? 42.6%|none |45.3%|

34.2% few PS^TI

16.9%SOme|«.3'A|

4.3% lots F%~1

£-

4. Best mobility Options
32.3%|30.3%| More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%|23.2%J Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |i6.2% | Living closer to where I work

17.1% |i8.9% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% |i7.2% ] More caipool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9%|47.7%1 A regional rapid rail system

25.4%|25.S%1 Improvements to our current road system

6.5% (3.6% I Trolleys and/or low speed mulli-slop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)<
4.02 |:L97|A Invest in roads. transit & new technology

4.3614.411 B. Protect our natural environment and resources

3.49 |3.47|.C. Work to anracl globally compelitive industries

3.55 [3.41 ID. Affordable housing in aBracb've neighborhoods

3.34 |3 19| E. Government regulation doesn't hinder business

4.06 [X971.F. Ensure a stable and (air tax system

4.22 |4.zo|.G. Invest in our school systems
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Questionnaire Tabulation Report by
Age:

^50-64

Tot«l fturnad 475
qu«*tlonnalres

(percentages listed on left are total for all questlonalres, boxed percenlages lor the panicular set)

Source
16.9*. Times

3.0°!,

anonymous 31.9,4 |3Z7.q „„, ^_-.,
t returns —--c=_i 0.7% Eastside

".3"° METRO

7.°°/« Coffee
S^. 51.2% | mate p9^%
II 45.3%1

Î
1

®>
;g
&
y--\

|1. Positive values
|M.6%|32.4%| have a good job.

|40.3%|43.7% My family lives here.

feet safe: Sense of security is better here.

i%J like the enuironment-recreation here.

It's a good place for children to grow up.

138.1% M-5%l like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

[34% |312%jThe independent spirit of the Pacific Northwest

|18.2% |15.1% hppnrtunifes for the future are good here.

|15.5% |15.8% Every place else I look seems worse.

|26.7%[273%TThe artisfc and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

Resided here 80.7%| own |90.7%

17.3% I rent

7.9%-] rural |8^%J

35.8%] suburban pTS%'

55-4%] urban |50.2%;

|2. Major Concerns
|3a.3% |37.6% | TOO many people in one place

17,8% |5.9% 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

I (6.9% |22.3% | Too much government inteiference in life/property

124.7% 129^%J Taxes

121.7% |20.8% | Ugly streets. buildings/ deterioration of neighborhood

n.2% P.6% | Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

162.6% |65.1% | TOO much crime and random violence

160.8% [Sim"] Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

114.1% FT?%1 Not enough good jobs

42.6%|none 143.8% |

34.2% few pl5?°T|

i6.9%some Ft35%~]

4.3% lots |5.5%

4. Best mobility Options
32.3'A|33^%1 More frequent bus sen/ice in my neighborhood

2<.6%|23.5%] Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |i3.7%] Living closer to where I work

17.1% |13.9% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% |n.i% | More carpool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

4S.9%|46^%1 A regiond rapid rail system

25.4%|2S.o% ] Improvements to our current road system

6.5% fTTnT ] Trolleys and/or tow speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
4.0214.04 [A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

4.36 [4~33l.B. Protect our natural environment and resources

3.49 (s'sTl.C. Work to attract globally compeb'tive industries

|3.55 [3^531.0. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

13.34 |3^49[E. Government regulation doesn't Nnder business

14.06 |4.nLF. Ensure a stable and far tax system

14.22 [47i3lG. Invest in our school systems

Urt
khtn

Questionnaire Tabulation Report by
Age:

65 or older

Total flurrrd 30
y quaatlonnalres

;> anonymoui

(percentages listed on lelt are total for all quesllonalres, boxed pereehlages lor the particular sel)

Source
16.9%' Times fi53%

3-m- Neighborhood p%-||
^mout 31.9%|295%1 „,„ ,::';:,
r.turna -—"•I"-" "I 0.7% Eastside

"•3% METRO

7.°% Coffee

fe

1. Positive values
ao.6%|9.3% | have a good job.

40.3%|ss.z% My family ijves here.

s.s% |1°-3% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

65.7%|62.1%1 fte the enuironment-recreafen here.

15.4%I"-8% Ifea good place for children to grow up.

like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

Fhe independent spirit of the Padfic Northwest]

Ipportunib'es for the future are good here.

place else I look seems worse,

Fhe anist'c and cultural life of the region.

Resided here

8.5% tessthan5years[23%J

67.9% over 15

p%~

|89.7%

80.7%|own|S6.9%

17.3% I rent PS%~|

7.9%~1 rural

35.8%]suburt)an

55.4%luban

["3
;%'

|2. Major Concerns
138.3% |39.°% I Too many people in one place

7.8% 1'1-5°A 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

116.9% |20-3°'° I TOO much government interference in life/property

124.7% 13i"iJ Taxes

121.7% |2i.<% I Ugly streets, buildings/ deterioration of neighborhood

114.2% I'l.St. | Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

62.6% |72.4% | Too much crime and random violence

160.8% plTT'q Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

114.1% |9.7% I Not enough good jobs

3. How many more people in your neighborhood? 42.6%|none |46.o% |

34.2% few |33.6%

i6.9%some|T5.e%

4.3% lots V-T*_

4. Best mobility Options
32.3%po.7% | More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%p2.i"T| Commuter rail on existing train trxks

115% |2;i% 1 Living closer to where I work

17.1% |7.9% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

13.2% |n.4% | More capool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9% |56.o%] A regional rapid rail system

25.4%[28.3%] Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |6.9% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-slop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
4.02 [4.041.A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

4.36 l^zefB. Protect our natural environment and resources

3.49 |3.54 LC. Work (0 attract globally compet'tive industn'es

3.55 [377 6iD. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

3.34 |3.6?LE. Government regulation doesn't hinder business

4.06 [4.41I.F. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

4.22 [4:uj].G. Invest in our school systems



Report by Source of Questionnaire |Neiqhborhood
•• hn (percentages listed on lelt are total for all questlonaires, boxed percentages for the particular set)

Total fturned 53
quastlonnalras

Ag« Resided here

anonyi
r»t
,ymou3 31,9.4 [58^-
'•turns

7.9'iTruraiIO.O^T

35.8%suburbanl4-°''s' I

55.4%irtian |96.o%

51.2% mate f38.o%|

4i.3%lemale|46.o".|

5.9% 18-29 p%~|

19.5% 30-39 fwm.

25.3% 4M9 P6.5%'

29.2% 50-64 |3U

ia.i% eSorolderpB^")

8-5% less than 5 years fio3%'

21.5% 5-15

67.9% over 15

eo.7% own |64.o%|

17.3% rent |30.o%

|2Z5-?1
|3Z5%1

|1. Positive values

|30.6% |26.o% | have a good job.

|40.3%|38.o%Kly family lives here.

|s.5% |io.o*t I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

|65.7% 158-0% I like the environment-recrealion here.

[15.4% 112.0% If? a good place for children to grow up.

|33.m I40-o')tl like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

|34% 1<Z-C

|1S.2% |12.0% hppnrt.mitis? for the future are good here.

|15.5% |18.0% Every place else I look seems worse.

|26.7% |26.o% |The artistic and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

|2. Major Concerns

|38.3% 126-0% I Too many people in one place

|7.e% 14-o% 11 dont feel like I belong: not enough community spirit

|i6.9% la-°°/° I Too much government interference in life/property

k?% [lio%] Taxes
IZI.TO |34.o% | Ugly streets, buildings/ deterioration of neighborhood

114.2% I16-0041 Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

independent spirit of the Pacific Nonhwestjgz.ey. |66.o% | Too-much crime and random violence

leo.s". [mo%~| No( able to get around; stressful traffic congesfon

|i4.i% gao%] Not enough good jobs

<2.6% none KO.O'A]

34.2%few |<4.0%|

16.9% some |io.o%

4.3% lOtS P%~1

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% |34.o% | More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

24.6%|34-o%| Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |14.0% I Living closer to where I work

17.1% |u.o% | Bicycle lanes and more bike facilib'es on buses

13.2% |6.o% | More caipool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

48.9% 156.0%) A regional rapid rail system

25.4%p8.0% | Improvements to our current road system

6.5% |5.r* | Trolleys and/or loiv speed mulli-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
|4.02 f4.20lA. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

|4.36 [4^5318. Protect our natural environment and resources

|3.49 |3.43l.C. Work to attract globally competitive industries

|3.55 |4.02 [.D. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

13.34 |3.HIE. Government regulahon doesn't hinder business

|4.o6 R.oslF. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

1^.22 [4^TLG. Invest in our school systems

....^iaifitiiaAfafaii&ttaBriitiiinlBiS;

Report by Source of Questionnaire JTJmeS
li Fan (percentages listed on lelt are lotal for all questlonalres, boxed percentages lor the particular set)

Tori raturnad 379
•^ quxtlonnalras
:T:

^ anonymous
raturns

Age •Resided here

5.9% 18-29

19.5% 30-39

25.3% 4M9

29.2% 50-64

18.1% esorolderpe'ra

14.7%

08^:
|28.0%

|29.7%

8.5%

21.5% 5-15

67.9% over 15

80.7% own

17.3% rent

[819%'

fiT3%"

[18.3% |
[701%'

11. Positive values

|30.6% [24.7% | have a good job.

|40.3%l<o.s% l^iy family lives here.

|e.5% 18-2% I feel safe: Sense of security is better here.

|65.7% IM-2% I like the environment-recreation here.

|i 5.4% tHSJt's a good place for children to grow up.

|38.i% I35-1% I like the quality of ffe in my neighborhood.

|34%

;ji |18.2% l!iZ%Jbpportunties for the future are good here.

^|15.S% UiSJLEvery plxe else I look seems worse.

;° |26.7% |28.o% rhe artisbc and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

»•

; independent spirit of the Padfic Northwest]

2. Major Concerns

38.3% l<s-s% I Too many people in one place

7.8% |5-4% 11 don't feel like I belong; not enough community spirit

16.9% 117.6% iToo much government interference in life/property

24.7% U"!] Taxes

21.7% U°33 Ugly streets, buildings/ deterioration of neighborhood

114.2% Uu% I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

.62.6% 161.5% | Too much crime and random violence

|60.s% |6i.e% | Not able to get around; stressful traffic congestion

|i4.i% fi'5,8% | Not enough good jobs

42.6% none 147.7%

34.2%few 134.8%

16.9% some [HSV

<-3% lots P-Sli

4. Best mobility Options
32.3% 130.1% | More frequent bus senice in my neighborhood

24.6%|2U%-| Commuter rail on existing train tracks

113.5% |i3.3% | Living closer to where I work

117.1% p5.8%n Bicycle lanes and more bike facilib'es on buses

|13^% |H.5% | More capool lanes/carpooling and uanpooling

48.9%F2.3tl A regional i3f»d rail system

25.<%|28.3%1 Improvements to our current road system

16.5% |6-9% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
14.02 |3.60|A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

|4.36 |4.27 LB. Protect our natural enviibnment and resources

|3.49 |3.40 LC. Work to attract globally competitive industries

|3.55 (3.361.D. Affordable housing in attractive neighbofhoods

|3.34 [3.43|.E.Govemmentregulationdoesn'thinder business

|<.06 |4.oo|_F. Ensure a stable and fair lax system

|4.22 |4.03|.G. Invest in our school systems



Profile Report by
Cmnflm Anti-Government Returns:

l are total for all queslionalres, boxed percentages (or the particular set)

279Total r«turn«d
quastlonnalras

anonymous 3l^%|30.41)i
raturns

^ 51.2% mate |69^%1
^ 45.3%femate[2£a%1

-: 7.i% •uralps.N] K| urbarpS^i"

:;35.8%;uburbanp5;2%) 55.4%

16.9%

3.07.

0.7%

Source

limes 117.6%

Neighborhood |1.4%

Eastside

72.3% METRO

7.0% Coffee

|M°T

|69.5%

111.1%

Age Resided here

5.9% 18-29 P%~|

19.5% 30-39 [12.5%

25.3%40-49 [2S3%1

29.2%5(X4 138.7'!,

ia.i%65orolder|2i.9%|

Positive values
|M.6% |S3%1 have a good job.

|40.3»l<8.<%My family lives here.

18.5%

^dependent spirit of the Pacific Nonhwest|g2 5% |55.2% |Ti[34%

|is.2% 12£LE)pportunities for the future are good here.

|l5.5% |16.8% ^uery place else I look seems worse.

|26.7% |13.6% [The artistic and cultural life of the region.

|3. How many more people in your neighborhood?

safe: Sense of security is beUer here.

like the environment-recreafon here.

?%Jfs a good place for children to grow up.

like the quality of life in my neighborhood.

2. Major Concerns

38.3% I2'-1% I Too many people in one place

7.8% I4-3'* 11 dont feel like I belong: not enough community spirit

16.9% ll°o-o°/°l Too much government interference in life/property

124.7% IEra3 Taxes

|21.7% I8-6% I Ugly streets, buildings/ deteriorafon of neighborhood

114.2% 17-s% I Can't afford to own the kind of home I want

62.6% |55.2% | Too much crime and random violence

60.8% 132.6% I Not able to get around; stressful traffic congesfon

14.1% |9.7% | Not enough good jobs

42.6%1"one |40.1%

34.2% few |M.1%

16.9% some |i7.6%

4.3% lOtS P%~1

|4. Best mobility Options
132.3% fSS^\ More frequent bus service in my neighborhood

|24.6X|27.2°(> | Commuter rail on existing train tracks

13.5% |i2^% | Living closer to where I work

17.1% |S.9% I Bicycle lanes and more bike facilities on buses

1112% |i5.4% | Morecarpool lanes/carpooling and vanpooling

|48.9%|33.o% | A regional rapid rail system

125.4% |53.4% | Improvements to our current road system

16.5% |3.6% | Trolleys and/or low speed multi-stop rail

5. Economic Vitality (1-5)
|4.02 |3.85l.A. Invest in roads, transit & new technology

4.36 |3.48|.B. Protect our natural enwonment and resources

[3.49 |3^62l.C. Work to attrad globally competitive industries

|3.55 [2^9810. Affordable housing in attractive neighborhoods

[3.34 |4.40[.EGovernmentregulation doesn't hinder business

|4.06 |47T9l.F. Ensure a stable and fair tax system

4.22 |3.63|.G. Invest in our school systems

February 25, 1994Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and community Development
707 Smith tower
Seattle WA 98104

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement for the Countywide Planning Policies. Members of the community
and environmental groups listed below offer the following comments, based on a
series of discussions and refining the preliminary comments given in the hearing on
the DSEIS held by the King County Council's Growth Management. Housing and
Environment Committee.We recognize that the DSEIS fulfills its purpose as a
programmatic EIS and as one of a series of documents that, on completion, will
contain the information needed for the GMPC to make a decision on the
alternatives for growth management in King County.

We support a "Flexible Centers approach", as a logical continuation of the direction
of King County planning over the last 20 years and as a stated goal of Vision 2020.
In order to provide the desired quality of life in a realistic time-frame, this approach
should be based on:

a variety of center types with a range of criteria;
local control over how density is to be achieved within centers;
urban centers to be mass-transit (not necessarily rail) based;
an extended time scale for achieving target densities:
an expanded treatment of the non-center urban areas including recognition of
distinct neighborhoods, a balance of housing, services and employment, and
accompanying design standards that allow more density without loss of character;
benchmarking and least-cost planning, including social costs and benefits, to be a
feature of the centers approach;
an expanded range of incentives to be blended with reformed regulation in the
centers approach;
the urban-rural line to be no further east than the 1992 CPPs, to be planned as a
20-year line with no significant amendments for at least two benchmark cycles - with

amendments to be based on adopted criteria, c^.d.af^l '^ ~U.i .l'1(13*"^''iv't' ("b0^ ,tyl<--
urban growth boundaries for the rural cities tcrbe as laid-out4n-the-t992-ePPs, |,c, ^ui.t.u ti. i- • <
planned as 20 year expansion areas with no significant amendments for at least •M.i e^iap^^"
two benchmark cycles, •rt"'. C.1-, e( Q\wj<. 2),ci(Ml"-<,.

1-Wi.tS fe-ll.... ft^<t.7K^ Ux.,(

The number of centers should continue to be determined through self-nomination .- •^a Kx-
and local comprehensive plans which achieve necessary targets in population and (^.i^/tl.c^'
employment. It is assumed that this will result in at least eight urban centers and f^ d
possibly more as localities meet criteria. Centers will have significant transit centers.
Other urban areas will be able to nominate themselves for a different type of center
status, utilizing mass-transit but without a formal transit center.

The organizations listed on the signature page of this comment are for idenlification
purposes only. They are not official endorsements from the organizations.

.1
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Common Goals:

• Liveable cities (includes housing at all market levels, adequate family-wage
employment, public safety, balance between housing, services and employment.
user-friendly transit and acceptable schools)
Functioning neighborhoods (includes pre-application community review, appropriate
design standards, recreational opportunities, mixed-use zoning, pedestrian-friendly
lay-out)

• Open space (includes pocket parks and playgrounds, trails, significant urban
separators, major parks)

« Permanent rural areas (completing the range of lifestyle choices offered to King
County residents; using minimal infraslructure with rural levels of service;
supporting a rural economy, and forming a buffer between urban and resource
lands to facilitate the retention of agricultural and timber lands in the county))

• Functioning farm and timber lands (includes commercial and non-commercial farms.
tree farms, woodlots and pasture lands, resource lands and resource-based
industry). A thriving fisheries resource, based in the rural area and managed on a
watershed basis.
Wilderness (includes "dose-in" wild-life areas (Cougar Mountain), areas off-limits to
motor vehicles and tracts of "set-aside" land sufficienl to preserve threatened
species)

» Clean water and air. flourishing wildlife habitat (inside and outside cities), retention
of native vegetation and landforms (much of this involves shifting from SOV
dependency to transit system)

• A diverse, vibrant and suslainable economy, regionwide.
Methods:
• bottoms-up planning wilh extensive and meaningful public participation for all

communities, whether urban, suburban or rural, with the planning area broken into
distinct neighborhoods (urban and suburban) or drawn to include existing
surrounding neighborhoods if a significant portion of the planning area is currently
undeveloped (rural and possibly non-center urban). Each jurisdiction to maintain an
Office of Neighborhoods or equivalent method of notifying and involving planning
area residents. Each jurisdiction to set up a procedure for pre-applicalion
community review, in which community representatives and developers address
proposed projects, and work together to a satisfactory outcome.

• Design standards that reflect the historic, rural or other defining characteristics of
the nature of each community or neighborhood. These standards to be arrived at
through broad-based public participation in the planning stage, and addressing
transportation issues, size and scale as well as function and aesthetics.

• Equal emphasis on economic development and environmental protection -
acknowledging the mutual dependence between the area's economy and the
quality of its environment. Active pursuit of dean industry and family wage jobs. with
aggressive enforcement of standards and codes that protect air and water quality,
vegetation retention and natural landforms. Each jurisdiction to commit to
monitoring programs and effective code enforcement to achieve standards. Each
jurisdiction lo implement an incentive program to encourage desirable employers to
move into the area. Acknowledgement of the role played by the natural resource
industry in the county's economy.

.n,..i(.i.l<uiiiiia;Uti!Me!i:!a;i.!lAiatel^^1;i»^itfc^<i!?E<"^ii;IAltt'il;i^!li^l^^

Each community plan to havo a "housing otomont" which provides ati inventory of
low-income housing and a commitment to presen/ing existing affordable housing.
promoting home-ownership and fostering non-tradilional methods of achieving an
adequate supply of new affordable housing (as part of a range of housing choices)
and a sense of community which includes non-owners. Methods to include a mix of
incentives and regulation.

Regulatory reform that genuinely achieves the existing or better standard of
environmental and community protection through fewer, less burdensome and fully
integrated regulations. Incentives to be developed through the community review
process in areas designated for urban growth.

A 20-year planning commitment to an urban-rural line that does not encroach on
existing rural areas. The annual review allowed for the comprehensive plan shall
not address the boundary of the urban growth area unlil two six-year cycles of
monitoring and benchmark review/adjuslmenl have lakon place. Ptnnning for tho
rural areas beyond the 20-year mark, or any proposed amendment that addresses
the urban-rural line, should be based on adopted criteria and a widespread and
meaningful public process.

Significant urban separators between suburban cities. Community separalors
between neighborhoods hi suburban dUcs. Scparutors and open spacu to bu an
essential element of any urban redevelopment plan.

Groundwater and surface water issues to be given priority in decisions about
projects proposed for undeveloped land. Water availability to be documented
before project approval. Aquifer recharge areas to be identified and managed as a
resource before permits are issued for undeveloped land. Surface water systems
that encourage infiltration and natural retention/detention are to be prefered over
piped systems in areas where surface water is not directed to the METRO sewer
system.

Urban designated lands to be developed in a phased p.iltlern that minimizes
infrastructure costs and maintains within Ihe UGA a land-bank sufficient to achieve
the benchmarks for affordable housing, densities, employment opportunities and
other essential elements for each six-year cycle, and to make up for any shortfall in
achieving these benchmarks in the previous six-year cycle.

Monitoring to be done through a benchmark system, and evaluated through an
independent process. Benchmark moniloring to be included in the adopted
alternative.
Mass transit to be an essential element of an urban center. Increased transit service
and opportunities fir non-motorized transportation to be an essential element of all
plans, including those in rural and non-center areas.
Least-cost planning to be included in the adopted alternative. Least-cost planning to
include social and long-term costs as well as immediate economic benefits.
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Woodinvillc, WA 22 Fcbnniy 1994

To: Kin^ County Planning & Cominunity Development Division
Smilh Tower Building
506 . 2nd Avc.. Room 7U4

Se.11llc.WA9S 104

From: Mrs. Junniu Verschuvl

17226-208th AvcNE
Woodinvillc. WA •)!tt)72-7712

Re: Draft SEIS

Dear Ms. MofTui

A brief comment lo oppose moving the currenl boundaiy lines falhcr East lo Ihc Snoqualmic Valley. Thai
will leave jusi a "ribbon" for niral dcsifin.ition plus it is very important to keep as mudi rural atmosphere

to help mninlain the integrity of the m.iny sensitive areas i» the Bear Creek Basin.
An article by Al Dams in the Wootlinvillc Weekly (2-7-94) slated Itul "Woodinvillc would like llut pan
of the growih line a( lcnsi lcmporarily moved father can so Ihc city could sludy the growth polcnlial of it's
neighbors", dc. I am adamanlly opposed lo moving (he line before a siudy is done.
Thank you for "lislcning".

Sincerely,

. •^.-^;<^, ^t.^i^- A^^.^^.

Jaunila Vcrsclnnl

MS- If

A/^- 2. t-

/VS- ^o

^"..ruff? »ll.:.:i.
Hti;0 1&4th Arc 3. '.

?_';>TC.'l. .(A. S='-'5y-6i<::5

Lisa Majdiak, Growfch Management Project Supervisor
Planning and Community Development; Division
707 Smith Tower; 506 Second five
Seattle, MA. 98104

February 7, 1994

Dear Lisa;

You and your sta-f-f are to be commended on the generally high

quality of the work in the Draft S.E.I.S. for tlie C.P.P. The data

appears to be sufficient and your conclusions are generally well

supported except with regard to the Magnet Alternative. Obviously

it is difficult to asses the impacts o-f a nebulous proposal.

However we do have experience with Bench Marks and public policy

goals with out land use and other -firm controls. By your Table 6

page 76 despite public policy encouraging transit use and

discouraging SOVs transit use has declined in the last 10 years.

You have underestimated the probable adverse impacts an air

quality, transportation, and water quality of the dtignet

Alternative. With over half of the new housing units going into

"Auto Friendly" or Transit Unfriendly areas there is every

indication that we will have a repeat of the eighties with the

result of the projected 33 percent population growth being 120

percent increase in auto traffic. Even if the persuasion is

extremely effective and the increase is held to 80 percent the

impact on air quality (there is not the potential (or improving

auto emissions like there was in 1970) water quality and

transportation would be severe.

If the auto trips increase another 807.' how can we meet the*

requireme-nts of the 1990 CAfiA -for CO, TSP, 03 .and Pl-HO?

IT there is no significant increase in roadway capAcity how

can tra-f-fic move at a reasonable rate with a doubling of trip'', and,

according to page 166 column 2 paragraph 10» at lest a 78 percent

increase in VMT?

I< we incr&sse housing in the "^uto Friendly" ar(?<»s by 110

thousand units or approximately one third there will be a

significant increase in imperm&able surfaces and "Residential

Pollution". How will we avoid a parallel significant clegradAt ton

of stream quality ?



:t-

.^^^,^^^^

There are some inadvertent type's and other errors, page 20

col 2 p<3 2 "a %50 million land sale" should be Bond Sale, pg 23

bottom of col 2 "will necessitate a occur" missing words, table 2

Magnet niternative does not add to 100.

Sincerely;

Everett l^ilcock

11830 164th Ave S. E.

Renton, 1.1ft. 99059

Master Builders Association
of King and Snohomish Counties

2155.112m Avenue N E. Suite 100 • Bc'l-uue. Waswg'c'i imu

(2(Xi)<S1.7TO • 1.800.522-2201) • FAX (206) 646.5C55

Master Su.ideis Associotcn is cffiiiatec ^'tn the Nationat Associoticn ot HO^? Su.ncrs

February 28. 1994

Jim Reid. Manager & Responsible Public Official
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning, and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104

SUBJECT: Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact State for the
Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

REQUEST TO BE INCLUDED IN THE RECORD

Please included the following comments in the draft SEIS/SEPA record on the above
referenced document issued on January 12,1994.

STANDING

I am writing on behalf of the Master Builders Association of King and Snohomish Counties.
2155 112th Avenue N.E-.Bellevue. Washington 98004. The Master Builders Association
represents the interests of approximately 1.500 businesses involved in all facets of the
home building industry in King County.

COMMENTS

1. Scope of the Environmental Review
t

The limited scope of this document cannot be justified by King County unless one considers
either mismanagement or a deliberate strategy to withhold information (rom citizens and
decision makers as justification. Specifically:

/A/- </ [I The complete fiscal analysis. which at long last may be underway by
Tischler & Associates, Inc., should be included in this document.

It The failure to include a quantitative analysis "because the strategies and
programs which would implement the proposed policies have not yet been

f^l.- if. designated by the County or the cities" is NOT TRUE. Among the 2300
pages of previous environmental documents adopted by King County as part
of this record is the FEIS for VISION 2020. Please refer to pages 182-303

^^ f of the yiSION 2020 FEIS for long lists of strategies and programs that could
be used to implement the proposed policies. They are called "mitigation
measures."



1,A-9

LA-9

LA-9

Jim Reid
February 28, 1994
Page Two

(I The failure to include baseline information on the location and capacity of
/tJ - '/• infrastructure because it "not available" is also NOT TRUE. King County

and its cities already have much of this information. Special purpose utility
districts and investor-owned utilities ate on record indicating their willingness
to provide necessary information about their systems.

(I The inclusion of the wrong targets for allocating population and unemploy-
ment is also unexcusable. The same management that hired the production
of the SEIS is responsible for the 16 month delay in releasing the targets as
called for in LU-51 of the Countywide Planning Policies.

2. Centers Alternative

The background on the eight centers and 14 centers alternative fails to disclose important
information known to the SEIS authors and their sponsor. King County.

Mention is made of criteria for "designation" as urban centers. This "criteria" included
being up to 1 1/2 square miles of land. zoning to accommodate a minimum of 15,000 jobs
within 1/2 mile of a transit center, an average 50 employees per gross acre: and average of
15 household per gross acre. Mention is further made of the role played by an non-elected
interjurisdictional staff committee or "liaison group" in the designations.

The centers were, in fact, self-designated by the cities which at the time were competing
for stations on a proposed $13 billion high speed rail system; which in all likelihood will riot
be built between now and the year 2010. The draft SEIS fails to include existing conditions
and a uniform set of scaled maps for the centers. Since the draft SEIS authors seem to
have great difficulty presenting uniform data sets. attachments 1 and 2 are provided.

The final S61S must include an analysis of the infrastructure capacity in each of the 14
centers and location and cumulative percentage of tear down activity that will be required
to bring about the radical redevelopment that is being proposed by the Countywide Planning
Policies.

For example. SeaTac's proposed 930 acre "urban center" is in reality liner strip running on
both sides of Highway 99. The hotel, rental car agencies. and similar support businesses
enable the success of Seattle-Tacoma International Airport and the area currently employs
21.894 people. To accommodate the household growth assigned to SeaTac would by
2010 require 18 buildings with 20 stories or their equivalent. To accommodate the
employment growth would by 2010 require 8 office buildings wiih 20 stories each or their
equivalent.

The massive tear down strategy proposed by the centers alternative begs the question of
where are all of the existing uses going to be accommodated. SeaTac's "urban center" will
succeed only if all the hotels, all the car rental agencies and all the other goods and people
moving infrastructure that exists around an international airport are demolished.

LA-l(e)
LA-lff)
LA-2
LA-Kg)

Jim Reid
February 28. 1994
Page Three

What level of destruction is proposed in the eight and 14 centers alternatives? What
LA-9 happens to dislocated uses? Please provide a detailed analysis (or each center, including

a description of the buildings being proposed. The draft SEIS authors should also review
the literature on a federal program that was known as "Urban Renewal." It failed.

The weakest chapter in a very weak draft SEIS is by far the land use section. Rather
than providing any independent analysis, the SEIS authors serve up a rehash of previously
published data and reports by King County. Challenges to this work have been quile
authoritative. They have been politely lodged and then ignored.

Neither the figures produced for vacant land nor those for redevelopment potential have any
basis in reality and have not one iota of credibility with the private sector. The draft SEIS
acknowledges there may be "uncertainties and possible errors in data," but suggests this
concern can be accommodated by a monitoring process during the life of the plan. It
cannot.

The draft SEIS makes the claim that the Data Resources Technical Forum, another non-
elected staff group, followed the procedure recommended by the state Department of
Community Development (DCD) guidebook entitled "Issues in Designating Urban Growth
Areas (Part I): Providing Adequate Urban Land Supply" (March 1992).

If so. the Data Forum have taken such steps as subtracting "vacant" parcels now used for
storing container cargo, wet ponds, side yards, and numerous other types of"vacant"tax
parcels that smill never have any sttuctuies built on them. The process of subtracting such
parcels is "Step 1" in the DCD guidebook, yet the fact is the Data Forum did not "conform
to the procedure." Nor did the Data Forum "conform to the procedure" when it came to
DCD's "Step 3." which is to subtract public purpose lands.

LA-l(c) 7^e ®^ authors must know that public and institutional land requirements grpw v"th
increases in populations and employment. but no such information is found in your SEIS.
Not one acre for 325.000 more people.

The Land Use section's weaknesses do not stop with the faulty work of the Data Forum.
The failure to follow impacts across county borders is absurd. The flat earth theory went

LA-4(a) out some time ago. The final SEIS had better have some analysis of the distinct possibility
that the failure to provide housing choices in King County will spill our growth into at least
a half dozen other counties.

4. Affordable Housing

The chapter on affordable housing is so devoid of information as to be almost comical.
The discussion on pages 67-69 is a numberless narration attempting to persuade the reader

//o-/ that all of this wilt be no difference to housing costs. Without any numbers, without any
analysis; there is nothing here to comment on.
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Jim Reid
February 28. 1994
Page Four

The final SEIS should include an analysis of land values under the various alternatives.
All the alternatives being studied are based upon creating an artificial shortage of land.
All would ring the urban growth areas by a large lot estate zone known called "rural."

A major downzone of property in the rural area is likely. Land values in the urban area
and urban centers would escalate. Housing and employment would be competing for the
same ground inside the urban areas and urban centers.

Housing costs will rise accordingly. The final SEIS should estimate these costs and then
determine how much individuals will be able to afford and how much will have to be made
in government subsidizes.

Inclusionary zoning is not a remedy for a shortage of affordable housing. It is a method of
rationing once that shortage has been created. Inclusionary zoning is probably not legal in
the State of Washington and the draft SEIS authors should not be advising local govern-
ments to use this device. Furthermore, it has been shown that inclusionary zoning
"programs set in motion a transfer of economic welfare from some low and middle-income
households to others. Ultimately, little redistribution may be accomplished." [See: The
Economics of Inclusionary Housing Programs by Julia L. Hansen; Issues and Trends in
Business Economics. Volume IV, 1992; The Center for Economic and Business Research:
College of Business and Economics; Western Washington University. Bellingham.l

5. Infrastructure

On page 24 of the Land Use section, it states that more compact development may result
in: "Possible reduction in long-term public costs of serving new development. The research
literature leads to no firm conclusion on this complex issue..."

Only a very careful reader of the draft SEIS. however, would find the footnote that will
lead to truthful information on this subject. As presented, it is very misleading to the
reader. The fact is the Final EIS for VISION 2020 included area and project specific work
by Cambridge Systematics. Battelle Research. and Economic Databank Consultants.

This work isn't mere "literature." but an organized effort to look at both the capital and
operating costs for such public facilities as highways and transit. water supply, sewage
treatment and disposal, energy, education, fire. police, waste disposal, water quality and
drainage, health, social services, parks and recreation, libraries, and government admin-
istration.

Cambridge and the Battelle/Databank team both came to the same conclusion, the least
cost alternative is dispersed growth. This is a fact that is part o( your record. why doesn't
the draft SEIS acknowledge it? Is the Tischler study being "cooked" to refute it?

The draft SEIS uses VISION 2020 to advance only those arguments its agrees with and
disregards many others. For example. VISION 2020 agreed on page A-51 of the Final EIS
that "the complex tie between growth and utilities requires as much policy attention as the
tie between growth and transportation." VISION 2020 led one to believe this type of
analysis would be conducted at the county level.

.ii^im-M^to.Aibtiiil^iSfeiSW^Isi'^l

Jim Reid
February 28. 1994
Page Five

6. Miscellaneous

"Rural character" is mentioned throughout the document. Please define.

On page 20. the draft SEIS says: "King County identified. designated, and zoned a
permanent rural area..." This is not true. Some of the rural area is available for inclusion
in the urban areas of cities in eastern King county.

Jaipes S. Williams
Exe'cutive Director

JSW:vh
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January 28, 1994

Jim Reid
King County Planning and Community Development Division
707 Smith Tower Building, 506 Second Avenue

Seattle, WA 98104

Dear Mr. Reid:

Thank you for the information regarding the Draft Supplemental Environmental

Impact Statement (E1S) for the King County Countywide Planning Policies. We

appreciated the Executive Summary included in your letter and will view a copy

of the document in a library. We will not purchase the draft, but are interested
in obtaining a copy of the Final EIS. Please keep us on (he list of people

interested in obtaining copies of the Final Environmental Impact Statement.

Sincerely,

ADOLFSON ASSOCIATES, INC.

(^^- ^^<»—7
Pam Williams
Field Ecologist

Ho-l

//u-6

LA-6

/V-'/

Ho-T-

LA-4

KniWHwmnl .•{nnl:.-sis ;;.•;";> .','ft;.'<;i.'.;< .•I;. Ml', .'••i •<.'.•.'.'.•. !l:l".s';"-- ?.w'--'f'i>'l;;S."-."i;.-?\ '•c.-fj'f'liTA'il."!;.-.'; ^^

Ms. Lisa Majdiak

Growth Management Project Supervisor

Planning & Community Development Division

Smith Tower
506 Second Ave., Suite 707

Seattle, Washington 98104

RE: Draft SEIS for Countywide Planning Policies

The County has presented the SEIS as the basis for citizens to use in making

decisions and communicating their preferences to the County. As such, it should

have sufficient information to frame the issues and allow a meaningful choice.

Unfortunately, the SEIS is so limited in its scope that it is of little practical use. It

has made assumptions that eliminate consideration of the real issues such as what

are the chances that the centers strategy will work and at what cost to the public.

It would help the public if the County acknowledged these major shortcomings
instead of purporting to draw conclusions that the document does not support.

For example, the discussion of affordable housing is at best inconclusive and at

worst misleading.

At a minimum, the County should add a discussion and analysis of the following

issues in the Final SEIS:
i

1. Fiscs! impacts of the CPP's and the feasibility of reaching the twenty year

targets for employment and housing.

2. Impacts both in this planning cycle and beyond 2010 of establishing a
permanent urban growth boundary with a!! urban growth to be through

increasing densities and redevelopment inside the line.

3. Impacts on economic development and the availability of affordable housing if

the centers fail to meet the market demands.

4. The realistic ability to correct future capacity shortfalls that may be
demonstrated by benchmarks and indicators. Discuss tools that realistically
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would be available, how quickly they could be implemented, by whom and at
what cost.

If other documents will provide this information, those documents should be
integrated into the public SEPA process if the public is to use the SEIS to

understand the real choices and tradeoffs that are involved in the alternatives.

.Sincerely, •> --<
;' '•

^.U^-L^t-
Ruth E. Winbauer

CUT OF BOTHELL
IS.1115- Klt.S'l'.AVI.i.N.I:. liOTtl^U., WASIUN(;TON 'ISO 11

February 28, 1994 ^ 9 .^/^c

Mr. Jim Reid, Manager and Responsible Official
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

Rli: Comments on ttic Dral'l Supplunicnlal linviromncnlal Impact Slalcmcnl (US1;IS) for lliu
King County Counlywide Planning Policies

Dear Mr. Reid:

The City of Bulliell would like to use llic opportunity alTorded by the issuance of llie subject
DSEIS to reiterate an issue previously brought to the attention of llic Growlli Management
Planning Council.

Although a substantial regional cmploymcnl ccnlcr, Bolhull did nol nominalc ilsclf as an urban
center because the larget residenlial densities would have severely laxcd local inl'raslructurc,
would have been inconsistent with established communily character, and appeared unachiuvablc

in any case. However, under (he King County counlywidc planning policies, (he next less
intensive center, the "activUy area", clearly docs not fit Balhcll's function in Ihc region.

<
The City remains concerned that Bothell's infraslmcturc needs as an employment center receive
a fair and equitable apponionmcn: of regional rc.iourccs. The King County counlywide planniny
policies appear to oversimplify the range of activity centers which currently exist in ihe county,
much less those which will exist in the future.

Under Vision 2020, Bolhell clearly qualifies as a sub-regional center, by location and function,
and is recognized as a candidate sub-regional center by Snohomish County. We realize previous
light timclincs precluded consisiency between King County and Snohomish County counlywide
policies and that the Regional Council has recently (November 1993) cslablished an 18-month
process to achieve thai consistency. As a Iwo-county city, Botliell is especially concerned that
all the agencies involve reach consistency in their policies to the greatest degree possible.

t'ily Mau.i.wr. CusKnncr & (•;ni|il.ncc Kcsonrcc-., l-'iiuncc Uupl. - (2111.) .IXh-:,;5(.

l-ciwnncl - (:llf,) ^Sft-<)47.1 • L'lilily HiUini: - (;m) •)Kf>-fi25(l
C'nmmiinily Orvclopmcm. t':nk-, - (;(ld) JK6.S152 • I'uMic Wnrks, Huililin.u. lin.m'nccrini: • i;Hni .l^n-;~iix

IA,\(:IUi|4.S7.1:llt
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Thank you for the opponunity to comment. The City of Bothcll remains commilted to a

cooperative effort towards regional planning and implementalion of the Growth Management
Act's goals and policies.

Sincerely,

William R. WseTogle
Long Range Planning Manager

WRW/BJG/ '''
H:BGKCCWP.LTR

/S-'/a

King County School Coalition
Auburn, Federal Way, Kent, Lake Washington, Northshore, Renton, Rivcrview,

Snoqualmie Valley, and Tahoma School Districts.

February 27, 1994

Ms. Lisa Majdiak ! . - u '

Growth Management Project Supervisor
Planning and Community Development Division '• •• '

King County Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

Re: Schools in the Draft SEIS for the Countywide Planning Policies

Dear Ms. Majdiak:

On behalf of the King County School Coalition, thank you for the opportunity to comment
on the draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Countywide Planning Policies.

The Coalition will continue to review the SEIS with interest, and will present its general

comments on this document at a later date. However, at this time. we wish to recommend a

number of technical corrections to the SEIS.

On page 116,the SEIS states that Policy CO-14 of the Countywide Planning Policies

(CPP) would mitigate the impacts of growth on schools by allowing existing schools to expand,

thereby decreasing the need for new schools. In fact. Policy CO-14 was drafted with the explicit

intent of authorizing new schools to be built in the rural area. Currently, King County school

districts own a large number ofschool sites in the rural area. As discussed in the January 14,

1994, letter from the Coalition to Mr. Tom Fitzpatrick of your Department, the King County
Council has repeatedly authorized the siting of schools in the rural area. (See attacjied) We agree

that Policy CO-14 would mitigate the impacts of growth on schools, but for a different reason:

The Policy, together with King County Ordinance No. 10525, would permit schools to be built on
sites already owned by districts and on other suitable sites in the rural area. Where appropriate,

districts may also renovate or expand existing schools, but the primary objective of Policy CO-14
is to authorize the use oftightlines to sewers and the construction of new schools in the rural

area.

Second, the SEIS states that the process established in Policy S-l for the siting of public

capital facilities could have a significant impact on schools. (Page 117) However, this Policy

/S . t/3 expressly addresses the siting of higher educational facilities such as universities and their branch

campuses, as well as other facilities of a statewide or regional nature, including airports and

landfills. (See text on page 44 of the CPP) The siting of primary and secondary schools arc not



Ms Lisa Majdiak
February 27, 1994

Page 2

within the scope of tlus I'oliey. and the paragraph discussing llie impacts of Policy S-l on schools

should be clcleEcd.

We would also recommend that the information in Table F-l of the Appendix be updated

to reflect recent Council action. The King County Council adopted Ordinance No. 10982,
authorizing impacts fees for the Kent School District No. 415. on August 27, 1993,and it became
ell'eclivc un September 6, 1993. The Council adopted the impact fee implementing ordinance for
the Lake Washington School District No. 414, Ordinance No. 10790, on April 21.1993.and it
became ufTeclive on May I, 1993. l-'inatly, the Council adopted Ordinance No. 11 US,
authorizing fees for the Northshore School District No. 417, on December 9, 1993, and it became

eflective on December 19, 1993.

Finally, the SEIS repeatedly mentions the importance of cooperation between school
districts and units of local government. We concur. As we staled at the recent meeting on the
1994 Annual Growth Report, school districts need additional information from King County on
development patterns and trends, but tlie data should be aggrcgalcd by scliool district bounilarics.
The data is an important component of the capital facilities planning process to ensure that
schools are available to serve the needs of new student populations. We also agree that
"[cjomprehensive planners need to work with school districts to identify as early as possible land
use needs for schools." (Page 118) We believe that a collaborative approach is vital in order to
address the impacts of growth on schools, and the King County School Coalition remains
committed to working wilh King County on these critical issues.

It'you should have any questions, please call. Thank you.

Sincerely,

cr^a-u T /ufi/\T
Grace T. Yuan
General Counsel

Jim Reidec: Jim Reid

Attachment
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Jan. 25, 1994
>c.

comments For Draft Supplemental EIS K.C. County/Planning Policies
Lisa N.i.ikiak, Snpt. Growt.h M.-mnrpme.it. Pro.icct
K.C. Metro Pafcks, Planning & Resources Dcpt.

707 Smith Tower Fldr. S06-2nd Avu.
Seattle, KA. 98104

Subject: County Land-l.lse Plannin? l-nis+. Keeo Local Resources In Cowir'nitv

k':<—

The recently released Draft Supplcment.Tl EIS K.C. Ccninty/Plnnninp Polices
plan, outlininR the next 20 years and mandated by the State GKA, deserves
close sqStiny by area residents. It is mostly ati example of feudalistic-type
thinkinf mid control llnr of l.ho poi'»i]aco with tin- m.-isses co:ifitu:(l to hish-

density, urban areas and privtlep.ed gentry residing in the countryside. Worse
yet, this arbitrary drawing of urban-rural boundaries does not protect the
OFRanic functions of life supporting xrfaieruhcda, natural flooj-conIrol

sponges and wildlife habitat greenways. The long-term social implications
of such segregation will surely be devastating to any true community spirit.
In fact, this land-use planning document is totalitari.an and elitist in

it's iirigin and villa only senre to further limit and erode any citiz^n-cen-
tered and inspired land-use ciaiiaKement. However, the natural no-.-iction alter-
native model would protect local resources, flavor and character better

than attempting to change land-use patterns. What is your vision for your
neighborhood for the next 20 years?

Review this newly released docpnent at your local libary. Send your ideas
and comments to: Usa Majdiak, Supt., Growth Kanagement Project, Planning &
Coraraunity Dev.Div., K.C.-l-ietro Parks, Plannine & Resources Dept., 707 Smith
Toucr Bldg., 506-Znd Ave. .Seattle, 98104. Tel.: 206-296-8640.

^..^ • - -J~ -
Fonda Rac Zimnennan. Kent
tel.850-3704

fi^. ^-r^-
^^L L-fi. I^Di- /~
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Earl Ctymcr, Mayor

CITY OF RENTON
Planning/Building/Public Works Department

February 28. 1994

Lisa Majdiak
Growth Management Project Supervisor
King County Planning and Community Dwdopmcnt Division
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle. Wa 98104
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Subject: Communls on the Draft SnpplL-incnlal Hnvironniuinal linp.icl Slatuinunt l'»r Diu

Countywide Planning Pulicics

Dear Ms. Majiliak:

The City of Renton has reviewed the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the
Cuunlywidi; Planning Pulicius and has a number of concerns and cummenls about the document.
Our commenis are organized into several categories including: I) Growth, Capacity and Urban
Centers. 2) Cumpliance with SHPA and Adequacy ofihe Analysis. 3) Waicr Supply. 4) Parlt.i and
Open Space. 5) Transportation and 6) General Comments. The General Comments section is
coded lu a copy oftliu draft document and pages are enclosed fur your information.

Our major concern with the document is Uial it does not provide an ailuquate or rcasonablu

analysis of ihe various allernaiives and their impacts. The document does not provide information
in a way which can be used to objectively compare alternate approaches and make informed and
responsiblt; decisions. The document appears to make conclusions based on inadequate
information^ broad generalizations and assumptions. Most of the analysis is too general to
provide very usefal distinctions between the alternatives. The City of Renton strongly supports a
more careful comparative analysis of each alternative.

Our specific comments are attached in six enclosures for your inclusion in the review of this
project. If yuu have further questions, please conuct Rebecca Lind in Long Range Planning (277-
6188).

Sincerely,

J^5/i «n
Gregg Zimmerman, Interim Administrator
Planning/Building Public Works Department

LA-2

LA-2

LA-2

City of Renton's Comments

AttBcluncnt 1

GROWTH. CAPACITY AND URBAN CENTERS

1.

Tho DSEIS annlysis is h;isod upon 20 yoor foiocasts of yrowtti. Ttio tunnm'n of

growth cited throughout the document is 325.000 people. 215.000 households and
340,000 jobs and is based primarily upon Pnget Sound Regional Council (orocasts
for the year 2010. Information on existing employment and households is primarily
based on the 1990 Census and 1990 Stalu ol Washington Duparlmont ol
Employement Securities information. Information on capacity is based primarily on
1991 zoning. The base information and forecasts contained in the document cover
a 20 year period streching (rom 1990/1- 2010.

The CPP will not be adopted until July 1, 1994 at the earliest. A 20 yoar time
horizon would from that point would be llio yuar 2014. The analysis, howuvor. is
based upon a 20 year horizon starting in 1990 and ending by 2010. The document
does not consider the effects of 4 years of additional orowth on tho analysis.

This is of particular relevance to issues of capacity and maturation ol urban centers.
Growth which has occured between 1991 and 1994 has consuinod some of tho
capacity identilied in the King County Technical Forum. This reduces the capacity
of the plan to accomodate growth occuring between 2010 and 2014. In addition,
tho analysis of urban centers is bnsod on growth forccnsts for tho yuar 2010 and
does not account(or the effects of growth between 2010 and 2014 which could
result in additional growth within urban centers.

These considerations could hava a significant effect upon conclusions about
adoquato capacity and foasibitity of Urban Centers and should bo specifically
considered in the DSEIS.

2.

Chapter 1.0 indicates that the analysis of capacity is based on "current zoning".
This is an inaccurate statement. The capacity analysis contained »vithin the
document for the City of Renton is based on 1991 zoning information. In July
1993, the Renton City Council adopted a new zoning code and zoning map based
on the Interim Land Use Element. As a result, the capacity analysis contained
within the DSEtS (or the City of Renton is not based on "current zoning". Thu term
"1991 zoning" should be substituted for greater accuracy.

3.

A preliminary estimate of capacity for the City of Renton under the Interim Land
Use Element has been completed. This capacity analysis indicates that. under the
Interim Land Use Element. Renton could accommodate 1.877 additional single
family units and 11.156 new multi-family units (of which 7,402 would bo locatod
within the Proposed Urban Center). This analysis also indicates the capacity (or
33,228 additional jobs including 5,970 located within the Proposed Urban Center.

-.,., ..lill Ai-..^. ^nuth ......on. \\ ^lon 9;.^.



This analysis is not as detailed as the estimate prepared for the Technical Forum nor
does it follow the same approach. In some respects, this analysis is more
conservative than the capacity analysis done for the Technical Forum because it
does not include the capacity of small vacant parcels less than one acre in size. It
also assumes a 50% reduction for redevelopment parcels. Within the Urban
Center, however, this analysis relied upon a 2:1 ratio of allowed density to existing
density to identify redevelopment parcels instead of using the 2:1 land value to
improvement value ratio agreed upon by the Technical Forum. This revised
approach is based on (lie assumption that (and. values will increase substantially
based upon the effects of an 8 or 14 Centers approach on the redevelopment
potential within Urban Centers.

The suggested 25% cushion beyond capacity is primarily assumed to be included
within the 50% doduction for rodovotopmont as well as throuyh density bonusos

allowed by zoning so no additional deductions for the cushion are considered
necessary. Other measures which are being considered to help ensure an adequate
cushion include increases in maximum density within single family land use
categories and allowances (or accessory units.

The revised capacity analysis, while not as rigorous as the one prepared for (lie
King County Technical Forum, provides a sense that. while employment capacity
has remained relatively constant, the capacity for housing development has
increased significantly since the King County Technical Forum analysis.

In addition, the City of Renton is proposing ammendmems to (lie boundary of the
Urban Center and the Zoning Code that will ensure adequate capacity within urban
center boundarifcs to accomodalo 50 jobs and 1 5 households pur Qross acre. Ttie

specific adjusmems to urban center boundaries, capacity and growth targets will be
forwarded to King County as soon as they arc approved by the Renlon City Council.

The analysis of the 8 Centers Alternative in Chapter 1 .0 (page 28) concludes that
capacity within the proposed Renton Urban Center lalls well short of the capacity
required to support center development. Based on completed and proposed
changes in zoning and the preliminary capacity analysis based on that revised
zoning the capacity within the proposed urban center does not fall significanity
short of the level needed to support center development and this conclusion is
inappropriate and inaccurate. The change in the capacity of the plan since the
Technical Forum analysis and its elfect on conclusions about capacity should be
noted within the document.

Chapter 1.0 (page 36) The analysis of tha 8 Center Alternatives provides a
comparison of existing densities within the proposed centers. This analysis
specifically mentions the low existing residential densities within the Renton CBD.
No mention is made in this analysis, however, of other centers (SeaTac and
Bellevue) with similar low existing residential densities. This does not provide an
accurate comparison of centers and gives a distorted impression that Renton is the
only proposed center with low existing residential densities. It is inappropriate to

make singular reference to the densities within the Renton urban center without full
comparison to oil othur cuniors, ospuciutiy tltusu wiilt siinilar dottsilios. A cuinplulu

comparison of existing job and household densities should be prepared for all
centers for the purposes of comparison and evaluation.

5.

Chapter 18.0 (page 204-206) The DSEIS analysis of the 8 and 14 centers
alternatives is based upon a definition of urban centers which is not ruflociod in the
Countywide Planning Policies. The DSEIS states that "An urban center is defined
as an area with ... (b) a minimum of 15 dwelling units (DUs) and 50 jobs per gross
acre. The Countywide Planning Policies, however, state that "Each center shall be
zoned to accommodate (b) At a minimum, an average of 50 umployoes per gross

acre ; and 1c) At a minimitin, an avcraoo of 1 5 liotischolds pur o'oss acru."

The Countywide Planning Policies define urban centers as "areas of concentrated
employmont and housing ... dosignod to 1) stroitgllwn oxistiny cominunitios, 2)

^_g promote housing opportunities close to employment 3) support development ol an
'extensive transportation system to reduce dependoncy on automobiles 4) consume

2.A - /f(^) *ess *an<^ w*l^ urban dovetopment and 5) moximizo (he bunofit of public invcstmont
in infrastructure and services 6) reduce costs and time required for pennittina and
7) evaluate and miligoto cnvironmontiit impacts. Policy LU-28 asks jurisdictions to

" show intent and commitment to meet centers criteria**.

Nowhcro in tho Conntywido Plonnino Policies is thcro nn spRcific roquirod density
which must be achieved to satisfy the goals for urban centers.

The analysis of the 14 Center Alternative quostions tho feasibility of 14 conturs
based upon growth projections and tho DSEIS definition ol urban contcrs which
indicate that densities of 50 jobs per acre and 1 5 households per acre may not bo
achieved in alt 14 proposed centers.

This conclusion is not compatible with the goals, definitions and requirements for
urban centers set forth in (lie Countywide Planning Policies. Even if all h4 centers
do not achieve densities of 50 jobs pur acre and 15 households per acro tlie
requirements for zoning capacity to accommodate those densities can still be met.
In addition, even if aEI centers do not achieve 50 Jobs per acre and 15 households
per acre the goals of concentrated urban development which supports transit and
reduces sprawl and its impacts is still viable. Therefore, it is not necessary to
achieve densities of 50 jobs and 15 households per acre lo sntisfy llio rc(|uircmcnts
for Urban Cciilurs ustablished in tl>e CountYwidu Plannina Policies.

In addition, this analysis assumes that the S Centers Alternative would result in
Centers which would achieve 50 jobs and 15 households per acre. It cannot be
assumed, however, that the 8 Centers Alternative would result in centers which
achieved densities of 50 jobs and 15 households per acre. For example, Pugot
Sound Regional Council forecasts from December 1992 modelling the various
alternatives indicate that even for the 8 Centers Alternative some Urban Centers



such as Bellevue. Renton and Sea Tac would probably fall below residential density
levels of 15 households per acre.

Finally, the analysis implies that a decrease in the number of centers would increase
the demand for growth in the remaining centers. Growth, however, is not
necessarily transferable from one center to another especially over long distances.
Each proposed urban center providos locationat and market opportunities that would
attract a certain amount of growth that would otherwise be located in non-urban
center areas rather than other urban centers. A reduction in the number of centers
does not nocossarily mean that tliore would be growth that could be transfored to
other centers to make them more feasible. For example, Puget Sound Forecasts
from December 1992 indicate that the Bellevue CBD Urban Center would attract a
similar amount of residential and employment growth (or either the limited or
expanded centers alternative and that a reduction in the number of centers would
not produce an significant increase in the amount of growth located within the
proposed urban center.

CUy uf Rciiton's Conmcnts

Attachment 2

COMPLIANCE WITH SEPA AND ADEQUACY OF ANALYSIS

The SEIS is to be used as a tool to compare tho impacts of possible amondinonts to
the Countywide Planning Policies. The structure of this document makes the
evaluation and comparison of the impacts of the proposed alternatives very difficult.
It is questionable whether the analysis satisfies the intent of SEPA in terms of its
presentation of alternatives, comparison of impacts and identification of potential
mitigation measures.

The analysis does not designate a proposed alternalive to serve as a benchmark
with which to compare the competing alternatives. Instead, the analysis of
alternatives is described as a continum between the Pre-Countywide Planning
Policies Alternative and the 1 4 Centers Alternative. Without a benchmark, there is
relatively little sense of the relative location of each alternative along this
continuum. The analysis provides few details of llie magniiude of difforence
between each alternative. It is therefore hard to gauge how each possible
amendment might differ from the option of taking No Action. The No Action
alternative should serve as tho bonchmnrk with as much qnantiliablo con»parion to
the alternative ammendments as possible.

The analysis frequently relies upon generalizations and assumptions to compare the
alternatives. This analysis does not consider the potential impacts of the
alternatives if the assumptions are incorrect. In particular, assumptions about
feasibility and market acceptance as well as conclusions of infeosibility or lack of
market acceptance are unsubstantiated and may be invalid.

In some places the conclusions, without quantification or substantiation, seem to
contradict each other. For example, the analysis of shoreline impacts states that
sprawl results in greater impacts on shorelines than compact development while
subsequent analysis says that compact development will increase impacts on
shorelines. The document does not provide a sense of the difference in magnitude
between each of the effects.

Finally. SEPA asks that mitigation measures must be achievable and /easonable
(WAC 197-11-660) The SEIS. however, identifies and relies upon mitigation
measures which may or may not be achievable or reasonable. The document
identifies mitigation measures such as superior urban design, incentives for
redevelopment and pedestrian orientation which are general statements of intent
and are not explicitly defined. Their achievability and reasonability cannot be
measured or ensured. Other mitigation measures, such as increased open space or
housing subsidization have significant public financing questions which are
unanswered. In addition, some mitigation measures, such as altered setbacks. may
reduce the achievability of other mitigation measures such as superior urban design
and may therefore be counterproductive and unreasonable.
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City of Renton's Comments

Attachment 3

Comments of Water Supply

A. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE SEIS

1. An assessment of land-use impacts upon groundwater recharge should have been
provided in the Water Supply chapter. The assessment is needed so that
decisions regarding the alternatives can be made with knowledge of impacts upon
groundwater-based water supplies. At least the following factors potentially
resulting in toss of recharge should be assessed for both urban centers and the
areas immediately surrounding them that will inevitably be impacted:

a. Extent and general location of impervious surfaces;

b. Sewering of areas that are presently served by on-site sewage disposal
systems;

c. Modifications to stormwater systems: and

d. Loss of natural areas.

The SEIS should discuss the relative merits of methods to mitigate impacts upon
recharge. For example, the maintenance of low density, low-impact development
in urban separators is a mechanism to enhance aquifer protection efforts in urban
areas. Engineering controls can be used to partially mitigate the impacts of
development where low density, low impact development cannot be
accommodated. Engineering controls include the following and other techniques:

a. Aquifers may be artificially recharged with surface water piped from distant
sources.

b. Stormwater and septic effluent may be used to supplement recharge where
this may be done without impairment of drinking water quality.

c. The use of off-site and regional stormwater infiltration facilities offers an
opportunity to mitigate the impact of development on ground water
recharge.

Costs and other feasibility issues associated with the replacement of existing
water supplies should also be discussed.

The SEIS states on page 127 that "Other independent water purveyors are
evaluating whether there is adequate groundwater to meet the demands for
increased water supply in their individual service areas." The implication is that
the SEIS will not assess impacts upon demand associated with the alternatives.
To our knowledge, groundwater purveyors are not involved in formally assessing
the impact of the alternatives upon demand in their service areas nor has there
been formal communication between groundwater purveyors and the Growth
Management Planning Council regarding demand issues.

..U.fat.Iiiii:-' i.:>!i-;!;l;l'u'.;;.;.—.
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The SEIS should demonstrate that groundwater purveyors can meet the additional
demand for the chosen alternative. Lost recharge due to changes in impermeable
cover or other impacts of development must be factored into this analysis.

3. The following statement is made on page 175: "Existing wastewator and
drainage systems are degrading water quality thresholds and extensive capital
improvements will need to be made in some areas to accommodate growth and
improve water quality." This statement is too vague. What systems are
degrading water quality and where is this occurring? Is the impact upon surface
or groundwater? Is the impact upon drinking water or upon water quality in
general? What evidence is provided to show that this is occurring?

4. Also on Page 175 a number of water quality programs are mentioned. The
Ground Water Management Program of the Seattle-King County Department of
Public Health in cooperation with the Department of Ecology, cities. and water
purveyors should be noted. This is a very important local program to protect
groundwater. Local governments must adopt or amend regulations, ordinances,
and/or programs in order to implement Ground Water Management Plans following
certification by Ecology in accordance with WAC 173-100-120.

5. It states on page 179 that the Ground Water Management Act is administered
by the Washington Department of Health. We are not aware of an Act of this title.
"Ground Water Management Areas and Programs" (WAC 173-100) is administered by
the Department of Ecology. It is based upon RCW 90.44.400 "Regulation of Public
Groundwaters".

C. COMMENTS ON THE FINDINGS OF THE RURAL CHARACTER TASK FORCE

Minor revisions should be made in RU-9 and RU-10 as follows:

"RU-9 ......The tools to achieve this include: seasonal and maximum clearing limits:
impervious surface limits; surface water management standards that emphasize
preservation of natural drainage systems, awS water quality, and aroundwater

:harae. and best management practices for resource-based activities."

"RU-10 Rural Areas shall be recognized as significant for the recharge and storage of
groundwater and as areas necessary for the maintenance of base flows in rivers ass!
streams, the and natural levels of lakes and wetlands and recharge of aauifers.
Measures........"



City of Ren ton's Coirnents

Attachment 4

CT7Y TO RENTON COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

PARKS AND RECREATION

MEMORANDUM

TO: Rebecca Lind, Planning

FROM: Leslie A. Betlach. Resource Coordinatoj

SUBJECT: REVIEW COMMENTS
DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL EHVIRONHEHTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
FOR THE KING COUNTY COUNTYHIDE PLANNING POLICIES

DATE: February 28, 1994

-s-vs-

Section 7.0 PARKS AND OPEN SPACE

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Pa9e 119, Paragraph 1, Last Sentence states that the Parks
Division recently completed the Parks, Recreation and Open
Space Plan. Paragraphs 2 and 4 on the same page, last
sentences, says the Park, Recreation and Open Space Plan has
not been completed.

SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

Page 119, Paragraph 1, sane comments as above.

Although this document makes the assumption that
concentrating growth in either the 14 Centers and Eight
Centers will generally increase the need for parks and open
space in urban areas and that in the No Action Alternative,
Magnet Alternative, and Pre-Countywide Planning Policies
Alternative the biggest impact on parks and open space will
be in the rural areas, the city of Renton believes that all
areas both rural and urban, will be impacted to a large
extent.

At first glance, the idea of concentrating growth in urban
centers creates immediate impacts and shortfalls of open
space and park needs in the urban area. In concept this is
correct, except that the increased pressures in the
concentrated areas will flow over into the less populated
areas. For instance, many cities are broken into several
planning sub-areas for parks, recreation, and open space
activities. Some sub-areas may have shortfalls while others
may not. It is possible that there may not be sufficient
space to allow for the increased needs and demands for parks

and open space in the urban or central sub-area. By default
surrounding sub-areas would be required to absorb the
additional needs generated by the increase in density in the
urban area.

Lastly, greater emphasis should be placed on the value of
the Urban Separator with its inclusion as part of any
action. These corridors provide excellent wildlife/habitat
linkages and also can create large expanses of passive
recreational areas uith opportunities for hiking, bird
watching and education. The value of urban separators
should not be understated.

Section 13.0 SENSITIVE AREAS AND RESOURCE LANDS

Again the assumption is that the 14 Centers Alternative will
have the least impact in the rural areas as the greatest

fs-S' concentration of growth will be in the central urban
area(s). As indicated in the above comments, it is likely
that the rural areas, by default, will have to absorb much
of the increased needs and demands for recreation, parks and
open space, created by the intensified urban areas.

If you have any questions, please contact me at X-5549.
Thank you for transmitting a copy of the above-referenced
document for our review and comment. We would like to be
informed of any future developments as they arise.

Sam Chastain
Bill Hutsinpiller
Jim Shepherd

drftseis
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City of Renton's Comments

CITYOFRENTC Attachment 5

PLANNING/ BUILDING/ PUBLIC WORKS

MEMORANDUM PLANIi'MG DIVISION
c'" r'ITnr/

DATE:

TU:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

February 16, 1994

Rebecca Lind
-.^

(- TB ] 7 1194

Rl=Cfc:<VED

Saiidra Meyi

Review of King County SEIS fur the Counlywide Planning Policies

A review of the subject document has resulted in the following comments. Even though my review was
concentrated on ihe Transponation, Air Quality and Noise chapters, I did look over the other chapters.

I have no concerns or issucx with the ittatcriai prescntcU in tlie Transportation, Air Quality and Noise

chapters. The commcnis below are primarily minor; relating 10 word omissions, lypos and incomplcle
sentences.

Specific

1. Pages 24 and 25 are oui of sequence.

2. Pages 23 and 24: The paragraph at the bottom of the rigltt-hiind column on p:igc 23 when
continued to the top of the left-hand column on page 24 does not make sense.

3. Page 77: The paragraph on "Existing Modal Splits" indicates exisling transil usage in Renton is
bclwcCT 3 ami 6 percent. lllis is conlrary to PSRC data providul to llie City ofRenton staff which
indicates one percent transit usage. This one percent figure is being quoted in the Boeing
Longacres Ot't'icc Park DEIS and other City of Renion documents.

4. Page 80: Check spelling of "installation" in third paragraph in left-hand column. Also on this
page, should "or" in boitom pnruyraph in right-hand column be "oF?

5. Table 8. jiagc; 84 and 85: Why is "Policu/Fire/Hmerguncy Response" called out at bollom of
table?

6. Page 90: La.<;( sentence in Firsi paragraph under "The Magnet Alternative" dues no( make sense.

Should the word "t»" be :id<.lcd liutwecn ''cxpccietl" :ind "int:rc:istf"?

7. Page 93: In second sentence of third paragraph in right-hand column, should "proving" be
"providing"?

8. Page 171: Last semence of third paragraph under "Rural Character Task Force Policies" appears
to be out of context with rest of discussion in this paragraph.

9. Page 192: Second sentence in second paragraph under "Motor Vehicles" (left-hand column) does
not make sense.

JB\C\RL\MCCSQS

I \ .ii

Planning and Community Development Department

|Mict|ael Knapp, Director

I i

-C?YO^

^ATN°-

February 25, 1994

Ms. Lisa Majdiak i
King County Planning &
Community Development D^visiqn|
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

SUBJECT: DRAFT SUPI'L'EMEIS^AL BIS FORKING COUNTY
COUNTYWIDE PUNoNG POUCIES

Dear Ms. Majdiak:

In regard to the DSEIS for the Phase H! work on the King County
Poli?ies', tIiclQityiof SeaTac is submitting the followingCountywide Planning)

DSEIS comments.

While we are supportive ofypurleff^rts to develop Countywide Planning
Policies which inost qitiesja{iopted|i^ 1^92 including our City. in order to
provide the besl^ possible loi^tCBq Benefits and mitigate the potential from
projected growth for jthe County ^ its Cities, the City of ScaTac herein
submits a number of broad policy isguc? that should be considered and/or

addressed in the; DSEIS prpccps.

CilyofSeiTac • 19215 ^ 28th Avenue South • ScaTac, Washington 98188
Dtplrtmcnli (31X)17M2n • Clly H»H: (20«)87M100 - FiK (20<)>78.MI( • TDD: (20t)17»-»2»8

Fire Dtparimrol: (204)1134.2726
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3.
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4.

KEY OR SIGNIFICANT DSEIS ISSUES

INTEGRATION OF GMA AND SEPA-Whilc the purpose of this
document typically should not only work to avoid lawsuits and to
provide decision makers ;with a decision making process, it should also
work to integrate GMA and SEPA. In terms of integrating the GMA
and SEPA process, discuss how this document could be used to reduce
the need for future environmental work for actions that arc consistent

with the policy intent of^the document.

WHERE DOES IT ALL LEAD AND WHAT DOES FT ALL
MEAN?-Whilc the document does a great job of quantifying data, it is
difficult to grasp what it alll means and where it leads us as a reader
relative to the various alternatives. In the Final SEIS please discuss
and evaluate in more graphic/descripdve terms how the centers would
work and how they might develop during the planning horizon relative
to those areas outside the urban centers. Also, discuss the comparative

impacts and mitigadon for the yarioua alternatives in more
graphic/understandable terau! relative to the areas outside the urban
centers. The DSEISjdocs not adequately address those areas outside of
urban centers and needs to more fully describe and analyze those areas
outside of the centers, i

_L ' __J ; 1
BALANCED VEEWjOF SERVICE FROVBION-The DSEIS does an
adequate job ofdiscusaing the provision of services by King County but
does not adequately address^ the provision of services by King County
Cities. Please present ajmqre balanced view of both the provision of
services by the County and dicj various King County Cities.

GMPC POLICY CHA^G^The Final DSEIS should include the full
range of GMPC decisions f^rialized in the process such as the
population and employment! reyisions, etc.

Thank you for the opportunity;to comment on the DSEIS for the Countywide
Planning Policies. While the (pity pfj SeaTac may or may not support specific
policy proposals [included ip th^ proposed document, the City does support
the environmental impact statement review process and the opportunity to
provide input for the proper rcvie^ of the mitigating measures for any and all
of the various alternatives. If you have questions regarding these comments,

please contact me or City Macjagerl

Sincerely,

Michael Knapp, [Director
Planning & Community Dejvelop
City of ScaTac

D. Scott Rohlfs.

ment

ec: SeaTac City Council)
D. Scott Rohlfsj Cit^ Mkna^r
Assistant (pity Njlanager

I: Cltymu\COUNTyDS.EIS MBK/2-2^-94

l ' !
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February 25, 199.1

Lisa Majdiak
Growt.h Manaqpmonfc Protect Supervisor
1*1.um i n<t *tH<i Cummutiity Development Uivision
Packs, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smich Toaer Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 93104 FAX HO; 296-0119

RE: Commcntr. on tho Sitpplotnf'ntt.t I EIS on the Countywide
manning Policies

Dear Ms. Maj dial-:,

The biggest questions that need to be addressed in the EIS
are:
1) Nhat iu c.'-ir c-out. of clic- houaincj that will be produced
under the proposed policies?
a) The EIS muse address all of the costs including; the land,
the infr.ir.truc-turo co:~*t;-., the con^.tritctlon co;;ti3. the permit
costs and che maincenance costs. The land costs for infill
developnene are higher than historically used because of the
completing uses for the sites in the centers. Current land
owners will only be open to selling for demolition if you
assune that che land will have the same or more value than
the coir.peting use chat is already on the site. Due to these
factors the land case i-'ill be higher. High density housing
also costs more to build.

2) How many residents of the county will be able to afford
che housing?
a) The EIS should include a study of the median income of
residents matched aqainst the cost of the housing that is
being proposed.

3) Will residents want the type of housing that is proposed?
a) After it is determined how many residents could afford the
r.su i-.uusing, ti-.e.-i we r.ccd tc;i£ters:ir.e ^.e;; =a.—/ of those
residents will want to live in the type of new housing that
is proposed.

4) If new housing is not built to the level that is proposed
then what will happen to the cost of existing housing?
a) The EIS should study the increased cost of existing
housing if the supply of new housing is restricted.

Thank you for your consideration of my comments.

Sincessly,

Jaiafes/-3. Potter
President

Huthtin^ .-ls.-4-(s :tilh MnwffiwHl

-UM Frvm>ni .\v»- \ Sitl (:Hlh»h32-'t:lt<:»

B\v W2.ai.n
SfJttle. WA Wltt3

Christopher Vancc
METROPOLITAN KING COUN1 Y COUNCIL

Oistncl Ttiittoan

February 25, 1994

Jim Reid, Manager
Planning and Community Development Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower Building
506 Second Avenue
Seattle,WA 98104

RE: Comments on the Draft SuDo]emental_J;nYjL.Fonmcnta] Impact
Stdtcmcnt fDSEJSl

^-s-

LA-ll(d)

Dear Mr. Reid:

In addition to the public testimony presented before the
Metropolitan King County Council's Growth Management, Housing and
Environment Committee on the Draft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the Countywide Planning Policies, I
and the staff of the County Council's Growth Management Housing
and Environment Committee reviewed the document in order to
provide comments. Specifically, ue have focused on the Land Use
chapter of the DSEIS (page 14 to page 58). These comments
address general assumptions, graphic presentation and text
editing. My comments on the DSEIS are summarized as follows:

1] A more detailed explanation of methodology for arriving
at various growth target figures presented in* Table 1
(page 6) and Figure 1 (page 7) of the introduction is
imperative. These targets are the foundation of
analysis throughout the DSEIS.

2] Page 16, second paragraph - comparing develooment
patterns of a ten year perioa (1980's) with a two year
penoa i early l990's) is biasea.

3] Page 22, near the top in left column, states that
"...the analysis is intended to provide...a rough sense

of how much zoning might have to change under the
alternatives in order to accommodate the alternatives."

Room 1200, King Counly Counhouse. 516 Third Avenue. Seatlle. WA 98104-3272
(206) 296.1013 TTT/TDD (206) 296-1024 FAX (206) 296-019B

Home address: 9615 S. 203rd Sl.. Kent. WA 98031 Home phone: (206) 852-4020

. - Piiniccf on Recycled Paper
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A more meaningful analysis would examine how much
current development patterns might have to
change under the alternatives in order to accommodate
the alternatives.

4] The first full sentence on p.24 disregards the power of
the market in determining how much new growth will be
channeled into the Centers. If possible, the impacts
of the market and the state of the economy as compared
to the influence of Countywide Planning Policies
implementation should be evaluated.

5} Pages 24 and 25 mention that King County's share of new
housing units and lots applied for has decreased from
1990 to 1993 without implementation of the Growth
Management Act. This would seem to cast doubt on the
chances for successful implementation of the Centers
concept. The impacts of land and housing price
differentials between King and nei9hboring counties
should be analyzed, at least from a historical
perspective.

6] "Least cost planning" has an appealing ring to it, but
remains ill-defined. What might be the cost of
providing incentives under the Magnet Alternative.

7] We really need to know what the locations and expansion
possibilities of existing services are.

8] Page 51, first paragraph of the right column proposes
that huqe mitigation is needed to offset higher land
prices in centers. More context is needed to discuss
the issue throu9h a rough sense of just how much this
mitigation might cost.

Graphical Enhancements

9] On page 16, the description of the new rural areas
should be accompanied by a nap on the page, and areas
(acres and/or sq. miles) should be uniformly used.

10] The second paragraph under Rural Lands and Rural Cities
on p.20 should have an accompanying chart. Xt is very
difficult to make sense of the numbers presented within
the text.

11] Tables 2 and 3 (pages 26 and 27) are difficult to
comprehend. They are merely charts showing how to
alternatively fit households and employment into
various alternatives without examining the effects of

LA-6
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alternatives on the market. The relationship between
the cited Tables 6 and 7 (pages 26 and 27) needs
further clarification. Table 6 needs a source.

12] The naps in Appendix A-3 are very difficult to read.
Colored maps of this information should be made
available.

Text Editing

L^-^S 13] On page 16, the commercial and industrial land trends
mentioned don't connect with earlier statements. Are
they talking about dispersed commercial development?

Ltt-S-1

ift-^f 14] The sentences at the end of pages 23 and 35 drop off.

15] Define "Auto-friendly" and "Transit-friendly."

I hereby request that these comments be officially incorporated
into the FSEIS. If you have any questions with regard to these
comments please contact Rebecha Cusack of my committee staff at
296-0330.

icerely,

^tv—
Chris Vance, Chair
Growth Management, Housiru} and Environment Committee

Kent Pullen, Chair - Metropolitan King County Council
Gary Locke, King County Executive
Members of the Growth Management Planning Council

Margot Blacker, Councilmember, City of Bellevue
Bob Edwards, Councilnember, City of Renton
Fred Jarrett, Councilnember, City of Mercer Island
Roger Loschen, Mayor, City of Lake Forest Park
Bob Stead, Councilmember, City of Federal Way
Shirley Thompson, Councilmember, City of SeaTac
Rosemarie Ives, Mayor, City of Redmond (ALT)
Sally Nelson, Councilmember, City of Burien (ALT)
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Jim Gilderslecve, Councilmcmbcr, City of North Bond
(ALT)

Glen Kuntz, Mayor, City of Duvall (ALT)
Norn Rice, Mayor, City of Seattle
Margaret Pagclcr, Seattle City Council
Jim Street, Seattle City Council
Sherry Harris, Seattle City Council (ALT)
Brian Derdouski, Metropolitan King County Council
Larry Phillips, Metropolitan King County Council
Cynthia Sullivan, Metropolitan King County Council
Pete von Rcichbaucr, Metropolitan King County Council
Jane Hague, Metropolitan King County Council (1st ALT)
Larry Gossett, Metropolitan King County Council (2nd

ALT)
Pat Davis, Commissioner. Port of Seattle

Members of the Metropolitan King County Council
Maggi Finia

' Bruce La ing
Louise Miller
Greg Nickels
Ron Sims

G:\SEIS217X.LET February 25, 1994

Christopher Vnricc
Mt: 11101'ULI I AN KINl; CUUN I Y CUUNl;ll.

District Tlnrtoon

February 25, 1994

Jim Rcid, Manager
Planning and Coinmunily Ucvclopinenl Division
Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smilli Tower lliiildinr,
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98104

RE: Comments on the Draft Supplemental Hnvironmcntal Impact Sialemenl fDSP.IS)

Dear Mr. Rcid:

On l-'ebruary 9, 1994, lliu Melropolitan King Ci.mnly Cuiuicil's, tiruwlh M;>n;>i;einen(,
Housing and Environment Commillee received public testimony, both oral and written, on
the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Slalement (DSHIS) for the Connlywide
Planning I'olicies for which your dcpartmenl ol' Parks, I'l.mning ;iml ItL-sonrL'i;.-; is If.nl

agency.

I uiitlcrsland tlial lliis is (lie first time a Council cominilluc has reccivL-il public leslimony on
an Environmental Impact Statement of any kind. I placed (liis item on llic comminue agenda
in order to provide an addilional forum for residents of ihc cnuniy lo cnnunenl on tliis mosl
important issue. Specifically, I wanted to provitlc conccrnctl citizens willi an o|>|iorttinily lu
voice opinions and ask questions which would assist in rcfincmcnts la (tie envirHnmentnI
analysis.

The public testimony before ihe commillcc was very compelling; and (lie large litrnonl ;>l llic
hearing indicated a high level of interest in this debate. In my opinion, ihc tcslimony was
very well balanced and helped to raise important queslions on boil) sides of (lie issue.
Addressing the questions raised tluring Ihc licaring wotild lie <ifr,re:i( nssisiancc in llii;
preparation of Ihc Pinal SuppIcnK;nl:>l Hnvironmcnt.il Ini|i:ici .St.neincnl (1-'.SI:-IS). 'I'liercl'orc.

I am transmitting to you, as the responsible official for llie SliIS:

1. Copies of the official tape recordings of the Growth Managcmcm, Housing and

Environment Commitlce 2/9/94 meeting.

Room 1200. King County Courthouse. 516 Thud Auenuo. Scallle, WA 98104-3272
(206)296-1013 TTY/TDO (206) 296.1024 FAX (206) 296-0198

Home address: 9615 S. 20310 St. Kent. WA 98031 Home phone: (206) 852-4020

. Pnntcd on Rncydcd Pnpc*
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2. A copy of the transcripts made from those tape recordings, and

LA-7

LA-l(a)
LA-Ke)
LA-ll(d)

LA-7

LA-6

3. A copy of the written comments that were submitted.

I hereby request that these be officially responded to in the FSEIS.

Specifically, I hope the FSEIS will answer some of the major concerns which were

mentioned at our February 9, 1994 hearing. I have summarized the concerns as follows:

I. The DSEIS assumes that 40% of the household growth target and 74% of the
employment will be accommodated in the 14 urban centers alternative fTables 2 and
3). The most current information assumes 27% of the household growth target and
55% of the employment target will be accommodated in the 14 urban centers

alternative. What effect wilt this change have on the analysis?

The fourth limitation to the DSEIS analysis on page 3 states that "Ultimately,

jurisdictional allocations will be developed by King County and its cities working
together. This would result in revised targets that will need to be compared with (he
targets used in this SEIS. There is the potential for difTerent outcomes or impacts
[emphasis added]."

The DSEIS needs to be reviewed for different outcomes or impacts based on the
revised targets.

2. Land Capacity (residential and industrial) - the data relied on to determine land

capacity assumed achievement of maximum capacity under current zoning. What do
we currently achieve in terms of existing density compared 10 maximum zoning
capacity? What about environmental cleanup and redevelopment costs? The SEIS
assumes that 35 to 65 percent of new growth will be redevelopment despite
Fiscal/Economic Development (Fis/ED) Task Force work questioning this

assumption.

3. Simply dividing up the 20 year population and job forecast among jurisdictions in
large pan based on their "wish list' does not make good sense. Target numbers
should lake into account jurisdictions' individual comparative advantages and

contribute to efficient use of limited regional resources and to a coordinated regional

economic strategy.

4. Impacts depend on the degree to which implementation of the various alternatives is
achieved. If the 8 and 14 centers alternatives are not implementable due to market,

financial or other constraints, they are not viable alternatives.

/&' a

{S-t,
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5. There is no compelling evidence that greater concentration of development in urban

areas results in greater efficiency and cost effective delivery of utility services. Tliis
is one of the basic tenets used to support the centers concept. To the contrary,
testimony from representatives of Washington Natural Gas and I'ugct Power indicates
that it is more expensive for them to serve areas of higher density.

6. References in the DSEIS to the 1985 Seattle Water Supply Plan are out of dale. Tlie

discussion should be based on the 1993 Seattle Water Supply Plan.

7. The Water Supply chapter heeds to state more forthrightly that new water sources will
be needed to support economic development strategies and continued population
increases no matter how successful conservation efforts are.

8. The DSEIS consistently refers to centers as being based on high capacity transit; yet,
there is no meaningful analysis of the impacts of the regional transit plan on centers.

9. There was no discussion of groundwater as an important source of water for King

County. Groundwater supplies 22 percent of the urban population. This source needs
to be protected from contamination and the reduction of the urban aquifer recharge

areas which would result from inappropriate placement of high density dcvclopmcnl.

LA-ll(a) 10. The DSEIS has an underlying pro-centers slant which appears to pre-judge impacts
without substantive analysis.

11. Growth Management involves a balance between land use, infrastructure and
financing. The DSEIS doesn't attempt to investigate tlie potential environmental and
financial impacts associated with redeveloping contaminated industrial ^ands and costs
of remediation, need for new water sources 10 support growth, and costs and
feasibility associated with making urban centers attractive and inviting.

12. The Countywide Planning Policies and Rural Character Task Force recommendations

treat the Rural Areas as unchanging and permanent. This approach conflicts with
RCW 36.70A.130 which requires counties to review, at least every ten years, its

designated urban growth area.

13. The characterization of centers development as being invented as part of the Growth
Management process is not correct. The 1964 King County Comprehensive Plan

acknowledged our eventual development as a multi-center community. The 1985 plan

confirmed that development pattern and is in fact a centers plan.

is-s.

LA-6
LA-13

LA—'a.

LA-S3
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If you have any questions with regard to these comments please contact Rebecha Cusack of

my committee staff at 296-0330.

^/^~-—-
Chris Vance. Chair

Growth Management, Housing and Environment Committee

ec: Kent Pullen, Chair - Metropolitan King County Council
Gary Locke, King County Executive

Members of the Growth Management Planning Council
Margot Blacker, Councilmember, City of Bellevue
Bob Edwards, Councilmember, City of Renton
Fred Jarrett, Councilmember, City of Mercer Island
Roger Loschen, Mayor, City of Lake Forest Park

Bob Stead, Councilmember, City of Federal Way
Shirley Thompson, Councilmcmber, City of SeaTac
Rosemarie Ives, Mayor, City of Redmond (ALT)
Sally Nelson, Councilmember, City of Burien (ALT)

Jim Gildersleeve, Councilmember, City of Nonh Bend (ALT)
Glen Kuntz, Mayor, City of Duvall (ALT)
Norm Rice, Mayor, City of Seattle
Margaret Pageler, Seattle City Council

Jim Street, Seattle City Council

Sherry Harris, Seattle City Council (ALT)
Brian Derdowski, Metropolitan King County Council

Larry Phillips, Metropolitan King County Council
Cynthia Sullivan, Metropolitan King County Council
Pete von Reichbauer, Metropolitan King County Council
Jane Hague, Metropolitan King County Council (1st ALT)

Larry Gossett, Metropolitan King County Council (2nd ALT)
Pat Davis. Commissioner, Port of Seattle

Members of the Metropolitan King County Council

Maggi Fimia
Bruce Laing
Louise Miller

Greg Nickels
Ron Sims

TRANSCRIPT*

FEBRUARY 9, 1994

METROPOLITAN KING COUNTY COUNCIL

GROWTH MANAGEMENT, HOUSING &

ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE

PUBLIC COMMENTS ON

DSEIS FOR CPP
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CUSACK: On January 12, 1994 the DSEIS for the Countywide Planning Policies
was released. According to the RFP issued by the Department of
Parks, Planning and Resources, the purpose of the DSEIS is to provide
more detailed description o( the potential environmental impacts that
could be caused by the Countywide Planning Policies and the
alternatives. The DSEIS also addresses policy refinements being
recommended by the Affordable Housing, Rural Character and Fis/ED
Task Force of the Growth Management Planning Council. Comments
on the DSEIS are due Monday February 28, 1994. To help the
committee members and the GMPC members from the Metropolitan
King County Council in determining whether the DSEIS provided the

requisite level of analysis, staff was requested to arrange for a cross
section of experts to comment on it. The order of panelists is listed
on your agenda,subsequent to their comments there will be general
public testimony.

PANEL «1 - AFFORDABLE HOUSING

Marcia Gamble-Hadley. King County Housing Partnership:

We appreciate the opportunity to talk to you about some of the ideas we
have in reviewing the DEIS and will tell you that the Executive Committee of
the Partnership is preparing a more detailed letter with our comments which
will be 10 you by the 28th. Since 1989 the Partnership has focused its
efforts on work force housing. Specifically we have tried to find ways to re-
energize the production of housing that's affordable to working families and
thai has been our sole focus. We have participated in both the affordable
Housing Task Force and Fis/ED and we support the intent of these efforts.
We as a region are breaking new grounds and doing difficult work. We are
attempting lo anticipate and plan for the demands of the future and KCHP
supports many of the principles which are at the heart of growth
management such as efficient use of land, in<rasuuciure and services and

the belief thai qualny design can lead 10 higher density in both commercial
and residcniial development. Lilerally Ihousands of hours have been spent
by staff and members of the public in trying to craft this new rule but what
we have pui together is not perfect. Concerns still exist within our

organizaiion about some of the foundation assumptions of the very high
density centers. In addition, specific areas of analysis merit further study.
Employmem levels projected for the centers and their effects on housing
types, land capacity and yield. land cost, provision o( adequate
infraslruciure needed to support these higher densities, household size
assumptions, vis-a-vis the housing types thai will be needed to house these
new families and the housing density assumptions in the urban centers and
the financial leasibility of these denser frequently mixed use housing types.

The first thing that I would really like to stress is thai the vast majority of
the 215.000 units that we anticipate to be needed under these policies will

have to be built by the private sector. The industry is capable of providing

Ho-3
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housing but what is needed are regulations to protect the public interest but
which have been developed in concert with requirements of development.
financing and construction. The private builder must be responsive to his
buyer, renter and lender. Market acceptance is central to private industry.
This is not to say that higher density housing will never be acceptable but
the move to these densities will be a slow one just as the move to modes of
travel other than single occupancy vehicles will be slow. Quality design and
close work with neighborhoods and builders by planners and officials will
make this move possible.' Market and financial forces will ultimately
determine whether or not the production goals will be met. Supply must
keep pace with population growth in order to maintain the acceptable level
of affordability that we are looking for out of these policies. Planning must
not get so far ahead of the market that it results in exactly the outcome that
we are trying to avoid, and that is escalating housing costs that leave our
families behind. Second, I think that we alt realize thai by limiting land

supply that will drive up land cost and therefore the cost of housing and that
is something which the DEIS is trying to address. But add to that cost
which we accept as something thai will escalaie because o1 the growth
management requirements. The cost to install infrastructure in many areas
of our county that have not kept pace with the development over the last 10
years and the cost to develop housing will continue TO outpace our families
ability to pay for it. The SEIS made an assumption in its analysis that
infrastructure was evenly available throughout the planning area, which is
just noT the case. Many areas slated for intense development have
infrastructure which is woefully inadequate to support such densities. These
costs and their impacts cannot be overlooked. Infrasiruciure was clearly an
element of the Benson Glen Project, we started with $17,000 a lot for raw
land and ended up at $46.500. That's 40% o( the cost of a home (or that
family and that is a significant element in putting these policies together is
to look at these kinds o( analysis 10 make sure that we are not inadvencntly
pricing future families out of housing in the close end areas. These impacts
are more serious on the staner homes ihan they are on homes that serve
higher income so I would really sircss the importance of looking at that
layering of both land cost and infrastructure. Last. I guess ihat I would add
that the cost will be significantly effected by process. While this is not an
element of the study of the DEIS the hazard of regulation is a real one.

Benson Glen clearly showed us ihe need for clearing up the current
regulation to eliminate duplicaiion, contradiction and the requirements that
add cost without commensurate value. But there exists a very real threat
thai the administration of future regulations coming oui of these
implementation and mitigation activities will add further burden to the
produciion of housing. We recognize and applaud the strong commitment
stated by the county executive and the president of the council to bring
about meaningful regulatory reform and we look forward to working with

you on that and we appreciate (lie opportunity 10 give you a few of our
thoughts at this time.
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Dan Watson. Assistant Director. King County Housing Authority and a member of
Fis/ED Task Force (His comments are his own and are specifically addressed to the

Affordable Housing Chapter):

In general, I am was disappointed with this chapter of the draft SEIS. I
don't believe it is adequate to the.task at hand that il does not provide
sufficient information for policy and decision-making purposes. I believe that
the initial section on the affected environment was a reasonable discussion
of the housing trends and so forth. But I believe that the next section on
impacts was vague and inconclusive and it really didn't offer too much in
the way of differences in the various alternatives that are before us. We've
had considerable testimony before our own task force and we've also had
case studies examined which would indicate thai there are significant
impacts that I think need to be carefully analyzed before we can make any
policy decisions. I want to make it clear that I very much appreciate the
complexity of the analysis and the difficulty in trying to measure and
estimate potential impacts. But I don't believe that this in itself is a reason
to suggest thai the impacts are minor.

I think I will begin my discussion with a discussion of the main findings
which begin on page 59. The first finding is that market forces have
significant greater impact on housing costs than housing policies. While I
believe thai this is an obvious truism, I do not necessarily believe that it
therefore follows that regulatory policies have no impact which seems to be
the suggestion being made. The one finding that I disagree probably most
vehemently is the second one. The distinctions and impacts are minor
because of the greater impact of market forces.

First of all. I don't believe that this finding summarizes the contents of the
analysis ihai (allows later in the chapier. Basically, my reading of it was
that the authors couldn't come 10 a conclusion but that ii wasn't necessarily
that the impacts were minor.

Secondly. I don'l think thai it's necessarily true. I do bt-'ticve tliat land use

decisions concerning densidcaiion will have signHicam impacts. There is
considerable debate as 10 what those impacis are but 10 suggest thai they
are minor, I don't believe is correct. The other two findings had to do with
the refined aflordable housing policies and the mitigation measures that may
be needed. Let me say first of all thai I do support the refined affordable
housing policies and I do think that miligation measures will be needed but I

think they need to be closely examined as far as effectiveness and cost is
concerned. What troubles me is that I have a little difficulty reconciling the
idea That densilicaiion and regulation have no or minor impact while
affordable housing policies and mitigation seem to have a positive impact.
Those two ideas I can't really reconcile with any consistency.

Just briefly, a couple of problems I have with the impact section. Its all
based on the assumptions that under the various center alternatives which
are the various densitication plans that may be undertaken that (he
population remains the same in each. This is to say that the housing will be
built in all of those scenarios. That the market will supply the housing. I
believe that this dodges the essential question which is: will the housing
units actually be supplied? Because that is what ultimately is going to
dictate the cost of rents and house prices. Will people choose to live in the
urban centers at prices and rents that ensure economic feasibility. The
analysis in the SEIS assumes that low density housing outside the urban
centers is 100% substitutable for high densily housing within it. That is not
to say that high density housing cannot work but I think that we nued to

have a clear and complete understanding of market forces as they relate to
location and density before we can make any policy decisions about which
alternative works best. Perhaps a more appropriate question might be:

LA-9 what is the demand for high density housing in the urban center and what
can be done to influence people's ducisions to live in urban ceniors? So I
would be the first to agree that market forces overwhelm a lot of housing
policy choices, but what happens when policy is inconsistent with these
market forces? What happens if we put all our housing eggs in the high
density urban center basket only to learn that market forces reject this type
and location of housing? The bottom line is thai we can't assume just
because we plan it. it therefore will be built. We have 10 understand and
analyze the housing market and I am concerned that by constraining ihe
supply of low density housing outside the urbnn centers we could have very
negative impacts on the cost of housing. So I think those are the issues
that we really need to focus on and I believe that thai section of the report
really needs some rcworking.

Keith Dearborn, 2 Union Square. Seaille (speaking as an individual)

First of all I am here to speak to what is not in the EIS thai I ttiink needs to
be for you to have an informed decisions. And I'd like you 10 lurn lo page 3
when you review Uie EIS lo see its limiiations. Tl>ey are quiiu candidly
stated. Marsha has spoken to one and that is the anificial assumption that
wherever growth will occur in King County, infrastructure will be there and
be financed to serve it. In other words, the EIS makes no conclusions or
analysis based upon what it is going (o lake to provide the inlrasiruciure
whether it's roads, schools, parks. police precincts stations or you name it in
terms of services. I would also like 10 begin by commending the council for

its leadership. It's because of Ms. Sullivan and the current members of this
council who were on the previous council that were here today. Ordinance
10450 was passed in June 1992 embarking us on this phase of work that
led to this documents. In my opinion, this document and a series of
documents, but this document particularly does not meet the promise of

Ordinance 10450. It does not even come close. I am here to ask that the
final EIS meet the commitment you made to us when you did embark on this
process. Specifically, I want to focus on one element of the EIS thai is
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missing. Thai is population and employment targets by jurisdiction. For

those of you that are planners, you know that the engine of growth
t- A -7 management is population and employment growth. It is the driver, it is

what determines the infrastructure requirements, it's what the private sector
uses to decide where and when to begin its housing. Every decision relating
to growth depends upon your assumption as to where that growth will
occur. That information was not available for the draft EIS. The authors
thought much like someone who had To have their hands tied behind their

backs, were constrained and crippled from doing a meaningful analysis
because they did not know at that time what the population and •
employment forecasts were going to be jurisdiction by jurisdiction. We now
have that information. You as members of the GMPC will be considering it
in March and it was published for the first time in mid-January. It radically
changes the assumptions of ihe draft EIS. For example, in terms of
population, the draft EIS assumes that 40% of our population growth will
house itself in 14 urban centers. The current forecast that staff has
prepared says that no more than 27% will be housed in urban centers. Now
some might say that's fine tuning but that's almost 30.000 people, that's
equal in size TO Issaquah plus a good share of Renton. It's a major amount
of people that have to find housing opportunities outside the centers.
Regarding employment, the EIS assumes 74% of our employment will be
located in centers. The new numbers say that will be more like 55% that
will locate in centers, that's a 62,000 job decrease. That's twice the
employment forecast for all of Kitsap County for the next 20 years. These
are big numbers, they are not small numbers. They have to be reflected in
Ihe analysis. Let me give you an illustration of the type of analysis thai I
think is needed for people 10 meaningfulty understand the impacts of what

you are considering.

I have taken the new forecast, not what's in the EIS, but the forecast that
has been recently prepared bul keep in mind this is 27% and 55% of our
total growth. It's a very small part of our total growth. But this is the
growlh thai is now being forecast for the 14 centers in King County and I've
simply done what anybody would do if they were trying to understand what
Ihe impacts of that growth are. I converted it to dwelling units and then
buildings. I used assumptions that the induslry is using for what you can do
in a mid-rise residential tower in a city and what you can do on a floor of an

i.fi ~f office building in a city. I used assumptions (or an office of 100 employees
per door and the range in Seanle ranges from a low of about 60 (my law
firm) to a high of about 220. But 100 is about average for a downtown
office floor. I jusi divided that number into the number of people and that
(old me how many floors I'd need in terms o< office space over the next 20
years. Given the forecast, center by center. Similar assumptions were

made for housing and I would just ask, not to pin Ms. Hague on the spot
but she was on the Bellevue Council when the Bellevue Comprehensive Plan

was adopted in December. Did you .know that you were going to have to
accommodate 22-24 story residential towers in downtown Bellevue when
you adopted that plan? Or six more CDB office buildings in Downtown?

No, nobody knew that nor does anybody realize that in the downtown CDB
we would have to have 43 residential towers 10 accommodale the forecast
that is being proposed or 18 more olfice buildings assuming tlieru is a cap.
That's assuming a 35 story office building. No one I think can look at these
numbers and believe with any seriousness that Renton is going to come up
with room for 27 residential towers over the next 20 years. They are not
going to do It. But if they don't do it they are going to have to house that
population projection in some kind of a building that is lower than the 20

story residential towers. .Either that or the forecasts are not correct. They
are mis-estimates of what's going to happen in centers. This analysis is not
suggested to tell you what is going to happen but is to illustrate to you.
what in my opinion, you need to understand before you make your decision

on counlywide planning policies. The assumptions need to be verified and
then once you know how many buildings you are ooino to need in
downtown Bellevue. of a residential type, you need to know how many
school rooms you are going to need in downtown Bellevuc. You need to
know what kind of services you noud bucausu rcsidcmi.il roprusunis no moro
than about 40-50% of the land use in a city. The rest is jobs. The rest is

services. The rest is roads. Most people would say you couldn't put 22
buildings in downtown Bellevue and even if they didn't generate any cars
you still couldn't move 20 years from now in the peak hour. Those are the
kinds of things that you have to- analyze. I don't think this is asking too
much. This is just basic common sense. It's the kind of information you
expect a private applicant to provide before you approve their project.
We're not asking for the same level of detail but with this information every
school district can tell you what the impacts of the centers concept are. 11
you read the EIS, the EIS says we can't tell what the impact on school
systems is but you should know that shouldn't you, before you make your
final decision. Same goes for police, fire, same goes for the road system
thai is going to serve. the rail system that is going to serve it if rail is in the
(ulure or the bus system. This is the kind of information that I think is
needed thai is not in the EIS.

i

(.....INTERNAL COMMITTEE CONVERSATION)
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PANEL #2 - MAJOR EMPLOYERS

BOB GILLESPIE, Puget Power

Thank you Chairman Vance. Good Morning, Bob Gillespie with Puget Power
also today acting as a member of SEIS Advisory Committee and Fis\ED
Committee, and the various subcommittees like the Benchmark
Subcommittee and Economic Development Subcommittee. First a word

'^-tf about the process, I'm not maybe as concerned as many are about this
process, but I'm accorded a unique perspective because I have been on the
SEIS advisory comminee and I have seen all the documents all along and in
a sense helped guide the focus of the SEIS, and also I sometimes think

process is what we make of it, if we need more time to examine something

in detail we do just that. Again, I don't mean to diminish the concerns of
the others, I just have a unique perspective in that regard. It's suppose to
be an environmental document and it draws conclusions from the facts that
help its analysis and I am sure those of us on the advisory committee might
have wished to have steered the product in one direction or another. But
that was not our role. First of all, as a member of the Fis\Ed Committee and

Fiscal Analysis Economic Development Committee, I was very pleased to see
the affirmation of ihe economic development policies, and I encourage those

of you who are members of GMPC to approve those as written. The group
that put them together was very broad based. Labor, real estate, industrial,
utilities and housing and The people who the Grafted the policies I think were

probably better schooled in the market affects, very knowledgeable about
the employment impact of the policies, and really fully aware of the
consequences. I support that fully. Now turning to comments on the
utilities section which reflects my Puget Power bend. On page 151 it says:

In general, it can be noted the more concentrated the development in urban
areas where transmission and distribution systems are already in place the
more efficient and cost effective the delivery of services. That statement is
not suDponed by the facTs, we really wonder where the conclusion comes

from. We have undergone some very, very rigorous internal analysis of
centers versus non-centers and we haven't even arrived at that conclusion.

The answer really is very facility specific. It depends on the age, the
location of the existing utility infrastructure in the right of way, whether the

right of way exists or easements exist, there are too many unanswered'

questions. On page 152. in the second column, the third full paragraph
down. There is the line thai says, in densely developed areas where greater
energy efficiencies can be realized. We do not know if greater energy
efficiencies can be realized or is possible in the density development areas,
and in one respect they are not. They would result in increased electrical
demand in high rise buildings in the downtown urban centers, that cannot be
supplied by natural gas. See the technology does not exist to provide that

son of space heating in those buildings.

7--?--,

On page 153, there is a statement that says. Policies RU-12 is consistent

with the Countywide Planning Policies that encourages agencies providing
services to rural areas to basicically protect public health and safety but not

provide rural areas with urban facilities or urban level of services. The
document doesn't define urban facilities or urban level of services, nor can
we as a.service provide distinguish between urban or rural level of services;
80.28.090 clearly prohibits distinguishing between those. One final

comment, there are some assumptions in the EIS about the master utility
permit process and I think those assumptions are premature because the
conversations are taking place actually at this time about what the master
utility permit process would look like. They involve a very cooperative effort
over at DDES. Utilities and other service providers. And as a final comment,
I think in our discussions with staff on the SEIS Advisory committee we

disagreed a lot, but I personally have never being denied answer to my
questions and I found them very cooperative in that regard. Thank You.

Gerry McDougall, Washington Natural Gas

Good Morning. My name is Gerry McDougall. I serve as Vice President for
Special Projects for Washington Natural Gas. We're a privately held natural

gas utility, serving 286.000 customers in King County.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment this morning.

Washington Natural Gas fully supports the goals of Growth Management to

ensure that King County remains a great place to live and work-for us and

for our children. Through involvement on the Fis\ED Committee and one-to-
one work with the planners, Washington Natural Gas has been active in the

Growth Management Act planning effort. Today, I bring you our comments
on the draft SEIS. I appreciate the magnitude of the SEIS task. particularly
given the aggressive timetable on Countywide Planning Policy adoption.

However, I'm concerned that King County risks adopting policies that are
based on good intentions instead of hard facts. This documertt is not an

adequate tool on with which an elected official might make ap informed
decision on the Countywide Planning Policies.

Specific to our business, the SEIS discusses private utilities, but it docs not
provide any depth of information that would allow Washington Natural Gas
to adequately assess impacts of the various alternatives on our company
and on our ability 10 provide services to our customers-now and in the
future.

The theme, as stated in the introduction of the utility section is "...the more
concentrated development in urban areas...the more efficient and cost

effective the delivery of utility services."
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The Eight and Founeen Center Alternatives are said to have the greatest
potential for energy efficiency and positive impact on the delivery of utility
services.

The "cost-effectiveness" or "affordability" of density has served as the
underpinning of King County's Growth Management planning effort. But we
do not understand how this "cost-effectiveness" or "affordability" can be
achieved through high density land use. Everything we've studied says
there is a point at which increasing density increases cost of service and
reduces efficiency.

Our experience within our service area drives home this point—our operations
and capital costs are the highest in densely populated areas. It costs more
to serve gas customers in Seattle than in Bellevue; and it costs more to
serve gas customers in Bellevue than in smaller cities; and so on.

This is true not just in King County, but throughout the nation. We've
looked ai operations and maintenance costs for natural gas utilities
nationwide. Cities with greater densities — greater populations per square
mile and more utitity customers per square mile tend to be more expensive
places to serve gas. We suspect the same is true for other utility service
providers.

These higher costs of density don't end with natural gas service. If you look
at cost of living indicators such as groceries, housing, utilities and
transportation, the trend holds. Dense cities like Boston and Washington
D.C. are more expensive places to live than Albuquerque and New Orleans.

I remain very concerned that these policies will make it tougher for our
employees to find affordable housing within King County and will send
prospective cusiomers outside our service area to Skngit. Kitsap and Kittitas
counties by anificially constraining the supply of land.

Before we buy off on a plan calling for significantly increased.densities, let's
be sure we take an honest, sober look at what that might mean to the
residents and businesses of King County and what the physical,
environmental, social, economic and poliiical impacts will be.

I look forward 10 continuing to work with you and county planning staff to
achieve a plan thai can fulfill the vision of a strong economy and desirable
living environment.

Thank you.

LA-Ka)
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Jim Fitzgerald, Quadrant (Weyerhaeuser)

Good Morning. Mr. Chair and members of the committee, my name is Jim
Fitzgerald. My address is 11100 Northeast 8th St.. Betlevue. 1'in also in
the Fis\Ed Committee and happen to be the vice-chairman o( the
Seattle\King County EDC (Economic Development Council). I'm speakino this
morning on behalf of our parent company, Weyerhaeuser Real Estate

Company, and Weyerhaeuser Company itself.

As a representative of Weyerhaeuser Co. I want to emphasize at the odsei
that we are committed to the implementation of the Growth Management
Act. We recognize the importance of good planning not only for (he benefit
of our community but also for the economic prosperity o( our companies and
it's employees. What frustrates us however, is unrealistic planning,
strategies which produce unclear standards and leave us with an impossible
task of gaining even the most simple project approval here in King County.

We have an opportunity in implementing the Growth Management Act to
develop realistic plans (or the benefit of,our community and to correct these
deficiencies. Please don't misconsirue our criticisms ot the interim
Countywide Planning Policies as criticisms of the people who have worked
so hard on this process. t have come to know many of ihese individuals
trough the process, and I respect their dedicalion.

What it is needed, however, is a better framework, and a more incentives
based direction in order to address the uncenainly and confusion in our
current land use system. We should not adopt Countywide Planning
Policies, which cannot be implemented. We cannot adopt a comprehensive
plan which cannot be administered. It is natural 10 bring this process to
close ader so long a lime and so much work. However, as a result of all the
work to this point, we have learned a number ol things aboul the proposed
policies. For instance, the land capacity calculations which have been used
up to this point have assumed maximum density yields. What our
experience in this County over last two decades has demonsuaicd that this
assumption is icnally unrealistic.

Secondly, the EIS acknowledges thai there is a shonage of suitable
properties (or ihe kinds of enirepreneurial businesses which are developing

in this county at the present lime. High (ech. software, bio-mcriical, and so
tonh. And yet there is no aliernaiive strategy developed 10 dual with this

important issue.

Third, Ihere is a great deal of confusion in the policies with respect to the
urban growth areas. The intern o( ihe Growih Managemcni Act was nol to
create a Berlin wall around the cities and the county. However, we see very
few incentives in the policies to encourage growth in the appropriate
locations. Most importantly the centerpiece of The interim policies is urban
centers linked by rapid transit. It now appears, and Keith talked about it

10
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earlier, thai the target number for populations and employment are not
realistic and that the plan for rail may be delayed, if implemented at all.

Further issues will arise when the Fiscal Impact Analysis becomes available
and we address the issues of concurrency, infrastructure financing and who

will pay. The costs under any of these scenarios will be high and they must
be shared by all.

Growth Management deals with dynamic markets, not just with maps,
siaiistics and physical design, and yet the draft SEIS acknowledges that
market forces were not considered during the development of the
Countywide Planning Policies. Instead of planning for what we think people
should want, the Counlywide Planning Policies's need to incorporate the
range of options that the market demands, and develop centers consistent
with realistic market forces. We also need to be practical and realistic about
whai the County can implement. To do otherwise simply creates more
uncertainty for the public, additional administrative costs and confusion.

Weyerhaeuser has been doing business in King County for over 90 years.
As the County's largest private land owner by far. obviously, we have a
great deal at stake in the Countywide Planning Policies and the
comprehensive plan. Our businesses range from a need to protect resource
lands, to developing affordable housing master plan communities, and
businesses, centers for a variety uses including, high-iech. medical, office
and industrial.

We strongly recommend thai the final adoption of the Countywide Planning
Policies and the comprehensive plan be delayed until all pertinent information
is available, and proper decisions can be made. Let's us not be a slave to
the July deadline. The State must acknowledge the tremendous amount of
work already accomplished and allow the job to be finished properly without
penalty. To think we can adopt these policies and then amend them as
additional EIS and fiscal inlormation becomes available is unrealistic.
Ouadrani. panicularly. is all too familiar with the process of amending
policies once adopted, ll doesn't came easy. so we should do it right the
first time. raiher than try to meet an arbitrary deadline. As in the past. we
stand ready 10 make ourselves available to assist in any way possible.
Thank you.

Tom Rankin, Innmunex Corporation

I'm representing two organization today. First, Immunex Corporation who I
work for as the Manager o( Public Affairs. We employee about 800 people,
primarily in Bothell and Downtown Seattle. I am also the chairman of the
Board of the Washington Stale Biotechnology Association. An association
of 104 corporate members including 65 tech companies and other research
institutions and service providers. Currently there are about 5.000

employees in the Stale working in the area of biotechnology. The
Department of Trade and Economic Development told us some time ago that

11
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they believe there is about a 2.5 multiplier which means for every single

direct job in biotechnoloQy there are 21/2 indirect jobs. And they also
bcliuvu tliat sunictiniu In (lie nuxi 10 yuuis wi: IIIUY a|)|)iuuch bO.OOO puoplu
if all goes right in terms of total employment. We are very concerned about
the potential for growth and the ability of King County to accommodate that
growth; Our concerns fall into (our different categories. First, the housing
policies; second, the manufacturing policies; third, office park and business
park policies; and fourth, infrastructure. Biotechnology historically, and we
hope in the future will provide a lot of really good, high paying
environmentally sound jobs in this area. The people that we employ
primarily tend to be young and interested in having a good family area to live
in. And we are concerned that this policy does not necessarily look at those
kinds o{ needs with the adequacy we see as important. We think that the
Countywide PlanninQ Policies will produce a surplus of expensive homes
which will not be particularly useful (or our employees. We are concerned
that the density requirements in many parts of the plan will not provide the
needs of the families that have indicated a need for single family kinds of
homes with yards and so forth. And we are concerned that in general that
the SEIS has failed lo consider current and future market demands by
housing types and we would like to sec that better addressed. In terms of
manufacturing sites, frankly speaking, we don't see that there is enough
land available for future development needs. Biolechnology really falls into
two kinds o( phases. In the early phase, there is research and development
into office labs. ihat takes up to 10 years and up to $350 million to provide
and then we get a produci approved by the FDA. Prior to the approval of
that product we have to build manufacturing sites and that is very
competitive. There is some almost silly competitive jurisdictions around the
world and around the county. Rhode Island oflered one Seattle company
basically 75% cost of capital 10 build a plant. The Netherlands, I understand

will pay about 85% of the (irst year salary of a Dutch employee and will pay
aboul 25% of the capital cosi. Pucno Rico is (amous for iis Section 936
tax deferral. Now we're in a very. very compeiilive environment and as far

as we can see in terms of this plan, we are not really in ihe ballpark in terms
of providing access to those kinds of jobs. Business and office parks, the
interim Countywide Planning Policies prohibit the county and ihe cily within
it from expanding the land areas zoned for business and office parks. This
restriction is on top of limiting manutacturing capacily to existing levels.
The Puget Sound Healings Board and the King County Council temporarily
overturned the policy. The Cily ol Seattle wanlA its restored. Suburban
Cities Association warns to give cities the flexibility to do as they see fit.

We would suggest thai these projections of a 10% growth rate in light
manufacturing will require an aggressive program to build office and
industrial parks, tmmunex. for example, is now located in downtown
Seattle. We are planning a stale of the art lacilily on a 29 acre parcel on

Pier 88 between Queen Anne and Magnolia. Our new location is not one of
the 14 urban job centers envisioned .by your policies. We moved ahead with
the site before Seattle revised its comp plan to comply with these new
policies. If we had waited another 10 years to build our new corporate

LA-2
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headquarters we would not find much suitable vacant land in any of the

urban centers to accommodate such a facility and we would find little in the

way of business and office park capacity. Finally, in the area of
infrastructure. We are concerned that the GMA requires local government to
plan affirmatively for future growth including the planning and construction

capacity infrastructure needed to accommodate new growth. And yet
within This structure of the current system by limiting infrastructure, that can
basically control the system. I appreciate the time to hear these concerns.

We are to some degree an embryonic industry, although we have been
around in Seattle (or 10 years, many of our companies are just beginning to
start looking at manufacturing and even in some cases, beginning to build
offices and laboratories. We think we represent a good part of the future in

this area and we hope you will bear our desires in mind.

(.....INTERNAL COMMITTEE CONVERSATION)

(PUBLIC COMMENTS CONTINUED)

PANEL ff3 - COMMUNITY GROUPS

Pat Strosahl, Vision Seattle

From a community side people that represented the wide variety of opinion

and geography; we have Jeff Clayton from the Woodinville area. Hollywood
Hills. We have Maryann Tagney-Jones from Preston. Gwen Escher from the
Kent area and myself from the City of Seattle and as you will probably hear
there is a number of different viewpoints depending upon your geography
but I think that there is a consistency that goes across all the lines first. So
what I would like to do is defer to ihe other three in order, we'll go with
Maryann. then Gwen, then I'll go and then Jeff.

Maryann Tagney-Jones <rom the Sensitive Growth Alliance of King County.

We figured there were two aspects to look at this morning. First of all,
adequacy ol the EIS: and second, which alternatives appeared preferable
given the information therein. We <elt that the range of the EIS was

appropriate. We cannol get any less dense than existing conditions in the
1985 plan which is one end of it. It would be hard to get much denser than

the 14 center aliernaiive. So thai would seem an appropriate high end.
There are 5 alternatives in there which is more than you often get in an EIS.

So the range seemed to cover everything possible. The underlying numbers

came from the Puget Sound Regional Council. They are good, the are
consistent with that throughout. The studies on which this was based,I

heard called the other day on National Radio, one of the best studies ever

done in this area. So I think we can assume the underlying information is

correct and good numbers. I think some of the people who were looking at
this early This morning were judging this by the standard level of a project
EIS. a programmatic EIS doesn't get into quite that detail and some of the

concerns they were looking at might well be addressed when we're looking

at project level requirements. So, as a programmatic EIS, we (eel thai this

best covers the appropriate range. The population that we are going to be
housing is no longer the traditional population that used to demand a single

family house with a yard and a place to park the car. The overall household

^ft-g, size in King County is now less than 1 .5 people which is a bit of a shock to
rural people with kids all over the place. I think all that (unclear language)
truth. And that we need to house that population. That population is not

necessarily looking for the traditional ideas of housing. Apparently we now
have fewer than 25% of all families who are two parents, two kids and a
dog. The idea o< housing those people predominately has to go and we
have to look at what the single person, what do the couples, what do the

. single parent families need. And it appears that the higher density with this
access to transit and jobs is something that serves the population of King

County. We also have to remember that this document is pan of a series, it
doesn't stand alone. There are previous EIS's, there will be further work. It
makes it quite clear within the document that it fits within a range of studies
to help ihe GMPC make the appropriate decisions. It also makes very clear
what the environmental impacts are in the traditional categories and it
makes clear what the tradeoffs are. It is obvious that the less land you use,
The fewer impacts there will be to traditional areas such as air, water, etc.
But you may be increasing the impacts on people with the dense areas and

those tradeoffs are studied in this document. We believe that the
intormaiion is in there to craft a very acceptable alternative, a hybrid. We

have looked at all of them. We basically dismissed the first two because
they are old (unclear language). We were looking at the magnet alternative,
the 8 centers and the 14 centers. We saw a number of problems with
magnet, we felt that badly managed this could become business as usual.

This could just be another nice name for sprawl. It could work but by the
time you put all the regulations on it 10 make it work you've probably got

urban centers of a certain type. There are things that would be need 10
make magnet work- .You would have to have a totally sacred urban line
otherwise people would not use their land efficiently within thA line. They

would leel. oh bay. you could always go out. So people would never have
•to feel that. they would have to land bank within the line. They would have

to phase their growth so that they would hit their benchmark and if they
don't then they have got land available to hit it next time and make up (or

any shortfall. So you would have to have phased or ringed development
within ihe line. You would have to have very significant urban separaiors,

aquifer proteciion. you would need to have dollars available for the highway

usage. You would have to be looking at ways to lempt people out of their
cars when this is designated the auto friendly alternative. These are just
some of the considerations that we felt would have to go into a magnet

plan. And because these are so wide ranging, it seems more sensible to

look at an urban center plan. maybe not the 14 because that forces the

extra housing units into places which do not currently have that zoning but
if we look at the 8 and say how can we take the best things from magnet
and put them together with the best things from the 8 urban centers, is this

14
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going to create a place where people, and we're thinking of this new

population, these 1.5 households, is this going to be a place where they
want 10 live. And we think the things that must be sacred in an urban
centers concept is community participation and design standards. The

people must be involved, they must say what they want to see and how
they want the feel of their neighborhood to be and the budget dollars have
to be there for the amenities that will make high density attractive.

Gwen Escher. 14097 SE 202nd Street, Kent, WA.

The temptation is great to just say ditto. Maryann has put it extremely
succinctly. A great deal o< work has gone into this and I just want to add
one little piece. And that is to ask you to never underestimate the incredible
impact and the socieial needs when we do not provide a diversity and
balance in our housing types. No where does this show up more than in
schools. We have wonderful kids from houses, we have wonderful kids
from apartments but the societal needs that are there when the population is
highly transitional creates an incredibly strong impact on the community. So
please, I ask you don't ever underestimate the critical need for balance. And
I want to end by ihanking the Council and staff who have put so much work
into this project. It will service well for many years to come.

VANCE: Thank you Gwen and congratulations on the levy yesterday. It's good
news for all of us.

NAME ???:

I would like 10 split my remarks into two sections. First oH. I have reviewed
most of the EIS and I want to make a <ew clarifications about the magnet
alternative ihai should be revisited when the final EIS is done and then I
would like (D locus on some of ihe issues brought up by Gwen and
Maryann. First oft. the magnet alternative. I warn to clarify. was an
alternative that came out of Ihe community side particularly Vision Seattle
and some community groups in Seattle and Others worked with that concept
and then entered into discussions with the business communities which
were having some similar problems with the centers concepts and the main
issues thai we brought to this were practical issues. What will happen.
what is likely 10 happen. what kind of impact are centers likely to have and
how politically viable are they. Many of these questions have, in a sense,
no place in an EIS. there are the feasibility decisions that have to be made at
the political level. The EIS I think is rightly an instrument in which you look
at the comparative environmental impact and try to use that information to
improve the alternatives. But ultimately one of the things that is clear out of
the EIS is thai the relative environmental impact of the variety of alternatives

are not hugely different. Therefore, we in a sense, have a way of, as
Maryann suggests. Grafting an ideal one that can satisfy most parties. Its
through the process of the finalizaiion o( the comprehensive plan. In the
EIS, there are a couple of things that I want to make really clear. There was
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an arbitrary division of the county and to auto friendly and transit friendly
based upon current Metro practices so the whole issue as analyzed in the
EIS in a sense was arbitrary and needs to be ruvicwud in liglil ol llie new
focus of the RTA on a more multi-modal and much more much generous
range of options in our transportation choices. My own opinion, is that
within the urban growth area, wherever we can achieve density (or (our or
more per acre, we have potential transit and public transit options that can
be used. and have been used successfully in other places in this county and
others. The other thing that comes across in the magnet alternative is that
the apparent misunderstanding that magnet alternatives have no community
design review. There was a very conscious attempt and one of the
centerpieces of the magnet alternative is that both community planning
efforts of vigorous and rigorous community planning efforts that goes on in
advance ol development and a project by project communiiy review prior to
permit application in which design review standards and other issues can be
brought up for discussion around the project. So. that we <elt, to have the
business community backing for that part was a significant step forward for
creating a climate of trust and cooperation in development rather than one o<
division and polarization. Aside (rom those Iwo. I ihink thai the important
issues that are addressed in the magnet alternative that need some focus, in
(act. are I guess what you would say that Grace Byrnes suggests is a lack of
vision in the magnet alternative which sort of means that it goes
everywhere. In some ways. I want to correct that impression. First off. the
misimpression is to assume that our current land use isn't organized. We
have cities, we.have towns, we have medium sized centers, we have large
centers. Each of these is the magnet alternative based upon those existing
land use slructurcs. they arc seen as incromGntnl opportunities for growth
thai allows us to maintain a fairly reslriciive urban growth boundary.
Because we are going 10 the entire system and saying you act like a sponge,
we're not going to design and force people into hot spots o( growth. And
this is where t differ with Maryann and with Maryann's analysis on the
centers.. I believe ihe centers are noi. By the way. I've moved to my

general comments now. The centers in a sense, on a practicrfl level, we
may be able 10 build cemers over 50 years if that's a kind ol lifesiyle. But
on a practical level they are simply not manageable over ihe next 20 years.
I think we are making a false bargain with the population, with ihc public i(

we pretend to them that 50% or 40% o< our growth is going to go into 8
hot spots or 14 hoispots around the region. In a sense the GMA asks each
of us to make behavior changes. 10 make chanycs in the way we live in
order lo create a reasonable growth management system. What the magnet
alternative suggests is (hat those changes should be small changes around
the whole system. Everybody looking for a place thai they can contribute
their part. even in behavior. their own personal choices and in their
neighborhood, how their neighborhoods can accommodate more growth. It

says that light water conservation. as opposed to building more dams. thai if

you treat that as a capacity increase when its aggregated. you have a much
greater chance of success and a much greater public commitment to the
process. Partly because there's not big winners and big losers and partly
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because everybody can make a small change in their life, like recycling or
like water conservation. It's very difficult for them to make the decision that

they are not going to live in a house, that they are going to live on the 4th
story o( a high rise apartment. Those are mighty big changes that we are

asking people to make and again I'm not suggesting that they can't be made
but people resist big changes but they can accommodate small changes. So
this, the magnet alternative, depends upon that. So that to me suggests in
the magnet alternative, using the least cost principals, using benchmarking
nnd monitoring (0 make sure its actually working and trying to design
housing, as Gwen says. throughout the system for the variety of housing
needs that are going to come online. I think is the most sensible approach
and not an anti-center approach t guess I don't come here to bury centers I
come to praise them. But the idea is that the centers have to develop at
Iheir own pace (rom where they happen to bo and that we have 10 take the
existing system to understand that there is an organized land forum made by
personal choices. Some of those choices contribute to sprawl. We have to
attack those problems that are contributing to sprawl across the entire
system and try to compact our urban growth everywhere within the system.

VANCE: Mr. Sirosahl staff would like you to just identify yourself for the
record into the microphone.

Oh. yes. I'm Pat Sirosahl. I'm from the Roosevelt neighborhood here in the City of
Seattle.

VANCE: Thanks, and you have exactly five minutes left.

Jeff Clayton. 15116 - 164ih Avenue NE. Woodinville.

I've come here today to talk in particular about the magnet rural character
task force in the SEIS. I'm President of the Hollywood Hills Association and
I'd like to tell you a little about that neighborhood and how it fits into the

magnet. But basically. I've volunteered a lot of my time 10 help generate the
magnet proposal, to work on the rural task force, to be president of the
Hollywood Hills Association and I did that with the expectation that this
planning process would at some point come to a stop and that I could pass
the torch on to someone else. I cannot become a full time planner, I am not
paid to be here like some of the attorneys, etc. I (hink that there is a real
question of credibility and trust in government thai this planning process just
goes on and on. And that there also is a tendency for the neighborhood
groups to have difficulty in being properly represented because frankly we
just can't go on and on through this process. In any case, the magnet
alternative panicutarly appealed to us. because to me, it recognized that
both business and neighborhoods needs to work on the basis of incentives,

of benchmarks, of competition, rather than forced growth. And what I saw
the magnet as doing was recognizing thai there are quality neighborhoods,
other neighborhoods that are trying to improve. That there were areas that
business would likely locate, for instance the Duwamish region in Seattle.

That all of us want to see Boeing's next plane built here in King County. At
the same time. recognize that nationally and locally, many of us recognize
that King County is a wonderful place as it is. It has roughly (our broad
bands of land as a federal and state recreational resource land far to the east
but then has King County resource land and the watersheds (or Tacoma and
Seattle form another band. There is a lot of Weyerhaueser land there.
There is then a rural band and finally the urban band. I think that King
County's vision should continue to support those (our types of opportunities
and that lype of diversity and I Ihiflk that we need to stop wasting time
trying to move the urban rural line and make adjustments in this broad
texture o( the county and recognize that it is of great value to the long term
desirability of this county. In terms of things that came up, for instance, in
the rural character task force. I was not happy with all the product that we
camo out with bul we recoonizcd that especially being volunteers. that we
had a timeline to meet. And we met it and we hoped ttiat we could move
through this phase 2 process on the SEIS as soon as possible. I want to
emphasize again, the Rural Character Task Force, met ihc deadlines wiih ihc
expectation that the elected officials would keep the process moving.

A little about Hollywood Hills. It is a neighborhood of. I guess brawny
chaieaus. in some people's minds. but it is also a neighborhood where
people elect to move. People who want to have horses. want to havu sornu
aspect of rural living without having to have 10 acres of land to manage.
We have. for instance, the co-chairman of the environment committee of the
Hollywood Association is the CEO of an international corporation wilh the
headquarters in Atlanta and he has chosen to live on Hollywood Hills and

essentially do his work telecommuting to Atlanta. Many o< the people on
Hollywood Hills are attorneys, doctors, executives at Paccar and Bouing,
biotechnology firms, founders o( Microsoft, McCaw Cellular, in ihe Madison
Group and others they can elect where they want 10 live and ihey have
chosen Hollywood Hills. What the maonet alternative says is that this is a
neighborhood of value and should be protected. One of those protections is
the urban rural line and I hope that we will noi extend a lot of energy and
resources on reopening that but thai you will recognize that getting rid of
uncenainiy is as importani to the communily groups as it is to the business
community and (hat we need to move on 10 predictability and securiiy and
some local control. Thank you.

VANCE: II you have writicn commcnls. for nil ol you here. wo would like to
have them. Anybody and everybody, if you have written comments.
to submit to staff that would be great. Thank you very much.

I would just like to point out that we have this room until 1:00 and we
have about 25 people signed up in addition to the panelist and (he

vice-chair says. she's gone at noon and we will get through as much

as we possibly can today and .will consider holding this over until next

week if thai is necessary.
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PANEL )»4 - HOMEBUILDERS. REAL ESTATE INDUSTRY.

Gary Upper, private developer and builder for Conner Development.

Thank you Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. Thank you for this
opportunity to comment on the DSEIS. My name is Gary Upper and I have
worked as a private developer and builder for the last 15 years for the
Conner Development Company and I also am serving on the Affordable
Housing Task Force, sort of, but today I am here to speak as an private
individual. First let me say that in a broad sense I am very disappointed in
the quality of this document. It certainly doesn't do what I think it was

suppose to do which was to dig in and provide a meaningful analysis of the

impacts of the Countywide Planning Policies. On many fronts we are still
dealing here with major disclaimers and wide acceptance of unsubstantiated
and untested theories. We have a continued avoidance of the tough and
obvious Questions. I would like to focus my comments today on how the
concept of capacity plays throughout this analysis and how it needs to be
further developed before being used to' draw conclusions. The Countywide
Planning Policies attempt to achieve a number of objectives, by limiting
where and under what conditions urban development can occur in the

future. Capacity analysis is the tool used to reconcile these limitations on
the one hand with the need to meet the GMA mandated requirements to

produce a targeted amount of housing on the other. Understanding capacity
has become important simply because we are choosing to intentionally limit
it. The planning strategy invoked, for the moment with the GMPC, seems to
be to go as far as we can with these geographical limitations without
actually bringing our economy to its knees. If we are indeed going to follow
this course, walk this lightrope, then it is extremely important to get this

capacity business right. To do this the SEIS needs to go a lot farther than it
has in clarifying what capacity means in the context of meeting the GMA
mandate and then subsequently evaluating the capacity implications of each

plan alternative. The SEIS currently rely upon the work of the growth

management technical forum to gauge capacity. While the technical forum
has done a credible job as far as it's gone with this concept, it simply hasn't
finished the job. it hasn't gone <ar enough. The capacity projection shown
in Appendix B and used extensively to draw conclusions. The land use
section o( the document needs to be further qualified for the following

reasons, and this is ai a minimum. First, housing capacity should be judged
in terms on how well the potential supply meets the true needs of the

market place. We've heard this before today. The SEIS simply tries to

show thai it can produce a certain number of housing units without regards
to what they are or what they cost. If there is a poor match between what

a particular plan alternative produces and what is needed by the consumer

then we do not have adequate capacity and we are not planning to meet the
housing mandate of the GMA. When that happens, the GMA says that we

must change our plan. Do not doubt for a minute thai these fllans and
policies have a hugh affect on what we in the private sector can produce

and how much it will cost. The market mechanisms that have worked in the
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past are no longer operating here. You the Council and ihe regulators are
now manipulating the market. You have the responsibility that goes along
with that. Second, infrastructure. The reasonable likelihood of

infrastructure being available, meeting concurrency requirements should be a
requirement before land is included as part of capacity. In short, if you can't
use it, don't count it. If infrastructure planning is supposed to be part of

this GMA process, if it ever get done then the land so served can be
counted. Third, neighborhood resistance to increase density in the cities and

developing suburbs must be factored in as a reality. Since increasing
density virtually everywhere in the UGA is what this is all about, we all

know that this wilt be a major factor. It has not yet been accounted for in
the capacity analysis. Fourth, the specific nature of environmental

expectations within the UGA should be clarified. Density and capacity
expectations should be adjusted accordingly. Framework Policy FW and

SSlunclear language) states that all jurisdictions shall protect and enhance,
with emphasis on enhance, the natural light ecosystems through
comprehensive plans and policies. This policy makes environmental goals a

very high priority within the urban growth area. This would appear to be in
conflict with the high density development goals for these same areas. The
ultimate resolution of this conflict could tip in favor of density which would
result in an increased impact on this environment or it could tip in favor of
environmental protection which could result in a reduction of capacity in the
UGA. In any case. this certainly is an issue that should be addressed by the
SEIS and included in making capacity projection. Finally, I would like to

point out that the Countywide Planning Policies specifically stales that the
designated urban growth area is going to be permanent. I warn to make
sure that you all realize that. The urban growth line is not conceived as a
starting point subject to further adjustment but is a permanent solution. In
the future, beyond the current 20 year horizon, all urban growth is 10 be

accommodated whhin the permanent urban areas by continuing to increase
densities. We will be evolving to an increasingly dense use of the original

UGA. This would appear to raise additional questions regarding long term

capacity, the long term impact on (he environment within the\JGA and
ultimately our ability to realistically comply with ihe GMA mandates. If we
are indeed committing to a permanently fixed UGA then these issues need to

be evaluated now. I realize that ihere is pressure to compteie this planning
job and pass something into law in order to meet the deadlines imposed by
the state but I would offer the thought thai missing the stale deadline is a

lot smaller consequence than passing a set of ill-conceived policies. thinking
that they will be fixed somewhere down the road. Thank you.
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Chuck Lappenbush, 3418 - 76th Place SE, Mercer Island

I am employed with Lazier Homes. I speak as an individual and I also speak
as the industry because that is our responsibility to deliver houses and one
of the issues that we are really concerned about is, what does this
document do? This document is suppose to identify the impacts of our
ability to deliver that housing. Our ability as elected officials, as
communities, as homebuilders and as citizens, we've established some
priorities and it is important to have this impact statement identify what
impact on those priorities we have as we try to deliver the houses. First
priority, I think everybody has agreed to is jobs. We have housing, then we
have infrastructure. This document does not tell us what we have. what
kind of impacts on the various priorities of roads, etc. that are needed in
order to deliver that housing. Its suppose to help us in doing that. If we are
addressing housing we're really talking about supply and demand and we've
heard that many times this morning already. And one of the things I'd like
to relate to in (his document, to us in the building business, we call this
market research and if it isn't done right, we can't move forward to the next
siep. This is not done right. We don't know how to make our decisions.
And I say. we collectively, elected officials and in the community. We don't
know how to make our decisions. We've talked a lot about affordable
housing. We have to be affordable relative to other industrial and
manufacturing centers throughout the northwest and throughout the world.
We have to deliver housing and a lifestyle that the people want. We've
heard people in fact. there seems to be a common theme this morning with
reference to delivering what the market demands. Let's talk about the cost
of housing and how it relates to our competitive worldwide. If the cost of
housing is too high the employees have two choices, they either go to a
lower form of housing and lifestyle which they don't want or they move out
of the area. The employer then has an alternative of paying the employee
more money so they can alford this housing. So doing that he loses his
competitive in the world markets. So it does come home to roost. The
demand side. we're talking about the demographics. There are no
demographics in here. there's noihing in here ihai tells us what il is we as a
community and indusiry are trying 10 deliver to the marketplace. We've all
talked about the marketplace this morning but there is no identification in
here. There is no identification as to what the impacts are, as to the
delivery of that marketplace. Land capacity. Gary mentioned that if we
don't have land capaciiy to meet ihe supply we don't have land capacity.
We have capacity lor what. if it isn't meeting the demand and we're talking
about the hard infrasiruclure and the (unclear language) as well. I want to
caution all of us. don't get caught in the steak and hamburger survey. And
the steak and hamburger survey is simply, you ask. people if they want steak
or hamburger, ihey say steak. you waich them walk out the door, the cost
of the hamburger (unclear language) because that's all they can afford.

When we are doing market research we've got to be very, very careful that
when people are answering the questions, they know what they are paying
for and it's tough. This document does not do that. It does not do it in the

ff.

terms of transportation, infrasuucture, lifcstyle. etc. 1( you move (oiward 10
make decisions on growth management based on ihis document, you tell me
how much money the public and private sectors of this economy arc goinQ
to misallocaie. It's got to be in the billions of dollars. You are our
custodians. The only ones that can set that framework for us. We caution
you to plant your feet. let's do it right. We don't have to do it wrong.
There are things in here that are partway home but we're not in grade
school anymore. We don't gel an A, B. C or D. We either win or lose. We
do it right or we .'do it wrong. So with that, as far as I'm concerned. there is
only one thing to do with this document because it doesn't serve anybody
and that's to attach a towel to it and throw it in.

Oscar De Moro

I represent six companies, but I don't expect 30 minutes but I found about it
late Monday night and I've been rushing and scrambling to do something to
present our points of view so bear with me lirru.

I direct development aclivilies of Cosmos Development and Administration
Corporation (Bcltevue, WA). All my professional training has been locusfd
to deal with urban environments (licensed architect. B.S. in architect. Master
of Architecture and Urban Design). I have my whole life supported the ideas
of growth management because I believe in the vital diversified urban center.
I am also proud to call myself an environmentalist. I believe that we are
stewards o( the land and we must steward them 10 the next generation. I
also believe thai people and nature are not mutually exclusive. I do not
consider myseK an oxymoron, nor am I in the social minority. Ai Cosmos.
we have been engaged in building growth management projects before such
activity became mainstream chic. If you refer to the documents I've given
you, I've selectively taken out and disiribuied some documents of a recent
project. Since 1986 when we were formed as a company, we have built
1,437 resideniial units. 34.200 square feet of retail. 217,000 square (eet of
commercial office and 230.000 square (eei of industrial. 95%* of our
proiecis are mixed use. i.e.. those components arc found in each one of our
projects, in combination. 100% ol our projects have been in urban areas.
Mostly in cily limits, ihe cilies of Bellevue. Renion. Seatlle and in urban

areas ol Pierce Couniy. By choice none have been in unincorporated urban
areas of King County. I want 10 comment on two aspects of what we are
doing here. First, is the SEPA process and the other is the procuss of
growth management as it applies to the building industry. First. SEPA is a
well intentioned concept ihai I supported for a long time but whose time has
come and gone. ll is the single living undemocratic, unsciemific.
unpredictable, unaccountable process that terrorizes and conditions projects
to death. SEPA. by default has thrown planning, zoning and cnvironrnuntal
policy formulation on the shoulders of the project. The projects have

become policy battlefields and bureaucratic delays the weapon on choice for
project termination or conditioning. The beauty and irony of this is that the

applicant is expected to fund his own demise. No one is happy with SEPA.
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Ask anyone. The reality, to paraphrase and old military saying: we have

met the enemy and they are us. We have stopped being reasonable with
each others and we have brought the system to a standstill. As a company,
we have spent millions of dollars in unnecessary studies, delays, mitigation,
court challenges and self defense. The cost of doing business is too high
and none of the cost of doing business is associated with environmental

concerns. The project that I have given you, there is a common thread in
each one of those. Each one of those projects has been appealed or had the
threat of appeal associated with it. Except for the last two projects
(Jackson Court and Madison Estates). we have had to settle after we have
been conditioned by the counties and the cities we work in. After that
conditioning we have had to settle with private mitigation, personal impact
compensation of projects. We have had to deal with the super majority. If
there is one person out there who disagrees with the project, that person
can bring the project to a standstill. The common good democracy in SEPA
is non existem. Under growth management, there is a terrible achilles heel

in this whole process. You deal with policy yet you must force yourself to
deal with implementation and accountability- We need to replace all that
which was before us in the SEPA process with something new. Don't just
put another bureaucratic layer on top of an existing layer. The foundations
are rotten, the building will collapse.

VANCE: Mr. Del Moro. your panel has exactly four minutes left. could you
please bring your comments back to the SEIS itself, it's very valuable
what you're saying bin we have a lot of people waiting and one of
them is just to your left.

We have to stop having ihe yolk of satisfying the super majority by the lone
individual as on the burden of ihc projcci. Don't club us into submission.
We're not your enemies. Be careful how you draw lines in the sand on
growth management. The old verbiage of 10 Ibs of blank in a 5 Ib bag.
Thai's what's happening right now. You're setting us all up for failure.
AffordabiHty will never have a chance if you do not allow for enough room
10 meet projections and be carelul how you are tinkering with Ijfesiytes and
expectations. I build in the cities but I live in the country. We here are the
survivors of the over leveraged. over processed 80's. We have forced
ourselves to structure and reihink how we do business. We are lean. we are
competitive and we can be creative. You're going to ask us to implement
the policies of growth management. Ironically, it is really your turn to be
tested by the (ires. It's not us. it's really you. Whether you wish it or not,
you will be required 10 compete for the tax base in our communities.
Business and industry is becoming increasingly mobile. Its reliance on place

weakens with new technology and trade. Its psychological commitment to
place is tested every lime there is an impact fee or regulatory nightmare. In
our strategy sessions, option are being evaluated on how to follow the
evolving market and respond to it. We are like a raft in the rapids, we are
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pushed by reality. For the sake of all that we have. and all that we wish to
become I hope you have the foresight to see reality as it is and find the
courage and wisdom to find the right choice.

Mike Spence, SKC Association Realtors. the Apartment Association of SKC and
the WA Stale Commercial Association of Realtors.

This is the group of people who are going to have to sell the results of these
policies to the public. I'd like to make a couple of comments about ihe
actual SEIS itself. First. I think it is absolutely ludicrous to assume 100%
zone yield. And that is what this document does. What you are assuming
in this analysis is that every undurutilizcd parcel in this county will be (ully
developed in 20 years and I think that is an erroneous assumption. As an
example, this building right here, the KC Courthouse is zoned DOC2240
which is a height limit of 240 (eet. According to your facilities department.
this building is only 150 feet tail on the 3rd Avenue side. That means in

order (or these policies to work. you would have to add 90 (cct to this
building in order to be intellectually honest about this analysis. Second
point, is that the policies that this SEIS is based on use old capacity
numbers. Those numbers were drahed by the data resource technical forum
and they were submitted to the GMPC prior to July 1992. Since then this
group has recommended adjustments 15% (or market factor. 5-15% (or
vacant land factor. 15-25% factor for redevelopment. That is operated to
reduce the staled capacity substantially. For example, in Seattle the
differences between 139.000 units and 95.000 units. That's 43.856 units
of unaccounted (or housing needs thai are not analyzed in this documents.
In addition to thai. the data resources technical forum, a group of which I
spent a considerable amouni working with. recommended a concept called a
six year rolling land supply. Thai is noi mentioned, in this DSEIS and that is
something thai should be mentioned. Third point is that the capaciiv sludy
is far Irom complete. On page 18 of the documeni. ii s.iys thai the effects
ol concurrency have not been taken into accouni. That is a npajor factor and
without thai informaiion. I submit you cannot truly count land capacity. In
fact. the first point on page 14 calls (or vigorous monitoring and capacity.
Which 10 me. evidences a tack of confidence in the capacity numbers on the
pan of the drafters ol this document. Fourth point, something thai I find
kind o( surprising, this documents assumes that higher density zoning is less
costly. Both on pages 66 and 71. in ihe real estate marketplace, if a
property is upzoned or if it is mulli family zoning that property costs more
and Us more diflicult to put an affordable produci on the market. I think
those assertions are dead wrong. Fifth point, housing mix issues are not
addressed at all and it's crucial. According to this document. 61 % of the
new development in the next 20 years will be multi family. According to a
study done recently by the City of Seattle. 63% of the public demands

single family homes no matter what happens with open space, greenery,

trees, amenities, schools or crime. etc. within the urban centers. That is a
substantial deviation from what Ihis document assumes. A study recently
completed by Fannie Mae mentions that 80% of The public wants a single
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family house with a yard so I suggest that housing mix issues need tb be
included in a true supplemental environmental analysis. Another point is
that the consequences of the market not accepting the housing choices that
these policies contemplate has not been addressed. On pace, nor has the
concept that these policies might price the average consumer out of the
market. That needs to be looked at. That was something that was raised in
the scoping hearing and has not been addressed in this document. Lastly, a
point that I find absolutely incredible, on page 24, its found that there will
be an enhanced sense of shared public purpose and commitment to
neighborhood values through closer community ties. This follows from
higher density. In other words. this document asserts that higher density
means less crime. I don't believe that. Thank you.

PANEL #5 - ENVIRONMENTAL COMMUNITY

Steve Halsirom. 5405 Toll River Road. Carnation. WA 98014

Chair Vance. Councilmembers, thank you for the opportunity to comment on
the draft SEIS for the CPPs, in particular on the Land Use analysis.

At the broadest level the analysis covers the options and the impacts of the
policies adequately given that this is a phased review of a non-project
action. The data which is used to represent the rural area reflects much
more closely whai is happening on the ground than what has previously
been produced by county reports. An encouraging signal to those who
recognize thai the rural land is being developed at much higher densities
than the ballyhooed 5 out of 10 acre densities of the 1985 Comprehensive
Plan.

I believe that the data clearly supports the center alternatives as the least
environmentally degrading, the best (or meeting affordable housing and the
most likely to provide for economic development when all costs are
considered. All cosis include the cost of loss of land and degradation of the
environment, factors which most likely will not, but should be. included in
(he fiscal analysis, ll is past time thai economists recognize that resource
lands and the environment have value not measured in the marketplace.
especially given the premise of sustainable development-

White the data support the center alternatives, the narrative is less precise.
Reading only the analysis and not including the mitigation measures the

• narrative is highly biased toward the magnet alternative. Clearly the authors
want to include benchmark and incentives as essential to the implementation
of the GMA. As written and described the magnet alternative fails a test of
reasonableness. Goals will be set and incentives used. Rules will be
promulgated as ihe development occur?.

LA-ll(a)

Imagine applying this to a team of teenagers on a playing field. The goal is
to get the ball to some place on the field. The incentive, a new car. The
benchmark: no injuries and do it in 30 minuics. 10 minuics later moniiorino
shows two broken legs. A new rule. no clipping below the belt. 5 minutes
later, three bloody noses. Monitoring produces a new rule. no hilling above
the neck. And who is making (ho rules. Each jurisdiclion initially makes
their own driven only by the incentives. And there is yet another new

appointed body to referee.

The Magnet Alternative is the Graham/Rudmann alternative. Like
Graham/Rudmann Deficit Reduction it sets lofty goals but no one is held
accountable for achieving them. And it should be pointed out that

Graham/Rudmann included monitoring and benchmark. Without
enforcement policies the debt only increased, as will environmental impacls
with the Magnet alternative.

In the Mitigation section the DSEIS acknowledges Ihis shortcoming and
suggests thai the "good policies" of the CPPs be implemented 10 give the
magnet alternative substance. I have long advocated incentives lo
supplement and where feasible replace regulation. If our culture had strong
communities, matching the strong ethos of the market economy, this option
would be more feasible. The centers alternatives provide a basis lor building
those communities.

The market ethos shows in the "least cost" modeling. Docs least cost
consider the social and human costs of the disenfranchised, the homeless,
the high crime rate and deaths in the impoverished neighborhoods of the
county? Docs il include the $25,000 dnnual cost lu housu criniinals? Does
it even consider the $5.000 annual cost o< owning a carihat the auio-
(riendly areas require. Well designed urban centers with employment will
help mend our deieriorating social fabric.

The narrative discusses impacts. The centers impacts are characterized as
adverse, whole other aliernativcs are more oden just noted as changes.
There is no justification given for (his language. If in building centers, open
space, parks, community and civic ceniers. the arts. and other urban
esthetics are primary, where is the justification for calling them adverse?
Building such communities should have a positive impact on the human
environmeni and hence ihe natural environment. Imagine what runovniino
Bellevue's CDB could mean. All the Traffic congestion gone. no more than 3
minute siop lights. The new park accessible and used. Try Bollevue on
foot. transit or bike today. N01 many do because it isn't a functional
community.

At the same lime narrative word smithing is used to downplay the impacts

o( auios. The alternatives that depend most on the expansion of roads are
described as increasing the auto-friendly area. Autos are our major polluters
and they result in more impervious surface than any other form of
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transportation. Consider this from an ecological perspective. Instead of
auto-friendly. the ecological term for these areas is environmentally
damaged. Go back and re-read the sections substituting "environmentally

damaged" and see what sense it connotes.

The analysis assumes all centers will have the same characteristics. One
mitigation that should be considered is defining different levels of urban
centers. This was proposed in the Vision 2020 model and recognizes that
downtown Kent might never be like downtown Bellevue. Choice is one of
the drivers of the market and choice in urban centers should be provided as
long as the density suffices for transit and pedcsuian occupancy and work

places.

Use of current zoning biases the analysis toward the auto-friendly
alternatives. White this technique provides a base level for comparison it
does not recognize that inherent in any centers alternative is rezoning of the
CBD. Once that assumption is applied then the centers alternatives are
clearly best.

Incentives, monitoring and benchmark all can be used as tools in achieving
the goals of GMA. Benchmark need to be independent of the planning
process least they be like achievement test scores - the results tainted by
process. In achievements tests there is teaching to the test. in benchmark
setting goals with predetermined conditions. The latter allows the claim that
the 1985 Comprehensive Plan met its goal o( keeping development in the
urban area. To report that 95% of growth was urban is not representative
as the urban area included the sprawl that ultimately culminated in the GMA.

The policies o< all three task forces Strengthen the CPPs environmental
protection. Except for Ihe busincss/office park proposal in the Economic
Development policies their inclusion in an amended 14 center alternative will
provide the citizens of the county the most environmentally, socially and
economically strong framework for the future.

Kathy Fleicher, Executive Direcior o( People for Pugei Sound

People for Puget Sound is a citizens organization with 15.000 members in

the region. Our mission is 10 educate and involve people in the protection of
Pugei Sound. My commems will focus on water quality and related issues.
I think overall the EIS does what H is suppose to do and that it lays out a
range of alternatives and provides a good basis for comparison among them.
I ihink it is obvious that a policy framework is essential to move ahead with
this critical issues of growlh management and I would urge you to keep the
process moving. We hear a loi of criticism of government today for

cumbersome and lime consuming processes and costly analysis and planning
exercises without decisive action. I.think we're long past the time where
some decisive action in growth management is needed in our region. The
purpose of this review is in (aci to help improve this EIS and I think,
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//>/-& obviously improvements are possible and needed. Among them I think some
consideration of hybrid alternatives and refined alternatives would
strengthen this document. Just as one indication o( the quality o( life and
the quality of the environment in our region is the condition of our fisheries.

Certainty an important issue to people in this region and an indication of the
health of Puget Sound. Our fish harvest in Puget Sound are at its lowest
level in 50 years. Salmon runs are going extinct and others species of fish
are in steep decline. Because of a sum total of a lot of effects of growth in
our region. I think while looking strictly at the non-human environment one
might argue that its the growth itself that we must somehow stop.
Obviously that is not our choice and we must learn how to manage the
growth. Among the impacts of growth transportation in fact turns out to be
one of the most significant impacts on Puget Sound. Siormwater
management and use of the automobile are one o( our most serious
challenges in protecting the sound. Interestingly, when we have density.
not only are we able to support mass transit more economically, we are also
able to support siormwater managemeni more economically, we're also able
to handle sewer management much more cost effectively when we have
density. While density may in (act sound like more environmental impact
when you step back and look at it, it actually provides the basis (or
managing our environmental impacts much more effectively. Auiomobile
use, indeed I rank as the number one Ihreai to Pugul Sound. And as we
look at the last 10 years, while our population in the Puget Sound region has
grown something over 20%. the auto miles traveled has flrown aiaboul4
times thai raie. I think we need 10 locus very strongly on iransponation and
that argues very Strongly for alternatives that help us achieve centers of
density in thai region. In addition open space and shoreline proieciion and
protection of sensitive areas are key aspects of proiecting Puget Sound cind
as you go down each of these key issues with respect to Pugci Sound that
we simply must learn how 10 achieve and move to achieve density. A
number of commems about the urban centers has suggusicd Ihai they look
a little bit too much like cookie culiers and that's the direction of refinement
alternatives is to look at maybe something thai would offer mhrc variaiion
but within thai same concept of urban centers. Also the underlying principal
behind the magnei could also be combined with ihe idea of ceniers because
incentives would clearly make achieving urban centers more profitable and
more palaiable. Thank you very much.

Larry Smilh, Land Use Attornuy wilh Graham ;in(l Dunr>.

I primarily represent development interest but with a strange quirk o( fate I
represent the Sierra Club on urban issues and I'm one of the lawyers here
who is not being paid. I am also chair o( the Land Use Comminee for the
American Bar Association's section on urban, stale and local government
and a member o( the Fis/Ed Task Force. The environmental communitY is

pro planning and not just for preservation for outlying areas and preservation
o1 our natural environment but because there is a recognition in that
community that most of us live in urban areas. Most o( us spend our life in
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urban areas. Therefore the quality of those areas is a part of the

environment with which we should be significantly concerned. Let me tell

you something about the scope of the EIS. Naturally in this type of forum
you are going to hear a lot about what the EIS fails to do. The answers that

it fails to provide. But recognize, as has been stated, this is not a project
EIS. What we really ought to be hoping for out of this document is not
necessarily all the answers but hopefully all of the questions. Those are
questions that simply won'T be answered before we begin. They will be

answered as we go and as we implement these things. Yes, we must
continue to gather data. There will come a time when you will have to set a

direction and you will have to set that direction without all the answers,
without all the accurate projections of where we will be 20 years from now.
That's the nature of looking at a 20 year plan and that is a decision you will
have to step forward and make. But recognize that we are looking a long
term vision here. not just a 20 year planning cycle. Ultimately you have to
ask yourself what will this region look like a hundred years from now.
Clearly we have a limited supply of land and we have to devise some sort of

policy to grow. Presumably there will be a Puget Sound region 100 years
from now and it will not be something that just continues to sprawl to the

crest of the Cascades. So what we are doing now is setting a framework.

The center's policy sets that framework. True, we may not see the 8th
center or the 5th center or The 13th center achieve a particular forecast by
the end o< the 20 year planning period. I assert that that is not the critical
point. The critical point is that we set the framework so that that type of
regional development can lake place in our future. If it doesn't happen in 20

years, so what. The answer to so what, is thai that will cause some
ramifications in this plan. The Fis/Ed Committee has advised, or will advise

that we must be prepared for various projections not to come about. That is

true in any planning exercise. We may have a greater influx of people into
the central areas than we predict, we may have a lesser one, we may hit it
just right. It jusl depends on what we dp in the next 20 years and what the

market does and what the economy does. It will depend upon things that

you simply cannot forecast as you sit here today. Nevertheless you must
act 10 set a framework for where we're going with our future. This is not
new unchanered territory. The notion of regional planning within ihe
professional planning community and the legal profession is widely
recognized as the mark of enlightened approaches to the future. Regional
planning does exist elsewhere as do urban center concepts. People do live
quite willingly in multi family situations, in zero lot line situations and in
urban villages. Prior 10 the post war invention of the subdivision everybody

who lived in urban areas lived in an urban village, lived in a neighborhood
where they knew one another, where they walked, where there was safety

on the street by vinue of the fact that people lived in those communities.

We've gonen away from that. For that reason and other reasons, we've

seen our urban areas deterioraxe. We've seen them turn dark at 6:00 when

everybody goes out in the suburbs. Many people think reversing that trend
is critical, not only 10 growth management, but to safety. to reinvigorating
our cities, our schools and providing the incentive to have services in our

urban neighborhoods that create safe and attractive places to live again.

Once those places become attractive people will live there, people will want
to live there. Not everybody. It's not anyone's notion that everyone should
live in a high rise or live in a multi family situation. For many folks thai

doesn't work. For many folks it does work. I live in a high rise. I hereby
testify, it's a great lifestyle for certain situations. We will not know how
attractive it can be until we look back 20 years from now and see what we

have accomplished. Two more comments and then I'll quit. One, the Fis/ED

Task Force has been working. as you know. for the better part of a year.
It's a group that started out with a wide variety of different points of view
over the course of the last year. Although we disagree on a lot of details,

certain consensus has emerged around some of the basic principles that are

embodied in the center base strategies. Mainly providing pedestrian, friendly
urban environments served by transit as an alternative to large lot
subdivisions. Not as a replacement but as an alternative, as with other
housing options. Second, a trade off of higher densities in some areas in
order to maintain lower density elsewhere. If we are going to have some
single family neighborhoods rather than wide spread mix of hybrid
neighborhoods then we have to density in some places. The center concept
provides a way to do that. Realistic and affordable options to single

occupancy vehicle travel. Again, not replacing the private auto but providing

some realistic.options. In order to do that you have to have people living at
least in some parts of your cities, in denser conditions. Finally, we must
have encouragements and incentives to manufacturing, commerce and
development rather than discouragement and disincentives. Thai has to be
pan of any plan that we put forward. One comment about the magnet
alternative. Firsi the good part. the benchmarks. I serve on the Benchmark
Committee for the Fis/Ed Task Force. We've developed Benchmarks, not

with ihe idea of just the magnei alternative but with the idea thai anything

you do in a way of putting forth a plan you should have a way to measure
it. So I don't see that as any pan of one alternative or another. The magnet
alternative, essentially, from my poim of view. offer two things. One. it

offers a way to allow the neighborhoods to have greater contrbl in the plan
at the expense o< the broader vision; and two, it encourages incentives

which certainly ought TO be there no mailer what plan you choose. But it

discourages regulations, so. if a developer wants 10 go elsewhere and you
cannot incenl him or her to go into a center concept or into a non center
urban area thai supports the plan then thai developer will be able to do so.
That is why there is support from that communily and I think it is comrary
to what needs to be accomplished and it will undermine the long term
future. Thank you.
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Evereit Witcox

I'm on the steering committee of Windpac, the WA Environmental Political
Action Committee- I'm also a member of the Sierra Club. I am an industrial
chemist, as a profession. I think it's interesting, the difference between
chemists and engineers. Engineers take general assumptions and then they •
figure them out to six decimal points and come up with things like this chart
that says there will be 22 residential buildings in Bellevue. Of course we
guessed the density of the employment. We guessed the density of the
residential but we come up with an absolute value. A chemist tends to look
at things and say we don't know exactly but lets try experiments to give us
an indication and then we make assumptions to the future. My business is
profitable. And one reason is because engineers design water treatment
plants and us chemists go make them work. That's a prejudicial siaicmcnt.
George Bernard Shaw quoted by Robert Kennedy had a quote which was
used frequently thai some people see things as they are and Others see
things as they should tie and ask why not. I think that in this case, you as a
Council are being asked to be in that second group. We have a lot of facts
about the past and we know how things have gone in the last 20 years. We
don't have so many facts about the. future. We know that our population is
aging and changing. And that 25% of our people now live in traditional
families. We have a lot of untraditional families. Thai's husband, wife and
children. We have a lot of single parents. I was a single parent for six years
and raised Iwo children. That is not typical to have a male with two children
in a family. We have a loi of other families. So our needs (or families are
changing and as we plan and go into this. we have to deal with that. I think
the SEIS has done an excellent job of taking and gathering facts and then
pulling them forward. I think it has been very leery about making
assumpiions from this. We've laken the magnet theory, our proposal, and

we know thai in the past 20% growth in population has led to an 80%
growth in auto traffic. We are very slow and leery to say that if we go with
the magnet proposal that we are going to have a disproportionate number of
auto trips for the number of residents. What we are asked to do here is to
look at how we can protect the air. how we can protect water, how we can
deal with our transportation systems and still afford it. That is the major
auesiion thai we are asking here. That if we do not do this then this area
will not be as auraciive to people. Our economy will stall and we will lose
our impact- The SEIS is doing a very good job of looking at ihe basic facts.
You as a council have the job to decide how we are going to implement this
and I would encourage you very sirongly to remember thai the reason we
live here is because it is a good place to live. The reason that Boeing is here
and these companies lelecommute from here is because of the quality of
life. If we destroy thai by allowing sprawl to continue and by allowing
degradaiion of our environment then we have destroyed what is valuable for

this. When I was in college. I lived in Boston, a very high density city. I
didn't even own a car. I'm a gardener and I've had a garden every year
since I was five. I had a garden when I was in Boston because it was a

community pea paich and I could do my thing in a community pea patch. I
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lived on the 7th story of an apanment building and I had my garden and I

had a very. very good quality of life because o( those amenities. This was
back in the 60's. What we need to do is take some of the incentives of the
magnet theory and make sure that these centers are good quality places to
live, good quality places to raise families. To reconstitule a community.
Scully Square in Boston was renovated when I was there. ll had been a
great place to live but it was falling apart so they took it out and they built a
new. sterile government center in ils place. The crime rate tripled when
they took out that because they destroyed the family structure and the
human community. What we need to do is build systems where the human
community can prosper and we can live and go into the 21st Century with
the quality of life that we have enjoyed in the past.

VANCE: I'm going to no out of order. Mayor Rowan Hinds from Issaquah is
here and has to leave. He was one ol the folks signed up to testify
later. 1( the mayor will come forward, following the mayor, we have
\wo more panels and about 25 more folks to testify. I wanted 10
accommodate the mayor's schedule, he has another meeting 10
attend.

Mayor Rowan Hinds. City of Issaquah

As the mayor of a suburban city, I would like to take this opportunity lo
share some of my thoughts on how this DSEIS fits into the decision making
process (or which it was prepared. I think this is a very lengthy and
complex document which the cily has not had a chance to do a very
comprehensive study on H. But there are several aspects which are think
are important at this point and need to be clarified. DSEIS is intended 10 be
a decision making tool (or citizens and jurisdictions .to help them understand
the impacts of the Couniywide Planning Policies and to help them in making
tough decisions regarding our fulure. One of the key elements o( the CPP is
the aspect of the urban centers. There has obviously been a Iqt of
discussion on this today. I think this documem needs to provide analysis of

//1/-.1 the impacts of this strategy. I fed al this point thai the SEIS is ambiguous
and does not address some o( the critical issues such as, how will ihe urban
center strategy work? Will it provide the needed housing and business
opportunities that it is suppose to? What will be the infrastructure cosis?
Who will pay the bill (or this infrastruciure? What will be ihe fiscal and
economic impact on areas ouisidc the centers? Given the limited public
resources and the priorily needs lor these centers, how will we pay for
infrastruciure thai is badly needed now in areas such as Issaquah and the
East Sammamish plateau? And how will the projected growth impact
suburban cities such as Issaquah? In addition to not answering these
concerns the SEIS refers to some errors in data and uncertainties in planning
assumptions which I feel make it very difficult to provide an accurate

analysis of the impacts. I ask that you ensure the accuracy of the
information in the Countywide Planning Policies and also make sure that the
impacts of these policies are adequately and accurately identified. The cities
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are relying on the Countywide Plan Policies for our planning and it is

imperative that we have an accurate and adequate SEIS. Thank you.

PANEL #6 - COMMERCIAL AND BUILDING LEASING

Russ Segner

I am an industrial commercial real estate broker. I also serve on the Fis/Ed

Task Force to GMPC. My colleague here is Gary Dankelson, with Cushman
and Wakefield. We are also here in the capacity as elected officers of the
WA State Commercial Association of Realtors, newly founded by the
statewide Overlay Board focusing on commercial industrial issues. I would
have had my testimony prepared in writing and I had planned to do this

yesterday afternoon bux as you may have guessed events intervened. I had

a client come in from out of the state who was not due until later in the
week looking for a site. I think that what I didn't get a chance to write

might be illustrated by the circumstances of this company. A major
manufacturer, national in character, they have to do with supplying the
home building industry with a product thai is key to their business. They
are looking for a 10-15 acre site. The site has to be zoned. It has to have

very good soils because the equipment in manufacturing is very heavy. It
has to have all the utilities in place and must be ready to go having only to
deal with the permining process which they envision to be somewhere

between 9 and 11 weeks. They would also like to keep the price

somewhere under $120 an acre. Their parameters were 1 hours drive from
the Tacoma type flats. We were able to show them three sites in King and
Pierce Counties. I think that's illustrative of some of the points I would like
to make in terms of dealing with the EIS we have in from of us. A great

deal has been said about capacity and Mayor Hinds just alluded to some of
the questions that are raised in ihe EIS. properly so. I think there is a great
lack of really precise information that is absolutely necessary to this process
if (he process is indeed going 10 be successful. Because if we are not on

irack in terms of real numbers we will have encouraged companies, such as
the one I jusi mentioned. to locate in Chehalis or Kelso. In my definition of
the term. thai is sprawl because many of their cusiomers are here in the
Tacoma Seattle market. It is staled in the data that's used to underpin

some of the discussion about industrial siting that there is approximately
9200 acres of land available in the jurisdictions in King County. My

experience as a broker would indicate that most of that resides in the Kent
Valley or at least south of the Kingdome. I want to put that in context so

thai you might get a linle bit understanding of what that really means.

According to one of my compeiitors with CD Commercial, a very respected
firm in the region, their calculation is similar to mine. My estimate is about
1,200 acres in ihe Kent Valley. So right off the bat we are dealing with a

magnitude of may 6, 7 to 1 there's a point of error in evaluating what is

really on the ground. I sai in one of the technical forums that dealt with

capacity very early in the year and we had a very good dialogue there but
frankly one of the pans of the process that is not working very well is that

LA-l(e)

there is not good data. It's my job and Gary Dankleson's job and Gary
Volcheck, CD Commercial, Gary Burlington, Cd and Wakefield's job to find

sites for customers. If they are out there, we should know about them. If
we don't know about them, then we are not doing our job, we are not

serving our client base very well. We're basically here to say categorically
that the land does not exist. That people imagine it to exist. One of the

things that really struck me as we got into process early on in Fis/Ed was
that the assertion was made that these jobs could be clustered inio the
urban centers. I-'know for a fact that you can't build a Kenwonh truck in a
2-3 story building. That is true for the predominant portion of the industrial
base. And by industrial I am talking about the people who weld, and bang
and drill holes in things and so on. Industrial also includes a whole host of

other people. There are people who service vehicles. There are people who
supply paper products, rubber bands and pencils to all the businesses in this
region. Those people are typically housed in single story buildings with easy
access for loading in and out trips that they must make to their customers.

If you think about it the last 20 years has really been a market experience
where the market has been saying, and driving the nature of the buildings

that have been built and they are typically business and office parks. Again
what struck me as I first got into the process was the outright prohibition o<

expansion of business and office parks in King County. We have come full
circle on that in Fis/ED and I am pleased to say that the EIS does speak(o

that and basically endorses that as an outcome because it truly does reflect
what is required by the businesses in the region. Certainly the biomedical

and the high tech (unclear language) ndusiries software and so on can
occupy 3 and 4 siory buildings and they do so but they do so at a great deal

of cost. For instance. lake the Fred Hutch assemblage of land around Lake
Union at $58 per square foot is not competitive with the Kent Valley. On

the other hand we may indeed get a much more dense employment base
there but it is cenainly not going to be what we expect because if you walk

through thai facility you will find a great deal of it is unoccupied. It is
infrastructure that needs to be in the building. Laboratories and meeting
rooms and so on thai are periodically used so the number of people per
square (ooi or per square acre in some of these high lech areas is not whai
we imagined it to be. One o( the things that also siruck me was a reliance

in theory on the redevelopment of older urban industrial areas.
Approximaiely half of .the capacity imagined under the EIS or at least under

ihe GMA plan was spoken 10 in the E15 comes from redevelopment. I

assume thai most of ihat comes from Seattle. When I evaluated the Seattle
industrial study consummated some months ago. il struck me as a little odd
that 313 acres was identified as being available and vacant right now with

another 110 acres available and poteruialty redevelopble, that's whai the
language says. Some of you in this room took an induSTrial tour thai the

industrial brokers of King County organized. We drove for 31/2 hours, you

were very patient and we appreciate that. Through all the industrial zoned

areas of Seattle and the specific point of that was for us to get an
understanding of what was really on that vacant land. What I saw on the

vacant land was containers, buses or chassis or other apparatus under
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manufacturing ready for shipping were boats parked up on barrels. All
manners of Ihings that had to do with industrial process and business
activities, the land was indeed not built upon but is absolutely in use with
very few exceptions. That 313 acres identified strictly by looking at the

assessed value ratios of building to land is in production and it is used. If
you deny its use by putting a building on it that Stuff has got to go
somewhere else. The land is occupied for instance by containers thai are
slacked 6-8 high on private sector property would have to be acquired and
developed by th6 Port of Seattle if those types of activities were to remain in
place. So the numbers just don't match up. In summary, I basically say
this. the types of businesses that are attracted to this region will not
change. Correct public policy will address the interest and needs of most
people who come to sustain the economy of this region, who need to
expand out of older buildings that are not effective anymore. Who need to
develop new processes and acquire new equipment which requires different
shapes and sizes of space. Who are handling containers that used to be 30
feel long but are now 48 (eet in length and so on and so forth. If our
policies are so restrictive as to deny them opporlunity to expand here in King
Counly they wilt by necessity move 10 Pierce. Snohomish. KHsap, Mason
and Lewis Counties as indeed they are. Right here. this morning, my
colleague. Dave Douglas in Tacoma is taking his client to one of the three
sites that we identified. One is in Frederickson. it's ready to go, it's under
the S 120,000 threshold and that's likely where they'll go. The dominant
part o( their clientele, thai is the product thai they will deal with in this
facility, will go to factories and other businesses in the Seattle market
including several in Woodinville and Snohomish counties. I'm just saying to
you because the land is not available here. those ducks drive through this
urban cenier. I think I'll conclude with my remarks right there. I have asked
Gary to kind of deal with the issue of contaminated sites and some of those
he is Quite familiar with. the Duwamish Basin and some of the issues there.

Gary Dankelson

I too. am on a site search lor a company thai is looking for recreational
properly to be zoned commercial or industrial zoning. It needs to have high
traffic courn and we're irying to locate properlies in the five county region.
In King County, we are having a very difficult time trying to find 50 acre
sites thai are properly zoned and wiih the proper access that my client
needs. The other issue I want to talk about is regulatory reform regarding
environmental issues and the uncertainty it causes for the buyer and seller in
the real estate transaction is enormous. We are involved in several
transactions. One where it is a S 25 million transaction. The clean up costs
are $10 million that was estimated by The buyer. The situation arose where
we wanted \o hold back $10 million of the $25 million (or cleanup purposes.

The transaction was a very imponant process for my client. It had to be

accomplished, they had a very tight time schedule and we had to go out and
get another review of the property from a different consultant and found out
that the worse case was $10 million and it would probably range
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somewhere between a million and 10 and it took a lot of lime to get the
parties to resolve that ouisiandiny issue. Wu wuiu ublu lu do llint but wo
need regulatory reform where the process is clean, precise. We need it
where businesses can make decisions and they know what process they will
have to go through where they don't have to hire four or five different
consultants with different reviews and run up the cost of the purchase. I
would like to just say that also in regard to wetlands we need a clear and
precise policy on wetlands. We liave yot a situalion where we bought a

piece of land several years ago, it was earmarked where the wetlands were
and the expansion could take place. What happened was the company
didn't monitor the wetlands and the wetlands grew, not because of their
own faults but because other development in the nearby area caused some
more scepage onto their property and all of a sudden what they thouQht
they had as usable turned out that they might not have usable land because
of the five year jurisdiction of the Army Corps of Engineers. The SEIS does

LA-l(b) focus on the issues of regulatory rclunn as one ol ihc way to crcalo
capacity. It does mention that in Seattle these are not constraints thai are
placed on the capacity numbers used. they are however there and certainly
one sight tliat we arc dealing with in Ballaid thuiu is a wutlynd issue. I think
eliminates about 20-25% of the site's utilily. That part of the site that is
denied as capacity really is taking away from the generations in the future.
And I think the burden should realty shift not from the users or owners of
properly that there is a public benefit by denying really the burden should be
on the regulatory people.

PANEL in - FIS/ED TASK FORCE

Tayloe Washburne. 1111 Third Avenue

I am Chair of the Seattle Chambers' Growth Management Task Force, a
member of Fis/Ed and also chair of the Seanle-King County Economic
Development Council's Public Policy Committee.

I spoke 10 you aboul 10 days ago on economic development and the GMA's
process. Today, you're focusing on the Couniywide Policies and the SEIS
and to answer Councitmembcr Laing's question. I see what we arc doing
here. not commeniing on the EIS but lo see what rolR it plays in your long
term decision on what policy 10 sei. Larry Smith lalkcd aboin ihc long term
vision and that is clearly important but we have to remember that this plan
as represented in the policy unlike all previous plans is a binding law. What
does that mean? li means we have 10 balance our 50 year vision wiih the
realily of the impacts in each of these areas as all o( the previous speakers
have. The allocaiion issue is really a key both (o the SEIS and lo the local
plans that are going 10 be coming before you. The current allocation 10 a
certain extent is just an attempt 10 make (he numbers add up. I would

submit that thai doesn't make sense for a vision or for our impacts because

what we are talking about is your control of limited regional resources and
how best to organize and prioritize. Secondly, we are talking about a
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collective effort to set an economic strategy for the region that makes sense
for the region and for each of its parts. An illustration from the SEIS

mentioned by previous speakers is Seattle's ambitious projections for
residents and jobs. If we take the number of industrial areas, for example,
the allocation of those jobs to Seattle doesn't take into consideration the
cost of environmental cleanup in addition to the time and the extent to
which businesses are willing to pay for the redevelopment costs of siting in

Seattle. That is why there are so few sites that the gentlemen before us
referred to in the city of Seattle. Seattle suggests that multi story industrial
buildings are one way to get around that. The evidence isn't there. To a
cenain extent we have to try and see whether or not there is a reasonable
basis to the vision. What is the significant of that? If you and your

allocation agree to ihat, for example, then what you will do by inference is
take away other siting opportunities which may be much more feasible for
the businesses we want to keep here and those we want to attract. The
role of this SEIS is to help you in this process. .How well does it measure
up? Larry says its supposed to ask the right questions. t would submit that
it doesn't ask the right questions because by its own admission it doesn't

purport to figure out how much is it going to cost? l.e., fiscal impact and
wilt it work? Are the alternatives feasible? The previous speakers have
addressed both of those,I would suggest that summing it up. the
alternative's analysis doesn't try to answer the question of whether or not it
works and so you cannot place, as policy makers, a great deal of weight on
either the 8. 14, magnet or any of the alternative conclusions in the
document. One of the questions the document does not answer is if the
alternatives analyzed don't achieve their goals what are the consequences
on the county in terms o( if you adopt the policy premised on centers and
send your infrssiruciure and transportation strategies that way, if the goals
o( those invesimenis are not realized whai is the impact to the county and
those jurisdictions where the people and jobs are likely to go. The Fis/ED
Comminee did some case studies. you will hear about that later but basically
ihey were on the ground analysis of the policies'that are being presented

and whai their impacis will be. The two conclusions we all agreed on 1s the
residential goats are very unlikely to be achieved without major incentives

and investments (rom government and to a lesser extent the same comment
on jobs. My conclusions based on these comments and developments.
First, move forward with your Phase II timetable on schedule both for the

sake of your county plan and for each of those cities who are marching

along based on the Phase I earlier assumptions. Second, given the credible
doubts on the basic assumptions underlying the 8 and 14 center alternative

and given the lack of detail on the magnet please do not adopt a county plan
or Phase II until you have a bener assessment as to the assumptions in
questioned and until you understand their relationship to the economic

strategy we are doing collectively and until you have integrated the county
Phase II process wiih your county plan. Finally, I ask you to use this

window of opportunity, the growth management window, starting with the
policies and your plan, to promote and work into law the regional economic

strategy that we are now on the track. We're at phase 2 of 4 phases so

LA-ll(d)
LA-ll(e)

that by so doing we can ensure that in addition to the environmemal goals

that have been articulated earlier that we all have a firm economic base,
good job, good home on which to build our (uture.

Wally Toner, 3012 Furnham Avenue East

I am on the Fis/Ed Committee. I am also on the Stale Regulatory Reform
Task Force and have been the chair of the Growth Management Task Force

of the SeaTtle-King County Economic Development Council. The
characterization of the alternatives need some comments. The idea that

somehow centers developments was invented as part of the growth

management process is not correct. The 1964 Comprehensive Plan of King

County was the document, the policy document where the region stepped
away from a hub city development pattern. Seattle being the center of that
hub and admitted that we were going to eventually develop into a multi-
center concept. So 1964 was the beginning of our regional development as

a multi-center community. 1985 Comprehensive Plan of King County
confirmed that and to dismiss the 1985 Comprehensive Plan updated (TAPE
NEEDED TO BE TURNED OVER - SPEAKER KEPT TALKING) King County
Comprehensive Plan and the 14 center plan as two brackets to look at what
the range of choice might be and I think it's instructive that in that

comparison that the CPPs were enacted according to the 1985
Comprehensive Plan The same number of housing units and jobs would take

up 40,000 vacant acres under the 1985 plan. In ihe 14 center plan it would
lake 11.000 vacant acres for ihe residential component. The commercial

and industrial component would take 10,000 under the 1985 plan. Under
ihe 14 center plan we would consume 3.700 vacant acres. Under the
assumption that we are not changing the kind of employment that we are

going to use over the next 20 years it is somewhat surprising that we are
going to accommodaie that future employment in a substantially reduced
number of use and vacant acres. What this means is that under the 85 Plan
as the author states,, that redevelopment use of already existing land would
be about 10-30% of the (inure growth would be in already existing
redevelopment. Under the 14 cemer plan. 35-65% will be in.
redevelopment. The consequence of thai choice is a major, major policy

decision because you will be expecting new residences and new employers
to exist in 3 or 4 times the incidents in a redevelopment situation than ihey

have in the past. Whether ihat is reasonable or not is a judgement call and
the Fis/Ed Committee is going 10 try to produce information that will help

you peg where in ihe scale of redevelopment and density you think it is

practical for us to aim as a goal. In the density comparison, the residential
component is 2.5 units per gross acre under the 1985 Plan. The 14 center
plan would be 5 units per acre. exactly twice. All new development would
be in ai leasi twice as dense a pauern for residential development as we

now experience it. We would suspect that instead of 50% being multi-

family we would move up to 65% of future development being in mutti-
family. I think other speakers have emphasized the fact that the only way to

properly decide where in this span is it practical for us to set as a goal is to
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use real market information. Before this document is finalized the
incorporation of practical real market information to peg where the practical
distance is moving from the 1985 Plan, which by the way in the 1990

update, was a claim to be a fine document. Somewhere after 1991 it
became not such a fine document and I would encourage you to revisit the
fact that the 1985 comprehensive plan is in fact a centers plan. The second
point that I want to make is thai there is an assumption in this document
that having 25% more land available than we are going to consume
whatever you decide is the assumption target, having a 25% cushion for
market reality. There is no documentation o< any other community in the
nation successtully doing that. So in the past we have had as much as 2-3
times this cushion, now we are talking about a scant 25%. The impact of
thai on market forces needs to be clearly undersTood before you adopt this.
The third thing I want to say, is thai it is often said, that it is just much
cheaper to develop in an infill strategy and therefore in a center strategy a
redevelopment strategy ihan it is to develop vacant land. I would like to call
your aiiention to page 24 where the SEIS says that research literature leads
to no firm conclusion on-this complex issue. So for those who make the
automatic statement that it is cheaper to develop in a redevelopment mode
over development in vacant lands this document finds there is no evidence
that there is a conclusion that it is cheaper 10 develop in a redevelopment
sense than to develop vacant land. Thank you.

Holly Kean

I am the Executive Director of East King County Water Association which is
a group of 16 water purveyors east of Lake Washington. My comments
center on the Chapter 8 Waier Supply Chapter because you can have all the
land you want but il you don't have water it's not going to help us out.

This chapter needs 10 state more (orthrightly thai new water sources will be
needed to support economic development strategies and continued
population increases (rom iniernal growth and in-mitigation no matter how
successful we are at conserving water as the next source of .new supply.
Although sound policy, conservation is a siop-gap measure to give us the
time - 15 10 20 years - to find. plan. allocate, and build a new source. No
mailer how ihe populaiion is arranged on the King County landscape,a new
major waier source is needed. We are not deferring a decision to build new
sources by the use of conservation. We are doing all things possible to
stretch our current supply so King County residents can continue to maintain

their current lifesiyle with a minimum of sacrifice.

King County has long had a policy which discourages the extension of major
utility infrasiructure into rural areas unless a waier quality or supply problem
is identified. This is buttressed by code language which puts teeth in the
policy. To my knowledge, there are few, if any. problems implementing the
policy. So. I am puzzled by several references to the possible need for major

improvements to ihe rural utility system infrastructure. King County policy
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translates to individual homes on a well or lots created by shortplat or small
subdivisions being served by a well(s). If major infrastructure improvements
are needed in rural towns or cities, the SEIS should be more precise.

Class A water systems contain 15 or more connections; Class B systems
contain 2 to 14 connections.

The references to the 1985 Seattle Water Supply Plan on page 126 arc out
of dale. The situation is now quite different. The discussion should be
based on the 1993 Seattle Water Supply Plan.

In addition to conservation, individual utility exploration, and the potential of
the North Fork of the Tolt River, the Seanle Water Department and ihe East
King County Regional Water Association are exploring the possibility of
locating a major regional groundwater source in the Upper Snoqualmie

Valley. Application has already been made to the Department of Ecology to
drill an exploratory well.

The proposed intertie between Tacoma Water and the Seattle Water system
(rom Pipeline 5 should be discussed as another source of water. The
quantity, however, will not be known until Tacoma completes its
negotiations with the Muckleshoot Tribe. And. if construction is not begun
on Pipeline 5 by 1996. it will put additional stress on the Seattle Water
Department system as many of the South King County purveyors rely solely
on groundwater; Cities such as Federal Way do not have a surplus water
supply unless Pipeline 5 is built.

I agree Ihat construction of more mulli-lamily development will reduce water
supply needs. However, the reduction should be quantified because I'm not
certain it will be significant.

The concentration of growth will not necessarily have much impact on the
need (or new water sources. It will. however, have an effect on
infrasiructure needs. Inlrastructure needs and source needs should be
discussed separately.

The DSEIS should emphasize thai a change to policy RU-16 is needed if we

are to build new supplies. Public (aciliiics (or these now water sources will
have to be construcied where the water source is located. The Cedar River
system, constructed at the turn of the century, was built in the hinterlands
because that was the location of the source. I do not know of any major
regional sources which could be developed in the urban areas.

The reuse of treated wasiewaier should be included as a potential new

source of supply. Although I do not believe it is a viable source because
King County does not have many large, single users for the treated
wasiewaier. it is pan of the water supply scheme. Unlike Pierce County
which has the Simpson Kraft Mill using at least 8 MGD, King County has
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small users by comparison. The construction of a distribution system would
be very costly because of the lack of concentration of large water users.
Use of the system would be for only 2 to 3 months out of the year. It is
also unknown if treated wastewater substituted for potable water to flush

The Hiram Chiuendam Locks can increase our water supply. The
Department of Ecology may decide the saved water is needed 10 enhance
the instream flow in the Cedar River.

Thorc wns no discussion of groundwator as an important source of water for
King County. Groundwaier supplies 22 percent of the urban population.
This source needs to be protected (rom contamination and the reduction of
the urban aquiler recharge areas by inappropriate placement of high density

development. Thank you.

Basil Vyzis, 9322 NE Shoreland Drive

I work in Betlevue. Over the last 10 years I have built in excess of 4 million
square (eet of office, retail, industrial and residential space including (unclear
language) construction for (unclear language) downtown Seattle high rise.
Therefore I have substantial experience in the matters that we are speaking
of today. I have been a member of the Fis/ED group since its inception and
I'm also a member of the subcommittee thai is essentially studying the
economic development portion of this EIS. I would like to tell you because
there is a little amount of time that I consider this document to be flawed. I
believe that what the chemisi told you is totally wrong because Boston is
right now dead and all the high tech jobs are in Seattle and the Bay Area not
in Boston. And clearly. I am an engineer by training. Engineers actually
make things work not chemists. Let me speak to you neither in engineering
or chemical terms. The GMA in general violates the third laws of
thermodynamics because it assumes, that's the major flaw, that if you force
any developmeni where you want it, it wiU go there. That's a major flaw.
Thai was my reaction when I first read the document, I called the Executive.
I said this is ridiculous so he stuck me on the Fis/Ed Committee. So the
bonom line is we have been working (or the last 18 months on the Fis/Ed
Commiuee and this particular document has paid no attention 10 all of the
discussion thai has taken place for the lasi 18 months. I suggest that you
need to set the documeni aside because it is very general and I suggest that
you lake the summary of Ihe comments that have taken place in the last 18
months in the Fis/ED Comminee and use that as a guiding light to go
forward. Why do I say all of these things violate the third law of

thermodynamics? It's very easy. First. it violates current nature. All you
have to do is look at the past 20 years in ihis area, you tell me why there is
something wrong. You can see the good things, you can see the bad
things. I also recommend that you do not make a decision about which

alternatives to pursue until you review all of the documentation that will
come out of the Fis/ED group. I can sit here and essentially having built in

both urban and suburban areas, I can come up with reason why each

alternative is wrong. So what we are discussing now is the degree that you

E.C- ,7

want to bend the lifestyle of the people. That's it. We have to do that but
we should not do that the way Larry Smith representing the Sierra Club.
Have you ever as a little kid jumped in the lake or the pool from high up?
You plug you nose. you scream when you jump in. That's what they're
saying. They are saying, we can't give you all the answers right now
therefore, let us make this a legal document, let's go on and we'll turn the
valves as we do it. That's not the proper thing to do. This document docs
not tell me what is wrong, what is going on right now. We need to identify
and understand current reality and what our goals and objectives are. How
are we going to do it so we maintain the economic viability of this area?
That is paramount because lunclear language) to you being told by
environmenlal groups, the greatest environmental degradation lakes place in
the economically disadvantaged areas. You have to have money to be able
to take care of the environment. I say that without complaining the fad
that maybe $30-40 million worth of land ihat I have has been taken away.
That's life. I have no complaints about the way King County has handled
hundreds and thousands of squaic fuel o( consirnction I luivu worked on for
the companies I have worked for. I have built buildings for high technology,
(unclear language) probably the best software company coming out of the
east side right now, Auachmaie all these people I know what they want and
it's void in this document. Totally void is the fact that nobody Talks to the
users, the people that essentially are going 10 use this lacility.

Terry Seaman

//L»-A

I am also a member of the Fis/Ed Task Force and I apparently have the tough
job of following Basil. As many of the people on the Fis/Ed Task Force do I
bring a number of points of view to this issue. I live on 16 acres out in
Hobart and I like my privacy. I am also a member of the Maple Valley Area
Council and I have to represent other points of view from the rural area. I
have some correspondence from them with (heir comments. My wife and I
operate a steel labrication business in Seattle. In add'nion in l^e last year
and a half on the Fis/ED Task Force I have become apparently an amaieur
planning expert, as all ol us have. The general and most important comment
regarding the DSEIS is ihat in the Fis/ED Task Force we started talking about
a fatal flaw in the plan. Well. there's a (aial (law in this document and that
is that it proceeds from the assumption thai all the planning alternatives can
be achieved as envisioned by the planners. Starting (rom that assumption
you are not going to get much valid information. The clrafl docs not in nny
way test the feasibility of any o( the planning alternatives by exploring
whether or not and to what degree the various planning options are realistic
expectations o< what could happen in the next 20 years. It accepts rather
than test those assumptions. Because of that I find the conclusions that are
drawn, for the most part. simplistic, basically useless. Many people who

have been involved in this planning process do seriously question these

assumptions and they question them on a variety of issues and some of
those include the population and employment densities in the urban centers.
My question for the council is, is there any intention of providing a
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mechanism to test the assumptions made by the planners before you
proceed with the selection and the implementation of a third planning

alternative. My conclusion is, as it now stands, the draft is of no use to you
in selecting a preferred alternative.

Jotie Imperatori, 31222 - 139th Place SE, Issaquah

I too am on the Fis/ED Task Force. I'm speaking to the EIS that needs to
more clearly represent the facts, as they are and will be. This document
clearly is woefully inadequate. It is designed to support many erroneous
assumptions and the policies of the GMPC that cannot and will not be
achieved. One false assumption is that residents of the area want and will
get out of their cars. The <act is that very few o< us will get out of our cars,
we always want other people to do thai so we have a clear shot to where
we want to go. It is true that there are new people moving into the area.
65% of these new people are your children and. mine and that we are under
the assumption that these people can. will and want to live in urban centers.
I believe that this is another erroneous assumption. I have just sold three
affordable homes in the last month 10 children of my friends. These
affordable houses were between $160.000 and 170.000. It took a
combined income of $60.000 with no debt to afford these homes. Two of
them were in Lake Marcel area and the other one was in Nonh Bend. These
children were absolutely willing to drive to Kitsap. Snohomish or Pierce
County to have a single family home. So. moving them into urban centers,
in my experience, since I've been in the real estate business for 23 years. I
have owned my own company with 15-25 agents. I have never moved
anybody from the east side to Seattle to what we would call an urban
center. This EIS poorly addresses capacity. All types of capacities and the
zoning that will need to accommodate the jobs and housing in the next 20
years. This document supports a ion of social engineering thai reads well
but most folks won'l accept and I'd like to remind the authors of the EIS,
members of this committee and the whole council, thai the quality of life
begins wiih a job. The american dream is owning a home and people are
pan of the environment. Thank you.

Paul Barden

As I understand this process. the comments on the EIS to be used to
influence Ihe final EIS and to try and fix it where it needs to be fixed. The
intended purpose of this SEIS is to analyze the probable effects of a
reasonable range of alternatives <or countywide planning policies. To do
this. the SEIS should be based on data sets which reflect realistic growth
panerns. Unfonunaiely realistic growth data was not used in this draft, the
Fis/Ed Task Force work clearly identifies that 14 centers will not be built in

20 years, based upon case studies received by GMPC last month. It is
doubtful that 8 centers will be built out in 20 years. The data set for the

Magnet Alternative provides no clear idea of the growth pattern.
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The failure to use realistic growth assumption means that ihis DSEIS nol
only does not provide adequate information on the alternatives; more

importantly, it cannot provide meaningful information upon which to base a

preferred alternative.

The DSEIS has an underlying pro-center slant which appears to pre-judge
impacts without substantive analysis.

The executive summary critiques the Fis/ED's recommendations relating to
office parks on the unsubstantialed basis that it will undermine the centers

alternative.

The DSEIS assumes that 35 to 65 percent of new growth will
redevelopment despite Fis/ED work questioning ihis.

be

The DSEIS consisTemly refers to centers as being based on high capacity

Transit: yet. there is no meaningful analysis of the impacts of the regional
transit plan on centers. In fact. lack ol rail is not dclurniincd in this drall 10
be a fatal flow in centers development.

The DSEIS uses simplistic truisms and avoids the tough questions which I
believe you should demand be addressed in the final SEIS such the
environmental problems with redeveloping contaminated industrial lands and
ihe cost of remediaiion.

What are the problems of crime and human services in denser urban area.
What is the need for new water sources to support economic development
in the next twenty years.

What is the cost and feasibility of making urban centers anractivc and
inviling, issues relaiing to paiks. public saltiiy and schools.

t

The analysis in the DSEIS fails to lake into account important information
and studies which are current and relevant to this analysis. The Fis/ED Task
Force's Case Studies are noi ulilized. The Water Section is based on the
1985 Seattle Water Supply Plan instead of the 1993 plan (which has been
out (or over 10 months).

Finally, ihe DSEIS fails to address the most fundamental questions: What is
the likely outcome of amending the CPPs and nominating centers? What will

happen both inside and outside centers if the designated centers grow
slowly, which the nominated jurisdictions indicaie is likely to occur? What
happens if non-cerner cities to do not curtail jobs and housing growth in
their jurisdictions in order 10 focus growth into centers? Do these policies
ensure appropriate locations 10 attract and maintain high wage/high value
jobs such as those supplied by Boeing and Microsoft?
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The CPP's as a vision for the next twenty years will direct us to somewhere
- the question that the final SEIS needs to address is: what is the likely

outcome of each of the alternatives in 20 years - what are the environmental

impacts - and what opportunities are opened and foreclosed? Thank you for

the opportunity to speak.

VANCE: I want to thank all the panelists who were invited to come today. I
wani to apologize for limiting your time in any way. Mr. Vyzis I could
listen to you all day. We have to vacate this room at 1:00 and we
have about 25 people who were not panelists who signed up to
testify. In order for everybody to get a chance I would like you to
take 3 minutes. It's drive folks, by one thing, that we have to vacate
this room by 1:00. So, let's get going. We have Mr. Joseph Elfelt,
followed by Pat Madison and Allison Moss, if all three could come
forward.

Joseph Ellelt:

I live beiween Redmond and Duvall and have participated early and often in
the GMA planning process as a citizen activist and I am delighted to be
leading off (or the public. I like the SEIS. I don't think the county should
slow down. I don't think you should throw it out and start again. But there
are two important flaws that need to be fixed in the final. This SEIS process
is noi occurring in a vacuum, li is constrained by the requirements of the
GMA first and it's further constrained by the decisions the GMA Hearing
Board have already passed out. The single most cost effective thing the
county can do to improve this SEIS and further the entire GMA planning

process is have the management and worker bees in the planning
department and council staff read the decisions of the hearing board. They

write with clariTy. they are easy to read. In doing that the county will avoid,
early on, stubbing its toes on the very same GMA mistakes other
jurisdictions have already made. The two important flaws in this document
boih relate 10 alternative four which is a precountywide plan policies.

//i/- b Alternative four is defined on page 9, column 2. paragraph 3.. It reads the
precouniywide planning policies alternative is based upon the 1985 King

County Comprehensive Plan. etc. In other words, alternative four is the old
way of doing business. Alternative four is flawed because first, it is not a
reasonable aHernaiive as required by the SEPA WAC. In the Twin Valley

case. the hearing board passed down. the board said "the most fundamental

premise of the GMA is that the planning thai was done under the authority
o< chapter 36.70 was insufficient to serve the quality of life enjoyed by

residents of This state". Later on, the board in that same case said,

"However, to enact GMA plans and regulations that are bound by the old
way of doing things will perpetuate the very flaws of the past that the

legislature explicitly set oin 10 correct." So alternative four is the old way
but the purpose of GMA was to bring about a new way of conducting
business when it came TO developing plans. Because alternative four

perpetuates the old way it is not a reasonable alternative according to the

mandate set down by the legislature when GMA was enacted. It ought to
be withdrawn from the plan. If alternative tour lingers on then all aspects o<
alternative four should be brought into that alternative. By that I mean, one
important feature of the 1985 mindset was auiomatically put into each of

the alternatives considered in the plan. And that is the second major flaw.
That piece, that big piece, of the 1985 view of the world that I'm referring
to is the proposed new fully contained community located in the rural area
between Redmond and Duvall. The aspect of this proposed island urban
growth area as a' feature of alternative four is pan of the alternative, that in
this SEIS, has the most significant adverse environmental impacts of any
alternative and it ought to be taken out of the other alternatives and put into
alternative four. Thank you.

Pat Madison

I am Chair of the King County Coordinating Comminee of the League of
Women Voters of King County.

The Leagues of Women Voters of King County have been following the
Growth Management planning process with a great deal of interest. Our
members have participated in task forces on Fis/ED and Adordable Housing
and a League represeniative also serves on the SEIS Task Force. Our
Growth Management Committee is reviewing the SEIS and the Leagues will
send written comments on that document before, the February 28 deadline.

We believe thai the environmental analysis of Phase 2 of the CPP is an
imponani process, and thai the SEIS is therefore a document of

significance. We appreciate your holding the hearing today to give the
public an opportunity to respond to ihe document. We note also that a
series of Open Houses is being held this month for ihe same purpose. Many
citizens are trying to find lime in their busy schedules totlisonw the SEIS and

to write responses; Comments are just beginning to come in. We ask that

you all iry to keep an open mind until The close of the review [}rocess, and
until all responses have been received and considered.

When analyzing the draft SEIS it is useful to remember the basic
assumptions and agreements upon which ii was based.

Local elected officials agreed on the Bookend Concept, which encompasses

a range o( five alternatives and several policy variables, moving all the way

from a pre-Countywide Planning Policies set of conditions to the highly
concentraied growth patterns o< eight and 14 urban centers. The analysis
was also 10 include several policy variables such as a no-RTP variation. If

you have problems choosing any alternative in hs pure form, the SEPA

process allows for an ultimate choice of anything thai fits within the

bookends. Many of us expect these variations will occur. We foresee that a
hybrid alternative will be the eventual outcome and be designated as the
preferred alternative.
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The SEIS does not siand alone, however. It works in concert with products
and findings of various task forces, including fiscal analysis from the Fis/ED
Task Force which will be presented in an accompanying document.
Together these analytical tools will form the basis for elected officials' final
decision on how to refine the July 1992 Countywide Planning Policies.

FIS/ED generated data, including case studies and a recent bus tour, are said
to demonstrate potential dKficulty in assuring that housing targeted to urban
centers is afforriable. It is also said they indicate that many of the
nominated urban centers may have problems reaching their population and
job targets, or meeting the urban center criteria, within 20 years. This
challenge can be addressed in several ways with reasonable options which
might include minor adjustments to criteria or time frames, or tiering or
hierarchy scenarios as spelled out in Vision 2020.

In addition to comments concerning the EIS, we have a few other thoughts
for you to consider as you move forward in this process.

There must be a greater emphasis on public participation for all growth
management activities throughout the duration of the planning process. This
will require (ast work and much more funding than has been allocated, but it
is essential that this occur. The planning process is coming to a head now,
with some hard decisions about 10 be made. Citizens, businesses. interest
groups, stakeholders, people of all persuasions will be significantly affected
by these decisions. It is essential that they be (ully informed and thai their
concerns be heard, and receive response.to a far greater extent than
currently planned.

The basic growth management decisions before us-major choices on land
development patterns, how we provide and pay (or infrastructure, how we
provide for a vibrant economy. a healthy environment and affordable
housing-these decisions are essentially interrelated and far reaching. The

tradeoff between urban density and suburban sprawl suggests that. to the
degree thai we achieve one. we will gel less of the other. We have some
imponanl choices ahead o( us and we must be sure we fully understand the
long-term as well as the immediate implications.

Remember the legislative intent of the GMA. We are trying to accomplish
orderly, efficient growth patierns with long lcrm viabilily. while assuring a
Strong economy and protecting our environment and quality of life.

Be careful about conclusions drawn (rom the urban center case studies.
They don't show fatal flaws but they do identify challenges and areas where
we-need to concentrate more effort and creativity.

We urge you again to keep an open mind until all the public response have
been received, and to remember the larger purposes which brought about
the growth management act in the first place. The concerns of citizens in

your districts are very important, please seek them out and be certain you
have heard the lull range of views they have 10 offer. But consider the
general public benefit as well. From areas which have manacied growth
poorly or not at all, there is much to learn (rom us here. Thank you for

giving these important matters your most serious consideration.

Allison Moss
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Thank you (or the opponunily to speak and particularly for spending your
lunch hour doing this. I am speaking today on rural issues as they are
explained in the OSEIS and also trying to relate them to both the previous
CPP and the rural task force recommendations. My address in 1145
Broadway Plaza. Suite 1360, Tacoma 98402. Before I menlion what our
comments are. I like 10 ask you to think about a commenl heard earlier. I'm
surprised that anyone, especially an attorney, would remark thai the purpose
of an EIS is to raise questions but not answer them. I've been in the land
use practice (or a pretty long time and I thoughl that was precisely the
purpose of an E1S was to tell you, as the decision makers, what the impacts
of various choices would be. On the rural issues there is eiflht of them. The
rural densities suggested for evaluation by the task force of 20 and 35
acres. The suggestion that rural levels of services should be established.
The suggestion ihat a rural forestry zone be created. The need for
recognition o( resource based industrial uses specifically mills. The
suggestion that anyone who owns more than ten acres should be required 10
clustered. The assumption thai environmental regulations in the couniy now
don't really apply in the rural area. This theme goes throughout the EIS for
some reason alludes me. The suggestion that- the rural area is a permanent.
never 10 change in ihe future designation and ihe suggestion thai a special
vesting rule should be created for rural areas. Most of these come out in the
task lorce recommendations. On the 20 and 35 acre zoning suggestion the
DSEIS doesn't indicate what's wrong with ihu current 5 and 10 iicrc zoning
that applies in the vast majority of the rural area. What is the problem thai
we are trying to fix with 20 and 35 acre zoninfl. When ii does go through
its discussion, the only conclusion is thai the county should work wilh rural
area residents 10 further define what activities are considered rural. Then
apply them as mitigation to these development scenarios. That is on page
48. I don'l know what that means. But there is no problem idcrnilying the
impacts of the down zones suggested and I would submit it is not
necessary. 5 and 10 acre zoning has done a good job. Secondly, the DSEIS
suggests that limiting the opponunities in (he rural areas will reallocate those

people to the urban area. I ask you to strongly consider thai suggestion.
Most people I know who choose a rural lifestyle would not opl into an urban
area particularly centers as envisioned in this plan. Rather they would
probably move to another rural area if ihcy don'l have an opportunity in King
Couniy. I think I've told you privaiely about my legal assistant who couldn't

afford property in King County. He wanted several acres 2 1/2 to 5. He
lives in Sedro Wooley. He is not going to move into Seattle. He's going 10
drive from Sedro Wooley at 3:30 in the morning to come 10 work in
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downtown Seattle. Let me switch to resource based industrial use. which is

on page 3 of my outline. There is a policy ED-10 which strongly supports
and it encourages the siting of resource based industrial uses in close

proximity to the resource. We strongly support this. It is the only

recognition anywhere in the policies that there are appropriate industrial uses
in the rural area. Specifically. things like mills. The DSEIS says that maybe
this will have an impact on rural character if you define rural character not to
include resource base industrial uses. . What does that mean. this is a

tautology. Again we ask you again to strongly support those kinds of uses.
You did that in the Enumclaw and Snoqualmie Community Plans which were
recently adopted. The rest of my comments are in the outline and I would

be happy to talk with you about any of them at any time.

Gregory Hill. 1215 North 47th Street. Seattle

I support the current document although I do believe the transportation
element gives an inadequate description of the impacts and costs that would
result if we do not exercise stricter controls on sprawl. I attended last
week. a conference in San Francisco sponsored by the local government
commission which dealt with planning, mixed use development and

sustainable development. Their experience and the one their trying to get

out of is our experience. That the growth pattern based on sprawl that we
are currently pursuing is not sustainable. It's been said that this growth
pattern is what people want. That you must build on the next farm in order
to create affordable housing. That it is fruitless to think people will accept
more dense environment. In my view. people will live where housing is
available. If the county enables the developers to build on wetlands,

farmlands and low land foresis. if the county prioritizes road buildings to
afford this type of development then people will in (act live there. On the

other hand if the county enables indll development, restricts the available
area to grow in the rural areas and siops building roads to accommodate
that sprawl people will live in more urban areas. In San Francisco, we heard
bankers point out that urban land can be 7 times more expensive than rural

land. An amount that must be factored imo their loan concerns. However,
you can'l realty siop ihere. you have to look at the entire equation of
affordable sustainable living. California has also documented that low
income people in California now spend 20% or more of their income on

transportation. That's not very affordable when others walk to work. The

same is undoubtedly irue for the rural areas of King County, (unclear
languagelthe cost of delivering services including roads to rural areas is very

expensive. The Pugel Sound region is currently spending over $2 billion a

year on highways, roads and parking. That's not affordable. In spite of that
amount, congestion continues to grow. In ten years population has
increased in the Pugei Sound area by 35%, while driving has grown by

135% and it's on a vertical curve. The rekindling of growth will surely give
us a 20% increase in driving which the DOT readily admits is-not possible to

serve. In fact. they cannot add 5% to lane miles a year. yet alone 15 or 20.
The obvious conclusion is thai major increases in congestion will occur if we

continue our current growth pattern. And that is what is wrong. We need
to do several things. One, we need to tighten the urban growth boundary.
It was pointed out very clearly that is the key to any kind of growth

management. The bankers have pointed out that there is too much

A/»- z. commercial zoning. It actuatly makes their life very difficult and risky.
Office parks need to be severely limited or eliminated altogether. We must

LA-3 begin to put maximum lids on parking to encourage infill and reward infill

development. King County, in particular, must stop building its own
facilities in rural settings and start putting them as infill. The bottomline is
that King County must stop the urban apartheid which facilitate the flight of

upper income white people out of all of the cities while sucking the tax

resource base out of those cities. We have to be more dense in the future.

Thank you.

SULLIVAN: I have a question. It is rare that I get a chance to hear from one of
my constituents in these settings, so I am going TO take a rare
opportunity, and ask, t know that you think about these things very
carefully Greg. Could you show me the documentation that you used
(or creating your comments today. Because you are expressing some
issues that are very important and I just want to make sure that when

I am taking this into consideration that I have good documentation on

the positions I'm taking. Please respond to me in writing.

Tom Harman. 2302 West Beaver Lake Drive. Issaquah

A lot of things that I was going to say, the previous speaker has spoken on
so I think I will be relatively brief. The EIS does.not address the cost of
providing infrastructure 10 the urban area, particularly up on the Sammamish

Lft-C, Plateau, which was designated urban in 1985 and is within ihe urban
growth area of the other alternatives. But who is going to provide the costs
and so forth? Also the density of urban areas in that area, can it support 7-

8 units per acre? Is it going to be mass transit in (unclear language) urban
amenities in thai area? It's something to think about when this particular

document is just accentuating sprawl by pulling houses out io thai area.
^y. y The issue of affordable housing, and the EIS talks about either eliminating or

reducing mitigation payments 10 make housing more affordable. What this

generally does is just takes the burden from new homeowners to existing
homeowners so ihe infrastructure to support urban growth and who's going
to pay for it? What happened is a lot of the affordable housing in Khalanie.

that was built 10 years ago now people cannot afford the properly taxes on

their homes and they are moving out of these so called affordable housing.
Another thing is the viability of the inner city. As infrastructure dollars are

being spent in outer areas 10 support growth, then thai means the inner city
is starved o( infrastructure dollars That it needs to grow and we need 10 have

a viable inner city. Thai's one of the things you can compare San Francisco
to Los Angeles and I think we in this community need a viable inner city and
make the inner city a place where people want to live and I think money
(TAPE NEEDED TO BE TURNED OVER - SPEAKER KEPT TALKING) They are
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already building a lot of houses in areas right up to the urban line within

MPD's being proposed in Bear Creek and projects being proposed on the
Plateau. So I think we need to have some kind of phasing. So we're not
building for the next five years, we are building for the next twenty years.

Thanks so very much for your time.

Ken McCarty. 42934 SE 173rd Street. North Bend

The last two speakers have said a number of things that hit on what I want .
to hit. In particular, the comment on urban apartheid. I grew up in the east.
! saw what happened to New York City. In my employment I had the
opportunity to go to Los Angeles many limes, and I can see what happens
when you do not control the growth. What you get is urban decay and
suburban sprawl. Now that is happening in the Seattle right now and I don't
want to see the Seattle area become like Los Angeles. And unless we do
something now. it is ooin9 to become like Los Anacles. One comment was
made. we need to delay until we have all the information available, you will
never do anything if you wait thai long. Another comment was made, make
small changes. You'll never get there then. Seattle area needs some basic
changes. The urban center approaches are basic changes that have the
hope of changing this community (rom the direction ot being more like Los
Angeles. (0 being a community where a large number of people can live in a
reasonable environment. Thank you.

Sieve Ctaggett. 1419 NE 107(h Street. Seattle

I am speaking today for myself and Carlo Kecgway who is the Executive
Director of the Seattle King County Housing Development Consortium. Mr.
Keegway is also a member of the Affordable Housing Task Force of the
Growth Management Planning Council. Mr. Keegway was not able to be
here today because of a prior commitment. My background is in housing
development. I headed a Washington development corporation for 13 years
until 1992. Thai corporaiion built 110 housing projects in King County that
provided 1.800 units (or bids (or affordable housing. I am also currently
sitting on the Quality Urban Environment Project of the county as a
developer represemaiive. Both Mr. Keegway and t urge the Council to stay
ihe course on the growth management planning. Mr. Keegway wishes me
emphasize to you that the planning that is taking place 10 date. that he's
been a pan o(. has been an inclusive process and has not been segregated
on (unclear language). It's been a process involving alt economic segments
of the community including developers- The DEIS sites the work that was
done by ihe affordable housing policies, that it actually goes further than the
DEIS and that's true and I would urge the council to consider as part of this
impact analysis process allowing the affordable housing task force work to

go forward from this point. There was a recommendation made quite a

while ago that that process continue even while the EIS was being worked
on and I support thai. There is tremendous cost to sprawl they further
segregate our comnnuniiy economically. They require immensely expensive
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new roads because of the geographic distances that must be covered and
increasing separation of jobs from home sites. Those wlio liavc us cross
urban growth boundaries or develop outside urban centers besides housing
affordability is one of the reasons the geographically constraining
development will drive up land costs and with it housing costs. Yes,
housing costs may rise but knowing the land price per housing unit need not
rise if there are higher average density. No. We will not create slums or sub
quality communities, we will be building better communities and (unclear
language) poor land development practices that began with the return o(
troops (rom World War II. Even if you could build a cheaper house and
cheaper land across the boundary or outside an urban center the true cost to
our community and 10 lower income families who might live there would not
be cheaper. This is not covered by the DEIS and there's is a statement on
page 59 that says that the relative impacts between the various allernaiives
are minimal. We disagree with that and in totality if you take imo

//('- / consideration all the cosis o( the people (luu will be living in Ihosu housus
that there are dramatic differences between the different impacts. I want to
second what several speakers before me have said about the social costs of
the various alternatives. I don't Ihink that thai is somelhing thai has been
looked into by the DEIS. It's not something that is required by WA Stale
law but it is somethino that you can look into and I think that the social
costs of the alternatives presented needs to be looked imo and perhaps put
into the fiscal report that I understand is still 10 come out. There are great
disparities that could be created by cominuinri sprnwl thnt would crccitc nn
(unclear language) to them situation thai would, as other speakers have
said. drain the economic resources we need from inner ciiy areas and cicnlc

great disparities. These are reaHmpacts that need 10 be sludied. Finally,
there has been a lot ol lalk today about the market. I recently read a book
thai talks about sell-regulatory urban design and ai some point you reach
self-organizing urban design. I ihink we arc past the self-regulating stage,
we can no longer put the. patches on little fixes (unclear language) on the
highway. Its a time when we have to look at some radical new approaches
and Ihai's going to require tremendous leadership on the pan of our polilical
leaders and I urge you to provide that leadership. We are going 10 need 10

go om there and put in some examples. The market doesn't exist because
people haven't seen the kind ol urban centers thai we are talking about ihai
can be built. Also magnet. there is not an either or between the magnei
approach and some of the oihor allernaiivcs. We need boih rcc)ul<uion and
incentives \o make these things work. Thank you very much.

Tracey Burrows

I am the Planning Director for 1000 Friends ol Washingion. which is a

citizens organization, a statewide organization that was created by

community leaders throughout the stale to be a watchdog for the Growth
Management Act.
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We are here to comment on the draft SEIS for the Countywide Planning
Policies. We have heard its critics talk of "fatal flaws". But let's take a
closer look. The SEIS is a supplement to the environmental impact
statement for the Vision 2020 plan. The document builds on years of
regional planning efforts and was not intended to be read in isolation. It was
guided by a balanced SEIS task force that had representatives from a wide
range of interests and its basic planning assumptions, including the choice of
alternatives analyzed, was the product of agreement by elected officials
from throughom the county.

We've heard a lot this morning about the flaws in the land capacity analysis
in the SEIS. The capacity analysis is. without question, the most detailed

analysis done by any county in Washington to date. It is based on the best
available information. In (act. the analysis may underestimate available
capacity, because it assumes that there will be upzonings within the King
Coumy or its cities over the next 20 years.

Today's hearing is a key point in a thoughtful public dialogue on the
Coumywide Policies and the future of King County. Public involvement is
the foundation for any plan that will stand the lest the time. We shouldn't
rush to judge the SEIS or the Countywide Planning Policies before the public
comment period is over. The SEIS before you is a draft and is intended to
be refined by input from today's hearing and written comments.

As we refine the SEIS, let's not forget why the citizens of this couniy
overwhelmingly suppon sensible, planned growth. If King County goes back
to business as usual: We will consume all the vacant residential land within
Ihe urban growth area in less than 20 years: Congestion will worsen rapidly,
seriously eroding our ability to transport goods and services. In the past 10
years, traffic has grown at (our times the rate of population; We will not be
able to attain the quality of tile that we desire. According to a recent survey
by the Puget Sound Regional Council. 74% of King County citizens would
like 10 live in a place where they could do without a car-where they could
walk or bicycle to shopping and lake transit to work.

Wnhin King Couniy there are many very committed people who are working
hard to make our older urban environments more livable and to create a
sense of place wnhin our newer suburbs. Urban centers are not part of a
plot or a radical departure from past development patterns. They are a pan
of history. They are existing places like Capitol Hill or places that are yet to
be, like Federal Way's new town center. II the definiiion o( centers in the
countywide planning policies is loo confining, then let's look at ways to
make U more flexible.

There is room in our county for everyone to have a choice of lifestyles. But
we must make our choices carefully-we cannot carelessly destroy the
qualities that we treasure in King County.

Jobs and economic development must be a part of the plan. The important
work of the Fis/ED Task Force should not be overlooked. Thuir proposed
economic development policies expand job opportunities within the County.

Affordable housing is a critical issue and we must all look (or creative
solutions. But is housing on the urban fringe really affordable? Can we as a
society a«ord 10 subsidize that fringe housing by paying for the new roads.
schools, sewers, water and other services that are needed to serve far-flung
development. Can our young families afford 10 spend four hours a day
commuting on congested roads-hours away from our children at a time
when so many ol them need guidance and leadership. We need to line)
ways to build affordable housing in Seattle, Kent, Auburn, Lake Forest Park,
and Rcdmond. Otherwise we will sncrificc RvcrYthinQ ^or the illusion of
affordable housing that is really devastatingly expensive for us alt.

The SEIS doesn't love all the answers. We must continue to ask Ihu lough
questions that must be resolved. Moving toward workable solutions can do
nothing but strengthen the county's plan and make our Uilurc more secure.

We must all be willing to compromise-we shouldn't slavishly cling to a rigid
definition of centers if a more flexible definition is appropriate. Nor should

we dismantle years of public consensus and good planning to go back to
business as usual.

Thank you for your considcrntion of these commonts.

DERDOWSKI: Mr. Chair. I have a question (or Trnccy. Thank yo very much
for your thoughtful lestimony. As usual, I know you have been
lollowing the GMPC process, you arc a regular atiendcc. Has
your group been invited 10 sit on any subcomminces of GMPC?

RESPONSE: Our president has been represented on the SEIS Task Force.

C. A. Jardainc, 18784 Richlield Road NW

I have ihree comments. First. I am gaining a tremendous amounl of rospoci
for the quality, and sincerity and dedicaiion (or the people on the Council.

So my commenis here I direct to give you some advice to make your job
more palatable or easy. Number 1: T.-iking lliu SAO. that's u touflh
ordinance because it needs to be tough because a good tough rule forces
you to have ways in which you can minimize the harshness of the impact on
ihat rule. But wiihout tough rules thai have 10 be adjusted to make reality
fit. you don'l have anything that is going to be workable. I recommend
what Mr. Oerdowski had said some time ago, there neuds to be p.muls to
minimize the impact in individual cases but not change the basic tough law.

Number 2: I spent some 35 years in making forecasts for business clients

who want to go into a variety of different businesses. Same thing that you
folks are doing here. You are trying 10 (orecasi what is going to happen to
our King County community. Everything can change therefore you must
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base it on some facts thai you start with which is history plus a little guess
into the future. Your document here is flawed. It should be flawed, it can't
be perfect, it will never be perfect. You have got to start with what you
have. The key however, is to have instrumeniaiion built into it. So that

when, in my case, the sales don't generate, you counteract that. When the
expenses get too high. you counteract that. So in your process, going
ahead, build into each of the various facets because there are so many
facets in that big comprehensive book. A hearing panel that can solve that
little problem within the general framework of what you're trying to do.
Thank you.

Joel Haggard, Anorney-at-Law

Thank you members of the Council. On page 2 of the SEIS, bottom left
hand column and continuing to the top right hand column it identifies for the
reader that the Council and the Growth Management Planning Council have
made decisions with respect to the urban rural line in the East Sammamish
Community Area. My client in reviewing this document indicated that he
was well aware of what those changes were. but the common and ordinary
reader of course, would not know. He then asked me what I fell about the
SEIS. I indicated it was draft, at which point he showed me Map A and the
4 maps thai are in Appendix A. He became extremely frightened because I
became speechless, almost. The difficulty was that the Map A and the four
maps arc absolutely contradictory to. out ol date with, and inconsistent with
the result of Ihe King County Council and the Growth Management Planning
Council regarding the designation of the Alderra properly as urban. This is a
similar situation with respect to (unclear language) and Beaver Dam. We
would urge you. as a committee or individually as councilmembers. to
explore and rectify this area so that there is fully disclosure as to what has
occurred. The Excculivc siaff. the Executive, the Council and the GMPC all
have concurred in the results and the decisions of the East Sammamish
Community Plan. This draft should concur with it.

VANCE:

RESPONSE:

Mr. Haggard is this just a technical error in drawing the map? Have
you pointed this out to the planning department?

Yes. I have been in discussions both with Mr. Reid and Mr. Larsen and
have appreciated iheir comments. While I tend not to speak for
somebody else and let them speak by themselves, the review of the
documenl appears that substantially it has included in its analysis the
associated number of units for the urban designation of the property.
Unfortunately, the map is in error and this I think could be easily
corrected as they go 10 the supplement. I don't think we want to
cause....you know it's kind of like Basil Vyzis earlier today was talking

aboui the third law of thermodynamic. I was trained as a mechanical
engineer and I think this is an.example of the second law. That is,

whatever we do increases the eniropy of The universe. The entropy is
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a measure of disorder. I'm sure this disorder can be taken care o(.

Thank you.

Virginia Sweetiand, .16821 - 455th Avenue SE. North Bend 98045

I basically have been following King County Comprehensive Planning since
1972. I looked through my old files and my earliest book is the 1972 draft
of the general development guide so I can't go back to '64 but I did follow

the planning pretty carefully Through 1985 and the adoption of the
comprehensive plan. I was on the citizens advisory commiltee for the
Snoqualmie Valley Community Plan which spanned the adoption ot the 1985
Comprehensive Plan. Last summer I attended all of the meetings of the
Rural Character Task Force which were so ably chaired by Councilmembcr
Phillips and so well represented by Councilmember Derdowski. I generally
agree with the recommendations of the Rural Character Task Force now I
have 10 say that I have had a lapse bccnusc I did not know that Ihc DSEIS
was available for review until I saw the notice about the meeting today and I
have to say that I have not read the DSEIS. I do intend 10 get a copy and I
do intend to read h and I hope thai the writicn comments I will submit will
still be taken into consideration. I've enjoyed being able to be here today
and 1 thank you for the hearing because I've teamed a lot and taken down a
lot of notes from the previous speakers which I will comment on in my
written testimony. Just a few brief points, one speaker asked what's wrong
with what we hnvc been doing for the Inst 30 yo;irs? I itiink this w«is
poimed out in Vision 2020. What we have been doing is not sustainable
and as one speaker said. I Think n was Ken McCarty. it leads to urban decay
and suburban sprawl. Both of which bear tremendous cosi associated. I'm
neither a chemist or an engineer. I won't get into ihai. I am lamiliar with
hamburger, my family eats a lot o( hamburger and il what I see in the way
of suburban sprtiwl subdivisions that have been pin in place under ihc w/ay
we have done business in the past. if that is hamburger, then I would hate
to see sieak. Whai we need is more aftordable housing. I justiwroie down
the name of Sicve Claggcn. one o( the speakers as emoboding principles
with which I am very much in agreement with. I agree wiih AIHson Moss,
which is noi loo usual. that the need for industrial base in the rural areas is
very imponani. This is one of the subjccis we talked about on the Rural
Character Task Force. With thai I will submit my wriuon comments to you.
Thank you.

VANCE: There will be another chance to testify.

Chris Lehman

I am a resident ol Seattle. I am a resident of a very dense neighborhood.

One thai is becoming denser. In (act, all the residential land lots in my

• neighborhood of Eastlake are multi-family zoned. We are undergoing some
of the pressures and impacts of growth. We have more traffic. We have a
lot of disruption. We have construction and we're not against that. We are
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willing to accept it. We realize that this is needed in order to have a more
rational system of land use. And it is very painful and it's not always easy
but fundamentally we want to be assured that this ongoing density in ours.
one of the densest neighborhoods in Seattle is being purchased for

something of value and that is we want to be assured that as our
neighborhood becomes more dense the countyside thai this process of
densification is meant to protect will in fact be protected. We want to be
sure that the urban rural line is maintained. I lobbied very hard for the
Growth Management Act and I chair a statewide alliance of neighborhood
associations which was very active on behalf of thai law. We were invited
to the signing of it. The reason why we managed to have an alliance of
urban, suburban and rural groups is because of that bargain. Density, but
also maintain the urban growth boundary so that the countryside is
protected. Let me say a final word about the alternataive. I am always
surprise to hear about all the attorneys suddenly making arguments against
the environmental impact statements. In fact if the B&O Tax had been in

(act extended to legal services, as it probably should have been. the slate
would have made a real, and probably the locality would get a share of that
would have made a hugh windfall today on the amount of attorney time that
has been spent trying to poke holes in the EIS. The tact is, this is really an
excellent job. li is not suppose to be the whole story. The project level
EIS's are going to provide a lot more of the detail that they seem to want.
This could go on forever if they were to insist on a perfect job. Fact is that
this is a very thoughtful EIS which represents a range of alternatives. I
don't happen 10 support the magnet alternative. I think thai the magnet
alternaiive is a kind of trojan horse (or breaking the urban growth boundary
and cominuing a sprawling lifestyle as Greg Hill memioned is just aiming us
towards continued devastation of our environment. But I do feel that the
magnet alternative represents one extreme and the various center alternative
another from which we can cobble together a very good composite. There
arc some excellent things in Ihc magnet alicrnativc. including lcasi cost
planning, benchmark monitoring there is no reason why those cannot be
incorporated into the centers alternative. Undoubtedly what we will end up
with, and il will be a good alternative and a good conclusion, .will be a
modified centers aHernative, with some magnei aspects. I compliment the
work of all the people that went into this EIS. and thank you.

Gordon Kinder - Conservaiion Division of the Mountaineers

We are an outdoor and recreation organizaiion that is state wide. and
headquanered here in Seattle. Mr. Layman aniculated basically most of
whai I would like to say. We favor the urban cenier alternative, but feel
thai it needs 10 be refined, and there are probably some good ideas from the
magnet alternative thai can be incorporated into a viable hybrid option.

Essentially our message is to build up and not out. I agree with what Kathy
Fleicher said earlier that density is a-very potent toot to protect the

environmental quality which is so important here, and makes it such a
unique and pleasant place to live, with the close proximity of an urban area

to rural areas. I echo what Mr. Layman said. please do rioi move the growth
line east, adhere to that. Your major constraints here are lime.
transportation, waiur and lliu yiowili line. Plu.isu puy puilicul.ir iincnlion 10
the issue of water supply, that will be a controlling factor in the future. You
should only change behavior in small steps - that may ultimately prove to be
ihe case if you try lo implement ttic urban ccnlcr approach, U may noi bo
politically viable, there may be lots o( complications. However, we don't
have the time to really experiment, and provide a paradigm or a test, which
was what someohe else suggested earlier. There was a reference to ihc
Third law of thermodynamics, which as I understand it, not being a physicist,
is that you can't force this process. I would point to Hong Kong. where
there are tremendous densities and a vury thriving economy, with very
severe constraints on transportation in particular. If you accept the premise
thai someone said earlier that transponation is the major environmental
threat it might be an interesting example to look at. I have had a physicist
tell me that if something is attempted to be forced and it's not moving, H
just isn't being forced hard cnonflh. I think that is pretty much the npproach
that is probably warranied in our current condition. I also think it's a good
idea to provide incentives as someone pointed out earlier and TO adhere to
the timetable and also public participation dimension to ihis process. it's
very important. Emphasis should be continued 10 be placed there. Thank
you for the opportunity 10 testify and I will be submittinfl written testimony.

Mary O'Farrell. 23708 NE 70th Sireei. Redmond

I would like 10 put in a word o( support <or the urban centers alternative
which could mosi eflcctivety be served by mass transit and hopefully high
speed rail in the near future. I too have spent sonic tiniu in China and Hong
Kong and I agree with the previous speakers analysis ol how they have been

able to cope real well with extremely high densities and yet maintain a very
atiractive place lo live and there arc many iransportaiion choices in Hong
Kong thai wish we had in the Seattle area. I support the SEI^ finding that
the urban rural growth line needs to be held where il is now or even moved
in closer lo the cny and existing urban areas to preserve some of the open
space and (arm land which is west of the line. I would propose that the
urban island created in the 1985 Comp Plan. the Bear Creek Master Plan
Developments which leap Irog urban growth iruo rural areas be taken out of
the feature proposal. This area has virtually no existing infrastruciure and is
a couple mites easi of ihe urban growth line. This and other master plan
communities located on the urban fringe are not needed at this lime. We
have been working on an issue ihis week in which they are anempiing 10
delink the infrastructure o( Ihe imerchange in Redmond from these
developments. This is just an example of how. even plans which are called
out (or very specifically are watered down and not implemenicd. I am very
concerned about having the high density urban growth right next to the rural

areas. I would take issue with the characterization of undeveloped lands as
being vacant land because its not just a slab of asphalt sitting out in the
middle of nowhere. It's a very productive area which is the lungs and
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kidneys of the county and also the source of water and pure air for our good

quality lifestyle and recreation area also. Thank you.

John House

I appreciate those members who have stayed with us this morning. We
appreciate it Chairman Vance. My name is John House and I live at 38207

SE 45th Place, Snoqualmie. I think the SEIS does the job it set out to do
and I think it is really important for this committee and the Metropolitan King

County Council to respect the process which is gone on already including
the citizen input and the difficult policy decisions which have already been

made during the year's effort that has already gone into this. I think it
would undermine public support to switch major policy decisions this late in

the process. I think that the centers policies combined with some of the
incentive ideas contained in the magnet proposal best meet our needs. I
think that citizens are willing to accept substanive lifestyle changes to
protect rural areas from sprawl. I think it's time to make some clear choices
to protect what we all value as special about living here in the Puget Sound
area. On my way in this morning Chairman Vance I heard you on the radio
and you were saying thai you had some concerns about pushing growth out

o( King County only to have it burden our sister counties to the north and
the south. I had thought. and do believe that boih the Growth Management
Act and the Vision 2020 regional transportation plan are good forums for
bringing about ihe joint planning and operation among those counties and I

would hope ihai the county council would use those forums to make sure
that they were not just squishing growth out of here and into there and that
it is a regional solution. Thank you for your time.

Tom Sanderson

W- ef

I would like (D say a (ew words about the problem that Mr. Haggard brought
up earlier. I live right in that area and I noticed some peculiar on the map as
well. immediately when I reviewed the SEIS. But I thought that the East
Sammamish Communiiy Plan located the urban rural line in a different

location Than whai was recommended by the GMPC. What I thought was

that The maps weren't exactly wrong they just assumed that the urban rural
line will ultinwely be located as recommended by the GMPC. However, this

does leads us 10 an inadeouacy in ihe EIS. It includes no analysis of impacts
caused by ihe 1993 East Sammamish Community Plan not adopting the

GMPC recommended urban rural line. This is critical because the 1993 East

Sammamish Community Plan extended urban growth and Metro sewer from
the Sammamish Basin to property entirely within the Snoqualmie Basin.

Past county policy was to deny Metro sewer extensions to properties
entirely within the Snoqualmie Basin. The East Sammamish Community Plan

violated coumywide planning policy LU-14E by extending urban growth
across the watershed boundary into .an area that is predominately

undeveloped and rural in character. The problems associated with this are
that it will stress infrastructure unnecessarily and it will impact an
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undeveloped watershed with a healthy native Coho salmon run. These

impacts and other impacts of locating the urban rural line someplace other

than as shown in Figures A-3 and thai all of them are not addressed in this
document, or least I couldn't find where they were addressed. Until we

have proven technology to mitigate water quality and water quantity
impacts of developments on undeveloped salmon bearing watersheds I
recommend that the urban rural line be located at watershed boundaries
instead of extending it to undeveloped watersheds with highly valued native

salmon runs. Thank you that concludes my comments.

(END OF PUBLIC COMMENTS)
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J. Taylor Washburn, Foster Pepper t Shefelman
Steve Hallstron
Gerry McDougall, Washington Natural Gas
Holly Kean, East King County Regional Water Assoc.
Paul Barden
Weyerhaeuser Company S Weyerhaeuser Real Estate Company
The Leagues of Women Voters of King County
Greater Maple Valley Area Council
Gary Upper
The Cosmos Group
Joli Inperatori
'Keith Dearborn - Real Growth Facts — King County
Housing Units Per Acre

COMMENTS ON COUNTYWIDE PLANNING POLICIES DSEIS

by

J. Tayloa Waehbnm
router Pepper and Shefelnnn

Metropolitan King County Council

February 9 1994

INTRODDCTIOMl

Last appearance 10 daye ago on ncononic development t
GMA process
Today'• focus is on CPP and environmental review;
complamantB FIS-ED
Your rol« n» policy-nakcr* to pull two together, along
with wealth of data fora other sources, and set long-
term course for County and region.

SIONiriCAMCE Or CPP t DBEIB

• CPP ae benchnark for 33 local plane
• Ultimate Allocation of population and jobs is a key to

local plans. Simply dividing up 20 year population
forecast among cities in large part due to their own
wish list is:

1. Not the formula for efficient use of limited
regional resources;

2. Not a model of type of coordinated economic
planning uhlch lends itself to a regional
ncononic strategy.

For exampln, Seattle hac included anbitioue projectione for
employment grovHh, both downtown and in industrial areas.
Yet the latest draft of City plan fails to show hou pay tor
environmental cleanup and redevelopment costc which only
incrcaae the price of doing business. Nor doca the notion
that nulti-atory industricl buildings seen likely to achieve
large number of jobs Seattle aeeks. The County and CPP iBcue
is whether Council wants to take away other siting



oppotunitiea for bunineBBBB va want to kanp and attract baced
on hope of Seattle and other jurisdictions?

We have ninilur i««u« vith tho»« juri«diction« •uch a*
Federal Way vhlch ask for •ubstantlal increasca without any
claar evidence that Uieee populntion JumpB liknly to happen^

• Rol« of •BIBt to bnlp policynakar nalca infomad
deciaions

How well does this measure up?

XY FERSPECTm ON SETSt

• As FIS-ED aeabar, a conaittBe which focucaB on 2 arnae
SEIS not purport to factor in:

1. Fincal inpact
2. Feasibility of nlternativcB

- DSEIS only look of inpactn of alternativaa

Thus, you vll-advi.ed to plac* linit.d vight on lt«
conclusions
- Put anothar way, th« SEIS doacn't raally try and
annuer the key qucBtion: will the 14, B or
Alternatives WORK?
- SETS merely ctat-ec if all happen as it chould in
theory, here arc iapactE.

• On this level, SEIS unrenarkable in
finding 8 centers uee lecc land than No
Action or Magnet

But queetion NOT anEuered in SEIS is what
happens if a centera doesn't achieve goal, i.e. if
after_p°uring .SSS/''csources into funding ' centers,
PBOP1*. and ^°bc do"'t cone? Thn activitieB--of
FIS-ED._and other groups arc raising aerioua
queestl°"s °" ule extent'to which future jobs"and
population ara likely to develop in centers"vercuc
other areas outside of centers", but within urban
areas.

• Car Btudia* foundt

Except for Seattle and naybe Bellevue:
1. ^Residential CPP criteria unlikely to be

unless very anbitioua
government action beyond vhat in CPP nou.

2:_J_°b.enpl°yncnt t<"-getB equally unlikely,
especially in suburban"arena.

COBCI.UBIOM

Given crndibln doubta on banlc nssunptlona ralnted to 8
nnd~K,~ and uncertainty on impacts Magnets, not adopt a
County Plan until you hav

a) better underctanding of alternatives S, tie to
eco davelopnent •tc
b) integrated resulf and changes in CPP Phase II
into your County Plan

If you opt for a Preferred Alternative^ fron 8 or 14
CenterE 'optione, be preparud to BUbctantially incrense
incantlvaB and other aggr«a»iv ctrategieB to reducn the
gap between ttoe theoretical potential of Centers,
IB what SEIS dwells on, and the energing analyEic yhich
•uggenta that cent;er» are unlikely to achieve in 20
years anywhere close to theoretical density.

Be sure to ensure that assunptioriB of each alternative
have been proven to be realistic before adopting it

Recognize that under all alternatives, but especially
centarB-baead alturnativaa, govarnnant vill hava to etap
up and provide substantial •ubsidiea to provide housing
opportunities in urban centers for those with less than
BOt of median income.

Use the GHA vindou of opportunity, Btaiting uith CPP and
into County Plan, to promote and work. into law and long
term CIP the foundation for economic development and
prosperity on which our quality of life is founded - a
good job and a home.

Accomplish this through incorporate regional
economic study into CPP and County Plan and
through taking the lead in "napping" County
to identify the best places for anticipated
future development. >



Metropolitan King County Council _ February, 8 1994
Growth Management, Housing and Environment Comminec

Chair Vancc, Council Members:

Thank you for the opponunity to comment on the draft SEIS for the CPPs. in
particular on the Land Use analysis.

At the broadest level the analysis covers the options and the impactsofthc policies
adequately given that this is a phased review of a non-project action. Thedata

which is used to represent the rural area reflects much more closely what is

happening on the ground than what has previously been produced by County
reports. An encouraging signal to those who recogmzc that the rural land is being

developed at much higher densities than the ballyhoocd 5 and 10 acre densities of

the I985Comp.Plan.

I believe that the data clearly supports the "center alternatives as the least
environmentally degradmg. the best for meeting afibrdable housing and the most
likely to provide for economic development when all costs are considered All
costs include the cost of loss of land and degradation of the environment, factors

which most likely will not, but should be, included in the fiscal analysis. It is past
time that economists recognize that resource lands and the environment have value

not measured in the market place, especially given the premise of sustainable

development.

While the data support the ccnlcr alternatives, the nairative is less precise.

Reading only the analysis and not including the Mitigation Measures the narrative
is highly biased toward the Magnet alleraativc. Clearly the authors want to

include benchmarks and incentives as csscnrial to the unplcmentarion of the GMA.

As wrincn and described the Magnet alternative fails a test of reasonableness.

Goals wilt be set and incenlivcs used. Rules wilt be promulgated as the

dcvctopmcnl occurs.

Imagine applying this to a (cam of teenagers on a playuig field. The goal is to get
the ball to the some place on ihc field. The incentive. a new car. The benchmarks:

no injuries and do it in 30 minutes. 10 minutes later monitoring shows two broken
legs. A new role. no clipping below the belt. 5 minutes later, three bloody noses.

Monitoring produces a new rule. no hitting above the neck. And who is making

the rules. Each jurisdiction initially makes their own driven only by the
incentives. And ihcrc is yet another new appointed body to referee.

The Magnet Altcroahvc is the Graham/Rudmann altcnurivc. Lilcc
Graham/Rudmann Deficit Reduction it sets lofty goals but no-one is held
accountable for achieving them. And it should be pointed out that
Graham/Rudmann included monitoring and bcnchmarics. Without enforcement
Policies the debt only increased, as mil environmental impacts with the Magnet
alternative.

In the Mibgarion section the Draft SEIS aclmowlcdgcs this shortcomine and
suggests that the "good policies" of the CPPs be unplemcntcd to give the Magnet
alternative substance I have long advocated mccnrivcs to supplement and where

!!asible.ycpll"?.,re8ulat?°°" u cu]ture had strong communidcs. matching the
strong ethos of the market economy. this option would be more feasible. The
ccnteis altcroarivcs provide a basis for building those conununities.

The market ethos shows in the "least cosr modeling. Docs least cost consider the

social and human costs of the discniranchiscd, the homeless, the high cnmc'ratc"

". deaths " thc imPovcrishcd neighborhoods of the county? Does it include the
S25.000 annual cost to house criminals? Does it even consider the $5.000 annuaJ
cost of owning a car that the auto.&imdly areas require. Well desired urban"

centers with employment will help mend our deteriorating social fabric.

The narrative discusses impacts. The "centers" impacts arc characterized as

te^^whilc other airman ves arc more often just noted as "changes-'TTicrc is

"02"-soficJlrioneIve" for this lan8uae<=. If in building centers. operTspace.park^
community and civic centers, the are. and other urban cstherics'arc pnmary'.'whcrc

^thcjusdficarion for calling them "adverse". Building such communit3cs''shoul'^
ivc impact on the human environment and hence the natural

cn^ronmcni. Imagine what renovating Bdlcvue-s CBD could mcan7AJl the
rrauic congestion gone. no more 3 minute stop lights, -nic new park accessible

a"d."sed' TIy Bc"cvuc °" f°ot. tws" or bike loday. Nol many do'becauseT
isn I a functional community. ~ ' -7

A.'.?.c s-OTC-timc"aTTa"vc WMd smithi"8 is "scd to downplay the impacts of

al"oiLTl": alll:mativ" that depend most'on (he expansion of roads w'descnbed

a-s "'crcasing thc auIO-fricndlY ^ca. Autos are our major pollutcrs^d Uhe'yrcsu'll

m.more u"P,cmous surface than any other fonn oftnmsportation. Consider'this'

ideological pcrspccdvc. Instead ofauto-fiicndly; the ccological'tennufo?
neniallv damap<.ri Go back and rc-read the sections

substituting "cnviroruncntally damagccFuid see what sense It'connotes"

Februaiy 8, 1994 DSE1S on CPPs



The analysis assumes all centers will have the same characteristics. One
miogadon that should be considered is defining different levels of urban centers.
This was proposed in the Vision 2020 model and recognizes that downtown Kent
might never be like downtown Bcllcvue. Choice is one of the drivers of the
market and choice in urban centers should be provided as long as the density
sufiSccs for transit and pedestrian occupancy and work places.

Use of current zoning biases the analysis toward the auto-fricndly alternatives.

While this technique provides a base level for comparison it docs not recognize
that inherent in any centers alternative is rezoning of the CBD. Once that

assumption is applied then the centcis alternatives arc clearly best.

Incentives, monitoring and benchmarks all can be used as tools in achieving the
goals of GMA. Benchmarks need to be independent of the planning process least
they be like achievement test scores - the results tainted by the process. In

achievement tests there is teaching to the test, in benchmarks setting goals with

predetermined conditions. The latter allows the claim that the 1985 Comp. Plan
met its goal of keeping development in the urban area. To report that 95% of
growth was urban is not representative as the "urban area" included the sprawl that

ultimately cuknuiatcd in the GMA.

The policies of all three task forces strengthen the CPPs environmental protection.
Except for the busmess/office park proposal in the Economic Development

policies their inclusion in an amended 14 center alternative will provide the

cihzcns of the county the mosi cnvironmcnially, socially and economically strong

framework for future.

^te:^^=~
Sieve Hallsirom

5405 Toll River Rd.
Camarion.WA 98014
(206) 333-4928

Febmary 8. 1994 DSEIS on CPPs

February 9, 1994

Comments on the utilides section of the SEIS

to Metro King County Council

..n.

Good morning.

My name is Gerry McDougall. I serve as Vice President for Special

Projects for Washington Natural Gas. We're a privately held natural

gas utility, serving 286,000 customers in King County.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment this morning.

WNG fully supporu the goals of Growth Management id ensure that

King Counry remains a great place to live and work—for us and for our

children. Through involvement on the Fis/Ed Comminee and one-to-one

work with planners. WNG has been active in the GMA planning effort.
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Today, I brmg you our comments on the draft SEIS. I appreciate the

magnitude of the SEIS task, particularly given fhe aggressive timetable

on Countywide Planning Policy adoption. However, I'm coacpmed that

King County risks adopting policies that are based on good mtentions

instead of hard facts. This document is not an adequate tool with which

an elected official might make an informed decision on the Countywide

Planning Policies.

Specific to our business, the SEIS discusses private utilities, but it does

not provide any depth of information that would allow WNG to

adequately assess impacts of the various alternatives on our company

and on our ability to provide service to our customers—now and in the

future.

The theme, as staled in the introduction of the utility section, is "...the

more concentrated development in urban areas...the more efficient and

cost effective (he delivery of utility services."

The Eight and Fourteen Center Alternatives are said to have the greatest

potential for energy efficiency and positive impact on the delivery of

utility services.

The "cost-effectiveness" or "affordability" of density has served as (lie

underpinning of King County's the Growth Management planning effort.

But we do not understand how this "cost-effectiveness" or "affordability"

can be achieved through high density land use. Everything we've

studied says there is a pomt at which increasing density increases cost

of service and reduces efficiency.

(.

Our experience within our service area drives home this point—our

operations and capital costs are the highest in densely populated areas.
\

It costs more 10 serve gas customers in Seattle than in Bellevue; and it

cosis more 10 serve gas customers in Bellevue than in smaller cities; and

so on.

This is true not just in King County, but throughout the nation. We've



looked at operations and maintenance costs for natural gas utilities

nationwide. Cities with greater densities — greater populations per

square mile and more utility customers per square mQe tend to be more

expensive places to serve gas. We suspect the same is true for other

utility service providers.

These higher costs of density don't end with natural gas service. If you

look at cost of living indicators such as groceries, housing, utilities and

transportation, the trend holds. Dense cities like Boston andWashmgton

D.C. are more expensive places to live than Albuquerque and New

Orleans.

I remain very concerned dial these policies will make it tougher for our

employees to find affordable housing within King County and will send

prospective customers outside our semce area to Skagit, Kitsap and

Kiniias counties by anindally consu-aining the supply of land.

Before we buy off on a plan calling for significantly increased densities,

let's be sure we take an honest, sober look at what that iniglit mean 10

the residents and businesses of King County and what die physical,

envaonmental, social, economic and political impacts will be..

I look forward to continumg to work with you and county planning staff

to achieve a plan that can fulfUl the vision of a strong economy and

desirable living environment.

Thank you.

[see attachments]
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EAST KING COUNTS REGIONAL 'WotC.T ASSOCIATION

Bclkrield Office Part • 1309 IHlh Avenue S£.Suilc 300 • BcUcvuc. WA 98004

Telephone: (206) 455-8366 • Fax: (206) '155-8903

February 9, 1994

TO: Jane Hague
,.' / Metropolitan King County Council

Growth Management, Housing and Environment Committee

Holly Kean
Executive Director

i.^'w
SUBJECT; Draft 8EIS for County»id» planning Policina

\.

WATER SUPPLY - CHAPTER 8

COMM2NTB

This chapter needs to state nore forthrightly that new water
sources will be needed to support economic development
strategies and continued population increases from internal
grovt and in-nigration no natter how successful we are at
conserving water as the next source of "new supply." Although
sound policy, conservation is a stop-gap measure to give us
the time - 15 to 20 years - to find, plan, allocate, and build
a new source. No matter how the population is arranged on the
King County landscape, a new major water source is needed. We
are not deferring a decision to build new sources by the use
of conservation. We are doing all things possible to stretch
our current supply so King County -residents can continue to
maintain their current lifestyle vith a minimua of sacrifice.

King County has long had a policy vhich discourages the
extension of najor utility infrastructure into rural areas
unless a uater quality or supply problem is identified. This
is buttressed by code language which puts teeth in the policy.
To my knowledge, there are few, if any, problems implementing
the policy. So, I am puzzled by several references to the
possible need for najor improvements to the rural utility
system infrastructure. King County policy translates to
individual hones on a well or lots created by shortplat or
snail subdivisions being served by a veil(s). If najor
infrastructure inproveaents are needed in rural towns or
cities, the SEIS should be core precise.

Class A uater systems contain 15 or more connections; Class B
systems contain 2 to 14 connections.

Pnnud on 100ft Rccyclul Plpu

Page Two

The references to the 1985 Seattle Water Supply Plan on page
126 are out of date. The situation is now quite different.
The discussion should be based on the 1993 Seattle Hater
Supply Plan.

In addition to conservation, individual utility exploration,
and -the potential of the North Fork. of the Tolt River, the
Seattle Hater Department and• the East King County Regional
Water Association are exploring the possibility of locating a
major regional groundwater source in the Upper Snoqualmie
Valley. Application has already been made to the Department
of Ecology to drill an exploratory veil.

The proposed intertie between Tacona Water and the Seattle
Water system from Pipeline 5 should be discussed as another
source of water. The quantity, however, will not be known
until Tacona completes its negotiations with the Muckleshoot
Tribe. And, if construction is not begun on Pipeline 5 by
1996, it will put additional stress on the Seattle Water
Department system as many of the South King County purveyors
rely solely on grounduater. Cities such as Federal Way do not
have a surplus water supply unless Pipeline 5 is built.

I agree that construction of more multifaaily development uill
reduce uater supply needs. However, the reduction should be
quantified because I'm not certain it will be significant.

The concentration of growth will not necessarily have much
impact on the need for new water sources. It will, however,
have an effect on infrastrucure needs. Infrastructure needs
and source needs should be discussed separately.

The DSEIS should emphasize that a change to policy RU-16 is
needed if we are to build new supplies, public facilities for
these new uater sources will have to be constructefi where the
water source is located. The Cedar River system, constructed
at the turn of the century, was built in the hlnterlands
because that was the location of the source. I do not know of
any major regional sources which could be developed in the
urban areas.

The reuse of treated uasteuater should be included as a
potential new Bource of supply. Although I do not believe it
is a viable source because King County does not have many
large, single users for the treated vastewater, it is part of
the uater supply scheme. Unlike Pierce County which has the
Sinpson Kraft Mill using at least 8 MGD, King County has snail
users by comparison. The construction of a distribution
system uould be very costly because of the lack of
concentration of large water users. Use of the system would



page Three

2 to 3 nonths out of the year. It is als°^unl"own
^^L^ldYvLct°e^^^^^terfor-potable^^^^
^e^^aCh^TdlMcl°uc^canuincreas^^^^
^^^t^E^^^TdrcideU^M^^ter is-needed to
^nc^~ti»e"instrea£' flow in the Cedar River.

10. There was no discussion of groundwater as_an ,inP^rt^^m'^
10 • ^fe^"f^ ^"Sun^y:" Sroundwater^uppUesJ^pe^n^

^he"^rb«n"popula^ion7"This source needs to be_Pr°tected^r°n .
^tMln^t1on~and-the reduction of the u'-ba"_aquifer_recha^e
^^rby'Tnappr°pr"te~piaceB.ent of high density development.

CSJlPTER 9 - Btomvater ManagBnant

value of storavater runoff has increased among groundwate^
They"believe the current policy of capturing runoff

^'d^nneling'Tt into-water courses 6hould^be^ey_iev^d^o^a^r^
Sa]'an'ced"Tpproach.- Twenty-tuo percent of urban Ki;ng_Cj»mty^>
^p^latlon'l'5ses-'grounduater as Its only source. Runoff helps

recharge aquifers.

CHATTER IS - WtT Quality

of protecting groundwater from contamination should
b'e° ea^hasTze'd as "22" percent'of King County's urbin population
depends on grounduater as its only water source.

Februarys, 1994

^ COMMENTS ON THE CPP DRAFT SEIS
'^ ~1

The'pwpose of this SEIS is to analyze the probable efTects of a reasonable

range of alternatives for-tfc.couniywide planning policies. To do (his, (tie
SE1S should be based on data sets which relied realisiic growth patterns.
IJnfoaunaishfjeaHsiic Growth data was not used.//t/7/^< D/t^/^'t
. Fis/Ed Task Force work clearly identifies that 14 centers will not be built

in 20 years; bi^x-4 <^><ru- c«-A«^<It^<^> /r&'c/^.^/t^t

• It is doubtful that 8 centers will build out in 20 years;
• "pie data set for the Magnets Alternative provides no clear idea of the
groym pattern.

The failure to use realistic growth assumptions means that this Draft SEIS
noi only does not provide adequate information on the alternatives; more
imponantly, it cannot provide meaningful infonnation upon which to base a
preferred altemauvc.

yftf_
The SEIS has an underlying pro-centere slant which appears to pre-judge
impacts without substantive analysis.

^ Executive Summary critiques the Fis/Ed's recommendations relating to
office parks on the unsubsianliaied basis dial it will undennine the centers

(ematives;

f^ f ve" SEIS ass"mes that 35 to 65 percent ofncw growth will be redevelopment
^espilc Fis/Ed work questioning this:

•f^c- SEIS consisiently refers to centers as being based on high capacity transit;
yet. there is no meariinefu] analysis ofthejmgacis of the regiorial transit

plan on ccnlers. in fact, lack of rail is not determined 10 be a fatal Haw in
centers development. \

IfJ-Tri/S QOAH

^rom (9(uJL6-&<T<^



tt/y*fftW

'^yy^,

^^..,_^_.._...^_.._;^?^The SEIS uses simplistic iruisms and avoids theJough^^tions'such as: ' tf
T^ environmental problems with redevelopinyuufustnal lands and the costs

ofremediation;

^jf^T/Uc T^S? problems of crime and human SCTVJCCS in denser urban areas;

i»M»T' IS T'"'

TH.-

need for new water sources to support economic development in the next

twenty years;

• cosu and feasibility of making urban centers attractive and inviting -
issues relating to parks, public safety and schools.

The analysis in th^SEIS fails to take into account important information and
studies which are current and relevant to this analysis.
• Fis/Ed Task Force's Case Studies are not utilized ;

• Waier Section is based on the 1985 Scanle Water Supply Plan instead of
the 1993 plan (which has been out for over 10 months).

\>a»fT _
Finally, the SEIS fails to address the most fundamental questions:

• What is the likely outcome of amending the CPP's and nominating

CTers?... ..... . .. ... ysf/^^
• Whai will happen both inside and outside, centers ifthe"riominatcd centers

ft-cU^.Y , , , . , «•• «v<J|«ry.» ^v<<t«i-f>»*..
grow-up"ifTu-iro<i. ptiiucd way whiclyjurisdicifon^indicate'is likely?

• What happens if non-center cities do not cunail jobs and housing growth
in their jurisdictions in order to focus growth into centers?

• Do Aese policies ensure appropriate locations to atiract and maintain high
wage/high value jobs such as those supplied by Boeing and Microsoft?

The CPP's as a vision for the next twenty years will direct us to somewhere -
the question thai the Final SEIS needs lo address is: what is the likely

outcome of each of the alternatives in 20 years - what are the environmental

impacts - and whai opponuniiies are opened and foreclosed?

2/9/94

coMtuarrs on RDIUH, ISSUES
DBEIB, CPP8, AMD ROWtL TXSK rORCB

Offarad by
»«yrtr«u»«r Company and Wyrhruaar R«al E«taf Company

Summary of Concerns; .

1. Rural densities
2. Rural levels of service
3. Rural forestry downzone
4. Resource Based Industrial Uses
5. Mandatory clustering
6. Assumption that environaental regulations do not apply

in the Rural Area
7. "Permanent" designation
8. Special vesting rule

The DSEIS Executive Suanary indicates on p. ii that the
policies recommended by the Rural Task Force encourage land
patterns which support the traditional character of rural King
County through preserving rural lifescyles and econonies. While
we wish to commend the task force for its hard work, on the
topics which we wish to address ue do not think this
characterization is accurate and we ask that you seriously
reconsider the policies discussed in this outline.

Specific Concerns

Rural Densities

1. The Task force asked that the DSEIS evaluate dovnzoning
the rural area to 20 and 35 acres. That concept was
explored and rejected in the development of the 1985
Coup Plan and again in the adoption of the Rural Zone.
Instead, the vast majority of the rural area was zoned

i-A-lT- for 5 and 10 acre minimum lot sizes.

The DSEIS presents no evidence that this zoning has not
protected rural character or rural lifestyles and
economics. Indeed, it indicates that 85-901 of the
residential grout.h has occurred within the UGA. DSEIS,
p. 10.

2. The DSEIS conclusion on this downzone is particularly
confusing. It concludes: The County should work with
rural area residents to further define what activities
are considered rural, then apply then as mitigation to

.1



these development scenarios.
this mean?

DSEIS, p. 48. What does

,7/0-6

He.- B

^0-B

C.A- 2.3

^A -/8

3. The DSEIS also concluded that limiting development
within rural areas will re-allocate It to urban areas.
DSEIS, p. 52. W« BUBt serioualy challenge this
conclusion. Urban and rural choices arc not funglble.
An individual eeeking a rural lifeetyle is far more
likely to aove out of the County to obtain a rural
experience (with the potential of commuting greater
distances to work) than to nova into one of the urban
centers. • '

4. The DSEIS makes a •weaping conclusion that the policies
recommended by the Rural Tank Force provide for greater
beneficial inpacta on the environment than the CPPs and
they would improve the extent to which the existing
rural character would be prnnerved and enhanced. DSEIS
pp. ii, xiii, 15 and 46. Yet DSEIS states that rural
areas have typically provided what once was
"affordable" and that restriction 'of land could create
an exclusionary situation where only the wealthy will
be able to afford homes "in the country.". OSEIS p.,
42. Are we then to conclude that such exclusivitiy is
an appropriate public policy?

25 and 30 acre lots are not only not affordable to the
vast majority of King County's residents, this
tremendous dovnzoning will greatly devalue many
families' principal asset.

Rural Levels of Service

5. Re Task Force Policies RU-10, RU-12 and RU-15, vhile we
would all agree that some service standards should be
different in the Rural Area (e.g. gravel shoulders and
drainage svales rather than curb, gutter and sidewalk)
we are concerned that Rural Task Force Policy RU-13
will unduly restrict rural options. We ask that this
policy, if included in the CPPs, be amended to read:

... Pavement uidth should be no uider than needed to
meet safety considerations and accommodate permitted
densities and designated bicycle/pedestrian routes.

Rural Forestry Dovnzone

6. Re Rural Task Force Policies RU-1, RU-2, RU-5, as King
County Planning staff has acknowledged, a rural
foreacry zone and its Inplied dovnzone to 1 du/20 acres
provides a strong incentive to remove property from the
(orest tax classification and the likely need to then

log it to pay the roll back taxes. He believe that
this proposal will cause conversions as property ovners
seek to avoid further downzoning. It will be perceived
as a penalty for having kept property in forestry. We
have already begun to see thin happen in both King and
Snohoninh Counties.

If land ban long term coMncrcial viability for forestry
/^ -/ g USB, it should be designated forestry. If not, the

County should encourage but not try to lock up smaller
wood lots.

Surprisingly, the DSEIS does not even appear to
evaluate the impacts of the suggested rural forestry
zone.

Resource Based industrial Uses

7. We strongly sucfiaiS ED-10 which encourages the siting
of resource based industrial uses in close proximity to
the resource. Yet, resource based industrial uses are
not included uittain the Rural Task Force's Policy FW-

^/^--f) RUa which states that it lists "the most important
components of rural character" or in RU-11. If added to
the CPPs, FW-RUa should be amended to include these
kinds of uses.

The DSEIS states that ED-10 could have a significant
impact on rural character if rural character is not
defined to include resource based industrial activity.
DSEIS, p. 46. Why in the world would rural character
not be defined to include these uses?

This issue is of particular concern to Weyerhaeuser
because it has two mills located in unincorporated King
County. In the recent adoption of the Snoqualmie and
Enunclau Conaunity Plans, you zoned both mills Heavy
Manufacturing, expressly stating that you wished to
ensure their long tem viability. We ask that this
support be reflected in the CPPs.

Mandatory Clustering

8. Re LU-12 nnd Rural Task Force Policy RU-6, clustering
should be encouraged through incentives. However, it
should not be mandated on all ownerships greater than
10 acres. See, DSEIS, p. 43. First, it is

<4-^/ inappropriate to regulate differently by ownership.
Second, the GMA calls for providing for a variety of
lifestyles and rural densities.



county Enylronnental Regulations Apply to Rural Xrefl

9. There aeens to be an assumption cnvironnantal
regulationn and densities limits do not currently apply
in the Rural Area. DSEIS, p. 42, states that Incrnaaed
densities under the No Action Alternative could cause a
dncreasB in the quality of life due to a «ubstantial .

'/»-o?o change or loaa of connunlty character, unnltlaated
traffic increasea, or Insufficient levels of service.
(See also p. 52 which etates that the 1385 Coup Plan
consists only of general recommendationa and lack the
stringency necessary for regulating developnent in a
proactive manner.) The SAO, drainage manual, road
adequacy standards, clearing and grading code,
shoreline regulations and SEPA all apply in the rural
area.

Rural Areas _As_Pemanent Desianation

10. The cPPs and Task Force recommendations treat the Rural
Areas as unchanging and pemanent. This approach
conflicts with DCD's Procedural Criteria which suggests
that policies should not foreclose eventual expansion
of the urban area and cannon sense which indicates
that, if King County is to prosper, some time in the
future it will have to expand the Urban Area. Indeed,
the DSEIS acknowledges that the UGA nay be too tightly
drawn. DSEIS, p. 51.

Special Vesting Rule

11. Finally, we have a question with Task Force RU-19.b
which seems to revoke vesting if an extension in a
preliminary plat is requested. First, to grant an
extension, you must find good cause. Why would you

-/»-3y then change the rules? Second, why uould the County
single out the rural area for this treatment? This
policy should not be adopted.

THE LEAGUES
OF WOMEN VOTERS OF K.WG COUNTS
KttU COUKTT •OUW • UkXE VHtMMSVOH EAST . SEArTtE

TESTIMONY BEFORE THE KING COUNTV COUNCIL ON TRF. DRAFT
SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE
COUNTYWIDE PLANNING POLICIES Fcbru.ry 9. 1994

The Leagues ofWomen Voters of King County have been following the Growth

Management planning process with a great deal of interest. Our members have

participated in task forces on FIS/ED and Afibrdable Housing and a League representative
also serves on the SEIS Task Force. Our Growth Management Committee is reviewing

the SEIS and the Leagues will send written comments on that document before the

February 28 deadline.

We believe that the environmental analysis of Phase 2 oflhe Countywide Planning Policies

is an important process, and that the SEIS is therefore a document of significance. We
appreciate your holding the hearing today to give the public an opportunity to respond to

the document. We note also that a series of Open Houses is being held this month for the
same purpose. Many citizens are trying to find time in their busy schedules to review the

SEIS and to write responses. Comments are just beginning to come in. We ask that you

all try to keq) an open mind until the close of the review process, and until all responses

have been received and considered.

When analyzing the draft SEIS it is useful to remember the basic assumptions and

agreements upon which it was based.

Local elecied officials agreed on the Bookend Concept, which encompasses a range of

five allemaiives and several policy variables, moving all ihc way from a pre-Counlywidc
Planning Policies set of conditions lo [he highly concentraled growth patterns ofclghl and

14 Urban Centers The analysis was also to include several policy variables such as a no-

RTP variation Ifyou have problems choosing any allemative in its pure form, the SEPA

process allows for an ultimate choice of anything thai fns within the bookenijs. Many of

us expect these variations will occur. We foresee that a hybrid ahemative will be ihc

eventual outcome and be designated as ihc preferred allcmaiive.

The SEIS docs not stand alone, however. Il works in concen with products and findings
of various lask forces, including fiscal analysis from ihc F1S/ED Task Force which will be

/N- */ft.i prcscnled in a accompanying documcni. Togelhcr ihcse analyiica! tools will form the
basis for elccied ofTicials" final decision on how to refine the July 1992 Countywidc
Planning Policies

FIS/ED gcncraicd daia. including case studies and a recent bus lour, arc said to

demonsiraic potcniial difficuliy in assuring that housing targeted to urban centers is

affordable. Il is also said they indicalc ihat many oflhe nominated urban centers may have

problems reaching their population and job targcis. or meeting the urban center crileria,
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within 20 years. This challenge can be addressed in several ways with reasonable options
which might include minor adjustmcnU to criteria or time frames. or tiering or hierarchy

scenarios as spelled out in Vision 2020.

In addition to comments concerning the SEIS. we hive a few other thoughts for you to

consider u you move forward in this process.

* There must be a much greater emphasu on public participation for all growth
management tCtivitics throughout the duration of the planning process. This will require
fast work and much more funding than has been allocated. but it is essential that this
occur. The planning process is coining to • head now, with some hard decisions about to

be made. Citizens, businesses, inlcrest groups, stakeholders—people of all persuasions will
be significantly affected by these decisions. It is essential that they be fiilly informed and

that their concerns be heard. and receive response, to a far greater extent than currently
planned

* The basic growth management decisions before us—major choices on land

development patterns, how we provide and pay for infrastructure, how we provide for a
vibrant economy, a healthy environment and affordable housing—these decisions are
essentially interrelated and far reaching. The tradeofiT between urban density and suburban
sprawl suggests that, to the degree that we achieve one, we wUl get less of the other. We
have some important choices ahead of us and we must be sure we fully understand the
long-term as well as ihe immediate implicaiions.

* Remember the lcgislalive intcnl of the Growih Management Aci—We are irying lo
accomplish orderly. cBRcieni grcmlh paliems wilh long term viability, while assuring a
strong economy and proieaing our cnviroiunenl and quality of life.

* Be careful about conclusions drawn from the urban center case studies. They don'I
show fatal flaws bul they SQ identify chaJlenges and areas where we need to concentrate
more cflon and crcaiiviiy

We urge you again to keep an open mind uniil all the public response has been received.
and 10 remember ihc larger purposes which brought about the growth management act in

ihe first place The concerns of citizens in your districts are very important; please seek
them out and be ccniin you have heard ihe full range of views ihcy have to offer. But
consider the general public benefit as well. From areas which have managed growth

poorly or not ai all. (here is much to learn for us here. Thank you for giving these
important mailers your most serious consideraiion

/A/-A

GREATER MAPLE VALLEY AREA COUNCIL
P.O. BOX 101

MAPLE VALLEY, WASHINGTON 98038

February 7,1994

Lisa Majdiak, Growth Management Project Supervisor
Planning and Community Development Division
King County Parks, Planning and Resources Department
707 Smith Tower . • '
506 Second Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98104

Chris Vance. Chair and Rebecha Cusack, Lead Staff

Growth Management, Housing and Environment Committee
Metropolitan King County Council
402 King County Courthouse
Seattle, Washington 98108

Subject: Comments on the DRAFT SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT for the Countywide Planning Policies

Ladies and Gentlemen:

The Greater Maple Valley Area Council is a fifteen member publicly elected
advisory board representing residents of llic unincnrpnr.ilfd sinillir.ist are;i nf
King County, defined by the borders of Tahoma School District #409, and
generally known as Maple Valley. The Area Council endeavors to present the
concerns of our constimency to local and state government, assist local
citizens, as appropriate, in their dealings with governmental agencies and act
as a public forum on issues of interest to the local population. Related to these
capacities we are pleased to comment on the above refcrencrd Draft
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS). >

Our format is as follows: General Comments followed by comments relating

to Rural Areas, followed by comments relating to the specific topics addressed
in the DSEIS in the same order as they appear in the DSEIS, and finally some
conclusions.

GENERAL COMMEr^TTS:

Unfortunately Ihe DSEIS proceeds from the assumption that all of the
planning alternatives (No Action, 8 Centers. 14 Centers, etc.) can be achieved
as^envisioned by the planners. (Reference page iii of the Executive Summary:
'The expected or predicted outcomes of each alternative are based on

planning assumptions regarding population and employment growth. Any



A-b

changes in these assumptions could substantially affect the outcomes." or
page'x of the Executive Summary: "For purposes o^environmental review,

the'DSEIS assumes the action called for within the Countywide Planning
Policies and the five alternatives can be accomplished, but does not estimate

the costs or feasibility of achieving them.") Consequently the DSEIS does not
in any way test the feasibUity of any of the planning alternatives by exploring
whether or not, and to what degree, the various planning options are realistic

expectations of what could happen in the next twenty years. Because it accepts
rather than tests these assumptions we find the conclusions that are drawn to

be, for the most part, simplistic, obvious and basically useless. For instance,
the conclusion stated on page ii of the Executive Summary indicating that the
14 Centers Alternative would consume far less vacant land than the Pre-

Countywide Planning Policies Alternative and that the other alternatives
would fall between these two bookends is abundantly self-evident providing

you accept the theoretical premise that the 14 Centers Alternative, and the

other alternatives, are achievable as envisioned.

The question we ask is this:

Is the GMPC and/or King County intending to provide a mechanism to test
the assumptions made by the planners before proceeding with the selection

and implementation of the preferred planning alternative?

It is our understanding that many people involved in the planning process

do seriously question the assumptions made by planners and the GMPC
relating to both population and employment densities in the Urban Centers.

Vve further question the assumptions regarding growth in the rural areas and
the assumptions regarding the reliance on public transit systems. It is the

Area Council's position that it is very important that our planners work from
assumptions that are realistic rather than simply idealistic.

RURAL AREAS:

One issue of concern to the Area Council is that as. the proportion of

population in the Urban Centers and other urban areas of the county

continues to increase over that of the rural areas the already minimal
political pressure that residents of the unincorporated rural areas can bring to
bear to assert their needs will continue to decrease. In that sense all the

alternatives, since they concentrate growth in urban areas, threaten the ability
of rural residents to have any meaninghil form of self-govemance or

significant input into the local political system.

Despite the claim, on page x of the Executive Summary, that the economic
analysis to be provided by the FIS/ED Taskforce will examine costs
"particularly in regard to their impact upon individuals, businesses and the

public sector", il does not appear likely this report will in any serious way

address that topic except as it relates to-the public sector. In other words

impacts upon individuals and businesses will be largely ignored. The Area

Council urgently requests that such analysis, relating to individuak and

businesses in Rural Areas be conducted in a thorough and meaninghil

manner before any plan implementation. Of special and specific interest to us

are the economic impacts on individuals relating to CO-16, Rural Water

Systems.

The DSE1S does not address the issue of the possible creation of Cedar County.
Yet this could have serious implications for King County's Growth

Management Plan. It is common knowledge that the GMPC is relying to a

great extent on the evidenced cooperation of Pierce and Snohomish counties
to ensure that developers and investors have little choice but to work within

the constraints of the GMPC plan or go elsewhere entirely. If Cedar County is

created it is unlikely to be so cooperative; aherall the push for its creation is

due to a total dissatisfaction with how King County is doing business. The

GMPC plan intends to put off limits an enormous amount of buildable land
in what could become Cedar County in order to focus growth in the Urban

Centers: By freeing up this land for development under favorable conditions

Cedar County may provide developers and investors with a very desirable
alternative business climate that could draw much of our regional
development out towards Northbend leaving King County with a plan that

won't work and possibly a new and expensive transit system that's in the
wrong place. These concerns prompt the following recommendation:

• The SEIS should assess the implications, on its planning alternatives, of
the possible existence of Cedar County and should, if those implications

merit, and the possibility of the creation of Cedar County seems likely,
suggest such modifications to the plan as would be necessary to address
that situation.

Along these lines the Metropolitan King County Council should be aware
that the activities of the GMPC are veiwed with considerable suspicion by

residents of the unincorporated areas of the county. In fact. in our area, the
planning and policies already proposed by the CMPC and adopted l;y the old
King County Council have served as the impehis for many citizens'

involvement in the Cedar County movement. The new Metropolitian King

County Council must now make a much more meaningful (and successhjl)
attempt to effectively involve the citizens of the unincorporated areas in the
planning process and it must find a way to convincingly reassure those

citizens that the past actions of the CMPC, adopled by the old County Council,
have not already put our destiny totally in the hands of the City of Seattle and
the suburban cities.

Neither the previously adopted planning policies or the DSE1S address the

importance of "hobby farms" to both the rural economy and the rural lifestyle
(or rural character if you prefer that term). These 5-20 acre hobby farms do not

provide owner families with a major source ol income but they do allow for

many other county residents to earn their livings serving the needs of these
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hobby tanners. Feedstores, farricrs, veterinarians, tractor and other

implement dealers, garden supply stores, nurseries, and fencing suppliers and
installers are all examples of trades, products and services that contribute to

our local economy and are supported by rural area hobby farms. These hobby
farms define rural character though you wouldn't know it from reading the

Plan or the DSEIS. Drive out here and take a look. Rural character is not

typlified by pristine wilderness nor is it represented, in 1990s King County, by
very many hilly self-sustaining professional agricultural or livestock
operations. We encourage the development of a plan for rural areas that
recognizes the value of hobby farms both in terms of rural character and

economic significance.

The DSEIS does not really address the fact that the GMPC's vision for the
Rural Areas seems to be at odds with some of the specific Rural Area Policies.
Since that vision is an integral component of the overall plan and since there
is a significant economic implication to some of the policies we make the
following recommendations:

• The SEIS should review the Rural Area Policies for consistency with the
vision for the Rural Areas and for their possible impact on plans for
incentives and disincentives aimed at focusing growth in the Urban
Centers. For instance, allowing clustering of lots in Rural Areas may
encourage residential development in those areas to the detriment of the
growth of residential development in the Urban Centers and may hirther

encourage the 'location of families anticipating a more suburban/urban
lifestylc with higher levels of public utiliries and public and private
services to the rural portions of the county where the GMPC plan does not
intend to provide or allow for the provision of such services. Further, lot
clustering, when applied to rural areas, is at odds with the hobby farm
lifesryle described above. You can't have a hobby farm on a clustered lot.
The people who would choose to live in a rural area on a clustered lot will
generally exhibit characteristics that can be just as well or better

accomodated in a suburban or even partially urban setting. It seems to us
that to be consistent with the overall planning vision lot clustering, a

planning strategy that does have some positive application in suburban
and urban areas, should not be overly encouraged in the rural areas.

• The SEIS should specifically address CO-16. the policy requiring

professional management and maintenance of small group and
individual family wells. This policy goes far beyond the intent of current

federal and stale regulations and will ultimately bring great pressure to
provide full public waier services in locations where it will be very costly

to do so and will ultimately lead to higher development densities right

where the CMPC plan does not intend (or this to occur. This policy, by

addressing a basically non-existent problem simply creates new and

unnecessary problems and will result in a serious economic hardship for
those affected residents in the Rural Areas. An investigation of that
hardship would be a welcome addition to the final SEIS.
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Page 47 of the DSEIS states that "Of particular concern currently to rural area
residents is the absence of fire flow in their area because urban levels of water

services are not provided." This is a remarkable statement and does nol, in

our view represent the sentiments of the great majority of rural area

residents. These folks are well aware that, as desirable as fireflow capacity in

itself may be, any imposition of such requirements on rural areas will result
in the following undesirable impacts:

• Private and small group wells will be a thing of the past.

* Public water will, at great expense, (remember the current low densities
and large lot sizes and how thai will affect installation costs) replace those
individual and small group wells.

• Extreme pressure to increase population densities in order to pay for the
public water system will result in the loss of rural character and lifestyle
that most residents so vigorously want to retain.

The above referenced statement relating to rural fircflow is not accurate and
should be removed from the final SEIS document.

To many people in the rural areas of King County growth management
while "complex and exciting", is not considered the "healthy process"

extolled on page iv of the Executive Summary. This is because rural residents
have had no real representation on the 15 member GMPC that consists solely

of elected officials. None of those elected officials has thus far shown any real
inclination or ability to provide proactive representation for the residents of
unincorporated King County. City of Seattle residents are well represented on
the GMPC by their own elected officials, likewise the suburban cities have
substantial representation by elected officials. Rural residents supposedly

must rely on having their points of view advocated by county council
members whose districts lie almost totally within the city limits of Seattle. To

date the majority ol rural area residents would dispute the claim on page v of
the Executive Summary that 'Thus the GMA is creating a lasting legacy of

integrated plans and policies that make sense for the entire region".

LAND USE:

Even the DSE1S acknowledges that it is very unlikely that the Urban Centers

can absorb anything near the amount of new residential growth that is
delineated in the Urban Center Criteria and it further questions the job targets

established (or the Urban Centers. Though it may not be considered a fatal
Oaw thai the Urban Centers will not reach their originally anticipated

residential and employment goals within the twenty year planning period it
is clear that some modifications need to be made to the GMPC plan to address

that situation. The following recommendations relate to this issue:



• The GMPC should develop formalized alternate plans to accommodate a

significant portion of the residential growth between now and 2010 that it
previously intended would occur in the Urban Centers.

• The GMPC should develop, define and formalize polides that will
encourage, to the greatest extent practicable, residential growth in the

Urban Centers including significant incentives for private residential
development.

• The GMPC should modify its criteria for Urban Centers to reflect the
(lower) amount of residential growth that is realistically achievable.

• The G^Q^C should advise the R.T.A. board of the conclusion that it is

highly unlikely the desired residential growth in the Urban Centers will
occur behveen now and 2010 and the GMPC should work with the R.T.A.
board to determine how this factor, combined with the GMPC's revised

plans to accommodate that growth, should affect transit planning.
• Depending on how the GMPC restructures its plans to accommodate the

additional residential growth that will apparently have to occur outside

the Urban Centers the GMPC may need to review and modify its concept
and policies relating to both the Urban Areas outside the Urban Centers

and the Rural Areas.

• The GMPC needs to ensure that its plan has the flexibility to function
under changing and/or unanticipated conditions while continuing to

express its overall vision.
* There is little evidence that new "affordable" housing can, in a practical

sense, be constructed in the Urban Centers. The GMPC should consider the

affordable housing issue from the perspective of creating affordable
housing through freeing up existing housing units rather than specifically
building new housing that is "affordable". Generally new housing is going

to be more expensive than existing but if new units can be made attractive

enough to convince moderate and upper moderate income families to
move from their existing homes or apartments this could, as a chain
reaction, result in the availability of more affordable housing. •

All the alternatives rely to significant extent on the redevelopment of existing

industrial and manufacturing sites to achieve higher employment densities.
This is particularly true of the 14 and 8 Urban Centers alternatives. Yet little

attention has been paid to the issue of stale labeling of hazardous and

contaminated sites in relation to the feasibility of this redevelopment strategy.
Thus far 6S sites wnhin King County have been put on the state's list. Thus
far 6R sites have been tested' This would indicate the distinct possiblity that

literally every industrial and manufacturing site within the county could end
up on this dreaded list. It is simply a matter of how long it takes the state to

complete all the inspections. Once a site is on this list it, at best, may be

allowed to continue functioning in its current use and at current levels. At

worst the sile may become totally unusable for any puqsose. Financial
institutions are unlikley to want to participate in hinding for redevelopment

of Hazardous or Contaminated Sites. Potential buyers and developers are not

likely to be enthused by the prospects of involvement with these properties.
This is a verj- serious problem that needs to be specifically addressed in any
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plan that relies heavily on redevelopment as a planning strategy. How does

the GMPC intend to approach this issue?

A related matter involving the reliance on redevelopment to meet planning

goals is the extreme difficulty, hazardous and contaminated sites aside, that

companies face in todays' regulatory climate if they must relocate even under

the best of circumstances. In the past,.though to a lesser extent than currently
envisioned, redevelopment has played a significant role in expanding our

economy and providing additional jobs. However, it used to be a lot simpler
to relocate a small industrial or manufacturing business. Now it can take

years and many tens of thousands of dollars in legal fees just to move a few

miles down the street. Because of this these types of businesses may resist the
prospect of relocation with some vigor. This issue is not addressed in the

S.E.I.S.

Please consider the implications of both the above issues relating to
redevelopment in the context of the following assumption^ relating to the 14
Urban Centers Altemaitive, taken from page 23 of the DSEIS: "

"For both residential and commercial/industrial uses, 35 to 65 percent of new
development will be redevelopment."

The DSEIS acknowledges (page 19. lower right hand comer) that "None of the
areas proposed to be urban centers in the future currently meet the urban
center criteria for both employment and housing with the exception of the

University District in Seattle." In general that only one of the 14 proposed
urban centers is in fact now an urban center would seem to cast some doubt

on the feasibility of the urban center concept, bi specific that the only
proposed urban center thus qualified is the University District, an almost

entirely taxpayer subsidized city within a city, provides some indication of

just how likely (or unlikely) urban centers will be able to contribute positively
to our overall economy.

TRANSPORTATION:

Which came first THE PLAN or THE CHOO CHOO? Reading the Countywide
Planning Policies and listening to the supporters of that vision one might
come to the conclusion that King County's Growth Management strategies

are simply an after the fact justification for a very expensive mass transit
project. Rather than a transit system that responds to the needs of citizens and

businesses it seems we are trying to develop a scheme that will, by

dramatically shifting our way of life. fit a predetermined vision for mass
transit.

Over the past several decades public transportation in King County has not
proven particularly successhil. Very few people utilize the system. It has not

been able to respond effectively to the needs of its prospective customers. The
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percent of use of public transit as a means to get to work has decreased over

the past decade fTable 5, page 76). Metro's normal response to lack of ridership

has been to raise fares and cut service. Apparently that strategy has not solved
their problems. Now we have a terrific new idea "Transportation Demand
Management" or as it is known to aficianados "TDM". TDM is a swell series

of disincentives designed to force people out of their automobiles through
such means as excessive parking charges, added parking taxes, and higher hiel

prices. We suggest thai it's about time to try to give people some positive
reasons to choose our transit system over other transportation alternatives.
We also suggest that prior to initiating a new transit project costing lens of
billions of dollars we should prove to the public that we can first fix our

current more modest public transit services, making them an attractive
alternative for commuting. The proof of our success will be increased
ridership and possibly eventual public acceptance of the ambitious plans of

the R.T.A. The King County - Metro merger seems to be the perfect

opportunity to focus attention on our existing transit system. Only after we
have learned to make it more successhil will we have the knowledge and
public confidence necessary to ensure the utility of the massive regional

system envisioned by planners and leading politicians.

The specific message here in terms o! the Countywide Planning Policies and

the DSEIS is DONT BUILD OUR E^mRE GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLAN
AROUND THE CONCEPT OF A FUTURE MASSFVE REGIONAL TRANSn-
SY5TCM WHEN WE CURRENTLY LACK THE ABIUTC AND
KNOWLEDGE TO MAKE OUR EXISTING MORE MODEST SYSTEMS EVEN
MARGINALLY EFFECTTVE.

HUMAN SERVICES-

The S.E.1.S. concludes thai the alternatives that propose to concentrate growth
into designated urban centers would result in fewer impacts on human

sen-'ices' delivery in rural and resource areas (page 102 Main Findings). This
of course assumes thai .the new residential growth will occur in areas and
proportions basically as envisioned by the planners and that such a result

would minimize residential growth in the rural areas. It also apparently

assumes that the increased funding required to provide human services in

the urban centers and surrounding urban areas-would not result in pressure
to decrease funding (or those services in the rural areas. '

The projected characteristics of employment opportunities in the Urban

Centers indicates an increase in lower paying service sector jobs that may not
be self-sustaining. This will result in an increased per capita demand for

human services, not necessarily in the Urban Centers but rather wherever, in

the county, these new lower pay residents and their families determine to
live. Increased demand and need for human services will result in increased

per capita costs for human services. Wilt jurisdictions have the resources to
pay the bill?
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The DSEIS fails to effectively address the issue of law enforcement costs
related to the greatly increased population densities envisioned by planners.

/&-^ A feeble attempt is made on page 109 to discount the effects of density on
crime by alleging that "previous research" indicates no strong conclusions can
be drawn. Tell that to inner dty residents being terrorized by gangs and drug
dealers or who need security systems for cars , parking and residences.

EABK? AND OPEN SPACE:

The DEI5 concludes that the 14 Urban Centers Alternative would have the

least adverse impact on countywide parks and open space, though it
acknowledges that this option will result in more adverse impacts to urban

parks and open space within urban areas. If the Urban Centers concept is to
work (regardless of whether it is the 14 or 8 Center alternative) it is very
important that the Urban Centers be attractive and inviting to residents and

workers. Numerous, appealing and well maintained parks and open space
areas will be essential to this goal. The cost involved in maintaining and

enhancing existing urban assets and in developing new Urban Center park
and open space sites may be substantial but that investment will be a

necessary component to make the Urban Centers concept work if that is the

preferred alternative.

WATER SUPPLY:

What is the rationale behind CO-16 requiring Rural Water Systems to be

"professionally, managed and maintained by the applicable water purveyor

according to the satellite management procedures of the Coordinated Water
System Plans, and designed to rural standards."? Why does the Suburban

Cities Association, which has no direct concern in this matter, feel so strongly
that this policy, which will needlessly cost residents with individual or small

group wells, in the rural. unincorporaled areas of the county, thousands of
dollars apiece on a yearly basis must be retained over the more reasonable
version (RU-14) put forward by the Rural Character Taskforce?

CO-16. if retained, will result in extreme and needless economic hardship on

rural residents who are already under-represenled in the Growth

Management Planning process, il will prompt the incursion of public water
districts into the rural areas where the GMPC allegedly does not want them,

(rural residents don't want them either) and it will most certainly, along with

public walerlines result in additional, even insurmountable pressure to
increase densities in the rural areas where, again the GMPC claims it wants to

minimize densities.



UTTI.mES:

The DSEIS accepts the GMPC assumption that "in general it can be noted that
the more concentrated development in urban areas,...the more effidenl and

cost effective the delivery of utility services." One of our members, who also
•'S- 4 serves on the GMPC FIS/ED Task Force, informs us that infonnation

presented to that Task Force, by utility companies, nearly a year ago rehites
that theory. Rather, according to the utilities, once a certain threshold of
density is reached the cost for delivery of utility services begins to nse with

increased density. Washington Natural Gas claims that costs to deliver
services in Redmond are less than in BeUevue and that costs in Bellvue are

less than those in Seattle.

SENSmVE AREAS AND RESOURCE LANDS;

The DSEIS finds that many sensitive areas and resource lands are located in

.rural and resource areas. No kidding. Previously developed land in the urban
areas has long since had all the sensitivity and resourcefulness blasted out of
it! Nevertheless the DSEIS conclusion that the 14 Urban Center Alternative

would have the least adverse impact in this regard seems an accurate
assessment. Existing sensitive areas and resource lands are indeed located

primarily in the rural areas of the county and assuming the various
alternatives work at all as envisioned the 14 Urban Center scenerio would be

the preferred alternative in the context of preserving sensitive areas and

resource lands.

AIR QUALITY:

Many measures have already been implemented at the federal, state and local

levels to improve air quality. The DSEIS accurately concludes however that:
"In general, adverse air quality impacts will occur where growth occurs." All
the alternatives under consideration assume similar amounts of growth

though, of course, the manner in which the growth is handled does differ.
The DSE1S conclusion that the 14 Urban Centers Alternative is the best

alternative in terms of overall air quality is probably accurate though, in
general, the differences between alternatives in this regard appear minimal.
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reality, the Countywidc Planning Policies require planning to accommodate

the housing and jobs targets. Development to actually achieve the Centers"
criteria may take more than 20 years for most Centers." Now here, addressed

in one short disclaimer, are the two biggest problems relating to the feasibility

of the planning process:

There are serious questions as to whether urban centers can achieve the job
and housing targets. Many involved in the process are convinced that the
housing targets are simply not achievable in most designated Centers. Some
doubt the ability of the Centers to meet the employment targets and further

question, even if the targets are met, whether some of the types of jobs
envisioned for the Centers will allow for self-sufficiency let alone achially

contribute something to the overall economy. That is, if low paying service
jobs arc to be a significant portion of Center employment the rest of us may
end up in effect subsidizing these jobholders through provision of human

services and other government programs aimed at low income families.
Planners should be focusing their attention on ensuring, to the greatest extent
possible, that new jobs will contribute in a positive way to our overall

economy rather than simply trying to squeeze in the most possible jobs per
acre regardless of the economic viability of those jobs.

This business about how, technically, Centers need only plan to accomodate
housing and jobs targets not achjally achieve them within the 20 year

planning period is probably the biggest scam of the whole planning process.
This techicality is brought up everytime anyone questions the Centers'

housing and job targets. In effect what's said is that its not important whether
or not the targets are actually met but only that jurisdictions have the

required zoning in place. Yet virtually everyone agrees that we have to

accommodate approximately 325.000 additional people in King County over
the next twenty years and that the planning underway assumes the Centers'
targets will be met and does not make any provision for what happens if they

are not. For instance, approximately 145,000 people now reside within the
geographic areas that define the proposed 14 Urban Centers. The 14 Urban
Centers Alternative assumes thai nearly 100.000 additional people can be

encouraged to reside in those Centers in the course of the next twenty years. Is
it a reasonable assumption to think we can jam that many more people into

what is by far the most densely developed areas of the county? What about
the economic consequences o/ such an effort? What kind of economic

incentives and subsidies would be necessary to make this happen? Can we
afford it?

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT:

Page xi of the Executive Summary states: "In order to evaluate the differences

among alternatives, the DSE1S assumes that under the 8 Centers and 14
Centers Alternatives, jobs and housing growth wilt occur in Centers in

sufficient numbers to meet Countywide Planning Policies' defined criteria. In

10

CONCU.ISION.'S-

The Greater Maple Valley Area Council is not confident that the assumptions

underlying the various planning alternatives, especially the 14 and 8 Urban
Center Allematives. arc valid Further we resent the lack of meaningful

representation for residents of rural, unincorporated areas in the. planning

11



process. We believe that lack of representation, and lack of advocacy for the
views of us in unincorporated King County, has resulted in a plan that does

not address our needs and is unlikley to work, in the uninccnporated areas,

as envisioned by the planners. We find that specific policies relating to mral
areas are not consistent with the planners' overall vision and that some of

those specific policies are likely to place totally unacceptable financial burdens
on families in rural areas. We recommend that the Metrolpolitian King

County Council re-think this entire issue and finds the means to effectively

address our concerns. In this regard please remember that many of the
problems we have discussed (such as CO-16) are already policies formally
adopted by your predecessor, the former King County Council.

Thank you for your attention to our concerns.

Sincerely,

GREATER MAPLE VALUEY AREA COUNCFL

iman. Corresponding Secretary

ec: Voice of the Valley

Gary Locke, King County Executive
Maple Valley - Black Diamond Chamber of Commerce

P.S. The following listed members of the Greater Maple Valley Area Council

wish. by means of this correspondence, to declare their individual (as well
as collective) rights before the Growth Planning Hearings Board with
respect to review petitions as may be filed:

Vemon D. Graham

David 0. Fields
Mel Wick
Warren Iverson

Robert B. Dixon
Jack D. Caimes

Terry D. Seaman

Their signatures and addresses are recorded on the following page.
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS MADE TO THE KING COUWV GROWTH

MANAGEMENT COMMrTTEE

by Gary Upper

February 9,1994

Concerning Capacity

1. If the Urban Growth Line and Urban Growth Area are permanent and forever, then

the criteria used to set them should be set very carefully. Keep in mind thai the GMA

mandates that we have to meet our housing and commercial/industrial development

targets. We cannot choose not to do that.

2. Housing capacity should be judged in terms o( how well the potential supply meets

the true needs o( the market place. Inappropriate product should not count.

3. The reasonable likelihood of inlrastructure being available (meeting concurrency

requirements) should be a requirement before land is included as part of capacity.

4. Neighborhood resistance to increased density in the cities and in the developing

suburbs must be factored in as a reality.

5. The specific nature ol environmental expectations within the UGA should be clarified.

Densiiy/capacity expectations should be adjusted dccordingly.

NONE OF THESE FACTORS HAVE BEEN INCLUDED IN THE ANALYSIS TO DATE
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THE COSMOS GROUP

Incorporation in 1986.

Establishment of headquarters in Bellevue, Washington.

Portfolio consisting of single- and multi-family housing, mixed-use, retail, and

commercial properties:

Residential
Retail
Commercial

Industrial

1,437 Units
34,200 Square Feet

217.000 Square Feet
230,000 Square Feet

Diversified full-sewice, real estate development company.

~ Acquisition, finance, development, construction, management and
sales of each project is accomplished under one roof.

The Cosmos Group entities include:

~ Cosmos International Corp.

- Cosmos Development & Administration Corp.

- Cosmos Construction Corp.

~ Cosmos Management Corp.
~ Commerce Properties, Inc.

Commerce Financial. Inc. (

• Square loolages and rnsidenlial unit ligures above are accuratB as ol February 1, 1994.



Metropolitan King County Council
Growth Management, Housing, Environment Committee

February 9, 1994

Oscar Del Moro
'̂A^t^, ftJfl^ —

Direct development activities of Cosmos Development & Administration
Corp. (Bellevue, WA). .•
All my professional training has been focused to deal with urban

environments.

Licensed Architect
B.S. in Architecture

Master of Architecture and Urban Design
Support growth management goals and concepts - vital diversified
urban centers.

Environmentalist

Stewards of the land for following generations
Believe that people and nature are not mutually exclusive

I do not consider myself an oxymoron, nor am I in the social minority.

At Cosmos, we have been engaged in building 'Growth Management"

projects before such activity became mainstream chic.

(Pass out handout.)

Since 1986 (inception) we have completed, managed, or are in the

process of building:

Residential 1.437 Units .
Retail 34,200 Square Feet

Commercial 217,000 Square Feet

Industrial 230.000 Square Feet

95% of our projects are mixed-use in nature

100% of them are in urban areas
City Limits: SeaHle, Bellevue, Renton

••"• 0% of them are in unincorporated King County '""
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^ I'm here today because our community is at a cross road and needs
balanced input from all sides.

Those of use who build the homes, the work places, the community
centers, the recreational areas, as well as contribute to the quality of lit
- are on the verge of extinction.

This committee is encharged with formulating Growth Management,
Housing, Environment policy for generations to come.

c> Environmental sepa / reactionism process.

Well intentioned concept who's time came and went.

Singulariy most undemocratic, unscientific, unpredictable,
unaccountable process that terrorizes and conditions projects to death

Sepa / defaulted planning, zoning, and environmental policy formulatio
to the individual project level.

Projects have become policy battlefields and beaurocratic delays the
weapon of choice for project termination or conditioning.

The beauty / irony of all this that the applicant is expected to tune
his own demise.

No one on all sides is happy with SEPA.

Policy makers fight policy makers
. Citizens are pitted against citizen
Citizens against cities *

Cities against developers

Developers against developers
Man against God
Paraphrase old military saying:

We have met the enemy and they are us!

0 As a company, we have spent millions in unnecessary studies, delays,

mitigation, court challenges, and self defense. Cost of doing business is too

high, none of which were environmentally oriented.

Each Project / Common Thread

GrowVi l^snfffwvwnl ^rwfi 0«u-DriUon> P,g.
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Appealed or threat of appeal after jurisdictional approval /
conditioning completed.
Except for the last two projects (Jackson Court / Madison
Estates), each was settled with private mitigation for personal
impact compensation.
N1 M BY I!
These projects are examples of what growth management will
require. Yet we have had to fight or buytheir survival!

Growth Management

Breath of hope in a system that has lost its relevancy.

Policies are being developed to manage growth to stimulate and
channel it for the common good.

Growth Management has a terrible Achilles heal - needs protecting.

Clear implementation with accountability.

Needs to replace all that which was before.
Cannot be another layer of beaurocratic process for
projects to muddle through. Policy war on the back of a
project is unacceptable.

Allow us to be in the business of building and meeting market
demands. All markets - low, middle, and upper.

Remove the yolk of satisfying the supra majority of the lone
individual with the power to destroy a project and circumveint

democracy.

Do not club us into submission. We are not your enemies. A
balanced carrot and stick approach must be used. Incentives,
trade-ofls, options, creative interpretations should be the rules of
our partnership. We do have common goals. (Density.)

Be careful how you draw lines in the sand. Supply and demand
can be the brutalist of adversaries (10 Ibs in a 5 Ib bag).

Presently set up for failure.

Affordability will never have a chance if you do not allow for
enough room to meet projections.

Gnwtft Uin»o»m<n/ a>—cft Ou/rWtton, P.9.<

Be careful how you are tinkering with lifestyles and expsctations.

I build in the cities, but I live in the country. Choice of lifestyle is c
fundamental ingredient in the American dream.

In Closing.....

We that are here - are survivors of the over-processed and over-leveraged
BO's.

We have forced ourselves to restructure and re-think how we do
business.

We are lean

Highly competitive
Creative

Ironically it is now your turn to go through the test of fire that has
changed us so.

The unfolding drama of growth management and how it will be dell
with by the counties is being evaluated very carefully.

Whether you wish it or not, you will be required to compete for your tax
base.

Business and industry is becoming increasingly mobile.
Its reliance on place weakens with every new technology and
trade agreement.

Its psychological commitment to place is tested with each impact
fee and regulatory nightmare.

In our strategy sessions, options are being evaluated to follow the
evolving market and respond to it, where ever it relocates.

Like a raft in rapids, we are pushed by reality currents.

Over the years we as a community have gained much knowledge, but have
practiced very little wisdom. Opportunities to change ourselves and bring

balance to our actions is very rare. Growth Management and this committee
represents such a rare moment.

For the sake of all that we have - and all that we wish to become - I hope
you have the foresight to see reality as it is. and find the courage and wisdom
to make the right choices.

Thank you.

Growlft MMiuifffnwnt Sf>Mch OmuCWUam r.y:
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New Construction Mid-Rise

184 Residential Units
4,000 SF Retail Space

Linden Square Apartments
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Hnycs Court ApurdneiKs

• Mid.Rise

50 Residential Units
• 2.000 SF Retail
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COMMENTS ON DRAFT SBS

1. The whole CPP concept depends on key auumptions regarding the true capacity

numbers, but Ihe capacity discussion is inadcqualc and incorrect. There is no explanation

of the basis for the recommendation of a 25% 'cushion' for the capacity numbers. Tlicre is

no discussion of the effects of under or over-ulimating (he need.

The SEIS is under-estimating for several reasons.. Most of Ihe good devclopablc land has

been used and ihe environmental, political, nughborhood and market factors will require

far greater discounu than the ones being assumed. Also, there will not be adequate public

funds to provide the infrastructure needed for many urt>an sites. Even infill sites will

require large expenditures, especially in light of existing dendts in many areas.

A logical quution ihen is: whal do we have to lose if we had even a 75% cushion to cover

ihcsc unceruintics? With today's concurrcney icquircmcnU and impacl fees, there is little

10 be feared from an over capacity - other than having too much affordable housing for our

people. On the other hand, Ihe literature is full of evidence that too little capacity

increases the cosl of housing and the amounl of homdusncss.

2. It is assumed, with no evidence or cxphtnauon, that without extreme governmental

inlervenlion in ihe marlcct through the CPP's we will have a continuation of the low density

development paltcrns of the 1980's. This assumption is illogical and ignores the evidence

of new trends in [he 1990's. It is lilce driving by looking in the rear view mirror. It also

ignores the fundamental nature of the dcvclopmenl process: Ihc paltcm of development is

nol the ruutl of the whim of builders. Ralhcr, it is a funclion of Ihe markei (i.c. what

people want) ind of governmental regulations.

As land prices have skyroclccicd due to downioning, the SAO and other govemmcnul

regulaiions, the market has changed. Mosl people can no longer afford the size of lots and

homes built in the 80"s. As a ruull. builders have gone to smajlcr lots and houses and are

trying '10 reduce the size of roads and other tmprovcmcnls. Even a cursory review of

industry publicalions or proposed new projecu will subsuniiate Ihal building for higher

dcnsilics is Ihc theme for the 90's.

At Ihc same time. Ihe new county zoning code has dramatically changed the rules and now

encourages higher dcnsiliu. Mosi cilies ajc Eoing in the same direction. There will be

funhcr pressure lo increase densities as people arc having to buy farther (Mil and commute

long distances to work. New approaches to iransponation planning and infrastructure,

togclhcr with laws such as ihe Commuter Trip Reduction Act, concurrcncy requiremenU of

GMA Mid Ihc ISTEA will all encourage higher dcnsilics closer to employmenl and

transporuiion corridors.

':'»i-]iniiidi)s!mw»!iir
..lil?u..-.ll --<<.(U,.,

3. Therefore, we need to analyze the likely altcmativc development patlem [under

Allcmativcs A or E.] It will have much more dcnsily, mixed uses and duslcrs along

existing transpoiUlion corridors. In short, i( will be much different than in (he 80'i and will

continue lo change in this direction. True, it will not reach overnight the drastic changu

soufihl in the CPP's, but then ncilhcr will the CPP's. The entire analysis of impacU of (he

CPP's depends upon the assumption that merely mandating ccnain types of housing

patterns, affordable housing and employment growth will work. Yet the SEIS on p. 128

specifically disclaims any analysis of the two most important issues supporting this

assumption: the ability of public finances to deal wilh growtli (fiscal impact analysis) and

the economic feasibility of Ihc altcmalivcs and (heir inherent policies. The SEIS is useless

unless you arc willing to accept the answers lo these questions solely on blind failh.

Shouldn't we lake the time to analyze and reach a|;rccmcnl on these issues before we spend
ihc lime and money to construcl an entire plan for this region?

4. The SEIS assumes that there will be no significant effect on the economy of King

County by any of the alternatives. Apparently no one has bothered to ask Boring or olher

major employers what they Ihinl: about this assumption.

What aboui the problem that we may drive business to other areas? No problem, [he SEIS

just assumes this issue away: 'Polidei which arc perceived to direct economic development

to olhcr areas may be miligaled by other coundes hanng similar economic dcvclopmcnl

policies.' p. 130. This assumption is dubious and ignores Ihc option of moving to other

pans of Washington or to olhcr areas, such as Wichita.

How about driving housing lo other areas? It aclLnowlcdgcs thai ihc industry has made this

argumenl, but il just assumes the problem away: "this is uncertain and will depend, in large

pan, on the policies adopted in those counliu and on the degree of cooperation" by

surrounding counties,' p. 65. H then totally disregards the empirical dala from 1991 lo

1993. including numerous industry and media reports, and says only that Ihc 1984 to 1990

baseline dau is "inconclusive' on this trend. *

How docs the SEIS explain why ihcrc will be no regional impact? Again, by the

assumption in this curious non scquilur: 'The focus of VISION 2020 is on managing

regional growth, ralhcr than on aucmpting to control the overall amount of growth or iu

timing As a result, no allcmaiivc under VISION 2020 is cxpcclcd lo signiricantly affect
ihc region's economy,' p. 130.

5. The entire discussion of compact dcvclopmcnl on pp. -64 - 65 is mined and obviously

skcwu) to support a prcdetcnnincd conclusion. We deserve a more rigorous analysis and

review of the lilcralure. General siatcments such as 'all of thes? impacls can be miligalcd
to some extent" arc loully useless.



One major assumption, that Ihc long-lcnn public and private cosu of serving new

development will be lcu in dense urbaji centers, has no supporting dau. II simply lays:

•Although the research literature suggesu thai this is a complex issue, Ihcre is a substanUal

body of work which suggests that the per unit cosu of serving new growth arc lessened at

higher densities," p. 64. This ignores Ihc issues of curing existing deficits (c.g. roads, parks,

public safety and schools) in dense urban areas. It also ignores the extra cost of differcnl

construction techniques and of rclrofiuing existing facilitiu such as roads and sewers

rather Ihan building new ones. It is irresponsible to push a plan without first getting a

belief understanding of these key numbers.

6. The discussion of affordable housing disregards the numerous studies [I can gladly give

them a lisl lo review] that have looked at this issue locally and nationally and ignores the

lesson we learned in •Econ 101": aJlhough costs will set a minimum, price is cssenlially a

function of supply Bsd demand. Surely no one on this task force seriously disputes this

formulalion [if so. we should get that resolved now.]

Ncvcnhclcss, ihe SEIS ignores supply and only tallu about demand: "markel forces, such as

increases in cmploymcnl and population. arc the principal factors which drive prices up in

any growing region." This is absurd because the key factor is not growth in demand, but the

balance belwecn supply and demand. This entire discussion is flawed by this basic

misunderstanding and it therefore concludes that we just can'l gel affordable housing under

any of the allcmalivcs because we will have growth, pp. 1S3 - 184. It further concludes that

these "markcl forces" (i.c. demand only) ''arc on the order of ten limes the impact of
housing policies on housing affordabilily.* What about the obvious fact that we can chcmsc
10 increase the supply? Shouldn't this al least be studied and cvalualed even though it may

conflici with the philosophy and other beliefs that ihc GMPC would like to have

substanlialcd?

I had a very limilcd time lo review Ac draft. but 1 expect I will have further commenu

regarding the inconsiaencics ajid errors in the Appendices.

Rcspcclfully Submiltcd.

Joli Impcraiori

Economic & Environmental Balance Council
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Table 1
Revised Discounted Dwelling Unit Capacity on Land Zoned For Residential Use

|Algona
I Auburn
Beaux Arts

I Bellevue
Bl Diamond
|BotheU(KCpart)
I Caraation
IClydeffiU
IDesMoines
IDuvaU
I Enumclaw
jFedlWay
I Hunts Pt
Issaquah

I Kent
IKiridand
I Lk Forest Pk
Medina
Mercer Isl
I Milton
I Normandy Pk
I North Bend
Pacific
Redmond
Rcnton

I SeaTac
I Seattle
Skykomish
Snoqualmie

ITukwUa
iYarrowPt

624
13,627

115
37,334

574
5,151

431
1,079
6,650

985
3,034

28,919
185

3,564
18,585
19,030

1,046
1,164
8,424

264
2,365

957
1,603

16,818
19,576
10,110

249,622
145
610

6,375
373

493
10,218

0
4,201

974
2,498

122
8

916
663

1,119
8,206

5
2,693
4,198
1,966

81
17

585
69

263
843

1,162
3,385
1,350
1,137

34,546
45

2,813
2,069

18

NA
3,751

NA
15,269

NA
1,026

56
0

1,453
198
NA

3,178
0

567
5,796
3,399

146
0

NA
0

506
NA
NA

1,409
2,310
6,476

61,395
0
0

899
0

493
13,969

0
19,470

974
3,524

178
8

2,369
861

1,119
11,384

5
3,260
9,994
5,365

227
17

585
69

769
843

1,162
4,794
3,660
7,613

95,941
45

2,813
2,968

18

493
13,969

0
19,470

974
3,524

483 •

2,369
2,415 •
2,534 •

36,575 *
5

3,260
9,994
9,41'? *

227
19*

1,250 *
69

769
2,355 •
1,162

16,100 *
13,000 *
17,490 *

113,640 *
45

4,577 •
6,000 *

18
^M^^iiiili iWsm ESSiSiSm mMi ::l94M 282,217

Areas (Urban Designated Within 30 Year Line)
Bear Creek | 6,8001 7,020
EastSamm | 10,9001 8,280
Eastside | 600) 138
Federal Way | 11,2001 4,806
Gr River Val | 1,0501 167
HigUine | 33,6001 7,439
Newcastle I 16,7001 4,950
Northshore | 24,5001 6,030
Shoreline | 24,0001 2,156
Soos Creek I 33,4001 12,272
TahomaRavHts I 12,1001 7,200

0
2,240

698
1,990

15
6,581
2,560
4,640
3,824
4,970
2,000

7,020
10,520

836
6,796

182
14,020
7,510

10,670
5,980

17,242
9,200

2,610 *
11,700 *

836
6,796

182
14,020
7,510

10,670
5,980

17,242
9,200

:^iiiBfajiiisiii;ii;lliin ilT^smiiailtt:::!^^ ssm ma^ tssm^f

Unincorp. Rural Areas
Rural Before 7/92
Rural Added 7/92
City Expansion Areas

19,000
13,000
1,000

16,142
9,180
5,568

2,532
1,440

982

18,674
10,620
6,550

18,674
10,620

NA
iiKBiiiiiiiiiiiigai un SiiiioN mi iti 'ww

capmap4.wk3/05-10-94

Source: King County Data Resources Technical Forum, 1994.
Notes: DweDuig umt^apacity is discounted for critical areas, right of way, oth er public purpose lands, and market factors, as explained

in the Draft SEIS for the Countywide Planning Policies. Redmond, Renton, Seattle, and Tukwila applied their own discounts fo
market factors. New numbers for revised comprehensive glans have been received from the starrecfjurisdictions (* ). Table
assumes current boundaries except for Caraation, Duyall,'Enumclaw, North Bend, and Snoqualmie/which assume expansion ,

areas in adopted Community Plans. Rural cit^expansion areas areas, per adopted community plans and county staff estunates,
are includedwith their respective cities (•). Changes which might come from ongoing interjurisdictional negotiations with Rura
cities are not reflected in the Table.



6-Apr-94 Table 2

Proposed Growth Target Ranges for Households and Employment

HH&EMP-3.wk3

Algona
Auburn
Beaux Arts

Bellevue
Black Diamond

Bothell (KG part)
Burien
Carnation
Clyde HiU
Des Moines
Duvall

Enumclaw
Federal Way
Hunts Point

Issaquah
Kent
Kiridand
Lake Forest Park
Medina
Mercer Island
Milton
Normandy Park
North Bend
Pacific
Redmond
Renton

SeaTac
Seattle

Slcykomish
Snoqualmie
Tukwila
Woodinville
Yarrow Point

386
7,297

0
8,553

1,054

1,613

1,778

450
13

1,600

1,741

2,430

14,951

5
2,093

6,815

5,933

113
19

1,176

20
150

1,410

675
10,732
8,609

3,949

53,715

30

2,163

5,302

1,949

20

514
10,703

0
10,547

1,246

2,688

2,222

450
13

2,400

1,959

2,970

18,449

5
3,907

8,185

7,067

188
19

1,324

20

150
1,990

2,025

12,328

11,191

4,051

66,285
30

4,037

6,698

2,051

20

liiiiii

iiiiiii
WSio.
siliis
liillM
ggiiii
iuiiij
gMISIMi

w^?^*;^:"*?:

Nfilii
will
WSBil
illli]
HIM

;;;;¥;$;;;..»;,&».

IIINM
BIBM
iiiiiM
iiSiiii

iii?i
isaii

300
9,000

0
25,300

1,100

2,150

400
0
0

2,000

1,600

900

13,300

0
3,000

10,450
7,800

150

0
1,600

0
0

1,700

50
30,250
20,000

15,600

118,800
0

3,100

19,000

1,900

0

400
13,200

0
31,200

1,300

3,600

500

0
0

3,000

1,800

1,100

16,400

0
5,600

12,550

9,300

250
0

1,800

0
0

2,400

150
34,750
26,000

16,000

146,600
0

5,820

24,000
2,000

0

iNilililiilllsilillllli liiiil wmw iM;*'u»:';H";

Source: Centers, Population and Employment Subcommittee of the Liaison Group, May 1994.



30-Apr-94
Table 3

Initial Proposed Growth Target Ranges for Households with
Discounted Dwelling Unit Capacity Comparison

CITIES

Algona
Auburn
Beaux Arts

Bellevue

Black Diamond
Bothell (KG part)
Burien

Carnation

Clyde Hill
Des Moines

DuvaU

Enumclaw

Federal Way
Hunts Point

Issaquah
Kent

Kirkland
Lake Forest Park

Medina

Mercer Island

Milton
Normandy Park

North Bend
Pacific
Redmond

Renton

SeaTac

Seattle
Skykomish
Snoquahnie
Tukwila
Woodinville
Yarrow Point

City Totals

Uninc. King County

GRAND TOTAL

Net New Household
Target

Low

386
7,297 |

0|
8,553 |
1,054 |
1,613
1,778 |

450 I
13

1,600 |
1,7411
2,430 |

14,9511
5|

2,093 |
6,815
5,933

113
19 I

1,176 |
20 I

150 I
1,410 |

675|
10,7321
8,609
3,900

53,715
30

2,163
5,3021
1,949 |

20 I

146,744 |

44,600 I

191,344|

Ranges
High

514
10,703

0
10,547

1,246
2,688
2,222

450
13

2,400
1,959
2,970

18,449
5

3,050
8,185
7,067

188
19

1,324
20

150
1,990
2,025

12,328
11,191
7,500

66,285
30

4,037
6,698
2,051

20

185,730

54,000

239,730

Net New
Households

Midpoint

450
9,000

0
9,550
1,150
2,150
2000

450
13

2,000
1,850
2,700

16,700
5

2,572
7,500
6,500

150
19

1,250
20

150
1,700
1,350

11,530
9,900
5,700

60,000
30

3,100
6,000
2000

20

166,237

50,000

216,237

Revised

Discounted
DU Capacity

493
13,969

0
19,470

974
3,524

NA
483 •

8
2,369
2,415 •
2,534 •

36,575 *
5

3,260
9,994
9,423 *

227
19 *

1,250 *
69

769
2,355 •
1,162

16,100 *
13,000 *
17,490 *

113,640 *
45

4,577 •
6,000 *

NA
18

282,217

116,040 *

398,257

Kxcess UU Capacity

#
431

4,969 |
0

9,9201
(176^

1,3741
NA|
331
(5)|

3691
5651

(166)1
19,8751

0
688

2,4941
2,923

771
0
0

491
619
6551

(188)1
4,5701
3,100 I

11,790
53,6401

15|
1,477

0|
NA|

(2)|

115.9801

66.0401

182,020|

% Over
Midpoint

10%
55% |

0%1
104%
-15%]

64% I
NA
7%,

-38% |
18%
31%
-6% |

119%l
0°/<

27% |
33% I
45°,

51%,
0%|
0°,

245°,
413%|

39°,
-14°/<

40% I
31% I

207°A

89% i
50% |
48°,

0%,

NA|
-10°,

70% I
~\32°^

84%|
CAPMAP6.WK3/NN

Source: King^ County Data Resources Technical Forum>^1994, for Capacity. Centers, Population
and Employment Subcommittee of the Liaison Group, 1994, for net new household targets.

Notes: Dwelling unit capacity is discounted for critical areas, right of way, other public purpose lands, and market factors,
as explamed in t&e Draft SEIS for the Countywide Planning Policies. Redmond,'Renton, Seattle, and Tukwila applied the
own discounts for marketfactors. New capacity numbers for the revised comprehensive plans have been receive(ffrom the
starred jurisdictions (*). Table assumes current boundaries except for Carnafion, Duvall, Enumclaw, North Bend, and
Snoqualmie, which assume expansion areas in adopted Community Plans. Rural city expansion areas, per adopted
community plans and county staff estimates, are included with their respective cities (• ). Changes wHich might come froi
ongoing interjurisdictional negotiations with Rural cities are not reflected in the Table.



Table 4A

King County Population Change

300

-200

Population Change 1950 - 2010
Births., Deaths, Net Migration., and Total Change

'1950-19SD 1960.1970 1970-1980 •1980-199D •1990-2000 2aOD-2a'10

Births UMDeaths

Net Migrations _^_ Total Change

Decade

1950-1960

1960-1970

1970-1980

1980-1990

1990-2000

2000-2010

Initial
Population

732,992

935,014

1,159,369

1,269,749

1,507,319

1,704,502

Period
Births

195,648

197,976

149,515

197,768

215,441

195,696

Period
Deaths

-79,897

-93,315

-94,646

-101,032

-118,258

-137,067

Period
Net Mig

86,271

119,694

55,511

140,834

100,000

70,001

Period
Change

202,022

224,355

110,380

237,570

197,183

128,630

Terminal
Population

935,014

1,159,369

1,269,749

1,507,319

1,704,502

1,833,133

2012 Total Population Forecast: 1,857,618

Source: Office of Financial Management, Forecasting Division: 1-17-92



Table 4B

King County

Population

Year Total Male Female

1990 1,507,319 742,676 764,643

1995 1,621,337 800,015 821,322

2000 1,704,502 842,318 862,184

2005 1,771,379 876,488 894,891

2010 1,833,133 907,877 925,256

2012 1,857,618

Period

Components of Change
Net

Births Deaths Migration

1990-1995 111,554 56,966 59,430

1995-2000 103,887 61,292 40,570

2000-2005 97,748 65,773 34,901

2005-2010 97,948 71,294 35,101

A6e Total
1990
M? Ie Female Total

1995
Male Female

0-4
5-9

10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85+

Total

Mdn Age

Age

106,999
98,593
87,340
88,193

114,345
145,953
154,775
143,612
125,483
93,333
68,609
58,653
55,475
54,403
42,785
31,633
20,349
16,786

1,507,319

33.63

Total

54,391
50,197
44,711
44,560
57,205
74,033
78,269
72,019
62,598
46,991
34,797
29,250
26,405
24,574
18,734
12,515
7,068
4,359

742,676

32.95

2005
Male

52,608
48,396
42,629
43,633
57,140
71,920
76,506
71,593
62,885
46,342
33,812
29,403
29,070
29,829
24,051
19,118
13,281
12,427

764,643

34.31

Female

0-4

5-9

10-14
15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
80-84
85+

99,472
108,437
118,345
116,829
110,362
105,955
110,354
138,619
160,203
159,398
142,268
118,312
83,006
55,967
44,003
37,524
31,617
30,708

Total 1,771,379

Mdn Age 39.18

50,715
55,033
59,745
58,564
55,544
54,340
56,056
69,664
80,587
80,033
71,778
58,802
41,013
27,094
20,173
15,683
11,820
9,842

876,488

38.46

48,757
53,404
58,600
58,265
54,818
51,615
54,298
68,955
79,616
79,365
70,490
59,510
41,992
28,873
23,830
21,840
19,797
20,865

894,891

39.91

113,487
112,024
101,579
91,033
94,807

128,579
156,969
160,167
145,414
124,984
92,560
65,972
54,670
50,304
48,016
35,699
24,410
20,655

1,621,337

35.38

Total

57,846
56,675
51,438
46,420
47,888
64,871
79,114
80,385
73,198
62,293
46,747
33,287
26,725
23,233
20,712
14,559
8,785
5,835

800,015

34.73

2010
Male

55,641
55,349
50,141
44,613
46,919
63,708
77,855
79,782
72,216
62,691
45,813
32,685
27,945
27,071
27,303
21,140
15,626
14,820

821,322

36.03

Female

99,684
101,952
110,089
121,274
123,475
120,802
111,517
112,408
139,008
159,288
157,153
136,839
110,701
75,870
49,807
37,325
29,595
36,353

1,833,133

40.55

50,820
51,736
55,591
60,972
61,836
61,258
57,144
56,932
69,959
80,095
79,110
68,711
54,147
36,616
23,276
16,207
11,505
11,965

907,877

39.79

48,864
50,216
54,498
60,302
61,639
59,544
54,373
55,476
69,049
79,193
78,043
68,128
56,554
39,254
26,531
21,117
18,090
24,388

925,256

41.28

Total

105,790
116,626
113,943
104,415
96,663

104,809
135,977
160,056
160,533
144,489
123,169
88,899
61,456
49,652
44,424
40,331
27,720
25,543

1,704,502

37.31

2000
Male

53,931
59,169
57,348
52,627
49,204
53,300
68,531
80,434
80,639
72,706
61,540
44,650
30,483
23,640
19,684
16,314
10,385
7,734

842,318

36.68

Female

51,859
57,458
56,595
51,788
47,459
51,510
67,446
79,622
79,894
71,783
61,629
44,249
30,973
26,013
24,740
24,018
17,336
17,810

862,184

37.95

Note; Age-sex detail may not add due to adjustment and founding.
OFFICE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, Forecasting Division: 1/17/1992
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Table 5

COMPARISONS: PROPOSED URBAN CENTERS VS.
QUANTITATIVE POLICY CRITERIA

CENTERS

BeUevue CBD

Federal Way CBD

Kent CBD

KirHand Totem Lake

Redmond Centers:

CBD

Overiake

Renton CBD

SeaTac CBD

Seattle Centers:

CBD

Seattle Centre

First HiU/Capitoltt

U. District

Northgate

Tukwila CBD

TOTALS:

SIZE
fACRES)

409

271

305

300

466

941

450

930

945

479

910
780

416

640

8,242

HOUSEHOLDS
Policy

Criteria

6,135

4,065

4,575

4,500 I

6,990 |

14,115

6,750 |

13,950 |

14,175

7,185 |

13,650

11,700

6,240

9,600 I

123,630|

Existing
HHLD

835

400

339

1,173

1,025

4,613

940

2,800

7,421

5,535

19,773

11,675

3,355

3

59,887

NGdpointof20
Year Target Range

5,300

4,300

2,250

1,450

5,175

1,715

5,400

3,500

14,700

1,650

5,540

2,110

3,000

1,300

57,390

Additional HHLD
Needed Beyond 20 Years

0
0

1,986

1,877

790

7,787

410

7,650

0
0
0
0

0
8,097

28,597

2010 Density

15

17

8
9

13

7

14

7

23

15
28

18

15

2

14

New DU Capacity
in Revised Plans

11,500

34,300

2,900

3,900

8,200

6,100

7,400

14,200

23,500

2,000

8,400

2,800

4,500

1,400

131,100

Documentation:

Policy Criteria = Acres x 15 Hhld/acre.

Additional Hhld needed = Policy Criteria minus existing Hhld minus 20 year target
Countywide HUd Target = 216,200
2010 Density = Hhlds per Gross Acre
Capacity in revised (dans discounted 20% for market factors, as explained in Table 2 of DSEIS.
Redmond, Renton, Seattle, and Tukwila applied their own market discounts.

I 57,390 = 27% of 20 Year Target 1
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Table 6

COMPARISONS: PROPOSED URBAN CENTERS VS.
QUANTITATIVE POLICY CRITERIA

CENTERS

BeUevue CBD

Federal Way CBD

Kent CBD

KirMand Totem Lake

Redmond Centers:

CBD
Overlake

Renton CBD

SeaTac CBD

Seattle Centers:

CBD
Seattle Centre

First ffiU/Capitol H.

U. District

Northgate

TukwilaCBD

TOTALS:

SIZE
(ACRES)

409
271

305

300

466

941

450

930

945
479

910

780

416
640

8,242

JOBS
Policy

Criteria

20,450 |

13,550

15,250

15,000

23,300

47,050

22,500

46,500

47,250

B,950

45,500

39,000

20,800

32,000

412,1001

Existing
Jobs

13,200

6,000

1,987

3,183

5,294

20,100

22,700

21,900

145,119

20,578

43,393

61,550

11,366

11,000

397,370

Midpointof20
Year Target Range

17,500

6,300

5,600

2,500

6,500

17,000

5,200

15,500

62,700

3,300

11,700

8,500

9,300

10,000

181,600

Additional Jobs
Needed Beyond 20 Years

none

1,250

7,663

9,317

. 11,506

9,950

none

9,100

none

none

none

none

none

11,000

59,786

2010 Density

100

45

25

19

25

39

62

40

220

50
61

90
50
33

70

New Jobs Capacity
in Revised Plans

40,000

39,300

9,900

11,400

22,600

16,700

6,000

95,200

82,000

17,000

18,000

15,000

10,000

33,000

416,100

Documentation:

Policy Criteria = Acres x 50 jobs/acre.
Additional jobs needed = Policy Criteria minus existing jobs minus 20 year target
Countywide Jobs Target = 349,600
2010 Density = Jobs per Gross Acre
Capacity in revised plans discounted 20% for market factors, as explained in Table 3 ofDSEIS.
Redmond (Overlake), Renton, and Seattle applied their own market discounts.

I 181,600 = 52% of 20 Year Target J



Table 7

Recorded Formal Subdivisions in King County, 1985 — 1992
Lots, Acres, and Average Density per Gross Acre

King County
Cities

Mgona
auburn
Beaux Arts
Bellevue
Black Diamond
Bothell
Car nation
Clyde Hill
Dos Moines
Duvall
Enumclaw
Federal Way
Hunts Point
Issaquoh
Kent
Kirkland
Lake Forest Pk
Medina
Mercw Island
Milton
Muckleshoot
Normandy Park
North Bend
PncHic
Redmond
Renton
Sea-Tac
Seattle
Skykomish
Snoquaimie
Tukwiia
Yarrow Point

Incorporated Total:

Avg. Density per Gross Acre'

Unincorporated Total:

Avg. Density per Gross Ada'

Total King County:

Avg. Density per Gross Acre '

191!5
Lots

0
118

0
94
11
65
0
0

10
55
32

NA
0

100
0

37
0
0

100
28

NA
21

0
17

144
20

NA
6
0
0
0
0

858

Acres

0.00
36.46
0.00

33.23
3.25

315.39
0.00
0.00
2.05

21.9C
9.65

NA
o.oc

29.2(
o.oc
5.62
O.Ofl
o.oc

39.4C
13.76

NA
7.84
(MX
4.2E

49.01
14.SC

NA
0.61
o.oc
0.0(
0.0(
0.0(

586.3f

1.46 DU/Acra

3.374

4.232

1.587.0:

2.13 DU/AcreW/Acra

2.173.3!

1.95 DU/Acra

1986
Lots

0
13
0

138
0

135
0
0
9

22
0

NA
0

29
39
84
0
2
0
0

NA
0
0

36
60
0

NA
43
0
0
0
0

610

2.395

Acres

0.00
2.74
0.00

40.77
0.00

43.41
0.00
0.00
1.90
8.60
0.00

NA
0.00

15.98
48.02
22.36

0.00
1.03
o.oc
0.00

NA
o.oc
o.oc
6.2S

83.95
o.oc

NA
10.3(
o.oc
o.oc
0.(X
o.cx

285.41

2.14 DU/AaeW/Aaa

1.278.5(

1.B7 DU/ACIB

3.005 1,563.9^

1.92 DU/Acro

1987
Lots

0
6
0

339
0

119
0
0

32
62
0

NA
0
0
9

47
0
0
0
0

NA
61

0
0

135
84

NA
0
0
0

36
0

930

3.0 »

2.454

Acres

0.00
1.10
o.oc

77.7E
o.oc

38.1;
o.oc
o.oc
7.2;

22.6f
0.(X

NA
o.oc
o.oc

sos:
8.3<
0.(X
o.w
o.oc
0.0(

NA
15.5!
0.0(
0.(X

38.41
37.a

NA
O.d
0.01
O.tN

11.8;
0.01

308.?

DU/Acre

1.414.6i

1.73 DWAcra

3.384

1.96

1.723.6

DU/Acre

1988
Lots

0
47

0
167

0
170

0
0
0

102
0

NA
0
0
2

102
0
0
6
0
0
0
0

90
35

105
NA

0
0
0
0
0

826

Acres

o.oa
14.8(
o.oc

72.8S
o.oc

75.94
o.oc
o.oc
o.oc

32.4;
o.oc

NA
O.Ot
0.(X
2.41

26.9^
0.0(
0.0(
1.7(
o.cx
0.(X
0.0(
O.CK

23.41
10.2;
25.3

NA
o.cn
0.0
0.01
0.01
0.01

286.1:

2.89 DU/Acre

3.323

2.01 DU/Ac

4.149

1.654.1:

OU/Aae

1.940.2

2.14 DU/Acre

1989
Lots

0
81
0

68
30

162
0
0
7

133
327

NA
0

31
25
79
0
0
0
0
5
6

63
122
280

71
NA

0
0
0
6
0

1,496

Acres

0.00
19.23
0.00

46.73
6.36

65.15
o.oc
o.oc
2.ae

5S.9<
92.4E

NA
o.oc

138.0C
6.3E

16.9(
o.oc
o.oc
0.(X
o.w

64.1;
3.61

28.3:
33.2^
85.51
53.9;

NA
o.w
0.01
0.01

36.3'
o.a

754.9

1.98 DU/Acra

3.779 2.052.4

1.84 DU/Acre

5,275 2.807.0

1.SS OWAcre

1990
Lots

0
76

0
249

0
169
37

0
16
25

329
85
0
0

75
70

0
0

13
0
0
0
0
0

63
124

0
12
0
0
0
0

1.343

Acres

O.Ofl
103.52

0.00
90.94
o.oc

82.31
48.6S
o.oc
2.92

10.7;
86.9i
27.3f
OM
0.(X

21.8f
22.1 (
OM
OM
3.0i
0.0(
(MX
o.cx
0.01
O.CK

25.5!
35.71

0.01
3.71
0.01

0.0
0.0
0.0

565.5

2.37 DWAcre

2,652 1.689.7

1.57 DU/Acre

3.995 2.255.3

1.T7 DU/Acra

1991
Lots

0
0
0

313
0

35
0
0



Table 8 A

Parcel Sizes and Distribution
:ing County "Old" Rural Areas

Fune, 1992

VACANT LAND

<2
> = 2 size < 5

> = 5 size < 10
> = 10 size < 15
> = 15 size < 20
> = 20 size < 35
>=35

6,927
3,086
1,849

489
209
483
431

51.41%
22.90%
13.72%
3.63%
1.55%
3.58%
3.20%

4,918
10,787
11,986
5,587
3,722

11,621
30,470

6.22%
13.64%
15.15%
7.06%
4.71%

14.69%
38.53%

DEVELOPED LAND

<2
> = 2 size < 5

> = 5 size < 10
> = 10 size < 15
> = 15 size < 20
> = 20 size < 35
>=35

11,881
3,917

. 1,962
379
172
142
104

64.02%
21.11%
10.57%
2.04%
0.93%
0.77%
0.56%

8,519
13,126
12,921
4,442
3,081
3,494
8,109

15.87%
24.45%
24.07%
8.27%
5.74%
6.51%

15.10%

Sources and Notes: Includes all Rural designated lands m unincorporated King County per the
1985 King County Comprehensive Plan, exclusive of recent Community Plan changes in
Bear Creek, Soos Creek, Tahoma/Raven Heights. Taken from the Situs file of the DDES Permits
System. Extracted and compiled by King County and Community Development Division, 1992.

nm/0217/vac- devo.wk3



Table 8B

Parcel Sizes and Distribution
"New" Rural Areas

l^ay, 1992

VACANT LAND

<2
> = 2 size < 5

> = 5 size < 10
> = 10 size < 20
> = 20 size < 35
> =35

3,034
652
292
130
56
73

71.61%
15.39%
6.89%
3.07%
1.32%
1.72%

1,921
2,167
1,911
1,756
1,471
4,412

14.09%
15.89%
14.01%
12.88%
10.79%
32.35%

DEVELOPED LAND

<2
> = 2 size < 5

> = 5 size < 10
> = 10 size < 20
> = 20 size < 35
> =35

11,527
1,188

422
69
15
17

87.08%
8.97%
3.19%
0.52%
0.11%
0.13%

7,269
3,752
2,660

949
420
762

45.97%
23.73%
16.82%
6.00%
2.66%
4.82%

Sources and Notes: Includes all residentially zoned lands. Approximates New Rural Area with
quarter section data taken from the Situsfile of the DDES Permits Sysytem. Extracted and
compiled by King County Planning and Community Development Division, 1992.

nm/0217A'ac- devn.wk3



Table 9

Annual Average Home Price in
King, Pierce and Snohomish Counties, 1987 - 1993

YEAR
1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

KING

$102,084

$113,959

$137,183

$173,629

$174,809

$176,647

$183,720

SNOHOMISH

$85,347

$93,523

$103,640

$146,142

$148,139

$150,374

$150,704

PIERCE

$76,653

$81,271

$87,122

$100,103

$111,504

$118,469

$118,773
nm/nmpnce

Source: Seattle-Everett Real Estate Research Report and Tacoma Real Estate Trends
Notes: All prices are for the Spring quarter, except for Pierce County in 1993

when only winter quarter data were available.



Table 12
Impacts of Policy Options

for Rural Character on Both the Centers Alternatives and the Magnet Alternative

Policy Options

RU-1

Mitigation
RU-3

RU-6

Mitigation

RU-7

Mitigation
Supplemental
Language
(Suburban Cities)

Mitigation

Eight Centers, 14 Centers, and Magnet Alternatives

This policy could result in less positive unpacts fhan the adopted policy LU-9.
Policy RU-1 deletes references to clustering and incentives to protect rural
character, and instead discusses expansion of farming and forestry. RU-la, limits
tax benefits to contiguous land. RU-lb, provides less protection for

environmentally sensitive lands, by elkninadng references to incentives for small
land owners. RU-17 does include some of fhe strategies omitted in RU-1.

IfRU-1 is adopted, adopt RU-17 as well.

This policy could result in significant adverse impacts to plants, animals and fish,
because it deletes fhe requirement that septic tanks and rural roads not degrade the

environment. As a result, development could occur which causes water quality

problems.

Leave Policy LU-8 in as adopted.

This policy could result in both positive and significant negative impacts.
Clustering of development can be effective in reducing (he consumption of natural

areas. This policy could result in greater positive impacts than LU-12, since it
applies to lots of 5 acres or more rather than 10 acres or more. However, Policy
RU-6 uses fhe phrase "may be required", implying fhat even where clustering
would provide greater protection for natural or environmental resources, as well as

fhe criteria, clustering may not occur.

Require clustering of parcels meeting the specific criteria, and include wildlife
habitat as part of fhe criteria. Keep fhe five acre parcel criteria.

This policy could have a positive impact on plants, animals and fish, as it
recommends that King County utilize a transfer of development rights program for
rural areas. (Adopted policy LU-2 requires cides to development programs within

UGAs, and allows for interjurisdictional transfers. However, there is no provision
in the adopted policies that addresses rural area programs for transfer.)

Adopt RU-7 or revise LU-2 to include similar language.

Strategies that promote ecological restoration could result in positive impacts to
wildlife and its habitat. Larger lot sizes are more conducive to maintaining habitat

values. The policy statement regarding "minimum density of one unit per 20 acres

and one unit per 35 acres" could have a negative impact on plants, animals and
fish, since very low densities tend to minimize impacts to wildlife habitat while
"minimum density" implies that densities shall be Mgher.

In order to protect wildlife habitat, the policy should state: maximum densides of

one unit per 20 acres and one unit per 35 acres, or minimum lot size of 20 acres
and 35 acres.



HGURE 1

Residential Lands - Non Cntr Urban Area
20-Yr Targets vs. Disc. Land Capacity
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Note:.Pre-CPP incdes "newjural" designation, reabsorbed in this alternatjve.
Magnet and two non-Center alternatives assume three centers per DSEIS p.10.
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HGURE 2

600

Employment Lands - NonCntr Urban Area
20-Yr Targets vs. Disc. Land Capacity

Pre-CPP No Action Magnet 8 CentersU Centers

^^ Discounted Land Cap |?^ DSEIS Growth Target Rev./Juris.Gr.Targ.

Note: Magnet and two non-Center altemat'ives assume three centers per DSEIS p.10.
Manufacturing Centers not included in non-Center Urban. graphS/grsphmk.wqt



HGURE 3
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King County
Single Family and Multifamily Trends

1980 Through 1992
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FIGURE 4

King County Housing Densities 1993 - 2013
Algona
Auburn

Beaux Arts
Betlevue

Black Diamond
Bothell
Burien

Camation
Clyde Hill

Des Moines
Duvall

Enumclaw

Federal Way
Hunts Point

Issaquah
Kent

Kirkland
Lk. Forest Pk.

Medina
Mercer Island

Milton
Normandy Park

North Bend
Pacific

Redmond
Renton

Seatac
Seattle

Skykomish h
Snoqualmie

Tukwila
Woodinville

Yarrow Point
Unincorp. Urban
Unincorp. Rural *

TTT
6 8 10

UNFTS PER GROSS ACRE

I I I
121— 14

T—T
16

&XI Units Per Gross Acre (Existing)
1993

^B Units Per Gross Acre
2013

* Excludes resource lands and open space
Note: ^I^IBS, 9.l'owth'tar08tsand 1993 boundaries, except year

2013 Includes expansion areas for 5 rural cities

Source: Population Trends for WashinRton State (OFM, Sept. '93') dcnsgrap.wql



GROWTH MANAGEMENT PLANNING COUNCIL
PROPOSED URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY

NK> 1 nf»- North

URBAN GROWTH MSA

-^ Unincotponted activity Centen

RURAL ARE<
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High-rise residential tower

(175-225 units per gross acre)

Single-family in-fill
(10-14 units per gross acre)

Mid-rise apartments

(60-80 units per gross acre)

Townhouse development
(35-45 units per gross acre)

Urban Center
Housing
Choices

Low-hse apartments over retail
(35-45 units per gross acre)



FINAL SEIS DISTRIBUTION LIST



CITIES AND TOWNS .

City of Algona
City of Auburn
Town of Beaux Arts Village
City of Bellevue
City of Black Diamond
City of Bothell
City of Bremerton
City of Burien
City of Carnation
Town of Clyde Hill
City of Des Moines
City of Duvall

of Edmonds
City of Enumclaw
City of Everett
City o,f Federal Way
City of Fife
Town of Hunts Point

\ City of Issaquah
City of Kent
City of Kirkland
City of Lake Forest Park
City of Lynnwood
City of Medina

. City of Mercer Island
City of Mill Creek
Town of Milton
City of Mountlake Terrace
City of Normandy Park.
City of North Bend
City of Pacific •
City of Redmond
City of Renton
City of SeaTac
City of Seattle
Town of Skykomish
City of Snoqualmie
City of Sumner
City of Tacoma
City of Tukwila
City of Winslow
City of Woodinville
Town of Yarrow Point

COUNTIES

King County
Kitsap County .
Pierce bounty
Snohomish County
Kittitas County

INDIAN TRIBES

Muckleshoot Tribe

PORTS

Port of Seattle
Port of Tacoma

TRANSIT AGENCIES

Community Transit
Everett Transit
Kitsap Transit
Municipality of Metropolitan

Seattle (METRO)
Pierce Transit
Snohomish County Transportation

Authority (SNO-TRAN)

UTILITIES

Bellevue Utilities
Bryn Mawr-Lakeridge Water and

Sewer District
Cedar River Sewer and Water

District
Des Moines Sewer District
Eastgate Sewer District
Federal Way Water and Sewsr

District
Highlands Sewer District
Mercer Island Water and Sewer

Utilities
Midway Sewer District
Northeast Lake Washington Sewer

District
Northeast Sammamish Sewer and

Water District
Rainier Vista Sewer District
Rose Hill Water and Sewer
Ronald Sewer District
Skyway Water and Sewer District
Snoqualmie Pass Sewer District
Soos Creek Water and Sewer

District
Southwest Suburban Sewer District
Val Vue Sewer District
Vashon Sewer District
Woodinville Water and Sewer

District
Ames Lake Water Association
Riverbend Homesites Association
Sallal Water Association



UILLTIES (Continued)

Water District U
Water District C14
Water District H7
Water District U9

. Water District <f20
City of Tukwila Water District
Water District ^42
Water District f45
Water District ^49
Water District *'54
Water District ^57
Highline Water District
Sammamish Plateau Water and

Sewer District
Water District ^83
Water District ^'85
Covington Water District
Water District ?90
Water District ^94
Water District iH04
Water District H07
Water District nil
Water District ni7
Water District i?119
Water District H21
Water District i?122
Water District H23
Water District H2S
Water District i?127
Water District i?123
Wilderness Rim Maintenance

Corporation
Fire District >E10
Fire District ^'27
Fire District j?38
Fire District ^'45
Washington Natural Gas Company
Northwest Pipeline Company
Pacific Northwest Bell
General Telephone Company
Puget Sound Power and Light

Real Estate Division
Seattle City Light
Seattle Water Department
Snohomish County Public Utility

District
Tacoma City Light
Tacoma Water Department

.FEDERAL AGENCIES

Department of Housing and Urban
Developn-ient

Department of Agriculture
Economic Development

Administration
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Highways Administration
Fish and Wildlife Service
Urban Mass Transportation

Administration
United States Air Force
United States Army
United States Army -Corps of

Engineers
United States Coast Guard
United States Navy•

STATE OF WASHINGTON

Department of Community
Development (2)

Department of Ecology (2)
Department of Trade and Economic

Development
Department of Fisheries
Department of Natural Resources
Department of Parks and

Recreation
Department of Social and Health

Services
Department of Transportation:

Headquarters
District 1
Urban Mobility Office
Aeronautics Division
Marine Division

Department of Utilities and
Transportation

Department of State Planning and
Community Affairs Agency

Department of Wildlife
Energy Office
Growth Strategies Commission
Legislative Transportation

Committee
Office of Archaeology and

Historic Preservation
Office of the Governor
Planning, Research and Public

Transportation
Transportation Improvement Board

Bureau of Indian Affairs



REGIONAL AGENCIES

Central Puget Sound Economic
Development District

METRO - Environmental Division
Puget Sound Air Pollution Control

Agency
Puget-Sound Water Quality

Agency
Thurston Regional Planning

Council

LIBRARIES

King County Library (16)
Governmental Research Assistance

Library
Auburn Public Library
Bellevue Public Library
METRO Library
Municipal Research and Services

Center Library
Renton Public Library
Seattle Public Library (15)
Seattle Pacific University,

Meter Memorial Library
Seattle University, Lemieux

Library
University of Washington,

Suzzallo Library
Washington State Library
Washington State Department

of Transportation Library
Snoqualmie Library
Carnation Library

SCHOOLS

University of Washington, Depart-
ment of Urban Design and
Planning

Auburn School District #408
Bellevue School District #405
Enumclaw School District #216
Federal Way School District #210
Highline School District #401
Issaquah School District #411
Kent School District <i415
Lake Washington School District

.i?414
Mercer Island School District

N00
Northshore School District #417
Renton School District #403

Riverview School District <(407
Seattle School District Cl
Shoreline School District )T412
Skykomish School District il'404
Snoqualrme School District #410
South Central School District

#406
Tahoma School District <<409
Vashon School District N02

ENVIRONMENTAL GROUPS

Audubon Society
Citizens for Clean Water
Federation of Outdoor Clubs
Friends of the Earth
Greenpeace
Issaquah Environmental Council
Mountaineers
Northwest Rivers Council
Northwest Steel head and Salmon

Council
Seattle Shorelines Coalition
Sierra Club
Washington Environmental Council
Washington Forest Protection

Association
Washington Natural Heritage

Program

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS

Citizens for Responsible Growth
Central Newcastle Property

Ownership Association
Friends of Snoqualmie Valley
Mt. Si Advisory Committee
Mountaineers, Conservation

Division
Valley Citizens for Sensible

Growth
Preston Community Club
Tolt Hill Community Club
Seattle Master Builders
Ames Lake Community Club
Lake Marcel Community Club
Lake Joy Community Club
Carnation Ridge Community Club
Fall City Community Club
Sno-Valley Community Center
Duvall Businessmens Association
Vincent Community Club
Snoqualmie Valley Railway



COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
(Continuted)

Cherry Valley Community
Association

Duvall Historical Society
Historical Association, Inc.
Snoqualmie Valley Museum
Wilderness Rim Maintenance

Corporation

OTHER

All who commented on the DESIS

Association of Washington
Business.

League of Women Voters of
Washington (5)

Municipal League (Seattle)
Seattle-King County Economic

Development Council
Seattle-King County Board of

Realtors

NEWS MEDIA

KCPQ - TV
KCTS - TV
KING TV/Radio
KIRO TV/Radio
KOMO TV/Radio
KPLU Radio
KSTW TV/Radio
KUOW Radio
Journal American, Bellevue
Horning News Tribune, Tacoma
Puget Sound Business Journal
Seattle Post Intelligencer
Seattle Times
Seattle Daily Journal of

Commerce
Snoqualmie Valley Record
Issaquah Press
Woodinville Weekly

SEiS ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Mr. Richard Chapin
Inslee, Best, Doezie & Ryder

Ms. Pat Chemnick
Economic Development Manager

South East Effective
Development

Mr. Denny' Dochnahl
Mr. Andrew Duffus
Mr. Jason King

^uget power & Light Company
Government Relations

Ms. Teresa Kalet
Ms. Doreen Marchioni
Mr. Ronald Marson
Mr. Richard E. McCann

Perkins Coie
Ms. Lucy Steers

GROWTH MANAGFMFNT Pl ANNi ^
COUNCIF

Margot Blacker, Councilmember
Bellevue

Pat Davis
Port of Seattle

Brian Derdowoski, Councilmember
Metro King County

Bob Edwards, Councilmember
Renton

Jim Gildersleeve, Councilmember
North Bend

Larry Gossett, Councilmember
Metro Kmg County

Jane Hague, Councilmember
Metro Kmg County

Sherry Harris, Councilmember
Seattle

Rosemarie Ives, Mayor

Redmond
Fred Jarrett, Councilmember

Mercer Island
Glen Kuntz, Mayor

Duvall
Gary Locke, Executive

Metro King County
Roger Loschen, Mayor

Lake Forest Park
Sally Nelson, Councilmember

Burien
Margaret Pageler, Councilmember

Seattle
Larry Phillips, Councilmember

Metro King County



Norm Rice, Mayor
Seattle

Bob Stead, Mayor
Federal Way

Jim Street, Councilmember
Seattle

Cynthia Sullivan, Councilmember
Metro Kmg County

Shirley Thompson, Councilmember
SeaTac

Christopher Vance, Councilmember
Metro Kmg County

PetevonReichbauer, Councilmember
Metro King County

iQTHER KING COUNTY AGENCIES

King County Resource
Planning

Kmg County Environmental
Division

King County Surface Water
Management Division

Seattle-King County
Health Department

Kmg County Cooperative
Extension

Kmg County Cultural
Resources Division

King County Development and
Environmental Services

King County Office of Open
Space

Kmg County Parks Division
Kmg County Department of

Stadium Administration


